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THE

HISTORY OP HERODOTUS.

THE FOURTH BOOK, ENTITLED MELPOMENE.

1. After the taking of Babylon, an expedition Avas led by

Darius into Scythia.^ Asia abounding in men, and vast sums

flowing into the treasury, the desire seized him to exact ven-

geance fi'om the Scyths, who had once in days gone by invaded

Media, defeated those Avho met them in the field, and so begun

the quarrel. During the space of eight-and-twenty years, as I

have before mentioned,^ the Scyths continued lord? of the whole

of Upper x\.sia. They entered Asia in pursuit of the Cimme-
rians, and overthrew the empire of the Medes, who till they

came possessed the sovereignty. On their return to their homes
after the long absence of twenty-eight years,^ a task awaited

them little less troublesome than their struggle with the Medes.

They found an army of no small size j)repared to o^Dpose their

entrance. For the Scythian women, when they saw that time

went on, and their husbands did not come back, had inter-

married with their slaves.

2. Now the Scythians blind all their slaves, to use them in

preparing their milk. The plan they follow is to thrust tubes

made of bone, not unhke our musical pipes, up the vulva of the

mare,•* and then to blow into the tubes with their mouths, some

1 It has been supposed that the notice " Vide supi'a, i. lO.j-lOG.

in the Behistun Inscription (col. v. par. 3 gome writers a.scribed this war with
4), of an expedition of Daiius against the slaves to quite a different occasion,

the Sacae {Saka), refers to this invasion It was, they said, after the Scythians
(Blakesley, not. ad loc). But the had been engaged in a long struggle
scanty fragments of the text, which with the, Thraciaus and other tribes

alone remain, and the representation of south of the Danube (Callistrat. Fr. 3).

the leader in the train of captured ^ Niebuhr the traveller (Description
rebels, lead rather to the conclusion de I'Arabie, p. 146; relates that a some-
that Asiatic Scyths—old subjects of the what similar practice obtains in Ara- •

Persian monarchy (Beh. Ins. col. i. par. bia:— "J'euteudis et vis moi-mOme
6, and col. ii. par. 2)—are intended, Basra," he says, "que lorsqu'uu Ai'abe

VOL. in.



BLIND SLAVES OF THE SCYTniANS. Book IV.

milking wliile the otlicrs blow. They say that they do this

because ^yhen the veins of the animal are full of air, the udder

is forced down. The milk thus obtained is poured into deep

wooden casks, about which the blind slaves are placed, and then

the milk is stirred round.^ That which rises to the top is drawn

off, and considered the best part; the under portion is of less

account. Such is the reason why the Scythians blind all those

whom they take in war ; it arises from their not being tillers of

the ground, but a pastoral race.*^

3. When therefore the children sprung from these slaves and

the Scythian women, grew to manhood, and understood the

circumstances of their birth, they resolved to oppose the army

Avhich Avas returning from Media. And, first of all, they cut off

a tract of country from the rest of Scythia by digging a broad

dyke " from the Tauric mountains to the vast lake of the Mieotis.

Afterwards, when the Scythians tried to force an entrance, they

marched out and engaged them. Many battles were fought,

and the Sc}i:hians gained no advantage, until at last one of

them thus addressed the remainder :
" What are we doing,

Sc}i:hians? We are fighting our slaves, diminishing our

own number when we fall, and the number of those that

belong to us when they fall by our hands. Take my advice

—lay spear and bow aside,^ and let each man fetch his horse-

trait la femelle du bufle, un autre lui

fourre la main, et lebrasjiisqu'aucoude,
dans le, parcequ'on proteud savoir

par expeiience qu'c'tant chatouillee de
la sorte, elle donne plus de lait. Cette
methode," he observes, " ressemble beau-
coup a celle des Scythes." [In India,

while they milk the buffaloes, the tail is

generally coiled up, and thrust into the
vulva for the same purpose.—H. C. R.]

Mares' milk constituted the chief food
of the ancient Scythians, who are there-

fore called" and-
yol by Homer (11. xiii. 5) and other
writers (Callim. Hymn, ad Dian. 252

;

Nic. D.im. Fi-ag. 12:5, &c.). It is still

the principal sui)port of the Calmuck
hordes which wander over the vast
steppes north and west of the Caispian.

^ It is apparent from this circum-
stance tliat it was /:<nimiss, and not cream,
on wliich the Scythians lived. Koumiss
is still prepared from mares' milk by
the CahiiuckK and Nogais, who during
•the procchs of making it keep the milk
in constant agitation 'Clarke's Travels,
vol. i. p. 313; L>e Hell, p. 274, E. T.,)

•"' That is, eyesight which is requisite

for agi'icidtural pursuits is not needed
for the offices which a pastoral people
requires of its slaves. The Scythians
therefore, being a pastoral people, could
manage with blind .slaves; and by blind-

ing their slaves they rendered it impos-
sible for them either to revolt or to run
away.

'^ On the position of this dyke, vide
infra, ch. 20.

The spear and the bow were the
national \veapons of the European Scyths
(see note on ch. 70), the bow on the
whole being regarded as the more es-

sential (infra, ch. 4G ; ^.?ch. P. V. 730.).

Am>w-heads are found in almost all the
Scythian tombs in Southern Russia,

while spear-heads have been found only
occasionally. The spear used was short,

apparently not more than five feet in

length, whence in ch. 70 Herodotus
terms it a javelin (). According
to tlie Greeks, the how \vas made in a

single piece, and when unstrung bent
backwards (cf. note on Book vii. cli.

64) ; but the representations on Scythian



Chap. 2-5. ORIGIN OF THE SCYTHS — NATIVE ACCOUNT.

whip,^ and go boldly up to them. So long as they see us with

arms in our Lands, they imagine themselves our equals in birth

and bravery ; but let them behold us with no other weapon but

the whip, and they will feel that they are our slaves, and flee

before us."

4. The Scythians followed tliis counsel, and the slaves were

so astounded, that they forgot to fight, and immediately ran

away. Such was the mode in which the Scythians, after being

for a time the lords of Asia, and being forced to quit it by the

Modes, returned and settled in their own country. This inroad

of theirs it was that Darius was anxious to avenge, and such was
the purpose for which he was now collecting an army to invade

them.

5. According to the account which the Scythians themselves

give, they are the youngest of all nations.^ Their tradition is

monuments make this questionable. See
the subjoined woodcut, which is taken
from a vase found in a Scythian tomb,
and exhibits a curious mode of stringing

the bow. [This is the common method
of stringing the bow in the East. I have
seen it among the Bheels, the Huzarehs,
and the Km'ds.—H. C. R.]

' The ancient Scythian whip seems to

have closely resembled the noi/aik of the
modern Cossacks. It had a short handle
and a single lash, with a round flat piece

of leather at the end (see the subjoined

woodcuts). How universally it was car-

ried is indicated by the fact that a Avhip

was buried in the tomb of a Scythian
king, vith his other arms and imple-
ments. (See below, ch. 71.)

Ancient Scythian Whip (from Dubois).

^ Justin's assertion, so directly con-
tradictory of this (" Scytharum gentem
semper habitam fuisse antiquissimam,"
ii. 1), is remarkable. We must under-

Modern Nogaik (from Oliphant).

stand, however, by the Scyths of Hero-
dotus in this place, the single nation

of European Scyths with which the
Greeks of the Pontus were acquainted.

2



4 DESCENT OF THE FOUR TRIBES. Book IV.

as follows. A certain Targitaiis * was the first man ever

lived in tlicii" conntry, which before his time was a desert without

inhabitants. He was a child—I do not beKeve the tale, but it

is told nevertheless—of Jove and a daughter of the Borj-sthenes.

Taro-itaiis, thus descended, begat three sons, Leipoxais, Arpoxais,

and Colaxais, who was the youngest born of the three. While

they still ruled the land, there fell from the sky four imple-

ments, all of gold,—a plough, a yoke, a battle-axe, and a

drinking-cup. The eldest of the brothers perceived them first,

and approached to pick them up ; when lo ! as he came near,

the gold took fire, and blazed. He therefore Avent his way,

and the second coming forward made the attempt, but the

same thing happened again. The gold rejected both the eldest

and the second brother. Last of all the youngest brother ap-

proached, and immediately the flames Avere extinguished; so

he picked up the gold, and carried it to his home. Then the

two elder agreed together, and made the Avhole kingdom over to

the youngest born.

6. From Leipoxais sprang the Scythians of the race called

Auchatfe; from Arpoxais, the middle brother, those knovn as

the Catiari and Traspians ; from Colaxais, the youngest, the

Eoyal Scythians, or Paralatic. All together they are named
Scoloti,^ after one of their kings : the Greeks, however, call them
Scythians.^

7. Such is the account which the Scythians give of their

origin. They add that from the time of Targitaiis, their first

king, to the invasion of theii• country by Darius, is a period of one

Justin intends the Scythic or Turanian possible, but scai'cely a probable deri-

i*ace generally, which was really older vation. In " Traspians " it may be con-

than either the Semitic or the Indo- jectured that we have the root,
Eui'opean. (See vol. i. Essay xi. pp. 530- "horse;" while Paralata)()
533.) recalls the Paralasa niouutain-cliiiin.

2 The conjectures which would iden- Mere speculation, however, is iu ety-

tify Targitaiis, the mythic progenitor of mology worse than futile. It is apt to

the Scythians, with Togarmah, the son be misleading.

of Gomer, and gi'audsou of Japhet (Gen. • The Greeii.word S/fuflTjs is probably
X. 3), are even more fanciful than the nothing but the Asiatic Saka (^)
ordinary run of Biblico-historical specu- with an ethnic adjectival ending -?,
latioiui. (See Geograi)h. of equivalent to the ordinary -tos or -;
Herod, p. 410; and Von Hammer's found in so many names of peoples

—

Greech. V. Osm. i. p. l.j Were they c. g. KeAriis, $, ^!, -
ndniittcd, the further identification of cirpwros,-,, •... The
these two words vith the ethnic appel- first vowel has been dropt, and 2a/ia0r)s

lative "Turk " might still be questioned, contracted into 2:;. Whether Saha
2 Nothing is known of these names, is connected with the Old Norse shijta,

though tlioy afford an ample field for Swedish shjuta, German scliiitzcn, and
Bl)€culatiou. Dr. Donaldson recognises English shwt, it is quite impossible to
in the Scoloti, the " Asa-Galatic " or say. The connexion is at any rate open
"Celte of Asiii" (Varronian. p. 41y—

a

to very great doubt.
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thousand years, neither less nor more.^ The Eoyal Scythians

guard tlie sacred gokl with most especial care, and year by year

offer great sacrifices in its honour. At this feast, if the man
who has the custody of the gold should fall asleep in the open

air, he is sure (the Scythians say) not to outlive the year. His

pay therefore is as much land as lie can ride round on horseback

in a day. As the extent of Scythia is very great, Colaxais

gave each of his three sons a separate kingdom,^ one of which

was of ampler size than the other two : in this the gokl ^vas pre-

served. Above, to the northward of the furthest dwellers in

Scythia, the country is said to be concealed from sight and
made impassable by reason of the feathers which are shed

abroad abundantly. The earth and air are alike full of them,

and this it is which prevents the eye from obtaining any view of

the region.^

8. Such is the account which the Scythians give of them-

selves, and of the country which lies above them. The Greeks

who dwell about the Pontus ^ tell a different story. According

* It is curious to find this assertion

made the foundation of serious chrono-

logical calculations. (Larcher, Table
Chrouologique ; Bilhr ad loc.) The
number of 1000 represents, palpably-

enough, an indefinite period ; and in-

deed it is impossible that a nation in

the condition of the Scythians should
have had more than a vague notion of

its origin, and the time it had lasted.

This tradition, and the triple com-
mand at the time of the invasion (infra,

oh. 120), indicate, apparently, a perma-
nent division of the Eoyal Horde into

three distinct tribes.
'' Vide infra, ch. 31, where Herodotus

explains that the so-called feathers are

snow-flakes.
^ The principal Greek cities upon the

Pontus were the following:—1. On the

south coast, Heraclea Pontica (the mo-
dern Ereijli), a colony of the Megari-

ans ; Sinope, which retains its name, a

colony of the Milesians ; Trapezus (
Tre-

hizond) and Cotyora (Orc?i<), colonies from
Sinope itself ; and Amisus {Samsun), a
colony of the Phocteans re-established

by the Athenians (cf. Strab. xii. p. 792,

with Scymuus Chius, Fr. 181; and Ar-
rian, Peripl. P. Eux. p. 128). 2. On the
east coast, Phasis (Poti) and Dioscm-ias
(near Soukouni' KileK), colonies of the
Milesians (Steph. Byz. ad voc.;
Arrian, Peripl. P. Eux. p. 123). 3. On
the north, Panticapseum and Phanago-

reia, guarding the Straits of Kertch

—

the former a colony of the Milesians,

and in later times the capital of the
kingdom of the Bosphorus—the latter a
colony of the Teians (Anon. Peripl. P.
E. p. 134; Scymn. Ch. Fr. 153); Theo-
dosia, at the site of the modern Kciffa,

also a colony of the Milesians (Arrian,
Peripl. P. Eux. p. 131; Anon. Peripl.

p. 1-13); Chersonesus at Kamiesch, near
Sebastopol, a colony from Heraclea
Pontica (Scymn. Ch. Fr. 75 ; Anon. Pe-
ripl. p. 146) ; and Olbia, or Borysthenes,
on the right bank of the Boiuj, a little

above its junction with the Diiicpr, a
colony of the Milesians (infra, ch. 78).
4. On the west, Tyras, near the mouth
of tlie Lhiiestr ; Istrus, or Istria, a little

south of the lowest mouth of the
Danube ; Tomi, 30 miles further south;
Odessus, near the modern Vat-na ; and
Apollonia, now Sizcboli (infra, ch. 90),
colonies of the Milesians (see Herod, ii.

33 ; Scvmn. Ch. 11. 1 9, 24, and 56

;

Anon. Peripl. pp. 153, 157, 158, 160,
and 162); Callatis and Mesembria (Mt-
sevri), colonies respectively of the Hera-
cleots and the Chalcedonians (Scymn.
Ch. 16; and Anon. Peripl. pp. 158, 161).

Besides these, there were a number of
smaller settlements, especially along
the southern coast. One or two colo-

nies were likewise planted on the shores
of the Sea of Azov, as Tanais at the
mouth of the Tanais {Don), and Ty-
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to them, nercules, when he was carrying off the cows of Geryon,

arrived in the region which is now inhabited by the Scyths, but

which was then a desert. Geryon lived outside the Pontus, in

an ishind caUod by the Greeks Erytheia,^ near Gades,' which is

beyond the Pillars of Hercules upon the Ocean. Now some say

that the Ocean begins in the east, and runs the whole way round

the world ; but they give no proof that this is really so.^ Her-

cules came from thence into the region now called Scythia, and,

being overtaken by storm and frost, drew his lion's skin about

him, and fell fast asleep. While he slept, his mares, which he

had loosed from his chariot to graze, by some Avonderful chance

disappeared.

9. On waking, he went in quest of them, and, after wandering

over the whole country, came at last to the district called " the

Woodland,"^ where he found in a cave a strange being, be-

tween a maiden and a serpent, whose form from the waist

upwards was like that of a woman, while all below Avas like a

snake. He looked at her wonderingly; but nevertheless in-

quired, whether she had chanced to see his strayed mares any-

where. She answered him, " Yes, and they were now in her

keeping; but never would she consent to give them back,

unless he took her for his mistress." So Hercules, to get his

mares back, agreed ; l)ut afterwards she put him off and de-

rambo above the northernmost mouth
of the Kuban river (Strabo, xi. p. 755).

* The island of Erytheia, near Gades
(Cadiz , is mentioned both by Strabo
and Pliny. The former says it was
distant one stade, the latter 100 paces

from the above ' Strab. iii. p. 233 ; Plin.

iv. 22). Probably Erytheia was one of

the two islands included commonly by
the Greeks in the name of Gades (-( I. See tijp Voyage of Scylax, sub
voc. "I^Tjpei. It Ls thought by some
.'Biihr ad loc.) that Erytheia was the

little isle of TrocaJero, which intervenes

bet\veen St. Leon and the mainland

;

but perhaps Mariana is right (Hist.

Hiepan. i. 21) in supposing that the
depositH of the Guadalquivir have joined
both Ei-)'theia and the island on which
Gaxles w.uj built to the continent.

' The name, Gades or Gadira( -
Sttpaj, liae been supposed to be Kadesli,

"the holy," or Kudcr, "powerful." It

IB rather Kadur, " an enclosure," which
iigreeH with Pliny's meaning of " Gadir,"
" in I'uuic an enclosure" (sepem). Of
the then two iulande (the E.j one wae

called Erytheia, or Aphrodisias, or "by
the natives ' of Juno,' and according to

Timreus the larger (W.) one was called

the greater Cotiuusa, by the Romans
Tartessos, by the Pocni Gadir. The
name Erytheia w;is owing to the Tyrians
having originally come from the Red
Sea." (Plin. iv. 22 ; cp. Solin. Hisp. o.

23.) Hesiod, as well as Pliny, men-
tions Erytheia as the island of Geryon.
Strabo describes Gades as inferior in

size to Rome alone; it had many large

ships trading in the Mediterranean and
the outer sea. Pomp. Mela (iii. 6)
speaks of " Gades and the temple of the
Egyptian (Tyrian?) Hercules there,"

and of Erytheia inhabited by Geryon,
as of a different island (v. Plin. ib.).

—

[G_^. W.]
- Herodotus considered that the

eastern and northei-n boundaries of the
earth were unknown, and that the ge-

neral belief that the sea encompassed
the land was a pure conjecture resting

on no certain data. (Supra, hi. 116, and
infra, chs. 3<3 and 45.)

3 Vide infra, ch. 18.
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layed restoring the mares, since she wished to keep him Avith

her as long as possible. He, on the other hand, Avas only
anxious to secure them and to get away. At last, when she
gave them up, she said to him, "When thy mares strayed

hither, it was I who saved them for thee : now thou hast paid
their salvage ; for lo ! I bear in my womb three sons of thine.

Tell me therefore when thy sons grow up, Avhat must I do with
them ? AVouldst thou wish that I should settle tliem here in

this land, whereof I am mistress, or shall I send them to thee ?
"

Thus questioned, they say, Hercules answered, " When the lads

have grown to manhood, do thus, and assuredly thou wilt not
err. Watch them, and when thou seest one of them bend
this bow as I now bend it, and gird himself with this girdle

thus, choose Jiim to remain in the land. Those who fail in the

trial, send away. Thus wilt thou at once please thyself and
obey me."

10. Hereupon he strung one of his bows—up to that time he
had carried two—and showed her how to fasten the belt. Then
he gave both bow and belt into her hands. Now the belt had
a golden goblet attached to its clasp.* So after he had given
them to her, he went his Avay ; and the woman, Avhen her chil-

dren grew to manhood, first gave them severally their names.
One she called Agathyrsus, one Gelonus, and the other, who
was the youngest, Scythes. Then she remembered the instruc-

tions she had received from Hercules, and, in obedience to his

orders, she put her sons to the test. Two of them, Agathyrsus
and Gelonus, proving unequal to the task enjoined, their mother
sent them out of the land ; Scythes, the ^youngest, succeeded,

and so he was allowed to remain. From Scythes, the son of

Hercules,^ were descended the after kings of Scythia; and
from the circumstance of the goblet which hung from the
belt, the Scythians to this day wear goblets at their girdles.•^

This was the only thing which the mother of Sc)i;hes did• for

him. Such is the tale told by the Greeks who dwell around the

Pontus.

*» Among the Greeks the belt was It is plain that the whole story as told
worn round the loins at the bottom of by the Pontic Greeks (chs. 8-10) is a
the cuirass or breastplate, to which it mere Grecised version of the Scythic
was commonly attached, and which it tradition fchs. 5-7).

served to fasten. It was usually closed ^ The Scythians represented on the
by _a clasp or hooks of metal. (See Hom. vase figured below (ch. 81), have all

II. iv. 13J.) belts round their middle, but none
* Diodorus substitutes Jupiter for appear to have goblets attached. He-

Hercules 'ii. 43;, which is a trace of the rodotus, however, would be an irnex-
genuine Scythian legend (supra, ch. 5). ceptionable witness to the fact.
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11. There is also another difterent story,, now to be related,

in which I am more inclined to put faith than in any other. It

is that the wandering Scythians once dwelt in Asia, and there

warreci \N-ith the Hassagetie, but with ill success ; they therefore

quitted tlieir homes, crossed the Araxes,^ and entered the land

of Cimmeria. For the land which is now inhabited by the

Se>-tlis was formerly the coimtry of the Cimmerians.^ On their

coininir, the natiyes, who heard how numerous the inyading

army was, held a council. At this meeting opinion was dh-ided,

and both parties stiffly maintained their OAyn yiew; but the

counsel of the Eoyal tribe was the brayer. For the others

urized that the best thing to be done Avas to leaye the country,

£ind ayoid a contest with so yast a host ; but the Eoyal tribe

adyised remaining and fighting for the soil to the last. As

neither party chose to giye way, the one determined to retire

without a blow and yield their lands to the inyaders : but the

other, remembering the good things which they had enjoyed in

their homes, and picturing to themselyes the eyils which they

had to expect if they gave them up, resohed not to flee, but

rather to die and at least be buried in their fatherland.. Haying

thus decided, they drew apart in ty^o bodies, the one as nume-

rous as the other, and fought together. All of the Eoyal tribe

were slain, and the people buried them near the riyer T}Tas,

where their graye is still to be seen.^ Then the rest of the

Cimmerians departed, and the Scythians, on their coming, took

possession of a deserted land.

12. Sc}'thia still retains traces of the Cimmerians; there are

7 It seems impossible that the Ai-axes reported by Aristotle (Meteorol. L 13"),

can here represent any river but the Scymnus Chius (1. 12S), and the author

Wolga. (Cf. Heeren, As. Nat. ii. p. 258.") of the Periplus (p. 138 \ that the Tanais

To imagine it either the Aras or the branched off from the Ai-axes. This

Jaxartea lead? to inextricable confusion. Araxes could only be the Wolga. [Ars

Araxes (Aras) seems to have been a or Aras signified in primitive Scythic

nam• cnnminn in the days of Herodotus the same as Wolija in Arian Slavonic,
• streams flowing into the viz. "great;" and the name was thus
- Don h;is been to all the applied to any great river.—H. C. R.]

V• '-^
( r.i7i ais, Liin-aper * On the Cimmerians, see the Essays

or or T'niestr, iX-nau, appended to this Book, Essay i.

£*•).
. &c. , and as Avon * Jsiebuhr thinks that the Cimme-

ia tu Bu Ui.iuy Euglish streams. \S'liether nans, whose tombs might be seen in the
Herodotue wan aware of the fact that time of Herodotus near the Tyras, fell

th• '

: -; Araxes is a in a last encounter with the invading
di'• ly he was not. Scyths; and he uses this as an argument
He. — ... ..;id unsatisfac- to prove that the Cimmerians fled, not
torineee ot L•\a geography of the Caspian eastward, but westward : entering Asia,

region*. not by the route of the Phasis, but by
That the ^Volga was sometimes called the passage of the Bosphorus. (Scythia,

tlie Araxee ia evident from the tradition p. 52, E. T.)
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Cimmeriiin castles, and a Cimmerian ferry/ also a tract called

Cimmeria, and a Cimmerian Bosphorus."- It appears likewise

that the Cimmerians, when they fled into Asia to escape the

Scyths, made a settlement in the peninsula where the Greek
city of Sinope was afterwards built.^ The Scyths, it is plain,

pursued them, and missing their road, poured into Media. For
the Cimmerians kept the line which led along the sea-shore, but

the Sc}i:hs in their piu'suit held the Caucasus upon their right,

thus proceeding inland, and falling upon Media."* This account

is one Avhich is common both to Greeks and barbarians.

13. Aristeas also, son of Caystrobius, a native of Proconnesus,^

says in the course of his poem that rapt in Bacchic fury he

went as far as the Issedones. Above them dwelt the Arimaspi,

men with one eye ; still further, the gold-guarding GrifiSns f
and beyond these, the Hyperboreans, who extended to the sea.

Except the Hyperboreans, all these nations, beginning -svith the

Arimaspi, were continually encroaching upon their neighbours.

1 Larcber translates, " les de
Cimmei'ium, et de Porthmies Cimme-
rieunes." And certainly there was a
town called Cimmeris or Cimmerium,
and a village named Forthmium, in

these parts. (Hecat. Fr. 2 ; Strabo, xi.

p. 721; Plin. vi. 6; Scymn. Ch. 14-8;

Anon. Peripl. Pont. Eux. § 2 and § 5

;

StepL. Byz. ad voc. .) But I

cannot think that Herodotus would iise

either^ or- to designate
a town. Schweighseuser's rendering,
"Cimmerium castellum, et Cimmerium
portorium," is much neai-er the truth
than Larcher's '-.

^ The name Cimmeria still clings to
these regions, not only in the £shi-
Krim (^Old Ki-im), which marks the site

of the ancient town of Cimmerium, but
also in the well-known words, Crimea
and Crim Tartaiy.

^ It has been already remarked (Ap-
pendix, to Book i. Essay i. § 14, ad fin.)

that the promontory of Sinope was pro-
bably one of the points to which the
Cimmerians finally fled, and in which
they maintained themselves when the
fortune of war turned against them, and
Alyattes drove them out of Lydia. Such
a region would not have presented any
temptation to them on their first en-
trance into Asia Minor, but would have
served admirably for a refuge when they
were compelled to fly.

* Niehuhr (Scj-thia, p. 50, E. T.) is

undoubtedly right when he urges the

improbability of any genei-al movement
of the Cimmerian nation in this direc-

tion. "All the wandering tribes," he
says, " which have successively occupied
Scythia, when overpow"ered by new
swarms from the east, have retired to
the open countr\' to the west, and to-

wards the Danube." There is every
reason to believe that the mass of the
Cimmerian nation was driven iccsticaixl.

When Niebuhr, however, goes on to
argue that HeiOdotus is entirely mis-
taken in his account of the Cimmerian
invasion of Asia, and when he brings
the Cimmerians across the Tliracian

Bosphorus instead of by the route of
the Caucasus, he makes too large a de-
mand upon our confidence in his histo-

rical sagacity. (See Appendix to Book
i. Essay i. p. 299, note 3.) Two points
only in the naiTative of Herodotus seem
to require correction:— 1. The Cimme-
rians who fled eastward must have been
a mere section, not the great body of
the nation. 2. The route followed must
have been that of jilosdok, which leads
through the Caucasian gates into Geor-
gia, not that of the coast, which is to
this day utterly impracticable.

* Proconnesus is the island now called
Marnuira, which gives its modern appel-
lation to the Propontis (Sea of Mar-
mora). It contained a city of the same
name. (Infra, vi. 33.)

* Vide supra, iii. 116.
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Hence it came to pass that the Arimaspi drove tlie Issedonians

I'lOiii their couutry, while the Issedonians dispossessed the Scyths;

and the Scyths, pressing upon the Cimmerians, who dwelt on the

shores of the Southern Sea,^ forced them to leave their land.^

Thus even xVristeas does not agree in his account of this region

with the Scythians.

14. The birthplace of Aristeas, the poet who smig of these

thin"-s, I have already mentioned. I will now relate a tale

which I heard concerning him both at Proconnesus and at

Cyzicus. Aristeas, they said, who belonged to one of the noblest

families in the island, had entered one day into a fuller's shop,

when he suddenly dropt down dead. Hereupon the fuller shut

up his sho}), and went to tell Aristeas' kindred what had hap-

pened. The report of the death had just spread through the

town, when a certain Cyzicenian, lately arrived from Artaca,^

contradicted the rumour, affirming that he had met Aristeas on

his road to Cyzicus, and had spoken with him. This man,

therefore, strenuously denied the rumour ; the relations, how-

ever, proceeded to the fuller's shop with all things necessary

for the funeral, intending to carry the body aw^ay. But on the

shop being opened, no Aristeas was found, either dead or alive.^

Seven years afterwards he reappeared, they told me, in Procon-

nesus, and wrote the poem called by the Greeks ' The Arimas-

peia,' - after w^hicli he disappeared a second time. This is the

tale current in the two cities above mentioned.

^ That is, the Euxine, in coutradis- peninsula of Cyzicus (Strab. xiii. p.

tinction from the Northern Sea, on the 842, and xiv. p. 910; Scyl. Peripl. p.

Bhores of which dwelt the Hyperbore- 84), opposite to Priapus. Stephen calls

ans, according to Ai-isteas. Herodotus it a colony of the Milesians (Steph. Byz.
himself questioned the existence of this ad voc). The name i-emains in the
Northern Sea, (Supra, iii. 115, and modern Erdeh, which has taken the
infra, ch. 45.) place of Cyzicus (Bal Kiz), now in

' The poem of Aristeas may have had ruins, and is the see of an archbishop,
uo special historical foundation, but it Erdck is a town of about I'iOO houses,
indicated an important general fact, viz. (Hamilton's Asia Minor, vol. ii. p. 98.)
the perpetual pressure on one another ' In later times the story went that
of the uouiadic hordes which from time Aristeas could make his soul quit his
immemorial liave occupied the va.st body and return to it whenever he
Bteppee of Central and Northern Asia, pleased (Suida.s, 1. s. c. ; Hesych. Miles.
and of EaHtern Europe. Scythians, Fr. 7, A). Here the power ascribed to
Sarmatians, Huns, Tatars, and Turko- him is rather that of appearing and dis-
loauit, have in turn been precipitated .appearing at his pleasure. Is the basis
upon Europe by this cause, while Mon- of this last, tlie mere fact of the alter-

1«, KirghiH, Eleuths, Calmucks, and nate appearance and disappearance of an
(.'oRKftckH, have disputed the possession enterprising traveller ?

of AHJa. 2 According to Suidas (ad voc. 'Apj-
* Artaca is mentioned again in the arias), the Arimaspeia was a poem in

Hixth Kouk (ch. X')). It was a small three books, containing a history of the
Bcaj>ort town on the west side of the Arimaspi. Longinus (De Sublim. 10,
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15. What follows I know to have happened to the Metapon-

tines of Italy, three hundred and forty years ^ after the second

disappearance of Aristeas, as I collect by comparing the ac-

counts given me at Proconnesus and Metapontum.** Aristeas

then, as the Metapontines affirm, appeared to them in their own
country, and ordered them to set up an altar in honour of

Apollo, and to place near it a statue to be called that of Aris-

teas the Proconnesian. " Apollo," he told them, " had come to

their country once, though he had visited no other Italiots ; and

he had been with Apollo at the time, not however in his pre-

sent form, but in the shape of a crow." ^ Having said so much,

he vanished. Then the Metapontines, as they relate, sent to

Delphi, and inquired of the god, in what light they were to

regard the appearance of this ghost of a man. The Pythoness,

in reply, bade them attend to what the spectre said, " for so

it would go best mth them." Thus advised, they did as they

had been directed : and there is now a statue bearing the name
of Aristeas, close by the image of Apollo in the market-place of

Metapontum, with bay-trees standing around it.^ But enough

has been said concerning Aristeas.

16. With regard to the regions which lie above the country

whereof this portion of my history treats, there is no one who
possesses any exact knowledge. Not a single person can I find

who professes to be acquainted with them by actual observation.

Even Aristeas, the traveller of Avhom I lately spoke, does not

claim—and he is writing poetry—to have reached any farther

than the Issedonians. What he relates concerning the regions

p. 44) quotes a fragment, professedly distant about 50 miles from Thurii,

from it, which Voss considers not to be where Herodotus lived during his later

genuine. (Hist. Gr. iv. 2, p. 348.) It years.

is in the hexameter measure, and, if ^ Natural superstition first regarded

genuine, would indicate that the author the croak of the crow or raven as an

owed his reputation rather to the sub- omen (Hor. Od. iii. 27. 11, " Oscinem
ject matter of his poem than to his corvum"); after which it was natural

poetical genius. According • to some to attach the bird to the God of Pro-

accounts, Aristeas wrote also in prose, phecy. The crow is often called the

(Suidas, 1. s. c. ; Dionya. Hal. Jud. companion or attendant() of

Thuc. 23.) Apollo. (See ^lian, Hist. An. i. 48.)

3 This date must certainly be wrong. '' It appears by a fragment of Theo-
It would throw back the travels of pompus (Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. i. Fr.

Aristeas in Scythia to the beginning of 182) that these bay -trees were not real,

the eighth century before our era, a time but artificial, being made of bronze,

when there were as yet no Greek colo- {'/(^^! e/c ttjs Sa^vris rijs

nies in the Poutus ! The date usually, ^v '
assigned to Aristeas is about B.C. 580.

'

(See Bahr ad loc.) ^, ore e|'
* Metapontum, at the mouth of the Kapayiyoviva.i.)

Casuentus (the modern Basicnto), vfss
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beyond is, he confesses, mere hearsay, being the account which

the Issetlonians gave him of those countries. HoAvever, I shall

proceed to mention all that I have learnt of these parts hy the

most exact inquii'ies which I have been able to make concerning

them.

17. Above the mart of the Borysthenites,'' which is situated

in the very centre of the whole sea-coast of Scythia,^ the first

people who inhabit the land are the Callipedae, a Graeco-Scythic

race. Next to them, as you go -inland, dwell the people called

the Alazonians.^ These two nations in other resj)ects resemble the

Sc^-thians in their usages, but sow and eat corn, also onions, garlic,

lentils, and millet.^ Beyond the Alazouians reside Scythian

cultivators, who grow corn, not for their own use,^ but for sale.^

' It has been argued (Biilir ad loc.)

that the mai-t of the Borysthenites is a

different place from Olbia, the cit!j of

the Borysthenites mentioned below (chs.

78, 79); but there is no ground for this

distinction.
^ This passage appears to me con-

clusive against Niebuhr's scheme of

Scythian geography, which places the

mouth of the Borj'sthenes, and the mart
of the Borysthenites, not in the centre

of the w/tole sea-coast of Scythia {/^$ rr/s2 , but in the centre of the som<A

coast only. (Scythia, p. 39, E. T. and
Map. J Vide infra, note on ch. 101.

* There seems to be no sufficient

reason for Strabo's rejection of the Cal-

lipedic and Alazonians (xii. p. 797).

They were mentioned, as he confesses,

by Hellanicus, vho wrote a little be-

fore Herodotus, and by Eudoxus, the
contemporary of Plato. (Frag. Hist.

Gr. vol. i. p. 09.) Herodotus moreover
must be regarded as an eye-witness. It

is very possible that they had disap-
peared by Strabo's time.

The identification of the Callipedic

with the Carpida; ofEphorus Fragm. 78)

,

which has the names of Niebuhr and
Grote (Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. :V1\) in

iUi favour, is, to say the least, extremely
doubtful. TheCarpidaj, who dwelt im-
raediiitely to the north of the Danube,
would eeeiii rather to have a connection
with tlio Carpathian mountain-chain.

' Millet is still largely cultivated
in tln'He regions. It forms almost the
only cereal food of the Nogais. (De
Hfll, pp. 'J70 and 274.)

2 Fifty years ago the Nogais appear
to have been exactly in this condition.

(Heber's note in Clarke's Travels, ch.

XV. p. 337.) Since then they have
learnt to eat and like millet. (De Hell,

1. s. c.) The Calmucks continue to live

on meat and dairy produce, vhile they
ai'e beginning to cultivate corn for ex-

portation. They do not, however, dis-

cover any dislike to bread as au article

of food. (De Hell, pp. 240-4-.)

' The corn-trade of the Scythians

ajipears to have been chiefly, if not ex-

clusively, with the Greeks. Its extent

is indicated in Herodotus by his as-

signment of the vhole country west,

and a portion of that east, of the Bo-
rysthenes to Scythian husbandmen,
who raised corn only for sale. The
practice of cultivation spread eastward,

and between B.C. 400 and n.c. 300 the

princes of the Bosphorus di-ew from the
shores of the Sea of Azov and the
Crimea supplies of an enormous amount.
According to Strabo, Leucon, who
reigned from B.C. 393 to B.C. 353, sent

on one occasion 2,100,000 medimni
(3,150,000 of our bushels) of corn to

Athens from the single port of Theo-
dosia (vii. p. 478 1. Demosthenes tells

us that of the whole foreign importa-
tion into Attica, almost one-half came
from the Euxine, and estimates its

amount in ordinary years at 400,000
medimni, or(, bushels. (Orat. in

Leptin. pp. 400, 477.) The imjiortance

of the trade to Athens appears cm many
occasions, as more especially at the
time when Philip, in order to get a hold
over the Athenians, endeavoured to re-

duce Byzantium(\$ rr/s -
ytviaOai. Dem. de

Cor. p. 254. See also p. 251, and com-
pare Lys. 0. Frumeiitar. p. 720, and
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Still higher up are the Neiiri.' Northwards of the Neuri the

contineut, as far as it is known to us, is uuiuhabited.'' Thest;

are the nations along the course of the river Hypauis,•^ west of

the Borysthenes.''

18. Across the Borysthenes, the first country after you leave

the coast is Hylsea (the Woodland).^ Above this dwell the

Scythian Husbandmen, whom the Greeks living near the

Hypanis call Borysthenites, while they call t-liemselves Olbio-

polites.^ These Husbandmen extend eastward a distance of

Dem. iu Polycl. p. 1211). It is evident

that x^arious other Greek states besides

Athens were engaged in the trade ; for

Demosthenes praises Leucon as giving

a preference to Athens over others

(Leptin. 1. s. c). If it be inquired

what the Scythians got in exchange
for their corn, the answer will be wine
certainly (for wne-casks marked 2,
which had evidently contained Thasiau
wine, were found in tbe tomb of the
Scythian king at Kertch), oil pi'obably,

and utensils and manufactured goods of

all kinds (of. Strab. xi. p. 494). They
may also have taken gold and silver to

a considerable extent; for those com-
modities, which are not productions of

Scythia proper, abound in the tumuli
throughout the Ukraine. The fertility

of the country and the habits of the
people remain nearly the same, and the
trade of England with Odessa at the
present time is the counterpart of that
vhich twenty-three centuries ago was
canned on between Athens and the
Scyths of the Pontus. (See Papers by
MM. Hogg and Bargon in the Journal
of the Royal Society of Litei-ature for

1855-6, on the pottery of the Greek colo-

nies in the Euxine, stamped mawihria,

&c. ; where many interesting particulars
will be found with regard to tlie trade of

Athens with Olbia and its sister cities.)
* Vide infra, ch. 105.
^ So Ephorus, as reported by Scym-

uus Chius :

—

? 5e ' elvai'^ ?, itrev 'Aporf/pas,
Nevpoiis ', o-Xpii !/ Sia )^.

(1U3-1U5.)

^ The modem Bug or Boug. See note
on ch. 52.

^ The modern Dnie^yr. See note on
ch. 53.

^ Portions of this country are still

thickly wooded, and contrast remark-
ably with the general bare and arid
character of the steppe. " In the vi-

cinity of the great rivers," Madame
de Hell says, " the country assumes a
different aspect; and the wearied eye
at last enjoys the pleasure of encoun-
tering more limited horizons, a more
verdant vegetation, and a landscape
more varied in its outlines. Among
these rivers the Dniepr claims one
of the foremost places After
having spread out to the breadth of
nearly a league, it parts into a multi-
tude of channels that wind through
forests of oaks, alders, poplars, and aspens,

whose vigorous gi'owth bespeaks the
richness of a virgin soil These
plavniks of the Dniepr, seldom touched
by>the woodman's axe, have all the wild
majesty of the forests of the new world."
(Travels, p. 56.) The woody district

extends to a considerable distance to-

wards the east. In the tract occupied
by the Memnonite colonies upon the
Moloshnia Vodi, trees abound. They
grow along the banks of all the streams.
In former times, vheu the Dniepr
spread out into many more channels
than it does at present, it is likely that
they were much more numerous than
they now are. Still the peculiarly bare
and treeless chai'acter of the steppe must
be taken into account, in order to under-
stand how a region which, after all, is

upon the whole somewliat scantily

wooded, came to be called Hylaja.
^ Herodotus means to say that the

Greeks of Olbia gave themselves the
name of Olbiopolites, rejecting that of
Borysthenites, which others applied to
them, but which they applied to the
Scythians along the left bank of the
river. Concerning the site, &c., of
Olbia, vide infra, ch. 78. Like so many
of the settlements in these parts (as

Phasis, Tanais, Tyras, Istrus, &c.), it

seems to have been originally given
merely the native name of the river,

Borysthenes. (Strab. vii. p. 445.) When,
iu consequence of its flourishing coudi-
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three days' journey to a river bearing the name of Panticapes,^

while northward the country is theirs for eleven days' sail up

the course of the Borysthenes. Further inland there is a vast

tract which is uninhabited. Abo'e this desolate region dwell

the Cannibals,- who are a people apart, much unlike the Scy-

thians. Above them the country becomes an utter desert ; not

a single tribe, so far as we know, inhabits it.^

19. Crossing the Panticapes, and proceeding eastward of the

Husbandmen, we come u})on the wandering Scythians, who

neither plough nor sow. Their countiy, and the whole of this

region, except Hylffia, is quite bare of trees.* They extend

tion, it came to be known as Olbia, the

original appellation was disused by the

inhabitants, and ap[)lied by them to the

Scyths of the neighbourhood. Bory-

sthenes is never found upon the coins,

Coins of Olbia.

which have always Olbia for the town,
Olbiopolit.-c (abbreviated into)
for the inhabitants. (See Kohler's Re-
marques sur un ouvrage intitule ' Anti-

quites Grecques,' &c., p. 14.) The name
Borysthenes is however still applied to

Olbia by many of the later vriters, as

Dio Chrysostom (Or. xxxvi.), Scymnus
Chius, and the anonymous author of
the 'Periplus Ponti Euxini,' who copies

bira (p. l.jl). Mela wrongly distinguishes

between the names, and supposes them
to belong to two different tovns (ii. 1).

riiny says that Olbiopolis, as he terms
it, was called also Miletopolis (H. N. iv.

12) ; but this title is otherwise unknown.
Stephen of Byzantium identifies Boi-y-

Btlienes with Olbia, and notes that the
latter was the name used by the inha-
bitiinte, the former that commonly in

vogue through Greece: thus there is no-
thing strange in Dio Chrysostom ignor-
ing tlie native term.

' Here the dencription of Herodotus,
which has been hitlierto excellent,
beginH to fail. There is at present no
river which at all corresponds with his
ranticapcfl. Either the face of the
country must have greatly altered since
Lie time, a« Professor Maiden (see Mur-

chison's Silurian System, p. 574, note)

and others have supposed, or he must
have obtained a confused and incorrect

account from the Olbiopolites. As Sir

R. Murchison observes, " There is no
indication of Herodotus having crossed

the Dniepr." He is unacquainted with
the Isthmus of Perecop and with the
true shape of the Crimea. Perhaps, as

the accounts of Strabo are " not incon-

sistent with the present state of the
couutiy," it is best to supjjose Hero-
dotus mistaken. The real Panticapes

may have been the small stream in the
peninsula of Kertch, from which the
Milesian settlement of Panticapicum
derived its name (Steph. Byz. ad voc.

TlavTiKanoiou. Eustath. ad Dionys.
Perieg. 314).

2 Infra, ch. 10t3.

3 Compare the account of Ephorus
(Fr. 78):—- (1.'/)^•
Eti'at ^' exofxevov^ /,^ ^ / '•,'>€\€ ^,^, .,. .

•* The general treeless character of
the steppes is noticed by all travellers.

Ue Hell says —" In the steppes" (those
of the Ukraine) "there are indeed here
and there a few depressions where the
grass retains its verdure during a part
of the year, and some stunted trees

spread their meagre branches over a
less unkindly soil than that Of the
steppe; but these are unusual circum-
stances, and one must often travel hundreds

of vcrsts to find a sinrjle sin'uh" (p. 38).

The country between the Moloshnia
Vodi and the Don is particularly flat

and bare of trees (see Pallas, vol. i. pp.
512, 534, &c., E. T.).
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towards the east a distance of fourteen '•' days' journey, occupying

a tract which reaches to the river Gerrlius."

20. On the opposite side of the Gerrhus is the Eoyal district,

as it is called : here dwells the largest and bravest of the

Scythian tribes, which looks upon all the other tribes in the

light of slaves.'^ Its country reaches on the south to Taurica,^

on the cast to the trench dug by the sons of the blind slaves,^

the mart upon the Pains Maeotis, called Cremni (the Clifis), and
in part to the river Tanais.^ North of the country of the Royal
Scythians are the Melanchlaeni (Black-Eobes),^ a people of

* Rennell proposes to read " four

days' journey" (Geography, &c. p. 71)
—and indeed without some such altera-

tion the geography of this part of
Scythia is utterly inexplicable.

Vide infra, ch. 56.
' The analogous case of the Golden

Horde among the Mongols has been
adduced by many writei's. (Niebuhr,
Vortrage, vol. i. p. 188; Grote, Hist.

of Greece, iii. p. 320, &c.) Grote
notices that in Algeria some of the
native tribes are noble, some enslaved.

^ Taurica appears here to be nothing
but the high tract along the southern
coast of the Crimea, from Sebastopol
to KafiFa. The steppe country to the
north of this belongs to the Royal Scy-
thians.

^ It is not quite clear how Herodotus
considered this trench to run. It did
not, according to him, extend from sea to
sea, but from the Tauric Mountains to the
Palus Maeotis (supi-a, ch. 3). Perhaps the
position assigned to it by Dubois (from
whom the accompanying Chart is taken)

^ I s

is that which most nearly agrees with personal acquaintance with the country
the words of our author. But it must east of the Borysthenes.
be borne in mind, in all comments on ^ Now the Don (vide infra, note on
his Scythian Geography, that he had no ch. 57). ^ y^^jg iufj-^^ q\^^ iq^^
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quite a difierent race from the Scythians. Beyond them lie

marshes and a region without inhabitants, so far as our know-

ledge reaches.

21. When one crosses the Tanais, one is no longer in Scythia
;

the first region on crossing is that of the Sauromatai,^ Avho,

beginning at the upper end of the Palus ]\l9eotis, stretch north-

ward a distance of fifteen days' jom-ney, inliabiting a country

which is entirely bare of trees, whether Avild or cultivated.'*

Above them, possessing the second region, dwell the Budini,^

whose teri'itory is thickly wooded with trees of every kind.

22. Beyond the Budini, as one goes nortliAvard, fh-st there is a

desert, seven days' journey across ; after which, if one inclines

somewhat to the east, the Thyssagetae ^ are reached, a numerous

nation quite distinct from any other, and living by the chace.

Adjoining tliem, and within the limits of the same region, are

the people \vho bear the name of lyrcie ;
^ they also support

themselves by hunting, which they practise in the following

manner. The hunter climbs a tree, the whole country abound-

ing in Avood, and there sets himself in ambush ; he has a dog at

hand, and a horse, trained to lie down upon its belly, and thus

make itself low ; the hunter keeps watch, and when he sees his

game, lets fly an arrow ; then mounting his horse, he gives the

beast chace, his dog following hard all the while. Beyond these

people, a little to the east, dAvells a distinct tribe of Scyths, who
revolted once from the Eoyal Scythians, and migrated into these

parts.

» Vide infra, ch. 110.
•• The aucieut country of the Sanro-

matai or Sarmataj (Sarniatians) api^ears
to have been nearly identical with that of
the modern Don Cossacks, the northern
and western portion of which, along the
courses of the Don and the Douetz, is

flat indeed and bare of trees, but a good
l)a8ture country ; while tlie southern
and eastern regions on the left bank of
the Don, towards the Wolga and the
.Manitch, are described aa " the Russian
desert in all its uniformity." (De Hell,
p. 147.)

" Vide infra, ch. 108.
* The Thyssa-getaj appear to be a

branch of the Gothic family, "the
leftBcr Ootha " as distinguished from the
Mansa-getic, " the greater Goths." They
are placed in the same region by Pliny
(H. N. iv. l'2j and Mela (i. 19). See
Note A at the end of the Appendix to
thus Book.

" Pliny and Mela (1. s. c.) turn the

lyrcai of Herodotus into Turccc, or

Turks. But we cannot suppose Hero-
dotus to have meant the Turks, unless

we change the reading. [It is, more-
over, exceedingly doubtful if the name
of Turk is of this antiquity, or at any
rate if the name could have been
known so early in Europe. To all ap-

pearance Turk is a contraction of Turukka,

which .again is the Pali form of Turnshka,

the Sanscrit name for the Tartar inha-

bitants of the snowy range and the
plains bej'ond. In the native traditions

of Central Asia the nanie of Turk is

supposed to be derived from Tuhiii, "a
helmet," and there is some show of

probability in this etymology, as the

term of Takabant, or " helmet-bearers,"

is applied in the Inscriptions of Darius
as an ethnic title to the Asiatic Greeks.

—H. C. R.]
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23. As far as their country, the tract of land whereof I have

been speaking is all a smooth plain, and the soil deep ; beyond

you enter on a region which is rugged and stony. Passing over a

great extent of this rough country, you come to a people dwell-

ing at the foot of lofty mountains,*^ who are said to be all—both

men and women—bald from their birth,^ to have flat noses, and

very long chins.^ These people speak a language of their own,

but the dress which they wear is the same as the Scythian.

They live on the fruit of a certain tree, the name of which is

Ponticum ;
^ in size it is about equal to our fig-tree, and it bears

a fruit like a beau, with a stone inside. When the fruit is ripe,

they strain it through cloths ; the juice which runs off is black

and thick, and is called by the natives " aschy." They lap this

up with their tongues, and also mix it Avith milk for a drink

;

while they make the lees, which are solid, into cakes, and eat

them instead of meat ; for they have but few sheep in their

country, in which there is no good pasturage. Each of them
dwells under a tree, and they cover the tree in winter with a

^ These mountains can be no others

than the chain of the Ural : and thus we
obtain the general direction of this line

of nations, which is seen to extend from
the Palus Ma;otis towards the north-

east, and to terminate in the Ui'al

chain, pi-obably about latitude 55°. It

is an ingenious conjecture of Heereu's
(As. Nat. ii. p. 289), strongly supported
by the words of our author in ch. 24,

that the Greeks of the Pontus carried

on a regular trade ("chiefly for fursj with
these nations, and that the line de-

scribed by Herodotus is the route of

the caravans.

AVith respect to the exact districts

inhabited by the Budini, Thyssagetsc,

lyrcse, and Argippaii, I agree with Mr.
Grote that "it is impossible to fix with
precision the geogi-aphy of these diflFer-

ent tribes." (Hist, of Greece, vol. ii.

p. 328.)
^ Although a race of men absolutely

without hair may be a fable, yet it is a
fact that scanty hair characterises seve-

ral of the wandering tribes of Northern
Asia. (See Prichard's Nat. Hist, of
Man, p. 48.)

1 Some scholars translate yeVeta in

this place, not "chins," but "beards."
Schweighajuser (Lex. Herod, ad voc.)

inclines to this. Col. Mm-e (Lit. of
Greece, iv. p. 38u) adopts it positively.

But yeueiov is most properly "the
chin; yevetas "the beard." (See Etym.

VOL. IIL•

Mag. ad voc. yevetas. " FeveiaSfs, al

yevficuv yv6eva 5,")
" Heereii (As. Nat. ii. p. 270) con-

jectures that this is the Prunus Padns of

Liunffius, a sj^ecies of cherry, which is

eaten by the Calmucks of the j^resent

day in almost the same manner. " The
Calmucks," he says, quoting as his

authority Neuuich's Polyglot Dictionary
of Natural History, " dress the berries

of this tree with milk, then press them
in a sieve, and afterwards form them
into a thick mass, which is called

moisun chnt, a small piece of which,
mixed with water, makes a nutritious

and palatable soup." [A similar process
is pursued in the manufacture of " brick

tea," whicli forms one of the chief luxu-
ries of the Turcoman and Calmuck
" cuisine."—H. C. R.] To conclude
from this that the Argippasi were Cal-

mucks, is, however, somewhat over
bold. There is little resemblance be-

tween the porti'aiture given of the
Ai'gipptci by our author, and that
which Pallas and other Avriters have
furnished of the Calmucks. These last

have no tendency to baldness, and
though their nose is depressed in the
upper jiart, it is not what the word

/uos indicates, which is the flat nose
of the negro ; their chin also is remark-
ably short. (See Pallas, as quoted by
Dr. Prichard, Natural Hist, of Man, .
215.)
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cloth of thick white felt, hut take off the covering in the summer-

time. No one harms these people, for they are looked upon as

sacred,—they do not even possess any warlike weapons. When
their neighbours fall out, they make up the quarrel ; and when

one flies to them for refuge, he is safe from all hurt. They are

called the Argippa^ans.^

24. Up to this point the territory of which we are speaking is

very completely explored, and all the nations between the

coast and the bald-headed men are well known to us. For

some of the Scythians are accustomed to penetrate as far, of

whom inquiry may easily be made, and Greeks also go there

from the mart on the Borysthenes,^ and from the other marts

along the Euxine. The Scythians who make this journey com-

municate with the inhabitants by means of seven interpreters

and seven languages.^

25. Thus far therefore the land is known ; but beyond the

bald-headed men lies a region of which no one can give any

exact account. Lofty and precipitous mountains, wliich are

never crossed, bar further progress.^ The bald men say, but it

does not seem to me credible, that the people who live in these

mountains have feet like goats ; and that after passing them you

find another race of men, who sleep during one half of the year.''

Tliis latter statement appears to me quite unworthy of credit.

3 Pliuy (H. N. vi. 14) and Mela
''i. 19) call the Argippicans by the name
of Arimphicans. In their account of
them they simply follow Herodotus.

* Vide supra, ch. 17. note.
* Herodotus probably intends the

languages of the Scythians, the Sauro-
mataj, the Budini, the Geloni, the
Thyssaget83, the lyrcic, and the Ar-
gippscans. But it may be questioned
whether the tradei-s would have had to

pa.s8 through all these tribes.

* lleereu considers the mountains
here spoken of to be the Altai (As. Nat.
ii. p. 212); but to me it seems that
Herodotus in these chaptei-s speaks only
of a single mountain-chain, and that is

the Ural. The country is flat and deep-
soiled all tlie way from the Palus
\i-..,.tw to the Refugee Scythians; tiien

IS to be rough and stony. Pass-
rough country, which cannot, I

ihink, reprcHcnt the Ural, we come to
tl 3 Argippwans, who dwell at the base
" II lofty mountjiin-range. Here we
have the first mention of mountains.
.s,.[,.-,i-,t4,'<l from the Argippoeans by the

inaccessible peaks of this chain dwell
the Issedonians. I should therefore

place the Argippseans to the east, and
the Issedonians to the vest of the Ural
I'ange, in lat. 54° to 5(P. This agrees

with the statement of Book i. ch. 201,

that the Issedonians are " opposite,"

—

that is, in the same longitude us the
Massagetae.

' The remark of Heeren, that " in

this tradition we can perceive a i-ay of

truth, inasmuch as we know that the
polar regions continue for six mouths,
more or less, Avithout having the light

of the sun" (As. Nat. 1. s. c), is not
altogether happy. It does not seem
likely that any account could have
reached Herodotus of what only takes

place very near the pole. A different

explanation will be found in the Ap-
pendix (Essay iii. § 7). [The Orientals,

however, have the same idea of tlie

zoolnuit, or region of darkness, in the
far north, which was supposed to be
visited by Alexander the Great, and
which is alluded to in the Koi'an.

—

H. C. K.]
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The region east of the bald-headed men is well known to be

inhabited by the Issedonians,*^ but the tract that lies to the north

of these twO nations is entirely unknown, except by the accounts

which they give of it.

2(3. The Isscdonians are said to have the following customs.

When a man's father dies, all the near relatives bring sheep to

the house ; wdiich are sacrificed, and their flesh cut in pieces,

Avhile at the same time the dead body undergoes the like treat-

ment. The two sorts of flesh are afterwards mixed together,

and the whole is served up at a banquet. The head of the dead

man is treated differently : it is stripped bare, cleansed, and set

in gold.^ It then becomes an ornament on which they pride

themselves, and is brought out year by year at the great festival

which sons keep in honour of their fathers' death, just as the

Greeks keep their Genesia.^ In other respects the Issedonians

are reputed to be observers of justice : and it is to be remarked

that their women have equal authority with the men.^ Thus our

knowledge extends as far as this nation.

27. The regions beyond are known only from the accounts of

the Issedonians, by whom the stones are told of the one-eyed

race of men and the gold-guarding griffins.^ These stories are

^ Damastes, the contemporary of

Herodotus, placed the Issedonians im-
mediately above the Scythians. Above
them were the Arimaspi, extending to

the Rhipajan mountains. Beyond these

were the Hj'perboreans, reaching to the

Northern Sea (Fr. 1 ). The Issedonians

were also mentioned by Hecatseus (Fr.

168).
8 Compare the Scythian custom with

respect to the skulls of enemies (infra,

ch. (35). A similar practice to theirs is

ascribed by Livy to the Boii, a tribe of

Gauls (xxiii. 24). Rennell relates that

he had himself seen drinking-cups made
in this fa-shion, which had been brought
from temples in the country which he
assigns to the Issedonians (Geography
of Herodotus, p. 144).

' These were ceremonial observances
at the tombs of the departed, annually,

on the day of the deceased person's

birth. They are to be distinguished

from the ^, which vere similar

observances on the anniversary of the
death. (Hesych. ad voc. yeviaia.)

2 It has been tisual to scout as fables

all stories of Amazons, or even of any
established equality in any nation of

women with men. But the ti'avels of

Dr. Livingstone have proved that in

parts of Southern Africa such a j^ositiou

is actually occupied by the female sex

to this day (pp. 622, 623) ;
[and among

the Nairs of Malabar the institutions

all incline to a gynocracy, each woman
having several husbands, and property
passing through the female line in prefer-

ence to the male.—H. C. R.] It is cer-

tain also that some nations have affected

the government of Queens, as the Idu-

msean Ai-abs (see vol. i. p. 385, and com-
pare the account in 2 Kings, ch. x. of

the " Queen of the South "), and perhaps
the Etiiiopians.

3 German critics (as Biihr, Volcker,

Rhode, Wahl, &c.) have regarded this

tale as deserving of serious attention,

and have given various explanations of

its meaning, which may be found in

Bilhr's Excursus (vol. ii. pp. 653-5).

To me it seems to be a mere Arabian
Nights' story, of a piece with those

many others wherein large birds play

an important part (supra, note', on
Book hi. ch. 111). Aristeas picked up
the tale in Scythia, and from him it

passed both to Jischylus (P. V. 823)

and Herodotus. Later writers merely
copy fi'om them. The only truth con-

c 2
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received by the Scythians from the Issedoniaus, and by them

passed on to us Greeks : ^yhence it arises that we give the one-

eyed race the Scythian name of Arimaspi, " anma " being the

Scythic word for "one," and '' spiV for "the eye."•'

28. The whole district Avhereof have here discoursed has

winters of exceeding rigour. During eight montlis the frost is

so intense, tliat water pom-ed upon the ground does not form

mud, but if a fire be lighted on it mud is produced. The sea

freezes,^ and the Cimmerian Bosphorus is frozen over. At that

season the Sevthians who dwell inside the trench make warlike

expeditions upon the ice, and even drive their wagons ^ across

to the country of the Sindians.' Such is the intensity of the

cold during eight months out of the twelve ; and even in the

tained in the tale is the prorluctiveness

of the Siberian gold-region f Murcliison's

Geology of Russia, vol. i. pp. 47G-491),

and the jealous care of the natives to

prevent the intrusion of strangers. The
grifiBn has been found as an ornament
in Scythian .tombs, the drawing, how-
ever, being* Greek. It was the sjjecial

emblem of Panticapieum, and is often

met with on the coins. The Greek
griffin is curiously like the Persepolitan

(Ker Porter, vol. i. p. liTJ, pi. 5'J), and
both are apparently derived from the
winged lion of the Assyrians, which
was the emblem of the god Nergal, or
Mars.

O.JEWITT.SC

* On these and other Scythic words,
Kee the Essiiy at the close of this Book,
"On the Ethnography of the Scy-
tbiaue."

' Macrobiufi fSatum. 7) ignorantly
reproves Herodotus for saying that the
aea freeze».—[G. W.]

• See note on eh. 4G.
' The Siudi are not uufrequeutly

mentioned in the inscriptions of the
Leuconidse, whose subjects they appear
to have been (Dubois, 4""'' Se'rie, pi.

.). They dwelt on the Asiatic side

of the Bosporus or Straits of Kertch, in

the immediate neighbourhood of Phana-
goria (Scylax, Peripl. p. 75 ; Strab. si.

p. 72:5•, Pliu. H. N. vi. .') ; Dionys.
Perieg. G81 ; Steph. Byz. advoc. 2tv5oi).
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remaining four the climate is still cool.^ The cliaracter of the

Avinter likewise is unlike that of the same season in any other

country ; for at that time, when the rains ouglit to fall in

Scythia, there is scarcely any rain worth mentioning, while in

summer it never gives over raining ; and thunder, which elsewhere

is frequent then, in Scythia is unknown in that part of the year,

coming only in summer, when it is very heavy. Thunder in the

winter-time is there accounted a prodig}^ ; as also are earth-

quakes,^ whether they happen in winter or summer. Horses

bear the winter well, cold as it is, but mules and asses are quite

unable to bear it ; whereas in other countries mules and asses

are found to endure the cold, while horses, if they stand still,

are frost-bitten.

29. To me it seems that the cold may likewise be the cause

which prevents the oxen in Scythia from having horns. ^ There

is a line of Homer's in the Odyssey "svhicli gives a support to my
opinion :

—
"Lybia too, where horns bud quick on the foreheads of lambkins."^

He means to say, what is quite true, that in warm countries

the horns come early. So too in countries where the cold is

severe animals either have no horns, or grow them with difficulty

—the cold beiuo• the cause in this instance.

They ai'e coupled in the Inscriptions

with the Mfcotaj (Mictce), the Toretoe,

and the Daudarii.
* The clearing of forests and the

spread of agriculture have tended to

render the climate of these regions less

severe than in the time of Herodotus.
Still, even at the present day, the south
of Eussia has a six mouths' winter,

lasting from October to April. From
November to March the cold is, ordi-

narily, very intense. The great rivers

are frozen over, and remain icebound
from four to five months. The sea

freezes to a considerable distance from
the shore. The harbours ai"e blocked
up, and all commerce ceases till the re-

turn of spring.

The summer is now intensely hot.

"In thefe countries there are really but
tAVO seasons; you pass from intense cold
to a Senegal heat. . . The sea-breezes

alone make it possible to endure the
heat, which in July and August almost
always amounts to 9-i° or 95'^." (De
Hell, pp. 49-50.)

That Herodotus gives a true account
of the state of things in his own day is

apparent from the concurrent testi-

mony of Hippocrates (De Aiire, Aqua,
et Locis, § 9G) and Ovid (Tristia, and
Epist. ex Ponto passt/n), both eye-wit-

nesses.

^ There was a smart shock of earth-

quake in the winter which M. de Hell
passed on the banks of the Dnieper
(1838-9). See his Travels, p. 45. Still

the description on the whole suits the
present day. (See Appendix, Essay iii.

§ 7, ad fin.)

^ Pallas is said to have noticed the
lack of horns in these regions as extend-
ing also to rams, goats, &c. (Mustoxidi's

i\ove JVluse di Erodoto tradotte, &c.,

not. ad loc.) But it is certainly not the
cold vhich checks their growth. The
vast size of the horns of the elk and
reindeer is well-known. Indeed heat
rather than cold would seem to check
the growth of horns. AVhen cattle

were introduced from Spain and Por-
tugal into Paraguay, which is 15 degrees
nearer the equator, they lost their horns
in a few generations (Prichard'a Nat.
Hist, of Man, p. 48).

- Odyss. iv. 85.
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30. Hero I must express my wonder—additions being what

my Avork always from the very first aifected ^—that in Elis, where

the cold is not remarkable, and there is nothing else to account

for it, mules are never produced. The Eleans say it is in conse-

quence of a curse ;* and their habit is, when the breeding-time

comes, to take their mares into one of the adjoining countries,

and there keep them till they are in foal, when they bring them

back again into Elis.

31. AVith respect to the feathers which are said by the

Scytliians to fill the air,-^ and to prevent persons from pene-

trating into the remoter parts of the continent, or even having

any view of those regions, my opinion is, that in the countries

above Scythia it always snows—less, of course, in the summer

than in the Avinter-time. • Now snow when it falls looks like

feathers, as every one is aware who has seen it come down close

to him. These northern regions, therefore, are uninhabitable, by

reason of the severity of the winter ; and the Scythians, Avith

their neighbours, call the snow-flakes feathers because, I think,

of the hkeness which they bear to them. I have now related

what is said of the most distant parts of this continent whereof

any account is given.

32. Of the Hyperboreans nothing is said either by the

Scythians or by any of the other dwellers in these regions,

unless it be the Issedonians. But in my opinion, even the

Issedonians are silent concerning them ; otherwise the Scytliians

Avould have repeated their statements, as they do those concern-

ing the one-eyed men. Hesiod, however, mentions them,^ and

Homer also in the Epigoni, if that be really a work of his.'

3 is more i^ropei-ly an addi- introduction of the mule cliai'iot-i'ace.

(ion than a diijrcxsiijn. Probably this * Supra, oh. 7, ad fin.

chapter was added at Thurii (see the * No mention of the HyiDerboi'eans

Introductory Essay, vol. i. ch. i. p. 27). appears in any extant work of Hesiod.
•• According to Plutarch (Qutest. The passage referred to by Herodotus

Gricc. vol. ii. p. 303) QEnomaus, king of was pi'obablj' contained in the lost

Klis, out of his love for horses, laid poem, entitled Trts irepioSos, (Cf.

heavy curses on the breeding of mules Strabo, vii. p. 430.)

in that country. Both he, and Pausa- '' Modern critics consider the Epigoni
uias (V. V. § 2) vouch for tlie continued to have been composed a little later

observance of the practice which Hero- than the time of Hesiod, i. e. about B.C.

dotuB goes on to mention. Larcher (ad 750-700. (Vide Clinton's F. H. vol. i.

loc.) conjectures that the curse of p. 384.) It was an epic poem, in
QinoniauH was the cause of the abolition hexameter verse, on the subject of the
of the chariot-race at Olympia, in wliich second siege of Thebes by the sons of
the carrt were drawn by mules. But ivs tliosc killed in the first siege. It was a
(Enoin;iiiH, according to the tradition, sequel'to anotlier very ancient epic, the
preceded Pelop» (Strabo, viii. p. M.'j) his Tliebais, which was upon the first

curse should rather have prevented the Thebau war. The fii-st line of the
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33. But the persons who have by far tlio most to say on tliis

subject arc the Delians. They dechire that certain offerings,

packed in wheaten straw, were brought from the country of the

Hyperboreans*^ into Scythia, and that the Scythians received

them and passed them on to their neighbours upon the west,

who continued to pass them on, until at last they reached the

Adriatic. From hence they were sent southward, and when
they came to Greece, were received first of all by the Dodo-
naeans. Thence they descended to the Maliac Gulf, from which

they were carried across into Eubcea, where the people handed

them on from city to city, till they came at length to Carystus.

The Carystians took them over to Tenos, witliout stopping at

Andros ; and the Tenians brought them finally to iJelos. Such,

according to their own account,^ was the road by which the

Epigoni is preserved, and proves this.

It ran thus

—

' avSpSiv,.
(Cert. Horn, et Hes.)

Many very ancient writers, among
others, Callinus (Pausan. ix. ix. 3),

ascribed the poem to Homer. In the

judgment of Pausanias (1. s. c.) it was,

next to the Iliad and the Odyssey, the

best of the ancient Epics.
^ Very elaborate accounts have been

given of the Hyperboreans both in an-

cient and modern times. Hecaticus of

Abdera, a contemporary ofAlexander the

Great, wrote a book concerning them (see

Muller's Fr. Hist. Gr. vol. ii. pp. 384-8).

They are, liowever, in reality not a his-

torical, but an ideal nation. The North
Wind Ijeing given a local seat in certain

mountains ealled Rhipaean (from,
" a blast "), it was supposed there must
be a country above the north vind,

•which would not be cold, and which
would have inhabitants. Ideal perfec-

tions were gradually ascribed to this

region. According to Pindar, Hercules

brought from it the olive, which grew
thickly there about the sources of the

Danube (01. iii. 249). When the coimtry

had been made thus charming, it was
natural to attach good qualities to the

inhabitants. Accordingly they were
made worshippers of Apollo (Pindar,

1. s. 0.), observers of justice (Hellan.

Fr. 96), and vegetainaus (ibid.). As
geogi'aphical knowledge grew, it was
necessary to ;issign them a distinct posi-

tion, or to banish them to the realms

of fable. Herodotus preferred the

latter alternative, Damastes the former.

Damastes placed them gi-eatly to the

north of Scythia, from which they were
separated by the countries of the Isse-

dones and the Arimaspi. Southward
their boundary was the (supposed)
RhipEcan mountain-chain ; northward it

was the ocean. (^Fr. 1.) This arrange-

ment sufiiced for a time. AVhen, how-
ever, it was discovered that no movmtain-
chain ran across Europe above Scythia,

and that the Danube, instead of rising

in the north (compare Pind. 01. iii. 25,

with Isth. vi. 34), rose in the west, a

new position had to be sought for the
Hyperboreans, and they were placed
near the Italian Alps (Posidon. Fr. 90,

and compare below, note '*), and conr
founded with the Gauls (Heraclid. Pont,
ap. Plut. Cam. 22) and the Etruscans
or Tarquinians (Hierocl. Fr. 3). A
different, and probably a later tradition,

though found in an earlier writer, is

that which assigned them an island as

large as Sicily, lying towards the north,

over against the country of the Celts,

fertile and vai'ied in its productions,

possessed of a beautiful climate, and
enjoying two harvests a year (Hecat.

Abder. Fr. 2). In this i.sland it is not
difficult to recognise our own country.

- Callimachus (Hymn, in Delum.
284, &c.) follows the same tradition as

Herodotus. Pausanias recoi-ds a dif-

ferent one. According to him, the
offerings passed from the Hyperboreans
to the Arimaspi, from them to the Isse-

doniaus. thence to the iScyths, vho con-

'eyed them to Sinope, whence the
Greeks passed them on to Attica, from
which they vere brought to Delos.

(Pausan. i. xxxi. § 2.) Athenian vanity

seems to have invented this stoiy, which
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ofierings reached the Delians, Two damsels, they say, named

Hyperoche and Laodice, brought the first offerings from the

Hyperboreans ; and with them the Hyperboreans sent five men,

to keep tliem from all harm by the way ; these are the persons

whom the Delians call " Perpherees," and to whom great

honours are paid at Delos. AfterAvards the Hyperboreans,

M-hen they found that their messengers did not return, thinking

it would be a grievous thing always to be liable to lose the

envoys they should send, adopted the following plan :—they

wrajjped their offerings in the wheaten straw, and bearing them

to then• borders, charged their neighbours to send them forward

from one nation to another, which was done accordingly, and in

this way the offerings reached Delos. I myself knoAV of a

practice like this, Avhieh obtains with the v, omen of Thrace and

Peeonia. They in their sacrifices to the queenly Diana bring

wheaten straw always with their offerings. Of my own know-

ledge I can testify that this is so.

34. The damsels sent by the Hyperboreans died in Delos

;

and in their honour all the Delian girls and youths are wont to

cut off their hair. The girls, before their marriage-day, cut off

a curl, and twining it round a distaff, lay it upon the grave of

the strangers. This grave is on the left as one enters the pre-

cinct of Diana, and has an olive-tree growing on it. The youths

wind some of their hair round a kind of grass, and, like the

girls, place it upon the tomb. Such are the honours paid to

these damsels by the Delians.^

35. They add that, once before, there came to Delos by the

same road as Hyperoche and Laodice, two other virgins from

the Hyperboreans, whose names were Arge and Opis. Hype-
roche and Laodice came to bring to Ilithyia the offering vllich

'they had laid upon themselves, in acknowledgment of their

quick laboms ;

" but Ai'ge and Opis came at the same time as

accords with the geographical scheme Heraclides in Plut. Camill. 22) ; and
of Damastes. notes that the title of the carriers,

Niebuhr (Roman Hist. vol. i. p. 85, Tlepcpepees (from i)erfcn-c), is almost a
E. T.) regards the Herodotean account Latin word.
as the genviine tradition, and conjectures ' Callimachus and Pausanias differ
that the Hyperboreans were " a Pelas- somewhat fruiu Herodotus, but only in
gian tribe in Italy," and so of the same unimportant jtarticulars.

religion as the Greeks—their offerings - The Greek will not bear Larcher's
were paissed round the Adriatic, and so translation—" Celles-ci apportoient ii

the Greeks might imagine they came Ilithyele tributqu'elles etoientchargees
from tlie far north. He remarks on the d'offrir pour le prompt et heureux
traces of the exiutence of Hyperboreans accouchement dis femmcs de km• pays."
iu Italy (Steph. Byz. in voc.. It is undoubtedly their own
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the gods of Delos,^ and are honoured by the Delians in a

different May. For the Delian women make collections in

these maidens' names, and invoke them in the hymn which

Olen, a Lycian, composed for them ; and the rest of the islanders,

and even the lonians, have been taught by the Delians to do the

like. Tliis Olen, who came from Lycia, made the other old

hymns also which are sung in Delos.* The Delians add, that

the ashes from the thigh-bones burnt upon the altar are scat-

tered over the tomb of Opis and Argd. Their tomb lies beliind

the temple of Diana, facing the east, near the l)anqueting-hall

of the Ceians. Thus much then, and no more, concerning the

Hyperboreans.

36. As for the tale of Abaris,^ who is said to have been a

Hyperborean, and to have gone with liis arrow all round the

world without once eating, I shall pass it by in silence. Thus

much, however, is clear : if there are Hyperboreans, there must

also be Hypernotians.'^ For my part, I cannot but laugh when

I see numbers of persons drawing maps of the world without

having any reason to guide them; making, as they do, the

ocean-stream to run all round the earth, and the earth itself to

that is intended. AVhy in that case

they are termed not only, but
(cli. 34), it is ditiicult to con-

ceive. Perhaps Herodotus means that

they "were unmarried. Compare the

expression in Find. 01.

vi. 51, and the PartheniiB at Sparta
(Arist. Pol. V. 7).

^ Apollo and Diana. (Cf. Callimach.
Hymn, in Delum.)

* Olen, according to Pausanias (ix.

xxvii. 2), was the most ancient com-
poser of hymns, preceding even Pam-
phos and Orpheus. No fragments of

his hymns remain, but their general

character may be conjectured from the
Homeric hymns, as well as from the
fragments ascribed to Orpheus and
Pamphos. (Plat. .Cratyl. p. 402, B.

;

Philostrat. Heroic, p. 693.) They were
in hexameter verse, and continued to

be sung down to the time of Pausanias
(i. xviii. 5). It is curious that his

Lycian origin should be so sti-ongly

attested as it is (Pausan. ix. xxvii. 2

;

Suidas ad voc), since his poems were
tmdoubtedly Greek.

* Many ancient writers (as Plato,

Strabo, Jamblichus, Celsus, &c.) allude

to the story of Abaris the Hyperborean;
but none of them throw any particular

light on its meaning or origin. He was

said to have received from Apollo,

vhose priest he had been in his own
country, a magic arrow, upon which he
could cross streams, lakes, swamps, and
mountains (Jamblich. de Vit. Pyth.

xix. § 91). This arrow he gave to

Pythagoras, who in return taught him
his philosophy (ibid.). Oracles and
charms under his name appear to have
passed current among the Greeks (Schol.

ad Aristoph. Eq. 725; Villoison's Anecd.
Gr. i. p. 20; Plat. Charm, p. 158, B.)

Accoi-ding to Pindar (ap. Harpocrat.

;

cf. Suidas in voc. "Apapts) he came into

Greece in the reign of CrcESUS. Euse-

bius (Chron. Can. ii. p. 332) places him
a little earlier. Probably he was, like

Anacharsis, a Scythian, who vished to

make himself acquainted with Greek
customs. [It has been conjectured that

the arrow of Abaris is a mythical tra-

dition of the magnet, bvit it is hardly

possible that if the polarity of the needle

had been known it should not have been
more distinctly noticed.—H. C. R.]

Eratosthenes noticed the weakness"

of this argument (ap. Strab. i. p. 91).

HeiOdotus cannot, even combat-

ing, escape altogether from the prevalent

notion that in geography there was
some absolute symmetry and parallelism.
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be au exact circle, as if described by a pair of compasses,' with

Europe and Asia just of the same size. The truth in this matter

I Avill now proceed to explain in a very few words, making it

clear what the real size of each region is, and what shape should

be given them.

37. The Persians inhabit a country upon the southern or

Ervthrajan sea ; above them, to the north, are the Modes

;

beyond the Modes, the Sasphians ;
^ beyond them, the Colchians,

reachino• to the northern sea, into which the Phasis empties

itself. Tliese four nations fill the whole space from one sea to

the other.

^

SS. West of these nations there project into the sea two

' That there is a special allusion to but a false notion of the configuration

Hecataeus here seems very probable, of the laud on the earth's surface. The
fVide supra, ii. 21, note.) The belief subjoined plan of the world according

which Herodotus ridicules is not that of to Hecataus, taken from Klausen, re-

the world's spherical form, vhich had presents with tolerable accuracy the

not yet been suspected by the Greeks, view which Herodotus censvures.

Plan of the World according to Hecatseus. From Klausen.

* Vide Bupra, Book i. eh. 104-, note ', from south to iwrth. This is to take his
' Jiiebulir (Geography of Herod, p. words too strictly. Even if he never

2.5, and map) suppoKes that these four visited Ecbatana, he could scarcely be
natione must liave been regarded by ignorant that Media lay north-west of
Herodotuii as dwelling in a direct line Persia.
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tracts^ wliicli I will now describe ; oue, begimiing at the river

Phasis on the north, stretches along tlie Euxine and the Helles-

pont to Sigeum in the Troas ; while on the south it reaches from

the Myriandrian gulf,^ which adjoins Phoenicia, to tlie Triopic

promontory.^ This is one of the tracts, and is inhabited by

thirty different nations.*

39. The other starts from the country of the Persians, and

stretches into the Erythraean sea, containing first Persia, then

Assyria, and after Assyria, Arabia. It ends, that is to say it is

considered to end, though it does not really come to a termina-

tion,^ at the Arabian gulf—the gulf whereinto Darius conducted

the canal which he made from the Nile.^ Between Persia and

Phoenicia lies a broad and ample tract of country, after which

the region I am describing skirts our sea,^ stretching from

Phoenicia along the coast of Palestine-Syria till it comes to

Egypt, where it terminates. This entire tract contains but three

nations.^ The whole of Asia west of the country of the Persians

is comjmsed in these two regions.

40. Beyond the tract occupied by the Persians, Modes, Sas-

pirians, and Colchians, towards the east and the region of the

^ AVe have no single word for the

Greek, which means a tract jutting

out to a considerable distance into the

sea, with one side joining the mainland.

Attica (named probably from its shape,

Attica being for Actica) and la^^ygia

were —peninsulas joined to the

main by an isthmus were-.
- Or Bay of Issus. Myriaudrus Avas

a small Phoenician settlement on the

southern side of the gulf. It is men-
tioned by Xenophon as

.) (Anab. I. iv. § 6), and by
Scylax as MvpiavSpos (Peripl.

p. 9). Though the reading in Hero-
dotus is conjectural, it may, I think,

be regarded as certain.

2 Concei-ning the Triopic promontory,
see note - on Book i. ch. 144, and note ^

on Book i. ch. 174.
* The thirty nations intended by He-

rodotus Avould seem to be the follow-

ing :—The Moschi, Tibareni, Macr-ones,

Mosynoeci, Mares, Alarodii, Armenians,
Cappadocians, Matieni, Paphlagoniaus,
Chalybes, Mariaudynians, Bithynians,

Thynians, ^olians, loniaus, Magne-
siaus, Dorians, Mysians, Lydians, Ca-
rians, Caunians, Lycians, Milyans, Ca-
balians, Lasouians, Hygennes, Phry-
gians, Pamphylians, and Cilicians. (See

i. 28, iii. 90-94, and vii. 72-79.) Or
perhaps we should retrench the Hygen-
nes, read very doubtfully in iii. 90, and
add the Ligyes from vii. 72.

^ Since Egypt adjoins Arabia. (See

ch. 41.)
'' This was the completion of the

canal which ISTeco fouml it prudent to

desist from-re-opening, throiigh fear of

the growing power of Babylon. It was
originally a canal of Kemeses II., which
had been filled up by the sand, as hap-
pened occasionally in after times. (See

n.- on Book ii. ch. 158.) Macrisi says

very justly that it was r-e-opened by the

Greek kings, Ptolemies; and it is sin-

gular that, though Herodotus expressly

says it was open in his time, some have
fancied that the Egyptians, the people

most versed in canal-making, were in-

debted to the Greeks for the comple-

tion of this one to the Red Sea. The
notion of Macrisi, that Adrian also re-

opened this canal, was owing to a fresh

supply of water having been conducted
to it by the Amnis Trajanus.—[G. W.]

"^ The Mediterranean. (See Book i.

ch. 185.)
^ The Assyrians (among whom the

Palestine Si/rimts were included), the

Arabians, and the Phoenicians.
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sunrise, Asia is bounded on the south by the Erythraean sea, and

on the nortli by the Caspian and the river Araxes, vhich jflows

towards the rising sun.^ Till you reach India the country is

peopled ; but further east it is void of inhabitants,^ and no one

can sav what sort of region it is. Such then is the shape, and

such the size of Asia.

41. Libya belongs to one of the above-mentioned tracts, for it

adjoins on Egvpt. In Egypt the tract is at first a narrow neck, the

distance from our sea to the Erythraean not exceeding a hundred

thousand fathoms, or, in other words, a thousand furlongs ;
- but

from the point where the neck ends, the tract w^hich bears the

name of Libya is of very great breadth.

42. For my part I am astonished that men should ever have

divided Libya, Asia, and Europe as they have, for they are ex-

ceedingly unequal. Europe extends the entire length of the

other two,^ and for breadth will not even (as I think) bear to

be compared to them. As for Libya, we know it to be washed

on all sides by the sea, except Avhere it is attached to Asia.

This discovery was first made by Necos,•* the Egyptian king.

^ Xiebuhr ^Geograph. of Herod, p.

25-2uy couclucles from this passage, com-
bined with ch. '2uii of Book i., that Hero-
dotus imagined the Araxes ^Arasj to send
a branch into the Caspian, while at tlie

same time the main stream flowed
onwards in an easterly direction below
and beyond the Caspian, and terminated
on the confines of India in a marsh. I

incline to suspect a mere lapsus, by
which Herodotus has made the river

run east, when he meant to say that it

ran west.
1 Vide supra, iii. 98, note.
2 In like manner Pliny (Hist. Nat. v.

11) reckons 125 Roman miles (= 1000
stadeSy from Pelusium to Arsinoe, which
occupied the site of Suez. Modern
surveys show that the direct distance
iicross the isthmus is not so much as

80 miles 'English;, or under 700 stades.

(See note « on Book ii. ch. 158.)
•* Herodotus made the Phasis, Cas-

pian, and Araxes, the boundary be-
tween Europe and Asia. In this he
departed from Hecataius, who, as is

clear from his Fragments, regarded
the Tanais as the boundary-line. (See
especially Fragm. 1(36 and 1G8.) The
later geograjjliers, Scylax (Peripl. p.
74j, Strabo (xi. 1, § Ij, &c., followed
Hecatiuus—and so the moderns gene-
rally. Itecently, however, the iius-

sians have determined to consider the
Ural River, the Caspian, and their own
Georgian frontier as the boundary.

* We may infer, from Neco's or-

dering the Phoenicians to come round
by the "Pillars of Hercules," that the
form of Africa was already known,
and that this was not the first expedi-

tion which had gone round it. The
fact of their seeing the sun rise on
their right as they returned north-

wards, which Herodotus doubted, is

the very proof of their having gone
round the Cape, and completed the
circuit. He afterwai-ds mentions (ch.

4:i) another expedition which set out
by the Mediterranean, but which was
given up. But the Phoenicians sent
by Neco were not the only success-

ful circumnavigators of Africa ; and
Hanno, a Carthaginian, went round it,

going through the Pillars of Hercules,
and touching at Gades 'Cadiz), and
returning by the end of the Arabian
Gulf. (Plin. ii. G7; and Arrian, Eer.
Indie, at end.) He founded several

towns on the coast, none of which
remained in the time of Vespasian.
Major Rennell (p. 738) tliinks that he
only navigated the western coast of
Africa, and that the term of his voyage
\vas "at Sierra Leone, or at Sherbro',

and far more probably the latter."
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who on desisting from the canal which he had begun between
the Nile and the Arabian Gulf,^ sent to sea a number of ships

manned by Phosnicians, with orders to make for the Pillars of

Hercules,•^ and return to Egypt through them, and by the

Mediterranean/ The Phoenicians took their departure from
Egypt by way of the Erythraean Sea, and so sailed into the

southern ocean. When autumn came, they went ashore, wher-
ever they might happen to be, and having so\\ti a tract of land

with corn, waited until the grain was fit to cut.* Having reaped

it, they again set sail ; and thus it came to pass that two whole
years went by, and it was not till the third year that they

doubled the Pillars of Hercules, and made good their voyage
home. On their return, they declared—I for my part do not

believe them, but perhaps others may—that in sailing round
Libya they had the sun upon their right hand.^ In this way
Avas the extent of Libya first discovered.

Pliny also mentions a certain Eucloxus,

a contempoi'ary of Ptolemy Lathyrus,

by whom he was probably sent, rather

than "cum Lathurum regem fugeret,"

who went round from the Arabian Gulf
to Gades ; and others were reported to

have performed the same voyage for

commercial purposes (Plin. ib.). The
expedition of Hanno dates some time
after that of Keco, who has the credit

of discovering the Cape and the form
of Africa, 21 centuries before Diaz

and Vasco de Gama. The former was
for commercial purposes connected with
India, the latter to settle a geographical

question, as is our modern " N.W.
passage."—[G. W.]

* Vide supra, ii. 158.
^ They were so called, not from

the Greek hero, but from the Tyrian
deity, whose worship was always in-

troduced by the Phcenicians in then
settlements. Some suppose the two
pillars in the Temjile of Hercules (on

the Spanish coast) had their name
transferred by mistake to the two hills

of Calpe and Abyla, on each side of the

straits. Herodotus evidently considers

them on the African as well as Spanish

coast (iv. 181, 185; see Dion. Perieg.

64, seq. 73, and comp. Eustath. Plin.

iii. Proem.; Strab. iii. 116 seq.).

Strabo says the Pillars were thought
by some to be at the end of the straits,

by others at Gades (), by some
even beyond this ; by others to be

Calpe (Gibraltar), and Abila (,-, '), Abila (now Apes-

hill) being the African mountain oppo-
site Calpe. Many say these hills are at

the straits ; others that they are two
brazen columns, 8 cubits high, in the
Temple of Hercules at Gades, which
Posidonius thinks most probable, Strabo
not. Plato (Tim. p. 469) speaks of
that mouth called Pillars of Hercules

;

Sti'abo (iii. 96) of the influx of the sea

at the Pillars and the town of Calpe.

(Cp. the Gaditanum fretum of Pliny,

iii. 1.) The dollars of Spain have hence
been called colonnxte, and have two
columns on them. Strabo says the
Temple of Hercules at Gades was on
the east side of the island nearest the
mainland.—[G. AV.]

' In the original, " the northern
sea"—so called here as washing Libya
Ufjou the north, and in contrast with
the " southern " or Indian Ocean.
(Compare ii. 11.)

^ This is less surprising in an African

climate, where barley, doora (holcus

sorghum), peas, &c., are reaped in from
3 months to 100 days after sowing, and
vegetables in 50 or 60 days. Even Ta-
merlane (as Rennell observes), in his

preparations for marching into China,

included corn for sowing the lands.

—

[G. W.]
^ Here the faithful repoi-ting of what

he did not himself imagine true has
stood our author in good stead. Few
would have believed the Phoenician
circumnavigation of Africa had it not
been vouched for hj this discovery.

AVhen Herodotus is blamed for repeat-
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43. Next to these Phoenicians the Cartliaginians, according to

their o^vn accounts, made the voyage. For Sataspes, son of

Teaspes the Achsemenian, did not circumnavigate Libya, though

he was sent to do so ; but, fearing the length and desolateness

of the journey, he turned back and left unaccomplished the task

which had been set him by his mother. This man had used

violence towards a maiden, the daughter of Zopyrus, son of

Megabyzus,^ and King Xerxes was about to impale him for the

offence, Avhen his mother, who was a sister of Darius, begged

him off, undertaking to punish his crime more heavily than the

king himself had designed. She would force him, slie said, to

sail round Libya and retuj-n to Egypt by the Arabian Gulf.

Xerxes gave his consent ; and Sataspes went down to Egypt,

and there got a ship and crew, with which he set sail for the

Pillars of Hercules. Having passed the Straits, he doubled the

Libyan headland, known as Ciipe Soloeis,^ and proceeded south-

ward. Following this course for many months O'er a vast

stretch of sea, and finding that more water than he had crossed

still lay ever before him, he put about, and came back to Egypt.

Thence proceeding to the court, he made report to Xerxes, that

at the farthest point to which he had reached, the coast was

occupied by a dwarfish race,^ who wore a dress made from the

palm-tree.* These people, whenever he landed, left their towns

and fled away to the mountains ; his men, however, did them

no wrong, only entering into their cities and taking some of

their cattle. The reason Avhy he had not sailed quite round

Libya was, he said, because the ship stopped, and would not go

any further.^ Xerxes, however, did not accept this account

ing the absurd stories which he had <poiviKi}ios, in that sense.

been told, it should be considered what ^ It has been coujectin-ed (Schlich-

we must have lost had he made it a thorst, p. 184), with much reason, that
rule to reject from his History all that Sataspes reached the coast of Guinea
he thought unlikely. (See the Intro- in the early part of the summer, and
ductory Essay, vol. i. pp. 81-82.) there fell in with the Avell-known

' Vide supra, iii. 160. southerly trade-wind, to avoid which
^ The modern Cape Spartel. (See n. our vessels on going out stand across

ch. 32, Book ii.) to the South American continent.
^ Tliis is the second mention of a These winds continuing for many months

dwarfish race in Africa (see above, without cessation, he at last gave up his

ii. :i2). The description is answered vo3'age in despair, and returned home.
by the lio.yemnns and the Dohos, who Tlie previous circumnavigation of Africa
may have been more \videly extended had been in the opposite direction,
in early times. from Suez round the Cape to the

* So Larcher and Schweighseuser. Straits of Gibraltar, and had therefoie
Bilhr and Beloe translate <$ been advantaged, not impeded, by the
Vjy "red" or "purple." But Hero- "trades."
dotus always uses ?, never
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for true ; and so Sataspes, as he had failed to accomplish the

task set him, was impaled by the king's orders in accordance

with the former sentence.•^ One of his eunuchs, on hearing of

his death, ran away with a great portion of his wealth, and

reached Samos, Avhere a certain Samian seized the whole. I

know the man's name well, but I shall willingly forget it here.

44. Of the greater part of Asia Darius was the discoverer.

Wishing to know where the Indus (which is the only river save

one ^ that produces crocodiles) emptied itself into the sea, he

sent a number of men, on whose truthfulness he could rely, and

among them Scylax of Caryanda,^ to sail down the river. They
started from the city of Caspatyrus,^ in the region called Pac-

ty'ica, and sailed down the stream in an easterly direction ^ to

the sea. Here they turned westward, and, after a voyage of

thirty months, reached the place from which the Egyptian king,

of whom I spoke above, sent the Phcenicians to sail round

Libya.^ After this voyage was completed, Darius conquered

6 The fate of Sir Walter Raleigh
furnishes a curious parallel to this. (See

Hume's History of England, vol, v.

ch. iv.)
'^ That is, the Nile. Vide supra,

ii, 67.

[He does not reckon the river in

Central Africa, though it had croco-

diles (Book ii. ch. 32), since it was
supposed by some to be the same as the

Nile.—G. W.]
^ Caryanda was a place on or near

the Carian coast. (Scyl. Peripl. p. 91

;

Strabo, xiv. p. 941
; Steph. Byz. in voc.

Kapvavda.) It has been supposed that

there were two cities of the name (Diet.

of Greek and Roman Geogi•. vol. i. p.

555), one on the mainland, the other

on an island opposite; but the best

authorities know only of one, which is

on an island off the coast.• The con-

tinental Caryanda is an invention of

Pliny's (H. N. v. 29), whom Mela follows

(i. 16). Caryanda was a native city, not
a Greek settlement, as Col. Mure sup-
poses. (Lit. of Greece, vol. iv. p. 140.

See Scylax,^ Tr6\is)' apes.) The island

lay between Myndus and Bargylia, on
the north coast of the Myndiau or

Halicarnassian Peninsula. It is said

to be now a peninsula, being "joined
to the main by a narrow sandy isth-

mus." There is a fine harbour, called

by the Turks Pasha Limani (Leake's

Asia Minor, p. 227).

The Periplus, vhich has come down
to us under the name of Scylax, is

manifestly not the work of this early

writer, but of one who lived about
the time of Philip of Macedon. (See

Niebuhr's paper in the Denkschrift.

d. Berlin. Acad. 1804-1811, p. 83, and
liis Kleine Hist. Schi'ift. i. p. 105 ; also

Klausen's work, Hecat. Mil. fragmenta,

Scylacis Caryand. Periijlus, Berlin, 1831,

p. 259.) A very few fragments remain
of the genuine Scylax. (See vol. i. p.

40, note 9.)

^ Vide supra, iii. 102.
1 The real course of the Indus is

somewhat rcest of south. The error

of Herodotus arose perhaps from the

Cabul river being mistaken for the

true Indus. The course of this stream,

before its junction with the Indus at

Attock, is from N.W. by W. to S.E.

by E. Herodotus's informants pro-

bably knew this, and imagined the

easterly bearing of the river to con-

tinue. Still both they and Herodotus
must have known that the mnin di-

rection of the stream was southerly;

othei'wise it could never have reached

the Erythriean or Southern Sea (supra,

ch. 37). Niebuhr's map (Geography
of Herod.) is particulax-ly unsatisfac-

tory on this point. According to it,

Scylax on reaching the sea raust have
turned, not westward, but southward.

2 Vide supra, eh. 42.
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tlie Indians,^ and made use of the sea in those parts. Thus all

Asia, except the eastern portion, has been found to be similarly

ckcumstauced Avith Libya.^

45, But the boundaries of Europe are quite unknown, and

there is not a man who can say whether any sea girds it round

either on the north ^ or on the east, while in length it undoubtedly

extends as far as both the other two. For my part I cannot

conceive why three names, and women's names especially, should

ever have been given to a tract whicli is in reality one, nor why
the Egyptian Nile and the Colchian Phasis (or according to

others the Mieotic Tanais and Cimmerian ferry)*' should have

been fixed upon for the boundary lines ;
^ nor can I even say

^ The conquest^ of the Indians, by
which we are to nnderstancl the re-

duction of the Punjaub, and perhaps
i^though this is not certain) of Sciude,

preceded 'as may be proved by the
Inscriptions) the Scythian expedition.

India, which is not contained among
the subject-pi'ovinces enumerated at

Behistun, appears in the list upon tlie

great platform of Persepolis, where
there is no mention of the Western
Scythians. These last are added upon
the tomb -inscription at Nakhsh-i-Rus-
tam, under the designation of " the
Sacse beyond the sea." (Compai-e Beh.
Inscr. col. i. par. 6, with Lassen's
Inscript. I. p. 42, and Sir H. Rawlinson's
Inscr. . 6, pages 197, 280, and 29-t

of the 1st volume of Sir H. Rawlinson's
Behistun Memoir.)

'• Limited, that is, and circumscribed
by fixed boundaries.

^ See Book iii. cli. 115, sub fin.

' Here again, as in ch. 12, Larcher
translates " la ville de Porthmies Cim-
m^riennes." How a town can serve as

a boundary-line he omits to explain.
Herodotus undoubtedly intends the
Sti-ait of Jenikaleh.

^ The earliest Greek geographers di-

vided the world into two portions
only, Europe and Asia, in the latter
of which they included Libj'a. This
wai3 the division of Hecataius. (See
Muller's Preface to the Fr. Hist. Gr.
vol. i. p. X., and compare Mure's Lit. of
Greece, vol. iv. p. 147. See also above,
ch. 36, and note ad loc.) Traces of
it appear among Greeks later than He-
rodotus, a-s in the Fragments of Hippias
of ElLs, who seems to have made but
these two continents (Fr. 4), and in
the Panegyric of Isocrates fp. 179, ed.
Baiter). The threefold division was,

however, far more generally received

both in his day and afterwards. (Vide
supra, ii. 16, 17, and see the geographers,

passim.) It is curious that in Roman
times we once more find the double
division, with the difference that Africa

is ascribed to Europe. (Sallust. Bell.

Jug. 17, § 3. Comp. Varro de Ling.

Lat. V. 31, and Agathemer, ii. 2,

ad fin.)

With respect to the boundaries of

the continents, it apj^ears that in the

earliest times, when only Europe and
Asia were recognised, the Phasis, which
was regarded as running from the Cas-

pian—a gulf of the circumambient ocean

—into the Euxine, was accepted as the

true separator between the two con-

tinents. Agathemer calls this " the

ancient view" (i. 1), and it is found,

not only in Herodotus, but in .^Eschy-

lus (Prom. Solut. Fr. 2, rfj

xOophs$^ '). We may gather from Dionysius

(Perieg. 20,21) that it continued among
the later Greeks to dispute the ground
with the more ordinary theory, which
Herodotus here rejects—that the Pa-
lus Majotis and the Tanais were the
boundary. This latter view is adojDted,

however, almost exclusively by the

later rrriters. (Cf. Scylax, Peripl. p. 72;
Strabo, ii. p. 168; Plin. H. N. iii. 1;

Arrian, Peripl. P. E. p. 131; Ptolem.
ii. 1; Dionys. Perieg. 14; Mela, i. 3;

Anon. Peripl. P. E. p. 133; Agathemer,
ii. 6; Armen. Geogi'aph. § 16, &c.)

Ptolemy, with his usual accuracy, adds
to it, that where the Tanais fails the

boundary is the meridian produced
thence northwards. In modern times

Europe has recovered a portion of what
it thus lost to Asia, being extended
eastward first to the Wolga, and more
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who gave the three tracts their names, or whence they took the

epithets. According to the Greeks in general, Libya was so

called after a certain Libya, a native woman,^ and Asia after the

wife of Prometheus. The Lydians, however, put in a claim to

the latter name,^ which, they declare, was not derived fiOm Asia

the wife of Prometheus, but from Asies, the son of Cotys, and

grandson of Manes, who also gave name to the tribe Asias at

Sardis. As for Em-ope, no one can say whether it is surrounded

by the sea or not, neither is it kno"\\Ti whence the name of

Europe was derived,^ nor who gave it name, unless we say that

Europe was so called after the Tyrian Europe," and before her

time ^vas nameless, like the other divisions. But it is certain

that Europe was an Asiatic, and never even set foot on the land

which the Greeks now call Europe, only sailing from Phoenicia

to Crete, and from Crete to Lycia. However let us quit these

matters. We shall ourselves continue to use the names ^ which

custom sanctions.

recently to the Ural river. The question

of the boundary-line between Asia and
Africa has been already treated (see

Book ii. eh, 17, note i").

^ Of the Libya here mentioned as

a "native woman" we have no other
account. Audron of Halicarnassus made
Libya, like Asia and Europe, a daughter
of Oceanus (Fr. 1 ). Others derived the

three names from three men, Europus,
Asius, and Libyus (Eustath. ad Dion.
Per. 170). There was no uniform tra-

dition on the subject.
3 See vol. i. Essay i. p. 288,' 289. This

was the view of Lycophron (Eustath.

ad Dionys. Perieg. 270^.
' The name of Europe is evidently

taken from the Semitic word ereb (the

Arabic gharb , the "western" land
sought for and colonized from Phoe-
nicia. (See n. ^ on Book ii. ch. 44.)

—

[G. W.]
2 According to Hegesippus (Fr. 6)

there were three Europes—one a daugh-
ter of Ocean, another a Phoenician
princess, the daughter of Agenor, and
the third a native of Thrace, in search
of whom Cadmus left Asia. He derives

the name of Em-ope from the last

;

Hippias (Fr. 4) and Andron (1. s. c.)

derive it from the first ; Herodotus and
Eustathius from the second. (See Eus-
tath. ad Dion. Per. 1. s. c.)

^ The question of whence these names,
two of which still continue in use, were
really derived, is one of some interest.

VOL. IIL

There are grounds for believing Europe
and Asia to have originally signified

"the west" and "the east" respec-

tively. Both are Semitic terms, and
probably passed to the Greeks from the

Phosnicians. Europe is the Hebrew
3~li?, the Assyrian ereh, the Greek

"^, the Arabic Gharb and Arab. It

signifies "setting," "the west," "dark-
ness." Asia is from the Hebrew N^"•

(whence NV'li^, "the east"), Assyrian

azu, " to rise," or " go forth." It k
an adjectival or participial form from
this root (comp. N^^*\ 2 Chr. xxxii.

21): and thus signifies "going forth,"

"rising," or "the east." The Greeks
first applied the title to that portion of

the eastern continent which lay nearest

them, and with which they became first

acquainted—the coast of Asia Minor
opposite the Cyclades ; whence they

extended it as then" knowledge grew.

Still it had always a special application

to the country about Ephesus. With
regard to Libya, it is perhaps most
probable that the Greeks first called

the south or south-west wind ,
because it brought moisture (, comiJ.), and then when they found a

land from which it blew, called that

land Libya; not meaning "the Jtioid

land," which would be a misnomer, but
"the southern land." The .connexion

with the Hebrew Lubim, W2O (Dan. xi.

43 ; Nahum iii. 9), who are probably

D
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46. 1 Euxiue sea, where Darius now went to war, has

nations dwelling around it, with the one exception of the

Scythians, more unpolished than those of any other region that

we know of. For, setting aside Anacharsis ^ and the Scythian

peojile, there is not within this region a single nation which can

be put forward as having any claims to wisdom, or which has

produced a single person of any high repute. The Scythians

indeed have in one respect, and that the very most important

of all those that fall under man's control, shown themselves

wiser than any nation upon the face of the earth. Their customs

otherwise are not such as I admire.^ The one thing of which I

speak, is the contrivance whereby they make it impossible for

the enemy who invades them to escape destruction, while they

themselves are entirely out of his reach, unless it please them
to engage with him. Having neither cities nor forts, and carry-

ing their dwellings with them vs^herever they go ; accustomed,

moreover, one and all of them, to shoot from horseback ; ^ and

the modern Nubians (see Beechey's Ex-
pedition, p. 58), is veiy doubtful.

The derivation of the Latin term
" Africa," which we use instead of

Libya, is peculiarly obscure. Alexander
Polyhistor quotes a Jewish wi'iter whom
he calls Cleodemus, and appears to

identify with the prophet Malachi, as

deriving the word from Epher, isy, a

grandson of Abraham and Keturah
(Fr. 7; cf. Gen. xxv. 4). Josephus
adopts the same view (Antiq. Jud. i.

10). Leo suggests two derivations : one
from the Arabic root furak, Heb. p")S,
" to break off, separate, rend asunder ;"

tlie other from a certain Arabian king
Iphric or Iphricus, who was driven out
of Asia by the Assyrians. These accounts
do not deserve much attention. Perhaps
the term Afri was the real ethnic ap-

pellation of the tribe on whose coast the
Carthaginians settled, and hence the
Roman-s formed the word Africa ; or
more probably it was a name which the
Phoenieian settlers gave to the natives,

connected with the Hebrew root N13,
and meaning "nomads," or "savages."
(Compare the terms Numidai and Nu-
niidia.) It is to be noted that the name
was always applied especially to the tract
bordering upon Carthage. (Plin. H. N.
V. 4; Mela, i. 7 ; Agathemer, ii. 5 ; Leo
Afiic. i. l,&c.)

* Concerning Anacharsis, see below,
ch. 76.

' It was a fashion among the Greeks

to praise the simplicity and honesty
of the nomade races, who were less

civilised than themselves. Homer had
done so in a passage which possibly
referred to these very Scythians

:

ayavuiv',», ajSwDi/ T€, -
Iliad, xiii. 6.

^schylus had commended them as, ( vo
Prom. Sol. Fr. 10.

In later times Ephorus made them the
subject of a laboured pauegyi'ic. (See

the Fragm. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. 74,
Fragm. 76 ; and compare Nic. Dam.
Fr. 123.) Herodotus intends to mark
his dissent from such views.

^ It is curious that the Scythian
remains discovered at Kertch do not
give an example of a Scythian horse-
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living not by husbandry but on their cattle, their wagons the

only houses that they possess,^ how can they fail of being uncon-•

querable, and unassailable even?

47. The nature of their country, and the rivers by hieh it is

intersected, greatly favoui' this mode of resisting attacks. For

the land is level, well watered, and abounding in pasture ;

^

while the rivers which traverse it are almost equal in number to

the canals of Egypt. Of these I shall only mention the most

famous and such as are navigable to some distance from the sea.

They are, the Ister, which has five mouths ;
^ the Tyras, the

archer, although they show the mode (Figs. 2 and 3), not very unlike the cara-

in which the Scyths used the javelin, vans of our wealthy gypsies. The sub-

on horseback, and in which they shot joined representations of Tatar vehicles

their arrows on foot. are from the works of Pallas (Figs. 1

and 2), and of Mr. Oliphant (Fig. 3).

"^ Compare the earlier description of

.iEschylus :

—

25 , •
€' 6;(OC5,.

Prom. Vinct. 734-736.

Hippocrates, who visited Scythia a gene-
ration later than Herodotus, gave a
similar account, adding the fact that
the Scythian wagons were either four-

wheeled or six-wheeled. (De Aere,
Aqua, et Locis, § 44, p. 353.)

It may be doubted Avhether the an-

cient Scythians really lived entirely in

their wagons. More probably their

wagons carried a tent, consisting of a
light framework of wood covered with
felt or matting (Fig. 1), which could
be readily transferred from the wheels
to the ground, and vice versa. This
at least is the case with the modern
Nogai and Kundure Tatars, who how-
ever use also a sort of covered cart

Fig 1.

Ii? 3

8 The pasture is now not good, ex-

cepting in the immediate vicinity of the

rivers ; otherwise the picture drawn of

the country accords exactly with the

accounts given by modern travellers.

The extreme flatness of the whole region

is especially noted. De Hell speaks of

the " cheerless aspect of those vast

plains, with nothing to vary their surface

but the tumuli, and vidth no other

boundaries than the sea." (Travels, p.

38, E. T.) Dr. Clarke says, " All the

south of Russia, from the Dnieper to

the Volga, and even to the territories of

the Kirgissian and Thibet Tartars (?),

with all the north of the Crimea, is one

flat uncultivated desolate waste, form-

ing, as it were, a seiies of those deserts

bearing the name of steppes." (Travels

in Russia, «S;c., p. 306.)
9 So Ephorus (Fr. 77), Arrian (Pe-

ripl. P. E. p. 135), and the Anonymous
Peripl. P. E. (p. 155); but Pliny (H.N.
iv. 12) and Mela (ii. 7) mention six

mouths, while Strabo (vii. p. 441) and

Solinus (c. 19) have seven. There

would no doubt be perpetual changes.

At present the number is but four.

D 2
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Hypanis, the Borysthenes, the Panticapes, tlie Hypacyris, the

' Gerrhiis, and the Tanais.^'' Tlie courses of these streams I shall

now proceed to describe.

48. The Ister is of all the rivers with which we are acquainted

the mightiest. It never varies in height, but continues at the

same level summer and winter. Counting from the west it is

the first of the Scythian rivers, and the reason of its being the

greatest is, that it receives the waters of several tributaries.

Now the tributaries which swell its flood are the following : first,

on the side of Scythia, these five—the stream called by the

Scythians Porata, and by the Greeks Pyretus, the Tiarantus, the

Ai-arus, the Naparis, and the Ordessus.^ The first-mentioned is

a great stream, and is the easternmost of the tributaries. The

Tiarantus is of less volume, and more to the west. The Ararus,

Naparis, and Ordessus fall into the Ister between these two. All

the above-mentioned are genuine Scythian rivers, and go to

swell the current of the Ister.

49. From the country of the Agathyrsi comes down another

river, the IMaris,^ which empties itself into the same ; and from

the heights of Hsemus descend with a northern course three

mighty streams,^ the Atlas, the Amus, and the Tibisis, and pour

their waters into it. Thrace gives it three tributaries, the

Athrys, the Noes, and the Artanes, which all j)ass through the

country of the Crobyzian Thracians.'* Another tributary is

furnished by Paiouia, namely, the Scius ; this river, rising near

1" For the identification of these rivers it is untrue to say that any great rivers

see below, chs. 51-57. descend from the northern skirts of
' For the etymology of these names, Mount Hscmus (the modern Balkan).

see the Appendix, Essay ii. ' On the It is almost impossible to decide to

Ethnogi-aphy of the European Scyths.' which of the many small streams run-
With respect to the identification of the ning from this mountain range the
rivers, that the Porata is the I'rnth, names in Herodotus apply. The Scius,

would seem to be certain. Pi'obably however, which is no doubt the Oscius
the Tiarantus is the Aluta, in which of Thucydides (ii. 96), and the CEscus
case the Ararus will be the Sereth, the of Pliny (Hist. Nat. iii. 26), may be
Napai'is the Fmoca or Jalomnitza, and identified, both from its name and posi-

the Ordessus the Arditch. (See Nie- tion, with the Inker. The six z'ivers,

buhr'i3 Scythia, p. 39, E. T.) The therefore — the Atlas, Auras, Tibisis,

names Arditch and Sereth may be cor- Athrys, Noes, and Artanes—have to be
ruptions of the ancient appellations. found between the Iskcr and the sea.

* This must certainly be the modern They may be conjectured to represent
Marosch, a tributary of the Theiss, which the Taban, Drista, Kara Lom, Jantra,
runs with a course almost due west from Osma, and Vid.

the ea.stern Carpathians, through Tran- "• The Crobyzi are supposed to be a
eylvania into Hungary. The Theiss Slavic population, and the same men-
apparently was unknown to Herodotus, tioned by Strabo, vii. 461, and Plin. iv.

or regarded as a tributary of the Maris. 12. The name is thought to be retained
3 Mauuert (Geograph. vii. p. 8) pro- in the Krivitshi, a tribe of Russia.

—

poses to read oh- ; and certainly [G. AV.]
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Mount Ehodope, forces its way through the chain of Hsemus,^

and so reaches the Ister. From Illyria comes another stream,

the Angrus, which has a course from south to north, and after

watering the Triballian plain, falls into the Brongus, which falls

into the Ister.•^ So the Ister is augmented by these two streams,

both considerable. Besides all these, tlie Ister receives also the

waters of the Carpis ''' and the Alpis ^, two rivers running in a

northerly direction from the country above the Umbrians, For
the Ister flows through the whole extent of Europe, rising in

the country of the Celts " (the most westerly of all the nations

of Europe, excepting the Cynetians ^), and thence running
across the continent till it reaches Scythia, whereof it washes the

flanks.

50. All these streams, then, and many others, add their

waters to swell the flood of the Ister, which thus increased be-

comes the mightiest of rivers ; for undoubtedly if we compare
the stream of the Nile with the single stream of the Ister, we
must give the preference to the Nile,^ of which no tributary

^ This is untrue. No stream forces

its way through this chain. The Scius
(Isker) rises on the northern flank of

Haemus, exactly opposite to the point

where the range of Rhodope {Despoto

Daghj branches out from it towards tlie

south-east. Fi'om the two opposite

angles made by Rhodope with Htemus,
spring the two streams of Hebrus and
Nestus. Hence it appears that Thucy-
dides is more accurate than Herodotus,
when he says of the Scius or Oscius, pet

' ovTos (K rod opovs 'odev irep Ne-
aros Koi "'5. (ii. 96.)

^ The Angrus is either the western
Morava or the Ibar, most probably the

latter. The Brongus is the eastern or

Bulgarian Morava. The Triballian plain

is thus the principality of Servia.
'' As Herodotus plunges deeper into

the European continent, his knowledge
is less exact. He knows the fact that

the Danube receives two great tribu-

taries from the south (the Drave and
the Save ) in the upper part of its course,

but he does not any longer know the

true direction of the streams. Possibly

also he conceives the rivers, of which he
had heard the Umbrians tell as running
northwards from the Alps above their

countiy, to be identical with the great

tributaries whereof the dwellers on the

middle Danube spoke. Thus the Carpis

and the Alpis would represent, in one
point of view, the Save and the Drave,

in another, the Salza and the Inn (cf.

Niebuhr's Rom. Hist. vol. i. p. 142,

E. T.) ; or possibly, if we consider

where he placed the sources of the
Danube (near Pyrene), the Inn and the

Rhine.
8 It is interesting to find in Herodo-

tus this first trace of the word Alp, by
which, from the time of Poly bi us, the
great European chain has been known.
At the present day it is applied in the
couuti'y itself, not to the high moun-
tain tops but to the green pastures on
their slopes. It can hardly have been
at any time the real name of a river.

y Vide supra, ii. 33. Aristotle's

knowledge did not greatly exceed that

of Herodotus. He too made the Danube
rise in Celtica, and from Pyrene' (Me-
teorolog. i. 13, p. 350). He knew,
however, that Pyrene was a mountain.

' Vide supra, ii. 33, note ^.

- The lengths of the two rivers are

—

of the Nile, 2600 miles, according to its

present known or supposed course ; of

the Danube, 1760 miles. (See ch. 33,

Book ii.) The Nile, which has no tri-

butaries except in Abyssinia, and is not

fed by rains except in the upper part of

its course during the tropical rains,

continues of about the same breadth
during all its course. It is occasionally

narrower in Nubia, in consequence of

the nature of the rocky land through
which it passes; but having no tribu-
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river, nor even rivulet, augments the volume. The Ister remains

at the same level both summer and winter—owing to the fol-

lowino• reasons, as I believe. During the winter it runs at its

natural height, or a very little higher, because in those countries

there is scarcely any rain in winter, but constant snow. When
summer comes, this snow, which is of great depth, begins to

melt, and flows into the Ister, which is swelled at that season,

not only by this cause but also by the rains, which are heavy

and frequent at that part of the year. Thus the various streams

which go to form the Ister are liigher in summer than in winter,

and just so much higher as the sun's power and attraction are

greater ; so that these two causes counteract each other, and

the effect is to produce a balance, whereby the Ister remains

always at the same level.^

51. This, then, is one of the great Scythian rivers ; the next

to it is the Tyras,•* which rises from a great lake separating

Scythia from the land of the Neuri, and runs with a southerly

course to the sea. Greeks dwell at the mouth of the river, who
are called Tyritfe.^

52. The third river is the Hypanis.'^ This stream rises

tary in Ethiopia and Egj'pt, there is of

course no reason for its becoming larger

towards its mouth. The bi'oadest part

is the White River, which is sometimes
miles across, and divided into several

broad but shallow channels. In Egypt
its general breadth is about one-third of

a mile,' and the rate of its mid-stream
is generally from I3 to about 2 knots,

but during the inundation more rapid,

or above 3 miles an hour.—[G. W.]
3 Too much force is here assigned to

the attracting power of the sun. The
" balance " of which Herodotus speaks

is caused by the increased volume of

the southern tributaries during the
summer ( which is caused by the melting
of the snows along the range of the
Alps), being just sufficient to compen-
sate for the diminished volume of the
northern ti-ibutaries, vhich in winter
are swelled by the rains. It is not true
that the rains of summer are heavier
than those of winter in the basin which
the Danube drains : rather the exact
reverse is the case. Were it otherwise,
the Danube, like the Nile, vould over-
flow in the summer ; for the evaporating
power of the sun's rays on the surface
of a river in the latitude of the Danube
is very trifling.

• The Tyras is the modern Dniestr

(^ Danas-Ter), still called, according
to Heereu (As. Nat. vol. ii. p. 257,
note ^), the Tyral near its mouth. Its

main stream does not rise from a lake,

but one of its chief tributaries, the
Scrcd, which rises near Zloczow in Gal-

licia, does flow from a small lake.

There is also a largish lake on the
Werezysca, near Lcmberg, in the same
country, which communicates with the
main stream of the Dniestr, not far

from its source. Heeren regards this

as the lake of which Herodotus had
heard. (As. Nat. 1. s. c.)

^ A Greek town called Tyras, and
also Ophiusa (Plin. Hist. Nat. iv. 11;
Steph. Byz. ad voc), lay at the mouth
of the Dniestr on its right bank.
(Ophiusa in Scylax, Peripl. p. 70; Tyras
in the Anon. Peripl. Pont. Eux. p. 153.)
It was a colony of the Milesians. (Anon.
Peripl. 1. s. c.) When the Goths (Getae)

conquered the region about this river,

they received the name of Tyri-geta3.

(Strab. vii. p. 442.)
^ The Hypanis is undoubtedly the

Boi), a main tributary of the Dniepr.
The marshes of Volhynia, from which
flow the feeders of the Pripet, are in

this direction; but it is scarcely pos-
sible that the Bog can at any timo have
flowed out of them.
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within the limits of Scythia, and has its soui'ce in another vast

lake, around which wild white horses gi-aze. The lake is called,

properly enough, the Mother of the Hypanis.'^ The Hypanis,
rising here, during the distance of five days' navigation is a
shallow stream, and the water sweet and pure ; thence, however,
to the sea, which is a distance of four days, it is exceedingly
bitter. This change is caused by its receiving into it at that

point a brook the waters of which are so bitter that, although
it is but a tiny rivulet, it nevertheless taints the entire Hypanis,
which is a large stream among those of the second order. The
source of this bitter spring is on the borders of the Scythian
Husbandmen,^ where they adjoin upon the Alazonians ; and the
place where it rises is called in the Scythic tongue Examiyceus,^

which means in our language, " The Sacred AVays." The
spring itself bears the same name. The Tyras and the Hypanis
apj)roach each other in the^ country of the Alazonians,^ but
afterwards separate, and leave a wide space between their

streams.

53. The fourth of the Scythian rivers is the Borysthenes.^

Next to the Ister, it is the greatest of them all ; and, in my
judgment, it is the most productive river, not merely in Scythia,

but in the whole world,^ excepting only the Nile, with Avhich no
stream can possibly compare. It has upon its banks the loveliest

'' Compare below, ch. 86. Russia," says Madame de Hell, " the
^ Herodotus appears to have pene- Dniepr claims one of the foremost

trated as far as this fountain (infra, ch. places, from the length of its course, the
81j, no traces of which are to be found volume of its waters, and the deep bed
at the present day. The water of the which it has excavated for itself across
Scythian rivers is brackish to a con- the plains; but nowhere does it present
siderable distance from the sea, but more charming views than from the
there is now nothing peculiar in the height I have just mentioned, and its

water of the Hypanis. vicinity. After having spread out to
^ The etymology of this term is dis- the breadth of nearly a league, it parts

cussed in the Appendix, Essay ii. " On into a multitude of channels that wind
the Ethnography of the European through forests of oaks, alders, poplars,

Scyths." and aspens, whose vigorous growth be-
1 That is, between the 47 th and 48th speaks the richness of a virgin soil,

parallels. The fact here noticed by The groups of islands, capriciously

Herodotus strongly proves his actual breaking the surface of the waters, have
knowledge of the geography of these a melancholy beauty and a primitive

countries. character scarcely to be seen except in
2 The Borysthenes is the Dniepr. It those vast wildernesses where man has

had got the name as early as the com- left no traces of his presence. Nothing
pilation of the anonymous Periplus in our country at all resembles this

Pont. Eux. (See jj. 150.) land of landscape For some
^ Something of the same enthusiasm time after my arrival at Doutchina I

which appears in the description of found an endless source of delight in

Herodotus breaks out also in modern contemplating these majestic scenes."

travellers wlieu they speak of the (Travels, pp. 56, 57, E. T.)

Dniepr. " Among the rivers of Southern
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and most excellent pasturages for cattle ; it contains abundance of

the most delicious fish ; its water is most pleasant to the taste ; its

stream is limpid, while all the other rivers near it are muddy

;

the richest harvests spring up along its course, and where the

ground is not sown, the heaviest crops of grass ; while salt forms

in great plenty about its mouth without human aid,* and large

fish are taken in it of the sort called Antacaei, without any

prickly bones, and good for pickling.^ Nor are these the whole

of its marvels. As far inland as the place named Gerrhus,

which is distant forty days' voyage from the sea,'' its course is

known, and its direction is from north to south ; but above this

no one has traced it, so as to say through what countries it

flows. It enters the territory of the Scythian Husbandmen after

running for some time across a desert region, and continues for

ten days' navigation to pass through the land which they inhabit.

It is the only river besides the Nile the sources of Avliich are

unknown to me, as they are also (I believe) to all the other

Greeks. Not long before it reaches the sea, the BoiTstheues is

joined by the Hypanis, which pours its waters into the same

lake.^ The land that lies between them, a narrow point like

the beak of a ship,^ is called Cape Hippolaiis. Here is a temple

dedicated to Ceres,^ and opposite the temple upon the Hyj)anis

•• Dio Clirysostom notes the value of

this salt as an article of trade with the

other Greeks and with the Scyths of

the interior (Or. xxxvi. p. 43). The
salines of Kinburn, at the extremity of the

promontoiy which forms the southern
shore of the liinan of the Dniepr, ai'e

still of the gi'eatest importance to Russia,

and supply vast tracts of the interior.

(See Dr. Clarke's Russia, Appendix,
No. VIII. p. 759.)

' The sturgeon of the Dniepr have
to this day a great reputation. Caviare

(the$ of Athenseus) is

made from the roes of these fish at

Kherson and Nicolaef. For a scientific

description of the sturgeon of the
Dniepr, see Kirby's Bridgewater Trea-
tise, vol. i. p. 107.

* The Dniepr is navigable for barges
all the way from Smolen.sko to its

mouth, a distance of not less than 1500
miles. The navigation is indeed greatly
impeded bj' the rapids below Ekateri-

riosiac ; but still for a month or six

weeks in the spring, at the time of the
spring floods, they are passed by boats.

(See Dr. Clarke's Russia, App. viii. p.

756; and De Hell's Travels, p. 20,

E. T.) Herodotus does not seem to

have been aware of the rapids, which
may possibly have been produced by an
elevation of the land since his time.

(See Murchison's Geology of Russia,

vol. i. p. 573.) It is uncertain what
distance he intended by a day's voyage
up the course of a river, but there

seems to be no sufficient reason for

altei'ing the number forty in the text,

as Matthia; and Larcher suggest.
^ The word in the Greek (eXos) is

rather " marsh" than "lake," and the
Itman of the Dniepr is in point of fact so
shallow as almost to deserve the name.
" In suinmer it has hardly six feet

water." (Report of Russian Engineers
;

Clarke, 1. s. c.)

8 This description, which is copied
by Dio (Or. xxxvi. p. 437), and which
would exactly suit the promontory of
Kinburn, applies but ill to the land as it

now lies between the two rivers. Has
the author's memory played him false,

or are we to suj)pose that tlie form of
the land has changed smce his time ?

^ Or "Cybolo," for the reading is

doubtful. Biihr gives Mvrphs for- on the authority of many of
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is the dwelling-place of the Boiysthenites.^ But enough has

been said of these streams.

54. Next in succession comes the fifth river, called the Pan-

ticapes,^ which has, like the Borysthenes, a course from north to

south, and rises from a lake. The space between this river and

the Borysthenes is occupied by the Scythians who are engaged

in husbandry. After watering their country, the Panticapes

flows through Hylaea, and empties itself into the Borysthenes.

55. The sixth stream is the Hypacyris, a river rising from a

lake, and running directly through the middle of the Nomadic
Scythians. It falls into the sea near the city of Carcinitis,^ leav-

ing Hylsea and the course of Achilles * to the right.

the best MSS. ; and among the coins

found on the site of Olbia, the head of

Cybele', with the well-known crown of

towers, ocQurs frequently. (See Mion*
net's Description des Medailles, &c.'

Supple'ment, torn. ii. pp. 14-1.5.)

1 Olbia, called also Borysthenes

(supra, ch. 18, note ^), was on the

western or right bank of the Hypanis,

as sufficiently appears from this passage.

Its site is distinctly marked by mounds
and ruins, and has been placed beyond
a doubt by the discovery of numerous
coins and inscriptions. f Clarke, pp.
614-G23; Choix des Medailles Antiques
d'Olbiopolis ou Olbia, faisant partie du
cabinet du Conseiller d'Etat De Blaram-
berg, Paris, 182'2.) It is now called

Stomoijil, " the Hundred Mounds," and
lies about 12 miles below Nicolaef, on
the opposite side of the Bog, 3 or 4

miles from the junction of the Bog with
the liinan of the Dniepr. (De Hell, p.

34, E. T.)

It is curious to find Olbia placed on
the wrong bank of the Hypanis by
Major Renuell in his great map of

Western Asia, published so late as 1831

.

- Ou the Panticapes, see ch. 18, note.

This and the next two rivers defy iden-

tification with any existing stream.

Great changes have probably occurred

in the physical geography of Southern
Russia since the time of Herodotus.
(Murchison's Geology of Russia, pp.
573-577.) The Dniepr in his time seems

to have had a large delta, enclosed
vithin the mouth which he knew as the
Borj'sthenes, and that called hj him the
Gerrhus, though this latter can scarcely

have parted from the main stream at so

great a distance fi'om the sea as he
imagined. It is possible that there

have been great changes of level in

Southern Russia since his time, and
the point of departure may perhaps
have been as high as Krijlov, in lat.

49-^, as represented in the map pre-

fixed to this volume ; but perhaps it is

more pirobable that the delta did not
begin till about Kakofka, where the
Borysthenes may have thrown off a

branch which jjassed into the Gulf of

Perekop by Kalantchak (see Murchison,

p. 574, note) ; or, finally, Herodotus
may have been completely at fault, and
the true Gerrhus of his day may, like

that of Ptolemy (iii. 5), have really

fallen into the Palus Mfflotis, being the

modern Molotchina, as Rennell supposes.

(Geography of Herod, p. 71.)
^ This place is called Carcind by

Pliny (H. N. iv. 12) and Mela (ii. 1),

Carcina by Ptolemy (1. s. c), Carcinitis

by HecatcBus (Fr. Hist. Gr. vol. i. p. 10,

Fr. 153) and Herodotus, Carcinites, or

Coronites, by the anonymous author of

the Peripl. Pont. Eux. (p. 148). It

gave name to the bay on the westei-n

side of the Tauric Chersonese (Plin.

1. s. c; Mel. 1. s. c, &c.), the modern
Gulf of Perekop. It does not appear to

have been a Greek settlement. Perhaps
it may have been a Cimmerian town,

and have contained the Cymric Cacr in

its first syllable.
* This is the modern Kosa Tendra

and Kvs'i Djariljatch, a long and narrow
strip of sandy beach extending about
80 miles from nearly opposite Kalan-
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56. The seventli river is the Gerrhus, whicli is a branch

thrown out by the Borysthenes at the point where the course of

that stream first begins to be known, to wit, the region called by

the same name as the stream itself, viz. Gerrhus. This river on

its passage towards the sea divides the country of the Nomadic

from that of the Eoyal Scyths. It runs iuto the Hypacyris.

57. The eighth river is the Tanais, a stream which has its

source, far up the country, in a lake of vast size,^ and which

empties itself into another still larger lake, the Palus Mseotis,

vrhereby the country of the Eoyal Scythians is divided from that

of the Sam'omatce. The Tanais receives the waters of a tributary

stream, called the Hyrgis.'^

58. Such then are the rivers of chief note in Scythia. The

grass which the land produces is more apt to generate gall in

the beasts that feed on it than any other grass which is known

to us, as plainly appears on the opening of their carcases.

59. Thus abundantly are the Scythians provided with the

most important necessaries. Their manners and customs come

now to be described. They worshij) only the following gods,

namely, \^esta, whom they reverence beyond all the rest, Jupiter,

and Tellus, whom they consider to be the wife of Jupiter ; and

after these Apollo, Celestial Venus, Hercules, and Mars.'^ These

ichak to a point about 12 miles soutli of

the promontory of Kiiibuni, and attached
to the continent only in the middle by
an isthmus about 12 miles across.

Strabo (vii. p. 445) and Eustathius (ad

Dionys. Perieg. oOG) compare it to a
fillet, Pliny (H. N. iv. 12) and Mela
(ii. 1) to a sword. It is carefully de-

scribed by Strabo, Eustathius, and the
anonymous author of the Periplus, less

accurately by Mela. Various accounts
were given of the name. At the ves-
tern extremity there was a grove sacred
to Achilles '^Strab. p. 446), or, according
to others, to Hecate (Anon. Peripl.

P. E. p. 149). Marcianus Capella placed
here the tomb of Achilles (vi. p. 214^,
who was said by Alcaius to have " ruled
over Scythia" (Fr. 49, Bergk.) The
worsliip of Achilles was strongly affected

by the Pontic Greeks. He had a temple
in Olbia (Strab. 1. s. c), on the coins of
which his name is sometimes found
(Mionuet, Supplement, tom. ii. p. 32) ;

another in the present Isle of Serpents
(Arrian, Peripl. P. Eux. p. 135) ; a third
«n the Asiatic side of the Straits of
Kertch, at the narrowest point Strab.
xi. p. 750); and, as some think, a

fourth on a small island at the mouth
of the Borysthenes, dedicated to him
by the Olbiopolites. (See Kohler's

Memoh-e sur les iles et la course con-

sacr^es a Achille ; and comp. Dio
Chrysost. Or. xxxvi. p. 439.) His head
also appears occasionally on the coins of

Chersonesus iMionnet, ut supra, pp.
1 and 3) ; and in an inscription found at

Olbia, and given accurately in Kohler's

Remarques sur im ouvrage, &c. p. 12,

he is (^ apparently) entitled " Ruler of

the Pontus "(2).
5 The Tanais (the modern Do7i) rises

from a small lake, the lake of Iixm-Ozero,

in lat. 54' 2'. long. 38^ 3'. The Volga
flows in part from the rp-eat lake of Onega.

* 'J'here are no means of identifying

this i-iver. Mr Blakesley regards it as

the Seriershy, in which he finds "some
vestige of the ancient title." I should
be inclined I'ather to look on it as re-

presenting the Donetz, if any depend-
ence could be placed on this part of our
author's geography. He calls it in

another place the Syrgis (infra, ch. 123).
^ Tlie religion of the Scythians appears

by this account to have consisted chiefly

in the worship of the elements. Jupiter
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gods are worshipped by the whole nation : the Eoyal Scythians

offer sacrifice likewise to Neptune. In the Scythic tongue Yesta

is called Tahiti, Jupiter (very properly, in my judgment) Papceus,

Tellus Apia, Apollo CEtosyrus, Celestial Venus Artimpasa, and

Neptune TJiamimasadas.^ They use no images, altars, or tem-

ples, except in the worship of Mars ; but in his worship they do

use them.

60. The manner of their sacrifices is everywhere and in every

case the same ; the victim stands with its two fore-feet bound

together by a cord, and the person who is about to offer, taking

his station behind the victim, gives the rope a pull, and thereby

throws the animal down ; as it falls he invokes the god to Avhom

he is offering ; after which he puts a noose round the animal's

neck, and, inserting a small stick, twists it round, and so

strangles him. No fire is lighted, there is no consecration, and

no pouring out of drink-offerings ; but directly that the beast is

strangled the sacrificer flays him, and then sets to work to boil

the flesh.

61. As Scythia, however, is utterly barren of firewood,^ a plan

(PajiccMs), while be was tlie father of the

gods, was also perhaps the air ; Vesta

( Tahiti) was fire, Tellus [Apia) earth,

Neptune {Thamimasadas) vate, Apollo
[Oitosyrus) the sun, and celestial Venus
(^Artimpasa) the moon. The supposed
worship of Mars was probably the mere
worship of the scymitar (cf. Grote's

Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 323). What
that of Heixules may have been it is

impossible to determine ; but it is

worthy of remax-k that Herodotus has

no Scythian name for Hercules, any
more than he has for Mars. The sub-

joined representation of a Scythian god
is not uncommon in the tombs. M.
Dubois calls it " the Scythian Her-
cules,'' but there is nothing which de-

terminately fixes its character. It has
rather the appearance of a god of
drinking.

" The probable etymology of these

names is given in the Appendix, Essay
ii. " On the Ethnography of the Euro-
pean Scyths."

s The scarcity of fii'ewood in the

steppes gives rise to a number of curious

contrivances. In Southern Russia, and
also in Mongolia and Eastern Tartary,

almost the only firing used is the dung
of animals. This is carefully collected,

dried in the sun, and in Russia made
into little bricks, in Mongolia piled in

its natural state about the tents. The
Tatars call this species of fuel argols,

the Russians kirhitch. (Hue's Voyage
dans la Tartarie, torn. i. p. 65 ; Pallas,

vol. i. p. 538 ; De Hell, pp. 41 and 98.)

A similar scarcity in Northern Africa

renders the dung of the camel so j^re-

cious that on journeys a bag is placed

under the auimal's tail to catch the fuel

on which the evening meal depends.

(Pacho's Voyage dans la Marmorique,

p. 18U.)
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has liad to be contrived for boiling the flesh, which is the fol-

lowing. After flaying the beasts, they take out all the bones,

and (if they possess such gear) put the flesh into boilers made in

the country, Avhich are very like the cauldrons of the Lesbians,

except that they are of a much larger size ; then placing the

bones of the animals beneath the cauldi-on, they set them alight,

and so boil the meat.^" If they do not happen to possess a

cauldron, they make the animal's paunch hold the flesh, and
jDOuring in at the same time a little water, lay the bones under

and light them. The bones burn beautifully ; and the paunch
easily contains all the flesh Avhen it is stript from the bones, so

that by this j)lan your ox is made to boil himself, and other

victims also to do the like. When the meat is all cooked, the

sacrificer offers a j)ortion of the flesh and of the entrails, by
casting it on the ground before him. They sacrifice all sorts

of cattle, but most commonly horses.^

62. Such are the victims offered to the other gods, and such

is the mode in which they are sacrificed ; but the rites paid to

Mars are different. In every district, at the seat of government,^

there stands a temple of this god, whereof the following is a

description. It is a pile of brushwood, made of a vast quantity

of fagots, in length and breadth three furlongs ; in height some-
what less,^ having a square platform upon the top, three sides of

which are precipitous, while the fourth slopes so that men may
\valk up it. Each year a hundred and fifty wagon-loads of

brushwood are added to the pile, which sinks continually by
reason of the rains. An antique iron sword * is planted on the

top of every such mound, and serves as the image of Mars

:

'"

1" It may be gathered from Ezekiel (Travels, p. 241, E. T.)
(xxiv. 5j that a similar custom pre- - Mr. Blakesley well observes (not.

vailed among the Jews. The bones of ad loo.) that the expression hei-e used is

the yak are said to be used for fuel in scarcely appropriate to Scythia, where
Eastern Nepaul at the present day. the peoj^le had no fixed abodes.
(Hooker's Notes of a Naturalist, vol. i.

'' These measures are utterly incre-

p. 213.) dible. We gather from them that He-
^ Vide supra, eh. i. 216, vhere the rodotus had not seen any of these piles,

same is i-elated of the Massagetsc. but took the exaggerated accounts of
Horses have always abounded in the certain mendacious Scythians. How a
steppes, and pei-haps in ancient times country alvUs &5 was to fm-uish
were more common than any other such enormous piles of brushwood, he
animal. In the province of Tchakar, forgot to ask himself.
north of the Great Wall, the emperor • In the Scythian tombs the weapons
of China has, it is said, between are usually of bronze ; but the swoi-d in

400,000 and, horses. (Hue's the great tomb at Kertch was of iron, so
Voyage, torn. i. p. 57.) De Hell esti- that Herodotus is perhaps not mistaken.
mates the horses of the Calraucks at * This custijm is also ascribed to the
from 2.50,000 to 300,000, their sheep at Scythians by Lucian C Jov. Trag. § 42,
1,000,000, buttheirkinconlyat 180,000. p. 275), Mela (ii. 1, sub fin.), Solinus
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yearly sacrifices of cattle and of horses are made to it, aud more
victims are offered thus than to all the rest of their gods. When
prisoners are taken in war, out of every hundred men they sacrifice

one, not however with the same rites as the cattle, but with

different. Libations of wine are first poured upon their heads,

after which they are slaughtered over a vessel ; the vessel is then

carried up to the top of the pile, and the blood poured upon the

scymitar. ' this takes place at the top of the mound,
below, by the side of the temple, the right hands and arms of

the slaughtered prisoners are cut off, and tossed on high into the

air. Then the other victims are slain, and those who have offered

the sacrifice depart, leaving the hands and arms where they may
chance to have fallen, and the bodies also, separate.

63. Such are the observances of the Scythians with respect to

sacrifice. They never use swine for the purpose, nor indeed

is it their wont to breed them in any part of their country.

64. In what concerns war, their customs are the followinof.

The Scythian soldier drinks the blood of the first man he over-

throws in battle. Whatever number he slays, he cuts off all their

heads,^ and carries them to the king ; since he is thus entitled

to a share of the booty, whereto he forfeits all claim if he does

not produce a head. In order to strip the skull of its covering,

he makes a cut round the head above the ears, and, laying hold

of the scalp, shakes the skull out ; then with the rib of an ox he

scrapes the scalp clean of flesh, and softening it by rubbmg
between the hands, uses it thenceforth as a napkin.'^ The Scyth

(c. 19), Clemens Alexandrinus (Protrept. tated corpses, and Assyrians carrying

iv. p. 40), aud others. Hicesius ascribed oif tlie heads of their foes. (Layard's

it to the Sauromatse (Miiller's Fr. Hist. Nineveh aud Babylon, pp. 447, 45(j,

Gr. vol. iv. p. 429). Ammiauus Mar- &c.) According to Diodorus (xiv. 115),

cellinus speaks of it as belonging to the the Gauls spent the whole of the day
Alaniand Huusof his ownday (xxxi. 2). following on the battle of the Allia in

In the time of Attila, a sword, supposed thus mutilating the dead. David hew-
to be actually one of these ancient ing off the head of Goliah is a familiar

Scythian weapons, was discovered by a instance. Herodotus furnishes another

chance (Priscus Pauites, Fr. 8, p. 91

;

in the conduct which he ascribes to

Joi-nandes de Rebus Geticis, c. 35 ad Artaphernes (vi. 30). In the East, the

fin.), and made the object of worship, mutilation of fallen enemies is almost
Genghis Khan, upon his elevation, re- universal. Poseidonius of Apamea
peated the same observance. (Niebuhr's spoke of himself as an eye-witness of

Scythia, p. 46, E. T.) It is scarcely the practice in Gaul (Fr. 26); and Strabo
however to be called " a Mongolic calls it a general custom of the northern
custom ;" for it seems to have been nations (iv. p. 302).

common to most of the tribes which 7 Hence the phrase -
have wandered over the steppes. (Hesych. ad voc. ; Sophocl.

^ This custom of cutting off heads is ffinom. ap. AthenEeum, x. 18, p. 410
,,

common to many barbarous and semi- and the verb.(, " to scalp,"

barbarous nations. In the Assyrian used by Atheuajus and Euripides,

sculptures we frequently see decapi-
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is proud of these scalps, and hangs them from his bridle-rein

;

the greater the number of such napkins that a man can show,

the more highly is he esteemed among them.^ Many make

themselves cloaks, like the capotes of our peasants, by sewing

a c^uantity of these scalps together. Others flay the right arms

of their dead enemies, and make of the skin, Avhich is stripped off

with the nails hanging to it, a coyering for their quivers. Now the

skin of a man is thick and glossy, and would in whiteness surpass

almost all other hides. Some even flay the entire body of their

enemy, and stretching it upon a frame carry it about with them

wherever they ride. Such are the Scythian customs with re-

spect to scalps and skins.

65. The skulls of their enemies, not indeed of all, but of those

whom they most detest, they treat as follows. Having sawn off

the portion below the eyebrows, and cleaned out the inside, they

cover the outside with leather. When a man is poor, this is all

that he does ; but if he is rich, he also lines the inside with gold

:

in either case the skull is used as a drinking-cup.^ They do

the same with the skulls of their own kith and kin if they have

been at feud with them, and have vanquished them in the pre-

sence of the king. When strangers whom they deem of any

account come to visit them, these skulls are handed round, and

the host tells how that these were his relations who made war

upon him, and how that he got the better of them ; all this being

looked upon as proof of bravery.

G6. Once a year the governor of each district, at a set place in

liis own province, mingles a bowl of wine, of which all Scythians

have a right to drink by whom foes have been slain ; while they

who have slain no enemy are not allowed to taste of the bowl, but

sit aloof in disgrace. No greater shame than this can happen to

them. Such as have slain a very large number of foes, have

two cups instead of one, and drink from both.

67. Scythia has an abundance of soothsayers, who foretell the

future by means of a number of willow wands. A large bundle

of tliesc wands is brought and laid on the ground. The sooth-

sayer unties the bundle, and places each wand by itself, at the

same time uttering his prophecy : then, while he is still speaking,

he gathers the rods together again, and makes them up once

^ The resemblance of these customs a Teutonic people. 4) ;
" Hostiis

to those of the Red Indians will strike captivorum Bellonae litant et Marti,

every reader. humanumque sanguiuem in ossibus capi-

• Ammianus Marcellinus relates the turn cavis bibunt avidiiis."

Bame of the Scordisci, most probably
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more into a bundle. This mode of divination is of home growth
in Scythia.^ The Enarees, or woman-hke men,^ have another

method, which they say Venus taught them. It is done with

the inner bark of the linden-tree. They take a piece of this bark,

and, splitting it into three strips, keep twining the strips about

their fingers, and untwining them, while they prophesy.

68. AVhenever the Scythian king falls sick, he sends for the

three soothsayers of most renown at the time, who come and
make trial of their art in the mode above described. Generally

they say that the king is ill, because such or such a person,

mentioning his name, has sworn falsely by the royal hearth.

This is the usual oath among the Scythians, when they wish to

swear with very great solemnity. Then the man accused
, of

having forswOrn himself is arrested and brought before the king.

The soothsayers tell him that by their art it is clear he has sworn

a false oath by the royal hearth, and so caused the illness of the

king—he denies the charge, protests that he has sworn no false

oath, and loudly complains of the wrong done to him. Upon
this the king sends for six new soothsayers, who try the matter

by soothsaying. If they too find the man guilty of the offence,

straightway he is beheaded by those who first accused him, and

his goods are parted among them : if, on the contrary, they

acquit him, other soothsayers, and again others, are sent for, to

^ It was not, however, confined to three appears in' this last, as in so many
Scythia. The Scholiast on Nicander other instances. (See Mr. Blakesley's

(Theriaca, 613) observes that the Magi, not. ad loc.)

as well as the Scythians, divine by means ^ Vide supra, i. 105. The existence

of a staff of tamai-isk-wood ( Se of this class of persons in Scythia, and
Koi2 ^ \}); the religous interpretation placed upon
and his statement with respect to the their physical infirmity, is witnessed to

Magi is confirmed by a reference to by Hippocrates (De Aere, Aqua, et

Dino. There is also distinct allusion Locis, vi. § 106-109 ; see also Arist. Eth.

to such a mode of divination in Hosea vii. 7, § 6), who calls them avav5pie7s.

(ii. 12): "My people ask counsel of This is probably the exact rendering of

their stocks, and their staff dedareth unto the Scythic word, which I should be

them." So Tacitus tells us of the in.clined to derive from en (= aii), the

Germans: " Sortium consuetudo sim- negative (Greek and Zend an, Latin zn-

plex: virgam, frugiferge arbori decisam, ov ne, our an-), and /• (Lat. oiV, Greek
in surculos amputant, eosque, notis T\pciis,, ''$), " a man." This at

quibusdam discretos, super candidam least appears to me a more probable

vestem temere ac fortuito spai-gunt
;

etymology than Mr. Blakesley's of

mox .... precatus Deos, ccelumque 'EvapefS quasi Fevapees, vencrei. Venus,

suspiciens, ter singulos tollit ; sublatos according to Herodotus, was in Scythic

secundum impressam ante notam inter- "Artimpasa" (ch. 59j.

pretatur." (German, c. 10.) Ammia- Reiuegg says that a weakness like

nus Marcellinus notes a similar practice that here described is still found among
among the Alani (xxxi. 2), and Saxo the Nogai Tatars who inhabit this dis-

Grammaticus among the Slaves near the trict. (Cf. Adelung's Mithridates, i.

Baltic (Hist. Dan. xiv. p. 288). The p. 472.)

superstition with respect to the number
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try tlie case. Should the greater number decide in favour of

the man's innocence, then they who first accused him forfeit

their lives.

69. The mode of their execution is the following : a wagon is

loaded with brushwood, aud oxen are harnessed to it ;
^ the sooth-

sayers, mth their feet tied together, their hands bound behind

their backs, and their mouths gagged, are thrust into the midst

of the brushwood ; finally the wood is set alight, and the oxen,

being startled, are made to rush off with the wagon. It often

happens that the oxen and the soothsayers are both consumed

together, but sometimes the pole of the wagon is burnt through,

and the oxen escape with a scorching. Diviners—lying diviners,

they call them—are burnt in the way described, for other causes

besides the one here spoken of. When the king puts one of

them to death, he takes care not to let any of his sons survive :

*

all the male offspring are slain with the father, only the females

being allowed to live.

70. Oaths among the Scyths are accompanied with the fol-

lowing ceremonies : a large earthern bowl is filled with wine,

and the parties to the oath, wounding themselves slightly with a

knife or an awl, drop some of their blood into the vine ; then

they plunge into the mixture a scymitar, some arrows, a battle-

axe, and a javelin,^ all the while repeating prayers ; lastly the

two contracting parties drink each a draught from the bowl, as

do also the chief men amono; their followers.^

•^ We learu from this that the ancient scymitar or short sword very much
Scythians, like the modern Cahnucks resembling the Persian (see note on
and Nogais, used oxen and not horses Bookvii. ch. 01); but the Scyths repre-

to draw their wagons. (Pallas, vol. i. seuted on the vessels found in it had
p. 532, and plate 6; Clarke, vol. i. vig- nothing but javelins and bows. No ro-
nette to ch. xiv. See also the woodcuts presentation in European Scythia dis-

in note ^ on ch. 46.) Hippocrates noted tinctly shows the battle-axe to have
the fact more explicitly than Herodotus been one of their weapons, but its com-
(De Acre, Aqua, et Locis, § 44, p. 353). mon adoption on the coins of Olbia

* There is a covert allusion here to (Sestini, Lettere e Dissertazioni, Con-
the well-known line of Stasinus :

—

tinuaz. vol. iv. pi. ii., and supra, ch.

K- - ' -i i
- 18, note ''), together with the bow and

bow-case, is a probable indication of its

Herodotus had made a previous refer- use among the Scyths of that neigh-
ence to it (Book i. ch. 155). bourhood.

* Besides the bow, which was the ^ Lucian (Toxaris, xxxvii.) and Pom-
commonest weapon of the Scythians ponius Mela (ii. i. 120) give a similar
(ch. 46), and the short sjiear or javeHn account of the Scythian method of
which was also in general use among pledging faith. It resembles closely
them (see ch. 3, note ^), the scymitar the Tatar mode, which has been thus
and the battle-axe were no doubt described:

—

known in the country, but they must " Si amicitiam vel foedus cum sui vel
have been comparatively rare. The alieui generis populis faciunt, iu con-
royal tomb at Kertch contained^ a spectum Soils prodeunt, eumque ado-
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71. The tombs of their kings are in the land of the Gerrhi,

Avho dwell at the point where the Borj^sthenes is first navigable.

Here, when the king dies, they dig a grave, which is square in

shape, and of great size. When it is ready, they take the king's

corpse, and, having opened the belly, and cleaned out the inside,

fill the cavity with a preparation ofchopped cyperus, frankincense,

parsley-seed, and anise-seed, after which they sew up the open-
ing, enclose the body in wax, and, [)laeing it on a wagon, carry
it about through all the different tribes. On this procession each
tribe, when it receives the corpse, imitates the example which is

first set by the Koyal Scythians ; every man chops off a piece of

his ear, crops his hair close,^ makes a cut all round his arm,
lacerates his forehead and his nose, and thi-usts an arrow through
his left hand. Then they who have the care of the corpse carry

it with them to another of the tribes which are under the

Scythian rule, followed by those whom they first visited. On
completing the circuit of all the tribes under their sway, they

find themselves in the country of the Gerrhi, who are the most

remote of all, and so they come to the tombs of the kings. There

the body of the dead king is laid in the grave prepared for it,

stretched upon a mattrass ;
^ spears are fixed in the ground on

either side of the corpse, and beams stretched across above it to

form a roof, which is covered with a thatching of ozier twigs.^

rant. Turn poculum vino plenum in

aerem jaciunt, atque quisque eorum ex

hoc poculo bibit. Turn eductis gladiis

se ipsos in quadam coi'iioris parte vul-

nerant, donee sanguis profluit. Turn
quisque eorum altei'ius sanguinem
potat

;
quo facto foedus inter eos ictum

est." (Abn Dolef Misaris hen Mohul-
hal de itinere Asiatico commentarium,
ed K. de Schlozer, Berolin. 1845, p. 33.)

Modified forms of the same ceremony
are ascribed to the Lydians and Assy-
rians by Herodotus (i. 74), and to the

Armenians and Iberians by Tacitus

(Ann. xii. 47). The Arab pi-actice (iii.

8) is somewhat different. In Southern
Africa a custom very like the Scythian

prevails :
—"In the Kasendi, or contract

of friendship," says Dr. Livingstone,

"the hands of the parties are jomed;
small incisions are made in the clasped

hands, on the pits of the stomach of

each, and on the right clieeks and fore-

heads. A small quantity of blood is

taken from these points by means of a

stalk of grass. The blood from one
person is put into a pot of beer, and
that of the second into another ; each

VOL. III.

then drinks the other's blood, and they
are sujjposed to become perpetual
friends and relations." (Travels, ch.

xxiv. p. 488.)
' The Scythians represented on the

vases, ornaments, &c., found at Kertch,
have all flowing locks, as if their hair

was usually left uncut. (See the wood-
cuts, chs. and 46.)

^ Dr. M'Pherson found the skeletons

in the Scythic graves which he disco-

vered near Kertch, frequently "enve-
loped in sea-weed." (Discoveries at

Kertch, pp. 90, 9<>, &c.) This was per-

haps the material of which Herodotus's
matti'ass() was composed.

^ In most of the Scythian tombs of

any pretension which have been opened,

the real roof of the sepulchral cham-
ber is of stone, not of wood. The
stones are arranged so as to form what
is called an Egyptian arch, each pro-

jecting a little beyond the last, till the
aperture becomes so small, that a sin-

gle stone can close it. (Seethe "Sec-
tion of a tomb " represented on p. 51.)

There is sometimes a second or false

roof of wood below this. The tomb,
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In the open space around the body of the king they Iniry one of

his concubines, first killing her by strangling, and also his cup-

from wliich the subjoined plan and
section are taken, was opened at Kertch.

(the ancient Panticapieum) about twenty
years ago. It appeared to be that of a

Scythian king, and answered in most
respects to the description given by
Herodotus. The tumulus which con-

tained it was 165 feet in diameter,

formed 'partly of earth and pai-tly of

rough stones. lu the centre waa a

sepulchral chamber 15 feet by 14, with
a vestibule ^A) about 6 feet squai-e.

Both were built of hewn stones 3 feet

long and 2 feet high. The vestibule

was empty, but the chamber contained
a number of most curious relics. The
chief place was occupied by a large sar-

cophagus of yew wood, divided into two
compartments, in one of which (B; lay

a skeleton of unusual size, shown by
its ornaments—especially a golden
crown or mitra—to be that of a king

—

while in the other (FE) were a golden
shield, an iron sword, with a hilt richly

ornamented and plated with gold, a

whip, the remains of a bow and bow-
case, and five small statuettes. By the
side of the sarcophagus, in the " open
space" of the tomb were, fii"st, the bones
of a female (G\ and among them a

diadem and other ornaments in gold and
electrum, showing that she was the

queen ; secondly, the bones of an at-

tendant (I), and thirdly, in an excava-

tion in one corner, the bones of a horse

(H). There were also foimd arranged
along the wall, a number of arrow-heads

(J), two spear-heads (K), a vase in

electrum (L), beautifiUly chased ''see

the next note and compare woodcut in

note * on ch. 3), two silver vases MM ,

containing drinking-cups, four amphone
in earthenware (N , which had held
Thasian wine, a lai-ge bronze vase 1,

several di-inking-cups, and three large

bronze cauldrons D^ containing mutton
bones. Thei-e was sufficient evidence

to show that suits of clothes had been
hung from the walls, and even fragments

of musical instruments were discovered.

Ground I Lin of Tomb.
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bearer, bis cook, his groom, his lacquey, his messenger, some of

proving that all the king'3 tastes had
been taken into account.

It must be confessed that the tomb
above described belongs to a later era

than our author, probably to about B.C.

400-350 ; and that there are abundant
traces of Greek influence in the furni-

ture and ornaments of the place. Still

the genei-al ideas are purely Scythic,

and there can be little doubt that the

tomb belongs to one of those native

kings, who from B.C. 438 to B.C. 304
held the Greeks of Panticapieum in

subjection (Clinton, F. H. vol. ii. App.
oh. 13). Greek ideas had apparently

modified the old barbarism, so far as to

reduce the nimiber of victims at a king's

death from six to two, and Greek skill

had improved the method of construct-

ing a tomb ; but otherwise the descrip-

tion of Herodotus accords almost ex-

actly with the modem discovery. There
is not indeed such an abimdance of gold

as he describes, and there are imple-

ments both in silver and bronze ; but
here we may either consider that time
had brought about a change, or (more
probably that oui• author indidged in

his favourite exaggeration (see Intro-

ductory Essay, ch. iii. pp. 82-S3). The
accompanying plan and section are

taken from the magnificent work of

Dubois. (Voyage autour de Caucaae,

&c., Atlas, 4"• Serie, PI..;
ilany other tombs more or less re-

sembling this have been found at dif-

ferent times in various paols of Russia

and Tartai-y. The ornaments are gene-

rally of silver and gold, the weapons of

bronze, and horses are usually buried

with the chief. In the second volume
of the Archieologia ''^Art. xxxiii.) a de-

scription is given of a baiTOW opened by
the Russian authorities, which con-

tained the skeletons of a man, a woman,
and a horse, with weapons, and many
rich ornaments. The human remains

were laid on sheets of pure gold, and
covered with similar sheets ; the entire

weight of the four sheets being 40 lbs.

The ornaments were some of them set

with rubies and emeralds.

The thii-tieth volume of the Archse-

ologia contains another description of a

similar tomb (Art. xxi.). This was near

Asterabad, and was opened by the Bey

in 1841. It contained human and

horses* bones; heads of spears, axes,

and maces, forks, rods, &c., all of

bronze, a vase and cup of pale yellow

stone; two mutilated female figures ;

and a number of utensils in gold.

These were a goblet weighing 36 ovmces ;

a lamp ^70 oz.); a pot (11 oz.) ; and

Sectiun of Tomb.

1'
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his liorses, firstlings of all bis other possessions,^ and some golden

cups ;
^ for they use neither silver nor brass. After this they set

two small trumpets. A portion of the

contents was commonly reported to

have been secreted by the Bey.

The excavations of Dr. M'Pherson in

the neighbourhood of Kertch in 1856

were curious, but produced no very
important results, as far as Scythian
antiquity is concerned. He found the
burial of the horse common, not only in

Scythic, but in much later times. The
great shaft, which he believed to be the
burial-place of a Scythian king, and to

which he assigned the date of about B.C.

500, appears to me to contain traces of

Roman influence, and therefore to be
later than the time of I'ompey. (See
his ' Antiquities of Kertch/ London,
1857.)

A tomb closely answering to the de-

scription of Herodotus is said to have
been openetl very recently near Alex-
andropcl, in the province of Ekateri-
noslav (M'Pherson, p. 8G), but I have
been unable to obtain any account of it.

^ A very similar custom still prevails

in Tartary and Mongolia. " Pour dire

toute la vdrite sur le compte des Tar-
tares," says M. Hue, " nous devons
aj outer, que leurs rois usent parfois

d'un systeme de sepulture qui est le

comble de I'extravagance et de la bar-

baric : on transporte le royal cadavre
dans un vaste edifice coustruit en
briques, et orne de nombreuses statues

en pierre, rej^resentant des hommes,

des lions, des elephants, des tigres, et

divers sujets de la mythologie bouddh-
ique. Avec I'illustre defunt, on en-

terre dans un large caveau, place au
centre du batirnent, de grosses sommes
d'or et d'argent, des habits royaux,

des pierres pre'cieuses, enfin tout ce duiit

il pourra avoir hesoin dans une autre vie.

Ces enterrements monstrueiix content

quelquefois la vie a un grand nombre d'es-

clar.cs. On prend des enfants de I'un

et de I'autre sexe, remarquables par leur

beaute', et on leur fait avaler du mercure
jusqu'a ce qu'ils soient suffoque's ; de
cette maniere, ils conserveut, dit-on, la

fraicheur et le coloris de leur visage, au
point de paraitre encore vivants. Ces

malheureuses victimes sont placees debout,

autour du cadavre de leur rnattre, conti-

nuant en quelque sorte de le servir

comme pendant sa vie. EUes tiennent

dans leurs mains la pipe, I'e'ventail, la

petite fiole de tabac a priser, et tous

les autres colifichets des majeste's Tar-

tares." (Voyage dans la Tartarie, pp.
115-G.)

2 The Kertch tomb above described

contained eight drinking-cups in silver,

and one in electrum, or a mixture of

silver and gold (fig. 1). They were
principally shaped like the electrum
vase, but some were of a still more
elegant form, particularly one termi-

nating in the head of a ram ' fig. 2). The
only implement of pure gold in the

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.
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to work, and raise a vast mound above the grave, all of tbem
vying with each other and seeking to make it as tall as possible.

72. When a year is gone by, further ceremonies take place.

Fifty of the best of the late king's attendants are taken, all

native Scythians—for as bought slaves are unknown in the

country, tlie Scythian kings choose any of their subjects that they

like, to wait on them—fifty of these are taken and strangled, witli

fifty of the most beautiful horses. When they are dead, their

bowels are taken out, and the cavity cleaned, filled full of chaff,

and straightway sewn up again. This done, a number of posts

are driven into the ground, in sets of two pairs each, and on every

pair half the felly of a wheel is placed archwise ; then strong

stakes are run lengthways through the bodies of the horses from

tail to neck, and they are mounted up upon the fellies, so that

the felly in front supports the shoulders of the horse, while that

behind sustains the belly and quarters, the legs dangling in mid-

air ; each horse is furnished with a bit and bridle, which latter is

stretched out in front of the horse, and fastened to a peg.^ The
fifty strangled youths are then mounted severally on the fifty

horses. To effect this, a second stake is passed tlirough their

bodies along the com'se of the spine to the neck ; the lower end

of which projects from the body, and is fixed into a socket, made

place was the sliield, which was of small

size.

There was, however, a second tomb
belov that whicli has been described,

in which gold was much more plentiful.

This tomb was plundered, and its con-

tents never scientifically examined, but
it is said to have contained not less

than 120 lbs. of gold ! (See Dubois, vol.

V, p. 218, and Seymour's Russia on the

Black Sea, p. 289. On the general sub-

ject of the riches found in .Scythian

tombs, see Pallas's Travels, vol. i. p. 197.)

3 The practice of imijaling horses

seems to have ceased in these regions.

It was found, however, among the
Tatars so late as the 14th century. See

the passage quoted by Mr. Blakesley

from Ibn Matuta, the Arabian iraveller

(not. ad loc). In Patagonia a practice

very like the Scj^thian prevails. There
" the favourite horse of the deceased is

killed at the gi-ave. When dead it is

skinned and stuifed, then supported by
sticks (or set up) on its legs, with the

head propped ;up as if looking at the

grave. Sometimes more horses than
one are killed. At the funeral of a

cacique four horses are sacrificed, and
one is set up at each corner of the
burial-place." (Fitzroy's Narrative of

the Beagle, vol. ii. p. 155.)

The slaughter and burial of the horse
^vith its owner was " common to the

Germans (Tacit. Germ. 27), the Tschuds
of the Altai (Ledebour, Reise, i. 231),

the Tartars of the Crimea (Lindner, p.

92), the Celtic tribes in Gaul and Bri-

tain ; the Franks, as evidenced in

Childeric's grave ; the Saxons, as jji-oved

by constant excavation ; and the Norse-

men, as we i;ead in all the Norse Sagas,

and find in innumerable Norse graves.

It was common also to the Slavonic

nations; to the Russ in the lOth cen-

tury (see Frahn's edition of Ibn Fozlan's

travels, pp. 101, 105); to the Lithuanians,

Letts, Wends, and the Ugrian popula-

tion of the Finns." (Mr. Kemble in

Dr. M'Pherson's Kertch, pp. 77, 78.)

A horse was killed and interred with
the owner so late as 1781. (See the

account of the funeral of Frederic

Casimir, Commander of Lorraine, in the
Eheinis'^her Antiquarius, 1 Abtheil, 1

Baud, p. 206.)
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in the stake that runs lengthwise down the horse. The fifty

riders are thus ranged in a circle round the tomb, and so left.

73. Such, then, is the mode in which the kings are buried

:

as for the people, when any one dies, his nearest of kin lay him

upon a wagon and take him round to all his friends in succession

:

each receives them in turn and entertains them with a banquet,

whereat the dead man is served with a portion of all that is set

before the others ; this is done for forty days, at the end of which

time the burial takes place. After the burial, those engaged in

it have to purify themselves, which they do in the following way.

First they well soap and wash their heads ; then, in order to

cleanse their bodies, they act as follows : they make a booth by

fixino• in the ground three sticks inclined towards one another,^

and stretching around them woollen felts, Avhich they arrange so

as to fit as close as possible : inside the booth a dish is placed

upon the ground, into which they put a number of red-hot stones,

and then add some hemp-seed.

74. Hemp grows in Scythia : it is very like flax ; only that

it is a much coarser and taller plant : some grows wild about

the country, some is produced by cultivation :
^ the Thracians

make «-arments of it which closely resemble linen ; so much so,

indeed, that if a person has never seen hemp he is sure to think

they are linen, and if he has, unless he is very experienced in

such matters, he will not know of which material they are.

75. The Scythians, as I said, take some of this hemp-seed,

and, creeping under the felt coverings, throw it upon the red-

hot stones ; immediately it smokes, and gives out such a vapom*

as no Grecian vapour-bath can exceed ; the Scyths, delighted,

shout for joy, and this vapour serves them instead of a Avater-

* Here we see tent-making in its in- " two long bent poles transversely,

fancy. The tents of the wandering fasten them at the centre above, and

tribes of the steppes, whether Calmucks fix their ends in the gi-ound; they then

and Khirgis in the west, or Mongols in cover them with felt, or mats of sedge."

the east, are now of a much more ela- (Travels, vol. i. p. 173, note.) May not

borate construction. These kihitkas, as this last be the material intended by
the Russians call them, are circular; Jischylus when he speaks of the

they are at bottom cylindrical, with a ariyas of the Scythians, rather than an

conical top, supported on a framework ozicr framevork, as Niebuhr supposes?

of small spars resembling in their ar- (Geography of Scythia, E. T. p. 47).

rangement the rods of a pamsol. (Hue, * Hemp is not now cultivated in these

torn. i. p. 62; De Hell, p. '-'45.) The regions. It form.s, however, an item of

material is still felt. Further south, in some importance among the exports of

the plain of M'ujli.in, towards the mouth Southern Russia, being brought from the

of the coiiibiiied Kur and Anis, J'allas north by water-carriage. It would seem
found the Kurds using a method almost from the text that in the time of Hero-
as simple as that here mentioned by dotus the plant was gi-own in Scythia

Herodotus:— "They place," he says, proper. He speaks like an eye-witness.
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bath ;
** for they never by any chance wash their bodies with

vater." Their women make a mixture of c}^3ress, cedar, and
frankincense wood, which they pound into a paste upon a iough

piece of stone, adding a Httle water to it. With this substance,

which is of a thick consistency, they plaster their faces all over,

and indeed their whole bodies. A sweet odour is thereby im-

parted to them, and when they take ofi' the plaster on the day

following, their skin is clean and glossy.

76. The Scythians have an extreme hatred of ail foreign cus-

toms, particularly of those in use among the Greeks, as the in-

stances of xVnacharsis, and, more lately, of Scylas, have fully

shown. The former, after he had travelled over a great portion

of the world, and. displayed wherever he went many proofs of

wisdom, as he sailed through the Hellesjjont on his return to

Scythia, touched at Cyzicus.* There he found the inhabitants

celebrating with much pomp and magnificence a festival to the

Mother of the Gods,^ and was himself induced to make a vow
to the goddess, whereby he engaged, if he got back safe and
sound to his home, that he give her a festival and a

night-procession in all respects like those which he had seen in

Cyzicus. When, therefore, he arrived in Scythia, he betook

himself to the district called the Woodland,^" which lies opposite

the Course of Achilles, and is covered with trees of all manner
of different kinds, and there Avent through all the sacred rites

with the taboiu* in his hand, and the images tied to him."

While thus employed, he was noticed by one of the Scythians,

who Avent and told king Saulius what he had seen. Then Idng

Saulius came in person, and Avhen he perceived what Ana-

charsis was about, he shot at him with an arrow and killed

^ Herodotus appears in this instance thence to their colonies, among which
to have confounded together two things were Cyzicus and Olbia. (A'^ide supra,

in reality quite distinct, viz., intoxica- ch. 53.)

tion from the fumes of hemp-seed, and '" Vide supra, chs. 18, 19, and 54.

indulgence in the vapom--bath. The " The use of the tabour in the worship
addiction of the Russians to the latter is of Rhea is noticed by ApoUonius Rho-
well-known, the former continues to be dius:

—

a Siberian custom. fSee Clarke's " '^'•'."
Russia, pp. 142-7; Niebuhr"s Scythia,

"

" (Argonaut, i. 1139.)

p. 47. E. T.) Compare the account in Euripides ascribes the invention of the

Eook i. ch. 202. instrument to Bacchus and Rhea
^ In Russia they had still in Clarke's (Bacch. 59). Polybius, Dionysius of

time "only vapour-baths." (Travels, Halicania.ssus, and Clement of Alex-

p. 147.) andria, allude to the images, which
* For the .site of Cyzicus see note on seem to have been small figures hung

Book vi. ch. 33. around the neck. They were called
^ Cybel^ or Rhea, v^hose worship. (See Polyb. xxii. 20;

(common throughout Asia) passed from Dion. Hal. ii. 19; Clem. Al. Protrept.

the Phrygians to the Ionian Greeks, and vol. i. p. 20.)
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him.i rp^
^j-^-g ^ij^y^ if yQ^j ask the Scytlis about Anacliarsis, tliey

pretend igDorauce of liim, because of his Grecian travels and

adoption of the customs of foreigners. 1 learnt, however, from

Timnes, the steward ^ of Aria})ithes, that Anacharsis was paternal

uncle to the Scythian king Idanthyrsus, being the son of Gnurus,

who was the son of Lycus and the grandson of Spargapithes.

If Anacliarsis were really of this house, it must have been by

his own brother that he was slain, for Idanthyrsus was a son of

the Saulius who put Anacharsis to death.'^

77. I have heard, however, another tale, very different from

this, which is told by the Peloponnesians : they say, that Ana-

charsis was sent by the king of the Scyths to make acquaintance

with Greece—that he went, and on his return home reported,

that the Greeks were all occupied in the pursuit of every kind

of knowledge, except the Lacedtemonians ; who, however, alone

knew how to converse sensibly. A silly tale this, which the

Greeks have invented for their amusement ! There is no doubt

that Anacharsis suffered death in the mode abeady related, on

account of his attachment to foreign customs, and the intercourse

which he held with the Greeks.

78.^Scy]as, likewise, the son of Ariapithes, many years later,

met with almost the very same fate, xiriapithes, the Scythian

' Diogenes Laertius says that there

were two accouuts of the death of Ana-
charsis—one that he was killed while

celebrating a festival, another (which he

prefers) that he Avas shot by his brother

while engaged in hunting. He calls his

brother, Cadu'idas (Vit. Anach. i. §
101-2).

^ The Greek word («) might
mean " Regent." But it is unlikely

that Herodotus could have conversed

with a man who had been regent for the

fo.lher of Scylas, his own contemporary.

A stewai'd or man of business employed
by Ariapithes need not have been much
older tlian Herodotus himself. (See

Niebuhr's Scythia, p. 38, note ". E. T.)

Mr. Blakesley's conjecture that Timnes
WBB a "functionary representing the

interests of the barbarian sovereign at

the factory which was the centre of the

commercial dealings between the mer-
chants and the natives," i.e. at Olbia, is

not improbable.
" Herodotus is tlie earliest winter who

mentions Anacharsis. There is no suffi-

cient rea.son to doubt the fact of his

travels, althougli what Herodotus here
relates of his family history is very diffi-

cult to reconcile with their supposed
date. According to Sosicrates (Fr. \b)

he \vas at Athens in B.C. 592, almost 80
years before the date of his nephew's
contest with Darius. But the chrono-
logy of Sosicrates is too pretentious to

be depended on. Diogenes Laertius (i.

lUl) tells us that the mother of Ana-
charsis was a Greek, which would ac-

count for his Greek leanings— for his

comparative refinement and wish to

travel. That the Scythian kings married
Greeks we learn by the case of Aria-

pithes (infra, ch. 78). We may doubt
whether Anacharsis deserved the com-
pliment of being reckoned among the
Seven Sages (Ephor. Fr. 101; Nic. Dam.
Fr. 123. Comp. Hermipp. Fr. 17 and
Dicajarch. Fr. 28); but we may properly
regard him as an intelligent half-caste,

who made a very favourable impression
on the Greeks of his day, an impression
the more remarkable, as the Greeks
were not usually very liberal in their

estimate of foreigners. The anecdotes
in Diog. Laertius (i. § 103-5j do not
show much more than tolerable shrewd-
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king, had several sons, among them this Scylas, who was the

child, not of a native Scytli, but of a woman of Istria.* Bred up

by her, Scylas gained an acquaintance with the Greek language

and letters. Some time afterwards, Ariapithes was treacherously

slain by Spargapithes, king of the Agathyrsi ; whereupon Scylas

succeeded to the throne, and married one of his father's wives,^

a woman named Opoea. This Opoea was a Scythian by birth,

and had brought Ariapithes a son called Oricus. Now when
Scylas found himself king of Scythia, as he disliked the Scythic

mode of life, and was attached, by his bringing up, to the man-
ners of the Greeks, he made it his usual practice, whenever he

came with his army to the town of the Borysthenites,*' who, ac-

cording to their own account, are colonists of the Milesians,

—

he made it his practice, I say, to leave the army before the city,

and, having entered within the valls by himself, and carefully

closed the gates, ^ to exchange his Scythian dress for Grecian

garments, and in this attire to walk about the forum, without

guards or retinue. The Borysthenites kept watch at the gates,

that no Scythian might see the king thus apparelled. Scylas,

meanwhile, lived exactly as the Greeks, and even ofiPered sacri-

fices to the Gods according to the Grecian rites. In this way
he would pass a month, or more, with the Borysthenites, after

which he would clothe himself again in his Scythian dress, ^ and

* Istria, Ister, or Istropolis, at the
mouth of the Danube or Ister, was a

colony of the Milesians, founded about
the time of the Cimmerian invasion of

Asia Minor. (Peripl. Pont. i^ux. p.

107.) Its name remains in the modern
Wisteri (vide sujjra, note ^ on ii. 33), but
its site was probably nearer to Kostendjc.

^ Compare Adonijah's request to be

given one of his father's (David's) wives

(1 Kings ii. 17-25). Such marriages
Avere forbidden by the Jewish law (Lev.
xviii. 8, &c.), but they were no doubt
common among other nations.

^ Olbia (vide supra, ch. 53, note.)

''It appears from this passage that the
native princes of Western Scythia exer-

cised nearly the same authority in Olbia
that their brethren in the East enjoyed
over Panticapaeum and Theodosia. The
Scythian dynasty of the Leuconida;,
which bore sway in the country on
either side of the straits of Yeni-kaleh,

from about B.C. 438 to B.C. 304, had a

qualified dominion in the Greek town of
which they did not claim to be kings,

but only rulers. (See the formula com-
mon in the inscriptions of Kertch,

apxovros QeoZo-

(Tiris, ^ 'Ziv^wv, -, . . . Dubois, 4"'^ Serie, PI. '2ii;

Kohler's Remarques, p. 19, &c.) The
position of Scylas in Olbia was perhaps
not quite on a par with this; still his

coming with an armij, stationing it in the

suburb, entering the town, and coi}i-

rnanding the gate to he closed, are indicative

of his having the real rights of sove-

reignty. The coins of Olbia however
did not, like those of Panticapaeum,

bear the head of a Scythian king; nor
did the public acts run in the name of a

prince, but in those of a number of

archons, who seem to have been usually

Greeks (see Kohler, p. 12).

* Herodotus never distinctly mentions
what the costume of the European
Scyths was. It appears, by the repre-

sentations of it upon the remains found
at Kertch and elsewhere, not to have
differed greatly from that of their

Asiatic brethren (infra, vii. 64). The
ordinary head-dress wa.s a cap, or hood,
coming to a point at the top, and pro-

jecting somewhat in the fashion of the

Phrygian bonnet (compare the woodcut
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so take his departure. This he did repeatedly, and even built

himself a house in Borysthenes/ and married a Avife there who

was a native of the place.

79. But when the time came that was ordained to bring him

woe, the occasion of his ruin was the following. He wanted to

be initiated in the Bacchic mysteries,^ and was on the point of

obtaining admission to the rites, when a most strange prodigy

occurred to him. The house which he possessed, as I mentioned

a short time back, in the city of the Borysthenites, a building of

irreat extent and erected at a vast cost, round Avhich there stood

a number of sphinxes and griffins^ carveci in white marble, was

struck by lightning from on high, and burnt to the ground.

Scylas, nevertheless, Avent on and received the initiation. Now
the Scythians are wont to reproach the Greeks with their

Bacchanal rage, and to say that it is not reasonable to imagine

there is a god who impels men to madness. No sooner, there-

fore, was Scylas initiated in the Bacchic mysteries than one of

the Borysthenites went and carried the news to the Scythians

—

'' You Scyths laugh at us," he said, " because we rave when the

god seizes us. But now our god has seized upon your king, who

raves like us, and is maddened by the influence. If you think

iu notes * and 2 on chs. 3 and 71); the
material being, apparently, felt. On the

body was worn a loose coat, ti'immed
Avith fur, and gathered in at the Avaist

with a belt. Loose trousers protected
the legs, and the feet were encased in
short boots of a soft leather, which gene-
rally covered the bottom of the trouser.
In the case, at any rate, of the richer
classes, all the garments were thickly
ornamented with spangles and coins,
sewn on to them in rows, throughout.
The most common colour, at least near
Olbia, seems to have been black (Dio

Chrysost. Or. xxxvi. p. 439).
' The town bore the two names of

Borysthenes and Olbia (vide supra, ch.

18, note ^); the former, which Herodo-
tus evidently prefers, being the ajipella-

tion best known among the Greeks
genei'ally, while the latter was affected

by the inhabitants. The two names are

used, not only by Herodotus, but by
Pliny (H. N. iv. VI), Ptolemy (iii. 5),

the anonymous author of the Periplus

P. Eusiui (p. 151), Scymnus Chius (Fr.

11. 9-), and Stephen (ad voc. '-45 . Strabo (vii. p. 470) and Arrian
(Peripl. P. Eux. p. 132) give only the
name Olbia. Dio Chi'ysostom (Or.

xxxi.) and Martianus Capella (vi. p.
214) confine themselves to the term
Borysthenes.

1 The Milesian colonists seem to have
carried the worship of the Phrygian
Bacchus (Sabazius) to Olbia. Hence
Olbia was itself called 'S.a^'ia, or2
(Peripl. P. Eux. p. 1.51).

- Griffins are common in the orna-
mentation of objects discovered in Scy-
thian tombs (Dubois, 4""= Se'rie, Pis. 1 1,

20, 22, and 24 j, and sometimes adorn
the tombs themselves (PI. 25). Sphinxes
have not, so far as I am aware, been
found.
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I do not tell you true, come with me, and I will sliow him to

you." The chiefs of the Scytliians went with the man accord-

ingly, and the Borysthenite, conducting them into the city,

j)laced them secretly on one of the towers. Presently Scylas

passed by with the band of revellers, raving like the rest, and was

seen by the watchers. Eegarding the matter as a very great

misfortune they instantly departed, and came and told the army

what they had witnessed.

80. When, therefore, Scylas, after leaving Borysthenes, was

about returning home, the Scythians broke out into revolt. They

put at their head Octamasadas, grandson (on the mother's side)

of Teres. Then Scylas, when he learned the danger with Avhich

he was threatened, and the reason of the disturbance, made his

escape to Thrace. Octamasadas, discovering whither he had fled,

marched after him, and had reached the Ister, when he was met by

the forces of the Thracians. The two armies were about to engage,

but before they joined battle, Sitalces ^ sent a message to Octa-

masadas to this effect—" Why should there be trial of arms be-

twixt thee and me? Thou art my own sister's son, and thou

hast in thy keeping my brother. Surrender him into my hands,

and I will give thy Scylas back to thee. So neither thou nor I

will risk our armies." Sitalces sent this message to Octama-

sadas, by a herald, and Octamasadas, with whom a brother of

Sitalces^ had formerly taken refuge, accepted the terms. He
surrendered his own uncle to Sitalces, and obtained in exchange

his brother Scylas.^ Sitalces took his brother with him and

^ Vide infra, "vii. 137. Sitalces was
contemporary with Herodotus. He
died B.C. 424 (Thucyd. iv. 101). Teres,

his father, founded the great kingdom
of the Odrysse in the generation after

the Scythian exjiedition of Darius (ibid,

ii. '29). The following table will show
the relationship of the several members
of this royat house, and the alliances

contracted by them with neighbouring
monarchs:

—

Tekes (founder of the

I

kingdom.)

written after the first year of the Pelo-

ponnesian War (Dahlmann's Life of

Herod, p. 29, E.T.; Blakesley ad loc,

&c.). But this is at least doubtful.

(See Introductory Essay, ch. i. p. 21,

note ^.)

^ Perhaps Sparadocus, the father of

Seuthes.
^ The following genealogical table of

the Scythian kings may be drawn out

from these chapters:

—

Sitalces
ni. sister of

Nymphodoras
of Abdera.

Sparadocus. daughter

B.C.

ab. 660

ab. 620

Ariapithes,

1
king of Scythia.

I
Seuthes

|

Sadocus. m. Octamasadas.
Stratonice,

daughter of Ptrdiccas,

king of Macedon.

From Sitalces being mentioned here
without any explanation of who he was,

it has been argued that this passage was

Spargapithes

I

Lycus

I

ab. 460 Scylas

Saulius

I

Idanthyrsus
I

Ariapithes

I

Octamasadas
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withdrew ; but Octamasaclas beheaded Scylas upon the sjiot.

Thus rigidly do the Scythians mamtaiu their own customs, and

thus severely do they punish such as adopt foreign usages.

81. What the population of Scythia is, I v/as not able to learn

with certainty; the accounts Avhich I received varied from one

another. I heard from some that they were very amorous

indeed ; others made their numbers but scanty for such a nation

as the Scyths.*^ Thus much, however, I witnessed with my own

eyes. There is a tract called Exampaeus between the Bory-

sthenes and the Hypanis. I made some mention of it in a former

place, where I spoke of the bitter stream which rising there

flows into the Hypanis, and renders the water of that river

undrinkable.^ Here then stands a brazen bowl, six times as big

as that at the entrance of the Euxine, which Pausanias, the son

of Cleombrotus, set up.^ Such as have never seen that vessel

may understand me better if I say that the Scythian bowl holds

Avith ease six hundred amphora3,^ and is of the thickness of six

fingers' breadth. The natives gave me the following account of

the manner in which it was made. One of their kings, by name
Ariantas, wishing to know the number of his subjects, ordered

them all to bring him, on pain of death, the point oif one of

their arrows. They obeyed ; and he collected thereby a vast

heap of arrow-heads,^ which he resolved to form into a memorial

It is comf)]ete except in one point. We
are not expi'essly told that Ariapithes

was the son of Idanthyrsus. Chronolo-
gical considerations, however, make it

tolerably certain that he was at any rate

Idanthyrsus's successor.
^ The notion entertained by the Greeks

of the power and number of the Scyths
may be clearly seen in Thucydides (ii.

97). The great kingdom of the Odrysse
established by Teres and his son Sitalces

was not to compare, he says, in respect

of military strength and number of soldiers

< -]€) with the Scyths. Nay,
he further delivers it as his opinion,

that no single nation, either in Europe or

Asia, could match the Scythians, if they
were but united among themselves.

'' Vide supra, ch. 52.
^ Athenacus (following Nymphis of

Heraclea) relates that Pausanias set up
this bowl at the time that he was be-

sieging Byzantium. He gives the fol-

lowing as the inscription upon it

—

''', ;^;'',' EufetVou, 7i''°^i "^^^,' /.
See the Deipnosoph, vii. 9 (p. 53G).

^ The Greek ampho)-a() con-

tained nearly nine of our gallons; whence
it appears that this bowl would have
held about 5400 gallons, or above 85

hogsheads. (The " Great Tun" at Heidel-

berg holds above 800 hogsheads.) Only
one other bowl of this enormous size is

on record, viz. the silver crater presented

to Delphi by Crcesus (supi-a, i. 51).

It seems to me as impossible to sup-

pose this bowl to have been the work of

the Cimmerians as of the Scythians. I

cannot, therefoi-e, with Ritter (Vorhalle,

p. 345), ascribe it to the race which the

Scyths drove out. It must have been of

Greek workmanship, cast probably at

Olbia, or Tyras. It was vised no doubt
in the sacred ceremonies which procured
for the place where it stood the name of

"The Sacred Ways" (supra, ch. 52).

The story told to Herodotus of its origin

is entitled to very little credit.

1 It has been already remarked that

the bow was, ' ^, the national

weapon (supra, ch. 'a, note ^). Here it

is supposed that every Scythian would
have arrows. Scythian arrow-heads are

abundant in the tombs, and are remark-
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tliat might go down to posterity. Accordingly he made of them
this boAvl,^ and dedicated it at Exampsens, This was all that

I could learn concerning the number of the Scythians.

82. The country has no marvels except its rivers, which are

larger and more numerous than those of any other land. These,

and the vastness of the great plain,^ are worthy of note, and one

thing besides, which I am about to mention. They shoAV a foot-

mark of Hercules,* impressed on a rock, in shape like the print

of a man's foot, but two cubits in length.^ It is in the neighbour-

able for the skilfvil manner in which
they are barbed. They are triangular

and usually made of bronze.

2 Very elegant bronze bowls (see the
woodcut below) have been found in the
Scythian tombs—undoubtedly of Greek
workmanship—but none at all of the
size of this.

3 Concerning the great plain of South-
ern Russia, vide supra, ch. 47, note 9.

* This does not prove that the Scy-
thians recognized Hercules as a god, for

the persons who showed the footprints

may have been Greeks. The Greek tra-

ditions of these parts brought Hercules
into Scythia (supra, chs. 8-101.

^ Cf. ii. 91. These sui^posed foot-

prints of giants are pointed out in all

countries. They form no sufficient

ground for presuming, with Ritter (Vor-
halle, pp. 3o'2-348) that Buddhism was

the religion of the Cimmerians. Indeed,

as Buddha iSakya) was not born till B.C.

(i'23, andthe last remnant of the Cimme-
rians was driven out by the Scyths before

B.C. 637 fsupra, vol. i. p. 301), it is

simply impossible that the Cimmerians
of these parts should have been Buddh-
ists.
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hood of the Tyras. Having described this, I return to the subject

on which I originally proposed to discourse.

83. The preparations of Darius against the Scythians had

begun, messengers had been despatched on all sides with the

king's commands, some being required to furnish troops, others

to supply ships, otliers again to bridge the Thracian Bosphorus,

w^hen Artabanus, son of Hystaspes and brother of Darius, en-

treated the king to desist from his expedition, urging on him the

great difficulty of attacking Scythia.''' Good, however, as the

advice of Artabanus was, it failed to persuade Darius. He
therefore ceased his reasonings ; and Darius, when his prepara-

tions were complete, led his army forth from Susa.

84. It was then that a certain Persian, by name Qiobazns,

the father of three sons, all of whom were to accompany the

army, came and prayed the king that he would allow one of

his sons to remain with him. Darius made answer, as if he

regarded him in the light of a friend who had urged a moderate

request, "that he would allow them all to remain." Qiobazus

was overjoyed, expecting that all his children Avould be excused

from serving; the king however bade his attendants take the

three sons of Qiobazus and forthwith put them to death. Thus
they were all left behind, but not till they had been deprived of

life.^

85. When Darius, on his march from Susa, reached the terri-

tory of Chalcedon ^ on the shores of the Bosphorus, where the

bridge had been made, he took ship and sailed thence to the

Cyanean islands,^ which, according to the Crreeks, once^flqated.

He took his seat also in the temple ^ and surveyed the Pontus,

which is indeed well Avorthy of consideration. There is not in

the world any other sea so wonderful: it extends in length

® The cautious temper of Artabanus Piodar, the earliest writer who notices

again appears, vii. 10. them, says, ' . (Pyth. iv.

' Compare the similar story told of 371.) Compare the Kvavias
Xerxes, infra, vii. 39. of Apollonius Rhodius (ii. 318).

" Chalcedon was situated on the Asi- They were, Strabo tells us, 20 stadia

atic side, at the point where the Bos- apart from one another. Moderns i-e-

phorus f Canal of Constantinople) opens mark two rocks off the two coasts in

into the Propontis, or Sea of Marmora this position (Clarke, p. 674).

{Scyl. Peripl. p. 83; Strab. xii. p. 843). The legend of the Symplegades will

The modern village of Kadi Kent, a few be found in Pindar (1. s. c), Apollo-
miles south of Scutari, marks the place nius Rhodius (1. s. c), and Apollodorus
(vide infra, ch. 144, note). (Bibliothec. I. ix. 22.). We need not

" Otherwise called the Symplegades. seek to discover a matter-of-fact exjsla-

According to Strabo (vii. p. 492) they nation of it.

\vere two in number, and lay, one on ' The temple at the mouth of the
the European, the other on the Asiatic strait mentioned below, ch. 87. See
side oil" the mouth of the strait. And so note.
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eleven thousand one hundred furlongs, and its breadth, at the

widest part, is three thousand three hundred.^ The mouth is

but four furlongs wide;^ and this strait, called the Bosphorus,

and across which the bridge of Darius had been thrown, is a

hundred and twenty furlongs in length,* reaching from the

Euxine to the Propontis. The Propontis is five hundred fur-

longs across/ and fourteen hundred long.'' Its waters flow into

2 These measurements are extremely
incorrect. The distance from the mouth
of the Bosphorus to the Phasis, which
Herodotus regards as the extreme length

of the Pontus, instead of being 11,100

stades (1280 miles), is, by the most
direct course, about 5500 stades, or little

more than 630 miles. Even following

the sinuostities of the coast, it does not

exceed 7u00 stades, or 800 miles. Again,

the distance across from the Thermodon
(Thermch) to the Sindic peninsula (and

here the coast-line cannot be meant),

instead of being 3300 stades (380 miles),

is about 2340 stades, or 270 miles.

It has been supj^osed by Larcher and
others, that Herodotus here uses a dif-

ferent stade from that which he com-
monly employs, but this is a mere gra-

tuitous assumption to escape a difficulty.

Dahlmann (Life of Herod, p. 71, E. T.)

has well exposed the absurdity of such
a theory.

Herodotus is manifestly in error. The
question is, how was he misled? In the

first place by over-estimating the rate of

speed of sailing vessels. He had pro-

bably been himself from the Bosphorus

to the Phasis in a sailing vessel, and
knew that he had made an average voy-

age, and that the time was, as he gives

it, 9 days and 8 nights. In this voyage

of his he had followed the coast-line,

landing occasionally, as it appears (ii.

104). He was told that the vessel made
1300 stades a-day, when its real rate was
little more than 800 stades. Further,

at Themiscyra on the Thermodon, he
probably heard that vessels sailed thence

to Sindica in 2^ days, and applying in

tliis case the same rate of sailing, he sup-

posed the distance to be 3300 stades.

But either an occasional high speed was
given to him as an average rate, or the

vessels which adventured into the open
sea were better sailers than the ordinary

coasters; so that here he did not make
an estimate so gi'eatly exceeding the

truth. The ships which crossed from
Themiscyra to Sindica in 2^ days must
have attained a speed but little short of

the 1000 stRaiii. pc?• diem, which seems to
have been the estimate made by Pto-
lemy, and again by Strabo, of the powers
of sailing-vessels in their time. (See the
note of Larcher, quoting Casaubon, vol.

iii. p. 433, note ie4.j
^ Moderns generally estimate the

width of the canal of Constantinople
at three-quarters of a mile, which would
be rather more than six stadia. As
Strabo, Pliny, Eustathius, and other
writers agree with Herodotus, it is con-
jectured that the opening has gradually
widened (Kruse, Ueber Herodots Aus-
messung des Pontus, Breslau, 1818, p.
41). The strong current would even-
tually tend to produce this effect. It

must be noted, however, that Col.

Chesney calls the width only 600 yards,
or less than 3 stades (Euphrat. Exped.
vol. i. p. 326).

^ This is under the true length, which
is about 16 miles, or 140 stades. It

was however the usual estimate in

ancient times (Polyb. iv. 39; Arriau's
Peripl. ad fin.), and must have been
taken from the rate of vessels sailing

with the current.
^ Herodotus appears to have measured

the width of the Propontis by a line

running nearly north and south, from
the European shore near Perinthus to

the Asiatic about Placia. The distance

is there nearly 50 miles, or about 440
stades. Strabo, on the other hand,
measured by a line running nearly east

and west from Bisanthe to the inner-

most recess of the Gulf of Cius, and so

made the breadth about equal the
length (ii. p. 187).

^ By the length of the Propontis we
must understand here (as in Strabo, ii.

p. 188) the distance from the lower
mouth of the Bosphorus to the upper
end of the Hellespont. This, if we re-

gard the strait as commencing at Galli-

poli, is, in a direct line, rather more than
115 miles, or about 1000 stades. Along
the western coast the distance would
amount to 135 miles, or 117u stades.

Strabo estimates it at 1500 stades (l.s. c).
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the Hellespont, tlie length of Avhich is four hundred furlongs,

and the Avidth no more than seven.^ The Hellespont opens

into the wide sea called the Egean.

86. The mode in which these distances have been measured

is the followhig. In a long day a vessel generally accomplishes

al)out seventy thousand fathoms, in the night sixty thousand.

Now from the mouth of the Pontus to the river Phasis, Avhich is

the extreme length of this sea,^ is a voyage of nine days and

eight nights, which makes the distance one million one hundred

and ten thousand fathoms, or eleven thousand one hundred fur-

longs. Again, from Sindica,^ to Themiscyra^ on the river

Thermodon, Avhere the Pontus is wider than at any other place,^

is a sail of three days and two nights ; which makes three hun-

dred and thirty thousand fathoms, or three thousand three

hundred furlongs. Such is the plan on Avhich I have measured,

the Pontus, the Bosphorus, and the Hellespont, and such is the

account which I have to give of them. The Pontus has also a

lake belonging to it, not very much inferior to itself in size.^

"< The length of the Dardanelles, from

Gallipoli to the open sea, is, as nearly as

possible, 40 miles (about 345 stadesj.

Its breadth at the narrowest part is pro-

bably about one mile {8jj stades). Mo-
derns ditfer considerably in their esti-

mates (see Grote's Hist, of Greece, vol.

V. p. 26, note). Strabo (ii. p. 164) and
Pliny (Hist. Nat. iv. 12) agree with

Herodotus.
The table on the opposite page gives

at a glance the several measurements of

Herodotus, Strabo, and Pliny, together

with the (probable) actual distances.

It will be seen that our author's errors

do not very greatly exceed those of the

best geographei's of five centuries later.

Again, it will be seen, that (excepting

as regards the width of the straits,

which is very uncertain, and which may
not improbably be somewhat greater

now tlian in his day) the measurements

of Herodotus, all but one, exceed the

reality. This arises from his over esti-

mate of the rate of sailing vessels. Se-

condly, it will be observed that his

errors are far greater in the Euxine than

elsewhere. This is consequent upon the

less acipiaintauce which the Greeks had
with that sea. Thirdly, it is worthy of

remark, that except in respect of the

length of the Euxine, his errors are not

very considerable, varying from one-

eighth to two-iifths upon tlie actual dis-

tance. The less width of the straits is

not to be regarded as altogether an error,

but as arising in part from the wear of
the coasts at the narrowest point.

^ The real greatest axis, or extreme
length, of the Euxine is from the Gulf
of Bnrijhm (long. 27^ 20', lat. 42^ 30')

to the Phasis. This is about 700 miles,

or above 6000 stadia.

^ The Sindica of Herodotus is the
region at the mouth of the Palus Mie-
otis, on the eastern side of the Cimme-
rian Bosphorus, the modern "Island of
Taman " (vide supra, ch. 28). All the
ancient geographers agree in placing a
people of the name of Sindi in this re-

gion (Scylax, Peripl. p. 75; Strabo, xi.

p. 723; Anon. Peripl. Pont. Eux. p.
134; Arrian, Peripl. Pont. Eux. p. 131);
and to their evidence may be added
that of the inscriptions of the Leuconids
(vide supra, ch. 78, note ').

• Themiscyra is mentioned by Scylax
(Peripl. p. 80) as a (Jreek city at the
mouth of the Thermodon. According
to ipjschylus (Prom. V. 744) it was
founded by the Amazons. Herodotus
had been in these parts (ii. 104).

2 This is a mistake. The Black Sea
is widest between the mouths of the
Telegul, and that of the Sakkariah or
Sangarius (long. 310). It is there about
400 miles across (3460 stades.)

^ It is commonly supposed that Hero-
dotus fell here into a very gross niistake,

since the Sea of Azof is not now much
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The waters of tliis lake run into the Pontus : it is called the

Maeotis, and also the Mother of the Pontus.*

87. Darius, after he had finished his survey, sailed back to

the bridge, Avliich had been constructed for him by Mandrocles

a Samiau. He likewise surveyed the Bosphorus, and erected

upon its shores two pillars of white marble, whereupon he in-

scribed the names of all the nations which formed his army—on

the one pillar in Greek, on the other in Assyrian characters.^

Now his army was draAvn from all the nations nnder his sway

;

and the whole amount, without reckoning the naval forces, was

seven hundred thousand men, including cavalry. The fleet con-

sisted of six hundred ships. Some time afterwards the Byzan-

tines removed these pillars to their own city, and used them for

an altar which they erected to Orthosian Diana.'' One block

more than oue-twelftli of the size of

the Euxiue ; but it is possible that

the PaluS Masotis may have been very

gi-eatly larger in the time of Hero-
dotus than it is at present. Pallas and
other writers have speculated on the

former existence of a connexion between

the Caspian and the Euxine. Dallas's

Travels, vol. i. p. 78, E. T.; Eennell's

Western Asia, vol. ii. p. 94.) These
speculations are grounded chiefly on the

appearance of the country eastward of

the Sea of Azof, which is low and flat,

only very slightly elevated above the

level of that sea, and strongly impreg-

nated with salt. Now without advancing-

any such violent hypothesis as that of

these writers, we may well believe that

the sea did once cover the great plains

to the east as far as the 42nd or 4ord
degree of longitude, and that the de-

posits brought down by the rivers

—

together with an actual elevation of a

considerable tract of country— have
formed new land out of what was for-

merly the bed of the sea. The filling

up of the Sea of Azof still continues,

and it has long been in summer not

more than 14 feet deep at its greatest

depth. (Heber's MS. Journal, quoted
in Clarke, p. 329.) The Palus Majotis

may thus at the time of Herodotus have
had an area four or five times as great

as it has at present, so as to have better

admitted of comparison with the Euxine
than it now does. (Compare the very
sensible remarks of Polybius, iv. 40, and
note that Scylax makes the Palus Mae-
otis half the size of the Euxine, p. 72.)

* It may be questioned whether the
Mseotis derived its name from this idea,

or whether it was not rather so called

from the Mietse (), who were cer-

tainly a people in these parts, and are

frequently mentioned in the insci'ip-

tions. They may be reasonably con-

nected vith the Sauro-SIatse.
^ It was natural that the Persians,

who set up trilingual inscriptions in the
central provinces for the benefit of their

Arian, Semitic, and Tatar populations,

should leave bilingual records .in other
places. Thus in Egypt they would have
their inscriptions in the hieroglyphic as

well as the Persian character, of which
the vase in St. Mark's, at Venice, is a
specimen. In Greece they would use,

besides their own, the Greek language
and character. Herodotus, however, is

no doubt inaccurate when he speaks
here of Assi/riim letters. The language
and character used in the inscription

would be the Persian, and not the
Assyrian. But as moderns, till recently,

have been accustomed to speak of "the
cuneiform langmuje," not distinguishing

between one sort of cuneiform writing
and another, so Herodotus appears to

have been ignorant that in the arrow-
headed inscrijitions which he saw, both
the letters and the languages varied.

There are, in i^oint of fact, at least six

different types of cuneiform writing,

viz., the old Scythic Babylonian, the
Susianian, the Armenian, the Scythic of
the trilingual tablets, the Assyrian,
and the Achiemenian Persian. Of these
the first four are to a certain extent con-
nected ; but the Assyrian and Achreme-
nian Persian differ totally from them
and from each other.

^ That is, Diana, Avho had established

or preserved their city. (Compare the
Latin " Jiqntcr Stator")
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remained behind : it lay near the temple of Bacchus at Byzan-

tium, and was covered with Assyrian writing. The spot where
Darius bridged the Bosphorus was, I think, but I speak only

from conjecture, half-way between the city of Byzantium and the

temple at the mouth of the strait.^

88. Darius was so pleased with the bridge thrown across the

strait by the Samian Mandrocles, that he not only bestowed

upon him all the customary presents, but gave him ten of every

kind. Mandrocles, by Avay of offering firstfruits from these

presents, caused a picture to be painted which showed the whole

of the bridge, with King Darius sitting in a seat of honour, and

his army engaged in the passage. This painting he dedicated

in the temple of Juno at Samos, attaching to it the inscription

following :

—

" The fish-fraught Bosphorus bridged, to Juno's fane

Did Mandrocles this proud memorial bring

;

"When for himself a crown he 'd skill to gain,
j

For Samos praise, contenting the Great King."

Such was the memorial of his work which was left by the

architect of the bridge.

89. Darius, after rewarding Mandrocles, passed into Europe,

while he ordered the lonians to enter the Pontus, and sail to

the mouth of the Ister. There he bade them throw a bridge

across the stream and await his coming. The lonians, ^olians,

and Hellespontians were the nations which furnished the chief

strength of his navy. So the fleet, threading the Cyanean Isles,

proceeded straight to the Ister, and, mounting the river to the

point where its channels separate,^ a distance of two days'

'' Here, and above in ch. 85, the temple " the temple of the Chalcedonians."

of Jupiter Urius (Ovpios) is supposed to ^ The Danube divides at present near

be meant. (Bahr ad loo.) This temple Jsaic/ta, between 5/»7«; and /</«( (7; but
certainly was considered in later times we cannot be certain that the division

to mark the mouth of the strait Isee was always at this jjlace. Although the

Arrian, Peripl. Pont. Eux. p. 124; Strabo, recent surveys have shown that no
vii. p. 464; Anon. Peripl. p. 165-7), but branch can ever have been thrown out

it is very uncertain whether Herodotus from the angle near Rassowa (see Geogr.

alludes to it; for, first, it was on the Journ. vol. xxvi. p. 210), yet we do not

Asiatic side (see the Peutingerian Table; know enough about the Dobrudscha to

Polyb. iv. 39, &c.), and we should ex- say whether there is not some other line

pect, after the mention of Byzantium, by which a stream may have passed con-

a second place on the European coast; siderably to the south of all the present

and further, we have no evidence that mouths. It seems clear that a navigable

the temple of Jupiter Urius was built branch must once have reached the sea

so early. The Byzantines had a temple at or near Istria (see above, Book ii. ch.

directly opposite to the temple of Jupiter 33, note ^j, which was certainly as far

Urius, if, as generally supposed, it is south as Karaglak,

that whereof Strabo speaks (1. s. c.) as

F 2
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voyage from the sea, yoked the neck of the stream. Meantime

Darius, who had crossed the Bosphorus by the bridge over it,

marched througli Thrace ; and happening upon the sources of

the Tearus," pitched his camp and made a stay of three days.

90. Now the Tearus is said by those who dwell near it, to be

the most healthful of all streams, and to cure, among other

diseases, the scab either in man or beast. Its sources, which are

eight and thirty in number, all flowing from the same rock, are

in part cold, in part hot. They lie at an equal distance from

the town of Heraeum near Perinthus,^ and ApoUonia on the

Euxiue,^ a two days' journey from each.^ This river, the Tearus,

is a tributary of the Contadesdus, which runs into the Agrianes,

and that into the Hebrus.^ The Hebrus empties itself into the

sea near the city of yEnus.^

91. Here then, on the banks of the Tearus, Darius stopped

and pitched his camp. The river charmed him so, that he

caused a pillar to be erected in this place also, with an inscription

to the following effect :
" The fountains of the Tearus afford the

best and most beautiful water of all rivers : they were visited,

on his march into Scythia, by the best and most beautiful of

men, Darius, son of Hystaspes, king of the Persians, and of the

^ The Tearus has generally been sup-

posed to be the modern Tekedere, which
runs into the Ivirishtiran, Eski Baba.

It appears, however, to be rather the

Simerdere, which rises from the western
side of the woody range called Stranja

Daijh, or the Little Balkan, near the

villages of Yene and Bunarhissar. Here
"the 38 sources of the Tearus men-
tioned by Herodotus may easily be made
out. All are cold during the summer, but
many of them become so warm during
the winter that snow or ice thrown into

them immediately melts." (Geog. Journ.

vol. xxiv. p. 45.) The springs are not
now supposed to have any healing

efficacy.

^ Perinthus ''afterwards Heraclea) lay

upon the Propontis, in lat. 41°, long.

28 % nearly. Its site is marked by the

modern Erekli (vide infra, v. 1). He-
ra;um or Herseon-tichos i'Hpatov^)
as it is called by Demosthenes (Olyuth.
iii. § b) and others 'Steph. Byz. ad voc.

Kaida.s, &c.) was an unimportant place

near Perinthus. Its exact site is un-
known. According to the Etym. Mag.
it was a Samian colony.

2 There were several cities of this

name. The most famous was that on

the coast of Illyria, of which Herodotus
speaks (infra, ix. 92). Apollonia upon
the Euxine is mentioned by Scylax
among the Greek cities of Thrace.
(Peripl. p. 69.) Accoi'ding to the anony-
mous author of the Periplus Ponti
Euxini, who follows here Scymnus
Chius, it was founded by the Milesians

50 years before the accession of Cyrus
(about B.C. 609). The same writer in-

forms us that Apollonia in his time had
become Sozopolis, which determines its

site to be that of the modern Sheboli, on
the south side of the Gulf of Bniyhaz.

^ The village of Ye)ie is nearly equi-

distant from Erehli (Perinthus) and Size-

hoii [ Apollonia), but a little further from
the latter. The distance, however, even
as the crow flies, is above 50 miles to

the nearer (Erekli), and would be 70
by any practicable route : thus the esti-

mate of two days is too little.

• The Agriaues is undoubtedly the
modern Erkcnc, which runs into the
JUaritza Hebrus) to the north of the
range of Rhodope {Despoto Dagh). The
Contadesdus is the river of Karishtiran.

* Concerning the site of .^nus, vide
infra, vii. 58.
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whole continenti" ^ Sucli was the inscription Avhich he set up

at this piace.
^

92. Marching thence, he came to a second river, called the

Artiscus,^ which flows through the country of the Odrysians.^

Here he fixed upon a certain spot, where every one of his

soldiers should throw a stone as he passed by. When his orders

were obeyed, Darius continued his march, leaving behind him
great hills formed of the stones cast by his troops.

93. Before arriving at the Ister,^ the first people whom he

subdued were the Getse,^ who believe in their immortality. The
Thracians of Salmydessus,^ and those who dwelt above the cities

of Ajiollonia and Mesembria*—the Scyrmiadae and Nipsieans,

* Vide supra, i. 4. " ^ ol-

K€ievvraL ol TlepcraL."
'' There is some reason to believe

that a portion of this inscription was
in existence a few yeai's ago. When
General Jochmus visited Bunar/msar

in 1847, he was informed by an old

Turk that an inscription in " old Syrian
"

{eski Suriani), written with " letters like

nails," had been lying uncared for not
many years previously near his house.

Search was of course made, but unfor-

tunately it proved vain ; and the in-

scrijition is believed to have been either

burnt for lime, or possibly built into

the wall of a farm-house. (Geograph.

Journ. vol. xxiv. p. 44.)
* This river has been supposed to be

the Arda (Gatterer, p. 42), which joins

the Maritza from the west, not much
below Adrianople ; but it is not at all

probable that Darius went so far to the

left as to touch this stream. The Artis-

cus is most likely the Tekedereh, which
is crossed several times on the present

high road to the Balkan. Here General

Jochmus observed on an eminence near

the road six large tepes or tumuli. He
also remarked in the winding bed of the

river and the adjoining low grounds,

"immeasurable large loose stones,"

which may have caused Darius to give

the order to his soldiers that Herodotus
here mentions. (See Geogr. Journ. vol.

xxiv. p. 47.)
8 The country of the Odrysae was the

great plain included within the chains

of Rhodope, Hpemus, and the Little

Balkan (Thucyd. ii. 96), in the centre

of which now stands the city of Adrian-
ople.

1 It is not quite clear by which route

Darius crossed the Balkan; but the

probability is that, passing the little

Balkan between Dolet and Faki, he de-

scended to the shore about Bnnjhaz,
and thence proceeded by the defiles

neai-est to the sea-coast, which lie be-
tween Misevria and Vovmi-Dervish. He
would thus have followed the route

pursued by Generals Roth and Rudiger
in 1828, and by Marshal Diebitsch in

1829.
^ The identity of the Getse with the

Goths of later times is more than a

plausible conjecture. It may be re-

garded as historically certain (see note
on Book V. ch. 8). Moreover the com-
pounds, Massa-getse, Thyssa-getae, Tyri-

getse, have a striking analogy to the

later names of Visi-goths and Ostro-

goths.
3 Salmydessus, or Halmydessus, vas

a strip of shore (alyiaXos, Scymn. Ch. 1.

723) in the neighbourhood of a river of

the same name, which emptied itself

into the Euxine 70 miles from the open-

ing of the Bosphorus. (Arrian, Peripl.

ad fin. ; Anon. Peripl. p. 104.) It is

mentioned by Xenophon (Anab. vii. 5,

§ 12), who visited it, and was witness

to the barbarous conduct of the Thra-

cian inhabitants towards the persons

wi'ecked upon the coast. A fragment
of the old appellation appears to sur-

vive in the modern Turkish town of

jyidjeh (long. 28 ' 10', lat. 41° 35'). The
name Salmydessus seems compounded
of the root Salm (found also in Zalin-

oxis and Sclym-hria,), and of the word
Odessus, the name of another town upon
this coast.

'' Mesembria is mentioned by Scylax
among the Greek cities upon the Thra-
cian coast. (Peripl. p. 69.) According
to Scymnus Chins (11. 740, 741) it was
founded by the Chalcedonians and Me-
gareans about the time of Darius's expe-
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as they are called^gave themselves up to Darius Avithont a

strag-gie ; but the Getie obstinately defending themselves, were

forthwith enslaved, notwithstanding that they are the noblest as

well as the most just of all the Thracian tribes.

94. The belief of the Getse in respect of immortality is the

following. They think that they do not really die, but that

when they depart this life they go to Zalmoxis,^ Avho is called

also Gebeleizis•^ by some among them. To this god every five

years they send a messenger, who is chosen by lot out of the

whole nation, and charged to bear him their several requests.

Their mode of sending him is this. A number of them stand in

order, each holding in his hand three darts ; others take the

man who is to be sent to Zalmoxis, and swinging him by his

hands and feet, toss him into the air so that he falls npon the

points of the weapons. If he is pierced and dies, they think

that the god is propitious to them ; but if not, they lay the

fault on the messenger, who (they say) is a wicked man : and

so they choose another to send away. The messages are given

while the man is still alive. This same people, when it lightens

and thunders, aim their arrows at the sky, uttering threats

against the god ;
' and they do not believe that there is any god

but their own.

95. I am told by the Greeks who dwell on the shores of the

Hellespont and the Pontus, that this Zalmoxis was in reahty a

man, tliat he lived at Samos, and Avhile there Avas the slave ® of

dition against the ScytLs. Strabo (vii. signified " a skin ;" bi;t this does not

p. 462) calls it a colony of the Mega- seem a very probable origin. May we
reans only. Arriau 'Peripl. p. 136) and connect the name with that of Selm, the
the anonymous author of the Periplus eon of Feriduu, who in Arian romance
Ponti Euxiui sufficiently mark its site, inherited from his father the vestern
It lay at the base of Mount Ha?mus, a third of the woi-ld ? Plato mentions
little to the south. The name remains Zalmoxis in conjunction with Abaris in

in the modern IJhevria (long. 27-' 45', the Charmides (p. 158, B,; as a master
lat. 42° 35'). of incantation. Vide supra, ch. 36.

" The Thraciacs of Salmydessus, and * A Lithuanian etjmology ( Gyva leysis,

those who dwelt above the cities of " giver of rest") has been suggested for

Apolloniaand Mesenibriii," Mould repre- this word ^Bayer's Origin. Siuic. p. 283).
sent the inhabitants of the entire tract Zalmoxis or Zamolxis might, it is said,

between the Little Balkan and the in the same language signify " Lord of
Black Sea. the earth."

* That Zalmoxis or Zamolxis was the ' Compare the customs of the Calyn-
chief object of worship among the Getsc dians (i. 172), and the Psylli (iv. 173).
is witnessed also by Mnaseas of Batra3 * Thracian slaves were very numerous
(Fr. 23^, by Strabo (vii. p. 430), Jam- in Greece. The Thracians often sold
blichus (Vit. Pythag. § 173,, and Dio- their children into slavery (infra, v. 6;.

genes Laertius (viii. 1). Mnaseas re- In the times of the later comedy, Geta
garded him as identical with the Chro- and Ikivns (Ados, Aafos) were the most
nus of the Greeks. Porphyry (Vit. common names for slaves. (See the
Pythag. § 14) derives the name from a comedies of Terence, passim.)
Thracian word zalmus, which, he says,
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Pythagoras son of Mnesarchus. After obtaining liis freedom he

grew rich, and leaving Samos, returned to his own country.

The Thracians at that time lived in a wretched way, and were a

poor ignorant race ; Zalmoxis, therefore, who by his commerce
with the Greeks, and especially vfith. one who was by no means
their most contemptible philosopher, Pythagoras to wit, was
acquainted with the Ionic mode of life and Avith manners more
refined than those current among his countrymen, had a chamber
built, in which from time to time he received and feasted all the

principal Thracians, using the occasion to teach them that

neither he, nor they, his boon companions, nor any of their

posterity would ever perish, but that they would all go to a

place where they would live for aye in the enjoyment of every

conceiA^able good. AYhile he was acting in this way, and holding

this kind of discourse, he was constructing an apartment under-

ground, into which, Avhen it was completed, he withdre^v, vanish-

ing suddenly from the eyes of the Thracians, who greatly

regretted his loss, and mourned over him as one dead.^ He
meanwhile abode in his secret chamber three full years, after

which he came forth from his concealment, and showed himself

once more to his countrymen, Avho were thus brought to believe

in the truth of what he had taught them. Such is the account

of the Greeks.

96. I for my part neither put entire faith in this story of

Zalmoxis ^° and his imder-ground chamber, nor do I altogether

discredit it : but I believe Zalmoxis to have lived long before

the time of Pythagoras. Whether there vas ever really a man
of the name, or whether Zalmoxis is nothing but a native god of

the Getse, I now bid him farewell. As for the Getae themselves,

the people who observe the practices described above, they were

now reduced by the Persians, and accompanied the army of

Darius.^

. 97. When Darius, with his land forces, reached the Ister, he

made his troops cross the stream, and after all were gone over

gave orders to the lonians to break the bridge, and follow him

9 This story was told also by Hel- Samos ; and the belief of the Geta3, who
lanicus (Fr. 173), who seems to have worshipped him, in the immortality of

simply copied Herodotus. (Comp. the soul, must have come, they thought,

Porphyr. ap. Euseb. P. E. x. p. 466, B.) from Pythagoras.
1" Dahlmann ( Life of Herod, p. 11 5,

i The whole tract between the Balkan

E. T.) conjectures that this whole story (Hsemus) and the Danube, the modern
sprung out of the name, which was as Bulgaria, seems to have been at this

often written Zamolxis as Zalmoxis. time in the possession of the Getic, vho
The Greeks of the Pontus imagined that reached up the river almost to the con-

Zawo-lxis must have been a native of fines of Servia. (Thucyd. ii. 96.)
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with the vhole naval force in his land march. They were

about to obey his command, Avhen the general of the Myti-

lenieans, Goes son of Erxander, having first asked whether it was

agreeable to the king to listen to one who wished to speak his

mind," addressed him in the words following :
—

" Thou art about,

Sh-e, to attack a country no part of which is cultivated, and

wherein there is not a single inhabited city. Keep this bridge,

then, as it is, and leave those vho built it to watch over it. So

if we come up with the Scythians and succeed against them as

we could wish, we may return by this route ; or if we fail of

findinir them, our retreat will still be secure. For I have no

fear lest the Scythians defeat us in battle, but my dread is lest

we be unable to discover them, and suffer loss while we wander

about their territory. And now, mayhap, it will be said, I

advise thee thus in the hope of being myself allowed to remain

behind ;
^ but in truth I have no other design than to recom-

mend the course which seems to me the best ; nor will I consent

to be among those left behind, but my resolve is, in any case,

to follow thee." The advice of Goes pleased Darius highly,

who thus replied to him :
—

" Dear Lesbian, when I am safe home

again in my palace, be sure thou come to me, and with good

deeds will I recompense thy good words of to-day."

98. Having so said, the king took a leathern thong, and tying

sixty knots in it, called together the Ionian tyrants, and spoke

thus to them :
—" Men of Ionia, my former commands to you

concerning the bridge are now withdrawn. See, here is a thong

:

take it, and observe my bidding with respect to it. From the

time that I leave you to march forward into Scythia, untie every

day one of the knots. If I do not return before the last day to

which the knots will hold out, then leave your station, and sail

to your several homes. Meanwhile, understand that my resolve

is changed, and that you are to guard the bridge with all care,

and watch over its safety and preservation. By so doing ye will

oblige me greatly." When Darius had thus spoken, he set out

on his march with all speed.

99. Before you come to Scythia, on the sea coast, lies Thrace.

The land here makes a sweep, and then Scythia begins, the

Ister falling into the sea at this point with its mouth facing the

east. Starting from the Ister I shall now describe the measure-

2 Compare the inquii-y of Croesus (i. * After the punishment of CEobazus

88). The fear of giving ofifence to the (supra, ch. 84 j, it was important to guard
Great King is strongly marked by this against this suspicion,

practice.
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ments of the sea-shore of Scythia. Immediately that the Ister

is crossed, Old Scythia * begins, and continues as fjir as the city

called Carcinitis, fronting towards the south wind and the mid-

day. Here upon the same sea, there lies a mountainous tract ^

projecting into the Pontus, which is inhabited by the Tauri, as

far as what is called the Eugged Chersonese,^ which runs out

into the sea upon the east. For the boundaries of Scythia

extend on two sides to two different seas, one upon the south,

and the other towards the east, as is also the case with Attica.

And the Tauri occupy a position in Scythia like that which a

people would hold in Attica, who, being foreigners and not Athe-

nians, should inhabit the highland' of Sunium, from Thoricus

to the township of Anaphlystus,^ if this tract projected into the

sea somewhat further than it does. Such, to compare great

things with small, is the Tauric territory. For the sake of those

who may not have made the voyage round these parts of Attica, I

will illustrate in another way. It is as if in lapygia a line vere

drawn from Port Brundusium toTarentum, and a people different

from the lapygians inhabited the promontory.^ These two in-

* Herodotus considers that the Cim-
merians maintained themselves in parts

of Eastern Scythia, as, e. g. in the Hug-
ged Chersonese, long after they were
forced to relinquish the rest of their

territory. Old Scythia is the part from
which they were driven at the first.

" The mountains lie only along the

southern coast of the Crimea. All the

rest of the peninsula belongs to the

steppes. " We beheld towards the

south, " says Dr. Clarke, '
' a ridge of

mountains upon the coast; but unless

a traveller follows the sinuosity of the

southern sliore of the Crimea, all the

rest of the peninsula is as flat as Salis-

bury Plain." (Travels, p. 461. Seethe
view overleaf.)

^ By the "rough" or "rugged"
Chei'sonese, Herodotus plainly intends

the eastern pai-t of the Crimea, called

the Peninsula of Kertch, which in his

day, and for many centuries later,

formed the kingdom of the Bosphorus.
This tract is hilly and uneven, present-

ing a strong contrast with the steppe,

but it scarcely deserves an epithet ap-

plied also to Western Cilicia—a truly

rugged countiy. Probably the general
character of the south coast of the
Crimea was considered to extend along
its whole length.

^ This seems to be the meaning of the

rare word, yowhs, here. See the autho-
rities quoted by Schweighseuser (not.

ad loc). In this sense it is an apt de-
scription of the place. Comp. Soph

.

Aj. -', ) 2/-. And Dr. Chandler's description :

" We now approach Cape Sunium,
which is steep, abrupt, and rocky. On
it is the ruin of the temple of Minerva
Sunias, overlooking from its lofty situa-

tion the subject deep." (Ti'avels, vol.

ii. p. 7.)
_

^ The sites of Thoricus and Anaphly-
stus are marked by the villages of 'J'ho-

rico and Anaphiso, the former on the east,

the latter on the west side of the penin-

sula. They were both fortified posts in

later times, for the protection of the
neighbouring silver-mines. (Xen. de
Kedit. iv. § 43.)

^ This passage, as Mitford and Dahl-
mann have observed, was evidently

written in Magna Grsecia. (Mitford's

Greece, vol. ii. p. 356; Dahlmann's Life

of Herod, p. 35.) Herodotus at Thurii
would have lapygia ( tlie Terra di Otranto]

before his eyes, as it were. Writing
from Ionia, or even from Greece Proper,

he would never have thought of such an
illustration. Brundusium and Tarentum
remain in the Brindisi and Taranto of

the present day. From
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stances may suggest a number of others where the shape of the

land closely resembles that of Taurica.

100. Beyond this tract, we find the Scythians again in pos-

session of the country above the Tauri and the parts bordering

on the eastern sea, as also of the whole district lying west of the

Cimmerian Bosphorus and the Palus Mseotis, as far as the river

Tanais, which empties itself into that lake at its upper end. As
for the inland boundaries of Scythia, if we start from the Ister,

we find it enclosed by the following tribes, first the Agathyrsi,

next the Neuri, then the Androphagi, and last of all, the

Melanchlaeni.

101. Scythia then, which is square in shape, and has two of

its sides reaching down to the sea, extends inland to the same
distance that it stretches along the coast, and is equal every

way. For it is a ten days' journey from the Ister to the Bory-

sthenes, and ten more from the Borysthenes to the Palus Maeotis,

while the distance from the coast inland to the country of the

Melanchlaeni, who dwell above Scythia, is a journey of twenty

days. I reckon the day's journey at two liuudred furlongs.

Thus the two sides which run straight inland are four thousand

furlongs each, and the transverse sides at right angles to these

are also of the same length, which gives the full size of Scythia.^"

102. The Scythians, reflecting on their situation, perceived

that they were not strong enough by themselves to contend

with the army of Darius in open fight. They, therefore, sent

envoys to the neighbouring nations, whose kings had already

met, and were in consultation upon the advance of so vast a

host. Now they who had come together Avere the kings of the

Tauri, the Agathyrsi, the Neuri, the Androphagi, the Melan-

chlffiui, the Geloni, the Budini, and the Sauromatse.

103. The Tauri have the following customs. They offer in

sacrifice to the Virgin all shipwrecked persons, and all Greeks

compelled to put into their ports by stress of weather. The

mode of sacrifice is this. After the preparatory ceremonies,

they strike the victim on the head with a club. Then, according

to some accounts, they hurl the trunk from the precipice whereon

From both comparisons it may be Putrid Sea di<l not exist in his time?

gathered that Herodotus did not look Scylax calls tue tract an- (p.

upon the Tauric Peninsula as joined to 7 i, and Strabo is the first who speaks

the continent by a narrow isthmus, but of it as a or peninsula (vii.

as united by a broad tract. (Niebuhr's p. 445;.

Scythia, p. 39, E. T.) What if changes i" See the Appendix, Essay iii., " Ou
in the land have taken place, and the the Geography of Scythia."
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tlie temple stands,^ and nail the head to a cross. Others grant

that the head is treated in this way, bnt deny that the body is

thrown down the cliff—on the contrary, they say, it is buried.

The goddess to whom these sacrifices are offered the Tauri them-

selves declare to be Iphigenia ^ the dangliter of Agamemnon.
When they take prisoners in war they treat them in the following

way. The man who has taken a captive cuts off his head, and
carrying it to his home, fixes it upon a tall pole, which he

elevates above his house, most commonly over the chimney.

The reason that the heads are set up so high, is (it is said) in

order that the whole house may be under their protection.

These people live entirely by war and jjluudering.^

104. The Agathyrsi are a race of men very luxurious, and

very fond of wearing gold on their persons.^ They have wives

in common, that so tliey may be all brothers,^ and, as members
of one family, may neither envy nor hate one another. In

^ This temple occupied a promontory
on the south coast of the Crimea, not
far from Criumetopon (Cape Aia). The
promontory itself was named by the
Greeks Parthenium, from the temple
(Strab. vii. p. 446 ; Plin. H. N. iv. 12

;

Mela, ii. i. &c.). It is thought that the
monastery of St. George occupies the
site.

^ The virgin goddess of the Tauri
was more generally identified by the
Greeks with their owti Artemis : hence
Artemis got the epithet of TavponoXos.
(Cf. Diod. Sic. iv. 44; Etym.Mag. ad voc.
Scholiast, ad Soph. Aj. 172.) The legend
of Iphigenia is probably a mere Greek
fancy, having tlie Tauric custom of
ofifei'ing human sacrifices as its basis.

In the time of Herodotus the Tauri
\vere not averse to admitting the
legend, and identifying their national
goddess with the virgin worshipped by
the Greeks.

^ Tlie conjecture that the Tauri were
a remnant of the Cimmerians (Grote,
vol. iii. p. 327 ; Heereu's As. Nat. vol.

ii. p. 260, E. T.) has little more than
its internal probability to rest upon.

do not know their language, and
there is scarcely anything in their man-
ners and customs to distinguish them
from the Scythians. As, however, it is

declared by Herodotus that they were
not Scythians, and we must therefore
seek for them some other ethnic con-
nexion, tlie Ciniinerian theory may be
accepted as probable. It is clear that the
strong and mountainous region extend-

ing along the south coast of the Crimea
would offer just that refuge in which
a weak nation, when driven from the

plains, is able to maintain itself against

a strong one. It is noticeable also that

the tradition made the last resting-place

of the Cimmerians to be the Crimea
(supra, ch. 12), where they left their

name so firmly fixed that it has clung

to tlie country till the present day.

Names also closely resembling that of

the Tauri are found in a clearly Cimbric,

or at any rate Celtic, connexion, as those

of the Teuristaj and Taurisci, who were

called Gauls by Posidonius (Fr. 75);

and that of the city Tauroeis or Tauro-

entium (cf. ApoUod. Fr. 105, with Strab.

iv. p. 247), a Celtic town, according to

Stephen (ad voc. Tavpoeis). It may be
questioned also wliether the Taurini,

whose name remains in the modern
Turin, were not really Gauls, though
called Liguriaus by Strabo (iv. p. 286).

At least it is strange, if they were really

different from the Taurisci, who are

acknowledged to be Gauls (Polyb. ii.

1 5, § 8 I, and who afterwards dwelt in

these parts.
•* The country of the Agathyrsi is

distinctly marked ''sup. 49; as the plain

of the Miirosih (Maris). This region,

enclosed on the north and east by the

Carpathian Alps, would be likely to be
in early times auriferous.

5 This anticipation of the theory of

Plato iRep. v.) is curious. Was Plato

indebted to Herodotus ?
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other respects their customs approach nearly to those of the

Thracians.^

105. The Neurian customs are like the Scythian. One gene-

ration before the attack of Darius they were driven from their

land by a huge multitude of serpents wliich invaded them. Of
these some were produced in their own country, while others,

and those by far the greater number, came in from the deserts

on the north. Suffering grievously beneath this scourge, they

quitted their homes, and took refuge with the Budini. It seems

that these people are conjurers : for both the Scythians and the

Greeks who dwell in Scythia say, that every Neurian once a

year becomes a Avolf "^ for a few days, at the end of which time

he is restored to his proper shape.^ Not that I believe this, but

they constantly affirm it to be true, and are even ready to back

their assertion with an oath,®

106. The manners of the Androphagi ' are more savage than

^ Niebuhr (Researches, &c., p. 62),

E. T. gathers from this that the Aga-
thyrsi wei'e actually Thracians, and
ventures to identify them with the Daci
of later times. Ritter (Vorhalle, i. pp.
286-7) considers them to have been
Sarmatians. There scarcely appear to

be sufficient grounds for either of these

opinions. All that can be said is, that

the Agathyrsi dwelt in the time of

Herodotus in the country now called

Transylvania, and were afterwards

driven more to the north. They are

mentioned by Ephorus (Fr. 78); Pliny

(iv. 12); Mela (^ii. 1); Dionys. Per.

(310) ; Marc. Heracl. p. 56 ; and Pto-

lemy (iii. 5). The last-mentioned geo-

grapher places them near the Baltic.

The custom of the Agathyrsi which
drew most attention in later times, was
their practice of painting their bodies.

(See Virg. ^n. iv. 146; Solin. Pglyhist.

20; Mela, 1. s. c. &c.)

7 A class of people in Abyssinia are

believed to change themselves into

hyaenas when they like. On my ap-

pearing to discredit it, I was told by one
who lived for years there that no well

informed person doubted it, and that he

was once walking with one of them
when he happened to look away for a

moment, and on turning again towards

his companion he saw him trotting off

in the shape of a hypena. He met him
afterwards in his old form. These wor-

thies are blacksmiths. The story recalls

the loup-garou of France.— [G. VV.]

^ As Herodotus recedes from the sea
his accounts become more mythic, and
less trustworthy. Still the Neuri must
be x'egarded as a real nation. They
seem, in the time of Herodotus, to have
inhabited the modern Lithuania and
Volhynia, extending eastward perhaps
as far as the government of Smolensk.
Their name may perhaps be traced in

the town Nur, and the river Nureti-,

which lie in this district. They are

mentioned by Ephorus (Frag. 78) ; Plinj'

(Hist. Nat. iv. l'-'); Mela (n. 1); and Am-
mianus Marcellinus (xxii. 8). Perhaps
also by Ptolemy, under the name of Nail-

apoi (iii. 5). Schafarik (Slav. Alt. pp.
194-199) ventures to pronounce them
Slaves, but on very slight grounds.

8 Welcker, in his " Kleine Schriften
"

(vol. iii. pp. 157, et seq.) has collected

the various traditions of distant nations

with respect to this belief, which the

Germans have embodied in their Kehr-

wolf, and the French in their ionp-garou.

It is a form of the belief in witchcraft,

and probably quite unconnected with
the disease of lycanthropy.

' Or "Men-eaters." Here the na-

tional name is evidently lost; but a

peculiar people is meant. Heeren (As.

Nat. ii. p. 265, E. T.) thinks the Bas-

tarna?; but, as it seems to me, >^n in-

sufficient grounds. The country of the
'

' men-eaters " is Central Russia, from
the Dniepr to the Desna probably.

Compare with their name the Red
Indian " Dog-eaters " and "Fish-eaters."
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those of any other race. They neither observe justice, nor are

gOverned by any hiws. They are nomads, and their di-ess is

Scythian; but the Uxnguage which they speak is pecuHar to

themselves. Unhke any other nation in these parts, they are

cannibals.

107. The Melanchleeni ^ Avear, all of them, black cloaks, and

from this derive the name which they bear. Their customs are

Scythic.

108. The Budini are a large and powerful nation : they have

all deep blue eyes, and bright red hair.^ There is a city in their

territory, called Gelonus, which is surrounded with a lofty wall,

thh'ty furlongs each way, built entirely of wood.* All the houses

in the place and all the temples are of the same material. Here

are temples built in honour of the Grecian gods, and adorned

after the Greek fashion with images, altars, and shrines, all in

wood. There is even a festival, held every third year in honour

(Eoss's Fur-Hunters of the Far West,

vol. i. p. 249.)
2 Or " Black-cloaks.' This is probably

a translation of the native name. There
is at present a tribe in the Hindoo
Koosh, who call themselves Siah-poos/i,

which is an exact equivalent of MeXay-. (Rennell's Geograph. of Herod.

p. 87.) There is also a tribe of " Black-

robes " among the North-American In-

dians (Ross, vol. i. p. 305). Such titles

are common among barbarous people.

The dress of the Melanchlseni is noted

by Dio Chrysostom (Orat. xxxvi. p.

4:j9), who says it had been adopted by
the Olbiopolites. He describes the cloak

as "small, black, and thin" (,\, \). Probably the dress

was the more remarked, as the other

nations of these parts, like the modern
Calmucks and Tatars generally, may
have affected bright colours.

The Melanchlaini had been mentioned
by Hecataeus (Fr. 154) as " a Scythian

nation." They continue to figure in tlie

Geogi-aphies (Plin. vi. 5; Mela, i. 19;
Dionys. Perieg. 3(i9; Ptol. v. 19, &c.),

but appear to be gradually pressed east-

ward. Ky Pt(jlemy they are placed
upon the Rha or AVolga.

Their position in the time of Herodo-
tus seems to be the country between
the Desna and the Don, or Tanais.

3 These pliysical characteristics of the

Budini are very remarkable, and would
give them a far better title to be con-

sidered the ancestors of the German
race, than the Audrophagi and Melan-

chlseni, to whom Heeren grants that

honour. (As. Nat. ii. p. 265, E. T.)

The nomade races which people the
entire tract from the Don to the North
Pacific, have universally dark eyes and
hair. May not the Budini have been a
remnant of the Cimmerians, to whom
the woody country between the upper
Don and the Wolga furnished a protec-

tion? In that case Gel-oni (compare
"Gael," and "Galli") might be their

true ethnic title, as the Greeks generally

maintained. (Vide infra, ch. 109.)
* Heeren (As. Nat. ii. p. 292, E. T.)

sees in this city, or slobode, a staple for

the fur-trade, founded expressly for com-
mercial purposes by the Greeks of the
coast. Schafarik regards it as not of
Greek, but of barbaric origin, and
grounds upon it an argument that the
Budini were a Sclavonic people. (Sla-

vische Alterth. i. 10, pp. 185-95.) This
last view, of vhich Mr. Grote speaks
with some favour (Hist, of Greece, vol.

iii. p. 325, note) is utterly at variance
with the statements in Herodotus.
Heeren is probably right, that the place

became a staple, for it lay in the line of
the trade carried on by the Greeks with
the interior (supra, chs. 21-24); but as

we know no other instance of the Greeks
founding a factory for trading purposes
at a distance froju the coast, it is per-

haps best simply to accept the narrative

of Herodotus, that it was a place where
certain fugitive Greeks happened to

settle.
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of Baccliiis, at which the natives fall into the Bacchic fuiy. For

the fact is that the Geloni were anciently Greeks, who, being

di'iven out of the factories along the coast, fled to the Budini

and took up their abode with them. They still speak a language

half Greek, half Sc}'thian.

109. The Budini, however, do not speak the same language

as the Geloni, nor is their mode of life the same. They are the

aboriginal people of the country, and are nomads ; unlike any

of the neighbouring races, they eat lice. The Geloni, on the

contrary, are tillers of the soil, eat bread, have gardens, and

both in shape and complexion are quite different from the

Budini. The Greeks notwithstanding call these latter Geloni

;

but it is a mistake to give them the name.^ Their country is

thickly planted with trees of all manner of kinds. ^ In the very

woodiest part is a broad deep lake, surrounded by marshy ground

with reeds growing on it. Here otters are caught, and beavers,

with another sort of animal which has a square face. With the

skins of this last the natives border their capotes :
^ and they

also get from them a remedy,^ which is of virtue in diseases of

the womb.
110. It is reported of the Sauromatae, that when the Greeks

fought with the Amazons,^ whom the Scythians call Oior-pata

* It has been conjectured that the
name Budini is a religious title, and
marks that the people who bore it

were Buddhists. (Ritter, Vorhalle, p.

25.) But as Buddha or Sakya did not

begin to spread his doctrines till about
B.C. 600, and then taught in India and
Thibet, it is extremely improbable that

his religion could have reached Euro-
pean Scythia by the days of Herodotus.
Perhaps the name is best connected
with the ethnic appellative, which
is from icenda, "water," Sclav, rcodt,

Phryg., &c. (See Smith's Diet, of

Gr. and R. Geography, s. v. BUDINI.)
This part of the description seems

to fix the locality of the Budini to the

region about Zadonsk and Woronetz,

which offers so remarkable a contrast

to the rest of Russia. (Clarke, x. p.

196.) The mention, however, of the
lake, containing otters and beavers, and
especially of the " square-faced animals

"

—if these are seals, would seem to re-

quire a position further to the east.

There are no lakes in the Woronetz
country, and though seals are found in

the Caspian, at the mouths of the
Wolga, and in some of the Siberian

lakes (Heeren, As. Nat. ii. p. 291, note,

E. T.), they do not mount the Wolga,
nor are they found in the Tanais. It

may be doubted whether seals are really

intended.
'' A border of fur is commonly seen

to edge the coat worn by the Scythians

on the sepulchral vases and other re-

mains. See woodcuts in notes ^ and 7

on chs. 46 and 59. It is also frequent

at the present day. (Pallas, vol. ii.

pi. 23; Dubois, vol. v. p. 202.)
^ " Horum e testicuUs remedium ob-

tinent, quod in morbis uterinis usui est."

This has been thought by some to show
that Castor oil was in the pharmacopeia
of these nations. Herodotus might
have been misinformed as to which of

the three animals furnished the remedy,
and the other mistake prevailed till com-
pai'atively modern times. Mr. Blakesley,

however, supposes that the " bags of

the musk-deer" are meant (note ad
loc).

^ Some Amazons were supposed to

live in Asia, others in Africa. Diodorus
(iii. 51) says the latter were much the

most ancient, having lived many ages

before the Trojan war (those of the
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or " man-slayers," as it may be rendered, Oior being Scytliic for

" man," and pata for " to slay "—it is rejDorted, I say, that the

Greeks after gaining the battle of the Thermodon, put to sea,

taking with them on board three of their vessels all the Amazons

whom they had made prisoners ; and that these women upon the

voyage rose up against the crews, and massacred them to a man.

As however they were quite strange to ships, and did not know

how to use' either rudder, sails, or oars, they were carried, after

the death of the men, where the winds and the waves listed. At

last they reached the shores of the Palus Mseotis and came to a

place called Cremni or " the Cliffs," ^ which is in the country of

the free Scythians. Here they went ashore, and proceeded by

land towards the inhabited regions ; the first herd of horses

Avhich they fell in Avith they seized, and mounting upon their

backs, fell to plundering the Scythian territory.

111. The Scyths could not tell what to make of the attack

upon them—the dress, the language, the nation itself, were alike

unknown—whence the enemy had come even, was a marvel.

Imagining, however, that they were all men of about the same

age,^ they went out against them, and fought a battle. Some

of the bodies of the slain fell into their hands, whereby they

discovered the truth. Hereupon they deliberated, and made a

resolve to kill no more of them, but to send against them a

detachment of their youngest men, as near as they could guess

equal to the women in number, with orders to encamp in their

neighbourhood, and do as they saw them do—when the Amazons

advanced against them, they were to retire, and avoid a fight

—

when they halted, the young men were to approach and pitch

their camp near the camp of the enemy. All this they did on

account of their strong desire to obtain children from so notable

a race.

Thermodon only a little before it), and was probably a colony from Pantica-

their queen, Myrina, was the friend of pse^im. Its name is clearly Greek, and

Horus the son of Isis. The numerous marks that it was in the neiglibourhood

body-guard of the king of the Behrs, of some high cliffs, which are difficult

on the White Nile, is to this day com- to find on the shores of the Sea of Azof,

posed entirely of women (his ministers Perhaps the most probable site is near

only having access to him wlien he is Mari<inpol (see Ptol. iii. 5), where the

about to die, to prevent his leaving the coast attains some elevation. Cremnisci

world by a vulgar natural death) ; and a is not to be confounded vith Cremni.

similar custom may have been the origin It was on the Euxine, between the

of the fable of the Amazons. It is found Dniestr and the Danube, (Anon,

again in Western Africa. The name is Peripl. P. E. p. 15.3; Plm. H. N. iv.

probably African, not Greek. V. note^, 12.)

ch. 191.— [G. W.] ^ That is to say, as they were all

1 Vide supra, cli. 20. This jtlace alike beardless, they took them for an

appears to liave been a Greek poii, and army of youths.
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112. So tlie youths departed, and obeyed the orders which
had been given them. The Amazons soon found out that they

had not come to do them any harm ; and so they on their part

ceased to offer the Scythians any molestation. And now day
after day the camps approached nearer to one another ; both

parties led the same life, neither having anything but their arms
and horses, so that they were forced to support themselves by
hunting and pillage.

113. At last an incident brought two of them together—the

man easily gained the good graces of the woman, bade him
by signs (for they did not understand each other's language) to

bring a friend the next day to the spot where they had met

—

promising on her part to bring with her another woman. He
did so, and the woman kept her word. "When the rest of the

youths heard what liad taken place, they also sought and gained

the favour of the other Amazons.

114. The two camps were then joined in one, the Scythians

living with the Amazons as their wives ; and the men were

unable to learn the tongue of the women, but the women soon

caught up the tongue of the men. When they could thus

understand one another, the Scyths addressed the Amazons in

these words,—"We have parents, and properties, let us there-

fore give up this mode of life, and return to our nation, and live

with them. You shall be our wives there no less than here, and

we promise you to have no others." But the Amazons said

—

"We could not live with your women—our customs are quite

different from theirs. To draw the bow, to hurl the javelin, to

bestride the horse, these are our arts—of womanly employments

we know nothing. Your women, on the contrary, do none of

these things ; but stay at home in then• Avagons, engaged in

womanish tasks, and never go out to hunt, or to do anything.

We should never agree together. But if you truly wish to keep

us as your wives, and would conduct yourselves with strict

justice towards us, go you home to your parents, bid them give

you your inheritance, and then come back to us, and let us and

you live together by ourselves."

115. The youths approved of the advice, and followed it.

They went and got the portion of goods which fell to them,

returned with it, and rejoined their wives, who then addressed

them in these words following :
—" We are ashamed, and afraid

to Hve in the country where we now are. Not only have we

stolen you from your fathers, but we have done great damage to

VOL. III. G
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Scythia by our ravages. As you like us for wives, grant the

request Ave make of you. Let us leave this country together,

and go and dwell beyond the Tanais." Again the youths com-

plied.

116. Crossing the Tanais they journeyed eastward a distance

of three days' march from that stream, and again northward a

distance of three days' march from the Palus Maiotis.^ Here

they came to the country where they now live, and took up their

abode in it.* The women of the SauromatcO have continued from

that day to the present, ta observe their ancient customs,^ fre-

quently hunting on horseback with their husbands, sometimes

even unaccompanied ; in war taking the field ; and wearing the

very same dress as the men.

117. The Sauromata? speak the language of Scythia,'' but have

never talked it correctly, because the Amazons learnt it imper-

fectly at the first. Their marriage-law lays it down that no girl

shall wed till she has killed a man in battle.^ Sometimes it

happens that a woman dies unmarried at an advanced age,

having never been able in her whole lifetime to fulfil the con-

dition.

lis. The envoys of the Scythians, on being introduced into

' Here we have an indication of the

belief of Herodotus, tliat tl\e Palus
Maeotis extended some considerable dis-

tance eastward of the place where the

Tanais fell into it. It has been already

observed that a great portion of what is

now the government of the Caucasus, as

well as part of the country of the Don
Cossacks, vas probably once under
water, and included in the Sea of Azof.

Vide supra, ch. 8G, note ^, and infra,

Appendix, Essay ii.

* According to this desci-iption the

countrj' of the Sauromat;e did not touch
the Micotis, but began about the 48th
parallel. Compare however the state-

ment in ch. 21. In later times, as we
find by the Periplus of Scylax (p. 74),

they certainly i-eacbed to the sea.

* This is of course the origin of tlie

myth narrated above. That tlie Sarma-
tian women had these habits seems to be

a certain fact, Compare Nic. Damasc.
Fr. 122; Hippocr. I>e Aer. Aq. et Loc.

§42; Ephor. Fnig. 78; Scylax, Teripl.

p. 74.) Yet Niebuhr (Researches, p.

68, note 78, E. T.) regarded the wliole

matter as a tale without foundation.
For modem instances of Amazonian
habits, vide supra, ch. 2'J, note ^, and

ch. 110, note ».

^ That the Sauromatae of Herodotus
are the Sarmatians of later times does

not appear to admit of a doubt. Nie-

buhr (Researches, pp. 74-81) traces their

gradual progress from tlie steppes of the

Don to the rich plains of Hungary.
Thence, under the name of Slaves they
overspread Poland and Russia. In
them we seem to have a link, elsewhere

desiderated, between the Arian and the

modern European races. Their name,
SauromatiG (Sauro-Medes or Northern
Medes). as well as tlieir locality and lan-

guage (Boeckh, Corp. luscr. part xi. pp.
107-117), connect tliem with the Median
nation, and their identity witli the
Slaves is a matter of historic certainty.

Whether we may presume from the

declaration of Herodotus, that the Sau-

romatae spoke bad Scythian, to regard

the Scyths as Slaves is a distinct ques-

tion. An analysis of the Scythian lan-

guage leads to a different result. See
Appendix, Essay iii.

^ Nicholas of Damascus repeats this

statement (Fr. 122), but it is not certain

that he does more than follow Hero-
dotus,
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the presence of the Idngs of these nations, Avho weve assembled

to dehberate, made it known to them, that the Persian, after

subduing the whole of the other continent, had tlirown a l)ridge

over the strait of the Bosphorus, and crossed into the continent

of Europe, where he had reduced the Thracians, and was now
making a bridge over the Ister, his aim being to bring under

his sway all Europe also. " Stand ye not aloof then from this

contest," they went on to say, " look not on tamely Avhile we
are perishing—but make common cause with us, and together

let us meet the enemy. If ye refuse, we must yield to the

pressure, and either quit our country, or make terms Avith the

invaders. For what else is left for us to do, if your aid be with-

held from us ? The blow, be sure, Avill not light on you more
gently upon this account. The Persian comes against you no

less than against us : and will not be content, after we are con-

quered, to leave you in peace. We can bring strong proof of

what we here advance. Had the Persian leader indeed come to

avenge the wrongs which he suffered at our hands when we
enslaved his people,^ and to war on us only, he would have been

bound to march straight ujjou Scythia, without molesting any

nation by the way. Then it would have been plain to all, that

Scythia alone was aimed at. But now, what has his conduct

been ? From the moment of his entrance into Europe, he has

subjugated without exception every nation that lay in his ])iitL•

All the tribes of the Thracians have been brought under his

sway, and among them even our next neighbours, the Getie."

119. The assembled princes of the nations, after hearing all

that the Scythians had to say, deliberated. At the end opinion

was divided—the kings of the Geloni, Budini, and Sauromatae

were of accord, and pledged themselves to give assistance to the

Scythians ; but the Agathyrsian and Neurian princes, together

with the sovereigns of the Androphagi, the j\Ielanchlieni, and the

Tam-i, replied to their request as follows:
—"If you had not

been the first to wrong the Persians, and liegin the war, Ave

should have thought the request you make just ; we should then

have complied with your wishes, and joined our arms with

yours. Now, however, the case stands thus—you, independently

of us, invaded the land of the Persians, and so long as Clod gave

you the power, lorded it over them : raised up now by the same

God, they are come to do to you the like. We, on our part, did no

^ Alluding to the Scythian invasion of Asia in the time of Cyaxares. See Book i.

chs. 103-105, and supra, ch. 1,

G 2
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wrong to these men in the former war, and will not be tlie first

to commit wrong• now. If they invade our land, and begin

aggressions upon us, we will not suffer them ; but, till we see

tliis come to pass, we will remain at home. For we believe that

the Persians are not come to attack us, but to punish those who
are guilty of first injuring them."

120. When this reply reached the Scythians, they resolved, as

the neighbouring nations refused their alliance, that they would

not openly venture on any pitched battle with the enemy, but

would retire before them, driving off their herds, choking up all

the wells and springs as they retreated, and leaving the whole

country bare of forage. They divided themselves into three

bands, one of which, namely that commanded by Scopasis, it

was agreed should be joined by the Sauromatic, and if the Per-

sians advanced in the direction of the Tanais, should retreat

along the shores of the Palus Maeotis and make for that river

;

while if the Persians retired, they should at once pursue and

harass them. The two other divisions, the principal one under

the command of Idanthyrsus, and the third,^ of which Taxacis

was king, were to unite in one, and, joined by the detachments

of the Geloni and Budini, were, like the others, to keep at the

distance of a day's march from the Persians, falling back as

they advanced, and doing the same as the others. And first,

they Avere to take the direction of the nations which had refused

to join the alliance, and were to draAv the war upon them : that

so, if they would not of their own free will engage in the contest,

they might by these means be forced into it.^ Afterwards, it

was agreed that they should retire into their own land, and,

should it on deliberation ajjj^ear to them expedient, join battle

with the enemy.

121. When these measures had been determined on, the

Scythians went out to meet 'the army of Darius, sending on in

front as scouts the fleetest of their horsemen. Their wagons,

wherein their women and their children lived, and all their

cattle, except such a number as was wanted for food, Avhich they

kept with them, were made to precede them in their retreat, and

* These three divisions, and the three ^ It is to be observed, that, according
kings, Idanthyrsus, Taxacis and Scopa- to the narrative of Herodotus, the na-

sis, recall the ancient triple division of tions who assisted the Scythians had the

the nation under the mythic Leipoxais, war drawn upon them as much as those

Arpoxais, and Colaxais (sui)ra, ch. 5). who refused. The Sauromatac, Budini,

Possibly there were at all times three and Geloni are even the /rii sufferers.

great tribes among the Uoyal Scythians (Infra, chs. 122, 123.)

whose chiefs had a special dignity.
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departed, with orders to kecji marching, without change of course,

to the north,

122. The scouts of the Scythians found the Persian host

advanced three days' march from the Ister, and immediately
took the lead of them at the distance of a day's march, encamping
from time to time, and destroying all tliat grew on the ground.

The Persians no sooner caught sight of the Scythian horse than
they pursued upon their track, while the enemy retired before

them. The pursuit of the Persians was directed towards the

single division of the Scythian army,^ and thus their line of

march was eastward toward the Tanais. The 'Scyths crossed

the river, and the Persians after them, still in pursuit. In this

way they passed through the country of the Sauromata), and
entered that of the Budini.

123. As long as the march of the Persian army lay through

the countries of the Scythians and Sauromatse, there was nothing

which they could damage, the land being waste and barren

;

but on entering the territories of the Budini, they came upon
the wooden fortress above mentioned,^ which was deserted by its

inhabitants and left quite emjjty of everything. This place they

burnt to the ground ; and having so done, again pressed forward

on the track of the retreating Scythians, till, having passed

through the entire country of the Budini, they reached the

desert, which has no inhabitants,'* and extends a distance of

seven days' journey above the Budiuian territory. Beyond this

desert dwell the Thyssagette, out of vllose land four great

streams flow. These rivers all traverse the country of the

Mseotians, and fall into the Palus Masotis. Their names are the

Lycus, the Oarus, the Tanais, and the Syrgis.^

124. When Darius reached the desert, he paused from his

pursuit, and halted his army uj^on the Oarus.'' Here he built

eight large forts, at an equal distance from one another, sixty

furlongs apart or thereabouts, the ruins of which were still

remaining in my day.'' During the time that he was so occupied,

2 The division of Scopasis (supra, ch. ^ The Oarus is generally supposed to

120). represent the Wolga (Ritter, Erdkunde,
'' That is, the town Gelonus. Vide ii. p. 765; Rennell, p. 90; Manuert, iv.

supra, ch. 108. p. 79); but the geography of this region,
* Mentioned above, ch. 22. as described by Herodotus, is so utterly
* This appears to be the stream called unlike the present conformation of the

the Hyrgis in ch. 57. It is there said to country, that no positive identifications

run into the Tanais. Ptolemy however are possible.

makes the Hyrgis, as well as the Lj'cus, ' The conjecture is probable that

run into the Palus Mieotis, between these supposed "forts" were ruined

Cremui and the mouth of the Tanais. barrows—perhaps of larger size and
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tlie Scythians whom he had been following, made a circuit by
the higher regions, and re-entered Soythia. On their complete

disappearance, Darius, seeing nothing more of them, left his

forts half finished, and returned towards the west. He imairined

that the Scythians Avhom he had seen were the entire nation,

and that they had fled in that direction.

125. He now quickened his march, and entering Scythia, fell

in with the two combined divisions of the Scythian army,^ and
instantly gave them chase. They kept to their plan of re-

treating before him at the distance of a day's march ; and, he

still following them hotly, they led him, as had been previously

settled, into the territories of the nations that had refused to

become their allies, and first of all into the country of the

Melanchlieni. Great disturbance was caused among this people

by the invasion of the Scytlis first, and then of the Persians.

So, having harassed them after this sort, the Scythians led the

way into the land of the Androphagi, with the same result as

before ; and thence passed onwards into Neuris, where their

coming likewise spread dismay among the inhabitants. Still

retreating they approached the Agathyrsi ; but this people,

which had witnessed the flight and terror of their neighbours,

did not wait for the Scyths to invade them, but sent a herald to

forbid them to cross their borders, and to forewarn them, that, if

they made the attempt, it would be resisted by force of arms.

The Agathyrsi then proceeded to the frontier, to defend their

country against the invaders. As for the other nations, the

Melanchlaeni, the Androphagi, and the Keuri, instead of de-

fending themselves, when the Scyths and Persians overran their

lands, they forgot their threats, and fled away in confusion to

the deserts lying towards the north. The Scythians, when the

Agathyrsi forbade them to enter their country, refrained ;
^ and

led the Persians back from the Neurian district into flieir own
land.

better material than common. Hero- forts were built in Scythia by Dai'ius.

dotus would hear of them from the *> The divisions of Idanthyrsus and
Greek traders. His words do not ue- Taxacis (supra, ch. 120).

cessarily imply that lie had himself seen ' The Agathyrsi, having the Carpa-
them; while that he should have pene- thiaus for their frontier, vould be better
trated so far into 'the interior is in the able to defend themselves than the na-
higheat degree impi-obable. Of course tions which lay further to the east. As

may believe in the existence of the "luxurious" and "fond of wearing
ruins witliout accepting the tradition gold" (supra, ch. 104), the Agathyi-si
connecting tliem with Darius's invasion, would also have more to lose than their
It is, 'as Dahlmann observes (Life, p. neighbours,
liiu, E. T.), extremely unlikely that any
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126. This had gone on so long, and seemed so interminable,

that Darius at last sent a horseman to Idanthyrsus, the Scythian

king, with the following message :
—

" Thou strange man, why
dost thou keep on flying before me, when there are two things

thou mightest do so easily ? If thou deemest thyself able to

resist my arms, cease thy wanderings and come, let us engage in

battle. Or if thou art conscious that mv streng-th is 2:reater than

thine—even so thou shouldest cease to run away—thou hast but

to bring thy lord earth and water, and to come at once to a

conference."

127. To tliis message Idanthyrsus, the Scythian king, re-

plied :
—" This is my way, Persian. I never fear men or fly from

them. I have not done so in times past, nor do I now fly from

thee. There is nothing new or strange in what I do ; I only

follow my common mode of life in peaceful years. Now I will

tell thee why I do not at once join battle with thee. We
Scythians have neither towns nor cultivated lands, which might

induce us, througli fear of their being taken or ravaged, to be

in any hurry to fight with you. If, however, you must needs

come to blows with us speedily, look you now, there are our

fathers' tombs ^—seek them out, and attempt to meddle with

them—then ye shall see whether or no we will fight with you.

Till ye do this, be sure we shall not join battle, unless it pleases

us. This is my answer to the challenge to fight. As for lords,

I acknowledge only Jove my ancestor,^ and Vesta, the Scythian

queen.^ Earth and water, the tribute thou askedst, I do not

send, but thou shalt soon receive more suitable gifts. Last of

all, in return for thy calling thyself my lord, I say to thee, ' Go
weep.' " (This is what men mean by the Scythian mode of

speech.) * So the herald departed, bearing this message to

Darius.

128. When the Scythian kings heard the name of slavery

they were filled with rage, and despatched the division under

• The tombs of the kinijs, which were special honours to Jove and Vesta, the

at the place called Gerrhus (supra, chs. king aud queen of Heaven.

5tj and 71), seem to be meant. These * Diogenes Laertius (vit. Auachars. i.

were probably defended by a wattled p. 26) makes Anacharsis the origin of

enclosure {-) behind which the this Greek proverb, and seems to apply

Scythians would have fought. Common it to all free and bold speaking,

barrows covered, no doubt, as they still { Se, he says,

cover, the whole countl'y. , Sia rh-
"^ Supra, ch. 5. ataffriKhs eJvai, airh .)
2 We may gather from this, that while The remark of Herodotus must there-

the Scythians acknowledged a number fore be understood of the whole rej^ly of

of deities (vide supra, ch. 59), they paid Idanthyrsus, not only of the last \vurds.
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Scopasis to wliicli the Sauromata3 were joined, with orders that

they should seek a eouference Avith the loiiians, who had been

left at tlie Ister to guard the bridge. Meanwhile the Scythians

who remained behind resolved no longer to lead the Persians

hither and thither about their country, but to fall upon them

whenever they should be at their meals. So they waited till

such times, and then did as they had determined. In these

com])ats the Scythian horse always put to flight the horse of

the enemy ; these last, however, when routed, fell back upon
their foot, Avho never failed to afford them support ; while the

Scythians, on their side, as soon as they had driven the horse in,

retired again, for fear of the foot. By night too the Scythians

made many similar attacks.

129. There was one very strange thing which greatly ad-

vantaged the Persians, and was of equal disservice to the Scyths,

in these assaults on the Persian camp. This was the braying of

the asses and the appearance of the mules. For, as I observed

before, the land of the Scythians j^roduces neither ass nor mule,

and contains no single specimen of either animal, by reason

of the cold.^ So, when the asses brayed, they frightened the

Scythian cavalry ; and often, in the middle of a charge, the

horses, hearing the noise made by the asses, would take fright

and Avheel round, pricking up their ears, and showing astonish-

ment. This "was owing to their having never heard the noise,

or seen the form, of the animal before : and it was not without

some little influence on the progress of the war.

130. The Scythians, when they perceived signs that the

Persians were becoming alarmed, took steps to induce them not

to quit Scythia, in the hope, if they stayed, of inflicting on them
the greater injury, when their supplies should altogether fail.

To effect this, they Avould leave some of their cattle exposed

with the herdsmen, while they themselves moved away to a dis-

tance :• the Persians would make a foray, and take the beasts,

whereupon they would be higlily elated.

131. This they did several times, until at last Darius was at

his wits' end ; hereon the Scythian princes, understanding how

* The same statement is made by always degenerates. (Histoire des Qua-
Aristotle fDe Generat. An. ii. ad fin.), drupedes, vol. i. p. 1G(J.) The notion of

who agi'ees with Herodotus as to the the Hyperboreans sacrificing asses (Find,

cause. M. de Buffou remarks that the Pyth. x. 51) was connected with the be-

ass is originally an inhabitant of warm lief that they inhabited a warm country
countries, and ha.s only been recently (supra, ch. '', note ^).

introduced into colder ones, where he
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matters stood, despatched a herald to the Persian canap with

presents for the king : these were, a bird, a mouse, a frog, and
five arrows. The Persians asked the bearer to tell them what
these gifts might mean, but he made answer that he had no
orders except to deliver them, and return again with all speed.

If the Persians were wise, he added, they would find out the

meaning for themselves. So when they heard this, they held a
council to consider the matter.

132. Darius gave it as his opinion, that the Scyths intended a
surrender of themselves and their country, both land and water,

into his hands. This he conceived to be the meaning of the gifts,

because the mouse is an inhabitant of the earth, and eats the

same food as man, while the frog passes his life in the water

;

the bird bears a great resemblance to the horse, and the arrows

might signify the surrender of all theii* power. To the explana-

tion of Darius, Gobryas, one of the seven conspirators against

the Magus, opposed another which was as follows :
—" Unless,

Persians, ye can turn into birds and fly up into the sky, or

become mice and bm-row under the ground, or make yourselves

frogs, and take refuge in the fens, ye will never make escape

from this land, but die pierced by our arrows." Such were the

meanings which the Persians assigned to the gifts.''

133. The single division of the Scyths, which in the early part

of the Avar had been appointed to keep guard about the Palus

Ma3otis,^ and had now been sent to get speech of the lonians

stationed at the Ister, addressed them on reaching the bridge, in

these words ;
—" Men of Ionia, we bring you freedom, if ye will

only do as we recommend. Darius, we understand, enjoined you

* This story was told, with some not arrow, and a plough. When there was
very important alterations, by Phere- —not unnaturally—much doubt con-

cydes of Leros. (See Clem. Alex. Strom, ceruing the meaning of this message,

V. pp. 671, 672, where Afpios should Oroutopagas, the chiliarch, maintained

be read for 2vpios). It is uncertain that it '.vas a sui-render of the empire;

whether he wi-ote before or after Hero- for he conjectured the mouse to mean
dotus (see Miiller's Fr. Hist. Gr. vol. i. their dwellings, the frog their waters,

pp. XXXV.-vi.; Mure's Lit. of Greece, the bird their air, the arrows their arms,

vol. iv. p. 183; Dahlmann's Life of He- and the plough their country. But
rodotus, ch. vi. § 7, p. 98, E. T.). As Xiphodres interpreted it differently; for

however, he may possibly have wi-itten he explained it thus:—'Unless like

earlier, and Herodotus may have had birds we fly aloft, or like mice burrow
the passage in question under his eye, it under-ground, or like frogs betake our-

seems worth subjoining in an English selves to the watei-, we shall never

dress. " Pherecydes relates," says escape their weapons; for we are not

Clemens, "that Idanthm-as the Scy- masters of their country.' " The story

thian king, when Darius had crossed in Herodotus is more Sojthian, in omit-

the Ister, threatened him with war, ting any mention of d'rellimjs.

sending him not a letter, but a symbol, ' Vide supra, ch. 120.

which Avas a mouse, a frog, a bird, an
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to keep your guard liere at this bridge just sixty days ; then, if

he did not appear, you were to return home. , therefore,

act so as to be free from blame, alike in his sight, and in ours.

Tarry here the appointed time,^ and at the end go your ways."

Having said tliis, and received a promise fi-om the lonians to do as

they desired, the Scythians hastened back with all possible speed.

134. After the sending of the gifts to Darius, the part of the

Scythian army, which had not marched to the Ister, drew out in

battle array horse and foot ^ against tlie Persians, and seemed

about to come to an engagement. But as they stood in battle

array, it chanced that a hare started up between them and

the Persians, and set to running ; when immediately all the

Scyths who saw it, rushed off in pursuit, with great confusion,

and loud cries and shouts. Darius, hearing the noise, inquired

the cause of it, and was told that the Scythians were all engaged

j
in hunting a hare. On this he turned to those "with whom he

; Avas wont to converse, and said :
—" These men do indeed despise

1 us utterly : and now I see that Gobryas was right about the

\ Scythian gifts. As, therefore, his opinion is now mine'likewise,

I

it is time we form some wise plan, whereby we may secure our-

I selves a safe return to our homes." " Ah ! sire," Gobryas re-

\ joined, " I Avas well nigh sure, ere I came here, that this Avas an
' impracticable race—since our coming I am yet more convinced

of it, especially now that I see them making game of us. My
advice is, therefore, that, Avlien night falls, we light our fires as

\ve are wont to do at other times, and leaving behind us on some

pretext that 2:)ortion of our army wliich is weak and unequal to

hardship, taking care also to leave our asses tethered, retreat from

Scythia, before our foes march forward to the Ister and destroy

the bridge, or the lonians come to any resolution which may
lead to our ruin."

^ It is evident that the sixty days ing to Herodotus's own showing, ought
ought to have expired long ere this, to have been 90 or lOu days.

Scythia is a square of 20 days' journey * We now hear for the first time of
each way (ch. 101). Darius had marclied the Scythians having infantry. It is

along one side, and had skiited two scarcely possible that they really pos-
others. He had also gone so far out of sessed any such force. The noniade
the direct course as to reach the Oarus, nations of these countries have always
and he had tarried there long enough lived on horseback, and are utterly help-
to build eight great forts. He had less on foot. (Compare Ilommaire de
begun to descend the fourth side of Hell, Travels, p. 24o, E. T., and Hero-
Scytljia, when the Scythians, under dotus's own words, supra, ch. 46, and
Scopasis, set off fur the'^Ister, and they infra, ch. l.Jfi.) If they had had a force
had to complete that side of Scytliia of foot-soldiers, Darius might have com-
before they could reach the lonians. pelled them to a general engagement.
Altogether the time consumed, accord-
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135. So Gobryas advised ; and Avhen night came, Darius

followed his counsel, and leaving his sick soldiers, and those

Avhose loss would be of least account, with the asses also tethered

about the camp, marched away. The asses Avere left that their

noise might be heard : the men, really because they were sick

and useless, but under the pretence, that he was about to fall

upon the Scythians with the flow^er of his troops, and that they

meanwhile were to guard his camp for him. Having thus de-

clared his plans to the men whom he was deserting, and having

caused the fires to be lighted, Darius set forth, and marched
hastily towards the Ister. The asses, aware of the departure of

the host, brayed louder than ever ; and the Sc}i;hians, hearin»•

the sound, entertained no doubt of the Persians being still in the

same j^lace.

loG. When day dawned, the men who had been left behind,

jiereeiving that they were betrayed by Darius, stretched out

their hands towards the Scythians, and spoke as befitted tlieir

situation. The enemy no sooner heard, than they quickly joined

all then- troops in one, and both portions of the Scythian army,

—alike that which consisted of a single division, and that made
up of two,'—accompanied by all their allies, the Sauromatae, the

Budini, and the Geloni, set oif in pursuit, and made straight for

the Ister. As, however, the Persian army was chiefly foot, and
had no knowledge of the routes, Avhich are not cut out in

Scythia ;
^ while the Scyths were all horsemen and well ac-

quainted with the shortest way ; it so hapjoened that the two
armies missed one another, and the Scythians, getting far ahead

of their adversaries, came first to the bridge. Finding that the

Persians were not yet arrived, they addi-essed the lonians, who
were aboard their ships, in these words:—"Men of Ionia, the

number of your days is out, and ye do wrong to remain. Fear
doubtless has kept you here hitherto : now, however, you may
safely break the bridge, and hasten back to your homes, re-

joicing that you are free, and thanking for it the gods and the

Scythians. Your former lord and master we undertake so to

liandle, that he Avill never again make war upon any one."

137. The lonians now held a council. Miltiades the xVthenian,

who was king of the Chersonesites upon the Hellespont,^ and

1 Vide supra, ch. 120. the carts of the peasantry. (See Clarke's
2 Even at the present day Southern Russia, pp. 186, 187, 212, 213, &c. De

Russia possesses but few made roads. Hell, Travels, p. 19, E. T.)

The turf of the steppes is smooth aud ^ Concerning the mode in which tins

firm, and is traversed, at discretion, by sovereignty came into the family of
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their Cijmmander ^ at tlie Istcr, recoininended the other generals

to do as the Scythians wished, and restore freedom to lonia.^

Miltiades, vide infra, Book vi. chs. 34-

36. The dominion of Miltiades was

over the whole of the peninsula, as far

as the wall which stretched across from
Pactya to Cardia.

"The Chersonesites upon the Helles-

pont" are here distinguished fiOm the

inhabitants of the Heracleotic Cherso-

nesus, which occupied the peninsula

between the port of Balaclava and the

great harbour of Sebastopol.

See below vii. 33.

* Mr. Blakesley (note 365 on cb. 141)

supposes Herodotus to mean that Milti-

ades commanded the whole fleet, and
endeavovirs to explain in what sense;

but Herodotus certainly does not say

that Miltiades commanded any besides

his own subjects.
^ Dr. Thirlwall has called in question

the truth of this stoiy (Hist, of Greece,

vol. ii. Ajipend. ii. p. 48() , whicli he
considers to have been fabricated by
Miltiades on his return to Attica, B.C.

493. Mr. Grote (History, vol. iv. p.

3G8, notes maintains the credit of the

great Athenian. The difficulty in con-

nexion with the story is, to understand
how I\liltiades could have I'emained un-
disturbed in his sovereignty (as he ap-

pears to have done, Herod, vi. 40 ; during

the campaigns of Megabazus and Otanes
(Herod, v. 1-2, and 26), if he had taken

the pai-t against Darius which is ascribed

to him. Mr. Grote cuts the Gordian
knot, by .assuming that he did not re-

main, but fled to Attica at once, as

Cornelius Nepos asserts. (Milt. § 3.)

The flight which Herodotus ascribes to

fear of the Scythians (vi. 40), Mr. Grote
considers to have been caused in reality

by fear of the Persians.

The objections to this are. first, that

it "contradicts Herodotus in a matter
of fact very conspicuous "—the enemy
before whom Miltiades fled; and se-

condly, that it is incompatible Avith

the chronology. Mr. Grote says that
" the chronological data in Herodot. vi.

40 are exceedmgly obscure and per-

plexed," and therefore he sets thein

aside altogether. But one thing is suffi-

ciently clear from them, viz. that tlie

Scythian invasion of the Chersonese and
flight of Miltiades happened only three
j'ears Vjefore his final return to Attica;

that is, Henri;/ tueuty years after the
Scythian expedition. Surely Herodotus
cannot have confounded a flight from

the Persians in B.C. -514 or 513, with one
from the Scythians in B.C. 495, the un-
doubted year of the Scythian inroad.

(See note ud loc.)

Mr. Grote, however, shows good
reasons for rejecting Dr. Thirlwall's

hypothesis. There would have been too

many witnesses to the true facts of the

case for a fabrication to have had any
chance of success. And Herodotus's in-

quiries would have been made chiefly on
the Asiatic side, among those vhose
fathers had been present at the bridge,

and who had no interest iu exaggerating

the patriotism of Miltiades. We must
therefore accept the fact of Miltiades

having advocated the breaking up of the

bridge.

How then may the fact that, notwith-

standing this advocacy, he escaped the

Persian vengeance during the campaigns
of Megabazus and Otanes be accounted
for ? 1 Conjecture, because it was then

nnhnoiai. The matter would be debated
by the Greek princes in secret conclave.

It would be a i)oiut of honour on the

part of all present not to divulge what
had been proposed at the meeting, espe-

cially when to do so would be to bring

ruin on one of their body. Darius
would know that the loniaus had been
urged by the Scythians to bi'eak the

bridge, and that Histiceus had been very

active in persuading his colleagues not

to listen to them. But he need not

have known that any of the despots had
actually proposed complying with the

entreaties of the Scyths. His special

gratitude to Histireus may also in part

have been owing to the fact, of Avhiuh

there are indications (chs. 139 and 141),

that Histiiuns held a higher rank than
his brother despots, and had the special

charge of the bridge.

When the Ionian revolt broke out,

and Miltiades joined in it, as is evident

by his attack on Lemnos, a Persian de-

pendency (Herod, v. 27), there would
be no longer any need of concealment.
^Miltiades would boast of what he had
formerly done, and it would become
known generally.

That the Scythians, twenty years

afterwards, did not spare the Cherso-

nese on this account, does not seem to me
at all stra)ige. Their incursions were not

wars undertaken from motives of policy,

l)ut plundering inroads. Further, they

might not know that Miltiades had been
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But Histi?cus the Milesian opposed tliis auvicG, " It is through

Darius," he said, " that we enjoy our thrones in our several

states. If his power be overturned, I cannot continue lord of

Miletus, nor ye of your cities. For there is not one of them
Avhich will not prefer democracy to kingly rule." Then the

other captains, Avho, till Histiaius spoke, were about to vote with

Miltiades, clianged their minds, and declared in favour of the

last speaker.

138. The following w^re the voters on this occasion—all of them
men who stood high in the esteem ofthe Persian king : the tyrants

of the Hellespont,—Daphnis of Abydos, Hippoclus of Lampsacus,

Herophantus of Parium, Metrodorus of Proconnesus, Aristagoras

of Cyzicus, and Ariston of Byzantium ;
^ the Ionian princes

—

Strattis of Gliios, ^aces of Samos,'^ Laodamas of Phocaia, and

HistiaBus of Miletus, the man who had opposed Miltiades. Only

one TEolian of note was present, to wit, Aristagoras ^ of Cyme.^

139. Having resolved to follow the advice of Histiseus, the

Greek leaders further determined to speak and act as follows.

In order to appear to the Scythians to be doing something,

when in fact they were doing nothing of consequence, and like-

wise to prevent them from forcing a passage across the Ister by

the bridge, they resolved to break up the part of the bridge

which abutted on Scythia, to the distance of a bowshot from the

river bank ; and to assure the Scythians, while the demolition

was proceeding, that there was nothing which they Avould not do

to pleasure them. Such were the additions made to the resolu-

on their side; and if they did, the gra- on that occasion sujiplied 17 ships,

titude of a barbarous people does not Priene 12, and Eiythraj 8; while Pho-
often last twenty years. caja cojuld give but three. Yet here the

*" Except Byzantium, all these places Phocsean leader appears as possessing a

are on the Asiatic side. Byzantium had vote, while Lesbos, Taos,, and
no doubt been compelled to submit at Erythra;, are unmentioned. One cannot

the time of the passage of the Bospho- but suspect that the list of Herodotus is

rus. AVhy Miltiades, whose kingdom imperfect, and that more contingents

lay so much out of Darius's route, had were present than he names. It maybe
submitted, is not so appai-ent. conjectured that the list came from a

^ Syloson, it appears, did not long Hellespontine source (from the family

enjoy the throne, which he had reco- of Miltiades, most probably); and thus,

vered by Persian aid (iii. 149). He had while the catalogue of the Hellespontine

now been succeeded by his son, ^aces cities is tolerably complete, there being

(vide infra, vi. 13). no important omission but that of Chal-
^ Of whom we hear again, infra, v. cedon, only those Ionian and iEolian

37-8. leaders who vere of particular repute
^ This list is remarkable, both for obtained any mention. Phocaja, though

what it omits, and for what it contains, so weak in ships, might still possess a

The absence of tlie Lesbians, who a few leader of eminence, as was found to be

years later furnished 7(J ships to the the case in the Ionian struggle, when the

combined fleet at Lade, is the most un- entire command was placed in the hands

accountable omission of all. Teos also of Dionysius (vi. 11).
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tion of Histiseus ; and then Histioeus himself stood forth and

made answer to the Scyths in the name of all the Greeks :

—

" Good is the advice which ye have brought us, Scythians, and

well have ye done to come here with such speed. Your efforts

have now put us into the right path ; and our efforts shall not be

wanting to advance your cause. Your own eyes see that we are

engaged in breaking the bridge ; and, believe us, we will work

zealously to procure our own freedom. Meantime, while we
labour here at our task, be it your business to seek them out,

and, when found, for our sakes, as well as your own, to visit them
with the vengeance Avhicli they so well deserve."

140. Again the Scytlis put faith in the j^romises of the Ionian

chiefs, and retraced their steps, hoping to fall in with the

Persians. They missed, however, the enemy's whole line of

march ; their own former acts being to blame for it. Had they

not ra\'aged all the pasturages of that region, and filled in all

the wells, they would have easily found the Persians whenever

they chose. But, as it turned out, the measures which seemed

to them so Avisely planned were exactly what caused their failure.

They took a route where water was to be found and fodder could

be got for their horses, and on this track sought their adversaries,

expecting that they too would retreat through regions where

these things were to be obtained. The Persians, hoAvever, kept

strictly to the line of their former march, never for a moment
departing from it ; and even so gained the bridge with difficulty.

It was night when they arrived, and their terror, when they

found the bridge broken up, was great ; for they thought that

perhaps the lonians had deserted them.

141. Now there was in the army of Darius a certain man, an

Egyptian, who had a louder voice than any other man in the

world. This person was bid by Darius to stand at the water's

ed^e, and call Histiaius the Milesian. The fellow did as he was

bid ; and Histifcus, hearing him at the very first summons,

brought the fleet to assist in conveying the army across, and

once more made good the bridge.

142. By these means the Persians escaped from Scythia,

while the Scyths sought for them in vain, again missing their

track.^ And hence the Scythians are accustomed to say of the

1 This seems to be the proper place (Niebuhr, Vortrage iiber alte Ge-
for reviewing the entire history of this schiclite, i. pp. 189-191; Grote, iv. pp.
expedition, which ahiiost all moderns 354-^i(;l ; Thirlwall, ch. xiv. p. '22.i, 8vo.

agi'ee in thinking absolutuly incredible ed.; Duhlmann's Life, p. 120, E. T.).
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louians, by way of ref)iOac]i, that, if tliey be looked upon as free-

men, they are the basest and most dastardly of all mankind

—

That Darius led an expedition into

Scythia, across the Canal of Constanti-

nople and the Danube, may be regarded
as historically certain: it is a point in

which Ctesias himself did not ventui-e to

contradict Herodotus. (Excerpt, ap.

Photium, § 17.) The passage of the
Straits, and of the river, by bridges

made by Greeks of Greek ships, and the
presence of Miltiades, on both occasions,

must be taken to be facts as assured as

the battle of Marathon itself.

Again, the general result of the ex-

pedition— negative rather than jiositive

—that Darius penetrated to some dis-

tance into Scythia, and returned with-

out obtaining any remai-kable success,

or experiencing any very ovei'whelming
loss, may be regarded as ascertained.

Ctesias agrees sufficiently, though he
represents the matter less favourably to

the Persians than Herodotus; but the

pi'oof is to be found in the coiu-se of
events—the safe return of the king—his

ability to detach 8t',000 men under Me-
gabazus (ch. 143)—and the permanent
hold which he obtained on Europe by
his attack. The incredulity of the mo-
derns attaches to the circumstances of

the campaign in Scythia—to the line

of route and length of march—as well

as to the period of time (above two
months) during which the army is sup-

posed to have remained in the enemy's
country. It is regarded as impossible,

fii'st, that Darius should liave been able

to effect the passage of such great rivers

as the Duiestr, the Duiepr and the Don,
without his fleet and in the summer
(Grote, p. 35.5; Niebuhr, p. 191); and
secondly, that the army should have
been able to exist for so long a time,

and to traverse so vast a territory, when
the country was itself so baiTen, and
had moreover been purposely exhausted
before his coming. (Grote, ib.; Nie-
buhr, p. 19U; Thirlwall, p. 225.) But
these difficulties are not so formidable
as they apjiear; and if they were greater,

it would perhaps be better to accept the

narrative with them, than to suppose
either that Herodotus failed to obtain

any knowledge of the real course of the
campaign, or that he purposely gave us

a grand graphic sketch in lieu of his-

tory. This latter seems to be what
Mr. Grote imagines (p. 356, and again,

p. 359), without seeing, apparently,

what a fatal blow is thereby dealt to

the general credibility of the historian.

For my own part I cannot conceive it

possible either that Herodotus should
fail utterly to obtain a general notion of

the march of the Persians, or that, know-
ing it, he should set it aside and give us
instead a grand "illustrative fiction."

If we accept the existence of the
town Gelonus, and the semi-Greek cha-
racter of its inhabitants (accepted by
Niebuhr, p. 193), the burning of that
town by Darius would be a plain matter
of fact, which could not but have been
known to the Pontic Greeks, if it really

happened, and which could scarcely

have been believed by tliem if it did not.

But if, with Rennell (Geography, p.

103), and, I believe, Klaproth and
Reichard, we allow this expedition to

have reached thus far, and to have re-

turned, we may almost as well accept

the line of march mentioned by Hero-
dotus as assume any other—the length

of the way and difficulties of the route
being much the same in any case, sup-

posing the army to have reached Gelo-

nus. The question seems to be, can we
conceive the Pontic Greeks, in 50 or •30

years' time, losing all recollection of the

real course of the invasion, or not? If

we cannot, and they distinctly declared

that their staple, Gelonus, was burnt
by the invader, then we have an ascer-

tained point, cei'tainly beyond the Don
(ch. 21, and again chs. 122, 123), and deep
in the interior of the country, to which
the expedition reached; and the diffi-

culties as to how the army obtained

supplies, and how the great livers were
crossed, must admit of explanation,

whether the true explanation has as yet

been hit upon, or no.

Even the tradition that the curious

old walls, which were to be seen be-

tween the Wolga and the Don ( en
es e/xe « ijv, ch. 124), owed
their origin to Darius, although pro-

bably untrue as a matter of fact (see

note on the place), yet would scarcely

have arisen so soon after the event, if

his expedition had never ajjiu-oached the

region in which they lay.

With respect to the difficulties which
have induced so many historical critics

to reject the narrative of Herodotus, it

may be observed, first, that the Per-

sians vfere probably very skilful in the

passage of rivers, from the frequent oc-

casion which they had to cross the
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but if tliey be considered as under servitude, they are the faith-

fullest of slaves, and the most fondly attached to their lords.

143, Darius, having passed through Thrace, reached Sestos in

the Chersonese, whence he crossed by the help of his fleet into

Tigris, Euplii'ates, Upper and Lower
Zaij, Diyalah, Kerkhah, &e., all of them
uufordable streams {- -, ac-

.

cording to our authorj. and lying in the

country about which their armies had
been in the habit of marching for cen-

turies. Secondly, that the mode in

which these rivers were crossed was,

then as now, by means of inflated skins,

as we see even in the Nimriid sculptures

(Layard, plates 15, 16, '')3). These
were either kept in the hand, or attached

to rafts (see note ** on Book i. ch. 19+).

Every anny would take the field well

supplied with skins, partly for this pur-

pose, partly to hold their water. At
the passage of a river all the water-

skins migiit be used as air-skins, for

they could be filled again when the

crossing was effected. Thirdly, that it

is not at all certain that the Scythians

did not possess boats upon their rivers,

which an invading army might seize;

but if they did not, yet the banks of

their rivers are, especially towards the

lower part of their course, rich in wood
(vide supra, note ^ on ch. 18), so that

ample materials would exist for the

rafts, on which the baggage of the army
would have to cross, the men and beasts

for the most part swimming, the former

by the help of skins. Fourthly, that

there is no reason to think that the

Scythians disputed the passage of the

streams, as Mr. Grote supposes would
have been the case (p. 355), since their

object \vas to avoid an engagement,

Avhieli any attempt to hinder the ad-

vance of the Persians. would infallibly

have brought on.

Further, as to supplies; the fami-

liarity of the Orientals with the passage

of deserts by caravans of an enormous
size, who must take with them nourish-

ment for many montljs, accustoms

them to the movement of vast masses

of men, so equipped as to be indepen-

dent of those resources, which, with us,

an enemy's country is expected to

furnish. The tactics of the Scythians

would have been exjjected (see chs. 83

and 13+j, and preparations made ac-

cordingly. Those who are versed in

Asiatic history, who know what large

armies have traversed the barren and
desolate countries of Turkestan and Tar-

tary, who have followed step by step
the campaigns of Genghis Khan and
Tamerlane, sometimes in these very
regions (Gibbon, ch. Ixv. § 2, p. 338),
will see nothing .strange in a two or
three months' campaign carried on by an
army of some hundreds of thousands
deriving but little subsistence from the
coimtry which they were traversing,

"Timour," we are told by the great
historian, " invaded Kizpak or the
Western Tartary, with such mighty
powers that thirteen miles were measured
from his right to his left wing. In a
march of fee montlis they rarely beheld
the footsteps of man; and their daily

subsistence was often trusted to the
fortune of the chace." (Gibbon, 1. s. c.)

This march began at the Caspian, and
extended to the neighbourhood of Mos-
cow !

With respect to the time said to have
been occupied by the expedition, which
is especially objected to by Dalilmann,
as too short, it must be observed, first,

that the whole time is nowhere fixed.

The sixtij days are said not to have ex-
pired when the first application is made
to the lonians, but at that time Darius
is in the north-west of Scythia, near the
territory of the Agathyrsi (chs. 125,
1.'53); that is, he has accomplished
about three-fourths of his route. Se-
condly, if even thus sufficient time
does not seem to be allowed, may not
the fact be that the first application to

the lonians to break the bridge was in

reality made somewhat earlier? Thirdly,

it is to be borne in mind that we have
no means of fixing exactly how far

Darius went either east or north. It is

not at all certain that the Oarus is the
Wolga, much less that the forts were
near Saratow. Herodotus says indeed
distinctly that he crossed the Don
(Tanais , and that he reached Gelouus,
which seems to have been near Woroneta
—also that he skirted Scythia to the
north, and re-entered it on the north-
west frontier, pa.ssing through the
countries of the Melanchlajni, Andro-
phagi, and Neuri, Eut the position of
ther^e nations is only fixed conjecturally.

Scythia maj' not have extended so far

inl.and as Herodotus was told, perhaps
not further than the 52nd parallel.
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Asia, leaving a Persian, named Megabazus,^ commander on the

European side. This was the man on whom Darius once con-

ferred special honour by a compliment which he paid him before

all the Persians. He was about to eat some pomegranates, and

had opened the first, when his brother Artabanus asked him
" what he would like to have in as great plenty as the seeds of

the pomegranate ? " Darius answered—" Had I as many men
like Megabazus as there are seeds here, it would please me
better than to be lord of Greece." Such was the compliment

wherewith Darius honoured the general to whom at this time he

gave the command of the troops left in Europe, amounting in all

to some eighty thousand men.^

144. This same Megabazus got himself an undying remem-
brance among the Hellespontians, by a certain speech which he

made. It came to his knowledge, while he was staying at

Byzantium, that the Chalcedonians made their settlement seven-

teen years earlier than the Byzantines. " Then," said he, " the

Chalcedonians must at that time have been labouring under

blindness—otherwise, when so far more excellent a site was open

to them, they would never have chosen one so greatly inferior." ^

Megabazus now, having been appointed to take the command
upon the Hellespont, employed himself in the reduction of all

those states which had not of their own accord joined the

Medes.

145. About this very time another great expedition was

2 Or Megahyzus, according to one MS., mended them, " to build their city over

a reading confirmed by Eustathius (ad against the blind men"—by which the

II. ii. p. 182, 27), and to a certain ex- Chalcedonians were understood to be

tent by Plutarch, who tells the story meant. Tacitus follows this tale (Annal.

of Megabyzus's son, Zopyrus (Apo- xii. 63), with which Herodotus is evi-

phthegm. vol. ii. p. 173, .). But it is dently unacquainted.

not likely that Herodotus intends the The great advantages of the position

conspirator. He would not speak of occupied by Byzantium are elaborately

him merely as^-. set forth by Folybius (iv. 38). Gibbon's
3 Hence the absurdity of Rennell's description (Decline and Fall, ch. xvii.

supposition (Geogr. p. 114), that the pp. 6-10) is excellent. Considering how
number in ch. 87 ought to be 70,000 unimportant a place Byzantium was

instead of 700,000. Hence too the cer- when Herodotus wrote, and how great a

tiinty which we have that Darius fared city it has become, it is interesting to

infinitely better than most of those who see that its capabilities had really been

have made similar attempts, as Crassus, observed as early, at least, as the time of

Julian, and Napoleon. our author.
* Strabo says (vii. p. 464) that as Chalcedon was founded by the Me-

early as the time of the founding of gareans (Thucyd. iv. 75) about the

Byzantium, this reproach was made year B.C. 674. (Clinton's F. H. vol. i. p.

against the Chalcedonians. According 186.) Byzantium, founded seventeen

to him, the Delphian oracle advised years later, B.C. 657, was likewise a Me-
certain Greeks, who wished to found a garean colony, (Scymn. Ch. 717; Steph.

colony, and asked to have a site recom- Byz. ad voc.j

VOL. III.
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undertaken against Libya,^ on a pretext which I will relate

when I have premised certain particulars. The descendants of

the Argonauts in the third generation,'^ driven out of Lemnos by

the Pelasiri who carried off the Athenian women from Brauron

J

took ship and went to Lacediemon, where, seating themselves on

Mount Taygetum,^ they proceeded to kindle their fires. The
Lacedaemonians, seeing this, sent a herald to inquire of them
" who they were, and from what region they had come ; " where-

upon they made answer, " that they were Minyje,^ sons of the

heroes by whom the ship Argo w^as manned ; for these persons

had stayed awhile in Lemnos, and had there become their pro-

genitors." On hearing this account of their descent, the Lace-

daemonians sent to them a second time, and asked, " what was

their object in coming to Lacedaemon, and there kmdling their

fires ? " They answ'cred, " that, driven from their own land by

the Pelasgi, they had come, as was most reasonable, to their

fathers ;
^ and their wish vas to dwell with them in their country,

partake their privileges, and obtain allotments of land.^ It

seemed good to the Lacedaemonians to receive the Minyae among
them on their own terms ; to assign them lands, and enrol them

in their tribes.^ What chiefly moved them to this was the con-

* Vide infra, ch. 167. Herodotus settlements in Thessaly (Plin. H. N. iv.

'

looks upon the expedition of Aryandes 8), and Magnesia (Strab. ix. p. 601

;

as undertaken in reality against all the Schol. ad Ap. Rhod. i. 763), as well

independent Afi'ican nations. as about Orchomenus. Strabo (1. s. c.)

^ The myth ran, that in Lemnos at says that, according to some writers,

the time of the Argonautic expedition lolcus was a colony from Orchomenus.
there were no males, the women having ^ According to some, Hercules him-
revenged their ill-treatment upon the self was one of the Argonauts (ApoUod.
men by murdering them all. The Argo- i. 9, § 19), and accompanied the expe-

nauts touched at the island, and were dition beyond Lemnos. But the re-

received with great favour. They stayed fereuce here is evidently to Castor and
some months, and the subsequent popu- Pollux, the two great heroes of Sparta,

lation of the island was the fruit of this who are always enumerated among the

visit. Hypsipyle, the queen, had twin companions of Jason (Apoll. Rhod. i.

sons by Jason. (Apollod. i. 9, 17; 146-147; Piud.Pyth.iv.oU5; Apollod.

ApoUon. Rhod. i. 609-915; Herodor. i. 9, § 16).

Fr. 44.) Sophocles wrote a tragedy * It may be reasonably conjectured

(the -), which is lost, upon this that these fugitives were in reality

piece of ancient story. Miuyaus of Orchomenus driven out a
7 Vide infra, vi, :8. little earlier by the irruption of the
^ Taygetum or Taygetus (Pliny) is Boeotians from Arne (Thucyd. i. 12),

the high mountain-range west of the and that they invented this story, in

valley of the Eurotas, the modern l^ai- order to claim kindred with the Spar-
tadricti/lon. tans. Or perhaps, as K. 0. Miiller sup-

^ The Argonauts generally were called poses, it was invented for them in after

Miny;c (I'ind. Pyth. iv. 69j. This was times. The expelled Minyans went
said by some to be on account of Jason's chiefly to Asia Minor. fSupra, i. 146.)

descent from Minyas (Apollon. Rhod. i. ^ K. 0. Miiller (Orchom. p. 313)
229--'33j; but there is reason to believe thinks it incredible that the Minyans
that the Minyae were in early times a should really have been received into

very powerful race in Greece, having full citizenship ; and supposes that they
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sideration that the sons of Tyndarus * had sailed on board the

Argo. The Minyse, on their part, forthwith married Spartan

wives, and gave the Avives, whom they had married in Lemnos,
to Spartan husbands.

146. However, before much time had elapsed, the Minyie

began to wax wanton, demanded to share the throne, and com-
mitted other impieties : whereupon the Lacedaemonians passed

on them sentence of death, and, seizing them, cast them into

prison. Now the Lacedaemonians never put criminals to death

in the daytime, but always at night. When the Minyae, accord-

ingly, were about to suffer, their wives, who were not only

citizens, but daughters of the chief men among the Spartans,

entreated to be allowed to enter the prison, and have some talk

with their lords ; and the Spartans, not expecting any fraud

from such a quarter, granted their request. The women entered

the prison, gave their own clothes to their husbands, and received

theirs in exchange : after which the Minyse, dressed in their

wives' garments, and thus passing for women, went forth. Having
effected their escape in this manner, they seated themselves

once more upon Taygetum.^

147. It happened that at this very time Theras, son of Aute-

sion (whose father Tisamenus was the son of Thersander, and

grandson of Polynices), was about to lead out a colony from

Lacedaemon. This Theras, by birth a Cadmeian, was uncle on

the mother's side to the two sons of Aristodemus,^ Procles and

were admitted amoDg the Perioeci. It

is certain that in later times the Spartans

were excessively chary of bestowing
their citizenship (Arist. Pol. ii. 6, § 12).

Herodotus himself says, in another
place (ix. 33, 3-i), that they never im-

parted it but to two men. However we
cannot argue from their practice at a

later period what they might have done
in early times, especially so soon after

their first settlement, and when they
may have been glad to receive an in-

crease of strength from any quarter. It

is quite possible thei-efore that the
Minyans may have been received into

actual citizenship. (Compare the re-

ception of the Sabine refugees into the

Roman people, Liv. ii. 16.) This is

certainly what Herodotus intends.
* Castor and Pollux. Vide supra, ch.

145, note '.

^ Plutarch (de Virt. Mulier. torn. ii.

p. 247) tells this story with remarkable
variations from the Herodotean narra-

tive. According to him, the fugitives

were not the Minyie driven out by the

Pelasgi, but the Pelasgi driven out in

their turn by the Athenians. They
were not received into citizenship, but
rebelled on account of being refused
civil rights. They did not finally settle

in Thera and Elis, but in Melos and
Crete. We may leai-n from this the

extreme uncei-tainty of the ancient

stories, even when their character is

least mythic. Polysenus gave both
narratives. (Strat. vii. ch. 49, viii. ch.

61.)
^ Vide infra, vi. 52. The authors of

this genealogy, which may be thus ex-

hibited

—

Polynices

I

Thersander

I

Tisamenus

I

Autesion

Hercules

Hyllus

Cleodsens

I

Aristomachus

Argeia m. Aristodemus

i

Eurysthenes Procles.

2
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Eiuystlienes, and, during their infancy, administered in their

right the royal power. When his nephews, however, on attaining

to man's estate, took the government, Theras, who could not

bear to be under the authority of others after he had wielded

authority so long himself, resolved to leave Sparta, and cross the

sea to join his kindred. There were in the island now called Thera,^

THEHASIA Zi;^^-

ASPBONISI

intended probably to represent tlie his-

toiy thus. Aristodemus, son of Aristo-

machus, married Argeia, daughter of

Autesion, great-grandson of Polynices,

and king of Thebes, while the Cad-
raeians were still uneonquered. On the
invasion of the Boeotians, Theras, her
biOther, who had succeeded his father

Autesion, w;is driven out and took
refuge with Aristodemus, his brother-
in-law, at Sparta. Aristodemus dying
while his sons, Eurysthenes and Procles,

were under age, Theras, their uncle,

naturally became their guardian.
^ Tliera is the island, or group of

islands, now known by the name of

Santorin, lying to the south of the other

Cyclades. Pliny (H. N. ii. 87) says

that it first appeared in the fourth year

of the 1 :35th Olympiad (ji.c. 237). This

must evidently be a mistake. It is con-

jectured that a great volcanic change
took place at this date, by which the

original Thera was broken up into the

three islands of Thera, Therasia, and
Aspronisi. (See Capt. Graves's article

in the Journal of the Geograph. Society,

vol. XX. Art. 1.) Capt. Graves supposes

that the name Calliste, "the most beau-

tiful," properly applied to it "before

the eruption " which left it almost in its

present state (p. 1). His own descrip-
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but at that time Callistd,^ certain descendants of Membliarus,
the son of PoBciles, a Phoenician. (For Cadmus, the son of

Agenor, when he was sailing in search of Europe, made a
landing on this island ; and, either because the country pleased
him, or because he had a purpose in so doing,^ left there a
number of Phoenicians, and with them his own kinsman Mem-
bliarus. Calliste had been inhabited by this race for eight

generations of men,^ before the arrival of Theras from Lace-
daemon.)

148. Theras now, having with him a certain number of men
from each of the tribes,^ M^as setting forth on his expedition

hitherward. Far from intending to drive out the former in-

habitants, he regarded them as his near kin, and meant to settle

among them. It happened that just at this time the Minyae,

having escaped from their prison, had taken up their station

upon Mount Taygetum ; and the Lacedaemonians, wishing to

destroy them, were considering what was best to be done, when
Theras begged their lives, undertaking to remove them from the

territory. His prayer being granted, he took ship, and sailed,

with three triaconters,^ to join the descendants of Membliarus.

He was not, however, accompanied by all the Minyse, but only

tion, however, of its actual condition

goes far to justify the epithet. " From
its western shores or cliffs," he says,

" and where tlie mountains do not come
in the way, the island has a rapid de-

scent to the east, north, and south coasts,

and is entirely cultivated with the vine.

In fact it is one uninterrupted smiling

vineyard, which in the summer months
presents a most pleasing aspect. . . . The
villages with their white-washed build-

ings spring up, as it were, out of the

mass of vines "
(p. 3).

8 Compare the famous line of the

Cyrenaic poet Callimachus, twice

quoted by Strabo (viii. p. 504 and xvii.

p. 1181),—

"- TO, &'

©Wl•"

8 It is conjectured that the real

"purpose" was to found a settlement

for dyeing (Blakesley ad loc), as the
murex, which furnishes the precious

Tyrian purple, is plentiful in that part

of the Mediterranean. This is in itself

not improbable, but neither the name
of Pceciles, the father of Membliarus
(which, if it refers to any occupation at

all, must allude to embroidery), nor the

profession of Corobius the Cretan, can
much help the argument.

' Larcher (ad loc.) observes that as

there were ten generations at Thebes
froni Cadmus to Theras, there ought to
have been the same number at Callisto

from Membliarus to the prince who
reigned there at the time when Theras
arrived. But it is quite conceivable
that the seventh descendant from Mem-
bliarus might be contemporary with the
ninth from Cadmus. With regard to
the whole question of the Phoenician
settlers in Greece, vide supra, Bk. ii. ch.

49, note -.

2 The three old Dorian tribes, Hyl-
laei, Dymanes, and Pamphyles, must
here be meant, for the local tribes were
not instituted till a later period. (Her-
mann's Pol. Antiq. of Greece, §§ 20 and
24.) Compare the practice at Home of
each tribe furnishing 100 men to a co-

lony. (Niebuhr, Hist• of Home, ii. 85,

E. T.)
^ Triaconters were vessels of 30 oars,

15 on each side, in which the rowers all

sat upon the same level. Compare the
account given of penteconters (supra, i.

152, note ^).
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by some few of them.* The greater number fled to the land of

the Paroreats,^ and Caucons,•^ whom they drove out, themselves

occupying the region in six bodies, by which were afterwards

built the towns of Lepreum, Macistus, Phryxse, Pyrgus, Epium,

and Kudium ;
^ whereof the greater part were in my day demo-

lished by the Eleans.^

149. The island was called Thera after the name of its founder.

This same Theras had a son, who refused to cross the sea with

him ; Theras therefore left him behind, " a sheep," as he said,

" among wolves." From this speech his son came to be called

CEolycus, a name which afterwards grew to be the only one by

which he was known. This (Eolycus was the father of ^Egeus,

from whom sprang the ^gida3, a great tribe ^ in Sparta. The
men of this tribe lost at one time all their children, whereupon

they were bidden by an oracle to build a temple to the furies of

* Three triaconters could not have
accommodated more than about 350 or

30 men. The Minyae were probably
much more numerous. Their colonisa-

tion of Thera in conjunction with the

Lacediemonians, had been ah-eady cele-

brated by Pindar:

—

€
ttotc'.—Pyth. iv. 257, ed. Disseii.

Apollonius Ehod. (iv. 1760-1764), and
Pausanias (Lacon. iii. i. § 7) gave nearly

the same account. According to the Cyre-
naic historians, Theocrestus and Ace-
sander, the head of the Minyan colo-

nists was a certain Sesamus (Schol. ad
Apollon. Rhod. iv. 1750).

* Paroreatse is a geographical, not an
ethnic appellation. It may be applied
to any " dwellers on the mountain-
side." The Lemnians, who are here
said to have fled to the Paroreatae, are
themselves called Paroreatse in the
eighth book (ch. 73). The tract of

land intended seems to have been the
mountainous district between the Neda
and the Alpheus, called by Strabo (viii.

p. 504) Triphylia, which is sometimes
reckoned to Ells, but improperly, as is

evident from Herod, viii. 73, and again
from Thucyd. v. 34, where Lepreum
appears as an independent city. (See
Meier's Dorians, ii. p. 465, E. T.)

The Caucons (KavKwyes) appear to
have been among the most ancient in-

habitants of Greece. They are placed
upon a par with the Pelasgi and Leleges

(vide supra, Bk. i. ch. 147, note ^), from
whom they probably did not much
differ. The district here mentioned
was always looked upon as one of their

eai'liest seats. (Strabo, viii. pp. 496-

502.)
'' The site of these places can only be

fixed conjecturally. Lepreum is pro- V

bably the Fahvuhastro near Strovitzi, I

Macistus Mostizzn, Pyrgus the acropolis •

near the sea, a little to the north of the
'

Neda. (Cf. Miiller, 1. s. c. and Leake's
Morea, vol. i. p. 56.)

^ Lepreum is the only one of the six

which can be shown to have maintained
its independence. (Thucyd. 1. s. c.)

Probably it was always the chief town;
vhence its position at the head of the
list. Two hundred Lepreans are named
amoLg the confederates at Plataea (infra,

is. 28). Dahlmann correctly observes
that the war of the Eleans and Minyans
is fixed by Herodotus to his own day.

(Life, p. 43, E. T.)
3 Herodotus uses the word " tribe

"

(-), but it seems impossible that

the yEgidie can have been more than a
family. (Cf. MuUer's Orchemen. p.
329.) Thei-e was another account of
their origin entirely unlike that given
by Herodotus. They wei-e said to have
been Thebans, who accompanied Aris-

todemus in his last expedition (Ephor.
Fr. 13). This seems to be the view
of Pindar (Pyth. v. 102; Isth. vii. 21),

who claims connexion with the Cyre-
nicans through the JEgidx, calling them
his own ancestors.
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La'ius and CEdipus;^ they complied, and tlie mortality ceased.

The same thing happened in Thera to the descendants of these

men.^

150. Thus far the history is delivered without variation both

by the Therseans and the Lacedaemonians ; but from this point

we have only the Theraean narrative. Grinus (they say), the

son of ^sanius, a descendant of Theras, and king of the island

of Thera, went to Delphi to offer a hecatomb on behalf of his

native city. He was accompanied by a large number of the

citizens, and among the rest by Battus, the son of Polymnestus,

who belonged to the Minyan family of the Euphemidee.^ On
Grinus consulting the oracle about sundry matters, the Pythoness

gave him for answer, " that he should found a city in Libya."

Grinus replied to this :
" I, king ! am too far advanced in

years, and too inactive, for such a work. Bid one of these

youngsters undertake it." As he spoke, he pointed towards

Battus ; and thus the matter rested for that time. When the

embassy returned to Thera, small account was taken of the

oracle by the Thereeans, as they were quite ignorant where

Libya was, and were not so venturesome as to send out a colony

in the dark.

151. Seven years passed from the utterance of the oracle, and

not a drop of rain fell in Thera : all the trees in the island,

except one, were killed vith the drought. The Theraeans upon

this sent to Delphi, and were reminded reproachfully, that they

had never colonised Libya. So, as there was no help for it,

they sent messengers to Crete, to inquire whether any of the

Cretans, or of the strangers sojourning among them, had ever

travelled as far as Libya: and these messengers of theirs, in

their wanderings about the island, among other places visited

Itanus,^ where they fell in with a man, whose name was Coro-

1 Herodotus here employs the less iv. 256, ed. Dissen.). Compare the pas-

usual form (Edipodes; in v. 60 he has sage of Apollonius Rhodius, where the

the commoner CEdip^ts. island of Calliste' or Thera is styled
" That is, of the Mkiyans who accom- 5 Uprj rpoiphs (iv. 1758).

panied Theras. The cause in both in- • Itauus lay at the eastern extremity

stances may have been theii• intermari-y- of Crete, near the promontory of the

ing only with one another. same name (mentioned by Scylax, Pe-
^ This is a conjectural reading. The ripl. p. 42), which is now Cape Salamoue '

MSS. have or -5$. or Cape Xacro. It was a place of some
Euphemus, son of Neptune, is reck- importance, as appears from the coins,

oned among the companions of Jason, which are numerous. The Paleo-kastro,

(ApoUod. i. 9, 16; ApoUon. Rhod. i. near Itagnia, probably marks the site.

179.) The royal family of the Battiadaj (See Diet, of Greek and Roman Geogr.

traced their descent to him. Hence s. v. Itaiius.)

Pindar calls them yivos (Pyth.
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bius, a dealer in purple. In answer to their inquiries, lie told

them that contrary winds had once carried him to Libya, where

he had gone ashore on a certain island which was named Platea.^

So they hired this man's services, and took him back with them
to Thera. A few persons then sailed from Thera to reconnoitre.

Guided by Corobius to the island of Platea, they left him there

with j^rovisions for a certain number of months, and returned

home with all speed to give their countrymen an account of the

island.

152. During their absence, which was prolonged beyond the

time that had been agreed upon, Corobius' provisions failed him.

He was relieved, however, after a while by a Samian vessel,®

under the command of a man named Colseus, which, on its way
to Egypt, was forced to put in at Platea. The crew, informed

by Corobius of all the circumstances, left him sufficient food for

a year. They themselves quitted the island ; and, anxious to

reach Egypt, made sail in that direction, but were carried out

of their course by a gale of wind from the east. The storm not

abating, they were driven past the pillars of Hercules, and at

last, by some special guiding providence, reached Tartessus.

This tradmg town was in those days a virgin port, unfrequented

by the merchants. The Samians, in consequence, made by the

return-voyage a profit greater than any Greeks before their day,

excepting Sostratus, sou of Laodamas, an Eginetan, with Avhom

no one else can compare. From the tenth part of their gains,

amounting to six talents,''' the Samians made a brazen vessel, in

shape like an Argive Avine-bowl, adorned with the heads of

griffins standing out in high relief.^ This bowl, suj)ported by

three kneeling colossal figures in bronze, of the height of seven

cubits, was placed as an offering in the temple of Juno at Samos.

The aid given to Corobius was the original cause of that close

friendship which afterwards united the Cyrenaians and Therseans

with the Samians.^

* There can be little doubt that west in their voyages. (Vide supra, i.

Platea is the small island of Bomha, 163.)

which lies off the African coast in the 7 About lACM. of our money. The
gulf of the same name, lat. 32° 20', entire profit was therefore between
long. 230 i5'_ (Cf. Rennell, p. 009, and 14,0(i0/. and 15,0o0i.

Pacho, Voyage dans la Marmorique, pp. ** Concerning the eminence of Samos
51, 52, where the arguments are fully in the arts, vide supra, Bk. iii. eh. 60,

stated.) notes ^ and '".

' The tale which follows is of some '^ Of this alliance no traces appear,

consequence, as showing the chai-acter unless we are to consider in that light

of the Samians for naval enterprise, the flight of Arcesilaus III. to Samos,

Samos and rhocaia are the only Greek and his success in collecting an ai-ma-

states reported to have reached so far ment there (infi-a, chs. 162, 163).
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153. The Therseans who had left Corobius at Platea, wlien

they reached Thera, told their countrymen that they had
colonised an island on the coast of Libya. They of Thera,

upon this, resolved that men should be sent to join the colony

from each of their seven districts, and that the brothers in every

family should draw lots to determine who were to go. Battus

was chosen to be king and leader of the colony. So these men
departed for Platea on board of two penteconters,^

154. Such is the account which the Theraeans give. In the

sequel of the history their accounts tally with those of the people

of Cyrene ; but in what they relate of Battus these two nations

differ most widely. The following is the Cyrenaic story. There

was once a king named Etearchus, who ruled over Axus,^ a city

in Crete, and had a daughter named Phronima. This girl's

mother having died, Etearchus married a second wife ; who no

sooner took up her abode in his house than she proved a true

step-mother to poor Phronima, always vexing her, and con-

triving against her every sort of mischief. At last she taxed her

with light conduct ; and Etearchus, persuaded by his wiie that the

charge was true, bethought himself of a most barbarous mode of

punishment. There was a certain Thertean, named Themison,

a merchant, living at Axus. This man Etearchus invited to be

his friend and guest, and then induced him to swear that he

would do him any service he might require.^ No sooner had he

given the promise, than the king fetched Phronima, and, deli-

vering her into his hands, told liim to carry her away and throw

her into the sea. Hereupon Themison, full of indignation at the

fraud whereby his oath had been procured, dissolved forthwith

the friendship, and, taking the girl with him, sailed away from

Crete. Having reached the open main, to acquit himself of the

obligation under which he was laid by his oath to Etearchus, he

1 Justin (xiii. 7) reduces the two ships be read for (Peripl. p. 42). It lay

of Herodotus to one. Even the larger on the north side of Ida, not far from

number would have furnished but a Cnossus, and retains its name to the

poor colony, since a penteconter can present day (Pashley's Travels, vol. i. p.

scarcely have accommodated more than 143). A coin belonging to it may be

about 200 men. The numerical accu- seen in Chishull (Antiq. As. p. 125).

racy affected in the ThersBan narrative The name is said to have been given from

is remarkable (supra, chs. 148, 151, 152, the precij^ices ( =) among
&c.). which the town was built (Steph. Byz.

2 This place, called Axus by Herodo- ad voc. "'). It furnishes almost a

tus, Oaxus andSaxus on its coins (comp. solitary instance of the replacement of

Steph. Byz. ad voc. "A^os), is not men- the digamma by an omicron.

tioned by Strabo among the cities of ^ of this practice we have another

Crete. It appears, however, in Scylax, instance, infra, vi. 62,

where (as Voss observes) "Oa^os should
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fastened ropes about the damsel, and, letting her down into the

sea, drew her up again, and so made sail for Thera.

155. At Thera, Polymnestus, one of the chief citizens of the

place, took Phronima to be his concubine. The fruit of this

union was a son, Avho stammered and had a lisp in his speech.

According to the Cyrenseans and TheroBans, the name given

to the boy was Battus ; in my opinion, however, he was called

at the first something else,^ and only got the name of Battus

after his arrival in Libya, assuming it either in consequence of

the words addressed to him by the Delphian oracle, or on ac-

count of the office which he held. For, in the Libyan tongue,

the word " Battus " means " a king." ^ And this, I think, was

the reason why the Pythoness addressed him as she did : she

knew he was to be a king in Libya, and so she used the Libyan

Avord in speaking to him. For after he had grown to man's

estate, he made a journey to Delphi, to consult the oracle about

his voice ; when, upon his putting his question, the Pythoness

thus replied to him :

—

" Battus, thou earnest to ask of thy voice ; but Phoebus Apollo

Bids thee establish a city in Libya, abounding in fleeces ;"

which Avas as if she had said in her own tongue, " King, thou

camest to ask of thy voice." Then he replied, " Mighty lord, I

did indeed come hither to consult thee about my voice, but thou

speakest to me of quite other matters, bidding me colonise Libya

—an impossible thing ! what power have I ? what followers ?

"

Thus he spake, but he did not persuade the Pythoness to give

him any other response ; so, when he found that she persisted

in her fonner answer, he left her speaking, and set out on his

return to Thera.

156. After a while, eveiything began to go wrong both with

Battus and with the rest of the Therajans, whereupon these last,

ignorant of the cause of their sufferings, sent to Delphi to in-

quire for Avhat reason they were afflicted. The Pythoness in

reply told them, "that if they and Battus would make a settle-

ment at Cyrene in Libya, things would go better with them."

" It is curious that Herodotus was in Pindar, but likewise in the works of

ignorant of the name given in the myth the Ci/roiaic poet, Callimachus (Hymn,
to the first Battus, before he received ad ApoU. 75), in Heraclides Ponticus

that appellation from the oracle, espe- (Fr. iv.), Eusebius (Chron. Can. ii. p.

cially as it had already been celebrated 320), and in the Scholiasts passim.

by a poet whose works he knew. (Pind. * Hesychiua states this likewise (ad

Pyth. V. 81, ed. Dissen.) The name voc. ); but he can hardly be considered

was Aristotle, which appears not only a distinct witness from Herodotus.
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Upon this the Therseans sent out Battus ^ with two penteconters,

and with these he proceeded to Libya, but within a little time,

not knowing what else to do, the men returned and arrived off

Thera. The Theraeans, when they saw the vessels approaching,

received them with showers of missiles, would not allow them

to come near the shore, and ordered the men to sail back from

whence they came. Thus compelled to return, they settled on

an island near the Libyan coast, which (as I have already said)

Avas called Platea. In size it is reported to have been about

equal to the city of Cyrene, as it now stands.^

157. In this place they continued two years, but at the end

of that time, as their ill luck still followed them, they left the

island to the care of one of their number, and went in a body to

Delphi, where they made complaint at the shrine, to the eifect

that, notwithstanding they had colonised Libya, they prospered

as poorly as before. Hereon the Pythoness made them the

following answer :

—

" Knowest thou better than I, fair Libya abounding in fleeces ?

Better the stranger than he who has trod it ? Oh ! clever Therajans
!"

Battus and his friends, when they heard this, sailed back to

Platea : it was plain the god would not hold them acquitted of

the colony till they were absolutely in Libya. So, taking with

them the man whom they had left upon the island, they made
a settlement on the mainland directly opposite Platea, fixing

themselves at a place called Aziris, which is closed in on both

sides by the most beautiful hills, and on one side is washed by a

river.^

158. Here they remained six years, at the end of wliich time

the Libyans induced them to move, promising that they would

^ Menecles of Barca, who lived about whole area of Bomba. (See Kiepert's

B.C. 120, gave a much more prosaic Atlas vou Hellas, map xxii.)

account of these matters. According >* If Platea is Bomba, the Aziris of

to him, there were violent factions at Herodotus must be sought in the valley

Thera, and Battus, who was the leader of the Temimeh, the ancient Paliui'us.

of one, being worsted, was driven into Kiepert appears to think that there was

banishment with his partisans. Under both a district and a port of the name
these circumstances he applied to the (see the map referred to above), and

Delphic oracle, and asked whether he places the port to the westward of the

should renew the struggle or lead out a Ras-el-Tynn. This view is founded

colony. The oracle, thus appealed to, seemingly on the statement of Scylax

recommended the latter course ; and (Peripl. p. 107), a statement which is

suggested Africa by advising a settle- too corrupt and too vague to be of any

ment "on the continent." (See service. Tlie district about the Temime/i

Miiller's Fr. Hist. Gr. vol. iv. p. 449.) is said by Pacho to suit exactly the de-

7 This comparison seems to be accu- scription of Herodotus (Voyage dans la

rate enough. The ruins of Cyrene Marmarique, p. 53.)

cover a space very nearly equal to the
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lead thein to a better situation.^ So the Greeks left Aziris

and were conducted by the Libyans towards the west, then-

journey being so arranged, by the calculations of their guides,

that they passed in the night the most beautiful district of that

Avhole country, which is the region called Irasa.^ The Libyans
brought them to a spring, which goes by the name of Apollo's

fountain,- and told them—" Here, Grecians, is the proper place
for you to settle ; for here the sky leaks." ^

159. During the lifetime of Battus,*the founder of the colony,

8 The friendly terms on which the
Greeks stand towards the natives at the

frsi, is here very apparent. Their posi-

tion resembles that of the first English
settlers in America. They minister to

the wants of the inhabitants, and are

felt as benefactors. The natives do not
wish to give them their best lands, but
they willingly place them in a very
favoui'able situation. The Greeks also

exhibit confidence by placing themselves
at some distance from the sea. Both
Cyrene and Barca are inland towns.
After a while the feeling changes, as it

did towards the English settlers. A
struggle ensues, and the humble traders

become lords of the country.
1 Irasa is mentioned by Pindar (Pyth.

is. 106, ed. Dissen.) as a city in the
neighbourhood of Cyrene. Its situa-

tion is very doubtful. Pacho supposes
(Voyage, &c., pp. 84-5) that it lay at

the north-eastern foot of the great

Cyrenaic table-land (which extends

from Gyrene a full degree towards the

east), in a district which is still remark-
able for its fertility, and where a foun-

tain called Erscn or Erasein by the

Arabs, appears to contain a trace of the

old name. Hamilton (Wanderings in

N. Africa, Introduction, p. xiii.) sug-

gests El-Kubbeh, on the road to Derna,

as the true site. There are many re-

mains of buildings thei-e, and a copious

stream, in which he recognises the foun-

tain of Theste' (see the next chapter).
" The fountain of Apollo is celebrated

by Pindar (Pyth. iv. 294, ed. Dissen.).

It is thought to be the same with the

fountain of Cyre, mentioned both by
Callimachus and Stephen. (Gallim.

Hymn, ad Apoll. 81 ; Steph. Byz. ad
voc. -]), after which, according to

one account, Gyrene was named. Modern
travellers have i-ecognised it in a copious

spring on the road from the necropolis

to the plateau whereon the town stood.

Delia Cella, p. 146, E. T. ; Pacho, p.

217 ; Beechey, p. 423 ; Hamilton, p.

37). The view (p. 108) is from Beechey's
work.

3 Literally, " Here the sky is pierced."
Eustathius (ad Hom. II. p. 742, 22)
explains the expression to mean " that
the sky is a sort of reservoir, which in
other parts of the world is sound and
holds water, but at this place leaks."

(Compare 2 Kings vii. 2, " If the Lord
would make windows in lieaveu.") The
I'eference is not therefore to the fountain,

but to rain, which in most parts of N.
Africa is of extreme rarity. (See note
on ch. 185.) That abundant rain falls

in the Cyi'enaica, and along much of

the northern coast of Africa, is a well-

known fact. Mr. Hamilton says (Wan-
derings in N. Africa, ch. vii. p. 92):
" The rains set in usually about the
middle of November, and then come
down with a violence which no tent can
resist." He himself exjierienced them
at Taukra (Tauchira), and speaks of
them as " descending every night in tor-

rents, and frequently lasting all day "

(p. 150). Advantage is taken of them
to sow the corn immediately after the
first have fallen, which is sometimes
as early as the latter part of October.
From the beginning of spring till this

time there is rarely a drop of rain,

though from the middle of August the
sky is almost always cloudy fibid. p. 94).

No doubt the real circumstance that

fixed the exact site of the city was the
copious spring or fotmtain mentioned
above, which is still the most abundant
in the neighbourhood (Hamilton, p. 38),

and which in a country so scant of

water as N. Africa would constitute a
most strong attraction. The principal

public buildings of the town were
grouped about this fountain. See the
plan overleaf.

•* If we might believe the stories told

of this Battus by others, the prosperity

of Cyrene should date from his time.

A scholiast on Aristophanes says that

the Libyans brought to his notice the
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who reigned forty years, and during that of his son Arcesilaiis,

Avho reigned sixteen, the Cyrenteans continued at the same level,

neither more nor fewer in number than they were at the first.

But in the reign of the third king, Battus, surnamed the Happy,

the advice of the Pythoness brought Greeks from every quarter

valuable silphium (infra, ch. 19), and
put hiB image upon their coins (Plut.

425). Another relates that his own
citizens, in i-cturn for the great benefits

^s•hich lie had conferred on them, made
a statue of him in gold, with the sil-

phium in his right hand. The proverb,
" '" which was used for

all that was expensive and honourable,

is refen-ed by common consent to him.
(Suidas ad voc. ; Schol. ad Arist. Plut.

1. s. c. ; Bekker, Anecd. i. p. 224, &c.)
As this drug seems certainly to have
been the great cause of the wealth and
power of Cyrene, if the trade in it is

rightly referred to the first Battus, Cy-
renacan prosperity should begin with
him.
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into Libya, to join the settlement.^ The Cyrenfeans had offered

to all comers a share in their lands ; and the oracle had spoken
as follows :

—

" He that is backward to share in the pleasant Libyan acres,*

Sooner or later, I warn him, will feel regret at his folly."

Thus a great multitude were collected together to Cyren^ and
the Libyans of the neighbourhood found themselves stripped

of large portions of their lauds. So they, and their king Adicran,

being robbed and insulted by the Cyrenseans, sent messengers

to Egypt, and put themselves under the rule of Apries, the

Egyptian monarch ; who, upon this, levied a vast army of Egyp-
tians,' and sent them against Cyrene. The inhabitants of that

place left their walls and marched out in force to the district of

tasa, where, near the spring called Theste, they engaged the

^ If we may regard as historical the
part said to have been taken by the
oracle in the founding and establish-

ment of this colony, it will appear that
an influence over the destinies of Greece
was exercised by the Delphian priests

in early times which has seldom been
fully recognised. The want of a settle-

ment on the African coast, for the
general interests of Greece, is felt; the
Delphiaus determine to have it supplied.

They fix on Thera, a Dorian settlement,

and the most southern of all the Cy-
clades, as the point from which the

colonisation will most conveniently pro-

ceed. They order the colony to be sent

out, refuse to be content with anything
short of a settlement upon the main-
land, watch the progress of the settle-

ment when it is made, and at the fitting

moment cause the redundant population

of Greece to flow towards it. The
powerful and flourishing Greek state of

Cyrene is, according to this statement,

the absolute creation of the priests of

Delphi.
There are not wanting other instances

of a somewhat similar influence. We
may gather from what is said of Dorieus
(infra, v. 42), that he " did not inquire

of the Delphic oracle in what land he
should settle, or go through any of the

customary preparations;" that, at any
rate in Lorian states, when a colony was
determined on, the choice of the site

was habitually left to the oracle. Other
examples of this practice are—the set-

tlement of the iEnianes in Southern
Thessaly (Pint. Qu. Gr. ii. p. 294, a.),

of the Chalcidians atRhegium (Strab. vi.

p. 370), of the Spartans and Achreans
at Crotona (Paus. iii. iii. § 1 ; Strab.

vi. p. 376), and of the Megai-eans (if the

account be true) at Byzantium (Strab.

vii. 464). See on this subject Miiller's

Dorians, i. pp. 282-294, E. T.

The beauty and fertility of the

Cyi'enaica are celebrated by all who
visit it. Hamilton says (p. 78), " In

the neighbourhood of Grennah, the

hills abound with beautiful scenes. . . .

Some of them exceed in richness of

vegetation, and equal in grandeur, any-

thing that is to be found in the Apen-
nines. . . . The Wady Shelaleh presents

a scene beyond my jnowers of descrip-

tion. The olive is here contrasted with

the fig, the tall cypress and the dark
juniper with the arbutus and myrtle,

and the pleasant breeze which always

blows through the valley is laden with
balmy perfumes." Again, on approach-

ing from the west, he observes, " The
rest of the journey was over a range of

low undulating hills, offering perhaps

the most lovely sylvan scenery in the

world. The country is like a most beau-

tifully-arranged jardin Anglais, covered

with pyramidal clumps of evergreens,

variously disposed, as if by the hand of

the most refined taste ; while bosquets of

junipers and cedars, relieved by the

pale olive and the bright gi'een of the

tall arbutus-tree, afford a most grateful

shade from the mid-day sun." (p. 31.)
"^ Apries had probably not thought it

prudent to take his Greek auxiliaries

against the Cyreneaus. (See n. * on
Book ii. ch. 163.)—[G. W.]
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Egyptian Lost, and defeated it. The Egyptians, who had never

before made trial of the prowess of the Greeks, and so thought

but meanly of them, were routed with such slaughter that but a

very foAV of them ever got back home. For this reason, the

subjects of Apries, who laid the blame of the defeat on him,

revolted from his authority.^

160. This Battus left a son called Arcesilaiis,, when he

came to the throne, had dissensions with his brothers,^ Avhich

ended in their quitting him and departing to another region of

Libya,^ where, after consulting among themselves, they founded

the' city, which is still called by the name then given to it,

Barca.^ At the same time tliey endeavoured to induce the

^ Vide supra, ii. 161.
^ The quarrel was said to have re-

sulted from the " ill temper'' of Arce-

silaiis II., who was therefore called05. The brothers here spoken
of seem to be the '' Perseus, Zacynthus,
Aristom.edon, aud Lj^cus, " by whom
Barca was founded, according to Stephen
(ad voc. -).

^ There is no difiSculty in determining

the exact site of Cyrene. The Arabic

name Grennah [-, or in the Doric

Greek of the place,, sounded
Kyrana) is suiSciently close to mark the

identity of the ruined city, which is so

called, with the Cyrene of former times.

Inscriptions and coins dug up on the

sj3ot coufii'm the identification. Delia

Cella figures one of the latter thus :

—

(See his Narrative, p. 143, E. T.) The
situation of Grennah likewise corre-

sponds very exactly with the accounts

of Cyrene in the geographers. Grennah,
according to Beechey, stands on the

edge of a high plateau or table-land,

1800 feet above the level of the sea,

Avhich is at no great distance, being
very distinctly visible, except in hazy
weather. (Beechey's Expedition, pp.
4:54, 435.) This account recalls very re-

markably the description in Strabo, who
had seen Cyrene as lie sailed along the
coast; TcoKtws ('•$ tv^^^ K(4l/s, cos iK( avT-fji/. (xvii. p. 1181.)

The couutryaruuud Grennah is cele-

brated for its fertility. The upper
l^lateau, at the edge of which Cyrene
stood, is cultivated in wheat and other

cereals ; the lower one, on which the
town looks down, a thousand feet above
the sea-level, is richly wooded, and
diversified with meadows and corn-fields

(see the view, p. 113). The best ac-

count will be found in Beechey (pp.
434-437).

The site of Barca is not so readily

fixed. Ptolemais indeed, with which it

has sometimes been confounded (Steph.

Byz. in voc. ; Strab. xvii. p.

1181 ; Plin. H. N. v. 5), still exists in

the modern Dolmeita, or Ftolemeta, a
town of some importance upon the
coast, nearly in long. 21'^. I?ut that

the original Barca was not at Ptolemais
appears both from Scylax, who places

it 11 J miles away from the shore
(Peripl. p. 109), and from Ptolemy,
who distinguishes the two cities (Geo-
graph. iv. 4). Ptolemais undoubtedly
arose, not uj^on the ancient Barca, but
upon its port, the

of Scylax. Barca has therefore to be
sought in the interior, 11 or 12 miles
from this j)lace. All recent travellers

agree that the extensive plain of Merdj,

which lies at the i-equired distance from
the coast, is connected with Ptolemeta
by two ravines affording a ready com-
munication, and corresponds moreover
with the descriptions of Barca left by
the Arabian geographers, is the most
probable site. It is an objection, how-
ever, that the ruins at this place are

inconsiderable. (See Delia Cella, p.

217, E. T.; Pacho, pp. 175-177; Beechey,

pp. 390-402; Hamilton, p. 134.)
- Barca was evidently an African

wordpand probably the previous name
of the jilace at which the Greeks now
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Libyans to revolt from Cyrene. Not long afterwards Arcesilaiis

made an expedition against the Libyans wlio had received his

brothers and been prevailed upon to revolt ; and they, fearing

his power, fled to their conntrymen who dwelt towards the east.

Arcesilaiis pursued, and chased them to a place called Leucon,^

which is in Libya, where the Libyans resolved to risk a battle.

Accordingly they engaged the Cyrenasans, and defeated them
so entirely that as many as seven thousand of their heavy-armed

were slain in the fight. Arcesilaiis, after this blow, fell sick,

and, whilst he was under the influence of a draught which he
had taken, was strangled by Learchus, one of his brothers.*

This Learchus was afterwards entrapped by Eryxo, the widow of

Arcesilaiis, and put to death.^

IGl. Battus, Arcesilaiis' son, succeeded to the kingdom, a

lame man, who limped in his walk. Their late calamities now
induced the Cyrenseans to send to Delphi and inquire of the god

what form of government they had best set up to secure them-

selves prosperity. The Pythoness answered by recommending
them to fetch an arbitrator from Mantinea in Arcadia.*' Accord-

settled. It is ti'acecl by some to the

root bar, which is "desert" in Arabic
(Bochart, Phaleg, i. 26, p. 49H) ; but
this scarcely seems a satisfactory ac-

count, as it ignores the third consonant,

and does not well apply to the country',

which is not desert. May not Barca,

as the name of a town, have arisen from

some word like the Hebrew 3"3^

b'rekah, " a reservoir," the place having
•grown up around an attraction of that

kind ? It must be regarded as doubtful
whether the epithet Barca, assumed by
Hamilcar at Carthage, was really at all

connected with the name of the city.

[As applied to him, the term signified

lightning, being analogous to the Itderim

adopted by Bajazet.—G. W.] The
town Barca long outlived Cyrene. It

was an important place during the Ma-
hometan period; and the name still

attaches to the neighbourliood, the
whole of the Cyrenaica being known to

the Turks as the province of Burka.
^ Leucon is not mentioned by any

other author ; but Ptolemy places a
city which he calls Leucoe in these
parts. (Geogr. iv. ch. v. p. 121.)
Kiepert conjectures this town to have
lain between Cyrene and Irasa. (See
his map.^

* Nicolas of Damascus seems to have
understood the account of Herodotus

differently. According to him, Arcesi-

laiis tried to poison himself in conse-

quence of the defeat of his army ; but
dying hard in this way, was strangled

by his symi^athising brother (Fr. 52).

Plutarch (ii. p. 16(Jj makes Learchus
not the brother, but only the friend of

Arcesilaiis, and says that he killed him
by poison in order to get the crown.

^ See, for a full account of this

matter, Plutarch (De Virt. Mul. ii. p.

260) and Polysenus (viii. 41). The
former is the original narrative. It

appears that Learchus governed for a

time in the name of his nephew, who
was a minor. Eryxo put Learchus to

death by the help of her brother Poly-
archus, who then became regent and
seems to have been the person under
whose authority Demonas acted, (' -^s7€' b54€!.)

** Mantinea was situated near the
eastern frontier of Arcadia, in the high
plateau west of the range of Malevo, the•

waters of which liave no outlet through
the hills, but collect in lakes, or dis-

appear in subterranean passages (kata-

vothra). It is now called I'aleopoli, and
lies about 8 miles nearly due north of

Tripolitxd. There are abundant remains,
" the circuit of the walls being entire."

(Leake's Morea, vol. i. pp. 108-105.)

It is remarkable that the Delphic
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ingly they sent ; and the Mantineans gave them a man named
Demonax/ a person of high repute among the citizens ; who, on

his arrival at Cyrene, liaving first made himself acquainted with

all the circumstances,* proceeded to enrol the people in three

tribes.'' One he made to consist of the Theraians and their

vassals ; another of the Peloponnesians and Cretans ; and a third

of the various islanders.^ Besides this, he deprived the kiug

oracle should have recommended an
Arcadian to legislate for the CyrenEeans,

as the Arcadians were pure Pelasgi.

(Hermann's Pol. Antiq. of Greece, § 17.)

It is true that the Mantineans were
celebrated for their good government{, iEliau, Var. Hist. ii. --J.); but
that a Dorian oracle should send a Pe-
lasgic legislator to arrange the affairs of

a Dorian state is what we should little

have expected. Probably the personal

character of Dem.onax pointed him out
as the fittest man living for such a task.

Diodorus calls him auSpa^) Bta(p€peiy. (Fr. lib.

viii. ad. fin.)
"^ Demonax, the Mantineau lawgiver,

is but seldom mentioned by the ancient

writers. Hermippus, however, who
wrote " concerning lawgivers," about
B.C. '200, had a notice of him quite in-

dependent of this. Demonax, he said,

introduced gladiatorial combats (-
'$) at Mantinsea, and the practice

was then imitated by the Cyrenaeans

(Fr. 1.) Diodorus, in his account of

this lawgiver (Fr. lib. viii. ad fin.),

seems merely to follow Herodotus.

The name has been found on a coin

, of Cyrene, but the date of the coin

scarcely seems to be so high as the time

of this legislator (Bouhier's Disserta-

tions, p. 143).
^ Miiller conjectures that the state of

misgovernment, which Demonax was
called in to remedy, arose from two
causes. The kings, who had originally,

like the other Dorian monarchs, very
narrow powers, had greatly enlarged

their rights, and were almost become
tyrants. Also, the new colonists, who
had flocked in under Battusthe Happy,
having never received full political pri-

vileges, were discontented. The changes

effected by Demonax were these :— 1.

He restricted the powers of the kings

within their original narrow limits ;

and '2. he imparted to the new colonists

equal rights of citizenship with the

ancient citizens. The latter retained

certain privileges : as precedency, which
is indicated by their being placed first

in the list of tribes ; and the exclusive

right of holding the aboriginals in ville-

nage. This is indicated by the mention
of the vassals() as belonging to

the Thencan tribe, in which they were
reckoned, without of course possessing

any political power. Miiller regards

this constitution as wisely framed under
the circumstances. (Dorians, vol. ii.

pp. 03, 64, and 181, 182.)

This view is no doubt partly con-

jectural; but it is clear and in accord-

ance with the general spirit of antiquity.

The account of the vassals or Perioeci

seems better than that of Niebuhr,

that they were the original subjects of

the Therseans in Thera, who in the

colony stood on an equal footing with

their masters. (Hist, of Rome, note

7118, 2nd edit.)

^ It is probably this change to which

Aristotle alludes (Pol. vi. 2), and which

he compares with the legislation of

Clisthenes. At least Miiller 's argument
to the conti-ary (Dorians, vol. ii. p. 183,

note) is very weak. He appears to

forget that Aristotle is not speaking

only of the Cyrensean, but also and

chiefly of the Clisthenic constitution,

and that all his expressions cannot be

expected to apply to both. The tribes

of Demonax were not certainly " more "

than the original—which were the

Hylliei, Dymanes, and Pamphyles (see

ch. 148, note '',—but they were different

from them, which is the main point.

Thus they served, as Aristotle says, to

break up old associations, and establish

new in their place.
' Who would be principally loniana.

Thus tlie three tribes consist of

three difi"erent races :—1. The The-

rseans, who were of Grffico-Phoenician

extraction ; 2. The Lacedaemonians and

Cretans, who were Dorians ; and 3.

The islanders, who were lonians, A
similar ethnic distinction is found, to a

certain extent, at Sicyon (infra, v. 68
;

comp. vii. 94), and again at Thurii.

(See the Introductory Essay, ch. i. p.

19, note i).

I 2
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Battiis of his former privileges, only reserving for him certain

sacred lands and offices ;^ while, Avith respect to the powers which

had hitherto been exercised by the king, he gave them all into

the hands of the people.

162. Thus matters rested during the lifetime of this Battus,

but when his son Arcesilaiis came to the throne, great disturb-

ance arose about the privileges. For Arcesilaus, son of Battus

the lame and Pheretima, refused to submit to the arrangements

of Demonax the Mantinean, and claimed all tlie powers of his

forefathers. In the contention•^ which followed Arcesilaus Avas

worsted, whereupon he fled to Samos,* Avhile his mother took

refuge at Salamis ^ in the island of Cyprus. Salamis was at that

time ruled by Evelthon, the same who offered at Delphi tiie

censer which is in the treasury of the Corinthians,'' a Avork

deserving of admiration. Of him Pheretima made request, that

he would give her an army, Avhereby she and her son might

regain Cyrene. But Evelthon, preferring to give her anything

rather than an army, made her various presents. Pheretima

accepted them all, saying, as she took them :
" Good is this too,

king ! but better Avere it to give me the army v, liich I crave

at thy hands." Finding that she repeated these Avords each

time that he presented her with a gift, Evelthon at last sent her

a golden spindle and distaff, with the wool ready for spinning.

Again she uttered the same speech as before, Avhereupon Evel-

thon rejoined—" These are the gifts I present to women, not

armies."

163. At Samos, meanwhile, Arcesilaus Avas collecting troops

by the promise of granting them lands.'' Having in this way

2 The early kings of the various had extended the rights of citizenship

Grecian states, like those of Rome, were too far, and had thereby introduced
uniformly priests likewise. (Hermann, disorders.

Pol. Autiq. of Greece, § 56, note 10.) * Vide supra, ch. 152, note ^.

At Sparta we find them still so * Concerning the site of Salamis, vide

regarded. (Infra, vi. 56.) Aristotle infra, v. 104-, note. Pheretima may
says (Polit. iii. 0) that it was their perhaps have applied for aid in this

usual fate to be left nothing but their cpiarter on account of its Graco-l'limii-

priestly character. Compare the insti- cinn character.

tution of the& ^aaiKths at Athens, •> See note^ on Book i. ch. 14, and
and the ?-(;x sa(;/i7(>'//i/.s at Kome. (Livy, note ^ on Book ii. ch. 167. It is not
ii. 2.) very clear why the offering should have

' This is most likely the contention been put into the treasury of the
($) of which Aristotle speaks (Pol. Cypselicls.

vi. 2), and which he ascribes to the ''It iloes not appear to me that

want of moderation on the part of those .5$, either in this place or where
who established the democracy, vhereby it occuv.vd before (ch. 159), has the
the nobles () were exasperated, sense which Miiller assigns to it. (Do-
and driven to attempt a counter-revolu- riaus, ii. p. 63, E. T.) It does not
tion. According to his view, Demonax signify "a new division of their lands,"
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drawn together a vast host, lie sent to Delphi to consult llic

oracle about his restoration. The answer of the I'ythoncss was
this: "Loxias grants thy race to rule over Gyrene, till four
kings Battus, four Arcesilaus by name,** have passed away.
Beyond this term of eight generations of men, he warns yon nol

but simply an allotting of land. On Scholia.st. adding tbat BattuB. wli.. ai,-
the former occasion the land to be pears to have been tlie son of ••-
allotted to the new colonists was land laiis IV., was comijelled to fly, and took
previously unoccupied by Greeks, and refuge at Euesperides.
considered by the nomade Libyans to The chronology of the reigns presents,
belong to them (vide supra, eh. 19). however, certain difliculties. According
On this occasion the estates of the oppo- to Solinus, Cyrene was founded u.c. .')97

site party would furnish the means of (xxvii. 44); but in that case Uattus the
fulfilling the promise under which Happy, who ascended the throne .00

persons were enlisted. years later (Herod, iv. 1 J9), would be
^ That the Battiadsc continued to contemporary, not with Apries, but

i-eign at Cyrene till the eighth genera- Amasis. Eusebius gives a better date,
tion is confirmed by Piudai•, who calls viz. B.C. 631. This will make Battus
the Arcesilaus of his day (Arcesilaiis the Happy ascend the throne n.c. .'iT,')

IV.) oySooy4 'ApKeaiAas. (Pyth. and be contemporary therefore with the
iv. 65, ed. Dissen.) The Scholiast (ad last six years of the reign of Apries, who
loc.) states the fact historically, de- vas succeeded by Amasis in B.C. 5iJ9.

daring that "four kings Battus, and It will also accord tolerably with the
four Arcesilaiis by name " ^ statements, 1. of Theophra-stus, that3 Se ), actually Cyrene was founded close upon 300
reigned—that the line of descent was years before B.C. ;{11 (Hist. Plant, vi.

uninterrupted from father to son—and iii. 3), and 2. of the Scholiast ''ad Find.
that the i-eign of the fourth Arcesilaus Pyth. iv.), that the dynasty continued
was followed by a democracy. It may for 200 years. Tliese periods are Uiani-

be conjectured that these events had festly round numbers; but they will

already happened before Herodotus perhaj^s enable us to approximate to the
wi'ote this portion of his History. He- true chronology,

raclides Ponticus (Fr. 4) confirms the

DYNASTY Oi^ THE BATTIAD^ AT CYRENE.
B.C. B.C.

Battus I. (founder of the city, reigned 40 years) . . 6.S1 to 591

Arcesilaiis I. (liis son, reigned 16 years) 591 to 575

Tj t4 ir /.I TT t• \ =~- .,,,,,( Amasis, king of Etrypt, married
Battus II. (the Happy his son)

''^n * Ln < Ladic;, the ^uigl'ter of one
Arcesilaus U. (the Ill-tempered, his son) . . . . 555 (!) to 540 (i)|

^^ ^^^^^ ^^ thi'so 2 kings.

Battus III (the Lame, his son) 540 (?) to 530 (?). .Legislation of Oemonax.
Arcesilaiis m. (his son) 530 (?) to 515 (?). .Became tributary U) Canibyses.

(Pheretima, regent) 515 (?) to 514 (?).. Expedition of Aryandes.

Battus IV. (the Fair, son of Arcesilaus lU.) . . . . 514 (?) to 470 (?)

Arcesilaiis IV. (his son), ascended the throne about 470
gained a Pythian victoiy 466
lived perhaps till nearly . . . . 431 (?)

Thus Herodotus would be still adding Compare Bouhier's Dissertations (ch.

touches to his history after the murder of xii.), and Clinton's F. H., Years 631,

Arcesilaus IV., and the expulsion of his 587, 591, 575, 466, &c.

son Battus. Arcesilaus IV. would be a It has been recently argued, from a

young man in B.C. 4G6 (Find. Pyth. V. 102, Cyreuaic coin in the British Museum,

103, \]$ - that the monarchy came to an end at

), and might continue to reign for least as early as u.c. 450. The coin is

five-and-thirty years. Battus IV. being, thought 6^/ its style to be " not later
"

as is evident from the position assumed than that date ; and, as it bears the

by Pheretima, a minor at the death of inscription (/ »), it

his father, would be likely to have a must have been struck under the re-

long reign (44 years). The 300 years public. (See a paper by Mr. Stuart

of Theophrastus would be a little ex- Poole on a coin from the Cyrenaica.)

ceeded; but his words are not precise. The doubt, however, remains, whether{\ wepl ,. s. c.) thesi//feof a coin can accurately fix a date.
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to seek to extend your reign. Thou, for thy part, be gentle,

when thou art restored. thou tinniest the oven full of jars,

bake not the jars ; but be sure to speed them on their way. If,

however, thou heatest the oven, then avoid the island—else thou

wilt die thyself, and Avith thee the most beautiful bull." ^

164. So spake the Pythoness. Arcesilaiis upon this returned

to Cyrene, taking with him the troops which he had raised in

Samos. There he obtained possession of the supreme power

;

whereupon, forgetful of the oracle, he took j)roceedings against

those Avho had driven him into banishment. Some of them fled

from him and quitted the country for good ; others feU into his

hands and were sent to suffer death in Cyprus. These last hap-

pening on their passage to put in through stress of weather at

Cnidus, the Cnidians rescued them, and sent them off to Thera.

Another body found a refuge in the great tower of Aglomachus,

a private edifice, and vere there destroyed by Arcesilaus,

heaped wood around the place, and burnt them to death.

Aware, after the deed was done, that this was what the Pythoness

meant when she warned him, if he found the jars in the oven,

not to bake them, he mthdrew himself of his own accord from

the city of Cyrene, believing that to be the island of the oracle,^

and fearing to die as had been prophesied. Being married to a

relation of his own, a daughter of Alazir,- at that time king of

the Barcieans, he took up his abode with him. At Barca, how-

ever, certain of the citizens, together with a number of Cyre-

nffian exiles, recognising him as he walked in the forum, killed

him ; they slew also at the same time Alazir, his father-in-law.

So Arcesilaiis, wittingly or unwittingly, disobeyed the oracle,

and thereby fulfilled his destiny.

^ This oi'acle 13 given in prose, but least the site was at ilerdj.

evidently contains fragments of the - This name is remarkable. It is

hexameters in which it was delivered; clearly not Greek, and therefore is pro-

e. (j. : Si» '-•; iivai—- bably African. Hence it would seem' — is eAflr/s; that not only vras Bai'ca originally an
and tlie last line, which may be restored African town fsee note ^ on ch. lOU),

with an approach to certainty: avrhs but that while falling under Greek influ-

yap, ravpos . ence in the reign of Arcesilaiis II., it had
The allusion here seems to Vje to Alazir, still retained its native princes, who in-

the father-in-law of Ai'cesilalis. (See termarried with the Battiadse. It is no
the next chapter.) objection to this view that the daughter

^ it is not very easy to see how either of Alazir is called a " relation " of Arce-
Cyrene or Barca could be regarded as silaiis, for she may have been so on her
islands. Perhaps the exi-stence of springs mother's side. However, it is certainly

on several sides of Cyrene may have possible that, as Mr. Blakesley thinks,

been considered, in a country so scant the Greek princes of Barca may have
of water, as what the word adopted African names to conciliate

pointed at. At ]3arca there would not their native subjects. Battus, it must
be even this approach to an insular cha- be remembered, was an African word.
racter, for water is scarce there, if at
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165. Plieretima, tlie mother of Arcesilaiis, during tlic time

that her son, after Avorkiiig his own ruin, dwelt at iiarca, con-

tinued to enjoy all his privileges at Cyrene, managing the

government, and taking her seat at the council-board. No
sooner, however, did she hear of the death of her son at Barca,

than leaving Cyrene, she fled in haste to Egypt. Arcesilaiis

had claims for service done to Cambyses, son of Cyrus ; since it

was by him that Cyrene was put under the Persian yoke, and

a rate of tribute agreed upon.^ Pheretima therefore went

straight to Egypt, and presenting herself as a suppliant before

Aryandes, entreated him to avenge her \ATongs. Her son, she

said, had met his death on account of his being so well affected

towards the Medes.*

166, Now Aryandes had been made governor of Egypt by
Cambyses. He it was who in after times Avas punished Avith

death by Darius for seeking to rival him. AAvare, by report

and also by his own eyesight, that Darius wished to leave a

memorial of himself, such as no king had ever left before,*

Aryandes resolved to follow his example, and did so, till he got

his reward. Darius had refined gold 'to the last perfection of

purity in order to have coins struck of it : Aryandes,^ in his

Eg}'ptian government, did the very same with silver, so that to

this day there is no such pure silver anywhere as the Aryandic.

^ Vide supra, iii. 13 and 91. all that he asserts is that Darius coined
* It is not likely that there was any gold of mperior purity to any which had

ground at all for this statement \vhich been known before. It is said to have

however was plausible enough, and been from the purity of his gold coin-

might easily impose upon the Persian age that the expression "Darius's gold"
governor, who would not care to in- came to be used for gold without any

vestigate it. He consider it his alloy. (See Plutarch, Pactolus, p. 1102,

business to uphold the royal family A.) Of course it is quite possible that

which had treated with Cambyses, even Darius may, in point of fact, have been

apart from any such special claim ; for the first to coin Persian money ; and the

the Persians, until after the Ionian name " daric " (vide infra, vii. ch. '28)

revolt, everywhere maintained and sup- favours this view; but no statement to

ported the Greek despots. (See below, this effect is here made by Herodotus,

vi. 43; and compare the cases of Syloson, ^ Some silver corns have been found

iii. 141-149, and Hippias, v. 96.) As an which are supposed to be of Aryandes :

ambitious satrap, he may also have been on the obverse is a Persian archer on a

glad of the opportunity for gaining ter- hippocampus, beneath which is a zi(izag

ritory. for water with a dolphin; on the reverse

* Two conclusions have been drawn an owl traversed by the two sceiitrea

from this passage:— 1. That Darius of Osiris, and dates in hieroglyphics of

was " the first Persian king who ever the years , , and 7. Another has a

coined money" (Grote, iv. p. 319); dolphin instead of the hippocampus, and

2. That he was actually the first person being of older style throws a doubt on

who ever performed that feat fBahr ad these coins being of Aryandes.— [G. W.]

loc). The words of Herodotus justify There are also some coins of a different

neither statement. He tells us himself type from either of these, which have

elsewhere that the Lydians were the been ascribed to this satrap. (See note

first who coined money (i. 94); and here on Book vii. ch. 28.)
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Darius, wlien this came to his ears, brought another charge,' a

cliarge of rebellion, against Aryandes, and pnt him to death.

167. At the time of which we are• speaking Aryandes, moved
with compassion for Pheretima, granted her all the forces which

there were in Eg}^t, both land and sea. The command of the

army he gave to Amasis, a Maraphian f while Badres, one of

the tribe of the Pasargadse, was appointed to lead the fleet.

Before the expedition, however, left Egypt, he sent a herald to

Barca to inquire who it was that had slain king Ai'cesilaiis.

The Barcseans replied ' that they, one and all, acknowledged the

deed—Arcesilaiis had done them many and great injuries.' After

receiving this reply, Aryandes gave the troops orders to march

with Pheretima. Such Avas the cause which served as a pretext

for this expedition : its real object was, I believe, the subjugation

of Libya.^ For Libya is inhabited by many and various races, and

of these but a very few were subjects of the Persian king, while

by far the larger number held Darius in no manner of respect.

168. The Libyans dwell in the order wliich I will now describe.

Beginning on the side of Egypt, the first Libyans are the Adyr-

machidse.^ These people have, in most points, the same customs

as the Egyptians, but use the costume of the Libyans. Their

women wear on each leg a ring made of bronze f they let their

hair grow long, and when they catch any vermin on their persons,

bite it and throw it away. In this they differ from all the other

Libyans. They are also the only tribe mth whom the custom

' There would be no need of "anothei' to Egypt (Peripl. pj). 105, 106). They
charge." Issuing a coinage, whether extend from the Canopic mouth of the
good or bad, would be considered, and Nile to Apis, which, according to Strabo
indeed would be, an act of rebellion, (xvii. p. 113.5), is 11^ miles west of Pa-
The ostentatious imitation of Darius rajtonium (^now Barctonn). They are

might make the animus of the act still mentioned likewise by Ptolemy (p.
more apparent. 117), Pliny (v. 6), and Silius Italicus

8 The Maraphians were the Persian (iii. 279; ix. 224). The last of these

tribe next in dignity to the PiisargadiB. calls them "gens accola Nili," and says

(Vide supra, i. 125.) It is curious to their arms- a variegated shield and
find the Eijyptian name of Amasis in a curved scymitar.

such a connexion. - Bronze and silver bangles are often
* Dahlmann's remark is just: " Here found in the Egyptian tombs, and they

a human infirmity seems to have stolen were very generally worn, as they still

upon Herodotus. . . . An exaggerated are, by the Egyptian, Ethiopian, Moor-
representation, which does not cor- ish, and other women of Africa.—[G.W.]
respond with tlie truth, of the real ini- Mr. Hamilton, speaking of the women
portance of this affair has imposed itself of Bctujhazi (the ancient Euesperides),

upon Herodotus, who was anxious to says—" The silver bracelets and (niA/t'is

collect together his information con- which complete their adornment, are
cerning the Libyan nations. . (Life, p. sometimes of great weight. A Jewess
12.'i, E. T.) No attempt to subjugate in Benghazi wears a pair of anklets

Libya appears in the expedition itself. whicli weigh five pounds." (Wander-
' The AdyrmachidiE appear in Scylax ings, p. 13.)

in the same position, but are reckoned
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obtains of bringing all women about to become brides before the

king, tliat he may choose such as are agreeable to him.^ The
Adyi-machidse extend from the borders of Egypt to the harboui•

called Port Plynus.'*

169. Next to the Adyrmachidae are the Gilligammaj,^ who
inhabit the country westward as far as the island of Aphrodisias.*^

Oif this tract is the island of Platea, wliich the Cyrenaeans
colonised. Here too, upon the mainland, are Port Menelaiis,"

and Azh-is, where the Cyrenaeans once liA^ed. The Silphium ^

3 Compare the middle age droit de
CUiSSil(/C.

* Plj'uus, according to Scylax, is two
days' sail west of Apis, and belongs to

Marmarica (Peiipl. p. 106). It is gene-
rally thought to be identical with the
Panormus of Ptolemy {Fort Bardeah).
Thus the Adyrmachidae extend a de-

gree farther west in Herodotus than in

Scylax. Herodotus, it is to be I'emai'ked,

makes no mention of the Marmaridae,
who are reckoned the chief nation in these
parts by Scylax, Strabo, and Ptolemy.

^ The Gilligammae are unknown to
any other independent geograj^her. Ste-

l^hen merely echoes Herodotus. They
appear to represent the Marmaridas.

^ Aphrodisias appears both from
Scylax (Peripl. p. 109) and Ptolemy (iv.

4) to be the little island which lies off

the coast due north of Cyrene, opposite

the ruins of Ai^ollonia. Thus the Gilli-

gammae dwelt partly within the Cyre-

naica, where they were held in vassalage

by the Greek inhabitants. (Vide supra,

eh. 161, note-.) Kiepert, following Ren-
nell (Geogi'aph. p. 609), places Aphro-
disias near Derna, marking the island

off Cyrene as Leia (Map XXII.). But
Leia and Aphrodisias were two names
of the same island (Ptolemy, 1. s. c).

" In the eastern part of the tract, not

very far from Plynus (Scylax, Peripl. p.

106). By Ptolemy's time the pox't

seems to have been blocked up, as the

town is by him considered an inland

one (p. 117).
* This famous plant, the laserj^ilium

of the Romans, which is figured upon

most of the Cyrensean and Barcaean
coins, was celebrated both as an article

of food and also for its medicinal virtues.

It formed an important element in the
ancient commerce of Cyrene. It was
probably a royal monopoly, and a main
source of the gi-eat wealth of the Bat-

tiadae (Pind. Pyth. v. 1, &c.) ; as there is

a representation of king Arcesilaiis upon
an ancient vase, in the act of weighing
out the drug to his customers (An-
nali deir Inst. Archeolog. di Roma,
vol. v. p. 56). Hence the expression
in Aristophanes (Plut. 921), 'rh-.' A description of it is given
at great length in Theophrastus (Hist.

Plant, vi. 3), and another in Pliny (H. N.
xxii.23 ). Delia Cella, Pacho, and Beechey,
all considered that they recognised the

silphium in a plant called by the Arabs
drias or derias—an umbelliferous plant,

three feet in height, resembling the

Daucas or wild carrot. This flower is

first met with about Merdj, and extends
eastward a little beyond Lcriia (Dar-
nis). It is injurious to the cattle which
feed on it (Delia Cella, pp. 126, 127

;

Pacho, ch. xviii.; Beechey, pp. 409-

420; Hamilton, p. 27).

The identity of this plant with the

silphium has been questioned on ac-

count of the manner in which the latter

is figured upon the coins. The stem is

not nearly so thick as represented ; and
altogether the figure is far from benig a

good likeness. Still, as Mr. Hamilton
observes (p. 28), the plant, as given

upon the corns, is a very fair " conreii-

tional silphium," and the inexactness of
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begins to grow in this region, extending from the island of Platea

on the one side to the mouth of the Syrtis ^ on the other.

The customs of the Gilligammie are like those of the rest of their

countrymen.

1 70. The Asbystae ^ adjoin the Gilligammse upon the west.

Tliey inhabit the regions above Cyrene, but do not reach to the

coast, which belongs to the Cyrenoeans. Fom--horse chariots are

in more common use among them than among any other

Libyans. In most of their customs they ape the manners of the

Cyrenaians.^

171. Westward of the Asbystae dwell the Auschisae,^ who
possess the country above Barca, reaching, however, to the sea at

the place called Euesperides.* In the middle of then- territory is

the little tribe of the Cabahans,^ vllich touches the coast near

the representation cannot be considered
to outweigli the many arguments in

favour of the identity. The j^lacing of
the .silphiura upon the coins of Cyrene
is anahigous to that of the ear of wheat
on the coins of Metapontum, of the
bunch of grapes on those of Myconus,
of tlie fish on those of Olbia, and of the
bunch of thyme on those of Melos. The
country is represented by its chief pro-
duct.

^ Herodotus appears to have known
but of one Syrtis, which is the Greater
Syrtis of the geographers, the modern
Gulf oi Sidra, not (as Niebuhr supposed)
the Less (Geogi-aph. of Herod, p. 19,

E. T.). Tliis is the limit that Scylax
assigns to the silphium, which extends,
he says (Peripl. p. 108) from the Cher-
sonese {Ras-e'-Tynn) to Euesperides
{Benghazi). Comi^are also Theophras-
tus (1. 8. c). The present limits of the
plant seem to be even narrower. It first

appears somewhat east of Zardes, and
only reaches from thence to a little be-
yond Cyrene {(Jrennnh). See the autho-
rities quoted in the last note.

1 The Asbystae, being neighbours of
the Cyrentcans, were well known to the
Greeks. Callimachus, the Cyrenaoan,
sang of them fap. Steph. Byz. in voc.). Their inland position is

attested by Dionysius (I'erieg. 211).'/3 ' •€,'.
They are mentioned by Pliny, under the
name of Hasbitse (Nat. Hist. v. ), as

neighbours of the Nasamonians and
Macians.

- The Cyrenacans were famous for

their skill in chariot-driving (Ephor.

Fr. 5). Hence the appellations of eviir-

TTOs,3, and the like, applied to

Cyrene (I'ind. Pyth. iv. 2, ix. 5, &c. ed.

Diss. I. Hence also their success in the

games (ibid.). The most usual emblems
on their coins, besides the silphium,

are the horse, the four-horse chariot,

and the chariot-wheel. Vide supra,

ch. 1(30, note *. The sti-eets of Cyi-ene,

and the roads in its neighbom'hood are

still deeply indented with the marks of

chariot-wheels (Hamilton, p. 70; Pacho,

p. 194; Beechey, p. 406, &c.); and the

quadriga appears more than once in

the few sculptures which still adorn the

ruins (Hamilton, p. 45).
^ The Auschisse of Herodotus are

plainly identical with the Auschitae of

Steph. Byz., who dwell above Barca.

Whether the Ausigdi of Callimachus
(ap. Steph.) are the same people is open
to doubt. Ausigda, the city of these

latter, was known both to Hecataeus
(Fragm. 300) and Ptolemy (Geograph.
iv. 4). It lay a little eastward of Pto-
lemais.

^ Theotimus, who wrote a book about
Cyrene, said that this city was founded
bj' Arcesilaiis IV. after his Pythian vic-

tory, and that the Carrhotus mentioned
by Pindar as charioteer (Pyth. v. 34),
who was his wife's brother, led out the
colonists, a collection from all Greece
(Fr. 1). Battus, the son of Arcesilaiis

IV., afterwards fled hither (Heracl.

Pout. Fr. 4). The place received the
name of Berenice under the Ptolemies
(Ptolem. Geograph. iv. 4; Strab. xvii.

p. 1181), and is now Benghazi. (Vide
infra, ch. 198.)

'' Or Bacalians, according to one read-
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Tauchira,*^ a city of the Baregeans. Their customs are like those

of the Libyans above Cyrene.

172. The Nasamoniai^s/ a numerous people, are the western

neighbours of the Auscliisoe. In summer they leave their flocks

and herds upon the sea-shore, and go up the country to a place

called Augila,^ where they gather the dates from the palms,

^

which in those parts grow thickly,^ and are of great size, all of

them being of the fruit-bearing kind. They also chase the

locusts, and, Avhen caught, dry them in the sun, after which they

grind them to powder, and, sprinkling this upon their milk, so

drink it. Each man among them h;is several wives, in their

intercourse with whom they resemble the Massagetse. The
following are their customs in the swearing of oaths and the

practice of augury. The man, as he swears, lays his hand upon
the tomb of some one considered to have been pre-eminently just

and good, and so doing swears by liis name. For divination they

betake themselves to the sepulchres of their own ancestors, and,

after praying, lie down to sleep upon theh' graves ; by the dreams

which then come to them they guide their conduct. Wlien they

pledge their faith to one another, each gives the other to chink

out of his hand ;
^ if there be no liquid to be had, they take up

dust from the ground,^ and put then- tongues to it.

ing. This "little tribe" escaped the

notice of all other geographers. It would
seem to exist still in the Cabyles of

modern Algeria, a true Berber race.

^ Tauchira retains its name as Taukra,

Tokrah, or Terkera. Considerable ruins

mark the site (Delia Cella, p. 209, E. T.

;

Pacho, pp. 184-186; Beechey, pp. 367-

376). The walls, according to Beechey,

are a mile and a half round.
7 All the geographers speak of the

Nasamonians, and agree in their locality

(Scylax, Peripl. p. Ill; Strab. xvii. p.

1183; Plin. H. N. v. .5). They dwelt

around the shores of the Greater Syrtis

(vide supra, ii. 32). In the Roman
times they had the character of being

wreckers (Quint. Curt. iv. 7 ; Lucan's

Pharsal. ix. 438-444).
^ This place retains its name un-

changed. It lies on the great I'oute

from Egypt to Fezzan and Mauritania,

almost due south of Cyrene, between the

29th and 30th parallels. It was visited

by Horneman and Pacho, and more re-

cently by Hamilton. Pacho declares

the account of Herodotus to be in all

respects true (pp. 272-280). His de-

scriptions are, he says, " tellement

fideles, qu'elles pourraient encore sei-vir

b, d^crire I'Augiles moderne."
3 See below, note ' on ch. 182.
1 Mr. Hamilton estimates the number

of date-ti"ees in the oasis of Augila at

16,000 (p. 190). Those of Jalo, which
was probably included in the Augila of

Herodotus, at,! Dates continue

to be the sole product of the place and
the source whence the inhabitants draw
all their subsistence. A brisk trade is

carried on between them an;l the natives

of the coast, chiefly those of Benghazi,

who bring them corn and manufactured
articles of all kinds, and i-eceive dates in

exchange. In the time of Leo Afri-

canus (the loth centuiy^ a similar trade

was carried on with Egypt (vi. p. 246).

- Shaw mentions a custom exactly

like this in Algeria. In the marriage

ceremony the form of plighting troth is

by drinking out of each other's hands
(Travels, p. 303).

3 So the Mahometan law of ablution

allows sand to be used where water can-

not be procured.
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173. On the country of the Nasamonians borders that of the

Psylli/ wlio were swept away under the foUoviug circumstances.

The south-wind had blown for a long time and dried up all the

tanks in which their water was stored. Now the whole region

w^itliin the 8yrtis is utterly devoid of sjDrings. Accordingly, the

Psylli took counsel among themselves, and by common consent

made Avar upon the south-wind—so at least the Libyans say, I do
but repeat then- w^ords—they w^nt forth and reached the desert

:

but there the south-Avind rose and buried them under heaps of

sand :
^ whereupon, the Psylli being destroyed, their lands passed

to the Nasamonians.'^

174. Above the Nasamonians, towards the south, in the district

where the Avild beasts abound, dwell the Garamantians,' who
avoid all society or intercom-se with their fellow-men, have no

weapon of war, and do not know how to defend themselves.^

175. These border the Nasamonians on the south : westward

along the sea-shore theii• neighbom-s are the Macae,^ who, by

* The Psylli had been already men-
tioned by Hecataius (Fragm. 3:'>

), who
seems to have spoken of the Greater
Syi'tis under the name of the Psyllic
Gulf. Scylax omits them; but they
appear in Ptolemy, in their proper posi-

tion (iv. 4). Strabo likewise places them
next to the Nasamonians 'xvii. p. 118•">).

According to Pliny, although the Nasa-
monians had at one time almost exter-
minated them, yet a remnant continued
to his day (vii. 2). The Psylli were
famed for their power of charming ser-

pents. (See Pliny, 1. s. c. ; Plutarch,
Cat. Min. i. p. 787; Celsus, v. 27, &c.)

[The snake-players of the coast of
Barbary are worthy successors of the
Psylli. Both the snakes and the men
appear to be equally frantic during their
performances, which ai-e far more dis-

gusting than in Egypt.—G. W.]
^ Compare iii. 2, where a similar

power is incorrectly assigned to the
desert sand-storm (see note ^ ad loc).
Mr. Hamilton tells us that at present
there is in these parts of Africa an al-

most superstitious dread of the south-
wind. The Lifaijah, a tribe inhabiting
the oasis of Ammon, " regard a hot
south-wind as the unfailing signal of
some coming calamity. One is almost
tempted to think they must be a rem-
nant of the Psylli, who had escaped the
general destruction of their nation, and
still dread their old enemy " (Wander-
ings, p. 253).

^ Perhaps we may combine this tradi-

tion with the account given by Pliny,

and consider that after the Psylli had
sufiered a great loss from a sand-storm
in the desert, in an expedition under-
taken probably to procure water, they
were attacked in their weakened condi-

tion by the Nasamonians, who seized

the greater portion of their territory.
'' It is doubtful whether " Garaman-

tians" is the true reading here. Pliny
and Mela, who follow Herodotus ^ery
closely in their descriptions of the Afri-

can nations, ascribe the features here

given to the Garamantians, to a distinct

people whom they call Gamphasautians.
The corruption, if such it be, no doubt
was early ; for Eustathius (ad Dionys.
Perieges. 217) and Stephen (ad voc.) both
read " Garamantians " in the passage.

The Garamantians seem to be intro-

duced, in ch. 183, as a new people.
* These statements 'it is clear) do not

agree with what is said below (ch. 159)
of the Garamantians '

' hunting the Tro-
glodyte Ethiopians."

' Scylax agrees with this statement
(Peripl. p. 1). He places the Macse,

like the Nasamonians, upon the shores

of the Greater Syrtis, assigning the tract

towards the east to the latter, that to-

wards the west to the former people.

They are found, as Macicans, in the

same position, in Ptolemy (iv. 3.2). Strabo omits them; but they
appear in Pliny, in conjunction with
the Nasamonians and Asbystic (Has-

bita3). In the third century B.C. they
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letting• the locks about the crown of their head grow long, wliile

they clip them close CA'erywhere else, make their hair resemble

a crest. In war these people use the skins of ostriches for

shields.^ The river Cinyjis ^ rises among them from the height

called " the Hill of the Graces," and runs from thence througli

their country to the sea. The Hill of the Graces is thickly

covered Avith wood, and is thus very unlike the rest of Libya,

which is bare. It is distant two hundred furlongs from the sea."*

176. Adjoining the Macfe are the Gindanes,^ whose women
wear on their legs anklets of leather. Each lover that aAvoman
has gives her one ; and she can show the most is the best

esteemed, as she appears to have been loved by the greatest

number of men.

177. A promontory jutting out into the sea from the country

of the Gindanes is inhabited by the Lotophagi,*^ live en-

furnished mercenaries to the Carthagi-

nians (Polyb. iii. ''
^.

- Compare vii. 70. Ostriches are still

found in great numbers in this part of

Africa, but at some distance from the

coast (Lyon's Travels, p. 66).
^ The river Ciuyps, or Cinyphus, is

commemorated by all the geogi-aphers

(Scylas, Peripl. p. IVl; Ptol. iv. 3;

Strab. xvii. p. 1179; &c.). It ran into

the sea a little to the east of Leptis, the
present Lebeda (Strab. 1. s. c). Moderns
do not find any river of consequence on
this coast, which is intersected by tor-

rent courses dry during the summer
months. Perhaps the Wad' el Khaiinn

has the best right to be considered the

ancient Cinyps. It has '
' more jjreten-

sions to the title of river" than any
of tlie other torrents upon this coast

(Beechey, p. 62. Compare Earth's Wan-
derungen, vol. i. p. 317)—it is in the

right position, a little to the cast of

Lebeda—it has marshes upon its right

bank crossed by a causeway, agreeablj'

to Strabo's description (xvii. p. 1179)
—and the surrounding country coi're-

sponds with the descriptions of Scylax
(Peripl. p. 112) and Herodotus (infra,

ch. 198, and cf. note ad loc). The only
objection to the identification is that

the Gharidn hills from which it flows,

are not more than 4 miles from the sea

(Beechey, 1. s. c). But this objection

would lie equally against all the other
streams.

* The Hill of the Graces, which was
likewise mentioned by Callimachus (ap.

Schol. ad Pind. Pyth. v. 32), must be

looked for in the Ghariin range. This
range however is not now more than 4,

or at most 5 miles distant from the
shore. It is possible that Herodotus
was misinformed as to the distance ; but
it is likewise i:)ossible that the occasion of

the discrepancy may be the encroach-
ment of the sea upon this low shore,

which is very perceptible in places. (See
Beechey, pp. 49.i)-498, and Map of Ajjol-

lonia. Compare Hamilton, p. 52, &c.,

who thinks that the whole of this coast

has subsided.) The Gbarian chain is

said to '

' preserve the character given
of it by the historian, as being covered
with trees, contrasting by their verdure
with the scorched and arid soil of

Libya" (Delia Cella, p. 37, E. T.).

^ The Gindanes are mentioned by
no other ancient writer, if we excej)t

Stephen, whose knowledge comes from
Herodotus. It may be suspected that

the ethnic appellative of Gindanes was
superseded by the descriptive name of

Lotophagi (Lotus-eaters). Stephen iden-

tifies tlie two; and Scylas places the
Lotophagi immediately to the west of

the Cinyps (Peripl. 113). The Gin-

danes are rightly placed by Kiepert
(Map II.) upon the coast.

" The country of the Lotophagi is

evidently the Peninsula of ZarzU, which
is the oidy tract projecting from this

part of the coast. They are thus brought
into the position usually assigned them,
the neighbourhood of the Lesser Syrtis,

or Gnlioi lihabs (Scylax, Peripl. p. 113;

Strabo, xvii. 1178).
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tirely on the fruit of the lotus-tree.'^ The lotus fruit is about the

size of the lentisk berry, and in sweetness resembles the date.

The Lotophagi even siicceed in obtaining from it a sort of

wine.'^

178. The sea-coast beyond the Lotophagi is occupied by the

]\Iachlyans,^ who use the lotus to some extent, though not so

much as the people of whom we last spoke. The Machlyans

reach as far as the great river called the Triton, Avhich empties

itself into the great lake Tritonis.' Here, in this lake, is an is-

7 The lotos or lotus tree vas either the

PJinmnus Zizi/phiis (the Eh. Nubcca of

Forsk.), or the Cordia Myxa ; which
last, very common in the Oases, is called

Mokhai/t in Arabic, and has a sweet

fruit growing in clusters, as described

by Theophrastus, "/ -
rpves." But the lotus is evidently the
Bhamnus, now called in Arabic iSidr, the

fruit Ncbk. It looks and tastes rather

like a bad crab-apple. It lias a single

stone within it. To Ulysses it was as in-

convenient as modern "gold-diggings"

to ship captains, since he had the great-

est difficulty in keeijing his sailors to the

ship when they had once tasted it ( Horn.
Od. ix. 84 to 96). Pliuy (xiii. 32)
thinks the tree a species of Celtis, dif-

fering from that of Italy — the Celtis

Australis 0 Linnaeus. He says, "it has

the size of a jiear-tree, though Cornelius

Nepos calls it low." He also alludes

to its fruit being very delicious, and
to strangers forgetting their country
who tasted it (xsii. 21j. He also men-
tions the lotos herb, or Faha Grccca

(xxiv. 2); the loioinetra (xxii. 21), "of
whose grains the Egyptian shepherds
make bread;" and the lotus lily (Aym-
phcea lotus) in ponds after the inunda-
tion (xiii. 17); also the Melilotus {xxi.

20), "which is a trifoliated herb, sup-
posed by some to be the Trigonclla fus-

num-grtrcviii : but none of these four last

have anything to do with Homer's loto-

phagi. (See notes on Book ii. chs. 92

and 96, and compare Major Rennell, p.

628 to 630.)—[G. W.]
I

* Perhaps this is the origin of the
. Homeric myth (Od. ix. 74 et seqq.j

'' Pliny calls the Machlyans neigh-

bours of the Nasamonians. No other
geographer mentions them under the
same name; but they are probably re-

presented by the Machyni of Ptolemy,
who dwelt on the Lesser Syrtis (iv. 3);

or by their neighbours, the Machryans
(ib.). It may be suspected that the
Macae, Mazyes, or Maxyes, and Mach-

lyes of our author, and likewise the
Machyni, Machryes, Mactei, Mi-maces,
and Maca-tutse of Ptolemy, belonged to

the same stock. The physical type and
customs of the Maclilyaus were noticed
by Calliphanes, Aristotle (Fr. 249), and
Nic. Damasc. (Fr. 136.)

^ No great river exists in these parts.

Small streams only empty themselves
into the Lesser Syrtis; and the brooks
wliich flow into the t<hibkah {Shihk-el-

Lou-denh), or lose themselves among the
sands that border it, do not deserve the
name of rivers. Dr. Shaw believed that

he recognised the Triton in the Wad 'el

Haminali, or river of Kabes, a stream of

some width, which has its source in the
hills to the west of that city, and reaches
the sea a little south of it. (Travels, p.

197.) Biihr accei^ts this view, while
Iviepert (Map II.) appears to make the

Wad;! Accroude, or Akareith, which is

not even a perennial stream, the Triton.

In this he follows Sir Greville Temple
(Excursions in the Mediterranean, p.

165). Rennell's arguments, however,
have never been answered. (See his

Geography, pp. 659-667.) And the pro-

bability seems to be greatly in favour of

his views, which are that the Lake Tri-

touis of Herodotus includes both the
Shihk-el-Loicdeah and the Lesser Syrtis,

between which he supposes there to

have been anciently a communication
by a narrow and shallow channel ; and
that the Triton must be sought for

among the rivulets which run into, or
lose themselves in the sands of the Shih-

kidi. Herodotus, it must be observed,
makes the river Triton run into the Lake
TritonLs, and says not a word of its run-
ning o\it of it; and the Lake Tritouis is

with him a part of the sea, for Jason's

vessel is driven by the nortli wind into

it.

The description in Scylax (Peripl.

pp. 115-117), and the brief notice In

Ptolemy (Vu. 4), are strongly confu-ma-

tory of these views. We may trace the
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land called Phla,^ which it is said the Lacedaemonians were to

have colonised, according to an oracle.

179. The following is the story as it is commonly told. When
Jason had finished building the Argo at the foot of Mount Pelion,

he took on board the nsnal hecatomb, and moreover a brazen

tripod. Thus equipped, he set sail, intending to coast round the

Peloponnese, and so to reach Delphi.^ The voyage was pros-

perous as far as Malea ; but at that point a gale of wind from the

north * came on suddenly, and carried him out of his course to the

coast of Libya ; where, before he discovered the land, he got

among the shallows of Lake Tritonis. As he was turning it in his

mind how he should find his way out, Triton (they say) appeared

to him, and offered to show him the channel, and secure him a

safe retreat, if he would give him the tripod, Jason complying,

was shown by Triton the passage through the shallows ; after

which the god took the tripod, and, carrying it to his own temple,

seated himself upon it, and, filled with jirophetic fury, delivered

to Jason and his companions a long prediction. " When a de-

scendant," he said, " of one of the Argo's crew should seize and

carry off the brazen tripod, then by inevitable fate would a

hundred Grecian cities be built around Lake Tritonis." The
Libyans of that region, when they heard the words of this pro-

phecy, took away the tripod and hid it.

180. The next tribe beyond the Machlyans is the tribe of the

Auseans.^ Both these nations inhabit the borders of Lake Tritonis,

gradual blocking-up of the Diouth of the for the murder of Apsyrtus. (Apoll.

inner sea, which stood to the Lesser Ehod. iv. 557, &o.) Others made the

Syrtis as the Sea of Azof (or Lake Argonauts, wlien commanded to expiate

Mieotis) to tlie Euxine—then the di-yiug tliis murder by sailing to Italy, coast

up of the water by evaporation, and the along the African and Celtic (Iberian?)

separation of the original Lake Tiiton shores voluntarily. (Apollodor. i. p.

into sevei-al seas or meres— lastly the 65.) These divergences prove sufficiently

desiccation of all these with one excep- the unreal and poetic character of the

tion, and the transformation of the entire narrative. [(See Grote, vol. i. pp.
ancient Lake of Triton into the modern olG-34S.)

Sldbk-el-Loirdcah. * Hypercritics observe that a north
2 Probably the same as Scylax's Isle wind springing up at Malea ithe Cajje

of Triton. Shaw (p. 213) identified it St. Angelo) should have carried the ves-

with a sand-bank in the Sldhk-el-Low- sel to the Greater, and not the Lesser

denh, which sand-bank has since become Syrtis (Miiller, Orchom., p. 35-1; Pacho,

a peninsula (Temple, p. 164). Rennell, p. 173). But Herodotus is here only

with more probability, conjectures that reporting the story as it was told by
Phla is now part of the flat tract of sand some poet, who was not perhaps very

which intervenes between the Shibkah well skilled iu geography. He seems

and the sea (p. 663). however, himself, to have compressed
3 Various modes were adopted of Africa too much between Egypt and the

bringing Jason to Lake Tritonis. Some Lake Tritonis (vide infra, ch. 181,

made the visit take place on the return note *).

of the expedition from Colchis, after a •' The Auseans are not mentioned by

storm sent by Jupiter as a punishment any other ancient writer, unless we may
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being separated from one another by the river Triton. Both also

wear their hah* long, but the Madilyans let it grow at the back of

the head, while the Auseans have it long in front. The Ausean

maidens keep year by year a feast in honour of Minerva, whereat

their custom is to draw up in two bodies, and fight with stones

and clubs. They say that these are rites wliich have come down
to them from their fathers, and that they honour with them their

native goddess, who is the same as the Minerva (Athene) of the

Grecians.^ If any of the maidens die of the wounds they receive,

the Auseans declare that such are false maidens. Before the

fight is suffered to begin, they have another ceremony. One of

the virgins, the loveliest of the number, is selected from the rest

;

a Corinthian helmet and a complete suit of Greek armour are

publicly put upon her ; and, thus adorned, she is made to mount

into a chariot, and led around the Avliole lake in a procession.

What arms they used for the adornment of their damsels before

the Greeks came to live in their country, I cannot say. I ima-

gine they dressed them in Egyptian armour, for I maintain that

both the shield and the helmet came into Greece from Egyjjt."

regard them as identical with the Avsu-

rimts of Synesius, who, in the 5th and
6th centuries of our era, devastated the

Cyrenaica. (Op. p. 298-303.) Their

temple of Athene seems to be that men-
tioned by Scylax (p. 116), as$'3 iepov (vide infra, eh. 188).

^ The Athene of the Greeks was
identified with the Neith or Nit of the
Egyptians (Plat. Tim. p. 21, E.), whose
vi'orship was common to all the African

nations. Herodotus appeal's to regard

the worship as indigenous in this jiart

of Africa, and as having passed from
hence into Egypt, and from Egypt
into Greece (vide supra, ii. 50, and
infra, ch. 188).

' Plato notices the resemblance
of the Greek and Egyptian arms
(Tim. p. 24, B.), and ascribes the

invention of them to the latter

people.

[There is, however, very little

resemblance between the shield and
helmet of Egypt and those of

Greece ; though the of

Homer (II. x. 258), without a crest,

may not have looked unlike the

head-piece of the Egyptians. The
Shairetana, a northern people, with
whom the Pharaohs were at one
time in alliance, had a helmet with
horns, and a round shield like that

of Greece (see woodcut in n. on
Book vii., ch. 61;) and the custom
of adorning the helmet with horns

was introduced into Greece fi'om

y^^^if7<^77 Asia, whence Kepas, " horn," was
V//'/;/:/;</>:.V>>>^^^ used to signify a " crest." The-
//// / ////./ / /. / // / /////////.///.// / original ^, or Greek helmet,
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The Auseans declare that Minerva is the daughter of Neptune
and the Lake Tritonis ^—they say she quarrelled with her father,

and applied to Jupiter, who consented to let her be his child ; and

so she became his adopted daughter. These people do not marry
or live in families, but dwell together like the gregarious beasts.

When their children are full-grown, they are brought before

the assembly of the men, which is held every third month, and

assigned to those whom they most resemble.^

181. Such are the tribes of wandering Libyans dwelling upon
the sea-coast. Above them inland is the wild-beast tract : atid

beyond that, a ridge of sand, reaching from Eg}^tian Thebes

to the Pillars of Hercules.^ Throughout this ridge, at the dis-

tance of about ten days' journey from one another,^ heaps of salt

was probably of a similar material,

and it is supposed to have taken its

name from being of dog's skin. The
Carians are said by Herodotus (i. 171)
to have been the first to introduce the
use of crests, and " to put devices on
shields, and to invent handles for

shields ; in the earlier times their vpear-

ers managed them by the aid of a

leathern thong, by vyhich they v^ere

slung round the neck and left shoulder."

This invention of the handle was evi-

dently known long before in Egypt, at

least as early as '2) B.C., in the time
of the Osirtasens of the 12th, and aj)-

parently of the kings of the 6th dynasty.

The Egyptian shields had no emblems
on them. They were also furnished

with a thong for suspending them on
the soldier's back, while using his left

hand for some other purpose.—G. W.]
' This is the earliest form of the

legend, and hence the epithet,-
yeveia, so frequently applied to this

goddess (Hes. Theog. 92-1; Hom. Hymn.
28,4; Arist. Eq. 1189; &c.) The phi-

losophical inythus which brought Athene
from the head of Jove, was a later re-

finement.
9 Compare Arist. Pol. ii. 1.

1 This division of Northern Africa

had been already made (ii. 32). Nie-

buhr (Geogr. of Herod, p. 16, E. T.)

regards it as artificial and imaginary.

Heeren, more justly, as a near approxi-

mation to the truth (African Nat. vol. i.

p. 6, E. T.;. There are, in fact, three

tracts, which stretch across the continent

from Egypt to the Atlantic ocean; first,

the coast-tract, or Barbaiy, the country
of the Berbers, comprising the rqodern

provinces of Morocco, Fez, Algiers,

VOL. III.

Tunis, Tripoli and Barka, which is com-
paratively fertile: next, the hill-region,

or, Bilednlgerid, "the land of dates,"

as the Arabs call it, which, esiDecially

in its more western parts, is greatly in-

fested with wild beasts ; and thirdly,

the Great Sahara. These are not in-

deed, exactly, "parallel belts of land."

The fertility of the coast is inteiTupted

in places, as between Tunis and Tripoli,

and again between Cape Mesnrata and
Benghitsi; and the hilly tract varies

greatly in width, and sometimes sinks

almost to a level with the desert ; but
speaking in a general way, it would be
right to distinguish the regions as He-
rodotus does, and to regard them as

running across Africa; and so we find

them regarded by Ritter in his Erd-
kunde (vol. i. p. 897), and Humboldt
in his Aspects of Nature (vol. i. p. 58,

E. T.).
2 No doubt there is here somewhat

too much of "regularity" and "sym-
meti-y " for truth, f Niebuhr"s Geograph.

of Herod, p. 17, E. T.) It is to be re-

marked, however, that Herodotus uses

the expression, " ahout 10 days' journey

from one another "[4 ), which shows that he did

not intend an exact regularity, such as

his critics have assumed him to mean.
Heeren has shovra the general measure-

ments not to err gi-eatly. (Af. Nat.

vol. i. pp. 202-235, E. T.) His conjec-

ture that Herodotus here describes the

caravan route across the desert, between
Egypt and Western Africa, is one of

those happy thoughts which seem ob-

vious as soon as they are uttered, yet

which occur only to genius.
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in large lumps lie upon hills. At the top of every hill there

gushes forth from the middle of the salt a stream of water, which

is both cold and sweet.^ Around dwell men who are the last

inhabitants of Libya on the side of the desert, living, as they do,

more inland than the wild-beast district. Of these nations the

first is that of the Ammonians, who dwell at a distance of ten

days' journey from Thebes,'' and have a temple derived from

that of the Theban Jupiter. For at Thebes likewise, as I men-
tioned above,^ the image of Jupiter has a face like that of a ram.**

The Ammonians have another spring besides that which rises

^ In the Oases salt is in great abun-
dance, and sometimes a large space is

covered with an incrustation of it, which
breaks like frozen mud or shallow water,

under the feet. Springs frequently rise

from the sand in that desert, and some-
times on the top of hillocks of sand;

where the water, as Herodotus says, is

always cool and sweet; the coolness
being caused by the evaporation. One
of the most remarkable of the latter

that I have seen is on the road from the
Little Oasis to Farafreh; and water
rises from the sand in other places be-

tween Farafreh and the Oasis of Dakh-
leh. Though there is much salt in the
plain, these hillocks are free from it.

—

[G. W.]
Minutoli, however (pp. 174, 175), de-

scribes a district near the oasis of

Ammon {Siwah), whei-e the salt, with
which Northern Africa everywhere
abounds, "rises in masses above the
ground." " There are," he says,

"patches above a mile long, so covered

with this substance as to have the ap-

pearance of a field of snow." (Compare
Hamilton, pp. 183 and 193; and Den-
ham, vol. i. pp. 128, 129.) " Out of the

midst of these," Minutoli adds, "springs
of fresh water sometimes gush forth."

Mr. Hamilton speaks of a spring of re-

markably sweet water near Augila,

which springs from sand " mixed with

crystals of common salt, admirably

white and pure "
(p. 223j. The general

character of these salt-tracts, however,

is rather that of plains than of hills.

* Siirah, which is undoubtedly where
the temple of Ammon stood (vide supra,

iii. 2•)), lies at the distance of 400 geo-

graphical miles, or not less than 20 days'

journey, from Thebes. Heeren thinks

that a station was here omitted, or that

the Great Oasis (El Wah) was reckoned
to Thebes. (Afr. Nat. i. p. 212, E. T.)

This may have been the origin of the

eiToneous statement in the text; but
Herodotus was himself deceived, and
led to contract unduly the extent of

eastern Africa (vide sujira, ch. 179j.
'' Vide supra, ii. 42.

^ The Theban Jupiter had the head
of a man, and wore a cap with two long

feathers, to which Q. Curtius seems to

allude when he says, the head-dress of

the God of the Oasis of Ammon was
" umbriculo niaxime similis." The Ethi-

opians, however, looked upon the ram-
headed God, Noum or Nef, as Jupiter,

though they also worshijiped the Amun
of Thebes ; and both these Deities are

found in the temples of the Oases. The
ram-headed God, however, is called

"Amenebis," i.e. Amun-Nef, at Kasr
Ziiiu in the Great Oasis ; but this temple
was only built in the late time of An-
toninus, and the neighbouring one at

Kasr Ain el Goayta was dedicated under
Ptolemy Euergetes I. to the Theban
triad of Amun, Maut, and Klions. The
confusion between Amun and the ram-
headed Noum was first made by the

Ethiopians, and it was only prevalent in

Egypt subsequently to the age of the

Pharaohs ; though a few instances occur

in Egypt of the ram-headed deity being
called Amun, even in the 19th dynasty.

(See n. '^ on Book ii. ch. 42.) It is pos-

sible tliat Amun, or Amun-Ke, was ori-

ginally a title, rather than the name of

a God, as Atiu-re was added to the
name of Noum, who in the earliest le-

gends is often called Noum-Atin-i-e.
This Atin-re was taken up as a God by
those " stranger kings " (p)i"'^b^bly from
the title resembling Adoni, or Atin, " the

sun," and from Atin-re being the solar-

di«k; and Amun was banished by them.
Atin, Atys, or Attin, was the sun (Ma-
crob. Saturn, i. 2G), or nature, and was
both male and female. Atin-re was
not a new God, but an Egyptian title

given to 'one or more Gods (being on
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from the salt.^ The water of this stream is kikewarm at early

dawn
; at the time wlien tlio market fills it is much cooler ; by-

noon it has grown quite cold ; at this time, therefore, they Avater

their gardens. As the afternoon advances the coldness goes off,

till, about sunset, the water is once more lukewarm ; still the
heat increases, and at midnight it boils furiously. After this time
it again begins to cool, and grows less and less hot till morning
comes. This spring is called " the Fountain of the Sun." "

182. Next to the Ammonians, at the distance of ten days'

journey along the ridge of sand, there is a second salt-hill

like the Ammonian, and a second spring. The country

round is inhabited, and the place bears the name of Augila.^

monuments erected before and after the
expulsion of those " heretics ") in Pha-
raonic and Ptolemaic times. Atin-re

was perhaps the visible God, the solar

disk, as Amun-re was the concealed God
(see n. ^ on Book ii. eh. 42) ; and the
Stranger-kings, who worshipped the sun
itself, may on this account have rejected

Amun. On their monuments Atin-re
was figured as the sun, with rays termi-
nating in human hands ; but an instance

occurs of the winged sun of Hor-Hat,
with these rays, even in the time of

Sethi, of the 19th dynasty. (See Ar. At.

Eg. W., pp. 122, 123.)—[G. W.]
^ The salt of the Ammonians was con-

sidered to be of such excellent quality,

that it was sent to Persia for the use of

the Great King (Dino, Fr. 15). It is

still very abundant, the houses even
been built of it (Hamilton, p. 294).

8 A similar account of this fountain

is given by Diodorus (xvii. 50), Arrian
(iii. 4), Pliny (H. N. ii. 103), and other

ancient vriters. There can be little

doubt that the phenomena are exagge-

rated. All that can now be found at

Siwah is a tepid spring, the water of

which feels somewhat warmer in the
night than in the daytime. It is doubt-
ful whether the temperature really

varies. (Belzoni, p. 423; Minutoli, pp.
173-174; BrowTie, Travels, p. 24. Hum-
boldt, in his Aspects of Nature, speaks

of the supposed periodically cool Foun-
tain of the Sun, p. 59, E. T.) Sir G.
Wilkinson experimented with the ther-

mometer at Zubbo, in the Little Oasis,

where there is a similar spring. The
result, in his own words, was the fol-

lowing ;

"The water of the pond at Zubbo,
soon after sunrise (Feb. 8th), the ex-

ternal air being 5U Fahr., I found to be

73|, and quite warm to the hand; at

mid-day, the external air being 65|, it

was 79|, and cold to the hand; and in

the evening, at 9 o'clock, the external

air being 60J, the water was
77-f{5

Fahr.
and consequently warm to the hand.
This jiond was about 30 ft. wide, and
was not more than 5 or 6 ft. in the
deepest part. Two other springs (at

Bowitti and El Kasr) were 92| Fahr.,

and 93j|. The boiling water was a na-

tural mistake, from the numerous bub-
bles which rise in these sulphureous
ponds. These springs and ponds were
in the Little Oasis, which is called Wah
el Behncsa, and in Coptic Ouahe Pemgc."

3 Vide supra, ch. 172. Pacho, re-

marking on the veracity of Herodotus
in the account which he gives of Augila,

observes:— "II a parle' de ses forets de
palmiers, de la qualite exquise de ses

dattes, et nous avons dit qu'elles sont

la plus grande ressource que possode

encore Augiles. La seule fontainc qu'on

y trouvait de son temps, est la seule

qu'on y trouve de nos jours; c'est

Sibilleh. La seule coUine qui d'apres

I'historien. existait dans ce canton, est

la seule qui interrompe la monotonie

de son immense plaiue de sables : elle

occupe la partie nord du village prin-

cipal. De plus, il ajoute que cette

coUine, comme celle d'Ammon, etait

de sel; et dans le monticule de spath

calcaire d'Augiles, comme aux collines

d'Ammon, nous trouvons des masses

de sel gemme."
The distance between the Ammo-

nians {Siirah) and Augila ia correctly

stated. Homeman travelled it in nine

days, but at more than the ordinary

rate. (Travels, pp. 45, 4ti.) The Augi-

lians of the present day reckon it a ten

days' journey. (Minutoli, p. 172.)

—

2
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Hither it is that the Nasamonians come to gather in the

dates. ^

183. Ten days' journey from Augila there is again a salt-hill

and a spring
;
palms of the fi-uitful kind grow here abundantly,

as they do also at the other salt-hills. This region is inhabited

by a nation called the Garamautians,^ a very powerful people,

who cover the salt Avith mould, and then sow tlieir crops.^ From

thence is the shortest road to the Lotophagi, a jom-ney of tliirty

days.•* In the Garamantian country are found the oxen which.

["Augila is about 220 miles west of

Siwah."--G. W.]
1 The right of gathering dates is still

claimed in certain districts by the Ai-abs
;

and the various small WbJis (Oases), or

spots in the desert having springs and
date-trees, westward of the Egyptian

Oases, are still occupied or claimed by
the BlacL?, as of old; the Nasamones
being, as before observed, the Nahsi-

amones, or negroes of the Ammonian
district. (See n. ^ on Book ii. ch. 32.)

The adoption of the palm-tree as an
emblem of victory, or of success, doubt-

less arose from this right of gathering

dates in a conquered country. It is

well known that the date-tree will not

grow except where there is water, or in

irrigated land ; and the palm-tree of the

desert, like the pelican of the wilder-

ness (a fish-eating bird), must be taken

in a restricted sense, meaning that it

was found in spots away from the habi-

tations of men.—[G. W.]
Mr. Hamilton informs us that the

Zo'j;a'jah Arabs, who inhabit the oasis

of El Ijherri, north-east of Jalo, regu-

larly move southwards in autumn to

gather the dates and figs from the un-

inhabited oases of El Koffra. When
they have left them, parties of the Tib-

boos often come to glean the dates which
remain. '''Wanderings,' pp. 181, 191,

and 197.)

'

2 Heeren, and Rennell, identify the

country of the Garatnantians with the

modem Fezzan. Ritter adopts the

same view. CErdkunde, i. p. 989.) The
chief grounds seem to be, 1. Fezzan is

due south of the country of the Nasa-

monians, who line the shore of the

Greater Syrtis (supra, ch. 174). 2. It

ifl the first well-peopled tract, and the

first which possesses springs west of

Augila. 3. It has a ruined city, Oerma
(Garama), once the capital. 4. Its name
ie preserved in the appellation Gampha-
eantes (= Garm-Phasantes, or Garam-

Phasantes), found in the place of Gara-

mantes in some writers. (Plin. H. N.
V. 8 ; Mela, i. 8j. 5. It Ls the only

tract, where a great and powerful nation

could live, in these parts. These reasons

appear conclusive.

The distance from Augila is mis-

.stated. Rennell imagines that the eastern

border of the Garamantians might be
within the distance of 10 days from the

western limits of the Augilians. (Geogi•.

p. 615.) But this does not seem to be

possible. It takes 16 days at the least

to cross the desert between Augila,

which is at the edge of the Oasis, and
Temissa, the first village in Fezzan.

(Homeman, p. 47.) Heeren conjec-

tures that Herodotus, or his infoi-mant,

here (as between Thebes and the Am-
monians) accidentally omitted a station

;

and that the resting-place here spoken
of was not ten, but twenty davs' journe'

from Augila. (Af. Nat. i. p.
"2

19, E. T.')

Trauihan, near Zuila, where there is a

celebrated spring of water, he imagines

to be the site ('p. 217.) See also Lyon's
Travels fp. 206.)

2 The soil of Fezzan is strongly im-
pregnated with salt. It is only by
a liberal application of manure that

any produce can be raised. (Lyon,

p. 271.)
* The conjecture of Heeren, that this

is another caravan route, and indicates

the line of trafi&c between Carthage and
the Negro countries, seems to be an
extremely happy one. At the present

day Murzuk, the capital of Fezzan, is

the centre from which three gi'eat roads

diverge:—one leading to Egypt by way
of Augila and Sixah (Ammon), another

to Soudan, or Nigritia, across the Great

Desert, and a third 'to Tripoli and
Tunis, by way of Hokna, Bonjcm, and
Lebkli. This last Ls the route here

spoken of. It was traversed by Captain

Lyon in 1820, who took 36 days from

Murzuk to the coast near Lebida,
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as they gi-aze, walk backwards. This tliey do because their

homs curve outwards in front of their heads, so that it is not
possible for them when gi-azing to move fonvards, since in that

case their horns Avould become fixed in the ground.^ Onlv
herein do they differ from other oxen, and further in the thick-

ness and hardness of their hides.^ The Garamantians have four-

horse chariots, in which they chase the Troglodj-te Ethiopians,"

who of all the nations whereof any account has reached our ears

are by far the swiftest of foot." The Troglodytes feed on ser-

pents, lizards, and other similar reptiles. Their language is

unlike that of an other people ; it sounds like the screeching of

bats.^*

184. At the distance of ten days' journey from the Garaman-
tians there is again another salt-hill and spring of water ; around
which dwell a people, called the Atarantians,^ who alone of all

stopping, however, exactly six days at

Sokrl•!. The Lotophagi, including in

them the Gindanians, commenced about
Lebidi. (Vide supra, ch. 176, note *.)

^ Xo oxen of this kind have been
observed by modern travellei-s, though
the same account is given by many of

the ancients. (Alex. Mvnd. ap. Athen.
V. 20, p. 221, E.; Plin. H. X. viii.

15 ; Mela, L 8.) Heeren conjectures

that the homs were nuide to grow in

this way. The neatherds of Africa,

he says, frequently amuse themselves
in giving an artificial form to the

horns of their cattle, by continually

bending them. (Af. Xat. i. p. 222,

E. T.) But it is difficult to assign a

motive for their giving them so incon-

venient a shape.
° The thickness and hardness of the

hides of the cattle in this part of

Africa are noticed by modern travel-

lers. (Homeman, p. 127.)
" It is usual to regai'd the word

Ti'oglodyte here as a proper name.
But perhaps it would be better to

translate "the Ethiopians who dwell

in holes." Troglodytes have always
abounded in Africa. The most noto-

rious are those along the shores of the

Red Sea, of whom Strabo gives a fuU
acoo\mt (xvi. p. 1102). There were
others upon the Nile. (Strab. xvii.

p. 1159.) Those here spoken of must
be distinguished from both. They dwelt
probably in the region south of Fezzan,

in the mountains of the Tibesti range,

where the Irschad, orBock Tibboos,

are stUl said to live in caves. (Home-

man, p. 107 ; Denham, vol. i. p. 140.)
* Great slave-hunts {Grazzie in the

language of the country) are stiU
common in Fezzan. Armed bodies of
800 or 1000 men set forth on these
expeditions, and sweep the countries
to the southward of their inhabitants,

returning after an absence of months,
with a band of captives, often more nu-
merous than the captors. (See, among
others, Hamilton, p. 196.) These are
usually Tibboos. The Tihloos are de-

scribed as "a timid race, in such dread
of a gun or horse, that the bare sight of
an Arab, and particularly a mounted
one, is sufficient to put a number of
them to flight." (Lyon. p. 254.) Their
"agility" is said to be "proverbial,"
and their neighbours call them, by way
of distinction, "the Birds" (ib. p.
227).

^ " The people of Augila, in speaking

of these tribes (the Tibboos)," observes

Horneman, "say that their language is

like the whistling of birds." (Journal,

&c. p. 1 19.)
' AU the ilSS. have Atlantians, which

was i-ead evidently by Pliny (v. 8\ and
Mela (i. 8 . The reading Atarantians

is recovered from EustatMus ad Dionys.

Perieg. 66). The locality of this people

is very uncertain. Heeren conjectures

that the route described by Herodotus
turns southward at the Gai-amantian

station, and that the Atarantians are

the BonvMS of Tegerry : but this view
is quite incompatible with the words of
Herodotus in chs. 181 and 185. We
must regard him as proceeding west-
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known nations are destitute of names. The title of Atarantians

is borne by the whole race in common ; but the men have no par-

ticular names of their own.^ The Atarantians, when the sun

rises high in the heaven, curse him, and load him with reproaches,

because (they say) he burns and wastes both their country and

themselves. Once more at the distance of ten days' jom-uey

there is a salt-hill, a spring, and an inhabited tract. Near the salt

is a mountain called Atlas, very taper and round; so lofty, more-

over, that the top (it is said) cannot be seen, the clouds never

quitting it either summer or winter.^ The natives call this

mountain " the Pillar of Heaven ;
" * and they themselves take

their name from it, being called Atlantes. They are reported

not to eat any living thing, and never to have any dreams.

185. As far as the Atlantes the names of the nations in-

habiting the sandy ridge are known to me ; but beyond them my
knowledoe fails. The ridge itself extends as far as the Pillars

of Hercules, and even further than these ;
^ and tlu-oughout the

whole distance, at the end of every ten days' journey, there is a

salt-mine, with people dwelling round it who all of them build

their houses with blocks of the salt. No rain falls in these parts

of Libya ; if it Avere otherwise, the walls of these houses could not

ward, and seek for the Atarantians

among the Tuariks of tlie Western

Sahara. Oudney found salt-plains and

springs in this country, towards Gada-

mis (pp. 9•3-99).

. - Leo Africanus says of the Bornous
— " Quantum a quodam mercatore in-

telligere potui, qui longam cum his

habuerat consuetudinem, nullum hie pro-

priuiii. ru/iwu audias, sed omnes vel a

longitudiue, vel pinguitudine, aut alio

quovis accidente nomen habent" (vii.

p. 255, A), Salt (Travels in Abyssinia,

p. 379) notices a similar custom among
the negroes south and west of Abys-

sinia ; but it does not by any means
amount to the entire absence of names
which is .spoken of by Herodotus. He
probably misunderstood his informant.

3 Ideler has showii (see Humboldt's
Aspects of Nature, vol. 1. pp. 144-14'J,

E. T.) that there was a confusion in the

Greek mind with respect to Atlas. The
earlier writers ("Homer, Hesiod, &c.)

intended by that name the Peak of

TenerifFe, of which they had some in-

distinct knowledge derived from Phoe-

nician sources. The later, luiacquainted

with the great Western Ocean, placed

Atlaa in Africa, first regarding it as

a single mountain, and then, as their

geographical knowledge increased, and
they found there was no very remark-

able mountain in North-western Africa,

as a mountain chain. Herodotus is a

wi'iter of the transition jieriod. His
description is only applicable to the

Peak, while his locality is Africa—not,

liowever, the western coast, but an
inland tract, probably south-eastern

Algeria. Thus his mountain, if it is to

be considered as having any foundation

at all on fact, must represent the

eastern, not the western, extremity of

the Atlas chain.
• So .^schylus says of the giant

Atlas

—

? tarre'pous!
€<€^ Co ovpauovTC \

epiiSiuv, evayicaAov.—. V. 357.

And Pindar, in like manner, calls Etna,. (Pyth. i. 19, ed. Diss.)

The sui)posed height of the "pillar"
may be gathered from the Scholiast on
Plato, wiio reports that its shadow ex-

tended to the distance of 5000 stades

(ad Plat. Tim. p. 4'2o, ed. Bekker).
'' Herodotus, it should be observed,

knows that the African coast projects

beyond the pillars.
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stand.^ The salt quarried is of two colours, white and purple.^

Beyond the ridge, southwards, in the direction of the interior,

the country is a desert,- with no springs, no beasts, no rain, no

wood, and altogether destitute of moisture."

186. Thus from Egypt as far as Lake Tritonis Libya is in-

^ Pliny (H. N. v. 5) mentions the

salt houses of the African tribes bor-

dering on the Great Desert. They have
been found by Mr. Hamilton in the

Oasis of Ammon, and by Oudney (Den-
ham's Travels, vol. i. p. 78) in the

western part of Fezzan ; and no doubt
exist in many parts of the Sahara.

Oudney's words are—" Notwithstand-
ing the nearness and fitness of the stone,

the salt mould is preferred (for houses),

perhaps from the want of lime ; and the

ease with which the house is erected.

Another thing: so little rain falls that

there is no danger of the fabric falling."

Mr. Hamilton says—"I saw no traces

of antiquity in any of the buildings

;

but, as of old, the houses are built with

blocks of rock-salt, sometimes almost

pure, cemented together with mud.
From the dryness of the climate tliis

kind of wall is perfectly solid. (Wander-
ings, p. 294.)

Oudney tells us that this part of

Africa is not entirely without rain,

but that rain falls at intervals of five,

eight, and nine years (p. 76). Hum-
boldt, speaking in a more general way,

feels justified in saying— " Neither dew
nor rain bathe these desolate plains, or

develope on their glowing surface the

germs of vegetable life ; for heated

columns of air, everywhere ascending,

dissolve the vapours, and disperse each

swiftly-vanishing cloud." (Aspects of

Nature, vol. i. p. 3, E. T.)
^ The rock-salt of Africa is, in fact,

of three colours. " Africa," says Leo,
" potior! ex parte aliud sal non habet,

praeter id quod ex specuum salinis (the

of our author) velut marmor
aut gessum, candidi, rubei, et cinericii

coloris, effoditur" (p. 299, B). "The
salt of the mountain HaddeflFa," writes

Dr. Shaw, "is of a reddish, or purple

colour: yet what is washed down from

these precipices by the dews attaineth

another colour, becoming as white as

snow. . . . The salt of the mountains

near Levotaiah and Jebel Miniss, is of

a grey or bluish colour." (Travels, p.

229.)
8 He alludes to the great Sahara.

This sandy tract, diversified here and
there by high table-land, low j^lains,

isolated small hills and rocks, and un-
dulating ground, produces in places

some low desert shrubs and tufts of

grass, like the little Sahara to the
south of the Regency of Tunis. Among
the plants of the Sahara mentioned to

me by the neighbouring Arabs are the
isheea (the " She " of Lucas) and hythe-

ran (Artemisia Judaica and inculta)

;

the ruttum, or broom fSpartium mo-
nospermum) ; the prickly hddth ; the
guttiif (atriplex halimus) ; the rimlh

(a Salicornia) ; the methnan, &c. The
ancients were not altogether unac-
quainted with the interior of Africa;

and Ibn Batuta shows in the 14th
century how much was known of Tim-
buctoo and the Soodan.—[G. W.]

^ The horrors of the gi-eat African

desert have, both in ancient and modern
times, been somewhat exaggerated.

"From the best and most recent in-

telligence," says Humboldt, "we learn

that the desert of Sahara is composed
of several detached basins, and that the

number and the population of the

fertile Oases is very much greater than
had been imagined. ... It is now gene-

rally afiirmed that the sand covers only

the smaller portion of the great low-

laud." (Aspects of Nature, vol. i. p.

114, E. T.) The Sahara is not entirely

destitute of animals. The " lion of tlie

desert " is indeed a European fiction

(Carette, Exploration de I'Algdrie, vol.

ii. pp. 126-129), but gazelles, wild asses,

and osti'iches are to be met witli.

Springs there are none ; but a brackish

water is procured from wells, often of

great depth. Rain, as ah'eady men-
tioned, is a rarity. Palms grow in the

Oases ; and their dates form the principal

food of the Tibboos and Tuaricks, the

inhabitants, respectively, of the east-

tern and western sand-regions. Perhaps

the notion of the extreme sterility of

the desert arose from the fact that upon
the routes, that from Murzuk to

Lake Tschad, and that from Insalah

to Timbuctoo, the aridity is frightful.

(Humboldt, 1. s. c.)
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habited by Avandering tribes,^ whose drink is milk^ and then-

food the flesh of animals. Cow's flesh however none of these

tribes ever taste, but abstain from it for the same reason as the

Egyi^tians, neither do they any of them breed swine. Even at

Cyrene, the vomen think it wrong to eat the flesh of the cow,

honouring in this Isis, the Egyptian goddess, whom they wor-

ship) both with fasts and festivals.^ The Barcaean women abstain,

not from cow's flesh only, but also from the flesh of swine.

187. West of Lake Tritonis the Libyans are no longer wan-
derers,* nor do they practise the same customs as the wandering

people, or treat their children in the same way. For the wan-

dering Libyans, many of them at any rate, if not all—concern-

ing which I cannot speak with certainty—when their children

come to the age of four years, burn the veins at the top of

their heads with a flock from the fleece of a sheep : others bum
the veins about the temples.^ This they do to prevent them
from being plagued in their after lives by a flow of rheum from
the head ; and such they declare is the reason Avhy they are so

much more healthy than other men. Certainly the Libyans

1 Herodotus here indicates that he
is about to resume the account of the
sea-coast tribes, which was broken off

at the end of ch. 1 80.
^ The water in Northern Africa is

for the most part so strongly impreg-
nated with salt that milk forms the
only palatable beverage. It is how-
ever at the present day a rarity. (See
Denham's Travels, vol. i. p. 42.)

' The Greeks, on settling in Africa,
appear to have adopted many customs
from their " barbarian " neighbours.
As their monai-ehs took the name of
Battus, the native term for "king"
(supra, ch. 155), so the citizens generally
conformed to African manners. The
Cyreuean Greeks took the costume of
the country. Pacho observes upon the
" striking analogy " between the dresses
depicted in the tombs and the modern
costume of Fezzan Cp. 2 In). The four-

horse chariot was used commonly at

Cyrene while it was still rare in Greece
(infra, ch. 189;. The habit of burning
the dead was abandoned, and rock-
tombs were excavated with vast toil

(which are" often of striking beauty) as

receptacles wherein to lay up the bodies
of the departed. (See Hamilton's Wan-
derings, p. 65.) There are no urns,

nor places for them, but many miles
of necropolis extending all round the

city—the monuments and sarcophagi
rising in terraces of ten and even twelve
rows, one above the other. (Ibid. p.
86. Compare the view of the ruins,

supra, p. 113.) It appears from the
passage in the text that a portion, at

any rate, of the Egyptian ritual was
adopted both in Cyrene and Barca,

the latter being even more African
than the former. (See above, ch. 164,

note 2.)

^ West of Lake Tritonis the Libyans
are no longer wanderers, as the Nasa-
mones and others between it and Egypt
were. Those west of the Tritonis lived

by agriculture (ch. 191). This is still

the case, except upon the coast.

—

[G.W.]
_

* Burning with a red-hot iron is

still practised in these countries for

the cure of diseases. (Lyon, p. 343;
Hamilton, p. 99.) See also Denham's
Travels, who calls this mode of cure
" the sovei'eign Arab remedy for al-

most every disorder." (Vol. i. p. 173.)

Mr. Layard notices its use among the
Arabs of Mesopotamia (Nineveh and
Babylon, p. 291); and Lieut. Burton
among tlie Egyptians (Pilgi'image to

El-Medineh, vol. i. p. 80). A similar

notion prevailed in Scythia in ancient

times. (Hippocrat. de Aere, AquS,,

et Locis, § 47.)
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are the healthiest men that I know ;
"^ but whether this is what

makes them so, or not, I cannot positively say—the healthiest

certainly they are. If when the children are being burnt con-

vulsions come on, there is a remedy of which they have made
discovery. It is to sprinkle goat's water upon the cliild, who
thus treated, is sure to recover. In all this I only repeat what
is said by the Libyans.

188. The rites which the wandering Libyans use in sacrificing

are the following. They begin vith the ear of the victim, which

they cut off and throw over their house : this done, they kill the

animal by twisting the neck. They sacrifice to the Sun and

Moon, but not to any other god. This worship is common to all

the Libyans. The inhabitants of the parts about Lake Tritonis

worship in addition Triton, Neptune,' and Minerva, the last

especially.

189. The dress wherewith Minerva's statues are adorned, and

her ^gis, were derived by the Greeks from the women of

Libya. For, except that the garments of the Libyan women
are of leather,^ and their fringes made of leathern thongs ^ in-

stead of serpents, in all else the dress of both is exactly alike.

^ Vide supra, ii. 77. The Tuaricks
have, of all existing tribes, the best

right to be regarded as the descendants
of Herodotus's Libyans. They are free

from the intermixtures which have
changed the character of the tribes

upon the coast. They speak the Berber,

or old African language. (Lyon, p. 111.)

They are not a black race, nor have
they the negro features. (Humboldt,
i. p. 67; Prichard, Nat. Hist, of Man,

p. 264.J Lyon says of them, " They
are the finest race of men I ever saw:

tall, straight, and handsome, with a

certain air of independence and pride

which is very imposing" (p.. 109). By
the amusing account which he gives

(pp. 115, 116) of their application for

medicines, it appeal's that there was
but little illness among those with whom
he became acquainted.

"^ Vide supi'a, ii. 50.

8 The inhabitants of Northern Africa,

and even the ti'ibes of the desert, wear

at the present day chiefly woollen and

cotton garments. In the interior, how-
ever, that is in Soudan or Nigritia,

"the general dress is leather." (Lyon,

p. 127.) Among the desert tribes, the

Tuaricks not uufrequently wear leathern

shirts over the rest of their dress. Lyon

gives a representation of this costume

(p. 110).
^ Leathern dresses of women, with

fringes of thongs, have always been
common in Africa ; and these last

being the origin of the snakes of the

.^gis is very probable. The unmar-
ried girls of Ethiopia now only wear
an apron of thongs, not unlike that on
the nose of a charger. It is called

Rabat, and is sometimes ornamented
with cowries.—[G. W.]
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The name too itself shows that the mode of dressino- the Pallas-

statues came from Libya, For the Libyan women wear over

their dress goat-skins stript of the hair, fringed at their edo-es,

and coloured with vermilion ;
^ and from these goat-skins the

Greeks get their word ^gis (goat-harness). I think for my
part that the loud cries uttered in our sacred rites- came also

WW''
1 Vermilion is abundant in North

Africa. (Pacho, p. 59.) Red shoes are

commonly worn at Tripoli. (Ljon,

p. 7.) Red shawls and mantles are

frequent in the interior. (Ibid. pp.
153-15.5.) The African nations, too,

continue to excel in the dressing and
dyeing of leather. The superiority of

Morocco leather is universally acknow-
ledged. Even the barbarous tribes of

the interior possess the arts ; and Lyon
tells us that in Kashna "the people
are excellent workers in wood and
leather, which they prepare equally
well as Europeans, dyeing it of very
fine colours." (Travels, p. l:;9.) These
colours are elsewhere stated to be
chiefly yellow, red, and black (p. 155).

Beaufoy (Afric. Assoc. 179uj says that
the skins are those of the goat.

Reuuell (Geograph. of Herod, p. 669)

conjectures that the tanning and dyeing
of leather was first practised by the
Libyans, passing from them into Egypt
and the East, while it was likewise

carried across the sea directly into

Greece. He notices the '
' rams' skins

dyed red," which covered the tabernacle

in the wilderness (Exod. xxv. 5, &c.),

as possibly the manufacture of Libyan
tribes. They must have been brought
from Egypt, and Egypt has always
imported leather from the interior.

(Maillet, p. 199; Lyon, p. 158.)
- These cries, according to the Scho-

liast on .iEschylus (Sept. c. Tb. 274),
were soklii in honour of Minerva
i^Athcne). They were not howling cries,

but rather triumphal shouts.

( =) is to shout the inter-

jection , or , an exclamation of joy
and triumph. 'E\f\i(eiy (= ululare)
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from thence ; for the Libyan women are greatly given to such

cries and utter them very sweetly. Likewise the Greeks learnt

from the Libyans to yoke four horses to a chariot.^

190. All the wandering tribes bury their dead according to

the fashion of the Greeks, except the Nasamonians. They bmy
them sitting, and are right careful when the sick man is at the

point of giving up the ghost, to make him sit and' not let him
die lying dowu.^ The dwellings of these people are made of the

stems of the asphodel, and of rushes wattled together.^ They
can be carried from place to place. Such are the customs of the

afore-mentioned tribes.

191. Westward of the river Triton and adjoining upon the

Auseans,•^ are other Libyans who till the ground, and live in

houses : these people are named the Maxyans.'^ They let the hair

grow long on the right side of their heads,*' and shave it close on

is to shout 6 (Lat. ul), or i\e\ed, a

cry of lamentation. Homer speaks of

the 6\o\vy7] as proper to the worship of

Athene

:

At ' ore /} ev. oLKprj^

TjjCTt \\.]•
At &'7' '^ .

II. vi. 297-301.

^ It is difficult to understand what is

intended by this assertion. Herodotus
can scarcely mean that the Cyreuseans,

having learnt the pi'actice from the

Libyans, communicated it to their

countrymen ; for not only was the four-

horse chariot known in Greece half a

century before the founding of Cyreue,

when it was first introduced into the

games at Olympia (Paus. v. 8, § 3), but
it was even known to Homer, and ac-

cording to hiin, used by the Greeks in

war in the very earliest ages. (II. viii.

185; Od. xiii. 81.) Can Herodotus
intend to assert a connection between
Greece and Libya Pi'oper in the ante-

Homeric times?

The fact probably is that the four-

horse chariot first came into use in Egypt
(Minutoli, Abhandl. Vermischt. Inhalts.

ii. 1, pp. 129-139), and passed thence

both into Libya Proper and into Greece.

The Cyrenicaus, however, may not have
begun to employ the four-horse cha-

riots for common use till they settled

in Africa, and may have adopted the

custom from the Libyans.
* We may compare with this the

custom of the Guanches, the primi-

tive inhabitants of the Canary Isles,

a genuine African people, who buried

their dead standing, some with a staff

in their hands. (Prichard, Nat. Hist.

of Man, p. 267.)

[The Shulluks of the White River
bury their dead upright. The ancient

Britons often buried them in a sitting

posture, the hands raised to the neck, and
the elbows close to the knees.—G. W.]

* Hellanicus (Fragm. Hist. Gr. i.

p. 57, Fragm. 93), in relating this same
feature, mentions that these " houses "

were merely " to keep off the sun " {'
'iu(Ka), by which they would

appear to have been little more than
huge parasols.

•" Vide supra, ch. 180. Herodotus
here proceeds in his enumeration of the

tribes of the coast.
^ This people had been mentioned

under the same name by Hecaticus.

(Fr. 304). It is doubtful whether they

are distinct from the Machlyans of

ch. 180. Some writers called them
Mazyans. (Steph. Byz. ad voc.) The
word, especially in this latter form,

may be connected with the term Ama-
zigh, which is the name given by the

Skuluh, or Berbers of the Northern

Atlas, to their dialect of the Berber

language. Amazigh means " noble."

(Prichard's Nat. Hist, of Man, p. 263.)
^ The Egyptians left a tuft of hair

on the foi-ehead of their children, and
another sometimes on the back of their

heads, as they still do; but the long

lock left on the right side of the head
was the real emblem of childhood.

(Comp. Macrob. Saturn, i. 26, and see

u. on Book ii. ch. 65.)— [G. W.]
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the left ; they besmear their bodies with red paint ; and they say

that they are descended from the men of Troy.'' Their country

and the remainder of Libya towards the west is far fuller of wild

beasts, and of wood, than the country of the wandering people.

For the eastern side of Libya, where the wanderers dwell, is low

and sandy, as far as the river Triton ; but westward of that the

land of the htisbandmen is very hilly, and abounds with forests

and wild beasts.^ For this is the tract in which the huge ser-

pents^ are found, and the lions, the elephants, the bears, the

aspicks, and the horned asses.^ Here too are the dog-faced

creatures, and the creatures without heads, whom the Libyans

declare to have their eyes in their breasts; and also the wild

3 The tradition was, that Antenor,
on his way to Italy, coasted along the
African shore, and planted colonies.

(Cf. Find. Pyth. v. 78, ed. Diss.)
^ It would be impossible, even with

our present knowledge, to describe more
accurately the general differences be-
tween the eastern and western regions
of N^orth Africa. While the western
region, containing the countries of Mo-
rocco, Algiers, and Tunis, is mountain-
ous, well wooded, and well watered,
and consequently abounds with wild
beasts (Humboldt's Aspects, i. p. 115),
the eastern, comj^rising Tripoli and
Barka, is a low, flat, sandy tract, almost
destitute of perennial streams, and ad-
mitting of cultivation only in certain
favoured spots. It contains few wild
animals, and those chiefly of a harmless
character.

The cause of this difference is to be
found in the sudden sinking and con-
traction of the mountain range which
rims across North Africa, at about the
8th or 9th degree of longitude (E. from
Greenwich). The continuation of Atlas,

which under the names of Sowlah and
Haruthh extends from the borders of
Tunis to the Egyptian Natron lakes, is

a low basaltic range of hills, rather
than mountains, quite insufficient to

collect moisture and form rivers. The
consequence is that the desert extends
north of this line, and is only prevented
from reaching the sea by the abundant
rains which fall upon the coast in con-
sequence of the vicinity of the Mediter-
ranean. (See Beechey's Narrative, pp.
17, 37, 41, 48, 09, &c.; Delia Cella,

p. 4fJ, E. T.; Lyon, p. 2:i2.)

2 These are of the Python tribe, still

found in Africa (noted of old from one

of them having stopped the army of

Eegulus), and common in our modern
museums. The Greek name Python
was probably Egyptian, Pi-Tan, and
may be traced in the Tan, or Tanin
of Hebrew, translated "serpent," Exod,
vii. 10 ; or " dragon," Psa. xliv. 19

;

Isa. xiii. 22 and xxvii. 1 ; Jer. ix. 11

;

and "whale," in Gen. i. 21 ; Job vii.

12 ; Ezek. xxxii. 2 ; but which in Gene-

sis might rather apply to the Saurian

monsters in the early state of the world.

It is singular that the Egyptians even

believed that it was inhabited by large

monsters. (See Lyell's Pr. Geology, i.

p. 22.) The Python evidently cor-

responded to the Giant " Aphophis," or

Apap, of Egypt, represented as the
'
' great serpent, " who was sin, and was

pierced by the spear of Horus (Apollo)

and other gods. The last syllable of

Satan (Shaytan) is not related to Tan,

as some might imagine, the t being a

to, not a n, in the Hebrew ; but Titan

may be related to it.—[G. W.]
2 Elephants are not now found in the

countries north of the desert. It is

doubted whether they could ever have

been indigenous in those regions, but

the testimony of Pliny (" Elephantes

fert Africa ultra Syrticas solitudines,

ct in Maur-it'inia," H. N. viii. 11) would
seem to settle the question. Hanno's
voyage likewise mentions them as seen

near Cape Soloeis (p. 6). Bears are

rare, and are not mentioned by Leo
among the animals of Africa. Shaw
however speaks of them as occasionally

found in Barbary ^Travels, p. 249). Ser-

pents, both great and small, and lions,

are conmion. It is uncertain what ani-

mal Herodotus intends by his " horned

ass;" probably some kind of antelope.
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men, and tlie wild women/ and many other far less fabulous

beasts.

192. Among the wanderers are none of these, but quite other

animals ; as antelopes, gazelles, buffaloes, and asses, not of the

horned sort, but of a kind which does not need to drink ;
^ also

oryxes,^ Avhose horns are used for the curved sides of citherns,

and whose size is about that of the ox ; foxes, hyjenas, porcu-

pines, wild rams, dictyes,' jackals, panthers, boryes, land-croco-

diles about three cubits in length,^ very like lizards, ostriches,

and little snakes, each with a single horn. All these animals are

found here, and likewise those belonging to other countries, ex-

cept the stag and the wild-boar ; but neither stag nor wild-boar

are found in any part of Libya.^ There are, however, three sorts

'' Apes of some large species were
probably intended, pougos possibly, or

chimpanzees. Compare ilanno's Narra-

tive: "At the bottom of this bay lay

an island like the former, having a

lake, and in this lake another island,

full of wild people(). Far the greater proportion

were women, whose bodies were covered
with hair, and whom our interpreters

called Gorillfe. Though we pursued the

men, we could not catch any of them,
since all fled from us, escaping over

the precipices, and defending themselves

with stones. However we took three

women; but they attacked their con-

ductors with their hands and teeth, and
could not be prevailed on to accompany
us. Vie therefore killed and flayed

them, and brought their skins with us

to Carthage." (pp. 13, 14.) Our early

voyagers used much the same language

:

" We came to another yle, where the

folk bin alle skynned roughe hear, as a

rough best, saf only the face, and the

pawme of the hand." (Mandeville's

Voyages, p. o61.)
* The wild ass can live in the worst

parts of the desert, and needs probably

less water than almost any animal.

Still, however, there are no doubt
times when '

' the wild asses quench
their thirst." (Ps. civ. 11.) Leo says,
" Confertim incedunt cum vel pabu-
lantur, vel potant." (p. 292, B.)

^ The antelopes, oryx, addax, be'isa,

and defassa (or bubalis?) are common
in Africa. Some Greek lyres have been
found with the upright " coiiiua " made
of, or in imitation of, the liorns of the

antelope addax, probably the oryx of

Herodotus; and many ai-e so figured on

the vases. Hence the name "."
' Phoenix," the word used here for

"cithara," is supposed to have been
applied to the lyre, or cithara, from its

introduction from Phosnicia, in the
same manner as many things are now
called by the Arabs " Venetian:" thus
a gun is bcndooheeh ; nuts, benduok ; a.

sequin, hendookce ; a deal plank, loh hen-

dvohce, &c.—[G. W.]
^ It is impossible to say what animal

is here intended. No other writer men-
tions either the dictys or the borys.

^ This immense lizard, or monitor,
is very common in Egypt and other
parts of Africa. It is called in Arabic
Woran, or Wurran e' Gebel, "of the
mountains," or W. el ard, "of the
earth," to distinguish it from the Wur-
ran el bahr " of the river." The former
is the Lacerta scincus; the other L. Ni-
lotica. It is generally about 3 ft. long;

and I have found one very large, which
measured about 4 ft. The other is

rather smaller.—[G. W.]
^ This assertion is echoed by Aris-

totle (Hist. An. viii. 28), and, so far

as regards the stag, by Pliny (H. N.
viii. 33). Modern research does not

entirely bear it out. Deer are com-
paratively rare in Africa, wliere ante-

lopes of various kinds supply their

place; but still they are found in parts

of Barbary, in Guinea, and in Abys-
sinia. The wild boar of Europe is

entirely unknown, but other species,

not very far removed from it, are met
with (Pacho, p. 244).

[Deer are represented on the Egyp-
tian monuments in the early time of

the Osirtasens.—G. W.]
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of mice in tliese parts ; the first are called two-footed ;
^ the

next, zegeries,^ which is a Libyan Mord meaning " hills ;" and

the third, urchins.^ Weasels also are found in the Silphium-

region,* much like the Tartessian. So many, therefore, are the

animals belonging to the land of the wandering Libyans, in so far

at least as my researches have been able to reach.^

193. Next to the Maxyan Libyans are the Zavecians,^ whose

wives drive their chariots to battle.

194. On them border the Gyzantians ;
^ in whose country a

vast deal of honey is made by bees ; very much more, however,

by the skill of men.^ The people all paint themselves red, and

eat monkeys, whereof there is inexhaustible store in the hills.^

1 The jerboa (Bip^cs jaculus of Lin-

najus) is undoubtedly intended. This

animal is common in Northern Africa

(Shaw's Travels in Barbary, p. 321;

Lyon, p. 272; Hamilton, p. 170). Its

fore-legs are very diminutive, and, like

the kangaroo and the squirrel, it usually

sits upright.

[The jerboa has the habit of sitting

up on its hind legs, using its small

forepaws as hands ; it even drinks

vyater as a man sometimes does, raising

it to its mouth with both hands. The
" mouse," or ahher "U3y of Isa. Ixvi. 17,

and Levit. xi. 29, is supposed to be this

animal.— G. .]
^ Perhaps the Guntsha, described by

Lyon as "an animal of the rat species,

having a bushy tail, and bead resem-

bling that of a badger " (p. 272.) The
native name, zegerks, has been derived

from ziijar, a kind of root (Boehart's

Phaleg. ii. 4), and again compared with

the Fezzanian dzichira or zezeeni, which
is applied to spots on the desert where
palm-trees grow (Lyon, p. 345 ; Jahn,

Annal. viii. 3, p. 28); but no satis-

factory explanation of it has really yet

been discovered.
3 These three kinds of African

"mice" are described in nearly the

same terms by Theophrastus (ap. Phot.

Bibl. cclxxviii.), and JSlian (Hist. An.
XV. 2G).

* The weasel is sometimes found on
the Cyrenaic coins below the represen-

tation of the Silphium.
^ How accurate these researches were,

will appear sufficiently from a single

comparison. Lyon says, " The animals

found in Fezzan are, the tiger-cat,

hyana, jackal, fox, bvffalo (of three kinds),

antelope, wild cat, porcupAne, hedgehog,

rat, guntsha, mouse (of two kinds), jerboa,

rabbit, hare, and camel" (Travels, pp.

271, 272). Here the additions are unim-
portant, except the camel, which was
probably introduced at a later period.

The only omissions from the list of

Herodotus worth notice are, the wild.

ass, the wild ram, the panther, and the

great lizard or land-crocodile. Three of

these are borne out by Leo Africanus,

who notices the " Asiuus sylvaticus,"

the " adimain," of which he says, " ari-

etem forma refert," and the leopard,

which is constantly confused with the

panther (see Leo's Africa, pp. 292-294).

The fourth—the great lizard or monitor
—also really belongs to the country (see

above, note *).

The Zaveciaus (or Zabycians, ac-

cording to some MSS.) are not mentioned
by any other extant writer. They were
known, however, to Hecatseus (Steph.

Byz. in voc). It seems to have been from
them that a great portion of the Roman
province of Africa, extending north as

far as to the 36th pai-allel, was called

Byzacium (Pliny, v. 4). A similar trans-

position has occvirred in the case of their

neighbours, the Gyzantians, or Zygan-
tians.

' Many of the MSS. have " Zygan-
tians," which was the form preferred

by Hecataeus (Steph. Byz. in voc. Zv
yavTis). They gave name to the noi'th-

ern division of the Roman Afi'ica, which
reached from the river Tusca (the Zaine)

to Heraclea {Herkla), and was called

Zeugitauia (Plin. 1. s. c). It contained

Carthage, Hippo, and Utica.
" ]5ees still abound in this countiy,

and honey is an important article of

commerce (Delia Cella, p. 198, E. T.).

A substitute for honey is likewise pre-

pared from the juice of the palm (Shaw,

p. 225).
'•' Monkeys have always abounded m

the Western division of North Africa
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195. Off tlieir coast, as the Cartliaginiaris report, lies an island,

by name Cyramiis, the length of which is two hundred furlongs,

its breadth not great, and which is soon reached from the main-
land.' Vines and olive-trees cover the whole of it, and there is

in the island a lake, from which the young maidens of the coun-

try draw up gold-dust, by dipping into the mud birds' feathers

smeared with pitch. If this be true, I know not ; I but write

what is said.^ It may be even so, however ; since I myself have
seen pitch drawn up out of the water from a lake in Zacynthus.^

At the place I speak of there are a number of lakes ; but one is

larger than the rest, being seventy feet every way, and two
fathoms in dejith. Here they let down a pole into the water,

with a bunch of myrtle tied to one end, and when they raise it

again, there is pitch sticking to the myrtle, which in smell is

like to bitumen, but in all else is better than the pitch of

Pieria.* This they pour into a trench dug by the lake's side

;

and when a good deal has thus been got together, they draw it

off and put it up in jars. Whatever falls into the lake passes

underground, and comes up in the sea, which is no less than four

furlongs distant.^ So then what is said of the island off the

Libyan coast is not without likelihood.

(cf. Diod. Sic. XX. 58; Leo Afric. p. 294,

B.). Diodorus says that there were three

places named Pithecussse (Ape-town),
because the houses were as full of apes

as of men.
^ Niebuhr (Geograph. of Herod, p.

20, E. T.) supposes Cyraunis to be the
Cerne of Hanno, Scylax, and other
writers, an island in the Atlantic, be-

yond Cape Soloeis, commonly regarded
as the modern Isle of Arguin. But pro-

bably Rennell (p. 638) is right in looking
upon the Cyraunis of Herodotus as the
Cereinna of Strabo (xvii. p. 1178), and
Pliny (v. 7j, which is undoubtedly the
Karhenna or Kerkiness of the present
day. The length given by Pliny (25 Ro-
man miles) exactly corresponds with
the 200 stadia of Herodotus. Kiepert
takes this view (Map II.).

2 Achilles Tatius 'ii. 14) has the same
story ; but he is of no weight as an au-
thority.

^ Zante still produces lai-ge quantities

of mineral pitch. Dr. Chandler thus
describes the "tar-springs" (as he calls

them) of that island

:

" The tar is produced in a small

valley, about two hom-s from the town,
by the sea, and encompassed with moun-

tains, except towards the bay. The
spring, which is most distinct and apt

for inspection, rises on the further side,

near the foot of the hill. The well is

circular, and 4 or 5 feet in diameter. A
shining film like oil, mixed with scum,

swims on the top. You remove this

ivith a bough, and see the tar at the bot-

tom, 3 or 4 feet below the surface. . . .

The water is limpid, and runs off with a

smart current. . . . We filled some ves-

sels with tar by letting it trickle into them

from the boughs which we immersed ; and

this is the method used to gather it from

time to time into pits, where it is har-

dened by the sun to be barrelled, when
the quantity is sufficient" (Travels,

vol. ii. pp. 367, 368;.
^ The pitch of Pieria was considered

the best in Greece. Pliny says "Asia
picem Idteam maxime probat, Grsecia

Piericam" (H. N. xiv. 2u). The qua-

lity of the Zante pitch is said now to

be bad. It is unsuited for cordage; and

can only be applied to the outside of

boats when mixed with a better article.

» The sea has, apparently, encroached

upon the coast in the vicinity of the

"tar-springs." They are now only se-

parated from it by a narrow morass and
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196. The Carthaginians also relate the following :—There is

a country in Libya, and a nation, beyond the Pillars of Hercules,^

which they are wont to visit, where they no sooner arrive but

forthwith they unlade their wares, and, having disposed them

after an orderly fashion along the beach, leave them, and, re-

tm-ning aboard their ships, raise a great smoke. The natives,

when they see the smoke, come down to the shore, and, laying

out to view so much gold as they think the Avorth of the wares,

Avithdraw to a distance. The Carthaginians upon this come

ashore and look. If they think the gold enough, they take it

and go their way ; but if it does not seem to them sufficient,

they go aboard ship once more, and wait patieutly. Then the

others approach and add to their gold, till the Carthaginians are

content. Neither party deals unfairly by the other : for they

themselves never touch the gold till it comes up to the worth of

their goods, nor do the natives ever carry off the goods till the

gold is taken away.^

197. These be the Libyan tribes whereof I am able to give

the names ; and most of these cared little then, and indeed care

little now, for the king of the Modes. One thing more also I

can add concerning this region, namely, that, so far as our know-

ledge reaches, four nations, and no more, inhabit it; and two

of these nations are indigenous, Avhile two are not. The two in-

digenous are the Libyans and Ethiopians, who dwell respectively

in the north and the south of Libya. The Phoenicians and the

Greeks are in-comers.''

a thin strip of shingle (Walpole's Tur- habit near this place (Soudan"), and are

key, vol. ii. pp. 1, 2). The re-appear- said to trade by night. Those who
ance in the sea of substances thrown into come to traffic for their gold, lay their

the lake is not confirmed by modern merchandize in heaps, and retire. In

travellers. the morning they find a certain quan-

The trade of the Carthaginians with tity of gold-dust placed against every

the western coast of Africa (outside the heap, which if they think sufficient.

Straits of Gibraltar) has been fully they leave the goods ; if not, they let

proved; and some suppose the glass both remain till more of the precious

objects still found there were brought ore is added" (p. 149). Shaw gives a

by them. similar account (Travels, p. 302). For

The name Carthage has been noticed further instances, see the Journal of the

in n. 3 to Book ii. ch. 32. The deriva- Asiatic Society, vol. xviii. p. 348.

tion Ca.rtha-hedith (or hedes) "new » The Egyptians are omitted, because

town," seems the most probable one.

—

Egypt is reckoned to Asia (supra, ii.

[G. .] 17, iv. 39 and 41). Taking the Ethi-
^ The " dumb commerce " of the Afri- opians to represent that type of man,

can nations is now matter of notoriety, which starting from the characteristics

It exists not only upon the western coast, of the Egyptian, develops into the

but also to a considerable extent in the Negi'o, we shall find no reason to cavil

interior (see Kennell, p. 717). Lyon at the enumeration of races in our

thus describes it;—"An invisible na- author. The Libyans, the indigenous

tion, according to our infoi-mant, in- inhabitants of the northern parts, are
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198. It seems to rae that Libya is not to compare for goodness
of soil with either Asia or Europe, except the Cinyps-region,»
Avhich is named after the river that waters it. This piece of
land is equal to any country in the world for cereal crops, and is

in nothing like the rest of Libya. For the soil here is black,
and springs of water abound ; so that there is nothing to fear

from drought ; nor do heavy rains (and it rains in that part of
Libya^) do any harm when they soak the ground. The returns

of the harvest come up to the measure which prevails in Baby-
lonia.2 The soil is hkewise good in tlie country of the Euespe-
rites ;^ for there the land brings forth in the best years a hundred-
fold. But the Cinyps-region yields three hundred-fold.

the modern Berbers, who, under various
names, Berbers, Shuluks, Cabyles, and
Tuariks, continue to form an important
element in the population of North
Africa, stretching fi'om the mountains
of Marocco to the oasis of Amnion.
Southward of this race dwell an entirely

different people. From Senegambia to

Nubia, a type of man approaching more
or less nearly to the Negro, is found to

prevail (Prichard, Nat. Hist, of Man, p.

269). Even the southern races, Caifres

and Hottentots, appear to belong to this

same family ibid. p. 314). In these we
have the Ethiopians of Herodotus. The
other two Herodotean races have been
absorbed, as likewise have the Romans
and the Vandals. The only existing

element in the population of Africa

which does not appear in Herodotus, is

the Arabian, the introduction of which
is fixed historically to the period of the
Mahometan conquests, a.d. 6-J9-710.

^ Delia Cellasays of this region, " The
extensive plain, which about an hour's

march from the torrent (Cinyps),

stretches out to the east as far as Cajie

Meswata, is abundantly productive. . . .

This extraordinary degree of fruitful-

uess is not owing to the industry of the
inhabitants, but proceeds from the ge-

nerous nature of the soil, spontaneously
covered with palm and olive-trees,

which there i-equire no sort of cultiva-

tion" (p. 37). Beechey expresses him-
self still more strongly: "From the
summit appears," he says, " the whole
plain of Lelida, stretching down in a

gentle slope from the high ground to

the sea ; and a more beautiful scene

can scarcely be witnessed than that

which is pi-esented by this fine tract of
country. Thick groves of olive and date-

trees are seen rising above the villages

VOL. III.

which are scattered over its surface,

and the intermediate spaces are either

covered with the most luxuriant turf,

or rich with abundant crops of grain"
(Narrative, p. 51). Hence the force of
the line in Ovid (Pont, ii. 7, 25) :

—

" Cinyphias segetis citiiis numerabis aristas."

1 The " heavy rains " of this region
are noticed by Beechey (pp. 37, 41, 48,

&c.) ; Lyon (p. 332) ; Delia Cella(p. 46);
and Hamilton (p. 150). They fall

chiefly in the month of November.
Compai'e note on ch. 158.

2 Vide supra, i. 193.

^ The Euesperites are the inhabitants

of a town, called Hesperides by Scylax

(j). Ill), Euesperides by Herodotus
(supra, ch. 171j, and Hesperis by Ste-

jihen (ad voc.). It was situated at the

eastern extremity of the Greater Syrtis,

between the Borean or Northern Pro-
montory (^Cape Tejones) and Tauchira.

The Ptolemies changed its name to

Berenice (Strab. xvii. p. 1181 : Plin.

H. N. V. 5), which has since been cor-

rupted into Benghazi. It has been sup-

pused that the famous gardens of the

Hesperides were at this place; but Pacho
has observed (p. 173) that this is un-

likely, as the whole country about Ben-
ghazi is bare of trees. He places the

gardens considerably further to the

east, near Cape Phycus ;the modern /I'as

Sein), and not far from Cyreue. The
account in Scylax bears out this view

(pp. 110, 111).

Benghazi is still famous for its cereal

crops, great quantities of which are car-

ried to Augila and there offered for sale,

year by year (Horneman, p. 39). Mr.
Hamilton says of the tract cultivated

by the Benghazini :
—" The soil is a rich

loam, yielding, without any sort of til-
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199. The coimtr)^ of the Cyrenseans, which is the highest tract

within the part of Libya inhabited by the wandering triben/ has

three seasons that deserve remark. First the crops along the

sea-coast begin to ripen, and are ready for the harvest and the

vintage ; after they have been gathered in, the crops of the mid-

dle tract above the coast-region (the liill-country, as they call it)

need harvesting ; while about the time when this middle crop is

housed, the fruits ripen and are fit for cutting in the highest

tract of all.^ So that the produce of the first tract has been all

eaten and drunk by the time that the last harvest comes in.

And the harvest-time of the Cyrena3ans continues thus for eight

full months. So much concerning these matters.

200. When the Persians sent from Egypt by Aryandes to

help Pheretima, reached Barca, they laid siege to the town,

calling on those within to give up the men who had been guilty

of the murder of Arcesilaiis, The townspeople, however, as they

had one and all taken part in the deed, refused to entertain the

proposition. So the Persians beleaguered Barca for nine months,

in the course of which they dug several mines ^ from their own
lines to the walls, and likewise made a number of vigorous

assaults. But their mines were discovered by a man who was a

worker in brass, who went with a brazen shield all round the

fortress, and laid it on the ground inside the city. In other

places the shield, when he laid it down, was quite dumb ; but

ling, abundant harvests of wheat and Mr. Hamilton says :
—" When I left

barley. It seems probable that, if a Derna the grape season was long over;

moderate amount of labour were ex- in Grennah, on my return, not a cluster

pended in the husbandry of this country, remained on the few vines grown by the

its .ample crops would vie with those of Bedawiu: here (at Belandsh) I bouglit

Egypt or Sicily " (Wanderings, p. 167). white grapes with which the trellises
* Kiepert gives the height of the were loaded, and which were not yet

upper plateau of Cyrene at 1700 feet ripe. Herodotus speaks of the three

(Atlas, ISIap XXII.). Beechey estimated climates of the Cyrenaica, in couse-

it at 1800 feet (p. 434, and note). It is quence of which the harvest is carried

probably, as Herodotus says, the loftiest on during eight months of the year;

recjion of Xorth-Eastern Africa, though and it was interesting to meet with this

some of the summits in the basaltic practical confirmation of his remark "

chain of Harudtsh may attain a greater (Wanderings, p. 124).

elevation. "^ Mining was no doubt practised from
* Pacho observes in speaking of this very early times. It is represented in

passage — " L'heureuse disposition de the Assyrian sculptures, where it is the

cette partie de la Libye . . ., la gradua- substitute for the battering practised by
tion de ses terraces boissdes, et leur the Greeks and Romans. The Persians

situation varie'e .... pre'sentent autant seem to have been particularly fond of

de conditions favorables a cette fecondit^ attempting it, wherever the nature of

Buceessive, et mettent, on pent le dire, tl)e ground made it practicable (vide

la merveilleuse tradition d'He'rodote infra, v. 115, and vi. 18; comp. Polyajn.

hors de tout sou{j<;on d'exage'ration
"

vii. 11, § 5). In Roman history we find

(Voyage dans la Marmarique, &c., eh. it as early as the 5th century u.c. (Liv.

xvii. pp. '>, 236> iv. 'Z\i, v. 19).
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Avhere the groimcl was undermined, there the brass of the shield

rang. Here, therefore, the Barcseans countermined, and slew

the Persian diggers. Such was the way in which the mines were
discovered ; as for the assaults, the Barcieans beat them back,

201. Wlien much time had thus been consumed, and great

numbers had fallen on both sides, nor had the Persians lost

fewer than their adversaries, Amasis, the leader of the land-

army, perceiving that, although the Barca^ans would never be
conquered by force, they might be overcome by fraud, contrived

as follows. One night he dug a wide trench, and laid light

planks of wood across the opening, after which he brought

mould and placed it upon the planks, taking care to make the

place level with the surrounding ground. At dawn of day he

summoned the Barcaeans to a parley : and they gladly hearken-

ing, the terras were at length agreed upon. Oaths were inter-

changed upon the ground over the hidden trench, and the

agreement ran thus—" So long as the ground beneath our feet

stands firm, the oath shall abide unchanged ; the jieople of

Barca agree to pay a fair sum to the king, and the Persians

promise to cause no further trouble to the people of Barca."

After the oath, the Barcseans, relying upon its terms, threw

open all their gates, went out themselves beyond the walls, and

allowed as many of the enemy as chose, to enter. Then the

Persians broke down their secret bridge, and rushed at speed into

the town—their reason for breaking the bridge being, that so

they might observe what they had sworn ; for they had pro-

mised the Barcseans that the oath should continue " so long as

the ground whereon they stood was firm." When, therefore, tlie

bridge was once broken down, the oath ceased to hold.

202. Such of the Barcaeans as were most guilty the Persians

gave up to Pheretima, who nailed them to crosses all round the

Avails of the city.^ She also cut off the breasts of their wives,

and fastened them likewise about the walls. The remainder of

the people she gave as booty to the Persians, except only the

Battiadse, and those who had taken no part in the murder, to

whom she handed over the possession of the town.

203. The Persians now set out ou their return home, carrying

with them the rest of the Barcaeans, whom they had made their

slaves. On their way they came to Gyrene ; and the Cyrenajans,

out of regard for an oracle, let tliem pass tluOugh the town.

' Compare the punishment of the Babylonians by Darius (supra, iii. 159^, and
see note ad loc.

L 2
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During the passage, Bares, the commander of the fleet, advised

to seize the place ; but Amasis, the leader of the land-force,

would not consent ;
" because," he said, " they had only been

charged to attack the one Greek city of Barca." ^ When, how-

ever, they had passed through the town, and were encamped

upon the hill of Lyca3an Jove,^ it repented them that they had

not seized Cyrene, and they endeavoured to enter it a second

time. The Cyrenseans, however, would not suffer this ; where-

upon, though no one appeared to offer them battle, yet a panic

came upon the Persians, and they ran a distance of full sixty

furlongs before they pitched their camp. Here as they lay, a

messenger came to them from Aryandes, ordering them home.

Then the Persians besought the men of Cyrene to give them
provisions for the way, and, these consenting, they set off on

their return to Egypt. But the Libyans now beset them, and,

for the sake of their clothes and harness, slew all who dropped

behind and straggled, during the Avhole march homewards.^

204. The furthest point of Libya reached by this Persian host

was the city of Euesperides.^ The Barcseans carried into slavery

^ This whole account of the danger
and escape of Cyrene is exceedingly im-
probable. If Cyrene was not in rebel-

lion, the Persians would pass through
it, as a matter of course, on their way
to and from Barca. If it was, they
would have orders to reduce it no less

than Barca. If the Cyrenseans regarded
their coming as hostile, they would not
have been induced by an oracle to open
their gates. If they had opened their

gates and suffered no punishment, it is

not likely that a hostile attack would
directly afterwards have been made on
them. Again the panic is susjiicious.

And the presence of Bares, the com-
mander of the Jieet, is an improbability.

Probably the Cyrenseans, who were
under the government of Battus IV.,

established king by his grandmother
before she sought the assistance of Ary-
andes (Menecles, Fr. 2), i-eceived the
Persians with due submission, both on
their way to Barca and on their return;

and incurred no further danger or loss,

than was involved in the necessity of

furni.shing supplies to the host. In
after times vanity might induce them to

declare that they had assumed an atti-

tude of defiance.
^ Lyca;an Jove wai? vorehipped espe-

cially in Arcadia (Pausan. viii. ii. § oS^;

and we may suppose that his worship at

Cyrene is a trace of the influence of

Demonax (supra, i. 161). It is possible,

however, that among the settlers who
came to Cyrene from Peloponnesus in the

reign of Battus II. (chs. 159 and 161),

some considerable number may have
been Arcadians. No I'emains have as

yet been identified as those of this

temple.
1 Although the v}\\a tribes had sub-

mitted to Cambyses (supra, iii. 1.3), and
continued to be reckoned in the sixth

satrapy (iii. 91), yet it seems they could
not resist the temptation to plunder af-

forded by the hasty return to Egypt ofan
army summoned thither by the gover-

nor. We are not however to suj^pose a

disastrous retreat, but only the loss of

a number of stragglers. If there had
been anything more than this, the Bar-

cajan prisoners would no doubt have
escaped.

- This place is said to have been first

colonised by Arcesilaiis lY. (supra, ch.

171, note''). Perhaps Herodotus only
means that the Persians proceeded to

the point afterwards occupied by Eues-
perides. Or perhaps Arcesilaiis IV. in

reality only collected a fresh body of colo-

nists to strengthen an already existing

settlement. Euesperides lay about 02U
stades (72 miles) W. of Barca (Scylax,

Peripl. p. 109). It is certainly surpris-

ing tiiat the Persians should have pene-

trated so far.
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were sent from Egypt to the King ; and Darius assigned tliem a

village in Bactria for tlieir dwelling-place,^ To this village

they gave the name of Barca, and it Avas to my time an mhab-
ited place in Bactria.

205. Nor did Plieretima herself end her days happily. For
on her return to Egypt from Libya, directly after taking ven-

geance on the people of Barca, she was overtaken by a most

horrid death. Her body swarmed with worms, which ate her

flesh while she was still alive.* Thus do men, by over-harsh

punishments, draw dovm. upon themselves the anger of the gods.

Such then, and so fierce, was the vengeance Avhich Pheretima,

daughter of Battus, took upon the Barcseans.

3 The transplantation of nations was
largely practised by the Persians, as it

had been at an earlier date by the As-

syrians and Babylonians. Besides this

instance, we find noticed in Herodotus,

the removal of the Preonians to Asia
Minor (v. 15), of the Milesians to Amjae
(vi. 20), of the Eretrians to Susiana (vi.

i 19), and the proposed removal of the

Phoenicians to Ionia, and of the lonians

to Phosnicia (vi. 3) ; which last, if not

really contemplated, was at least suffi-

ciently probable to be believed.
* pheretima seems to have been afraid

of remaining in the Cyx'enaica, and to

have considered herself insecure except

under Persian protection. The manner
of her death cannot fail to recall the

end of Herod Agrippa (Acts sii. 23).

For the succession of Cyrenean kings

after Arcesilaus III., see ch. 163, note *.
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APPENDIX TO BOOK lY.

ESSAY I.

ON THE CIMMERIANS OF HERODOTUS AND THE MIGRATIONS
OF THE CYMRIC RACE,

1. Early importance of the Cimmerians— their geographical extent. 2. Identity

of the Cimmeiii with the Cijmnj — close resemblance of the two names,

o. Historical confirmation of the identity— connecting link in the Cimbri.

4. Comparative philology silent but not adverse. 5. Migrations of the Cim-

merians— westward, and then eastward. Existing Cimbric and Celtic races.

1. That a people known to their neiglibonrs as Cimmerii, Gimiri,*

or (probaljly) Gomerim, attained to considerable pover in AVestern

Asia and Eastern Europe, within tlie period indicated by the date

B.C. 800-GOO, or even earlier, is a fact which can scarcely be said to

admit of a doubt. If the information gained by Herodotus in

Scythia were considered as not sufficiently trustworthy for the

establishment of such a conclusion, yet the confimiation which his

statements derive from Homer, from yEschylus, from Callinus, from

Aristotle, and from geographical nomenclatxare, must be held to

remove all uncertainty on the point. The Cimmerians of Homer
have not indeed a very definite locality : they dvell " at the furthest

limit of the ocean stream, immersed in darkness, and beyond the

ken of the light-giving sun,"^— words which might perhaps be
iniderstood of a region outside the Pillais of Hercules ; but consider-

ing the condition of Greek geographical knowledge and Greek
navigation in Homer's day, it is far more likely that he intended by
them some part of the northern coast of the Black Sea.* Here

^ The ethnic name of Gimiri first occurs Ionian title of Gimiri, as applied to the

in the Cuneiform records of the time of Saca\ is not a vernacular but a foreign title,

Darius Hystaspes, as the Semitic equivalent and that it may simply mean " the tribes
"

of the Arian name Saka ['). The generally, corresponding thus to the Hebrew

nation spoken of contained at this time two D'13, and the Greek. In this

divisions, the Ivi-^tern branch, named Hu-
^.^^^ j^ would prove nothing concerning the

murga {vpy of Herodotus and Hella-
^^.j^^i^ character of the race designated by

nicus), and tlie Ti</rakhuda, or " archers,
^^_ j-jj_ (j_ j|_-|

who were conterminous with the Assyrians. Odyss. xi. 13-22.
Whether at the same time these Gimiri or .^ ^. .^ ^^^^^^, ..^„7 ^^•
Saka are really Cymric Celts we cannot ^ Se &' re- «,
positively say. Josephus identified the "1D3 'He'pi ^^- ovSe'?
of Genesis with the Galati of Asia Minor ? ^ ,^', ...
(Ant. Jud. i. 6), in evident allusion to the ^ Comp. Kustath. ad Horn. Od. loc. cit.

ethnic title of Cymry, which they, as so and Riccii Dissert, Homeric, p. 432. See

many other Celtic races, gave themselves, also Mr. Gladstone's ' Homer and the

But it must be observed, that the Baby- Homeric Age,' vol. iii. p. 294.
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vEschyhis places Cimmeria* in close proximity to the Palus Maiotis
and the Bosphorus ; and here in the time of Herodotus were still

existing a number of names, recalling the fact of the former settle-

ment in these regions of the Cimmerian nation.* The Greek colo-
nists of the various towns planted upon the northern coast of the
Black Sea, in the seventh and eighth centuries before our era, could
not fail to form an acquaintance with the inhabitants of those parts,
and would spread the knowledge of them among their countrymen.
Further, there are grounds for believing that during the period of
which we are speaking, frequent invasions of the countries towards
the south were made by this same people, who, crossing the Danube
and the Thracian Bosphortis, sometimes alone, sometimes in com-
bination with plundering Thracian tribes," carried their arms far and
wide over Asia Minor, and spread the terror of their name through-
out the whole of that fertile region. Of one at least of these incur-
sions the poet Callinus appears to have been a Avitness/ It was
universally recognised by the Greeks that these incursions pro-
ceeded from a people dwelling north of the Danube, in the tract

between that river and the Tanais, and there seems no reason to

doubt this location.

From the Cimmerians of this region it appears to have been that
certain permanent settlements of the same race in Asia Minor were
derived. Sinope, on occasion of one of their raids, w^as seized and
occupied,^ while probably on another the town of Antandros fell

into their possession.* In the first-mentioned of these two places

the Cimmerians were after a while superseded by Greek colonists

;

but it is conjectured, with some reason,' that they still, luider the

name of Chalybes (or " Iron-workers"), remained the principal race

in the vicinity. In Antandros they retained their position for a

centur}^^ when the ^'Eolians recovered it fi'om them.
Further, there is. evidence to show that more to the east, in

Armenia and Central Persia, a race known nearly by the same
name existed aboixt this same time—a race whom we may prolahhj

connect with the Cimmerians of oiir author. The Prophet Ezekiel,

who writes about B.C. GOO, speaks of Gomer as a nation,* and couples

it Avith Togarmah, which he places in " the north quarter," i. e.

Armenia ; and similarly tho Armenian historians speak of Gamir as

the ancestor of their Haichian race of kings,'' It is also very
i-emarkable that in the Achsemenian insciiptions the Sacan or

Scj^thic population, which was widely spread over the Persian

• Prom. Vinct. 748-750. 7 gee Callinus, Fr. 2, and comp. the re-

* Herodotus mentions, besides the Cim- marks of Bach, pp. 9-13.

merian Bosphorus and a Cimmerian Ferry, ^ Herod, iv. 12. * Aristot. Fr. 190.

some Cimmerian forts or castles and a tract ^ See Grote's Greece, vol. iii. p. 336. This

called Cimmeria (iv. 12). Hecatseus spoke connexion is perhaps implie<l in the/
of a town Cimmeris (Fr. 2). Strabo has a ' &izoikos of yEschylus (Sept. c.

" Mons Cimmericus" (opos) in Th. 725).

Taurica, a " Vicus Cimmericus " {} ^ Aristot. 1. s. c.

€7}) on the Asiatic side of the Straits '' Ezek. xxxviii. 0. " Gomcr and all his

of Kertch, and an old town " Cimmericum
"

bands : the house of Togarm;ih of the north

(vii. p. 447, and xi. p. 721). quarters, and all his bands: and many
The Treres especially. See the Essays people with thee."

appended to Vol. I. Essay i. pp. 298-301. • Mos. Choren. i. 11, sub fin.
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empire, receives in the Babylonian transcripts the name of Gimiri^

which looks as if this were the Semitic equivalent for the Arian
name of Saha or Scyths. Perhaps both names originall}'- meant
"nomads" or " wanderers,"^ and only came in course of time to be

used as ethnic appellatives. It is clear, however, that by Herodotus

the term " Cimmerian " is used distinctly in an ethnic sense; and
the point to be now considered is, who these Cimmerians were, to Avhat

ethnic family they belonged, and whether they can be identified

with any still existing race. When these questions have been
settled, it will be interesting to trace the history and migi'ations of

a people which has an antiquity of abo\'e twenty-five hiandred years,

and has spread from the stei:)pes of the Ukraine to the mountains of

AVales.

2. To build an ethnographical theory upon a mere identity of

name is at all times, it must be allowed, a dangerous pi'oceeding.

The Jazyges of modern Hungary are a completely different race

from the Jazyges Metanastie who in ancient times occupied the

very same country ; the Wends are distinct from the Veneti, the

Persian Germanii from the Germans, the Iberi of Spain from tliose

of Georgia—yet still identity of name, even alone, is an argument
which requires to be met, and which, unless met by positive objec-

tions, establishes a presumption in favour of connexion of race.

Now certainly there is the very closest possible resemblance between
the Greek name and the Celtic Cyrnry ; and the presump-
tion thus raised, instead of having objections to combat, is in perfect

harmony Avith all that enliglitened research teaches of the move-
ments of the races which gradually peopled Europe.

3. The Cimmerians, when the Scythians crossed the Tanais, and
fell upon them from the east, must have gradually retreated west-

ward. The hordes which from time to time have issued from Asia,

and exerted a pressure upon the population of Europe, have uni-

formly driven the previous inhabitants before them in that direction.^

Wave has followed wa^e ; and the current, with the exception of an
occasional eddy," has set constantly from east to west. If the Cim-
merians therefore fled westward about B.C. 650-600, where did they
settle, and under what name are they next met with in history ?

Herodotus knows but of three nations inhabiting central and western
EuiOpe—the Sigynnes,^ the Cynetians,' and the Celts.^ Of these

the Sigynnes and Cynetians, weak tribes who so soon disappear

altogether from history, can scarcely be the great nation of the

Cimmerii, which, until driven from the Ukraine by the force of the

* See Sir H. Rawlinson's Memoir on tlie vit. Mar. c. 11, "$€
Babylonian and Assyrian Inscriptions in the / roiis Krjaras"). But this mean-
.lournal of the Asiatic Society, vol. xiv. ing may have grown out of the other, just

part i. p. xxi., and compare above, note ^ as " lobber " is connected with " rover."

on § 1. 7 See Niebuhr's Researches, &c. p. 52.
* According to Festus and Plutarch the ** Such as the Cimmerian inroad into

name " (Mmbri," which we sliall find reason Asia by the Caucasus, and the after wander-
to identify witli Cimmerii, in the old Celtic ings of the Cauls.

and (Jerman tongues meant "robbers" * Herod, v. <).

[Vest, de Verb. Signif. iii. p. 77, "Cimbri > Ibid. iv. 49.

lingua Gallicu latrones dicuntur." Plut. ^ ILiJ. ii. 33, and iv. 49.
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Scythian torrent, was wont to extend its ravages over largo tracts

of Asia Minor. ^ If then we are to tind the Cimmerii, driven vest-
ward B.C. 650-600, among the known nations of central or western
Europe in b.o. 4,50-430, we must look for them among the Celts.

Now the Celts had an unvarying tradition that they came from the
east ;* and it is a fact, concerning which there can be no question,
that one of the main divisions of the Celtic people has always borne
the name of Cymry as its special national designation.* Celts were
undoubtedly the primitive inhabitants of Gaul, Belgium, and the
British Islands—possibly also of Spain and Portugal . In all these
countries Cymry are found either as the general Celtic population,
or as a leading section of it.® These Cymry, or Cimbri (as the
liomans called them '), play on several occasions an important part
in history : notices of them meet us constantly as we trace the pro-
gress of the European peoples ; and in more than one place they
lisive ,left their name to the country of their occupation as an
enduring mark of their presence in it." Though the march of
events, and especially the pressure upon them of the great Gothic
or Teutonic race, has for the most part wiped out at once their

nationality, their language, and their name, yet they continue to

form the substratimi of the population in several large European
countries f while in certain favoured situations they remain to the

present day nnmixed with any other people, retaining their ancient
tongue unchanged, and, at least in one instance,'" their ancient

appellation. The identity of the Cymry of Wales with the Cimbri
of the Eomans seems worthy of being accepted as an historic fact

^ See Appendix to Book i. Essay i. "On
the Chronology and Early History of Lydia,"

pp. 298 et seqq.
'' Prichard's Physical History of Mankind,

vol. iii. ch. 3 ; Amm. Marcell. xv. 9.

* Niebuhr's conclusion, from an elaborate

analysis of all the materials which can be

brought to bear on the early history of the

Celtic people (Hist, of Piome, vol. ii. p. 520,

E. T.), is, that " the two nations, the

Cymry and the Gael, may appropriately

be comprised under the common name of

Celts."

^ The Celts of the Spanish peninsula

seem to have been Cimbri, for, as Niebuhr

shows (1. s. c), they formed the bulk of

the Gauls who invaded Italy, and these are

expressly said to have been of the Cimbric

branch (Diodor. Sic. v. 32). The BelgiE

were exclusively Cimbrians, as also were the

inhabitants of northern Gaul, who were sup-

posed to ha^-e been British immigrants. In

the British islands, Cimbric Celts (Belga?),

at the time of Caesar's landing, occupied the

south coast (Bell. Gall. v. 12).

7 Strabo (vii. p. 426) and Tacitus (Ger-

man. 37) speak of the Cimbri as Germans;

but this is probably a mistake, consequent

upon their holding large tracts east of the

Rhine, which was considered to separate

Gaul from Germany. Diodorus, vho de-

clares them to have been Gauls or Celts,

probably follows the excellent authority of

Posidonius (see Niebuhr's Kom. Hist. .
li. p. 520, note 1157, E. T.). Appian also

identifies the Cimbri with the Celts (De
Bell. Illp•. p. 758. Ke\To7s to7s

AeyOyUeVots). The whole subject is well

discussed by Dr. Prichard (Physical Hist,

of Mankind, vol. iii. ch. 3, § 8).

^ Wales still continues to be known as

Cambria, and one of our northern counties

as Cii^iiber-iAwl. In France Camhnii and
(possibly) Qniniper are a legacy of the

Cymry. Spain has a small town, Camhrilla,

and Portugal a city, Coiinbra, relics, pro-

bably, of the same people. In like manner
the Cimmerii left their name to the Tauric

peninsula, which has continued to be known
as the Crimea and C'rim-Tartary to the

present day.

^ As (Micholet, Hist, de France, vol. i.

ch. iii.) France, Belgium, and Lombardy.
'" The Cymric language is still spoken

by the Bretons and by the Welsh. The
latter call themselves " Cymry." I am
not aware if the name is in use among the

former.
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upon the groniids stated by Kiebuhr and Arnold." The historical

connexion of these latter with the Cimmerii of Herodotus has strong-

probabilities, and the opinion of I'osidonius," in its faA'our ; but can-

not, it must be admitted, in the strict sense of the word, be proved.

4. It is to be regretted that we have no means of submitting the

question of this connexion to the test of comparative philology. Of
the Cimmerian langiiage we know absolutely nothing beyond the

single word Cimmerii. No names of Cimmerians even, on vhich
any I'eliance can be placed," have come down to us ; and although

some of the Scythian rivei'-namcs, which have a close connexion Avith

Celtic roots,^ may be conjectured to belong to Cimmerian rather than

Scythic times, j'et this is only a surmise ; and though an ai-gument

of some slight weight, as it accords with what we should have
expected if the people driven out by the Scyths were Celts, yet it is

scarcely sufficient to put forward as a distinct ground on Avhich to

rest the identification. All perhaps that can be said is that com-
parative philology is not adverse to the identification, which, if

regarded as historically probable, would help to explain the forma-

tion of certain words, Avhereof it would otherwise be difficult to give

a satisfactory account.*

5. It is probable that when the Cimmerians fled westAvard before

the Scyths,^ they foimd the central and western countries of Europe
either without inhabitants, or else very thinly peopled by a Tatar

I'ace. This race, where it existed, everywhere yielded to them,

and was gradually absorbed,* or else driven towards the north,

^

Avhere it is found at the present day in the persons of the Finns,

Esths, and Lapps. The Cymry, or rather the Celtic hordes gene-

" Hist, of riome, vol. i. pp. 521-529.
' Fr. 75. Kep^osBoos oiou-

fipiKhs,5 robs'^-
',-. ("oiiijiare I'lut.

Vit. Mar. c. ii. .\ , -.̂
The name Li/r/damis, given by Calli-

machus (Hymn, ad Dian. v. 252) as that

of the Cimmerian general who headed the

great irruption into Asia Minor, is so maui-

ie-stly a (ireek name that nothing can Lo

gathered from it. Strabo's Mudi/s (i. p. 91)

might furnish a basis for speculation if we
tx)uld be sure that he had not by mere

inadvertence transferred the name of a Scy-

tliic Iciuler (Heral. i. lOo) to a prince of

the Cimmerians. Madt/s might well lopre-

sent the Modoc of the British Cymry.
3 As Hypan-is with Avon, 'Tana-is with

JDinas, &e. See the following Essay.
'* The Scythian river-names are made

up of distinct elements, each signifying

" river " or " water " (see the following

Kssay). It helps us to understand the

formation of such names to suppose that

the Cymry, coming first, called the streams,

Avon, DiiMS, &c., which were their words

for water ; that the Scyths, following them,

took these words to be proper names, and
proceeded to speak of one stream as the

"Avon-river" [Hypan-is), of another as

the " Dinas-river" [Tana-is), &c. Finally,

the Greeks, hearing these words, took lly-

])auis, Tanais, and the like for the appella-

tions of the stre:uus.

^ I have spoken of this migration as be-

longing to the latter half of the seventh

century B.C., but it may have commenced
veiy much eaiher. The Cimmerians, who
after maintiiiniiig themselves some consider-

able time in the Tauric Cliersonese, were at

length driven across the strait into Asia,

would probably be the last to leave their

country. It is their invasion of Asia Minor
which falls between the years B.C. 650 and
600.

'' It is now generally believed that there

is a laige Tatar admixture in most Celtic

laces, the consequence of this absorption.

' It may likewise have been in part

driven westward. The mysterious Cyne-
tians of Book ii. ch. 33 (cf. also iv. 49),

dwelt west of the Celts, may have been

a remnant of the primitive Tatar occupants.

Sucli too may have been the Iberians of the

Spanish Peninsula.
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rally (for in the name of Cimmerii may have been included many
Celtic tribes not of the Oyniric bivanch), spread themselves by
degrees over the vast plains of central Europe, lying between the
Alps on the one side, and the Baltic Sea and German Ocean on the
other. It probably required a fresh impulsion from the east to

propel the Celts yet further westward, and to make them occupy the
remoter regions of Gaul, Spain, and Britain. This impulsion seems
to have been given by the Goths and other Teutons, who by degrees
possessed themselves of the countries between the Danube and the
Baltic. The Celts found central and noithern Gaul occupied by a
Tatar population, while towards the south coast they came in con-

tact with the Ligurians, most probably an Illyrian race." In the

Spanish peninsula it is not quite certain w'hether on their arrival

they found Iberians or no ; but if not, these latter must have shortly

crossed over from the African main, and it was in consequence of

the gradual pressure exerted by this people upon the Celts in Sjiain

that the further migrations of the Celtic tribes took place.* The
struggle in Spain was probably of long dui-ation ; but at length the

Celts were compelled to cross the Pyrenees in vast numbers, and to

seek a refuge with their kinsmen in Gaul. These, however, were
themselves too numerous and too closely packed to offer more than

a temporary asylum to the refugees, who consequently had to seek a

permanent abode elsewhere. HereujDon they crossed the Alps into

Italy, and made themselves masters of the whole plain of the Po

;

after which they separated into two streams, and overran, on the

one hand, the whole of middle and lower Italy, even reaching Sicily,

according to some accounts ;' while, on the other hand, crossing the

Alps to the north of the Adriatic,^ and following down the streams

which run into the Danube, they spread over the great central

European plain, the modern kingdom of Hungary. Here for a time

they found ample room, and the torrent of emigration paused awhile

upon its course f but a century later fresh movements of the Celtic

tribes took place. About the year B.C. 280 vast hordes of Gauls

from these regions entered Macedonia, and pressing towards the

south threatened Greece with destruction. Eepulsed, however,

from Delphi, they returned northwards ; and crossing the Dar-

danelles, invaded Asia Minor, the whole of which for many years

they ravaged at their pleasure.* In course of time the native inha-

bitants recovered from them most of their conquests ; but tlie Gauls

permanently maintained themselves in the heart of Phrygia, and

gave their name to the northern portion, which became known as

Galatia. They also, during this same period, carried their victorious

arms into Scythia, and avenged themselves on their former con-

querors, whom they subdued, and with whom they intermixed,

8 Niebuhr (Iloman Hist. vol. i. p. 165, in the modern Basques.

E. T.)• connects them with the Liburnians ^ Justin, xx. 5.

of the Adriatic, and these with the Veiie- ^ Part stjiyed between the Alps and the

tians, who were Illyrians accordmg to Hero- Adriatic (Scylac. Peripl. p. 1 3).

dotus (i. 196). ^ From these Celts came the ambassaxlors

9 Niebuhr's Rom. Hist. vol. ii. p. 520, to Alexander (Arrian, Exp. Ales. i. 4).

E. T. The Iberians are thought to remain * Livy, xxxviii. 16.
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forming tliereloy the people known in history as Celto-Scythians.*

At this peiiod they warred with the Greek town of Olbia f and
advanced as far as the Maeotis/ from which they had been driven

by the Scyths five hundred years earlier. Here, however, they
were met and overpowered by a movement of nations from the east.

The progress of the Sarmatic tribes commenced; and the Celts fell

back along the valley of the Danube, leaving traces of their presence
in the names Wallachia and Gallicia,^ but everywhere sinking and
disappearing before the antagonism of more powerful nations. In
Eastern and Central Europe the Celtic race has been either absorbed
or destroyed ; in the West, as has been observed already, it still

remains. Northern Italy deserves its German appellation of Wallsch-

land ; for neither the Eoman nor the Lombard conquest, nor the
ravages of Goths, Huns, or Vandals, ever rooted out the oifspring of

those Gallic hordes which settled in the plain of the Po four cen-

turies before our era. France is still mainly Gallic. Eome indeed
imposed her language there as elsewhere, except in one remote
corner of the land, where the Celtic is still spoken f but the people
continued Gauls, and the country Gallia. The Teutonic bands,
Franks, Normans, Burgundians, caused the name of Gaul to dis-

appear ; but the conquerors, as a race, were absorbed among the
conquered. In the British Islands, the Anglo-Saxon Teutons, in

their earlier conquests, displaced the Cymry, and drove them beyond
their borders ; but these last maintained themselves in various
places—in Cornwall, Wales, the Scotch Highlands, and Ireland

—

until the inauguration of a new policy. When the Cymry of Wales
and ConiAvall, the Gaels in Scotland, and the Erse in Iieland, sub-
mitted to Anglo- Saxon supremacy, they retained their lands, their

language, and even their name.' Amalgamation of race has since

been etfected to a certain extent ; but still in many parts of Wales,
Scotland, and Ii'eland, the mass of the population is mainly or

entirely Celtic. Four Celtic dialects—the Manx, the Gaelic, the
Erse, and the Welsh*— are spoken in our country; and the pure
Celtic type survives alike in the Bretons, the \\ elsh, the native
Irish, the people of the Isle of Man, and the Scottish Highlanders,
of whom the two former represent the Cimbric, and the three latter

the non-Cimbric branch of the nation.

^ Strabo, i. p. 48. tions," § 3 ; and Michelet's " Histoire de
^ See the Inscription of Protogenes, edited France," vol. i. pp. 139-143.

by Koliler. l Cornwall was the country of the Cern-
7 Strabo, vii. p. 425. Wa/li, or Welsh of the Horn. A Celtic
^ The modern Wallachs and Gallicians dialect was spoken in Cornwall till late in

may not indeed be descendants of the ancient the last century.
Gauls

; but the names am SKucely have come " The Welsh is akin to the Breton and
from any other source. The theory which the Cornish dialects ; the Gallic and the
would derive them from the old German Erse, which are closely allied, difl'er con-
tise of walschcn, v:alli, for " strangers, siderably from the three first-mentioned. Jn
ibreigners," is somewhat fanciful. the former we have the Cimbric, in the

" Brittany. See Prichaid's " Celtic Ka- latter the more ordinary Celtic tongue.
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ESSAY II.

ON THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE EUROPEAN SCYTHS,

1. Supposed Mongolian origin of the Scyths— grounds of the opinion twofold.
2. Resemblance of physical characteristics, slight. 3. Resemblance of manners
and customs, not close. 4. True test, that of language. 5. Possibility of
applying it. 6. The application— Etymology of Scythic common terms.
7. Explanation of the names of the Scythian gods. 8. Explanation of some
names of men. 9. Explanation of geographical names. 10. Result, that
the Scythians of Herodotus were an Indo-Eurojjean race. 11. Further re-
sult, that they \vere a distinct race, not Slaves, nor Celt.s, nor Teutons • and
that they are now extinct.

1. A LARGE mimber of the best scholars of Germany,' among them
the great historian Niebuhr,^ have maintained that the Scythians of
Herodotus were a Tatar or Mongolian race, the earliest specimen
known to ns of that powerful people which, under the name of
Huns, Bulgarians, Magyars, and Turks, has so often carried desola-
tion over Europe, and which in Asia, as Mongols, Calmucks,
Eleuths, Khirgis, Nogais, Turcomen, Thibetians, and (perhaps)
Chinese, extends from the steppes of the Don to the coasts of the
Yellow Sea. This opinion has also been adoj^ted by the most
eminent of our own historians,^ who regard it as certain, or at least

as most highly probable, that the Scythians of Herodotus were a
Mongol nation.

The grounds upon which the opinion rests are twofold : first, it is

maintained that the jjhysical characteristics of the Scythians, as
recorded uy Hippocrates (who himself visited Scythia), are such as

to place it beyond a doubt that the people so described belong to

the Mongolian family ; and, secondly, it is contended that such an
identity of manners and customs can be made out as would alone
suffice to i^rove the same point.

2. The description of Hippocrates, on which reliance is placed,

is the following: " Their bodies," says the great physician, "are
gross and fleshy ; the joints are loose and yielding ; the belly

flabby ; they have but little hair, and they all closely resemble one
another."•* " This," Niebuhr observes, " is a picture of the native

tribes of Northern Asia, for whom there is no more suitable name

' As Boeckh (Corpus Inscrip. Gr. Intro- eh. xiv. p. 219, 8vo. edition; Grote, Histoiy

duct, ad Iiiscript. Sarmat. pars xi. p. 81), of Greece, vol. iii. p. 322, 2nd cd.

Schafarik (Slavische Alterthiimer, vol. I.
"* '' -\ -

xiii. 6), and Kask (Saml. Afhandl. i. 334). /ctiSea, - , '
^ See his " Untersuchangen iiber die Ge- € - . . . -

schichte der Skythen, Geten, und Sarmaten," ] \/ 7;/, € it'Sfa

published in the " Kleine Schriften," p. 3(52, ( ')(, 6 ^
and compare the " Voitrage iiber alte Ge- ^, ] rots." l)e

schichte " (vol. i. p. 179). Acre, Aqua, et Locis, c. 6, p. 558, ed.

3 Thirlwall, History of Greece, vol. ii. Kiilm.
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than that of Mongols.^' ^ The description of Hippocrates, however,

does not very closely resemble the accounts vhich travellers give

either of the strictly Mongolian, or of the cognate Turkish or Tatar

race. Dr. Prichard, in his Natural History of Man, selects the

following as the most accurate description of the Mongols which
had come to his knowledge. " The Kalmucks (Mongols) are gene-

rally of a moderate height. We find them rather small than large.

They are well made ; and I do not remember to have seen a deformed

person. They entirely abandon their children to nature ; hence

they are all healthy, and have their bodies loell proportioned. They
are generally slender and delicate in their limbs and figure. I never saw

a single man among them wlio was ver-y fat." ^ It is evident that this

description contrasts remarkably with that of Hippocrates, and
indeed in nothing do the Mongols of the pi-esent day appear to re-

semble the ancient Scythians, except in the scantiness of hair^ and
the general likeness of individuals to one another."

The account given by eye-witnesses of the physical peculiarities

of the nomadic Turkish tribes more nearly approaches to the ancient

Sc3'thic type. Dr. Prichard thus describes them :
—" In stature

they are under the middle size ; of a kyl numbering seven men, the

tallest was 5 feet 5-| inches in height. Their countenance is dis-

agreeable .... their cheeks, lai'ge and bloated, look as if pieces

of flesh had been daubed upon them ; a slender beard covers their

chin, and in those indi\'iduals who have more luxuriant hair the

beard has a natural curl. Their persons are not muscular." ^ Still

even here there is no such exact conformity as would warrant us in

assuming the identity of the two races.

Mr. Grote, who adopts the theory of Niebuhr, confesses that

many nomadic hordes, whom no one would refer to the same race,

may have exhibited an analogy of characteristics equal to that be-

tween the Scythians and Mongols." And indeed it is manifest that

the chief points of the analogy are such as extend to a vast inimber

of unconnected tribes. Scantiness of hair is common to the Kamt-
schatkans,* the Samoieides,^ the Chinese,'' the Mexicans,* and the

American nations generally ;
* while the absence of discriminating

features among the individuals of the race appears to mark a certain

low condition of civilisation and of national development rather

than any special ethnic variety.' It would seem therefore that the

* Untersuchungen, &c., p. 4G, English " and you paint the wliole nation." And
translation. he relates ;iu anecdote of the Calmuck prince

^ Physical History of Man, p. 215. The Tumene, who, growing tired of sitting to an

passage Ls quoted by Dr. Pi'icliard from the artist for his portrait, had it finished from

writings of the tra'elIer Pallas. one of his attendants. The picture was a

7 Pallas notices that the " eyebrows are striking likeness. (Travels, 1. s. c.)

black and scanty" (Prichard, 1. s. c). De '' Physical History, pp. 210, 211. Dr.

Hell says, " The Kalmucks have eyes set Prichard quotes fiom the travels of Lieu-

obliquely, with eyelids little opened, scanty tenant Wood.

black eyebrows, noses deeply depressed near ' History of Greece, vol. iii. p. 322, note '^.

the forehead, prominent cheek-bones, spare • Pricliaid, p. 223. ^ Ibid. p. 225.

beards, thin 7nonstac/ies, and a brownish- '' Ibid. p. 2132. * Ibid. p. 372.

yellow skin." (Travels, ch. xxv. p. 242, * ll)id. j). S)8.

E. T.) '' Nations in the savage, like aninrds in

* " Paint one individual," siiys De Hell, the wild state, are devoid of any striking
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supposed resemblance of the picture drawn by Hippocrates to the
present characteristics of the Mongols, is a very insufficient ground
for presuming the ethnic identity of the two races.

3. The remaining ground on which tlie opinion rests, the close

resemblance of the Scythian manners and customs, as described by
Hippocrates and Herodotus, to the knoAvn habits of the Mongols,
possesses (it must be confessed) very considerable claims iipon our
attention. The adoration of the scymitar,® the ceremonies at tlic

funeral of a king,^ the use of burning as a remedy,' the production
of intoxication by placing hemp seeds upon red-hot stones,* the use
of mare's milk,^ the general filthiness,*—all these are features
thoroughly Mongolian;* and some of them are so strange and
peculiar as to indicate at least connexion, if not absolute identity.

Humboldt, Avho rejects the ethnic affinity of the Scyths and Mongols,
nevertheless observes that the " cruelties practised at the funeral of
the grand khans of the Mongols bear a complete resemblance to those
whicli Herodotus describes as obtaining among the Scyths of the
Borj^sthenes ;

" "^ and M. Hue bears witness to the continuance of
similar customs to the present day.^ And the worship of the naked
scymitar, another most remarkable custom, very strongly indicative

of a connexion of one kind or another between the races practising

it, was certainly in use among the Hiins (who were true Mongols)
in the days of Attila.® Identity of race, however, is not proved by
similarity of manners and customs, even when it extends much
further than can be shown in this instance. Nations, especially

those which are in immediate contact with one another, adopt each
other's usages ; and if the Mongolians, as is probable, absorbed the

ancient race of the Scyths at the time of their great migration west-
Avard,* they may well have begun the practice of certain Scythic

customs at that period. At any rate, however we may account for

the resemblance which undoubtedly exists between the manners

individual differences. Where the life is the * Herod, iv. 75.

same for all, and no variety of external in- " See Niebuhr's Untersuchungen, pp. 4(3,

fluences calls forth various powers and qua- 47, E. T.

lities in the sentient benig, a sameness per- ^ " Les cruautos lors de la pompe fun^hre

vades the class. (See Ruskiu's Modern Paint- des grand-khans ressemblent entiereitient &
ers, '. ii. p. 106.) Negroes, Cafiies, celles que nous trouvons docrites par Hero-

Esquimaux, Calmucks, Bushmen, have the dote .... chez les Scythes duGerrhuset du
peculiarity in common. Even among the Borysthene." Asie Centrale, vol. i. p. 244.

Arabs of the Desert (a far higher type of ' See note ' to Book iv. ch. 71, where the

humanity) the same fact is noticed. " 1 was passage is quoted at length. As, however,

now," says the gifted author of Eothen, customs very similar are found in Soutiiorn

" ainongst the true Bedouins: almost every Africa and in Pabigonia, it is plain that

manof this race closely resembles his bretliren, similarity in this respect does not prove con-

almost every man has large and finely formed nexion. Mr. Blakesley well observes (note

features, &c." (Ch. xvii. p. 180, 5th ed.) 205 on Book iv.) that " such proceedings

* Herod, iv. 62 ; Lucian. Toxar. xxxviii. were not merely a traditional custom, but

(vol. vi. p. 101.) rested on that common feeling of humanity
" Herod, iv. 71. which ascribes to tlic departed similar tastes

^ Hi]ii)ocrat. De Acre, Aqua, et Locis, c. and pursuits to those whi(;ii have been valued

47 (p. 559, ed. Kiihn). by them in their lifetime."

^ Herod, iv. 75. * Jornandes de Rebus Geticis, c. 35.

3 Ibid. ch. 2 ; Eph. Fr. 76 ; Nic. Dam. » About a.d. 1235-1245, See Gibbon's

Fr. 123. Decline and Fall, vol. vi. ch. 64.
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and customs of the Mongols and the Scyths, it is decidedly (as Mr.
Grote confesses ') insufficient to establish a real ethnic connexion.

4. One thing only will enable us to decide the ethnographical
position of the ancient Scythic people, and that is their language.

It is only by an accurate analysis of the remains of the ancient
Scythic sj)eech which have come down to us that any satisfactory

conclusion can be drawn.
And this also is confessed by Mr. Grote. " To enable us to

affirm," he observes, " that the Massagetai, or the Scythians, or
the Alani, belonged to the Indo-European family, it would be re-

quisite that we should kuoAv something of their language." ^ But,
he maintains, "the Scythian language maybe said to be wholly
unknown " to us, and therefore this test cannot be applied in the
present instance. " A very few words " have indeed been brought
to our knowledge : but these, he thinks,. " do not tend to aid the
Indo-European hypothesis."

5. It is the opinion, however, of the best comparative philolo-

gists * that the fragments of the Scythic language which remain to

us are amply sufficient to determine the family of nations to Avhich

the people who spoke it must ha'e belonged. Dr. Donaldson in

his ' Varronianus,' * and more recently Jacob Grimm, in his ' History
of the German Language,'* have shown by an elaborate examination
of Scythic roots that there are the strongest grounds for believing
the Scythians of Herodotus to have been an Indo-European people.

As the weight of this argument depends entirely on the number
and character of the instances, and as independently of their value
in determining the question of ethnography, speculations upon the
language of an ancient nation possess intrinsically a high interest,

the following analysis of Scythic words, drawn chiefly from the

two writers above mentioned, is appended as sutBcient evidence of

the position here maintained, viz., that the Scythians of Herodotus
belonged ethnically to the Indo-European, and not to the Mongolian
family of nations.

6. The Scythic words of which the meaning is certainly knovn
to US are the foUoAving : Oior, pata, arima, spu, temerinda, graucasus,

exampcBus, hrixaha, pliryxa, araxa, halinda, and sacrium or satvium.

These will be first considered.

Oior,^ " a man," is undoubtedly the Sanscrit nra, the Zend vairya,

the Greek, the Latin vir, Gothic vair, Celtic gv)r, Lithuanian
vgras. It may be connected likewise with the ancient Persian ariya,

Avhich primarily signified " men," " heroes," and thence was
adopted as an ethnic appellative by the great Medo-Bactric or

Arian race.'

I'ata^ " to kill," is probably the Sanscrit vadha, " to strike, kill,

Mlistory of Greece, vol. iii. p. 321, note. * Ceschichte der Deutschen Spnache,
2 1bid. 1. s. c. Leipzig, 1848.
^ the names mentioned in the text may •" Ihiod. iv. 110. oihp yap rhv

be added that of the late lamented Dr. Tri- & (").
then, Professor of Modern Languages in the ' .See Sii• H. Rawlinson's Ancient Persian

University of Oxford, who privately ex- Vocabulary, sub. j4/'i^a, note 2.

pressed to me tlie same conviction, * Herod, iv. 110. Kreivtiv (-
* Pp. 30-40. 2.9).
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destroy ;" for the Scytliiaii language, as is plain from the Thesmo-

phoriaziisce of Aristophanes, affected the lenis in the place of the
aspirate. It may also be compared with the Latin " batuere," and so

with our verbs " to beat," " to batter ;" perhaps also with " to pat."

Arima,^ "one," would seem to be for, a form almost iden-
tical with the Latin, Gothic, and Lithuanian ordinals, primus, fruma,
pirma, and connected with the Sanscrit prathamd, Zend frathema,

Greek. The initial sound may have been dropped by Hero-
dotus, because in his time the Greeks had no letter to express it;

or it may have been absent from the Scythic word just as it is from
the old High German erister and the modern German erst, which are

nevertheless identical with the Gothic frumisf and o\xr firsts

Spu,'^ "the eye," is manifestly cognate to the Latin sjjic- or spec-,

the root of the words specio, specto, specular, aspicio, &c., and may be
compared with the German sjjdhen, French epier (esprier), and our
own spy.

Temerinda,^ "mother of the sea," is a compound word, the analysis

of which is uncertain. It is probable that the ending -inda is a mere
feminine termination, which is found again in halinda,* and has a

parallel in the Anglo-Saxon termination -ende, which appears occa-

sionally in the later period of that language.^ If then we are to

seek for " mother of the sea " in Temer, it may be conjectured that

Te was "mother" in Scythic. and mer "sea." Te would then

resemble the gipsy dei, dai, and the Greek ^, "aunt;"® and mer

would be the Latin mare, German meer, French mer, our mere or

meer.

Graucasus,'' " white with snow," was the name by \vhich the

Scythians knew the Caucasus, and may be regarded as the true

original of that word. There can be little doubt that the Grau here

is the Gl'eek - in,,, Avhence perhaps the

Latin cruor, crudelis, the German graus, grausam, our cruel, &c. ; and

also by the change of r into I, the Latin gelu, glacies ; Germ, kalt

;

our cool, cold. It will therefore mean " snow," and casus will be the

Scythic word for " white." Compare with this latter the Sanscrit

has-, Greek, Latin castus, cauus, Candidas, perhaps the Oscan

casnar, and the German heusch.

Exampaeus,^ " holy roads," the name, according to Herodotus, of a

bitter spring near the Hypanis, divides probably into tlie two roots

exan or hexan, and pai or pais, the former of which may be connected

with the Sanscrit accha, which (according to Grimm) is the Greek

^ Herod, iv. 27." yap %v rique. (Geschichte, vol. i. p. 234, note.),. * It is possible that Te may be the final

1 See Bopp's Comparative Grammar, vol. syllable of --. Sansc. mata. Initial

i. p. 41(5 (English translation). syllables sometimes, though rarely, disap-

2 Herod, iv. 27. SttoC rhv pear. Comjiare ya-\aKTos, lac—av-uncu-[ 2/.] lus, oncle, uncle—ca-put, pate, &c.

3 Plin. Hist. Nat. vi. 7. " Ma-otin ^ Plin. Hist. Nat. vi. 17. " Scytha; Cau-

[Scythoe] Temeriuda [vocant], quo signifi- casum moutem, Graucasum, i. e. nive can-

cant matrem maris." didum [api)ellavere.]"

* See the next page. * Hwod. iv. 52. 5e rfi Kprtvri

5 Grimm quotesfrom an Anglo-Saxon docu- \, odev p4n, ,.
ment of later times the fonnula " on land Se ', ipal.
and on sirendae" as ec^uivalent to terra ma-

VOL. III.
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and the Latin sacra ; while the latter is manifestly the Sanscrit

patha, Greek, German pfad, and our own pafh.^

Brixaba,^ "a ram's forehead," seems to be composed of brix, "a
ram," and aba, " the head or forehead." Brix appears in the Latin

herbex or vervex, Italian berbice, Provencal berbitz, French brebis. Aba
is caput (Sanscrit kapala, German haupt), without the initial guttural,

which is lost also in halinda= " caulis."

Pliryxa,^ "hater of evil," compared with araxa, "hater of dam-
sels," gives xa as the verb " to hate," and phry or phru as " evil."

Xa is compai-ed by Dr. Donaldson with the German scheu * (our shy)
;

but this identification is a very doubtful one. Phru may with more
confidence be connected with the Latin jyraviis, and the German
frevel, frevler.

Araxa,^ " hater of damsels," contains the roots xa, " to hate," and
ara, " a maiden." This latter word appears in the Greek",
Etruscan Ari-tvnis, the virgin goddess. It occurs also in the Scythic

name for Celestial Venus, Artimpasa.

Halinda,^ " a species of cabbage," may be the Latin caulis (our
" oai/Z/-flower "), the initial guttural having become an aspirate, and
the feminine suffix -inda (compare Temerinda) having taken the place

of the Latin -is.

Satrium,^ " amber," if it may be read for sacrium, will be the Let-

tish sihters, or dsinters, which is the Lithuanian gintaras or gentaras,

and the Russian jantar.

In addition to these words with determined meanings we possess

a number of Scythian appellations, the probable meaning of which
may to some extent be surmised. These likewise tend to bear out
the Indo-European theory. They may be divided into (1), names
of gods

; (2), names of men ; (3), geographical names.

7. The names of the Sc^^thian gods, according to Herodotus, are

the following :—Tahiti, I'apasus, Apia, Oitosyrus, Artimpasa, and
Thamimasadas. These he identifies respectively with the Gj'ecian

Vesta, Jupiter, Earth, Apollo, Aphrodite, and Poseidon.'

Tabiti (Vesta), the fire-goddess, derived her name apparently from
the root tap, " to burn," which is found both in Sanscrit and Zend,
and which runs through a vast number of the Indo-European lan-

guages, forming tep-idus, tejy-ere, in Latin, teply in Bohemian, cieply in

Polish, tdften and tdban in Persian, ^-'(^, Horn.) in

Greek, and so -, and also, " cinis."

Papains (Zeus, or Jupiter) was the father of gods and men, as

Herodotus plainly indicates.* The root pa- or pi-, Avith or without

' It may be doubted whotlier Hexenpfad, ^ Varronianus, 1. s. c.

"witches' path," be not the truer reading "• I'lutarch, ii. p. 1162.
of tlie Scythic Exampwvs. (Cf. Hitter's ^ Ihid. p. 1158.

A'orhalie, p. 345; Donaldson's Varroiii- ' I'lin. Hist Nat. xxxvii. 2. Schafarik pro-

anus, p. 39; Biihr ad Herod, iv. 52.) But posed this reading, and Grimm approves of it.

Bexe itself (Spanish hechizera, our " hag") ' Herod, iv. 59.

is perhaps only a variant of the same root, * This is the meaning of his remark, that

ac-, sac-, ay-, signifying primarily a sacred " Jupiter is callal vcrij properly in his judff-

person. ment {, , ye
' Plutarch, ii. p. 1158. i^w), Papaus," iv. 59. Compare the or-

2 Ibid dinary Greek addaess to the Supreme Being,
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the suffix ter, tri, expresses the paternal relationship in almost all

the Indo-European tongues.* The reduplicated form Pupceus is

closely akin to Papias and Papas, titles under which the supreme
God was worshipped in Asia Minor in very early times,' and
appears likewise in the Phrygian baba,^ the Greek, the Latin
papa, German Papst, our " pope," and again in the familiar papa of

so many modem languages.

Apia (Earth) would seem to be nothing but another form of the

Latin 0}ys (Opts), who is identical with Rhea or Tellus. Apk, Opts,

Apia, were forms common to the early Greek and Italian nations,

and signified " earth, land, country." Hence Mess-apia, Dry-opia,

&c. ; and the many names of tribes ending in -opes, Dolopes, Mero-
pes, Cecropes, and the like. Hence also the old name Apia for the

Peloponnese, derived afterwards from the mythic king Apis.^

Oitoi<yrus (Apollo) appears to be a compound word, formed of the

two elements oito, and syrus or sums. About the meaning of the

latter term there can be little doubt. It is plainly the Sanscrit

surya, "the sun." The other element may connect either with the

Latin vita and Greek , or, perhaps better, with, ^,
vitrum, weiss, "white." The word will thus mean "the bright

shining sun."

Artimpasa (Urania, or Celestial Venus) is the most obscure of all

the names of the Scythian deities. It is not even certain what
attributes Herodotus intended to assign to her. If she was, as is

probable,* the Moon, Ave may compare the title with the Greek", in which the root ara, "a virgin," is to be recognised.

The remainder of the word has as yet received no satisfactory

explanation.

Thamimasadas (Poseidon, or Xeptune), " the Water God," is a

name which may be analysed, with an approach to certainty, into

the two jiarts Tliami and masadas. Of these the former, Thami, would
seem to be the Teme of Pliny's Temerinda, which has been already

explained, and which, may well have been a general designation for

lakes and rivers.^ The latter, masadas, occurs in the royal title,

Zed -, Lat. Ju-piter, Dies-piter ; and erected the monument. Papas occurs in

the Homeric/ ;
this sense in other Asiatic inscriptions. (See

Virgil's " horaiuum pater atque Deorum ;" Pococke's Ins. Ant. cli. ii. § G, p. 13.)

also Aratus, as quoted by St. Paul, \\. e. ^ iEschyl. Suppl. 250-265 (ed. Scholef.).

Zrji/iis) yap yivos. (Acts xvii. * The Alitta or Alilat of the Arabians,

28.) whom Herodotus (i. 1:51 ; iii. 8) identifies

9 Sanscr. pita, pitri ; Ancient Persian, with Unmia, is thought to have been the

pita; Greek,; Latm, pater ; Italian, Moon by some of the best authorities. (See

padre ; German, vater ; om father, &c. Bochart's Phaleg, ii. 19, iuidl Seden de Diis

1 Leake (Asia Minor, p. 20) gives an in- Syris, ii. 2.)

scription which he found in Asia Minor, ne;ir ^ Temer, or Teme, if it meant " mother

Doganlu, addressed to Papias the Saviour of the sea," may easily have come to be ap-(2). Arrian (ap. Eustat. plied widely to rivers and to lakes at their

ad II. V. 429) mentioned that Jupiter was mouths (Herod, iv. 86). Rivers weie often

worshipped imder the name of Papas in looked on in this light. (Cf. Strabo, v. p.

Bithynia. 214; and see Grimm's Geschichte der Deut-

2 See the Phrygian inscription on the schen Sprache, p. 234.) Hence perhaps the

great tomb of Midas near Doganlu (supra, Tima-chiis and Tima-vus of the ancients, the

vol. i. p. 547). BABA appetus there as a latter of which, Strabo expressly says ^1. s. c),

title of honour borne by the person who was regarded by the dwellers on its banks as

2•
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Octa-masarlas,^ and may bo identified with the -mas-das (ancient Pers.

-mazda) of the Arian god Oromasdes (^Auramazda). Etymologically
mazdas seems co mean "great giver ;"^ but it probably passed at an
early time into the more general sense of " god." Thus Thamima-
sadas would be, as stated above, " the Water-God," or more fully

and literally, "the great Giver of lakes and streams."

8. The Scythian names of men are these : Spargapithes, Aria-

pithes, Octamasadas, Idanthyrsus, Anacharsis, Taxacis, Saulius,

Lycus, Gnurus, Scylas, Scopasis, Scolopitus, Oricus :—to which
perhaps should be added the mythic personages Targitaus, Lipoxais,

Arpoxais, and Colaxais. Among these there are two or three which
present very palpable etymologies.

Spargapithes (or Spargapises^) is probably the Sansciit Svargapafi,

"lord of heaven," a title of the god Indra in the Vedas, and hence
we obtain a clue to the name of Ariapithes (which may be compared
Avith the Pei'sian names Ariaramnes, Ariomardas, Ariabignes, and the

like), formed probably from the two roots ariya, originally "manly,"
and thence " noble, excellent," and pati, " loi'd," as in the preceding.

In Octamasadas the root mazdas recurs, of which an account has been
given ; and in Idanth-?/rs«s, Anach-arsw, we seem to have the Per-

sian (and Armenian) Arses, which appears as the initial element in

the names Arsames and Arsaces, and occurs as a final in the old Per-

sian luishay-drsha (Xerxes), and in Dad-arses, a, general of Darius."

The root arses (in Persian arshish, or arsha) is clearly the same with
the Sanscrit arsha, " venerable ;" while in Auach- we can hardly fail

to recognise the Persian naqa ' and Greek aval. The remaining
names do not admit of any very distinct identification. Some, as

Lycus, Scylas, Saulius, are Greek in their general character. Others
(^Lipoxais, Arpoxais, Colaxais) have a Slavonic look. In the Scolopitus

of Justin the root pati may again be recognised ; and if in the first

part of the word we may consider that we have the national appella-

tion Scolo-ti, the term would be equivalent to " king of the Scoloti or

Scyths ;" and it may, like Brennus, Pharaoh. &c., have been a mere
title, mistaken by foreigners for the actual name of a monarch.

9. The geographical terms which Scythia furnishes are few in

number. They consist almost entirely of the names of rivers :

—

these are, the Ister, with its tributaries the Porata, Tiarantus,

Ararus, Naparis, and Ordessus ; the Tyras, the Hypanis, the Borj^s-

thenes, the Panticapes, the Geri-hus, the Hypacyris, the Syrgis, and
the Tanais. These names mostly adinit of explanation from Indo-

Germanic roots.

The Is-ter is made up of two elements {is and ter), lioth of

which seem to have signified, in diiferent Indo-European dialects,

" .•€. ;" and hence too, it may ad voc. Auramazdi'i.

bo, our livers Thame, Tamar, and Than- * As it is read in Book i. ch. 211.

isis or Thames. (Of. Donaldson's Varr. ^ Mentioned in the liehistuu Inscription,

p. 38.) col. i. par. 7, §2.
® Herod, iv. 80. ' " ^hiqn " is a doubtful reading, and may
• I'romtlie Sanscrit roots maz, "great" perhaps be an ]*^S£yi)tian title. (See >Sir H.

(compare), and da, " to gi'e " (=- Kawlinson's Memoir on the Beli. Ins. vol. ii., dare, &c.) See Sir H. Ifawlinson's Vo- p. 31 (J.)

cabulary of the Ancient Persian language,
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" river" or "Avater."* may trace the element Is m the names
of rivers from the vicinity of the Euphrates to the banks of the
Thames. In the Is of Herodotus (i. 179) and Herodianus (p. 19,
ed. Dindorf) we have the word in its simple and most piimitive
form—in the Is-aurus, Js-apis, Js-ccus, in the many rivers Jmr {here)
and Issel we find the same root combined with a second element ; in
his and Iham-isis (Thames) it occurs reduplicated. The other ele-
ment, ter, is less widely spread, but it appears again in the two
Scythian rivers, the Tyr-as and Ti(ir-antus ; it is found in the word
Dims-tr, the modern name of the Tyras ; it appears in the Sicilian
Ter-ius, and the Sardinian Ter-mus ; and it may perhaps be traced in
Trebia (= Ter-ah-ia, compare Drave), Trasmene, Trerus, Tmiiurn, Tru-
entus (= Tiarantus, our Trent), and other similarly commencing
names.
The Porata (now the PrutK) seems to have been named from a

root connected with the Greek -, German fnrth, our " ford."
The Scottish river Forth is apparently the same word.
The Tiarantus (==Ter-antus) contains the root Ter, and a suffix antus,

which may be compared Avith the ander of Scam-ander, IJcp-ander, and
the entus or ento of Tru-entus, Casu-entiis, Fr-ento, &c. Tiaruntus, Tru-
entus, Tronto, Trent, are different forms of the same word.

In the Ar-arus and the Nap-aris we may recognise the root aras

(reduplicated in Ar-aras, combined with a distinct element, Nap, in
i\ap-aris), which 38 widely used in the legions about the Caspian
as a river name, where indeed it still lingers. Araxes in ancient
times seems to have been a name common to the modern Aras, the
Jaxartes, the Wolga, and many other streams. Its ultimate base is

perhaps Ra or Kha, a name which the Wolga still bears, and which
may be traced throughout Europe, in the Bho-danus, lihe-nus,

F-ri-danus, Fho-danau, &c. The Oarus of Herodotus is merely a
digammated form of Aras.

The Hypanis {Hypan-is) introduces us to a new element, Hypan,
the Celtic Apan, our Avon, which may be traced in two other

Scythian rivers, the Hypa-cyris and the Pan-ticapes. The remaining
portion of each of these names is extremely obscure. We are

reminded, however, by the element cyris {-) of the Atrapatenian
river Cyrus, the Kur of the present day. Perhaps this same
root may be the base of another Scythian stream, the Ger-ihus
(Kur-rha ?).

The Tyr-as (now the Danas-ter or Dniestr) contains the same
two roots as Is-ter, only in the reverse order. It is sufficiently

explained by what has been said concerning the name of that

stream.

The Borysthenes furnishes us with another specimen of inversion.

It has become the Danas-per, Dana-per, or Dnie-pr. The form

Borys-thenes is manifestly Grecized—the native name, in all proba-

2 " Local names," as Di•. Donaldson ob- generic word for river ; the next comers re-

serves (Varronian. p. 33), "very often con- gard this as a proper name, and iidd to it

sist of synonymous elements." Wick-ham, their own generic term ; later immigrants

Hamp-ton-wick, Wans-beek-water, Dan- take this whole compound word for the true

ube. Nag-poor are cases in point. The first name of the stream,

occupants of a country call a stream by tlieir
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bility, approached nearly to Poros-danas. If this be allowed, the

Borys of Borys-thenes may be identified with the word Porata, and
-thenes will he Banas, Dana-is, or Tana-is.

In the word Tanais ( Tana-is) the medial d has become a teniiis, t

;

just as w^e find Tun-owe in the Niebelungen-lied for Dan-uhe. In the

modern name Don the d is restored to its place.*

10. It results from this entire investigation, that the Scythians

were not Mongolians, but members of the Indo-European race.

Language, as Mr. Grote correctly observes, is the only sure test

;

and language pronounces unmistakeably in favour of the Indo-

European, and against the Mongol theory. The small number of

Scythic words which remain to us present from thirty to forty roots

capable of identification with well-known Indo-European terms. A
very few words, and those, almost all of them, the names, real or

supposed, of men, are not distinctly referable to knoA\ai roots belong-

ing to this family of languages. These data are fully sufficient to

establish the ethnic connexion of the Scythians of Herodotus with

the great bulk of the nations have peopled Eiirope.*

11. When we attempt to go beyond this, and to inquire to which
of the great divisions of the Indo-European race the Scyths belonged,

we find ourselves at a loss to determine in faA^our of one branch

more than another. The analogies which have been pointed out do

not connect the Scythic language specially with any single Indo-

European dialect. The Scyths, as their language exhibits them,

were neither ]\Iedes, nor Slaves, nor Goths, nor Celts, nor Pelas-

gians ; but their tongue possessed affinities to the speech of all tliese

nations. ^^ e must not therefore be led away by doubtful etymolo-

gies* to identify the Scythians with any special Indo-European race.

They were prolDably a branch of this ethnic family as distinct from
all other branches as Celts, Germans, and Slaves from one another.

Their supposed connexion with the Sauromatai or Sarmatians ® does

not dispro\'e this ; for while it is not quite certain that the Sar-

matians were Slaves, it is extremely questionable Avhether there was
really any very close ethm connexion between the Sc5''ths and the

Sauromataj,'' At any rate it is clear that the fragments of the Scythic

language are no more Slavonic than they are Celtic, or Medo-Per-
sian, or Pelasgian ; and the argument of Lindner,^ that the Slavonians

^ No great weight can be attached to the "- with ', Gofhi, " Goths" (Var-

ludo-Europeaii character of these names, as ron. p. '_'7), or his equally doubtful deriva-

it is very ))robable that they may have been tion of 'S.KOXoroi from Asdgalatw (p. 41).

adopted Ity the Scytlis from the (Cimmerians, •> Niebuhr regards this connexion as in-

and so may be really indiciitive of the ethnic dubitable (Hesearches, &c., p. 83, E. T.)

character of that people. In this point of Boeckh likewise maintains it (Corp. Inscript.

view it is interesting to observe among them Sarmat. Introduct. pars xi. p. 83). But
the Celtic river-names, Avon, Don, Trent, Schafarik (ISkvische Alterthiimer, vol. i. ch.

Forth, &c. xvi.) lias ciilled it in question on strong
"* It is not, however, impossible, nor even grounds,

improbable, that there may have been a ' Pliny (Hist. Nat. •. 7) and Pomjionius

Mongolian element among the European Mela (i. 19) differ on this point from Hero-

ScytlLs. The language of which we have dotus (iv. 1 17), whose personal observations

s])ccimens may be tliat of the Royal Tribe do not aj)pear to have extended eastwird of

only ; the rest of the nation was perhaps Olbia.

Turanian. ** Skythien und die Skythen des Herodots,

* Such as Dr. Donaldson's identifia\tion of Stuttgait, 1841.
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must be the descendants of the Scythians because no other nation
can have descended from them, is absurd, since the Scythians may
easily have had no descendants. Indeed if we trace historically the
after-fortunes of the Scythic people, we shall find reason to suspect
that they were crushed betveen their two neighbours, the Getai and
the Sarmatians/ By the time of Pliny they had disappeared from
the coasts of the Pontus ; and the name of Scythia, Avhich had once
denoted a definite tract between the Danube and the Tanais, inha-

bited by a people with whose language, physical type, religious and
other customs, the Greeks and Komans w^ere perfectly familiar, had
come to be applied vaguely and indefinitely to the remote and
unknown regions of Northern Asia and Europe.' It is probable that

about this time the Scyths altogether perished ; or if they lingered

anywhere, as a weakly and expiring tribe, in the forests of the far

interior, the Mongol ravages of later times completed their destruc-

tion. In vain we look fur their descendants at the present day.

While the Cimmerians, whom they drove before them with such
ease on their first passage of the Tanais, continue to exist as Cymry
in the mountains of Wales,*, and the Getse, their neighbours upon
the west, have their descendants among the great Gothic or Teutonic
family by which nearly one-half of Europe is still occupied, the

Scyths have disappeared from the earth. Like the Mexican Aztecs,

whom they resembled in some degree, they have been svept away
by the current of immigration, and, except in the mounds which
cover their land and in the pages of the historian or ethnologist,

not a trace remains to tell of their past existence.

' See Niebuhr's Researches, &c., pp. 66- atque Germanos : nee aliis prisca ilia duravit

84. appellatio, qu^m qui extremi gentium harum,
' Plin. Hist. Nat. iv. 25. " Scytharum ignoti prope cseteris mortalibus degunt,"

nomen usquequaque transiit in Sarmatas 2 jieg the preceding chapter.
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ESSAY III.

ON THE GEOGRAPHY OF SCYTHIA.

1. Necessity of examining Niebuhr's theory of the Scythia of Herodotus. 2. The
theory stated. 3. Its grounds. 4. Considerations which disprove it. 5. Real

views of Herodotus. 6. His personal knowledge of the region. 7. His cor-

rectness as to leading facts, and mistakes as to minutiae. 8. Possibility of

changes since his time. 9. Identification of rivers and places.

1. Before entering upon any direct statements as to tlie actual

shape and extent of Scytliia, or attempting to identify any of the

geographical features pointed out by Herodotus, and explain his

real or apparent errors, it is necessary to examine that theory on

the subject which was first broached by Niebuhr in his ' Kleine

Schriften ' about the year 1328, and Avhich has recently been

brought a second time before the public, only slightly modified,

in his ' Vortrage iiber alte Geschichte,' published in 1847.' The
authority of Kiebuhr is so great, and his conjectures, even when
not correct, are ahvays so ingenious, that his view cannot be put

aside without distinct and formal examination,

2. Now Niebuhr's view is, that Herodotus regarded Scythia as

a square bounded on tico sides hy the sea ; that he looked upon its

southern coast as extending in a straight line from the mouth of

the Danube to the Talus Ma^otis, a distance of 4000 stades, its eastern

as reaching an equal distance from thence to the embouchure of

the Tanais (Don), its western frontier as parallel to this, and formed

by the Lower Danube (Avhich river he thinks Herodotus supposed

to make a sudden bend at the north-western angle of Scythia, and

to run thence with a southerly course to the Euxine), and its

northern fruntier as marked by a line dra\vn from this sharp bend

in the Danube to the mouth of the Tanais." The annexed plan,

which is taken from his ' Map of the World according to Herodotus,'

Avill more plainly shoAv his meaning.

3. This account he gathers chiefiy from chs. 99-101 ; but he con-

ceives it to be confirmed by various scattered notices, as by the

comparison between the Nile and the Danube in Book ii.,* by what

is said in Book v. of the great size of Thrace,* and of the countries

north of the Danube being desert,* as well as by other casual

remarks.
4. Tlie following considerations ajipear to be fatal to the scheme

in question :

—

(i.) Its derangement of the course of the Danube, in favour of

which nothing can be brought but a supposed analogy, and Avhich

1 See pp. 182, 183, ^ Geography of Heiod. p. 29, E. T. Scythians, pp. 39-41, K. T.

3 Chs. 33, 34, " Ch. 3. ^ Ch. 10,
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is contradicted by the whole account, so -very consonant with facts,

which Herodotus gives of that river and its tributaries. The
Danube, he says, rvmsfrom the west right through Europe,"" and falls

into the Black Sea, " icith its mouth facing the east." '' It receives

many great tributaries on both sides : from the side of Scythia five

—the Porata, Ararus, Naparis, Ordessus, and Tiarantus, of which
the Porata (^Pruth) is the most easterly, the Tiarantus {Aluta') most

towards the west; from the mountain-chain of Thrace and lllyria

eight others, which all run " with a northern course " into it.' This

whole account is exactly in accordance with the real geography,

and cannot possibly be made to square with the scheme of jS iebuhr,

in which the mouth of the Danube fronts tlie south ; and the five

Scythian tributaries, if they can be imagined to exist at all, must

be interposed between the sea and the Maris, according to the

dotted lines inserted in the accompanying plan to represent them,

in which case the terms " most eastern," " most western," would
cease to be applicable.

(ii.) The assertion of Herodotus that "the mart of the Borys-

thenites is situated in the very centre of the whole sea-coast of

Scythia." ' Niebuhr's view places it in the centre of the south side

only, Avhile the east, according to him, is also washed by the sea.

6 Book iv. cli. 49. Ibid. ch. 99. 8 Herod, chs. 48, 49. ^ Ibid. ch. 17.
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(iii.) The impossibility of reconciling Herodotns's account of

the Persian campaign with the supposed figure of Scythia. The
division of Scythians with which Darius first fell in, had orders to

retreat ''along the shores of the Palus Mceotis" to the Tanais,' orders

which appear to have been duly executed. Darius, following in

their track, is said to have marched ''• eastward'" to that stream.^

Niebuhr's plan wOuld make this march at least as much north as

east. Arrived at the Tanais, they cross into the country of the

Sauromatee, which they traverse from south to north, a distance of

lo days' journey;^ whence they pass on to the Budini, the next

nation to the north, whose country they likewise traverse. Accord-

ing to Niebuhr, they would noAv be nearly 20 days' journey beyond

the borders of Scythia, and separated from Scythia by the entire

country of the Melanchlaini. Yet here the Scythians, suddenly

giving Darius the slip, make a detour through the country above the

Budini, and at once return into Scythia ;
* while Darius, missing

them, turns westward, and is shortly within the Sc^'thian borders,

where he falls in with the other division of the Scythian army, and
is led for the first time into the country of the Melanchlai-ui. All

this is absolutely impossible upon Niebuhr's theory, where the

Budini lie north of Scythia, at a vast distance, and separated by the

tract in which the Melanchlaeni live. It is indifferent, so far as

this argument is concerned, whether we admit the expedition into

these parts as a reality or no, since all that we are at present

considering is how Herodotus himself conceived of Scythia.

5. The truth seems to be that Herodotus regarded Scythia as

having only one of its sides Avashed by the sea f that he took the

coast from the Danube to the Tanais as representing tolerably well

a straight line, when the peninsula occupied by the Tauri (the

Crimea) was cut off ; that he estimated the length of this at 4000

stades (460 miles),^ 2000 between the Danube and the mouth of the

Borysthenes, 2000 between that and the place where the Tanais

reached the sea ; that he regarded this side of Scythia, thus divided

into two parts and fronting towards the south-east, as reaching

down to two seas, one of which (the Euxine) might be called

" southern," the other (the Sea of Azof), " eastern ;" that he thought

Scythia extended inland about the same distance as its length along

the coast ; and tliat he therefore called it square, meaning thereby

not to give its exact figure, but to describe its general shape. He
did not regard the Danube as bounding one side of the square, but

1 Herod, ch. 120. ^ Ibid. ch. 122. tvo sides vMch run straight inland{
3 Ibid. ch. 21. * Ibid. ch. 124. is-) are 4000 fur-

* " Scythia," he says, " which is square longs (stadia) each, and the transverse sides

in shape, and has two of its sides (or parts) at riijld arujlcs to these () are

reaching down to the sea, extends inland to of the same length." This piissage alone

the same dist;mce that it reaches along the would appear to me to settle the contro-

coast, and is equal every way. For it is a A'ersy. Tlie is-
U'.n days' journey from the Ister to the must be parallel sides, not, as in Niebuhr's

Borysthenes, and ten more from the Borys- plan, sides at right angles to one another,

thenes to the Palus Majotis, while the dist- ^ The actual distance of a straight li^e

ance from the coast inland to the country of from the most northern mouth of the

the Melanchhcni, who dwell above Scythia, Danube to the emlwuchure of the Tanais is

is a journey of twenty days, . . . Thus the about 40 miles moie.
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as meeting it obliquely at a comer. This is implied in the

expresygion £ .'' On the other hand
he regarded the Tanais as not merely touching an angle of the

square, but as washing at least a portion of the eastern side, and
so separating the Koyal Scythians from the Sauromatse." His notion
is fairly expressed by Heeren nearly in these words :

—" The bound-
aries which Herodotus assigns to Scythia are as follows : on the

south, the coast of the Black Sea, from the mouth of the Danube to

the Palus Mseotis ; on the east, the Don or Tanais to its rise out of

the lake Ivan (?) ; on the north, a line drawn from this lake to that

out of which the Tyras or Dniestr flows ; and on the west, a line

from thence to the Danube."* Thus Scythia comprised the modern
governments of Kherson, Poltawa, Ekaterinoslav, Kharkov, Koursk,
the Don Cossacks, Voronez, Kiazan, Orlov, Tula, Mogilev, Tcherni-
zov, Minsk, Volhynia (part). Kiev, and Podolsk, together with the

provinces of Bessarabia, Moldavia, and Wallachia ; and consisted of

the two great basins of the Don and Dniepr, the minor basins of

the Dniestr and the Boug, and the northern half of the basin of the

Lower Danube from Orsova to the sea.

6. Of this region Herodotus personally knew but little. He had
made the coast voyage from the Straits of Constantinople to the town
of Olbia, situated on the right bank of the Hypanis (Boug), near

the point at which that river falls into the sea. He had likewise

penetrated into the interior as far as Exampasus, foRir days' journey

up the course of the same stream ; but it does not appear that he

had ever crossed the Borysthenes (Dniepr), nor that he had any per-

sonal acquaintance with the country east of that river. He regaided

the Tauric Chersonese, not as a peninsula, but as a great promontor}^

like Attica or Japygia, and was unaware of the existence of the

Sibache More or Putrid Sea. He imagined the Palus Ma^otis to be a

sea not very much smaller than the Euxine, and thought the Tanais

(Don) ran into it with a south course. He had also notions with

respect to the rivers east of the Borysthenes which it is very diffi-

cult to reconcile with existing geographical facts. Still his descrip-

tion of the general features of the region is remarkably accurate,

and might almost pass for an account of the same country at the

present day. A recent traveller,' whose journeys took him pretty

^ Ch. 49. Yet the Danube separated be- the Save, he confounded with the two Alpine

tweea Scythia and Tlirace because iu tins streams of which he had heiird the Umbriims

place the square was particularly irregular, of Northern Italy discourse as flowing into

there being a projection from it consisting of the Danube fiom the country just beyond

the country between the Black Sea and the their borders. These were the Saiga and

Carpathian chain, the modern pro%'ince of the Inn, or possibly the latter stream and the

Widlachia. The general course of the Danube Rhine, which in its upper course has nearly

was rightly apprehended by Herodotus, and the Simie direction as the Inn, and would

its tributaries up to Belgrade were known flow into the Danube if it did not make a

with an approach to accuracy. Above Bel- right angle at the Lake of Constance,

grade his knowledge was less exact. He * Herod, iv. chs. 20, 21.

confounded the Marusch (Maris) with the » " Asiatic Nations," vol. ii. p. 257,

Theiss, and the two great streams flowing note *, E. T.

in from the south side of the Danube ai ^ The Rev. W. Palmer, whose observa-

about the same point, of which he had heard tions, made upon the spot, have been kindly

from the inhabitants of the lower part of the communiciited to me by his brother, the Rev.

river, and which were really the Drave and E. Palmer, Fellow of Balliol.
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nearly over the entire extent of Herodotns's Scytliia, notices the

following particulars as among those which most strike a person on

traversing the region :

—

"First, the size of the rivers and their abundance in good fish.

(Cf. Ilerod. iv. 53.) Secondly, the general •flatness of the country.

Thirdly, the total absence of wood over the southern part of Hero-

dotus's square ; while, as one gets beyond it, or near its borders,

there is wood. Fourthly, that the bare country, or steppes, up the

Boug (Hypanis) and the Dnieper (Boiysthenes) is still a corn-growing

country, and the parts to the east of these still abound rather in

cattle, so corresponding v/ith the situation of the agricultural and

nomade Scythians of Herodotus's time. Fifthly, that the abundance

of light carts moving in all directions, with or without tracks,

reminds one of Herodotus's observation that the nature of the

country made the tribes inhabiting it what they w^ere."

7. AV'e seem to see in Herodotus a remarkable knowledge of

leading geographical facts, combined, either really or apparently,

with mistakes as to minutiag. Niebuhr'* observed long ago upon the

superiority of our author to later geographers in his implied denial

of that Ehipgean mountain - chain supposed generally to boimd

Scythia upon the north ; and further noticed his acquaintance (indi-

cated by what he says of the sources of the Hypanis) with the great

marshy district of Volhynia. The writer to whom reference was
made above, adds other similar points :

—

" What Herodotus says of the Don rising in a vast lake seems

to show that there were rumours in the south of the existence and

size of the great lakes of North Kussia, out of the largest of which

(the Onega) the Volga, not the Don, does in fact rise. So Herodotus

knew that the Caspian w^as an inland sea, which later writers did

not ; he knew, which they did not either, that the bare plains of the

nomade Scythians did not extend to the ocean, but that northwards

beyond them the country became woody ; that in one part of this

further country the people ' became wolves ' for some days annually,

that is, wore wolf-skins in winter (as they do still), there being no

wood to shelter wolves, and consequently feAv wolves to furnish

skins in the south ; that in another part there were people who lived

Ijy hunting in a woody country ; that going to tlie north-east, above

the royal Scythians and across the Don, one arrived after a time at

the roots of high and rugged mountains, namely, of the Ural range

(which was also unknown to later vriters) ; he knew also that from

the Ural Mountains it was that the gold came so abounded in

Scythia, while iron and silver were wanting. With regard to the

parts more to the north, he rightly understood the figure of the air

being full of feathers to mean that there was more and more snow
as one went northwards, and that it lay longer, till one could go no
further for the want of people and means of subsistence. He speaks

of -1)0(^)10 who slept {i. e. lived in-doors in comparative darkness)

half the year (which is not the same as if he had said that the night

lasted half the year, as it does nearer the pole). He had heard not

2 See his " Researches into the History of the Scythians, Getse, &c.," p. 42, E. T.
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only of the great lakes in the north, hut of the ocean heing he,yond
all. His remarks on the climate, especially concerniiig the abund-
ance of rain and thunder in summer, and the extreme rareness of
both in winter, contrary to what one is used to in the Levant, and
again concerning the extreme rareness of earthquakes, are such as
still strike people who go to the north."

8. This general accuracy inclines one to suspect that possibly
where Herodotus appears to be in error, he may^ given a true
account of the state of things in his own day, which account is now
inapplicable in consequence of changes that have occurred since his
time. Professor Pallas' was among the first to conjecture that vast
alterations in the levels of the countries about the Black Sea and
Palus Masotis have taken place in comparatively recent times. Sir

E. Murchison, in his ' Geology of Pussia,' expresses himself as of
the same opinion.* It is possible that the Putrid Sea has been
formed by a late depression of the land, and that the Kosa Arahat-
sliaia marks the line of the ancient coast. The Taurida would then
have deserved to be called a promontory (), and not a peninsula(). The courses of the rivers from the Borysthenes
{Oidepr) to the Don may have been completely altered, many (as

the Panticapes, Hypacyris, and Gerrhus) having been dried up, and
others (as the Donetz and the Dniepr itself) having formed them-
selves new beds. The Palus Maiotis may have had its limits greatly

contracted, partly by the deposits of the rivers, partly by an eleva-

tion of the countries along the line of the Mwiitch ; and may have
been in former times not so very unworthy of being compared for

size with the Euxine.* On the other hand, it must not be forgotten

that the personal observation of Herodotus did not extend beyond
the Borysthenes ; and that it is exactly in the parts of Scythia which
he had not visited that his descriptions cease to be applicable to the

existing condition of things. This circumstance favours the notion

that the divergence of his descriptions irom fact aiOse from insuf-

ficient information.

9. With respect to the identification of the seveial ri\'ers and
places mentioned by Herodotus, it may be considered as absolutely

certain that the Ister is the Danube, the Porata the Pruth, the Tyras
the Dniestr (= Danas-Tyr), the Hypanis the Boug, the Borysthenes

the Dniepr• (=Dana-Bor), and the Tanais the Don. The other I'ivers

of Scythia—the Gerrhus, the Panticapes, the Hypacyris, the Lj-cus,

the Hyrgis or Syrgis, and the Oarus—cannot so readily be deter-

mined. We may be certain, however, that the Gerrhus was not the

Molothiia Vodi, as Pennell supposes (Geography, p. 71), since it fell

into the Euxine near Carcinitis ; and that the Panticapes Avas neither

the Desna, nor the Psol,^ since it joined the Borysthenes at its em-
bouchure. The little stream which enters the sea by Kalantchuk

would seem to represent either the Gerrhus or the Hypacyris. The

3 "Travels," vol. i. pp. 78-87, and 302- (ch. 116), which would miike it cover <a

307. good deal of the couutry suj)posed by Pallas

* See pp. 573-575. to have been formerly submerged.
5 Herodotus extends the Palus to a (list- ^ Heeren's A. JSat. ii. p. u(j2.

ance of three days' journey east oi' the Timais
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Donetz may be the Syrgis. The Oams is perhaps the Volga. There
is, however, the utmost uncertainty with respect to all identifica-

tions east of the Isthmus of Perekop.

Of places, Herodotus notices but few in Scythia. Olbia, at the

mouth of the Hypanis, is the only town mentioned by him. Its site

is marked by ruins and mounds, and determined beyond a question

by coins and inscriptions. It lies on the right bank of the river,

near its embouchure in the liman of the Dniepr, and is now called

tSfomoc/il, or " the Hundred Moimds." ^ Opposite is the promontory
called by Herodotus Cape Hippolaus, where in his time was a

temple of Ceres. Further east is the Course of Achilles, the Kosa

Tendra and Kosa Djarilgatch of our maps. The site of Carcinitis is

occupied probably by the modern town of Kalantchak. The Crimea
is Herodotus's Taurica ; the peninsula of Kertch his " rugged Cher-

sonese." Further inland we may identify Podolia as the country of

the Alazonians ; Transylvania as that of the Agathj-rsi, whose river

Maris must be the Jllarosch ; A'olhynia and Lithuania as the habita-

tion of the Neuri
;
part of Tambov as that of the Budini and Geloni

;

and the steppe between the Don and the Volga as that of the Sauro-

matae. The situations of the Thyssagetie, lyrcfe, Argippasi, and
Issedones, it is impossible to fix Avith any exactitude. Tlie ' Map
of the Scythia of Herodotus ' prefixed to this volume gives the

probable position of these nations.

' Vide supra, Lote ' on Book iv. ch. bo.
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NOTE .

ON THE WORDS THYSSAGET^ AND MASSAGET^.

The etymology of the names of these tribes is of some interest in its bearing on

their ethnic classification. It has been generally supjjosed that the Geta?,

whether compared with the Jats of India or the Goths of Europe, must be of

the Arian stock, and Massa for "great" belongs to the same family of lan-

guages : but it may be doubted if any of the Arian dialects furnish a corre-

spondent for Thyssa, with the signification of " small " or " lesser." That
term seems to be Scythic. At any rate, in primitive Babylonian tur or tns

(compare interchange of and 8vs) has two significations, one " a chief,"

and the other " small " or " lesser," and in each of these senses the term has

been preserved to modern times. Thus, the Cuneiform Tur, used as the

detenninative of rank, is to be recognised in the Biblical Tartan, Tirsatha (for

Tartan, Tursutha), in the Chaldee Turgh, "a general," and in the modern Lur

Tihhmal ^L». /ji »j (Persian ^eiMocia) " chief of the house," the ordinary title

of the " white beards" of the mountain tribes ; while Tur for "lesser," Avhich

in Cuneiform is used as the standard monogram for " a son," and which is

translated in Assyrian by Zikhir (Heb. T'^V, Arab. yfJtjo) is still found in

the title of Turkhan given to the " Heir Ajiparcnt ". or " Crown Prince " by the

Uzbegs of Khiva.

Massa also for " greater," although closely resembling the Zend maz (for

Sanscrit mahu), Avhich was actually in use in Persia within modern times (as

in lx».^»A<o , Mas-maghdn, " Chief of the Magi," the title of the kings of

Mazenderan at the time of the Arab conquest), may perhaps with equal reason

be compared with the Babylonian iScythic term mas or mis, which signified

" much " or " many " (Assyrian mudut), and the monogram for which was thus

ordinarily used as the sign of the plural number (compare the Scythic name, " chief of the Parthians "). To illustrate the connexion of

madut, " much," with mis, " greater," we may compare " multus " and " magis."

—[H. C. R.J
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HISTORY OF HERODOTUS,

ENTITLED TERPSICHOEE.

1. The Persians left behind by King Darius in Europe, who had

Megabazus for their general,^ reduced, before any other Helles-

pontine state, the people of Perinthus,^ who had no mind to

become subjects of the king. Now the Perinthians had ere tliis

been roughly handled by another nation, the Pieonians.^ For

the Paeonians from about the Strymon were once bidden by an

oracle to make war upon tlie Perinthians, and if these latter,

when the camps faced one another, challenged them by name to

fight, then to ventui'e on a battle, but if otherwse, not to make
the hazard. The Paeonians followed the advice. Now the men
of Periuthus drew out to meet them in the skirts of their city

;

and a tlu*eefold single combat avus fought on challenge given.

Man to man, and horse to horse, and dog to dog, was the strife

Avaged ; and the Perinthians, winnei's of two combats out of the

three, in their joy had raised the pa^an ; when the PiEonians,

struck by the thought that this was what the oracle had meant,

passed the Avord one to another, saying, " Now of a surety has the

orachi been fulfilled for us; now our Mork begins." Then the

IV'onians set upon the Perinthians in the midst of their pa^an,

and defeated them utterly, leaving but few of them alive.

2. Such was the affair of the Paeonians, which hapi)ened a

long time previously. At tliis time the Perinthians, after a brave

^ Vide Riipra, iv. 143. It was a Sauiian colony (Plut. Q. G-. 56;
* Perintlius, called afterwards He- 8cym. CU. 1. 72).

raclea (Ptolem. iii. 11), is the modern •' Concerning the Pa'onians, vide infra,

Ercldi, a place of some consequence on cli. l'>, note *, and ch. KJ, note*. It is

the sea of J^Iarmora (hit. 41", long. 28" surprising to find that tjiey ever jjeue-

nearlyj. Scylax mentions it (p. G8j. trated so far east as Perinthus.
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strugo:le for freedom, were overcome by numbers, and yielded to

Megabaziis and his Persians. After Perintlnis had been brought

under, Megabazus led his host through Thrace, subduing to the

dominion of the king all the towns and all the nations of those

parts.* For the king's command to him was, that he should

conquer Thrace.

3. The Thracians are the most powerful people in the world,

except, of course, the Indians ;
^ and if they had one head, or

were agreed among themselves, it is my belief that their match
could not be found anywhere, and that they Avould very far sur-

pass all other nations.*^ But such union is impossible for them,

and there are no means of ever bringing it about. Herein

therefore consists their weakness. The Thracians bear many
names in the different regions of their country,' but all of them
have like usages in every respect, excepting only the Getse,^

• This must be understood with the
limitation supplied at the end of ch. 10.

The conquests of Megabazus were con-
fined to the tracts along the coast.

* Alluding to what he had said before
(Bk. iii. ch. 94•).

* Thucydides makes almost the same
remark of the Scythians (ii. 97). There
is a curious parallelism between his ex-
pressions and those of Herodotus.

^ Strabo said that the Thracians con-
sisted of 22 different tribes (vii. Fr. 46),

and no doubt enumerated them, but
this part of his work is lost. Herodotus
himself names 18 tribes ; the Bessi (vii.

Ill), Bisaltte (viii. 116j, Bistones (vii.

110), Brygi (vi. 45), Cicones (vii. 110),

Crobyzi (iv. 49 1, Dersaei (vii. 110),

Dolouci (vi. 34), Edoni (vii. 110), Getee

(iv. 93), Nipssei (ibid.), Odomauti (vii.

112), Odrysse (iv.'9:i), Pseti (ib.), Sajiffii

(vii. 110), Satrse (ibid.), Scyrmiadie (iv.

93), and Trausi (v. 3). The fragments
of Hecatieus supply 12 or 13, of which
only two—the Satrfe and the Crobyzi

—

are mentioned by Herodotus. The re-

mainder are the Bantii, Darsii, Daty-
lepti, Desili, Disora?, Entriba•, Satro-

centgc, Sindonasi, Trispla3, and Trizi.

Of these the Darsii may be Herodotus's
Dersici, but tlie remainder are clearly

new names. Thucydides adds the Ili'i

(= Dai or Daci), the Treres, and the

Tilataji (ii. 9i3); Strabo, the Breuie,

Corpili, Msedi, Msesi or Mysi, Sinti, and
Triballi. Pliny augments the list by
above 20 more names: the Aorsi, Bense,

Bottiiei, Brysse, Cajnici, Carbilesi, Car-

VOL. III.

biletpe, Clarise, Cccleta?, Densiletae,

Digeri, Diobessi, Drugeri, Elethi, Gau-
dse, Hypsaltse, Moriseni, Priantaj, Pyro-
gen, Selletse, Sithonii, and Thyni (H.
N. iv. 11). He also notices that the
tribes were occasionally subdivided, as

that of the Bessi, which included under
it a number of names. His list un-
doubtedly contains repetitions, as Car-

bilesi, Carbiletse—Digeri, Drugeri—and
the Thracian character of some of his

tribes (c. g. the Bottiisi) may be ques-
tioned ; but after making allowances on
these grounds, we shall find that the

number of Thracian tribes known to us

exceeds fifty ! Of these the most im-
2)ortant in the earlier times were the

Getse, the Treres, the OdrysEe, the Tri-

balli, and the Odomauti, while the Daci

and the Missi obtained ultimately the

preponderance.
With regard to the military strength

of the Thracians, it may be observed,

that Sitalces, king of the Odrysae, who
had a very widely extended influence-

over the various tribes, invaded Mace-
donia in the year B.C. 429, at the head

of 1.50,000 men, of whom 50,000 were
cavalry (Thucyd. ii. 98). But his army
was in part composed of Pajonians.

Strabo estimates the military strength

of the nation in his own times at 215,000

men— 15,000 horse, and 200,000 .foot

(vii. Fr. 48). The want of unioi;, of

which Herodotus speaks, continued

;

and was a source of enduring weakness.
8 Concerning the GetsD, vide supi-a,

Bk. iv. ch. 93.
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the Transi,^ and those who dwell above the people of Cres-

toii.'

4. Now the manners and customs of the Getiv, who believe in

their immortality, I have ah-eady spoken of.- The Trausi in all

else resemble the other Thraeians, but have customs at births

and deaths which I w ill now describe. A\'hen a i-hild is born all

its kindred sit round about it in a circle and weep for the woes

it will have to undergo now that it is come into the world, making
mention of every ill that falls to the lot of humankind ; when, on

tlie other hand, a man has died, they bury him with laughter

and rejoicings, and say that now he is free from a host of sulfer-

iugs, and enjoys the completest happiness.

5. The Thraeians who live above the Crestona\ms observe the

following customs. Each man among them has several wives ;

^

anil no sooner does a man die than a sharp contest ensues among
the wives upon the question, which of them all the husband loved

most tenderly ; the friends of each eagerly plead on her behalf,

and she to whom the honour is adjudged, after receiving the

praises both of men and women, is slain over the grave by the

hand of her next of kin, and then buried with her husband.^

The others are sorely grieved, for nothing is considered such a

disgrace.

ti. The Thraeians who do not belong to these tribes have the

customs which follow. They sell their children to traders.^ On
their maidens they keep no w'atch, but leave them altogether

•' The Trausi occur iu Livy as a

Thraeiau people ("geus et ipsa Thra-
cum," o9, 41). Nicolixs of Damascus
repeats couoeruiuii them the story of

Herodotus (Fr. U0\ Stepheu of By-
zautiuiu cont'ounils them with the Api-
thyrsi i^Stoph. ad voc). They seem uot

to be meutioued by auy other tuicieut

writer. Uiihr couueots theh• name with

the. river Travus (Tpaiios) meutioued iu

the seventh Book (eh. loO), which ap-

peal's to be tlie modern K.ii\i(c/i. This

would place them in the range of Pcspoto

Daijh, between the Jjth luid 2Hth de-

grees of longitude.
' Coucerniug Crestou, vide supra,

i. 57.

* Supra, iv. 94.
' Three or four commonly, accord-

ing to Heraclides Pontious, but some-
times as many as 30! Tlieir treatment,
aa is usually the Ciuse whera j)olygamy
prevails, wa-s luush and degrading (Fr.

xxviii.). Arriau ascribed the ieUoduc-

tiou of polygamy among the Thmciaus
to a king, Dolouchus (Fr. 37).

* Stephen of Byzantium gives this as

a special custom of the Gi.ia' (in voc.). It is scarcely necessary to com-
j>are with it the snttcchm of the Hin-
doos. Belief in a happy future state is

cleai-ly the pcrrading principle of almost
all these Thracion customs. Suttee has
been practised by -iirious nations. It

existed among the Teutons (Val. Max.
vi. 1\ the "Wends (S. Bonifae. Ep. ad
Kthelbald.), and the lleruli (Brocop.

B. tioth. ii. 14), as well as the Indians.

[It was also an ancient Slavonian and
Scandinavian custom,—G. W,]

' [As the Oirc;\iisians now do for the
"foreign" uiiuket.—G, W.] Hence
Geta and Davus {Aa?os) came to be the

commonest names slaves at Athens
(see the comedies of Terence, which
were adaptations of Menauder, and
comp. Schol. ad ,£\i'ist. Achain. 'Jol).
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free, while on the conduct of their wives they keep a most strict

watch. Brides are pnrcliased of their parents for larfje sums of

money.^ Tatooinii• anions: them marks uobKj birth," and the want
of it low birth. 'J'o be idle is accounted the most honourable
thing, and to be a tiller of the ground the most dishonourable.

To live by Avar and i)lunder is of all things the most glorious.

These are the most remarkable of their customs.

7. The gods which they worship are but three, Mars, Bacchus,
and Dian.^ Their kings, however, unlike the rest of the citizens,

worship Mercury^ more than any other god, always swearing

by his name, and declaring that they are themselves sprung
from him.

8. Their wealthy ones are buried in the following fashion.

The body is laid out for three days ; and during this time they

kill victims of all kinds, and feast upon them, after first be-

wailing the departed. Then they either burn the body ^ or else

bury it in the ground. Lastly, they raise a mound over the grave,

and hold games of all sorts, wherein the single combat is awarded

the highest prize. Such is the mode of burial among the Thra-

cians.-

® Hei'aclides Ponticus related the
same (Fr. xxviii.), aud noted that when
a wife thought herself ill-treated, the

parents might take her back, on return-

ing the sum paid for her. This practice

is common in the East.

7 Compare Clearch. Sol. Fr. 8.

^ W^ar, drinking, and the chace—the

principal delights of a nation in the con-

dition of the Thracians—had, it would
seem, their respective deities, which the

Greeks identilied with their Ares, Dio-

nysus, and Artemis. The names of the

Thi'acian Mars and Bacchus are uncer-

tain, but their Diana is known to have

been called Bendis (Hesyeh. ad voc.

;

Schol. ad Plat. p. Uo, ed. Ruhnk.). Her
worship s})read to Attica in the time of

Socrates (Plat. Rep. i. § 1), whei'e the

festival of the Beudideia was celebrated

with much pomp in the neighbourhood
of the Pirajus. Its chief characteristic

was the \5•, or torch-race.

There was a temple to Bendis in Muuy-
chia, which adjoined on the Piricus

(Xen. Hell. ii. 4. § 11).

Otiier deities are known to have been
worshipped, at least by some of the

Thracian tribes, e. g. Cotys (/Eschyl.

Fr. xviii. H, Zamolxis (supra, iv. 9i)),

the Cabiri ( supra, ii. 51), &c. Hero-

dotus must bo supposed to mean that

these were the only gods worshipped by
the wkoL• nation.

'^ Mercury was, according to Tacitus,

the god principally worshipped bj' the

Gei'mans (German. 9), and according to

Cajsar (de B. G. vi.) by the Gauls.

Some mythic inventor of the useful arts

Ls probably intended.
' Jacob Grimm has shown that crema-

tion WAS the mode in which the Indo-

European nations most usually disposed

of their dead (Ueber das Verbreunen
der Leichen, Berlin, 1850). Jt was
practised by the Gauls and Celtic races

generally (Cajs. B. G. vi. 19; Pomp.
Mela, ill. 2 ), the Germans (Tacit. Germ.

27), the Heruli (Procop. B. Goth. ii. 14),

the Scandinavian nations, the Lithu-

anian?, the Slaves, and the Indi;uis, as

well as by the Greeks and the Romans.

(See, besides Grimm's Essay, an inte-

resting paper in the Archaiologia, vol.

xxxvii. by Mr. Wylie.)
^ Tlie ethnic character of the Thra-

cians is a subject of much interest. It

is not improbable that tribes of various

origin Aveie included under the name.

If the word be, as commonly sup-

posed iMui-e's Lit. of Greece, i. p. 15o),

comiected with and }, it

would signify nothing more than "a
mountaineer," aud would thus uot be

2
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9, As regards the region lying nortli of tliis country no one

can say \vith any certainty Avhat men inhabit it. It a})pears that

you no sooner cross the Ister than you enter on an interminable

wilderness.^ The only people of whom I can hear as dwelling

beyond the Ister are the race named tSigynnfe,•* who Avear, they

say, a di-ess like the Medes, and have horses which are covered

entirely with a coat of shaggy hair, five fingers in length. They
are a small breed, flat-nosed, and not strong enough to bear men
on their backs ; but \\'hen yoked to chariots, they are among the

swiftest kuown,^ which is the reason why the people of that

country use chariots. Then- borders reach down almost to the

expressive of race. Nothing conclusive

is to be gathered from the customs
here assigned to the Thracians ; and to

decide the ethnic family to which they

belong, we must avail ourselves of the

light thrown upon the subject by sub-

sequent history, as well as by compara-
tive philology. Now it is almost cer-

tain that the Getse—one of the principal

Thracian tribes, according to Herodotus
—are the Gothi or Gothones of the

Romans, who are the old German Gnthai

or Gut/tans, and our Goths (see Grimm's
Geschichte der Deutschen Sprache, vol.

i. pp. 178-184). The one name super-

seded the other m the same country, and
there are not wanting ancient writers

who expressly identify the two forms
(Philostorgius, Hist. Eccl. ii. 5; Enno-
dius, p. 521, &c.). Grimm has shown
that the change from reVrjs to Goth is

according to the analogy of the Teutonic
and Grajco-Komau forms of speech

;

instancing such words as dens, -tis =
"tunthus,"//Y(iei• = "brothur," &c. (p.

179). Little is left to us of the Thra-
cian language ; but one or two striking

analogies to the Teutonic may be pointed

out. The , for instance, which is

so common an ending of the names of

Thracian towns {e. ;/. Mesembria, Selyni-

bria, Poltyombria, ice), is said by Sti-aVjo

(vii. p. 4G-) and Stephen (ad voc.) to signify a "city" {).
Compare the Anglo-Saxon horouyh, and
especiidly its use as a termination to

the names of towns, in sucli names as

Edinburgh, Peterborough, Glastonbury,
&c. Again, the name of the Brygi or

Briges, a Thracian tribe (Herod, vi. 45),

said by Hesychius to signify " free-

men." Compare the Gothic frets, Ger-
man fret, and our free. It is not pre-

tended that these analogies are of much
weight; but they point in the same
dii'ection as the history, tending to con-

nect the Thracians with the Teutonic
family.

There is some little confirmation of

this view to be gathered from the Thra-
cian customs. A good many points of

resemblance may be traced between the
German customs described by Tacitus,

and those assigned by Herodotus to the
Thracians. Common to the two people
are— 1. the special worship of Mercury
and Mai's (Tacit. Germ. 9) : 2. the con-

tempt of agriculture, and delight in

war (ibid. 14 j; 3. the purity of married
life (ibid. 19); 4. the purchase of wives

(ib. 18); 5. the practice of burning the

bodies of the dead (ib. 27); and fi. the
practice of covering graves with mounds
(ibid.). Further, those peculiarities

which Herodotus relates of the Getso

(iv. 94-9<>) and theTrausi, bearing upon'
the great mysteries of life and death,

are in harmony with the general charac-

teristics of the "sad" Teutonic race,

which has always leant towards the
spiritual, and despised this life in com-
parison with the next.

•* Hungary and Austria seem to be
the countries intended in this descrip-

tion. Dense fore.sts and vast morasses
would in the early times have rendered
them scarcely habitable.

• The Sigynu:e of Europe are imknown
to later historians and geographers. Apol-
lonius lihodius introduces them into

his poem as dwellers upon the Euxine
<\\•. 3-0), and his scholiast calls them
tQvos ^ t . Curiou.sly enough,
Strabo, whcise Sigynui (or Siginni) are

in Asia near the Caspian, tells the same
story, as Herodotus, of their ponies (xi.

p. 757 j.

^ It has been suggested that dogs
used in the manner i)ractisud by the

Esquimaux were the origin of this de-

scription ; but I should rather under-

stand ponies, like the Shetland.
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Eneti upon the Adriatic Sea, and they call themselves colonists

of the Medes ;'' but how they can be colonists of the Modes I for

my part cannot imagine. Still nothing is impossilth^ in the long

lapse of ages.' Sigynna3 is the name which the Ligurians** who
dwell above Massilia ^ give to traders, A\hile among the Cyprians

the word means spears.^

10. According to the account which the Thracians give, the

country beyond the Ister is possessed by bees, on account of

which it is impossible to penetrate farther.^ But in this they

seem to me to say what has no likelihood ; for it is certain that

those creatures are very impatient of cold. I rather believe that

it is on account of the cold that the regions which lie under the

Bear are without inhabitants. Such then are the accoimts given

of this country, the sea-coast whereof Megabazus was now em-

ployed in subjecting to the Persians.

11. King Darius had no sooner crossed tlie Hellespont and

reached Sardis, than he bethought himself of the good deed of

Histiseus the Milesian,•"^ and the good counsel of the Mytilenean

Goes.'' He therefore sent for both of them to Sardis, and bade

them each crave a boon at his hands. Now Histiieus, as he was

already king of Miletus, did not make request for any government

besides, but asked Darius to give him Myrcinus ^ of the Edo-

Perhaps the Sigynnas retained a

better recollection than other European
tribes of their migrations westward, and
Arian origin.

'' Herodotus has vague notions of the

great antiquity of the world and of man-
kind. Though in general he only pro-

fessed to carry history back for some
eight or ten cejituries, yet he felt no
objection to receiving the Egyptian ex-

aggei-ation, Avhereby Menes was referred

to B.C. 12,000. In one place (ii. 11) he

speculates on the world being 20,000

years old.

8 Niebuhr has collected together

(Hist, of Rome, vol. i. pp. 163-166;

compare Prichard, Phys. Hist, of Man-
kind, iii. ch. 3, § 2, and the excellent

article in Smith's Geogr. Diet.) all that

is known of the Ligurians. They once

extended along the coast from Spain to

Eti'uria, and possessed a large portion

of Piedmont. They were certainly not

Celts ; and it is probable that tliey may
have been an Illyrian race. The name
may perhaps be connected with that of

the Liburnians on the Adriatic, of which

it seems to be a mere variant. Note

that Liburnum, near the mouth of the

Arno, has become Liiorno, and with us
Lef/horn.

^ Massilia, the modern Marseilles,

appears to have been founded by the
Phocpeans about the year B.C. 600.

(See Clinton's Fast. Hell. vol. i. p. 220.)
' Apollonius Rhodius uses the word

alyvvos for a spear or dart (_ii. 99), and/ occurs in this sense in the An-
thology (Anth. Pal. vi. 176). Suidas
says that the Macedonians called spears

by this name (sub voc. -). The
Scholiast on Apoll. Rhod., like Hero-
dotus, regards the tei'm in this sense as

Cyprian, May we connect it with the

Hebrew "IIJD ?

- The mosquitoes, which infest the

valley of the Danube, seem to be here

indicated.
3 Supra, iv. 137.
* Supra, iv. 97.
* The site of Myrcinus cannot be

fixed with certainty. It was near the

Strymon (infra, ch. 23) on the left bank
(Appian, Bell. Civ. iv. p. 10+1 •, and not

very near the sea. Stejiheu (ad voc.!) believed it to have occu-

pied the site of Amphipolis; but it is
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nians,•"• where be wislied to bnikl liim a city. Sneli was tlie choice

that Histiieus made. Goes, on the other hand, as he was a mere

burgher, and not a king, requested the sovereignty of Mytilene.

Both alike obtained their requests, and straightway betook them-

selves to the places which they had chosen.

12. It chanced in the meantime that King Darius saw a sight

Avhich determined him to bid Megabazus remove the Pseonians

I'rom their seats in Europe and transport them to Asia. There

Avere two Pseonians, Pigres and Mantyes, whose ambition it was

to obtain the so\'ereignty over their countrymen. As soon

therefore as ever Darius crossed into Asia, these men came to

Sardis, and brought wdth them their sister, who was a tall and

beautiful woman. Having so done, they waited till a day came

Avhen the king sat in state in the suburb of the Lydians ; and

then dressing their sister in the richest gear they could, sent her

to draw water for them. She bore a pitcher upon her head, and

with one arm led a horse, while all the way as she w^nt she span

flax.'' Now as she passed by where the king was, Darius took

notice of her ; for it was neither like the Persians nor the Lydians,

nor any of the dwellers in Asia, to do as she did. Darius

accordingly noted her, and ordered some of his guard to follow

her steps, and watch to see w'hat she would do with the horse.

So the spearmen went ; and the woman, wdien she came to the

river, first watered the horse, and then filling the pitcher, came

back the same Avay she had gone, with the pitcher of water upon

her head, and the horse dragging upon her arm, while she still

kejDt twirling the spindle.

13. King Darius Avas full of wonder both at what they who

had watched the woman told him, and at Avhat he had himself

seen. So he commanded that she should be brought before him.

clear that this vas not the case ; foi- whence they were dislodged by the

Aristagoras attacked Amphipolis h'oin Macedonians (Thucyd. ii. 99). They
Myrcinus (compare Herod, v. 126, with possessed at this time a small tract east

Thucyd. iv. 102), and Myrcinus cou- of the Strymon, where they had the

tinned to be a town of some conse- two cities ^lyrcijius and Ennea-Hodoi
quence after Amphipolis had obtained (Nine-Ways). Afterwards Drabiscus

its greatest extent (Thucyd. iv. 107). {Lhrama) is called theirs (Thucyd. i.

Colonel Leake places Myrcinus to the 100); but it is doubtful if they extended
vorth of Pangaium, and ren/ near Am- so far at this period,

phipolis (Travels in Northern Greece, ' Nicolas of Damascus told the same
iii. p. 18). story of a certain Thracian, who thus

• The Edonians appear in history as exhibited his wife to Ali/attfs, king of

a very ancient Thracian people (infra, Lydia (Fragm. Hist. Grajc. iii. p. 413j.

vii. 110; Soph. Ant. 95'j ; Strab. x. p. The repetition ofsuch tales is a common
CSC; ApoHod. iii. .5. § 1). They seera feature of ancient legendary history.

to have dwelt originally in Mygdouiaj
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And the woman came ; and with lier appeared her brothers, Avho

had been watching everything a little way ofi". Then Darins

asked them of what nation the woman was; and the young

men replied that they were Pa-onians, and she was their sister.

Darius rejoined by asking, " "Who the Piconians were, and in

what part of the Avorld they lived ? and, further, what business

had brought the young men to Sardis " ? Then the brothers

told him they had come to put themselves under his power, and

Paeonia was a country upon the river Strymon, and the iStrymon

Avas at no great distance from the Hellespont. The Pa?onians,

they said, Avere colonists of the Teucrians from Troy.* When
they had thus answered his questions, Darius asked if all the

women of their country worked so hard ? Then the brothers

eagerly answered, Yes ; for this was the very object with which

the whole thing had been done.

14. So Darius Avrote letters to Megabazus, the commander

whom he had left behind in Thrace,^ and ordered him to remove

the Pseonians from their own land, and bring them into his

presence, men, women, and children. And straightway a horse-

man took the message, and rode at speed to the Hellespont

;

and, crossing it, gave the paper to Megabazus. Then Megabazus,

as soon as he had read it, and procured guides from Thrace, made

war upon Pseonia.

15. Now Avhen the Pa3onians heard that the Persians Avere

marching against them, they gathered themseh'es together, and

marched doAvn to the sea-coast, since they thought the Persians

Avould endeavour to enter their country on that side. Here then

they stood in readiness to oppose the army of Megabazus. But

the Persians, Avho kneAv that they had collected, and were gone

to keep guard at the pass near the sea, got guides, and taking

the inland route before the Pseonians were aware, poured down

upon their cities, from which the men had all marched out ;
and

8 Herodotus, it must be remembered, can we say, with Mr. Grote (vol. iv. p.

brouf'bt the Teucrians with the My- 19), that they were not Macedonians?

sians°out of Europe into Asia, at a time They may have been a remnant of the

anterior to the Trojan war (vii. 20). ancient Pelasgic race to which the early

He probably therefore intends here to Macedonians likewise belonged (ct. Nie-

represeut the Psonians as an offshoot buhr, 1. s. c. and Appendix to Bk. vi.

from the Teucrians before they left Essay i.); or they may have been a

their ancient abodes in Europe (cf. Nie- remnant of the primitive Turanian

buhr R. H. vol. i. p. 51). population, which first spread over

To' what ethnic family the Pieonians Europe. There are some circumstances

really belonged is very uncertain. That which favour this latter view (see

thev were neither Thracians nor Illy- below, ch. 10, note *).

rians, we may perhaps, with Xiebuhr, ^ Supra, iv. 14o ;
and v. 1.

consider to be " unquestionable." But
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finding them empty, easily got possession of them. Tlien the

men, when they heard that all their towns were taken, scattered

this way and that to their homes, and gave themselves up to the

Persians. And so these tribes of the Pgeonians, to wit, the Siro-

p^onians,^ the Poeoplians," and all the others as far as Lake

Prasias,^ were torn from their seats and led away into Asia.

IG. They on the other hand who dwelt about Mount Pangoeum ^

and in the country of the Doberes,'^ the Agrianians,*^ and the

Odomantians,^ and they likewise who inhabited Lake Prasias,

Avere not conquered by Megabazus. He sought indeed to subdue

the dwellers upon the lake, but could not effect his purpose.

Their manner of living is the folloAving. Platforms supported

1 The SiropiBonians, or Ptconians of

Siris, must have dwelt in the fertile

plain, which is still known as " the

great plain of Seres " (Clarke, iv. p. 404;

Leake, Northern Gr. iii. p. 201), lying

noi-th of the Strymonic lake. They de-

rived their name from tlieir capital city

Siris (Steph. Byz. ad voc), which is

mentioned by Herodotus (viii. 115), and

Livy (xlv. 4); the o'eres or Serves of

modern geographers, now a town of•

20,000 inhabitants (Leake, iii. pp. 199-

200).
2 The Picopliaus are mentioned again

(vii. 11;')) in connexion with the Dobores,

as dwelling to the north of Mount Pau-

gaium. They probably occupied a por-

tion of the same plain with the Siro-

paeonians (Leake, iii. 212).
3 Colonel Leake's arguments (N. Gr,

iii. pp. 210-212) in proof that Lake
Prasias is not Lake Bolbe {Besihia) but

the Strymonic lake {Takhino) seem to

me completely satisfactory. The Psconia

of Herodotus is entirely r<^'
(v. s. oh. 13, and infra, note to

ch. 17).
* I regard Mount Pangtcum as the

range which runs parallel to the coast

between the valley of the Amjhista

(Angites), or eastern portion of the

plain of Serrcs, and the high road from

Orfano to I'ravistt. It is called in some
maps Punnr Dagh.

* The Doberes dwelt on the northern

skirts of Mount Pangtcum (infra, vii.

\Vi). They can scarcely be the inha-

bitants of the Paconian Doberus men-
tioned by Thucydides (ii. 98j, since that

city lay near the Axius, which is more
than a degree to the westward.

* The Agrianiaus are regarded with

probability a.s the inhabitants of the

U2>per valley of the Strymon (Gatterer,

p. 114; Leake, iii. p. 210). The notices

in Thucydides (ii. 9G) ; Strabo (vii. p.

460) ; and Stephen (ad voc. 'hypiai),

agree with sucli a position. They con-

tinued independent to the time of Alex-

ander, when their king, Langarus ,made
his submission (Arrian, Exp. Al. i. 5).

Afterwards in Alexander's army they
formed about the most important por-

tion of his light troops (ibid. iii. 12, 18,

20, 24, kc).
"^ We must not confound this people

with the Odomauti of Thucydides, who
dwelt in a plain beyond the Strj^mon,

far to the north, and moreover were
Thracians (ii. 101). They are undoubt-
edly the Odomauti of Livy (xlv. 4),

who gradually encroached on the Siro-

paionians, and became masters of their

chief city (" Siras terra3 Odomanticffi").

Colonel Leake places them on the
northern slopes of the mountain-chain
which closes in the Strymonic plain

(plain of Serres) upon the north and
north-east, the Mount Orbolus of Hero-
dotus. He observes with respect to

this cam])aign of Megabazus—
" It was very natural that Megabazus

should have subdued the Siropajones,

who possessed the most fertile and ex-

posed part of the Strymonic plain, while
the Odomanti, vho were secure in a
higher situation, and still more the
Agrianes, who dwelt at the sources of

the Strymon, were able to avoid or

ru.sist him, as well as the Doberes, and
tlie other Proones of Mount Paugreum,
and the amphibious inhabitants of the

Lake Prasias " (Travels in Northern
Greece, iii. p. 210).

The substance of this remark is very
true ; but the Odomanti of Herodotus
dwelt in Paiigoiiim, not in Orbelus, as

appears from vii. 112.
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upon tall piles stand in the middle of the lake, which aro ap-

proached from the land by a single narrow bridge.•^ At the first,

the piles which bear up the platforms were fixed in tlieir phaces

by the whole body of tlie citizens, but since that time the custom
which lias })revailed about fixing them is this :—they are brought
from a hill cahed Orbelus,^ and every man drives in three for

each wife that he marries. Now the men have all many wives

apiece ; and this is the way in which they live. Each has liis own

* Eecent discoveries in the lakes of
central Europe, particularly those of

Switzerland, have confirmed in the
most remarkable way this whole de-

scription of Herodotus. It appears
that at an ancient date, probably ante-

rior to that of the immigration of the
Celts, there lived on most of these lakes

a race or races, who formed for them-
selves habitations almost exactly like

those which Herodotus here describes.

At a short distance from the shore, rows
of wooden piles were driven into the
muddy bottom, generally disposed in

lines parallel to the bank, but not at

regular intervals, upon which there can
be no doubt that platforms w-ere placed
and habitations raised. Within the area

occupied by the piles, and over the
space immediately "adjoining, are found
at the bottom, often occupying a depth
of several feet, objects of human indus-

try, consisting of rude pottery and
various implements in stone, bone, and
bronze. Everything marks the high
antiquity of these remains. The pot-

tery is coarse in character and shaped
by the hand ; it has scarcely a trace of

ornament. The implements in stone

and bone indicate a nation in the most
primitive condition. The complete, or

almost complete, absence of iron, is

most significant. Also, it must be ob-

served, that there is in most places a

deposit of mud, the growth of centu-

ries, covering the remains, in the whole
of which there are no implements.
Bones of animals, which had apparently

beep killed for food, appear throughout
the whole stratum of mud in which the

implements are found. In one case at

least a remnant of the bridge has been dis-

covered, by which the inhabitants com-
municated with the laud. (See a letter

from M. Fred. Troyon to M. Pictect, in

the Bibliotheque Universelle de Geneve,

Mai, 1857, and an elaborate article in

the Mittlieilungen der AntiqvMrisclien

Gesellscliaft in Zurich, for 1854, by Dr.

Ferdinand Keller. Compare also Die

rfahlhau-Alterthiimcr von Moosseedorf in
Kanton Bern, by MM. Yahn and Uhl-
mann, published in 1857.)

Antiquaries seem fully agreed that
these are among the most primitive
remains in Europe, belonging either to
the early Celtic, or perhaps more pro-
bably, to a pre-Celtic period. It is a
reasonable cdnjectin-e that they come
down to us from that Finnish (Tura-
nian) race, which (as has been observed,
vol. i. p. 530, note ^) seems to have
peopled the whole of Eurojie in pri-

meval times. We may suspect that this

l^eople occupied the lakes for security

at the time when the Celts began to

l^ress upon them; but that they failed

to maintain themselves, and gradually
yielded and were absorbed in the immi-
grants. In some places it is evident
from the deposits that the platforms
were finally destroyed by fire (Lettre

de M. Troyon, p. 7), abundance of

charred wood being found above all the
rest of the remains.

The ethnic character of the Pseonians

has always appeared difficult to deter-

mine. They lay interposed between
the Illyrians and the Thracians, evi-

dently a distinct race from both, and
much weaker than either. The account
of their jihysical qualities (supra, oh.

12), if we could depend upon it, would
mark them for Indo-Europeans. But
it may now be suspected that they were
in reality a Turanian race.

A similar mode of life to that here

described by Herodotus, and apparently

practised by the early inhabitiiuts of

Switzerland, is found among the Papons
of New Guinea i^see the Histoiro of

Dumont d'Urville, tom. iv. p. (507).

'^ The position of Orbelus is fixed by
the passage of Arrian, where Alexander

is said to have had Philippi and Mount
Orbelus on hia left as he mai'ched from
Amphipolis towards the Nestus (Exped.

Alex. i. 1). Strabo seems to have ex-

tended the name to the more central

range of Scomius (vii. p. 478).
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liTit, wherein he dwells, iijion one of the platforms, and each has

also a trap-door giving access to the lake beneath ; and their

wont is to tie their baby children by the foot with a string, to

saA'e tliem from rolling into the water. They feed their horses

and their other beasts upon fish, which abound in the lake to such

a degree that a man has only to open his trap-door and to let down
a basket by a rojie into the water, and then to wait a very short

time, Avhen he draws it up quite full of tliem.^ The fish are of

two kinds, which they call the paprax and the tilon.^

17. The Peeonians^ therefore—at least such of them as had

been conquered—were led away into Asia. As for Megabazus

he had na sooner brought the Pfeonians under, than he sent into

Macedonia an embassy of Persians, choosing for the purpose the

seven men of most note in all the army after himself. These

persons were to go to Amyntas, and require him to give earth

and water to King Darius. Now there is a very short cut from

the lake Prasias across to Macedonia. Quite close to the lake is

the mine which yielded afterwards a talent of silver a day to

1 The followiDg description of the

huso-fishing on the Wolga may serve to

iUustrate this passage of our author :

—

'
' The liuso enters the rivei's to spawn

earlier than the sturgeon, generally

about mid-winter, when they are still

covered with ice. At this time the

natives construct dikes across the river

in certain pai-ts, formed with piles,

leaving no interval that the huso can

pass through; in the centre of the dike

is an angle opening to the current, which
consequently is an entering angle to the

fish ascending the stream: at the sum-
mit of this angle is an opening, which
leads into a kind of chamber formed
with cord or osier huixUes, according to

the season of the year. Above the

opening is a kind of scaffold, and a little

cabin, where the fishermen can retire

and warm themselves or repose, when
they are not wanted abroad. No sooner

is the huso entered into the chamber,

Avhich is known by the motion of the

water, than the fishermen on the scaf-

fold let fall a door, which jii-events its

return to seaward ; they then, by means
of ropes and pulleys, lift the moveable
bottom of the chamber, and easily

secure the fish." (Kirby's Bi-idgewater

Treatise, vol. i. p. 108.)
2 These names are untranslatable.

No other ancient writer mentions the

Paprax, and only Aristotle in a single

passage the . (Hist. Animal, viii.

20, § 12.). At thp present day the fish

principally caught in the lake are carp,

tench, and eels. (Leake, iii. p. 198.)
^ Pseonia in ancient times appears to

have consisted of two distinct tracts.

One, commencing at the sources of the
Strymon, the country of the Agrianians,

extended down that river to the great

lake near its mouth, being bounded to

the east by the mountain ridge of

Orbelus, and to the south by that of

Pangicum. On the west it is not clear

how far these Pajoniaus extended, but
probably they held both banks of the

Strymon from its source to the com-
mencement of the Sti'ymonic lake. The
other Pieonic territory was upon the
Axius. It commenced at some distance

inland, and in its upper part was a

broadish tract, separated by the moun-
tain-range of Cercine from the country
of the Ma'di and Siuti (Thucyd. ii.

98
J,
which lay west and south-west of

the Strymon; but lower down it was
confined to a very narrow strip along
the course of the river Axius to the sea.

(Thuc. ii. 99.) This latter tract had
been conquered by the Macedonians
before the commencement of the Pelo-

ponnesian war (ibid.), but at what time
is uncertain. The upper Axian region

continued Paeonian till a much later date.

Herodotus seems to have known only

of the Sti'ymonic Pieonia,
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Alexander; and from this mine you have only to cross the
mountain called DysCrum to find yourself in tlie Macedonian
territory.*

18. So the Persians sent upon this errand, when they reached
the court, and Avere brought into the presence of Aniyntas, re-

quh-ed him to give earth and water to King Darius. And Amyntas
not only gave them what they asked, but also invited them to

come and feast with him ; after which he made ready the board
Avith great magnificence, and entertained the Persians in right

friendly fashion. Now when the meal was over, and they Avere

all set to the drinking, the Persians said

—

" Dear Macedonian, we Persians have a custom when we make
a great feast to bring with us to the board our Avives and con-

cubines, and make them sit beside us.^ Now then, as thou hast

received us so kindly, and feasted us so handsomely, and givest

moreover earth and water to King Darius, do also after our cus-

tom in this matter."

Then Amyntas answered—" 0, Persians ! we have no such

custom as this ; but with us men and women are kept apart.

Nevertheless, since you, Avho are our lords, wish it, this also shall

be granted to you."

When Amyntas had thus spoken, he bade some go and fetch

the women. And the Avomen came at his call and took their

seats in a row over against the Persians. Then, when the Persians

saw that the women were fair and comely, they spoke again to

Amyntas and said, that ' Avhat had been done was not wise ; for it

had been better for the women not to have come at all, than to

come in this way, and not sit by their sides, but remain over

against them, the torment of their eyes.' So Amyntas was

forced to bid the \vomen sit side by side with the Persians.

* Dysorum is probably the mountain- that silver coins (tetradraclims) of Alex-

range between Lake Bolbe and Lake nuder I. ai-u foimd among the earliest

Prasias. Herodotus, in making this specimens in the Macedonian series,

range the boundary between Paeonia '" The ambassadors, if this portion

and Macedonia, is thinking of the Mace- of the tale be true, must have pre-

donia of his own day, which had been sumed greatly upon the Greek ignorance

extended by the conquests of Perdiccas of Persian customs. The seclusion of

and others, to the neighbourhood of the the women was as much practised by

Strymon. (See Leake, iii. p. 212.) the Persians as by any other Orientals.

The whole of this region abounds The message to Vashti (Esther i. 11) is

with mines (infra, vi. 23 and 46; vii. an act of royal vantn^ess, and her

112; Thucyd. iv. 105; Appian, Bell, i-efusal arises from her unwillingness to

Civ, iv. p. 1041), Some, as those of outrage the established usages of

»S'w7/iero%/sa, are still worked. (Leake, society. (See Joseph. Ant. Jud. xi. 6;

iii. p. 161.) Silver is the ore chiefly and compare on the subject generally,

obtained. It may be regarded as a con- Brisson, de Regn. Pers. II. pp. 27o-276,

firmation of the statement in the text, and Biihr ad loc.)
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The women did as he ordered ; and then the Persians, who had

drunk more tlian tliey ought, began to put their hands on them,

and one even tried to give the woman next liim a kiss.

19. King Amyntas saw, but he kept silence, although sorely

grieved, for he greatly feared the power of the Persians. Alex-

ander, however, Amyntas' son, was likewise there and

witnessed the whole, being a young man and unacquainted with

suffering, could not any longer restrain himself. He therefore, .

full of wrath, spake thus to Amyntas :
—" Dear father, thou art

old and shouldest spare thyself. Piise up from table and go take

thy rest ; do not stay out the drinking. I will remain with the

guests and give them all that is fittino•."

Amyntas, who guessed that Alexander wOuld play some wild

prank, made answer :
—" Dear son, thy words sound to me as

those of one who is well nigh on fire, and I perceive thou sendest

me away that thou mayest -do some wild deed. I beseech thee

make no commotion, about these men, lest thou bring us all to

ruin, but bear to look calmly on Avhat they do. For myself, I

e'en withdraw as thou biddest me."

20. Amyntas, when he had thus besought his son, went out

;

and Alexander said to the Persians, " Look on these ladies as

your own, dear strangers, all or any of them—only tell us your

Avishes. But now, as the evening wears, and I see you have all

had wine enough, let them, if you please, retire, and when they

have bathed they shall come back again." To this the Persians

agreed, and Alexander, having got the women away, sent them
off to the harem, and made ready in their room an equal number
of beardless youths, whom he dressed in the garments of the

•women, and then, arming them with daggers, brought them in

to the Persians, saying as he introduced them, "Methinks, dear

Persians, that your entertainment has fallen short in nothing.

We have set before you all that we liad ourselves in store, and

all tliat Ave could anywhere find to give to you—and, to crown

the whole, we make over to you our sisters and our mothers,

that you may perceive yourselves to be entirely honoured by us,

even as you deserve to be—and also that you may take back

word to the king who sent you here, that there was one man, a

Greek, the satrap '^ of Macedonia, by whom you were both feasted

The word used in the text is not 113; &c.) He intends to mark here an, but vtrapxos. This latter has, admission on the part of Alexander,

however, nearly the same force in Hero- that liis father only held Macedonia as

dotus, who does not use the former, a fief under the Persian crown.

(See iii. 128; iv. IGG; v. 25; vii. 0; ix.
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and lodged handsomely." So siDeaking, Alexander set l)y the
side of each Persian one of those whom he had called Mace-
donian women, but who Avere in truth men. And these men,
when the Persians began to be rude, despatched them with their

daggers.''

21. So the ambassadors perished by this death, both they and
also then• followers. For the Persians had brought a great train

with them, carriages, and attendants, and baggage of every kind
—all of which disappeared at the same time as the men them-
selves. Not very long afterwards the Persians made strict search

for their lost embassy ; but Alexander, Avith much wisdom, hushed
up the business, bribing those sent on the errand, partly with
money, and partly with the gift of his own sister Gygaea,** Avhom
he gave in marriage to Bubares, ^ a Persian, the chief leader of

fhe expedition which came in search of the lost men. Thus
the death of these Persians was hushed up, and no more was said

of it.

22. NoAV that the men of this family are Greeks, sprung from
Perdiccas, as they themselves affirm, is a thing which I can

declare of my own knowledge, and which I hereafter make
plainly evident.^'' That they are so has been already adjudged

by those Avho manage the Pan-Hellenic contest at Olyinpia.

For Avlien Alexander wished to contend in the games, and had
come to Olympia with no other view, the Greeks who were about

7 Similar stories are told by Pausanias vi. 34), and refers also to the cases of

(iv. 4, § 2) of the Messeuians and Lace- Phormio among the Acarnanians, and
demonians; by Polysenus (i. 20, § 2), of Sertorius among the Iberians, as illiis-

the Athenians and Megarians; and by trations of the probability of such a
Xenophon (Hell. v. 4, §§ 2-6), of cer- submission on the part of uncivilised

tain Theban exiles who thus slew the tribes. We may readily grant the pos-

Polemarchs. The "repetition of a sibilitj' of such an occurrence. But is

striking story, in reference to different it not more likely that the Macedonian
people and times, has" (as Mr. Grote regal line, like tliat of the Lyncestae

.says in reference to another tale, vol. iv. (Strab. vii. p. 47.')), and that of the

p. 370) " many parallels in ancient his- Molossi of Epinis, belonged to the class

tory." Vide supra, ch. 12, note', and of " Hellenised natives pretending to

of. vol. ii. p. 441, note ^. Greek blood "? The character of the
* Vide infra, viii. 136, where it ap- race, so far as it can be made out, is

pears that Bubares had a son by this barbarian, not Greek. And the Hel-

marriage, whom he named Amyntas. lanodicoe would not be very strict in

This Amyntas was made governor of their examination, when the claimant

Alabanda by Xerxes. Avas a king. Thucydides, it is true,

9 Bubares was the son of Megabazus. agrees with Herodotus (ii. 99; v. 80);

He was afterwards overseer of the work- but Demosthenes may be quoted on
men at Athos (infra, vii. 22j. the other side of the controversy. Hia

1" Vide infra, viii. 137. Mr. Grote words are excessively strong.

—

accepts without reserve the Hellenic . . . . "EWtjvos uvtos

descent of the royal Macedonian family -fiKovTos ohSev to7s
(vol. iv. pp. 21-25). He instances, as "»', ' .... €-
similar, the case of Miltiades (Herod. Sovos, ... (^Philipp. iii. 40, p. 12).
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to run against him would have excluded him from the contest

—

saving• that Greeks only were allowed to contend, and not bar-

barians. But Alexander proved himself to be an Argive, and

was distinctly adjudged a Greek ; after which he entered the

lists for the foot-race, and was drawn to run in the first pair.

Thus was this matter settled.

23. Megabazus, having reached the Hellespont with the

Paeonians, crossed it, and went up to Sardis. He had become

aware while in Europe that Histiseus the Milesian was raising a

wall at Myrcinus—the town upon the Strymon which he had

obtained from King Darius as his guerdon for keeping the bridge.

No sooner therefore did he reach Sardis with the Paeonians than

he said to Darius, " What mad thing is this that thou hast done,

sire, to let a Greek, a wise man and a shi-ewd, get hold of a town

in Thrace, a place too where there is abundance of timber fit for

shipbuilding, and oars in plenty, and mines of silver,^ and about

which are many dwellers both Greek and barbarian, ready enough

to take him for their chief, and by day and night to do his bid-

ding !
^ I pray thee make this man cease his work, if thou

wouldest not be entangled in a war with thine own followers.

Stop him, but with a gentle message, only bidding him to come

to thee. Then when thou once hast him in thy power, be sm-e

thou take good care that he never get back to Greece again."

24. With these words Megabazus easily persuaded Darius,

who thought he had shown true foresight in this matter. Darius

therefore sent a messenger to Myrcinus, who said, " These be

the Avords of the king to thee, Histia3us ! I have looked to

find a man well affectioned towards me and towards my great-

ness ; and I have found none Avhom I can trust like thee. Thy
deeds, and not thy words only, have proved thy love for me.

Now then, since I have a mighty enterprise in hand, I pray thee

come to me, that I may show thee what I purpose !

"

Histiaius, when he he^rd this, put faith in the words of the

1 Histiseus showed excellent judg- in later times of Pbilippi. It is ex-

ment in selecting this site. The vici- tolled abundantly by writers both
nity of the rich and extensive Stry- ancient and modern. (Thucyd. iv. 108;

mouic plain, the abundance of timber, Liv. xlv. 30; Appian, de Bell. Civ. iv.

the neighbourhood of gold and silver p. 1041; Boue, Voyage en Turquie, i.

mines (v. 8. note • on ch. 17), the ready pp. 190-199; Clarke, iv. pp. 402-105;

access to the sea, were all points of the Leake, iii. pp. 19o-2(tl.)

utmost impoi-tance to a new settlement. -' Compare the Behistun inscription.

The value set upon the site in later where obedience is thus described:

—

times is indicated by the struggles for '
' That which has been said to them by

its possession (Thucyd. iv. 102). The me, both by night and by day it has

excellence of the position caused the been done by them." (Col. i. par. 7,

Bubso.^uentgi'eatuessof Aujphipulis, and end. J See also Thucyd. i. 129.
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messenger ; and, as it seemed to liim a grand thing to be the

king's eoimsellor, he straightAvay Avent up to Sardis. Then
Darius, when he was come, said to him, " Dear Histiaius, hear

why I have sent for thee. No sooner did I return from Scythia,

and lose thee out of my sight, than I longed, as I have never

longed for aught else, to behold thee once more, and to inter-

change speech with thee. Eight sure I am there is nothing in

all the world so precious as a friend who is at once wuse and
true : both which thou art, as I have had good proof in what
thou hast already done for me. Now then 'tis well thou art

come ; for look, I have an offer to make to thee. Let go Miletus

and thy newly-founded town in Thrace, and come with me up
to Susa ; share all that I have ; live Avith me, and be my coun-

sellor.^

25. When Darius had thus spoken he made Artaphernes, his

brother by the father's side, governor of Sardis, and taking His-

tiiEus Avith liim, went up to Susa. He left as general of all the

troops upon the sea-coast * Otanes, son of Sisamnes,^ whose father

King Cambyses slew and flayed,•^ because that he, being of

the number of the royal judges, had taken money to give an

unrighteous sentence. Therefore Cambyses slew and flayed

Sisamnes, and cutting his skin into strips, stretched them across

the seat of the throne whereon he had been wont to sit when

he heard causes. Having so done Cambyses appointed the son

of Sisamnes to be judge in his father's room, and bade him never

forget in what way his seat was cushioned.

26. Accordingly this Otanes, who had occupied so strange a

throne, became the successor of Megabazus in his command, and

took first of all Byzantium and Chalcedon,^ then Antandrus ^ in

3 Compare for this Oriental practice, the heretic, suffered this death (Suidas,

2 Sam. ix. 7, 11; xix. 33; I Kings ii. in voc), which Avas known as "the

7, &c. And for the use of it by the Persian punishment" (Theod(n'et. adv.

Persians, Xenoph. Anab. i. 8, § 25, and Hajr. i. 26; Cyril, Civtech.vii.,. Mesabates

supra, iii. 132. too is said to have been flayed alive by
< Otanes and Artaphernes do not hold Parysatis. (Plut. Artaxerx. ) Flaying

the relative positions of Orcetes and was also an Assyrian practice. (See

Mitrobates (iii. 126), Tissaphernes and Botta's Monumeus de Ninive. vol. ii.,

Pharnabazus (Thuc. viii.) ; but Arta- pi. 120, and Layards Monuments of

phenies is satrap, i. e. has the civil ad- Nineveh, 2ud Series, pi. 47.)

ministration, while Otanes is a mei'e ' Vide supra, iv. 144.

commander of troops (supra, vol. ii. * Antandrus lay on the sea-coast of

461, note^). He is especially appointed tlie gulf of Adrami/ti, a short distance

to succeed Megabazus in his command. west of Adrainyttiuiu (Scyl. Peripl. p.

* iVoi the conspirator, who was Otanes, 87; Strab. xiii. p. 872; infra, vii. 42).

sou of /'/iti/7Kispt's (iii. 68 ). The name remains in the Antandro of

In later times the Persians seem to the present day (lat. 39"^ 32', long. 26•^

have flayed theh- criminals a/u'tf. Manes, -id'). It is called by Herodotus a
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the Troas, and next Lampouimn,^ lliis done, he borrowed

ships of the Lesbians, and took Lemnos and Imbrus, which were

still inhabited by Pelasgians.^

27. Now the Lemnians stood on their defence, and fought

gallantly ; but they were brought low in course of time. Such

as outlived the struggle were placed by the Persians under the

government of Lycaretus, the brother of that Mieandrius ^ who
was tyrant of Samos. (This Lycaretus died afterwards in his

government.) The cause wliich Otanes alleged for conquering

and enslaviug all these nations was, that some had refused to

join the king's army against Scythia, while others had molested

the host on its return. Such were the exploits which Otanes

performed in his command.
28. Afterwards, but for no long time," there Avas a respite from

suifering. Then from Naxos and Miletus troubles gathered

anew about Ionia. Now Naxos at this time surpassed all the

other islands in prosperity ;
* and Miletus had reached the height

Pelasgic town (vii. 42), and by Alcseus a

city of the Lelegeis (ap. Strab. 1. s. c).

Its foundation must tlierefoi-e be
ascribed to a period prior to the first

Greek colonies upon tlie coast. The
occupation of Antandrus for a hundred
yeai's by the Cimmerians has been
ah-eady noticed (vol. i. p. 300, note *,

and supra, p. 151, note ^).

^ This was an unimportant place on
the same coast, the exact site of which
cannot be fixed. It is said to have been
an ii^olian colony (Strab. xiii. p. 877).

Hecatieus and Hellanicus both men-
tioned it (Steph. Byz. ad voc.-
Vila) ; but it is omitted by Scylax.

' Vide supra, iv. H.'j.

2 Supra, iii. 142-148.
3 The chronology of the events in the

reign of Darius depends almost entirely

on the question of what we are to un-

derstand by this expression. If we
regard the battle of Marathon as fixed

by the concurrent voice of all the Greek
chronologists and historians to the

Olympic year, 72, 3 (b.c. 490), we can,

from Herodotus alone, determine the

dates of the various events in the reign

of Darius up to the Naxian I'evolt,

almost with certainty. But the earlier

events, as the Thracian and the Scy-
thian campaigns, depend for their date
upon the length of the interval liere

described as " no long time " (-
Xpovoy). Perhaps Clinton is not far

wrong in reckoning it "a tranquillity

cf two years." (F. H. vol. ii. ch. 18,

App. p. 314.)

Mr. Grote's proposed punctuation,( Se noWhu, aveats

, appears to me to give no sense at all.

'' Naxos (now A.cia, Ross's Inselreise,

vol. iii. Pref. p. x.), the largest of the

Cyclades, when we last heard of it, was
said to have been delivered by Pisis-

tratus into the hands of his follower,

Lygdamis (i. 64). It would seem that

an oligarchy had succeeded to his ty-

ranny (infra, ch. 30), as was usual in the

Greek states. (See Hermann's Pol.

Ant. § 65.) According to the Pseudo-
Plutarch the Lacedaemonians had driven

Lygdamis from his post. (De Malign.

Hei'od. vol. ii. p. 859.) This is ques-

tioned by Mr. Grote (vol. iv. p. 378,

note); but it is in accordance with the

tjeneral statements both of Herodotus
and Thucydides (Herod, v. 92; Thucyd.
i. 18, 122, cSic).

The fertility of Naxos was proverbial

in ancient times. Agathemer saj's that

it was called on this account "little

Sicily" (i. 5, p. 194). M. de Tourne-
fort gives an agreeable descrijJtion of its

productiveness. (Travels, Letter v. vol.

i. pp. 166, 167, E. T.) Koss says (Insel-

reise, vol. i. p. 42), " Ja, Vater Herodot
hat recht; Naxos ist schon jetzt die se-

ligste der Inselu ; und was konnte sie

vollends durch sorgsamen Anbau wer-

deu !

"
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of her power/ and was the glory of Ionia. But previously for

two generations the Milesians had suffered grievously from

civil disorders, which were composed by the Parians, whom the

Milesians chose before all the rest of the Greeks to rearrange

their government.'^

29. Now the way in which the Parians healed their differences

was the following. A number of the chief Parians came to

Miletus, and when they saw in how ruined a condition the

Milesians were, they said that they would Kke first to go over

their country. So they went through all Milesia, and on their

way, whenever they saw in the waste and desolate country any
land that was well farmed, they took down the names of the

owners in their tablets ; and having thus gone through the

whole region, and obtained after all but fcAv names, they called

the people together on their return to Miletus, and made procla-

mation that they gave the government into the hands of those

persons whose lands they had found well farmed ; for they

thought it likely (they said) that the same persons who had
mana2:ed their own affairs well would likewise conduct ario-ht the

business of the state. The other Milesians, who in time past had
been at -ariance, they placed under the rule of these men. Thus
was the Milesian government set in order by the Parians.

30. It was, however, from the two cities above mentioned that

troubles began now to gather again about Ionia ; and this is the

way in which they arose. Certain of the rich men had been

banished from Naxos by the commonalty, and, upon their banish-

ment, had fled to Miletus. Aristagoras, son of Molpagoras," the

nephew and likewise the son-in-laAv of Histireus, son of Lysagoras,

who was still kept by Darius at Susa, happened to be regent of

Miletus at the time of their coming. For the kingly power

belonged to Histiieus ; but he was at Susa when the Naxians

came. Now these Naxians had in times past been bond-friends

of Histiaeus ; and so on their arrival at Miletus they addressed

themselves to Aristagoras and begged him to lend them such

^ The of Miletus was According to M. Toumefort, the Parians

placed by the chronologers vei-y much retained the character of persons of good

earlier, i.e. about B.C. 750-730 (cf. Euseb. sense to his day, and "the Greeks of the

Chron. Can. i. 36, and ii. p. 321). And neighbouring islands often made them
her 80 colonies (Plin. H. N. v. 29) seem arbitrators of their disputes." (Travels,

to have been chiefly sent out in the 7th vol. i. p. l-'>9, E. T.)

and 8th centuries (see Hermann's Pol. ' A Molpagoras is mentioned by Plu-

Ant. § 78). tarch as a contemporary and friend of

« Concerning the practice of calling Thales. (Couv. Sap. vol. ii. p. 147.)

in foreigners to settle the domestic dif- This may have been the father of Ai'is-

ferences of a state, vide supra, iv. 161. tagoras.

VOL. III.
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aid as his ability allowed, in hopes thereby to recover their

country. Then Aristagoras, considering 'with himself that, if

the Naxians should be restored by his help, he would be lord

of Naxos, put forward the friendship with Histiseus to cloak his

views, and spoke as follows :

—

" I cannot engage to furnish you with such a power as were

needful to force you, against their will, upon the Naxians who
hold the city ; for I know they can bring into the field eight

thousand ^ bucklers, and have also a vast number of ships of war.

But I ^111 do all that lies in my power to get you some aid, and

I think I can manage it in this way. Artaphernes happens to

be my friend. Now he is a son of Hystaspes, and brother to

King Darius. All the sea-coast of Asia is under liim,^ and he

has a numerous army and numerous ships. I tliink I can pre-

vail on him to do what we require."

\Mien the Naxians heard this, they empowered Aristagoras to

manage the matter for them as well as he coiud, and told him to

promise gifts and pay for the soldiers, which (they said) they

would readily furnish, since they had great hope that the Naxians,

so soon as they saw them retm-ned, would render them obedience,

and likewise the other islanders.^" For at that time not one of

the Cyclades was subject to King Darius.

31. So Aristagoras went to Sardis and told Artaphernes that

Naxos was an island of no gi'eat size, but a fair land and fertile,^

lying near Ionia, ^ and containing much treasure and a vast

number of slaves. " Make war then upon this land (he said)

^ In the last century the whole popu- said to have lasted 10 years, and which
lation of the island was estimated at is reckoned apparently from B.C. 510 to

this amount. (Tovirnefort, vol. i. p. B.C. 500, thus covering the 10 years im-

171.) If Naxos could really at this mediately preceding this war (cf. Euseb.

time bring into the field an army of Chron. Can. i. p. 3(3, and ii. p. 336).

such a size, she must have been one of ^ Pliny estimates the circumference

the most powerful of the Greek states, of Naxos at 75 Roman miles (H. N. iv.

Sparta is said (vii. 234) to have been 1'2); Tournefort at a hundred (vol. i. p.

."acity of 8000 men," and Athens, in the 167). It is considerably larger than
Pelopounesian war, could send into the Jersey, but not more than half the size

field no more than 13,0U0 heavy-armed, of the Isle of Wight. Its fertility caused

(Thucyd. ii. 13.) it to be called not only "little Sicily
"

^ This is evidently an exaggeration, (see note •, ch. 28), but also Dionysias

As the command of Artaphernes did ("a vinearum fertilitate" ), and Calli-

not extend on the south coast beyond polis. (Plin. H. N. 1. s. c.) It is still

Pamphylia, so northwards it probably famous for its vineyards, its citrons,

stopped at Adramyttium, where the and its orange-groves. (Ross, vol. i. p.

satrapy of Dascyleium began. It suits 38, and p. 41.)

the purpose of Aristagoras to over-rate ^ Naxos is distant from the Ionian

the power of his friend. coast at least 80 miles. From Samos,
'" Naxos would appear by this to have however, was now in the posses-

exercised a species of sovereignty over sion of the Persians, it is not more than

some of the other Cyclades. A- 65 miles, and in clear weather is visible.

was ascribed to her, which was (Tournefort, vol. i. p. 175.)
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and reinstate the exiles ; for if thou Avilt do this, first of all, I

have very rich gifts in store for thee (besides the cost of the

armament, Avliich it is fan- that we Avho are the authors of the

war should pay) ; and, secondly, thou Avilt bring under the power
of the king not only Naxos but the other islands which depend
on it,^ as Paros, Andros, and all the rest of the Cyclades. And
when thou hast gained these, thou mayest easily go on against

Euboea, which is a large and wealthy island not less in size than

Cyprus,* and very easy to bring under. A hundred ships were

quite enough to subdue the Avhole." The other answered—"Truly
thou art the author of a plan which may much advantage the

house of the king ; and thy counsel is good in all points except

the number of the ships. Instead of a hundred, two hundred
shall be at thy disposal when the spring comes. But the king

himself must first approve the undertaking."

32. When Aristagoras heard this he was greatly rejoiced, and

went home in good heart to Miletus. And Artaphernes, after he

had sent a messenger to Susa to lay the plans of Aristagoras

before the king, and received liis approval of the undertaking,

made ready a fleet of two hundred triremes and a vast army oi

Persians and their confederates. The command of these he gave

to a Persian named Megabates, who belonged to the house of the

Achaemenids, being nephew both to himself and to King Darius,

It was to a daughter of this man that Pausanias the Lacedaemo-

nian, the son of Cleombrotus (if at least there be any truth in

the tale ^), was affianced many years afterwards, when he con-

ceived the desire of becoming tyrant of Greece. Artaphernes

now, having named Megabates to the command, sent forward the

armament to Aristagoras.

3 Larcher (ad loc.) understands this degi-ee) the longer of the two. Pliny,

to mean, not that the other Cyclades according to one measiu-enient of Cy-

were generally subject to Naxos, but prus,• brought them nearly to an equa-

only that, as they lay so near it, the cap- lity. (Compare iv. 12, p. 215, with v.

ture of Naxos might probably lead to 31, p. 302.) The error arose from under-

that of the rest. But something more estimating the size of Cyprus, not from

seems to be intended. Compare note "^ over-estimating that of Euboea.

on ch. 30. ^ For the true account of these pro-
* Cyprus is really more than twice ceedings of Pausanias, cf. Thucyd. i.

the size of Euboea {Negropont). The 128-130. By the documents there

ancients, however, in general, regarded brought forward—which, however, Thu-

them as nearly equal. Scylax placed cydides shows by a casual phrase {iis

them together, assigning a mere prefer- () not to have iJtecome

ence to Cyprus. (Peripl. p. 131.) known to the Greeks till some time

Agathemer allowed a greater interval afterwards, and which, therefore, Hero-

(ii. 8, p. 233), but even he estimated the dotus may very well never have seen

—

length of Euboea to exceed considerably it appears that tlie marriage which Pau-

that of Cyprus (i. 5, p. 195), whereas sanias desired to contract was, in reality,

Cyprus is in ideality much (nearly half a with one of the daughters of Xerxes.

2
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33. Megabates set sail, and, toucliing at Miletus, took on board

Aristagoras with the Ionian troops and the Naxians ; after which he

steered, as he gave out, for the Hellespont ; but when he reached

Chios, he brought the fleet to anchor off Caucasa,^ being minded

to wait there for a north wind,^ and then sail straight to Naxos.

The Naxians however were not to perish at this time ; and so

the following events were brought about. As Megabates went

his rounds to visit the watches on board the ships, he fomid a

Myndian ^ vessel upon which there was none set. Full of anger

at such carelessness, he bade his guards to seek out the captain,

one Scylax^ by name, and thrusting him through one of the

holes in the ship's side,^" to fasten him there in such a way that

his head might show outside the vessel, while his body remained

within. When Scylax was thus fastened, one went and informed

Aristagoras that Megabates had bound his Myndian friend and

was entreating him shamefully. So he came and asked Mega-

bates to let the man ofT ; but the Persian refused him ; where-

upon Aristagoras went himself and set Scylax free. When
Megabates heard this he was still more angry than before, and

spoke hotly to Aristagoras. Then the latter said to him

—

" What hast thou to do with these matters ? Wert thou not

sent here by Artaphernes to obey me, and to sail whithersoever I

ordered ? Why dost meddle so ?
"

Thus spake Aristagoras. The other, in high dudgeon at such

language, waited till the night, and then despatched a boat to

Naxos, to warn the Naxians of the coming danger.

34. Now the Naxians up to this time had not had any suspicion

that the armament was dh'ected against them ; as soon, therefore,

as the message reached them, forthwith they brought within their

walls all that they had in the open field, and made themselves

ready against a siege by i^rovisioning their town both with food

•> This pLace does not appear to be ^ Scylax is known to us altogether as

mentioned by any other ancient writer, a Carian appellative. The most famous

Strabo omits it, though he gives a care- of the name was the navigator men-
ful description of the coast (xiv.p. 924). tioned iv. 44. He was of Caryanda, a

^ Such a Avind might be looked for city a little north of Myndus (Strab.

with confidence, as the Etesian gales 1. s. c). Another well-known Scylax,

blew during the greater part of the the friend of Panajtius, was of Halicar-

summer months from this quarter, uassus, on the southern side of the

(Vide .supra, ii. 20.) peninsula.
^ Myndus was a town in Caria (Hecat. '" The " holes in the side " of a Greek

Fr. 229). It lay upon the coast, be- vessel were, of course, for the oars,

tween Halicarnassus and Bargylia (Scy- The term used by Herodotus()
lac. Peripl. p. 91; Strab. xiv. p. 941), is literally "the hole for the oar of a

and is probably identified with the 7)$," the being the

ruins at Ginniaklu, nearly at the extreme rowers on the third or lowest benches of

west of the Halicarnassian peninsula the trireme.

(Leake's Asia Minor, p. 228).
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and drink. Thus was Naxos placed in a posture of defence ; and
the Persians, when they crossed tlie sea from Chios, found the
Naxians fully prepared for them. How^ever they sat doAvn before

the place, and besieged it for four whole months. When at length
all the stores which they had brought witli them were exhausted,

and Aristagoras had likewise spent upon the siege no small sum
from his private means, and more was still needed to insure suc-

cess, the Persians gave up the attempt, and first building certain

forts, wherein they left the banished Naxians,^ withdrew to the
mainland, having utterly failed in their undertaking.

35. And now Aristagoras found himself quite unable to make
good his promises to Artaphernes ; nay, he was even hard pressed

to meet the claims whereto he Avas liable for the pay of the troops
;

and at the same time his fear was great, lest, owing to the failure

of the expedition and his own quarrel with Megabates, he should

be ousted from the government of Miletus. These manifold

alarms had already caused him to contemplate raising a rebellion,

when the man with the marked head ^ came from Susa, brinsins:

liim instructions on the ]3art of Histiaeus to revolt from the' king.

For Histiseus, when he was anxious to give Aristagoras orders to

revolt, could find but one safe way, as the roads were guarded, of

making his wishes knoAvn ; which Avas by taking the trustiest of

his slaves, shaving all the hair from off his head, and then jDrick-

ing letters upon the skin, and waiting till the hair gi-ew again.

Thus accordingly he did ; and as soon as ever the hair was

grown, he despatched the man to Miletus, giving him no other

message than this
—" When thou art come to Miletus, bid Aris-

tagoras shave thy head, and look thereon." Now the marks on

the head, as I have already mentioned, were a command to revolt.^

All tliis Histiieus did because it irked him greatly to be kept at

Susa, and because he had strong hopes that, if troubles broke out,

he would be sent down to the coast to quell them, Avhereas, if

Miletus made no movement, he did not see a chance of his ever

again retm-ning thither.

1 This was tlie common practice in former of whom appear to derive their

such cases (cf. Thucyd. iii. 85, iv. 52, facts from some other besides

75, &c.). The exiles expected either by Herodotus. According to Gellius, the

perpetual warfare to force an accommo- slave's head was shaved and punctured,

dation, or to find an opportunity of ostensibly on medical grounds, so that

seizing' the town. Does the story told he himself was not aware that he carried

by Parthenius (Erotic. 19), after An- any message.

di-iscus, relate to this war? '' Polyainus professes to give the

2 Herodotus introduces this circum- exact words of the message. " His-

stance as one well known to his hearers, tiseus to Aristagoras—raise revolt in

The tale is related by Gellius (Noct. Ionia." ('lo-Ttotos<5—
Att. xvii. 9), Polysenus (Strat. i. 24), .)
and Tzetzes (Chil. iii. 512), the two
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36. Such, then, were the vieM s which led Histiteus to despatch

his messenger ; and it so chanced that all these several motives

to revolt were brought to bear upon Aristagoras at one and the

same time.

Accordingly, at this conjuncture Aristagoras held a council of

his trusty friends, and laid the business before them, telling tliem

both what he had himself purposed, and what message had been

sent him by Histiaeus. At this council all his friends were of

the same way of thinking, and recommended revolt, except only

Hecatajus the historian.^ He, first of all, advised them by all

means to avoid engaging in war with the king of the Persians,

whose might he set forth, and whose subject nations he enu-

merated. As however he could not induce them to hsten to this

counsel, he next advised that they should do all that lay in their

power to make themselves masters of the sea. " There was one

only way," he said, " so far as he could see, of their succeeding

in this. Miletus was, he knew, a weak state—but if the treasures

in the temple at Branchidse,^ which Crcesus the Lydian gave to

it,•^ were seized, he had strong hopes that the mastery of the sea

* Vide supi'a, ii. 143, note *.

* A general description of the Temple
of Apollo at Branchidie has been given

in the foot-notes to Book i. (ch. 157,

note 1). In addition to what was there

stated, it may be observed that the

building was probably of gi'eat anti-

quity, some of its accessories having a

peculiarly archaic character. A sti-aight

road led from the sea to the temple,
" bordered on either side with statues

on chairs, of a single block of stone,

with the feet close together and the

hands on the knees—an exact imitation

of the avenues of the temples in Egypt."

(Leake's Asia Minor, p. 2:)9, note. Com-
pare the representation of an Egyptian
temple, supra, vol. ii. p. 202.) On one

of these statues (some of which are now
in the British Museum) an inscription

was found by Sir W. Gell, also very

archaic in type. It was written hon-

strophedon, and the forms of the letters

marked an extremely early period. It

is I'ead, a little doubtfully, thus

—

\^.]•,^7] [][']-
Seo) '. On another of the

statues—now in the British Museum

—

are two inscriptions, both evidently

very ancient, which seem to show that

the practice of sci-ibbling one's name in

a conspicuous place can boast a respect-

able antiquity. One of these inscrip-

tions, written from right to left, may
be read thus

—

KAeVios,

&. The ai'chaic form
&PXOS is interesting.$ is for-—Teichiussa being a well-

known place in the Milesian territoiy.

(Thucyd. viii. 26, 28 ; Atheu. Deipn. viii.

p. 391 ; Steph. Byz. ad voc.) Another
curious inscription may be seen on a

lion brought from the same temple. (See

vol. iv. Appendix to Book ix. Note A.)

The earliest historical notice which
attaches to the building is that contained

in Herod, ii. 159, which shows the cele-

brity of the shrine at the close of the

7th century. The original temple ap-

pears to have been burnt by the Persians

on putting down this revolt (infra, vi.

19). A second temple was then built,

which vas plundered and destroyed by
Xerxes (Strab. xiv. p. 910). Finally, a

third temple (that of which the plan is

given, vol. i. p. 236) was erected by the

Milesians; but the avenue of statues

undoubtedly belongs to the first temple.

Strabo speaks of the third temple as

still very magnificent in his own day
(1. s. c).

* The name Branchid, as the name
of a place, is curious. The term pro-

perly applied to the priestly family to

vhich was committed the superintend-

ence of the oracle, and may be compared
with such names as Eumolpidai, lamida;,

&c. Hence even Herodotus has in one
place ol (supra, i. 158; of.

Strab. xiv. p. 910). According to the
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might be tliereby gained ; at least it would give them money to

begin the war, and would save the treasures from falling into the

hands of the enemy." ^ Now these treasures were of very great

value, as I showed in the first part of my Histoiy.^ The assembly,

however, rejected the counsel of Hecatoeus, wliile, nevertheless,

they resolved upon a revolt. One of their number, it was agreed,

should sail to Myus,^ where the fleet had been lying since its

return from Naxos, and endeavour to seize the caj^tains who had
gone there with the vessels.

37. latragoras accordingly was despatched on this errand, and

he took with guile Oliatus the son of Ibanolis the Mylassian,^ and

Histiseus the son of Tymnes ^ the Termerean,^—Goes like\\'ise,

the son of Erxander, to whom Darius gave Mytilene,* and Aris-

tagoras the son of Heraclides the Cymaean, and also many others.

Thus Aristagoras revolted openly from Darius ; and now he set to

work to scheme against him in every possible way. First of all,

local tradition they were descended
from Branchus, a Thessalian, or accord-

ing to others a Delphian, the original

founder and priest of the temple, of

whom a legend was told similar to that

of Hyacinthus (Strab. ix. p. 611; xiv. p.

910; Metrodor. Fr. 7a; Aristag. Miles.

Fr. 11).

7 Bishop Thirlwall regards this advice

as the best that could be given, and re-

proaches the lonians with their folly in

neglecting it. Mr. Grote sees, that
" the seizure of the treasures would
have been insupportable to the pi'ous feel-

ings of the people, and would thus have

proved more injurious than beneficial."

(Vol. iv. p. 382.) May we not say, with-

out taking too high a view of the Greek

religion, that it would have been a real

act of sacrilege, unless done in the last

resort, and then with the intention of

restoration? (Compare the unexcep-

tionable advice of Pericles, Thucyd.

ii. 13.)

Supra, i. 92. They were (according

to our author) of the same weight and
value as, the ofiferings made by Croesus

to Delphi (cf. i. 50,51). AVe learn from

Strabo, that the treasures at Branchidse

did in fact fall a prey to the Persians

;

not, however, according to him, till

after the retm-n of Xerxes to Asia from

Greece, and even then with the con-

nivance of the priests. Afraid of the

indignation which their sacrilege would

excite, they accompanied him to his

court, and were settled by him in Bac-

tria, where Alexander found and pun-
ished them. (Strab. xi. p. 753, 754, and
xiv. p. 910. Cf. Qumt. Curt. vii. 5.)

The statue of Apollo was carried off at

the same time with the treasures, and
was found at Agbatana, whence Seleucus

sent it back to Miletus (Pausau. viii.

46, § 2).

^ Myus was one of the twelve cities

of Ionia (supra, i. 142). It lay on the

Mieander, not far from Miletus. Ori-

ginally on the coast, in Strabo's time it

was three or four miles up the stream of

the Mseander (Strab. xiv. p. 912), and is

now still further inland. Its site

appears to have been correctly deter-

mined by Chandler. (Travels, i. p. 213.)

Vide supra, i. 142, note '.

1 Mylasa or Mylassa was an inland

town of Caria (Strab. xiv. p. 942). It is

still a large place, and is called Melasso

(Chandler, vol. i. p. 234; Leake's Asia

Minor, p. 230). Its famous temple to

the Carian Jupiter has been mentioned
already (i. 171).

^ This Histiasus afterwards accom-
panied the expedition of Xerxes (inft-a,

vii. 98).
3 Termera, like Mylasa, was a Carian

city (infra, vii. 98 ; Pliny, H. N. v. 29,

p. 292). It lay on the coast, a little

west of Halicamassus, opposite to the

island of Cos (Strab. xiv. p. 940).

Stephen of Byzantium has confused the

name with the native appellation of the

Lycians, Tramil», or Termilse.
'^ Supra, ch. 11.
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in order to induce the Milesians to join heartily in the revolt, he

gave out, that he laid down his own lordship over Miletus, and

in lieu thereof established a commonwealth : after which, through-

out all Ionia he did the like ; for from some of the cities he drove

out their tyrants, and to others, whose goodwill he hoped thereby

to gain, he handed theh's over, thus giving up all the men Avhom

he had seized at the Naxian fleet, each to the city whereto he

belonged.

38. Now the Mytileneans had no sooner got Goes into their

power, than they led him forth from the city and stoned him

;

the Cymaeans, on the other hand, allowed their tyrant to go free

;

as likewise did most of the others. And so this form of govern-

ment ceased throughout all the cities. Aristagoras the Milesian,

after he had in tliis way put down the tyrants, and bidden the

cities choose themselves captains^ in their room, sailed away

himself on board a trireme to Lacedsemon ; for he had great need

of obtaining the aid of some powerful ally.

39. At Sparta, Anaxandridas the son of Leo was no longer

king :
^ he had died, and his son Cleomenes had mounted the

throne, not however by right of merit, but of birth. Anaxan-

dridas took to wife his own sister's daughter,^ and was tenderly

attached to her; but no children came from the marriage.

Hereupon the Ephors ^ called him before them, and said—" If

thou hast no care for thine own self, nevertheless we cannot allow

this, nor suifer the race of Eurysthenes to die out from among us.

Come then, as thy present wife bears thee no children, put her

away, and wed another. So thou do Avhat is well-pleasing

to the Spartans." Anaxandridas however refused to do as they

required, and said it was no good advice the Ephors gave, to bid

him put away his Avife Avhen she had done no wrong, and take to

himself another. He therefore declined to obey them.

40. Then the Ephors and Elders ^ took counsel together, and

* This is the literal rendering of the Gorgo (infra, vii. 239); Archidamus his

Greek word; but, no doubt, as Larcher aunt, Lanipito (infra, vi. 71).

and Biihr obsei"V'e, the persons so called ^ Concerning the Epliors at Sparta,

were, like the of Athens vide supra, i. G5. This passage is very

(infra, vi. 10.3), civil magistrates no less important, as marking their power over

than military commanders. They had the kings. (Compare infra, ch. 40, vi.

limited powers, and were elected, most 82, ix. 9, 10, and Thucyd. i. 131-134.)

probably, for a limited period. " The council of twenty-eight, men-
•* As he was when Spai'tan affairs tioned. with the Ephors, in Book i. ch.

were last treated of, at the time of the 65, and again spoken of in Book vi. ch.

embassy sent by Crcosus (i. 6.5-70). 57. It seems tliat when the Ephors and
'' Marriages of this kind were common the Elders agreed together, the king had

at Sparta. Leonidas married his niece, uo power to withstand them.
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laid this proposal before the king :
—" Since thou art so fond, as

we see thee to be, of thy jjresent wife, do wliat we now advise,

and gainsay us not, lest the Spartans make some unwonted decree

concerning thee. We ask thee not now to put away thy wife to

whom thou art married—give her still tlie same love and honour
as ever,—but take thee another wife beside, who may bear thee

children."

When he heard this offer, Anaxandridas gave way—and
henceforth he lived with two wives in two separate houses, quite

against all Spartan custom.'

41. In a short time, the wife Avhom he had last married bore

him a son, who received the name of Cleomenes ; and so the heir

to the throne was brought into the world by her. After tliis, the

first wife also, who in time past had been barren, by some strange

chance conceived, and came to be with child. Then the friends

of the second wife, when they heard a rumour of the truth, made
a great stir, and said it was a false boast, and she meant, they

were sure, to bring forward as her own a supposititious child. So

they raised an outcry against her ; and therefore, when her full

time was come, the Ephors, who were themselves incredulous,

sat round her bed, and kept a strict watch on the labour.^ At
this time then she bore Dorieus, and after him, quickly, Leonidas,

and after him, again quickly, Cleombrotus. Some even say that

Leonidas and Cleombrotus were twins. On the other hand, the

second wife, the mother of Cleomenes (who was a daughter of

Prinetadas, the son of Demarmenus), never gave birth to a second

child.

42, Now Cleomenes, it is said, was not right in his mind
;

indeed he verged upon madness ; while Dorieus surpassed all his

co-mates, and looked confidently to receiving the kingdom on

1 Pausanias says (iii. 3, § 7) that this to the political one which alone obtains

was never allowed to any other Spartan, with ourselves. It was necessary for{'55 5 yv- them, in a religious point of view, to

T€ , o'lKias preserve the purity of the blood of

4-(.) The account in Herod, vi. Hercules. Mr. Grote justly observes of

61-63, does not conflict with these state- the Spartan kings:

—

ments, as Col. Mure thinks (Lit. of "Above all, their root was deep in

Greece, vol. iv. p. 542), since Ariston is the religious feelings of the people,

not said to have had two wives at one Their pre-eminent lineage connected

and the same time. (See the Introduc- the state with a divine paternity. Nay,

tory Essay, vol. i. p. 87, note 21.) the chiefs of the Heracleids were the

2 Compare with this, the practice in special grantees of the soil of Sparta

our own coimtry of summoning the from the gods—the occupation of the

great officers of state to the queen's Dorians being only sanctified and blest

apartments at the birth of a prince or by Zeus for the purpose of establishing

princess. With the Spartans there was the children of Hercules in the valley

a religious motive at work, in addition of the Eurotas." (Vol. ii. p. 47'3.)
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the score of merit. "Wlien, therefore, after the death of Anaxaii-

dridas, the Spartans kept to the law, and made Cleomenes, his

eldest sou, king in his room, Dorieus, who had imagined that he

should be chosen, and who could not bear the thought of having

such a man as Cleomenes to rule over him, asked the Spartans to

give him a body of men, and left Sparta with them in order to

found a colony. However, he neither took counsel of the oracle

at Delphi as to the place whereto he should go,^ nor observed

any of the customary usages ;
* but left Sparta in dudgeon, and

sailed away to Libya, under the guidance of certain men who
were Therseans.^ These men brought him to Cinyps, where he

colonised a spot, which has not its equal in all Libya, on the

banks of a river :
^ Imt from this place he was driven in the third

year by the Macians,' the Libyans,*^ and the Carthaginians.

43. Dorieus returned to the Peloponnese ; whereupon Anti-

chares the Eleonian^ gave him a counsel (which he got from the

oracles of Lams^), to "found the city of Heraclea in Sicily ; the

whole country of Er}^ ^ belonged," he said, " to the Heracleids,

since Hercules himself conquered it." On receiving this advice,

Dorieus went to Delphi to inquire of the oracle whether he Avould

^ Vide supra, iv. 159, note, and
compare Miiller's Dorians (iii. p. 282,

E. T.), and Hermann's Political An-
tiquities of Greece (§ 75, note 4). The
sanction of some oracle or other was
I'equired for every colony ; the sanction

of the oracle at Delj^hi, when the colony
was Dorian. The passage in Cicero (De
Div. II. i. § 3) is important: " Quam
vero Grsecia coloniam misit in ^oliam,
loniam, Asiam, Siciliam, Italiam, sine

Pythio aut DodonsBo aut Hammonis ora-

culo?"
* The taking of fire from the Pry-

taneum of the parent city was one
of these. (Hermann, § 74, note 1.)

Compare note ^ on Book i. ch. 146.
* Thera, as a Spartan colony (supra,

iv. 147 ), would be likely to keep up a

connexion with the motlier countrj'.

Again, the connexion of Thera with
Cyrene (iv. 150-159) explain the

choice of Cinyps as a settlement.
^ This place, which Herodotus re-

garded as the most fertile spot in Africa,

has been already described (iv. 198;
compare ch. 175). Scylax only calls it

(Peripl. p. 112). Peren-
nial streams are so rare in this part of
Africa, that the highest praise was
contained in the \vord3, "on the banks
of a river."

'' Cinyps was in the country of the

Manians (iv. 175; Scyl. Peripl. 1. s. c),

who would therefore be likely to resist

the settlement.
^ That is, "the other Libyans." The

Macians were Libyans (iv. 168, 175,

197).
^ Eleon was a village in the terri-

tory of Tanagra (Strabo, ix. pp. 587,

637).
' Proposals have been made to change

the name here either to lamus (men-
tioned Piud. 01. vi. 74), or to Bacis, a

native of Eleon (Schol. Aristoph. Pac.

1071) ; as we do not hear of any prophet

La'ius. But no change is needed. We
may understand, with Larcher, " oi'acles

given to Lains." (Cf. Soph. CEd. T.

898, Aatov .)
- Eryx is said by Thucydides to have

been a Trojan settlement (vi. 2). It

lay at the \vesteru point of tlie island, a

little to the north of Drepauum, the

modern Trapani. (See Plin. H. N. iii.

8; Strab. vi. p. 393.) Its site is fixed by
the remarkable mountain, the "moos
Eryx " of antiquity, which can only be

the modern Mount St. Julian. The
conquest of this district by Hercules

is related at length by Diodorus (iv.

22).
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take the place to wliicli he was about to go. The Pytlioncss pro-

phesied that he would ; whereupon Dorieus went back to Libya,

took up the men who had sailed \vith him at the first, and pro-

ceeded upon his way along the shores of Italy.

44. Just at this time, the Sybarites ^ say, they and their king
Telys were about to make war upon Crotona,* and the Crotoniats,

greatly alarmed, besought Dorieus to lend them aid. Dorieus

was prevailed upon, bore part in the Avar against Sybaris, and
had a share in taking the town. Such is the account which the

Sybarites give of Avhat was done by Dorieus and his companions.

The Crotoniats, on the other hand, maintain that no foreigner

lent them aid in their war against the Sybarites, save and except

Callias the Elean,^ a soothsayer of the race of the lamidoe ;
^ and

he only forsook Telys the Sybaritic king, and deserted to their

side, when he found on sacrificing that the victims were not

favourable to an attack on Crotona. Such is the account which

each party gives of these matters.

45. Both parties likewise adduce testimonies to the truth of

what they say. The Sybarites show a temple and sacred precinct

near the dry stream of the Crastis,^ which they declare that

Dorieus, after taking their city, dedicated to Minerva Crastias.

And further, they bring forward the death of Dorieus as the

^ Sybaris was one of the most im-

portant towns of Magna Grajcia. Ac-
cording to Strabo, it was founded by the

Acha?ans (vi. p. 378), probably about

B.C. 720. (Clinton's F. H., vol. i. pp.
1G8, 174.) The colonisation was most
likely connected with the gradual con-

quest of the Peloponnese by the Dorian

invaders. Its site is marked by the

junction of the Crathis {Crati) with the

Sybaris (Cossile).

Sybaris flourished 210 years (Seym.

Ch. 1. 360). Its walls were 50 stadia iu

circumference ; it had twenty-five suVjject

cities, and ruled over four neighbour-

ing tribes. In the great war with Cro-

tona, it is said to have brought into the

field 300,000 men (Strab. 1. s. c). Its

excessive luxury is proverbial (vide

infra, vi. 127). It was taken (b.c, 510)

after a siege of 70 days by the Croto-

niats ; who turned the river upon the

town, and in this way destroyed it

(Strab. ut supra).

A second Sybaris arose upon the

ruins of the first, but it never flou-

rished, and was finally merged in the

Athenian colony of Thurii (b.c. 443),

which was built on a spot in the neigh-

bourhood. Herodotus was one of the

colonists (Suidas). In this place by
"Sybarites" he probably means the

inhabitants of Laiis and Scidrus, places

to which the Sybarites retired when the

Crotoniats took their city (infra, vi.

21).
^ Supra, iii. 136, note i".

^ Supra, iii. 132, note *.

^ The lamidse were one of the sacred

families which ministered in the temple

of Jupiter at Olympia. (Midler's Do-
rians, vol. i. p. 281, E. T.)_^ Pindar

calls them '"
yivos (01. vi. 120). They were mythi-

cally descended from lamus the son

of Apollo. Pauaanias makes frequent

mention of them (iii. xi. 6, xii. 7 ; vi.

ii. 4, iv. 3 ; VIII. x. 4).
^ It has been proposed to read

"Crathis" here for " Crastis," and
" Crathias " for " Cra.stias." But the

MSS. are without variation. There
seems to be no doubt that the stream

commonly called the Crathis (sujira,

i. 14f); Strab. vi. p. 378
1

is intended,

but Crastis may have been the Italian

form of the name. The " dry stream
"

is probably an old bed.
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sm-est proof; since he fell, they say, because lie disobeyed the

oracle. For bad he in nothing varied from the directions given

him, but confined himself to the business on which he was sent,

he would assuredly have conquered the Erycian territory, and

kept possession of it, instead of perishing with all his folloAvers.

The Crotoniats, on the other hand, point to the numerous allot-

ments within their borders which Avere assigned to Callias the

Elean by their countiymen, and which to my day remained in

the possession of his family ; while Dorieus and his descendants

(they remark) possess nothing. Yet if Dorieus had really helped

them in the Sybaritic war, he would have received very much

more than Callias. Such are the testimonies which are adduced

on either side ; it is open to every man to adopt whichever view

he deems the best.*

46, Certain Spartans accompanied Dorieus on his voyage as

co-founders, to wit, Thessalus, Paraebates, Celeas, and Euryleon.

These men and all the troops under their command reached

Sicilv ; but there they fell in a battle wherein they were defeated

by the Egesteans ^ and Phoenicians, only one, Euryleon, sm-viving

the disaster. He then, collecting the remnants of the beaten

armv, made himself master of Minoa, the Selinusian colony,^

and helped the Selinusians to throAv oif the yoke of their tyrant

Peithagoras. Having upset Peithagoras, he sought to become

tyrant in his room, and he even reigned at Selinus for a brief

* This chapter is clearly the wi-iting with them from their former country

of Herodotus i/ic T/ix/'iVm. (Arist. Rhet. (Thucyd. iii. 5]). Sliuoa was afterwards

iii. 9.) Other specimens of the same called Heraclea. It is uncertain \vhen

intimate knowledge of the cities of this change was made—perhaps on its

Magna Graicia occur, iii. 131, 136-138, occupation by Euryleon. Sometimes

iv. 1.5; infi-a, chs. 46, 47, vii. 170, &c. both names were used{^
^ Egefsta, or Segesta (the native name, ^, Polyb. i. 25; cf. Liv. xsiv. 35);

as appears from the coins) was a sister but commonly we find only Heraclea.

settlement of Eryx (Thuc. vi. 2). It The town lay at the mouth of the

wa.s situated at some little distance Halycus (1(>), where some slight

from the sea, and had a port known as ruins still remain (Smyth's Sicily, p.

Emporium Segestanum. (Strab. vi. p. 216). Heraclea is mentioned by various

393 ; Ptol. Geograph. iii. 4 ; Plin. H. N. writers, among them by Ptolemy (-
iii. 8.) The latter seems to have oc- gi'aph. iii. 4), Stephen (ad voc), and

' copied the site of the modern Castell-a- Cicero (adv. Verr. ii. 50).

mare (lat. 38° 2' long. 12° 52'). A Selinus was founded from Megara
temple and theatre mark the site of the Hybhca, about b.c. 630 (Thucyd. vi.

former, about six miles inland from 4). It was a place of gi-eat importance

Castell-a-mare. imtil its destruction by Hannibal (Diod.

' Minoa was said to have derived Sic. xiii. 59). From that time it fell

its name from Minos (Heracl. Pont, into decay (Strab. vi. p. 394). Very
Fr. xxix.), who was reported by tra- extensive ruins mark the site, which is

dition to have visited Sicily (infra, vii. in the Tvrnt dci Pulci between the rivers

170j. But it seems more probable that MiuUmut. and Belici (Smyth's Sicily, pp.

the Megarians, who colonised Selinus 219, 220),

(Thucyd. vi, 4), brought the name
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space—but after a while the Selinusians rose up in revolt against

him, and though he fled to the altar of Jupiter Agoraius,^ they

notAvithstandiug put him to death.

47. Another man who accompanied Dorieus, and died with

him, was Philip the son of Butacidas, a man of Crotona ; who,

after he had been betrothed to a daughter of Telys the Sybarite,

was banished from Crotona, whereupon his marriage came to

nought; and he in his disappointment took ship and sailed to

Cyrene, From thence he became a follower of Dorieus, fur-

nisliing to the fleet a trireme of his o^vn, the crew of which he

supported at his own charge. This Philip was an Olympian victor,

and the handsomest Greek of his day. His beauty gained him

honours at the hands of the Egesta^ans which they never accorded

to any one else ; for they raised a hero-temple over his grave,

and they still worship him with sacrifices.^

48. Such then was the end of Dorieus, who if he had brooked

the rule of Cleomenes, and remained in Sparta, would have been

king of Lacedaemou ; since Cleomenes, after reigning no great

length of time, died \\ithout male offspring, leaving behind him

an only daughter, by name Gorgo.*

49. Cleomenes, however, was still king when Aristagoras,

tyrant of Miletus, reached Sparta. At theh interview, Arista-

goras, accorchng to the report of the Lacedsemouians, produced

a bronze tablet, whereupon the whole chcuit of the earth Avas

engraved, with all its seas and rivers.^ Discourse began between

the two ; and Aristagoras addressed the Spartan king in these

words following:—"Think it not strange, King Cleomenes,

that I have been at the pains to sail hither ; for the posture of

afiairs, which I wall now recount unto thee, made it fitting.

Shame and grief is it indeed to none so much as to us, that the

sons of the lonians should have lost their freedom, and come to

be the slaves of others ; but yet it touches you likewise,

Spartans, beyond the rest of the Greeks, inasmuch as the pre-

- That is, the altar of Jupiter, Pro- and by the praises of Plutarch (ii. p.

tector of the Forum {ayopa). It pro- 145). Her acuteness appe-ars, vii. 2:;9.

bably stood in the market-place. •' Maps, according to Strabo and
3 Eustathius reports the same (ad others (Strab. i. p. 10 ; Agathem. i. 1

;

Horn. II. i. ); but he derives his know- Diog. Laert. ii. 1), were invented about

ledge from Herodotus. this time by Auaximauder. Hecatteus
• She became the wife of Leonidas, appears to have made use of them,

her uncle, according to a usual Spar- (Compai-e iv. 36, and note ' on the

tan custom (infra, vii. 239 ; compare passage.) The map of Aristagoras was

note 5 on ch. 39 of this Book). The probably tlie first which had been seen

noble character of Gorgo is evidenced in European Greece,

by the anecdote related below (ch. 51),
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eminence over all Greece appertains to you. We beseech you,

therefore, by the common gods of the Grecians, deliver the

loniaiis, who are youi• own kinsmen, from slavery. Truly the

task is not difficult ; for tlie barbarians are an unwarlike people
;

and you are the best and bravest waiTiors in the whole world.

Their mode of fighting is the following :—they use bows and

arrows and a short spear ; they wear trousers in the field, and

cover their heads with turbans.^ So easy are they to vanquish !

Know too that the dwellers in these parts have more good things

than all the rest of the world put together—gold, and silver, and

brass, and embroidered garments, beasts of burthen, and bond-

servants—all which, if you only wish it, you may soon have for

your own. The nations border on one another, in the order

which I Avill now explain. Next to these lonians " (here he

pointed with his finger to the map of the world which was

engi-aved upon the tablet that he had brought with him) " these

Lydians dwell ; then- soil is fertile,^ and few people are so rich in

silver.^ Next to them," he continued, " come these Phrygians,

who have more flocks and herds than any race that I know,® and

more plentiful harvests. On them border the Cappadocians,

whom \ Greeks know by the name of Syrians :
^ they are

neighbours to the Cilicians, who extend all the Avay to this sea,

where Cyprus (the island which you see here) lies. The Cilicians

pay the king a yearly tribute of five hundred talents.^ Next to

them come the Armenians, live here—they too have nume-

rous flocks and herds.^ After thera come the ]\Iatieni,* inha-

biting this country ; then Cissia, this province, where you see the

* Vide infra, vii. 61. A represen- ^ The high table-land of Phrygia is

tation of the ordinary Persian dress especially adajited for pasturage. Flocks

Las been already given, vol. i. p. 221. and herds, even under the present

Their war costume will be seen by re- miserable system of government, are

ference to the notes on Book vii. ch. el. numerous (Leake, pp. 19, 36; Hamil-
7 The valleys of the Hermus, Cayster, ton, i. pp. 410-418; ii. pp. 218-221, &c.).

Caicus, and Eveuus, are all of extreme The Angora wool has a world-wade
fertility. (Fellows's Asia Minor, pp. 21, reputation. The land is in many places

26, 278 ; Leake's Tour, pj). 2iu), 26.").) very rich, but is wretchedly cultivated

The intermediate country is mountain- (Leake, p. 94).

ouB and barren, especially the district ' Vide supra, i. 72, and infra, vii.

called Catakecaumend. (Hamilton's Asia 72.

Minor, i. pp. i:i2-141.) - Supra, iii. 90.
* Mount Tmolus,( , as ^ Armenia is, even more than Phry-

Strabo calls it (xiii. p. 897), is said to gia, a pasture country. Phrygia has
have produced gold in abundance, but many wide plains, capable of bearing
not HJlver, BO far ae I am aware. Was ample han'ests ; but Armenia is all

the silver tlie product of those mines mountain and valley (cf. vol. i. Essay
between I'ergamus and Atarueus, to ix. § 10).

which Rome writers .-«cribed the im- * Not the JIatieni of Asia Minor,
ineDse riches of Gyges, Alyattes, and but tliose of the Kurdish hills. (Com-
CrcceuB? ^'• '•. xiv. p. 969.; j^tre i. 72, 189, '/.VJ, &c.;
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river Choaspes marked, and likewise the town Susa upon its

banks, Avliere the Great King holds his court,^ and where the

* That Sasa had by this time certainly

become the Persian capital, has been
ah-eady admitted (supra, iii. 30, note ^).

It was the ancient capital of Elam or

Susiana, the country between Mount
Zagros and the lower Tigris. It was
situated on the edge of the gi"eat

Mesopotamian plain, 25 or 30 miles

from the mountains, in a luxuriant re-

gion abundantly watered, and famous
for its beautiful herbage. The city does

not now lie directly upon the Choaspes
{Eerhhah), but upon a small stream,

called the Shupur, which rises about 10

miles to the north of the ruins, and
flows into the Karun near Ahwaz. The
Choaspes is at present a mile and a half

to the west of the town (Journal of

Greograph. Society, vol. ix. part i. p. 71;

compare Herod, v. 52, and Strab. xv. p.

1032j, and the Kanm or river of Disfiil,

about six miles to the east. It is

thought, however, that anciently the

Choaspes bifurcated a little above the

ruins of Badaca, and flowed in part east

of Susa (supra, vol. i. p. 4G7, note ^.)

The citadel, so often noticed supra, iii.

68; Polyb. v. xlviii. § 14; Strab. xv. p.

1031; Arrian. iii. 16; Plin. H. N. vi.

27, p. 362), lay at the western extre-

mity of the place, close to the Slwpnr,

and opposite to the modern "tomb of

Daniel." It occupied the highest part

of the great mound, which is even now
120 feet above the level of the Shapnr.

The town extended from this point in

an easterly direction; it was of an ob-

long shape, and had a circuit wliich we
find differently estimated at 2o0 and 12
stades ^cf. Strab. 1. s. c, and Polyelit.

ap. Strab. XV. 1032). The ruins seem
at present to be confined within a cir-

cumference of 7 miles or about 00 stades

(Geograph. Journ. 1. s. c.j. They extend
considerably beyond the limits of the
aceoujpanying plan.

The material used in the construction

of the city was baked and sun-dried

brick, like the Babylonian. It was pro-

bably built originally by the Scythic
peoftle whose language is found on all

the most ancient of its remains ; but it

wau no doubt enlarged and beautified
when Darius transferred to it the seat of

empire (of. Plin. H. N. vi. 27, p. 361).
The magnificent palace which had so
great a fame in antiquity (infra, ch. 53

;

Ar. (le Mund. p. :98 ; Strab. 1. a. c.

;

Diod. Sic. xvii. 05; Cassiodorus, vii. Ep.

15), and of which the best account is to

be found in the book of Esther (i. 5, 6),

occupied the northern portion of the
great mound (supra, iii. 68, note ^), an
irregular rectangle, two sides of which
measure 1200 feet, while the remaining
two fall somewhat short of 1000. It has
been recently exhumed in a great mea-
sure by Su• \. Williams and Mr. Loftus,

and is found to have consisted of a great

hall of stone pillars, of the same size

and on the same plan as that of Xerxes
at Persepolis (Ker Porter, vol. i. PI. 3u,

and compare PL 45), and -of a number
of inferior buildings behind the hall, the
material of which is brick. The pillars

are arranged into a central group of 36,

standing in six rows of six each, so as to

form an exact square, 145 feet (nearly)

each way; and into three outlying
giOups or porticoes, flanking the central

group on three sides, the east, the north,

and the west. These porticoes, which
are exactly parallel to the sides of the
inner square, are formed of two I'ows of

six pillars each, in line vith the pillars

of the central group, the distance be-

tween the outermost pillars of the cen-

tral group and the inner pillars of the
porticoes being 64 feet. The pillars are

of two kinds—those of the central group
or phalanx have square bases, while
those of the porticoes have round or
bell-shaped bases, as given in the Avood-

cut (No. 2). Both sorts appear, how-
ever, to have been surmounted by the
same capital, the form of which is repre-

sented in the voodcut (No. 1). The
central group is supposed to have been
covered with a roof, but the space be-

tween that group and the porticoes was
probably only shaded by curtains (see

Loftus's Chalda)a, pp. 373-375, and com-
pare the description in the book of

Esther, i. 5, 0^. It appears by a trilin-

gual iusci'iption upon four of the pillars

(1, 2, 3, and 4 in the plan) that the

palace was commenced by Darius and
finished by Artaxerxes Mnemou.
The town is said to have been un-

walled (Polyelit. ap. Strab. 1. s. c.j, and
certainly appears as an open place in

the wars of the successors of Alexander
(Polyb. 1. s. C.J. It is unfortunate that
we have no description of ancient Susa
from an eye-witness, since it doubtless
exceeded in magnificence both Perse-
polis and Ecbatana.
With rei-ard to the residence of the
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treasuries are in wliicli liis wealth is stored." Once masters of

this city, you may bo bokl to \ie Avith Jove liimself for riches.

In the wars which ye wage with your rivals of Messenia,' with

them of Argos likeAvise and of Arcadia, about paltry boundaries

and strips of land not so remarkably good,^ ye contend with

those who have no gold, nor silver even, which often give men
heart to fight and die. Must ye wage such wars, and when ye

might so easily be lords of Asia, ye decide otherwise ? " Thus
spoke Aristagoras ; and Cleomenes replied to him,—" Milesian

stranger, three days hence I will give thee an answer."

50. So they proceeded no further at that time. AVlien, how-
ever, the day appointed for the answer came, and the two once

more met, Cleomenes asked Aristagoras, " how many days'

journey it was from the sea of the lonians to the King's resi-

dence?" Hereupon Aristagoras,'who had managed the rest so

Persian king at Susa, there are conflict-

ing accounts. Xenophon was the first

to relate that the kings of Persia had
no fixed court, but divided the year

between Babylon, Susa, and Ecbatana
(Cyrop. VIII. vi. § 22 ; compai'e Anab.
HI. Y. § 15). From him the statement
was repeated, with variations, by later

vriters. Xenophon assigned the three

months of sirring to Susa, the two of

summer to Ecbatana, and the rest of

the year to Babylon. Plutarch (de

Exil. ii, p. 604) followed this account

in its outline, Zonaras in its details (iii.

26, p. 302). Athenaius (xh. p. 513, F.)

introduced a change, for which it may
be questioned if he had any authority,

assigning the ivinter to Susa, the summer
to Ecbatana, the spring to Babylon, and
the autumn to Persepolis. From him ap-

parently ^lian derived the notion, very

absurd to one who knows the localities,

that Susa was the summer and Ecbatana

the vsdnter residence of the Persian

monarch (Hist. Animal, x. 6). It may
be doubted whether there is more than
a slight basis of ti'uth even in Xeuo-
phon's account. Susa appears in .^s-

chylus and Herodotus, as in Scripture,

to be the ordinary residence of the

court ; and indeed there is abundant
testimony to this point from various

wiiters ' Ctes. Exc. Pers. passim ; Strab.

XV. p. 1031 ; Pausan. iii. ix. § 3 ; Joseph.

Ant. X. sub fin. xi. 5). It is impossible

therefore to believe the statement of

Xenophon, that it was only occupied for

three months out of the twelve. Pro-

bably it was the ordinary court resi-

dence except for the two or three hottest

VOL. 111.

months in the summer, when there

was a removal to the mountains, perhaps

commonly to Ecbatana, but no doubt
sometimes to Persepolis, where Darius

and Xerxes both built palaces. Visits

to Babylon would occasionally be paid,

esijecially in the winter, but Ecbatana
and Susa would constitute, as Aristotle

seems to have been aware (de Mundo,
1. s. c), the only regular stations of the

court, the one in the height of summer,
the other doling the remainder of the

year.

(For a representation of Susa, as it

now appears, see the woodcut, Bk. iii.

ch. 68, note *.)

^ According to Strabo, the principal

treasuries were in Persepolis and Pasar-

gadffi, which were regarded as places of

greater strength than Susa (xv. p. 1032);

and it is certain that Alexander found
considerable wealth at Pasargadse (Ar-

rian, Exp. Alex. iii. 18). Still the i/z-eai

treasury appears even at that time to

have been at Susa, where the silver cap-

tured amounted to 50,000 talents, or

more than twelve millions sterling

(Arrian, iii. 16). Ecbatana had its own
small treasuiy, from which Darius

carried away 7000 talents (ib. c. 19).

' This is the only distinct reference

in Herodotus to the two early Messe-

nian wars, of which so full an account

has been loft us by Pausanias (iv.

iv.-xxii.). He alludes to what is called

the third wax-, ix. 35.
s Cf. i. 66-68, and 82. There seems

to be a special allusion to the disputed

district of Cynuria.
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cleverly, and succeeded in deceiving the king, tripped in his

speech and blundered ; for instead of concealing the trutli, as he

ought to have done if he vanted to induce the Spartans to cross

into Asia, he said plainly that it was a journey of three months.

Cleomenes caught at the words, and, preventing Ai-istagoras

from finishing wliat he had begun to say concerning the road,

addressed him thus :
—" Milesian stranger, quit Sparta* before

sunset. This is no good proposal that thou makest to the

Lacedemonians, to conduct them a distance of three months'

journey from the sea." When he had thus spoken, Cleomenes

went to his home.

51. But Aristagoras took an olive-bough in his hand, and

hastened to the king's house, where he was admitted by reason

of his suppliant's guise. Gorgo, the daughter of Cleomenes, and

his only child, a girl of about eight or nine years of age,

happened to be there, standing by her father's side. Aristagoras,

seeing her, requested Cleomenes to send her out of the room
before he began to speak with him ; but Cleomenes told him to

say on, and not mind the child. So Aristagoras began Avith a

promise of ten talents ^ if the king would grant him his request,

and when Cleomenes shook his head, continued to raise his offer

till it reached fifty talents ; whereupon the child spoke :

—

" Father," she said, " get up and go, or the stranger will cer-

tainly corrupt thee." Then Cleomenes, pleased at the warning

of his child, withdi-ew and went into another room. Aristag-oras

quitted Sparta for good, not being able to discourse any more
concerning the road which led up to the King.

52. the true account of the road in question is the fol-

lowing :—Koyal stations ^ exist along its whole length, and ex-

* On the readiness of the Spartans to straight line, towards the north, in
yield to bribery, vide supra, iii. 148, order to avoid the vast arid tract be-
note '. tween the Upiser Tigris and Upper

^ By " royal stations "are to be un- Eui)brates, the Great Desert of Sinjnr.

derstood the abodes of the king's It also, by this deviation, is able to
couriers {ayyaprfioi), who conveyed de- take in the Armenian capital, Diarbekr.
Bpatches from their own station to the It passes by Sart (Sardis), Allah Slichr

next, and then returned (infra, viii. 98), (rhiladelphia), Afiorn Kara Ilissar. Ak-
The route described is probablj' at once Shehr, K<tisiiriijeh,Guroun, Malatiijeh, Diar-
the post-route and the caravan-route Icliir, Jczirch, Mosul (Nineveh), Aj-bil

between the two capitals. If Herodotus (Arbela), and Kirkiih. There are two
viHited Babylon, he would have tnv- other great roads, or rather routes, con-
velled along this road, at least as fai• na necting Asia Minor with Persia : the
the Uyndes, where this great highway Erzeroum route, which leads, however,
wiw croBscd by the route leading from into what was rather Upper Media, de-
Babylon to Agbatana (cf. i. 18'Jj. The bouching upon Tabriz and Teheran;
road is nearly that which would now be and the Aleppo route, by far the most
followed by travellers between Smyrna direct line, but which runs mainly
and Baghdad. It bears away out of the through the Syrian and Arabian deserts,
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cellent caravanserais ; and throughout, it traverses an inhabited

tract, and is free from danger. In Lydia and Phrygia there are

twenty stations within a distance of 94J parasangs. On leaving

Phrygia the Halys has to be crossed ; and here are gates througli

which you must needs pass ere you can traverse the stream. A
strong force guards this post. \Mien you have made the pas-

sage, and are come into Cappadocia, 28 staticjns and 104 para-

sangs bring you to the borders of Cilicia, where the road passes

through tAvo sets of gates, at each of which there is a guard

posted. Leaving these beliind, you go on through Cilicia, Avhere

you find tlu-ee stations in a cUstance of 15i parasangs. The
boundary between Cilicia " and Armenia is the river Euphrates,

which it is necessary to cross in boats. In Armenia the resting-

places are 15 in number, and the distance is 56^ parasangs.

There is one place vhere a guard is posted. Fom- large streams

intersect tliis district,^ all of which have to be crossed by means

of boats. The first of these is the Tigris ; the second and the

third have both of them the same name,* though they are not

only different rivers, but do not even run from the same place.^

For the one wliich I have called the first of the two has its

source in Armenia, while the other flows afterwards out of the

country' of the Matienians. The fom-th of the streams is called

the Gyndes, and this is the river wliich Cyrus dispersed by

digging for it thi-ee hundred and sixty channels.^ Leaving

Armenia and entering the Matienian country, you have four

and so must at all times have been very Xenophon (Anab. ii. v. 5, and iii. iii.

unsafe, on account of the Arab plun- 6), and the Diava or Diaba of Ammi-
derers. anus (1. s. c). The Lesser Zab is a less

" This description gives Cilicia an ex- famous stream; but its continuity of

tension towards the north, which no name appears from this passage, corn-

other writer allows to it. I have en- bined with the mention of it by Am-
deavoured to express this in the Map of miauus as the Adiava or Adiaba, and

the Satrapies which accompanies the with the uict of its present appellation,

present volume. The word Zab, Diab, or Diav (3;,
^ Armenia is here given an extra- according to Bochart (1. s. c), signifies

ordinary extension to the south, and so "a wolf" in Chaldee. Hence the

made to include a large tract ordinarily Greater Zab is called Avkos (Lycus) in

reckoned either to Assyria or Media. Strabo, Ammianus, and Pliny, and
* Undoubtedly the two Zabs, the AevKhs (by mistake) in Ptolemy (Geogr.

Greater and the Lesser. These rivers, vi. i.)•

vhich gave the appellation of Adiabene * AVhat Herodotus here states is ex-

to the region watered by them ^Ammian. actly true of the two Zabs. The Greater

Marcell. xxiii. 6 ; Bochart, Sac. Geog. Zab has its source in Armenia between

iv. 19, p. 243), seem to have retained the lakes of Van and Urumiyeh—the

their names unchanged from the earliest Lesser rises in the Koordish mountains

times to the present. The Greater Zab, (his Matienian hills) at a distance of

at any rate, appears imder that title in nearly two degrees to the S.S.E.

the Assyrian Inscriptions {pdssiiii) ; it ^ Vide supra, i. 189, note ^ where the

is also, undoubtedly, the Zabatus of Gyndes is identified with the Dvjaleh.

2
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stations ; these passed yon find yourself in Cissia, where eleven

stations and 42J parasangs bring you to another navigable

stream, the Choaspes, on the banks of which the city of Susa is

built. Thus the enth-e number of the stations is raised to one

hundred and eleven ; and so many are in fact the resting-places

that one finds between Sardis and Susa.

53. If then the royal road be measured aright, and the para-

sang equals, as it does, thirty furlongs,^ the whole distance

from Sardis to the palace of Memnon (as it is called), amounting

thus to 450 parasangs, would be 13,500 furlongs.^ Travelhng

then at the rate of 150 fui-longs a day,'^ one wiU take exactly

ninety days to perform the journey.

54. Thus when Aristagoras• the Milesian told Cleomenes the

Lacedaemonian that it vas a three months' journey from the sea

up to the king, he said no more than the truth. The exact

distance (if any one desh-es still greater accuracy) is somewhat

more ; for the jom-ney from Ephesus to Sardis must be added to

the foregoing account ; and this wdll make the whole distance

between the Greek Sea and Susa (or the city of Memnon, as it

is called ^) 14,040 fm-longs ; since Ephesus is distant from Sardis

^ Supra, ii. 6. This was the ordinary The subsequent arguments of Hero-
estimate of the Greeks. (See Xen. dotus are based upon his totals ; we
Anab. ii. 2, § 6 ; Suidasinvoc. Hesych. must conclude, therefore, that errors

in voc, &c.) Strabo, however, tells us have crept into some of the smaller

that it was not universally agreed upon, sums. The distance from Sardis to

since there were some who considered Susa by the Armenian route does not

the parasang to equal 40, and others 60 seem to be over-estimated at 13,500

fitades (xi. p. 754). The truth is, that stades (between 1500 and 1600 miles),

the ancient parasang, like the modern ^ Herodotus takes here the rate at

farsakh, was originally a measure of which an army would be likely to move,
time (an hour), not a measure of dis- Elsewhere (iv. 101) he i-eckons the

tauce. In passing from the one meaning journey of the ordinary pedestrian at

to the other, it came to mark a different "JoO stades ('about 23 miles). It aj^pears,

length in different places, according to by the account which Xenophon has

the nature of the country traversed, left of the expedition of Cyi'us the
The modem farsakh vai'ies also, but not younger (Anab. i.), that a somewhat
60 much as the parasang, if ve can trust longer day's march was usual. (The
Strabo. It is estimated at from 3^ to average is about farsakhs or 180
4 mUes, or from 30 to 35 .stades. stades.) But this rate, apjDarently,

* As usual, there is a discrepancy in cannot be continued without I'esting

the numbers. The stations, according to the army, at intervals, for several days
the previous small sums, are 81 instead at a time. If the days during which
of 111, and the parasangs or farsakhs, the army of Cyrus rested be counted,
328 instead of 400, as will be seen by the real rate of motion is reduced below

reference to the subjoined table :

—

the estimate of our author.

Stations. Farsakhs. ' The fable of Memnon is one of those
In Lydla and I'ho'gla .. 20 .. 944 in which it is difficult to discover any

'!!'\": ::
"

'l '/% germs of truth. Memnon, the son of

Jri AniKTiia '.'.

. . .. 15 .'. 561 Tithonus, and Eos (Dawn;, or Hemera
111 the Alaiienlan country .. 4 (say) 15 (Dayj, is, according to most accounts, an
^"C'"'"

J^ •• _^ Ethiopian king. His father Tithonus,

Total .. ..HI 328 however, reigns at Susa, and he himself
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540 fm-longs.2 This would add three days to the tlu-ee months'
journey.

55. When Aristagoras left Sparta he hastened to Athens,
which had got quit of its tyrants in the way that I will now
describe. After the death of Hipparchus (the son of Pisistrafus,

and brother of the tyrant Hippias),^ Avho, in spite of the clear
Avarning he had received concerning his fate in a dream, was
slain by Harmodius and Aristogeiton (men both of the race of
the Gephyraeans), the oppression of the Athenians continued by
the space of four years ;

"* and they gained nothing, but were
worse used than before.

56. Now the dream of Hipparchus was the following :—The
night before the Panathenaic festival, he thought he saw in his

sleep a tall and beautiful man, who stood over him, and read him
the following riddle :

—

' " Bear thou unbearable woes with the all-bearing heart of a lion
;

Never, be sure, shall wrong-doer escape the reward of -nTong-doing."

leads a combined army of Susianians
and Ethiopians to the assistance of his

father's brother, Priam, king of Troy
(cf. Strabo, xv. p. 1031 ; Pausan. x. xxxi.

2 ; Diod. Sic. ii. 22 ; iv. 75j. We seem
here to have nothing but the wildest
imaginations of pure romancers.
Homer makes very slight and passing

allusions to Memnon (Od. iv. 188; xi.

522). Hesiod calls him king of the

Ethiopians (Theogon. 984). So Pindar
(Nem. iii. 62, 63, Dissen.). This seems
to have been the first form of the legend,

from which all mention of Susa was
omitted. The earliest author who is

known to have connected Memnon with
Susa is .^schylus, who made his mother
a Cissian voman 'Strab. 1. s. c.j. It is

clear, however, that by the time of He-
rodotus, the story that he built Susa, or

its great palace, was generally accepted
in Greece. Perhaps the adoption of this

account may be regarded as indicating

some knowledge of the ethnic connexion
which really existed between Ethioi^ia

and Susiana. (See vol. i. p. 366, and
pp. 537, 538.)

^ Rennell fGeography of Westei-n Asia,

i. p. 290^ says that this is "less than the

direct distance," which he estimates at

45 geographical {ov about 52 English)

miles. But if we reckon the stade at its

true length of 606 feet 9 inches (Eng-
lish), the distance given will be rather

more than 62 miles (English), so that a

distance of about 10 miles will be al-

lowed for the deflections of the route.

^ It has been commonly supposed that
there is an opposition between Herodo-
tus and Thucydides with respect to the
relative age of the two brothers, and
to the fact involved in their relative

age, whether Hij)parchus was king at

the time of his assassination. But if

the narrative of Herodotus be carefully

examined, it will be found that he con-

firms, instead of opposiug, the well-

known view of Thucydides, that Hippias
was the elder of the two. Not only is

Hipparchus never called king, but here
at his first introduction he is brought
forward as " brother of the tyrant Hip-
pias."

With respect to the fact, which is dis-

puted by Larcher, I agree with Thirl-

wail, that " the authority of Thucydides
is more convincing than his reasons"
(Hist, of Greece, vol. ii. p. 65; cf.

Thucyd. vi. 55). His authority, backed
as it is by Herodotus, seems to me dc-

cisive. Plato (if it be he), the only early

writer on the other side (Hipparch.), as

a historical authority, is valueless. Cli-

todemus, who has been quoted against

Thucydides by IVIeursius and others, in

reality takes the same view (Frag. Hist.

Gr., vol. i. p. 364). As for Heraclides

Pouticus and Diodonis Siculus, on such
a matter they are writers of no account.

* From B.C. 514 to B.C. 510. Compai-e
Thucyd. vi. 59; Plat. Hipparch. The
fourth year was not quite complete
(Clinton's F. H. ii. p. 18j.
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As soon as day dawned he sent and snbmitted liis dream to the

interpreters, after which he offered the averting sacrifices, and

then went and led the procession in which he perished.^

57. The family of the Gephja-aeans/ to which the murderers

of Hipparchus belonged, according to their own account, came
originally from Eretria. My inquiries, however, have made it

clear to me that they are in reality Phoenicians, descendants of

those who came with Cadmus ^ into the country now called

Bceotia. Here they received for their portion the district of

Tanagi-a, in which they afterwar(is dwelt. On their expulsion

from this country by the Boeotians (which happened some time

after that of the Cadmeians from the same parts by the Ar-

gives*) they took refuge at Athens. The Athenians received

them among their citizens upon set terms, whereby they were

excluded from a number of privileges which are not worth

mentioning.

58. Now the Phcenicians who came with Cadmus, and to

whom the Gephyrsei belonged, introduced into Greece upon

their arrival a great variety of arts, among the rest that of

wTiting,^ whereof the Greeks till then had, as I think, been

ignorant. And originally they shaped their letters exactly like

* Full details of this whole transaction

are given by Thucydides (vi. 54-58

;

compare Ar. Pol. v. 8 and 9). The time
of the Panathenaic festival was chosen
hecau-^e the citizens might then appear
in arms.

* Bochart (Geog. Sacr. i. xxi.) believes

the Gephyrsei to have got then• name
from the fact that they were settled at

the bridge (yeipvpa) over the Cephissus,
on the road from Athens to Eleusis. It

seems to be certain that there was a
village there called Gephyris, and a
temple of Ceres, thence said to have
been called Gephyrecan Ceres (cf. Etym.
Mag. ad voc., and Strab. ix. p.
58 1 y. But it may be questioned whether
the Gephyricans did not rather bring
their name with them into Attica. No
aacient writer connects the Gei)hyriean
family with the bridge, or with the vil-

lage of Gephyria. Nor could the temple
of Ceres near Gephyris h^ve been (as Bo-
chart supposes) theii- temple of Achaean
CcrcK (mentioned below, cli. 61

^ ; for that
wa8 in Athens. On the other hand it ap-
j>earH that Tauagra, the city from which
the Gf;ihyrj;ans came to Athens, was
anciently «illed Gephyra, and its inha-
bitants generally Gephyncans (Strab. ix.

p. 586 ; Steph. Byz. ad voc.
;

Etym. Magn. ad eand.). The origin of

the name was the bridge there over the
Asopus. Gephyrajan Ceres meant Ta-
nagi-asan Ceres, or Ceres whose worship
Avas introduced into Attica from Tana-
gra 'Etym. Magn. ad voc. ; Steph.
Byz. 1. s. c; and infra, ch. 61).

' On the i-eality of this immigration,
see note ^ on Bk. ii. ch. 49, and cf. Bo-
chart's Geog. Sac. (i. xvi.-xxi.j.

^ Herodotus alludes here to the legend
of the Epigoni. Ten years after the first

unsuccessful attack upon Thebes, the
sons of the seven chiefs succeeded in

taking the city and avenging their

fathers (Apollod. iii. vii. 2). This was
shortly before the Trojan war (Hom. II.

iv. 405). The great invasion of the Boe-
otians was sixty yeai'S after that event
(Thuc. i. 12). It was this which caused
the Gephyraeans to quit their country
(vide supra, i. 146; iv. 147).

* Homer (l\. vi. 168; shows that in

his time the Gi-eeks wi'ote on folding
wooden tablets. On tlie introduction
of letters into Greece from Phoenicia,

see end of Ch. v. in the Appendix to

Book ii., and on Cadmus, n- on Bk. ii.

ch. 44.—[G. W.]
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all the other Phoenicians, but afterwards, in course of time, they

changed by degrees their language, and together with it the form

likewise of their characters.^ Now the Greeks who dwelt about

those parts at that time were chiefly the lonians. The Pho3-

nician letters were accordingly adopted by them, but with some

variation in the shape of a few, and so they arrived at the

present use, still calling the letters Phoenician,^ as justice re-

quired, after the name of those who were the first to introduce

them into Greece. Paper rolls also were called from of old

" parchments " by the lonians, because formerly Avhen paper

Avas scarce ^ they used, instead, the skins of sheep and goats

—

on which material many of the barbarians are even noAV wont to

wi-ite.^

1 That the Greeks derived their letters

directly from the Phceuicians is probable

on many grounds:— 1. A glance at the

table given in the Appendix to Bk. ii.

(vol. ii. p. 268, App.) will show the close

resemblance, almost amounting to iden-

tity, between the Greek alphabet (espe-

cially in its archaic form) and the Phoe-

nician. It is evident that one is copied

from the other. 2. The names of the

letters, which are all significative in

Semitic tongues of the objects which
they were originally intended to repre-

sent, but have no meaning in Greek,
prove that the Semites are the inventors,

the Greeks the copyists. 3. The dropped
letters of the early Greek alphabet

prove the same. These are found, very
distinctly, in the numerals, where they

have the place which belongs to them
in Phoenician and Hebrew. 4. The tra-

ditional late invention of those letters,

which the Greeks possessed beyond the

Phoenicians, is an additional argument.
These points will receive illustration

from the subjoined comparative table:

—

Original
^Greek

Alphabet. )

Phcenician )

Name. 5

Sigxifica-
TION. S

Numerical \

POWER IN >

Greek. J
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59. I myself saw Cadmeiaii characters ^ engraved upon some

tripods in the temphi• of Apollo Ismenias "^ in Boeotian ' Thebes,

most of them shaped like the Ionian. One of the tripods has

the inscription following :

—

"Me did Amphitryon place, from the far Teleboans ^ coming."

included, on the authority of Ctesias,

who declared that he drew his Persian

history " from the royal parchments"
''e/c €, ap. Diod.

Sic. ii. 32). But we have (I believe)

no distinct evidence of parchment being

used at this early date by any other
"barbarous" nation. Stone and clay

seem to have been the common material

in Assyria and Babylonia; wood, lea-

ther, and paper in Egypt ; the bark of

trees and linen in Italy ; stone, wood,
and metal among the Jews. Parchment
seems never to have been much used,

even by the Greeks, till the time of

Eumenes II. (B.C. 197-159), to whom
the invention was ascribed by A'^arro

CPlin. H. N. xiii. 21).
* The old Greek letters, like the Phoe-

nician, were written from right to left,

and were nearer in shape to those of the

parent alphabet. (See the table in p.

268, Ch. v. of the App. to Bk. ii., and
n. ch. 30, Bk. ii.) They continued to

be so written till a late time on vases

;

but this appears to have been then
merely the imitation of an old fashion

;

for already, in the age of Psammetichus,
the 7th century B.C., inscriptions were
written from left to right, and the
double letters , X, , were introduced,

as well as the germ of the long vowels,

H, , a century before Simonides. The
houstrophedon style succeeded to that

from right to left, when the lines were
written alternately one Avay and the

other, like the ploughing of oxen

—

whence tlie name ; and at last the

method followed to the present day,

from left to right, was adopted. And
while the Phoenician method is common
to all the Semitic nations, it is curious
that the later Greek should have be-

come the same as the Sanscrit method,
—the Greek bejng of the Sanscrit, and
not of the Semitic family of languages

:

see n. p. 2<!7, in App. to Bk. ii. Of the
age of Greek vases nothing is certain

;

BO tliat they lead to no exact conclu-
Bion respecting the use of Greek letters,

especially as the old form of them con-
tinue<l to be imitated in later times.

In Millingen's monuments (Ancient
Unedited Monuments, plate 1) is a very

ancient bas-relief, bearing some resem-
blance in the style of the letters to the

inscription at Aboosimbel, but without
any double letters, and rather more
archaic in character, which he only con-

siders somewhat anterior to the 69th
Olympiad, B.C. 500 ; there is also a

prize vase, from its inscription supposed
to date before 582 B.C., of which the

letters are very similar to those at

Aboosimbel, though they are written

from right to left. (Millingeu, plate

1, Vases.) If the Psammetichus of

Aboosimbel were the third, this date

vould agree very well with 582 B.C. ;

but he was jjrobably the first (as stated

in n. ch. 30, Bk. ii.). The inscription

of Menecrates at Corfu is supposed to

be about 600 B.C., written from right to

left, with the aspirate and digamma,
and old form of letters. The introduc-

tion of the double letters and long

vowels was earlier in some places (as in

Asia Minor) than in others. At first

was used for €i, and for fas was
for u in ancient Italy) ; 9 was a hard
used in Corinth, Hector, and other
names, and afterwards replaced by /;.

It was the Latin Q. The aspirate

and tlie digamma F are botli found in

archaic inscriptions, the latter answer-
ing to the Latin / in many Etruscan
names ; the former a soft aspirate.

The X was a harder h, like the Arabic

^, but not guttural like the ^, which

is proved by its modern Romaic pro-

nunciation, and by the fact of the Copts

being obliged to make a new letter J)

for the guttural /;/(.—[G. W.]
« Cf. i. 52.

' JJuuotian Thehes is here distinguished

from L'f/i/ptiiin.

^ Strabo identifies the Teleboans with
the Taphians, who wei'e among the

most ancient inhabitants of Acariiauia

(vii. p. 466). He mentions the expodi-

tiou of Amjjhitryou (x. (j64, 67:5), which
is likewise spoken of by Pherecydes
(Frag. Hist. Gr. i. p. 77) and ApoUo-
dorus (ii. iv. 6, 7).
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Tliis would be about the age of La'ius, the son of Labdacus, the

son of Polydorus, the son of Cadmus.^

60. Another of the tripods has this legend in the hexameter
measure :

—

" I to far-sliooting Phojbus was offered by Sciens the boxer,

When he had won at the games—a \vondrous beautiful offering."

This might be ScaBus, the son of Ilippocoon ;
^ and the trij)od, if

dedicated by him, and not by another of the same name, woukl

belong to the time of (Edipus, the son of La'ius.

61. The third trijDod has also an inscription in hexameters,

Avhich runs thus :

—

" King Laodamas gave this tripod to far-seeing Phoebus,

When he was set on the throne—a wondrous beautiful offering."

It was in the reign of this Laodamas, the son of Eteocles, that

the Cadmeians were di'iven by the Argives out of their country,^

and found a shelter with the Encheleans.^ The Gephyraeans at

that time remained in the country, but afterwards they retired

before the Boeotians,* and took refuge at Athens, Avhere they

have a number of temples for their separate use, which the

other Athenians are not allowed to enter—among the rest, one

of Achaean Ceres,^ in whose honour they likewise celebrate

special orgies.

62. Having thus related the dream which Hipparclras saw,

and traced the descent of the Gephyrieans, the family whereto

' It may be doubted whether this Steph. Byz. ad too. ; Hecaticus, Fr. 73).

tripod belonged really to so early an There was a legend that Cadmus as-

age (see Wolf's Prolegomena, p. Iv.). sisted them against the other Illyrians

The inscription, at any rate, must have (ApoUod. iii. v. 4). Hence perhaps it

been later, and can at best only have was thought likely that the Cadmeians
expressed the belief of the priests as to would take refuge with them,
the person who dedicated the tripod. * Thucyd. i. 1"2

; supra, ch. 57.

The same remark will apply to the two * Bochart believes that the Phocni-

other inscriptions. cians introduced the worship of Ceres
^ Hippocoon was the brother of into Greece (Geog. Sac. i. xii.', and

Tyndareus and Icarion. Assisted by supposes the Gephyraans to h.A\e been

his twelve sons, he drove his two the first by whom the worship was
brothers from Lacedaemon. Afterwards brought into Attica 'ib. ch. xxi.). Cer-

Hercules slew him and his sons, and taiuly the Eleusinian mysteries appear

restored Tyndareus. One of his sons to have been thoroughly Oriental in

was named Scseus (Apollod. iii. x. 5). their character.
- Vide supra, ch. 57, note *. Lao- It is difficult to explain the epithet

damas succeeded his father Eteocles "Achiean" hei'e. The grammarians

upon the throne of Thebes. According say that it has no connexion with the

to the legend, he reigned ten years, and well-knoA\Ti Hellenic tribe, but is

was slain by the Epigoni (Apollod. iii. formed either from$ (grief) or

vii. 2). (sound), because Ceres grieved for the
^ The Encheleans were an Illyrian loss of Proserpine, or because of the

tribe. They dwelt on the coast above cymbals used in her worship (Etym.

Epidamnus (Scylax, Peripl. p. 19
;

Mag. ad voc.).
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liis murderers belonged, I must proceed with the matter whereof

I was iuteuding before to speak ; to wit, the way in which the

Atheuians got quit of their tyrants. Upon the death of Hip-

parchus, Hippias, Avho was king, grew harsh towards the Athe-

nians;'^ and the Alcmieonidae,' an Athenian family which had

been banished by the Pisistratidse,^ joined the other exiles, and

endeavoured to procure their own return, and to free Athens, by

force. They seized and fortified Leipsydrium ^ above Peeonia,^

and tried to gain their object by arms ; but great disasters befell

tliem,^ and their purpose remained unaccomplished. They

therefore resolved to shrink from no contrivance that might

bring them success ; and accordingly they contracted with the

Amphictyons ^ to build the temple which now stands at Delphi,

but which iu those days did not exist.* Having done this, they

proceeded, being men of great wealtli and members of an

ancient and distinguished family, to build the temple much
more magnificently than the plan obliged them. Besides other

improvements, instead of the coarse stone Avhereof by the con-

tract the temple was to have been constructed, they made the

facings of Parian marble.^

63. These same men, if we may believe the Athenians, during

" The great change in the charactei•

of the government after the murder of

Hipparch^is is noticed again, vi. 1-3, as

it wa;3 before in ch. 55. Thucydides
confirms this (vi. 59). He commends
the virtue and wisdom of the family up
to this time (vi. 54). Compare l^lat.

Hipp. p. 229, B.and Heraclid. Pout. i. 6.

7 Vide infra, vi. 125-1 SI, where the
earlier history of the Alcmajonidte is

given : and see note on ch. 131.
8 That is by Tisistratus himself, vho

is included among the Pisistratidae (vide
eupra, i. G+j.

'' This was no doubt an4$,
like that of Agis at Decelea (Thuc. vii.

19), which was in the same neighbour-
hood.

' This is the reading of all the MSS.
Some have proposed t<j change Pa;onia
into Parnes ; but witliout necessity.

There wa.s probably a region called

Paeonia iu Attica, the abode of the
Paouidaj mentioned Vjy Hai-pocration
(«ub voc. notai/ie?$j, and Pausanias (ii.

xviii. 7). Leipsydrium wae above this,

au(l ou the flanks of Parnes (Schol.
Arietoph. Lysist. Wo; Hesych. t'r{,;e, ad
voc. Adi^uoptoi/, and ad voc. ;').
Culoucl Leake recognises the abode and

name of the Paeouidaj (/) iu

MeniJhi, and the site of Leipsydrium iu

the monastery of St. Nicholas (^Demi of

Attica, p. 38).

If this view be taken, the site " near

the right bank of a remarkable torrent,

vhich descends directly from the sum-
mit of the mountain and flows along a

broad gravelly bed to the Cephissus,"

will favour the derivation of the word
Leipsydrium from, not (cf.

Cyrill. Lex. ined. sub voc, and the notes

to Albert's Hesychius).
^ Hence the famous Scolium (in

Atheuaius, xv. 15, p. 095, and Suidas
ad voc.\^) :

—
at, , Aeti//iJ5ptov,',

Tt ',' tSti^av, 4.
^ Vide infra, vii. 200, note.
• The old temple had been burnt

(vide supra, ii. 18U) ; according to

some, by the machinations of the Pisis-

tratidai (Philochor. Fr. H. G. vol. i. p.

395).
* The Alcmsconida} had already re-

ceived the praise of Pindar for this piece

(if munificence (Pyth. vii. oi rtov re

S'ta rh ( f ).
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their stay at Delphi persuaded the Pythoness by a bribe ^ to

tell the Spartans, whenever any of them came to consult the

oracle, either on their own private aftaii-s or on the business of

the state, that they must free Athens. So the Lacedaemonians,

when they found no answer ever returned to them but this, sent

at last Anchimolius, the son of Aster—a man of note among
their citizens—at the head of an army against Athens, with

orders to drive out the Pisistratidai, albeit they Averc bound to

them by the closest ties of friendship. For they esteemed the

things of heaven more highly than the things of men. The
troops went by sea and were conveyed in transports. Anchi-

molius brought them to an [anchorage at Phalerum ;^ and there

the men disembarked. But the Pisistratidae, who had previous

knowledge of their intentions, had sent to Thessaly, between
which country and Athens there was an alliance,'^ Avith a re-

quest for aid. The Thessalians, in reply to their entreaties,

sent them by a pubhc vote 1000 horsemen,^ under the command
of their king, Cineas, who was a Conisean.^ When this help

came, the Pisistratidae laid their plan accordingly : they cleared

the whole plain about Phalerum so as to make it fit for the

^ The Delphic oracle is again bribed
by Cleomenes, infra, vi. 66.

' Phalerum is the most ancient, as

it is the most uatm-al, harbour of

Athens. It is nearer than Pirceus to

the city (Leake's Demi, § 9, p. 397),

and the two rivers (Cephissus and Ilis-

sus), between which Athens is placed,

lead into it. The Pirteus seems not to

have been used as a port until the time
of Pericles (Pausan. i. ii. 3).

* As Boeotia is found generally on the

Spartan, so Thessaly appears on the

Athenian side. Mutual jealousy of Boeo-

tia would appear to be the chief ground
of the alliance. It was broken by the

Persian invasion, renewed B.C. 461,

when hostilities with Sparta threatened

(Thuc. i. 102), infringed by the expedi-

tion of B.C. 453 (Thuc. i. Ill), renewed
partially before B.C. 431 (ibid. ii. 22),

and fully re-established in B.C. 423
(ibid. iv. 132).

8 The Thessalians were still in that
'

' early stage of society " mentioned
by Arnold, " when the ruling order or

class has fought on horseback, their

subjects or dependents on foot " (Hist.

of Rome, vol. i. p. 71). "The cavalry

service under these circumstances has

been cultivated, that of the infiintry

neglected." In Thessaly the bulk of

the population were held in the con-
dition of serfs{)—the ruling

class, however, was large and warlike.

Hence we constantly hear of the ex-

cellence of the Thessalian horse, while
it is seldom that we have any mention
of their infantry. (CoDipare Herod,
vii. 28, 29; Thucyd. i. Ill; Ephor. Fr.

5; Pausan. x. i. 2; Polyb. iv. 8; Pint.

Men. p. 70, A. ; Hipp. Maj. p. 284, A;)

The country was favourable for pas-

turage ; and Thessalian horses were of

special excellency (vide infra, vii. 196,

and note ad loc).

^ Wachsmutli proposes to read a
" Gonniean ' {), for a " Coni-

ffiau'' {Hovicuov) here. And certainly

there is no known town in Thessaly,

from which the word " Coniajan " could

be forrned. It is impossible to under-

stand, with Larcher, Couium or Iconium,

the modern Koniijeh, in Phrygia. I

should incline, therefore, to adopt the

emendation of Wachsmutli. Gonnus,
or Gouni, is a well-known Thessalian

town (Strab. ix. p. 638; Porphyr. Tyr.

8 ; Steph. Byz. ad voc. ; Ptol. Geograph.

iii. 13 ; Liv. xlii. ')4). It laj' north of

the Peneus, a little above the com-
mencement of the pass of Tempe in

the modern valley of Dcrfli (Leake's

Northern Greece, vol. iii. pp. 381, 382).

dU
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movements of cavalry, and then charged the enemy's camp with

theii- horse, which fell with such fury upon the Lacedemonians

as to kill numbers, among the rest Anchimolius, the general,

and to drive the remainder to their ships. Such Avas the fate of

the first army sent from Lacedsemon, and the tomb of Anchi-

molius may be seen to this day in Attica ; it is at AlopecsB ^

( Foxtown ), near the temple of Hercules in Cynosargos.^

O-i. Afterwards, the Lacedaemonians despatched a larger force

against Athens, which they put under the command of Cleo-

menes, son of Anaxandridas, one of tlieir kings. These troops

were not sent by sea, but marched by the mainland. When
they were come into Attica, then- first encounter was with the

Thessalian horse, vhich they shortly put to flight, kilhng above

forty men ; the remainder made good their escape, and fled

straight to Thessaly. Cleomenes proceeded to the city, and, with

the aid of such of the Athenians as wished for freedom, be-

sieged the tyrants, who had shut themselves up in the Pelasgic

fortress.•*

65, And now there had been small chance of the Pisistratidae

falling into the hands of the Spartans, who did not even design

to sit down before the place,^ which had moreover been Avell

provisioned beforehand with stores both of meat and drink,

—

nay, it is likely that after a few days' blockade the Lace-

daemonians would have quitted Attica altogether, and gone back

to Sparta,—had not an event occurred most unlucky for the

besieged, and most advantageous for the besiegers. The children

of the Pisistratidao Avere made prisoners, as they were being re-

moved out of the country. By this calamity all their plans

were deranged, and—as the ransom of their children—they con-

sented to the demands of the Athenians, and agreed witliin five

days' time to quit Attica.'' Accordingly they soon afterwards

^ It is curious to find that the According to Clitodemus, all that the

Spartans had passed Athens, and pene- Pelasgi did was to level the surface

trated to this i)lace, which lay to the of the rock at the summit, and build

north-east of the city, at the distance a wall round the space so obtained
of about a mile and a half (iEsch. (Frag. 22, ed. Didot.).

Timarch. p. 1 19). We may suspect ^ Aware, apparently, of their ina-

that Herodotus has ill-understood the bility to conduct sieges (vide infra.

Spartan plan of campaign. The site of ix. 70). That the acropolis was^ not
Alopecic is marked by the modern at this time very strong appears from
village of Amhclohipo (Leake's Demi of the account of its siege by Xerxes
Atticii. p. 31). (viii. 52, 53). It was afterwards forti-

=• Vide infra, vi. 110, and not. ad loc. fied by Cimon CPlut. Vit. Cim. c. 13).
* That is, the Acropolis, which the * All the chief points of this nar-

I'elaugi were said to have fortified for rative are confirmed by Aristotle, who
th«! Athenians (see below, vi. 137). relates the contract of the Alcmico-
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left the country, and withdrew to Sigeum on the Scamander,^
after reigning thirty-six years over the Athenians.^ By descent
they were Pylians, of the family of the Neleids,^ to wliich

Codrus and Melanthus likewise belonged, men who in former
times from foreign settlers became kings of Athens. And hence
it was that Hippocrates ^ came to think of calling his son Pisis-

tratus : he named him after the Pisistratus who was a son of

Nestor. Such then Avas the mode in which the Athenians got

quit of their tyrants. AA'hat they did and suffered worthy of

note from the time when they gained their freedom until the
revolt of Ionia from King Darius, and the coming of Aristao-oras

to Athens with a request that the Athenians would lend the
lonians aid, I shall now proceed to relate,

66. The power of Athens had been great before ; but, now
that the tyrants were gone, it became greater than ever. The
chief authority was lodged with two persons, Clisthenes, of the

family of the Alcmeeonids, who is said to have been the per-

suader of the Pythoness,^ and Isagoras, the son of Tisander,

who belonged to a noble house, but whose pedigree I am not

able to trace further. Howbeit his kinsmen offer sacrifice to

the Carian Jupiter.^ These two men strove together for the

mastery ; and Clisthenes, finding himself the weaker, called to

his aid the common people.* Hereupon, instead of the four

mda3 to rebuild the Delphian temple,
the importunity of the oracle in their

favour, the expedition of Anehimolius
by sea, his defeat, the expedition of

Cleomenes " with a larger force," his

victory over the Thessalians, the retreat

of Hippias into " the Pelasgic fortress,"

and the cajjture of the children as they
vere being conveyed out of the country
(Fr. 17).

7 Vide infra, ch. 94, 95.

^ It appears from Aristotle (Polit.

V. 9) that this period is exclusive of the

time passed by Pisistratus in exile after

his first seizure of the sovereignty.

From the heginnimi of the reign of

Pisistratus, to the final expulsion of his

sons, was a period of fifty-one years

(Arist. 1. s. c. ; Scholiast, ap. Aristoph.

Vesp. 500^. Pisistratus seized the so-

vereignty, B.C. ; died, B.C. 527,

having reigned nearly 1 7 years out of the
.-)3. Hippias reigned 14 years before the
death of Hipparchus (b.c. 514), and four

afterwards. He was expelled B.C. 5 1 0, per-

haps in the same year with the Tarquins.
'• The tale went, that Melanthus (the

fifth in descent from the Homeric Nes-

tor, son of Neleus, and king of Pylos),
was king of Messenia at the time of the
return of the Heraclidas. Being ex-
pelled, he sought a refuge in Attica,
M'hei-e he was kindly received, and even
placed upon the throne—Thymcctes,
the existing monarch, being forced to
abdicate in his favour. This will explain
the terms "Pylians," and "Neleids"
(cf. Hellan. Fr. lu, and Demo, Fr. 1,

ed. Didot.).
^ Supra; 1. 59.
- Supra, ch. 62.
^ That the Carians were once widely

spread through the Cyclades, is wit-
nessed both by Hei'odotus (i. 171) and
Thucydides (i. 4). There would be
nothing surprising, therefore, in an
ancient settlement of Carians upon the
Attic peninsula. Strabo notices descents
of Carians upon the coasts of Attica
(ix. p. 577).

'' We seem here to meet again with
the old triple division of parties—the
Pediaii, Parali, and Diacrii, of fifty years
back (supra, i. 59). Isagoras had, ap-

parently, revived the party of Lycur-
gus (the Pedicel), which was that of the
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tribes ^ among• which the Athenians had been divided hitherto,

Clistheni^s made ten tribes, and parcelled out the Athenians

ancient landed aristocracy: Clisthenes

had taken his father's phice at the head
of the Tai-ali, or wealthy middle class,

who were attached to the timocratical

constitution of 8olou : while the Diacrii,

or democrats, were without a leader,

but had strength sutKcient to turn the

scale either way. Clisthenes, it seems,

was not a democrat by choice, but from
necessity. It was only when he found
himself unable to contend successfully

with Isagoras, that he had recourse to

the democratical partj'. (Vide infra,

ch. G9, note '.)

^ That is, the Geleontes or Teleontes,

Hopletes, .^gicoreis, and Argadeis, the

ancient hereditary tribes of Attica. Mr.
Grote (Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 69)

denies that there is any sufficient ground
for believing that a division into castes,

such as the names of these tribes has
been thought to indicate, ever prevailed

in Attica. In this he opposes, among
the ancients, Plato, Strabo, and Plu-
tarch; among the moderns, almost all

who have written itpou the subject

(C. F. Hermann, § 9+; Thirlwall, vol.

ii. p. 7 ; Boeckh, Corp. Insc. 36.j5

;

Hlgen, p. 38-50 ; Schomann de Com.
Ath. p. 351, &c.). It seems incon-
ceivable that names, three out of four
of which read so cleai'ly Warriors
(Hopletes), Goatherds (.iEgicoreis\ and
Artisans (Argadeis), can have been given
except to classes formed according to

professions, at /east at the outset. The
difficulty and uncertainty that attaches
to the fourth name, which appears under
three forms—Geleontes, Gedeontes, and
Teleontes—cannot invalidate the ar-

gument derived from the other three.

Teleontes, which rests upon decent au-
thority (Eurip. Ion. 1579 ; Pollux, viii.

109 ; Steph. Byz. ad voc. AlytKOpews). is

certainly the form most easy of explana-
tion, for this would be etymologically
connected with (\(, r4\os,, and
would give the excellent sense of Priests
or Consecratoi-s (of. Strabo, viii. p. 556).
Geleontes, which has far the greatest

Aveight of authority, since it is the form
of the Inscriptions as well as that of the
best MSS. of Herodotus, may possibly
only be a variant from this, according
to the notice which we tind in Hesy-
chius, that ytKta was in use for re'Aeo

(Hesych. ad voc. -). The form
Gedeontes h;is the least authority (Plu-
tai'ch only), and may be safely set

aside as having arisen from ill-written

MSS., in which2 might
easily be mistaken for2.

It would seem therefore that at

Athens in very early times there vere
four castes: 1. Priests; i'. Warriors; 3.

Herdsmen; and 4. Mechanics. This
may be considered as tolerably cei-tain

from the appellations themselves. It is

also confirmed by several writers of fair

name and note. The passages in Plato

(Timivnis, p. 24, .; Critias, p. 110, C),
where ancient Athens is compared to

Egypt in respect of its castes, are well

known. They are the more valuable,

because, so far as appears, the fact re-

corded is not based upon the etymology
of the names of the tribes, or indeed

connected consciously with the tribes at

all. Plutarch's statement is distinct and
positive (Vit. Solon, ch. 25) ; and the
error in detail—the substitution of

husbandmen for priests—iuises from
his having the false form yeSfovres, for\5. Strabo also, \vho is a re-

spectable authority, has no doubt of the
four tiibes having been castes. His
account exactly accords with the view
taken above ; for it is of no importance
that he uses the term husbandmen (yewp-

yoi) for goatherds {alyiKopeh), to de-

signate the caste which got its Hving
from the soil.

If we admit the fact of the existence

of castes in Attica in the earliest times,

it becomes a matter of importance to

inquire, vhence did these castes come?

—

were they of home growth, or intro-

duced from abroad? They have been
regarded as favouring the notion of a
special connexion of Athens with Egvpt
(Diodor. Sic. i. 28; Thirlwall, vol.' ii.

p. 67) ; and in Plato they certainly

appear in this shape; but it is difficult

to say whether this is the true account
of them, or whether the fact is not,

that the same spirit which prevailed in

eai-ly times in Egypt and India, also

independently sprang up in Greece.

The nature of the special connexion, if

any, between Egypt and Athens, is

not agreed on. Plato gives no ac-

coimt of it ; and Phanodemus and
Callisthenes, the earliest writers who
propounded a theory, derived Sais from
Athens (ap. Procl. Comment, in Plat.

Tim. p. oM). The Egyptian colony to

Attica seems to have been a late in-

vention of the Eg}-ptians themselves.
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among them. He likewise changed the names of the tribes ; for

whereas they liad till now been called after Geleoii, ^ligicores,

Argades, and Hoples, the fonr sons of lon,•^ Chsthenes set these

names aside, and called his tribes after certain other heroes,'' all

of whom were native, except Ajax. Ajax was associated because,

although a foreigner, he was a neighbour and an ally of Athens. "*

67. My belief is that in acting thus he did but imitate his

maternal grandfather, Clisthenes, king of Sicyon.^ This king,

when he was at war with xVrgos, put an end to the contests of the

rhapsodists at Sicyon, because in the Homeric poems Argos and
the Argives were so constantly the theme of song. He likewise

conceived the wish to drive Adrastus, the son of Talaiis, out of

his country,^ seeing that he Avas an Argive hero. For Adrastus

had a shrine at Sicyon, which yet stands in the market-jilace of

the town. Clisthenes therefore Avent to Delphi, and asked the

It appears first in Diodorus (1. s. c),
whence it passes to Eusebius (Chron.
Can. ii. p. 280), Tzetzes, Suidas, &c.

Still thei-e is, undoubtedly, a resem-
blance in i-eligiou and art, as well as in

political institutions, between Athens and
Egypt, favours the notion of some
special early connexion. (See Thiersch's

Epochen der Bildenden Kunst, p. 2fi.)

The chief objection to the view which
derive the Atheuian castes from

Egypt, is the fact, of which there seems
to be good evidence, that the four tribes

Avere not peculiar to Athens, but common
to all the Ionian Greeks. The tradition

which makes Teleon and his brothers

sons of Ion, embodies this fact ; and it

is proved, not only by the statement of

Herodotus (infra, ch. 69), but also by
inscriptions from the Ionian towns of

Asia Minor (Boeckh, Corp. Ins. 3078,

3079, 3uH5), which show the existence

of these divisions in them. It is also

important to observe that remnants of

caste divisions and caste pi-ejudices

appear through Greece generally, vhich
seem to indicate the entire and uni-

versal prevalence of caste in earlier

times. Of this nature are the here-

ditary priesthoods common to many
states; and the descent of offices and
employments from father to son, which
is known to have pre\'ailed at Sparta

and elsewhere, and of which Herodotus
himself gives instances in the next Book
(infra, vi. 60, and not. ad loc. ; see

also Hermann's Pol. Ant. § 5). It is

astonishing to find an assertion in

Clinton (F. H. vol. i. p. 54), that of the

institution of castes " there are no
vestiges in any part of Greece "

!

^ The same names are given, but with
the reading of Teleon for Geleon, in

Euripides (Ion. 1579-1581, ed. t)in-

dorf. ). In accordance with this, Julius
Pollux (viii. 9, p. 931), and Stephen of
Byzantium (ad voc. AlyiKOpeais), give
the tribes as Teleontes, Hopletes, .iEgi-

coreis, and Argadeis. The Inscriptions

of Cyzicus contain the full list, but with
the form Geleoutes.

'' The names of the Attic tribes were
Erechtheis, .iEgeis, Pandionis, Leontis,

Acamantis, (Eneis, Cecropis, Hippo-
thoontis, Mantis, and Antiochis ; the
heroes being Erechtheus, ,/Egeus, Pan-
dion, Leos, Acamas, QSneus, Cecrops,
Hippothoun, Ajax, and Antiochus. The
order given is that observed upon the
monuments.

" Ajax was the tutelaiy hero of
Salamis (vide infra, viii, 64 and 121 \
According to Homer, his troops at

Troy were drawn up next to those of

Athens.

S' e<c25 aye SvoKaiSeKa )5,
' ', '- .

11. . 557, 55S.

^ Concerning this king, see below,

vi. 126.
' Adrastus, king of Argos, and leader

of the first (mythic) attack ui^on Thebes
(Eurip. Phocniss. ; Apollod. iii. vi. §
3-7), was worshipped as a hero in

several places: among the rest at Me-
gara (Pausau. i. xliii. 1) and Athens
(ibid. 1. XXX. 4).
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oracle if he might expel Adrastus. To this the Pythoness is re-

ported to have alls^yered
—" Adrastus is the Sicyonians' king, but

thou art only a robber." So when the god would not grant his

request, he went home and began to think how he might contrive

to make Adrastus withdraw of his own accord. After a while

he hit upon a plan Avhich he thought Avould succeed. He sent

envoys to Thebes in Ba3otia, and informed the Thebans that he

wished to bring Melanippus,- the son of Astacus, to Sicyon. The

Thebans consenting, Clisthenes carried Melanippus back with

liim, assigned him a precinct Avithiu the government-house, and

built him a shiine there in the safest and strongest part. The

reason for his so doing (which I must not forbear to mention)

was, because Melanippus was Adrastus' great enemy, having

slain both his brother Mecistes and his son-in-law Tydeus.^ Clis-

thenes, after assigning the precinct to Melanippus, took away

from Adrastus the sacrifices and festivals wherewith he had till

then been honoured, and transferred them to his adversary.

Hitherto the Sicyonians had paid extraordinary honours to

Adrastus, because the country had belonged to Polybus,'* and

Adrastus was Polybus' daughter's son ;
^ whence it came to

pass that Polybus, dying childless, left Adrastus his kingdom.

Hesides other ceremonies, it had been their wont to honour

Adrastus with tragic choruses, which they assigned to him

rather than Bacchus, on account of his calamities.^ Clisthenes

now gave the choruses to Bacchus, transferring to Melanippus

the rest of the sacred rites.

68. Such Avere his doings in the matter of Adrastus. With

respect to the Dorian tribes, not choosing the Sicyonians to hare

the same tribes as the Argives, he changed all the old names for

new ones ; and here he took special occasion to mock the Sicyo-

nians, for he drew his new names fi'om the words " pig/' and
" ass," adding tliereto the usual tribe-endings ; only in the case

of his own tribe he did nothing of the sort, but gave them a name

- A statue of Melanippus is probably * The Scholiast on Pindar (Nem. ix.)

intended. See below, ch. 80. follows the same tradition. According
* Melanippus, the son of Astacus, to him Talaus married Lysimache, the

is mentioned among the defenders of daughter of Polybus, and their issue

Thebes by Pherecydes (Fr. 51), Apol- was Adrastus. Apollodorus gives a
lodorus (ill. vi. § 8), and Pausauias different account (i. ix. § 13).

(IX. xviii. § 1). He is said to have lost " Besides the destruction of his army
hifl own life at the siege, being slain by and friends in the first expedition against

Ampl)iarau8 (Pherecyd. 1. s. c). Tliebes, Adrastus was said to have lost

* J'olybus was king of Corinth, and his son .^gialeus in the second (Hel-

Sicyon was included in his dominions lauicus, Fr. 11; Apollod. iii. vii. § 2).

''Apollod. III. V. § 7).
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drawn from his own kingly office. For he called his own tribe

the Archela'i, or liulers, while the otliers he named Hyata3, or

Pig-folk, Oneatse, or Ass-folk, and Chcereatoe, or JSwine-folk.'

The Sicyonians kept these names, not only during the reign of

Clisthenes, but even after his death, by the space of sixty years :

then, however, they took counsel together, and cliaiigcd to the

well-known names of Hyllaeans, Pamphylians, and Dymanatae,^

taking at the same time, as a fourth name, the title of ^gialeans,

from yEgialeus tlie son of Adrastus.^

69. Thus had Clisthenes the Sicyonian done.^" The Athenian

Clisthenes, who was grandson by the mother's side of the other,

and had been named after him, resolved, from contempt (as I

believe) of the lonians,^ that his tribes should not be the same as

'' The dynasty of the Orthagoridfe, to

which Clisthenes be'longed, vas not

Doi'ian, but Acliajan. Clisthenes aimed
at depressing the Doric population, and
elevating the Achfeans— liis own kins-

folk. His arrangement of the Sicyonian

tribes may be thus compared with the

older (and later) division

—

Achaeans . . . . Archela'i .

.

. . ^Egialeis.

iHyatt-B.
J

(Hylliei.

Dorians . . . . < Oneatae. > . . < Pamphyli.
t ChcEreats.

;

I D3-nianata?.

^ That these were the three ancient

tribes of the Dorians is now univer-

sally acknowledged. Miiller TDorians,

vol. ii. pp. 76, 78, E. T.) has collected

the principal testimonies. The most
direct is that of StejDheu of Byzantium
(ad voc.);, 4^ TpeiS, ', ,- (Compare also the words
of the same writer, ad. voc. "T\Xe7s.)

Homer ill. ii. 668; Od. xix. 177), He-
siod (Frag. vii. ed. Gottling), Pindar

(Pythl i. 61), and Ephorus (Fr. lu),

besides Herodotus, confirm the state-

ment of Stephen. A multitude of in-

scriptions from the ruins of different

Dorian towns lead to the same conclu-

sion.

The names were traced to Pamphylus
and Dyman, the two actual sons, and
Hyllus, the adopted son, of ^Egimius,

who was tlie traditional king of Doris

at the time of the flight of the Hera-

cleids.

^ .iEgialeans was the ancient name of

the primitive lonians of this tract (vide

infra, vii. 94; cf. Apollod. ii. i. § 1, and
Strabo, viii. p. 555). Pausanias con-

jectures, with reason, that the term
was derived from the common word
alyia\os, "coast," and signified "the

VOL. III.

dwellers along the shore" (vii. i. § 1).

Compare the Attic- (supra, i.

59). It is not ixnfrequeut to find a

tribe or tribes of the aboriginal inha-

bitants alongside of the Hylleans, Dy-
manes, and Pamphyles, in a Dorian
state. In Argos, and perhaps in Epi-

daurus, the Hyrnithian was such a

tribe (Stejih. Byz., ad voces et
'). In Corinth there appear
to have been five such (Miiller's Do-
I'ians, vol. ii. p. 58, E. T.).

"^ An interesting account is given by
Nicolas of Damascus, of the mode in

which Clisthenes obtained the throne.

Clisthenes was the youngest of three

brothers, and had therefore, in the

natui'al coui'se of things, little hope of

the succession. Myron, however, his

eldest brother, having been guilty of

adultery with the wife of Isodemus the

second brother, Clisthenes pei'suaded

the latter to revenge himself by slaying

the adulterer. He then represented to

him that he could not reign alone, as it

was impossible for him to offer the

sacrifices ; and was admitted as joint

king on this account. Finally, be had
Isodemus persuaded to go into volun-

tary exile for a year, in order to purge

his pollution; and during his absence

made himself sole king Fr. 61).

' There can be no doubt that Clis-

thenes was actuated by a higher motive.

He abolished the old tribes, not be-

cause they vere Ionic, but because they

were exclusive : his intention was to

break down an old oligarchical distinc-

tion, and to admit the more readily to

the franchise fresh classes of the free

inhabitants. The old tribes were here-

ditary, and with their machinery of

phratries and clans (YeVrj), tended to

Q
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theirs ; and so followed the pattern set him by his namesake of

Sieyou. Having brought entirely over to liis own side the common
jjeople of Athens, Avhom he had before disdained,^ he gave all the

tribes new names, and made the number greater than fonnerly

;

instead of the four phylarchs he established ten ;
^ he likewise

placed ten demes in each of the tribes ;* and he was, now that

the common people took his part, very much more powerful than

his adversaries.

70. Isagoras in his turn lost ground ; and therefore, to counter-

plot his enemy, he called in Cleomenes the Lacedaemonian, who

had already, at the time when he was besieging the Pisistratidae,

made a contract of friendship with him. A charge is even

brought against Cleomenes that he Avas on terms of too great

familiarity Avitli Isagoras's wife. At this time the first thing that

he did, was to send a herald and require that Clisthenes, and a

large number of Athenians besides, whom he called " The Ac-

confine within veiy narrow limits the

rights of Athenian citizenship. A free

plebs had grown up outside the heredi-

tary tribes at Athens, as it did at

Rome, and by the same means, except
that in Rome the element of forced, in

Athens that of free, settlers prepon-
derated. Clisthenes resolved to admit
all free Athenians to the franchise, and
therefore enrolled the entire free popu-
lation in local tribes. It would have
been almost impossible for him to have
set up fresh hereditary tribes by the

side of the ancient ones ; for " a tie of

faith and feeling " connected these

together, which could not have been
"conjured suddenly up as a bond of

union between comparative strangers."

Mr. Gr(-)te views these transactions in

their true light (Hist, of Greece, vol. iv.

pp. 109-175).
^ So we were told before, that when

Clisthenes "found himself the weaker,
he called to his aid the common people

"

(ch. GO). On what grounds Mr. Grote
supposes it " not unreasonable to give

Clisthenes credit for a more forward
generous movement than is implied in

the literal account of Herodotus," does
not appear. We may certainly do so

;

but then we reject the authority of the
MTJter who is our only guide in the
mutter, and who, as a lover of demo-
cracy (vide infra, ch. 7«), would not
willingly have spoken evil of one who
hiul done so much for it as Clisthenes.
Are democrats alone of all mankind

immaculate ?

^ Vide supra, ch. 6G. By Phylarchs,

in this place, Herodotus probably means
the /6)! , who took
the place of tlie old <pv\o$affiKe7s, as

the heads of the tribes. The Phylarchs
proper were, under the Hipparchs, the
chief ofiScers of the cavalry (cf. Her-
mann's Pol. Ant. of Greece, §§111 and
152).

* It seems to me quite impossible

that this passage can bear the construc-

tion given it by Wachsmuth, and
adopted by Mr. Grote (vol. iv. p. 176,

note»), or indeed admit of any sense but
that assigned it in the text. Whether
Herodotvis was mistaken, as Hermann
fl. s. c.) supposes, or whether, as Scho-
mann contends (De Com. Att. p. 363),

the number of demes was originally

100, and was afterwards increased to

the 170 mentioned by Polemo (ap.

Strab. ix. p. 575), is an open question.

Perhaps scarcely sufficient ground has
been shown for questioning the state-

ment of Herodotus.
The fact is quite ascertained, that

the demes of which each tribe was com-
posed, were not locally contiguous
(Leake's Demi of Attica, p. 13 ; Grote,
vol. iv. p. 177). It is a happy conjec-

ture of Mr. Grote's, that the object in

view was the avoidance of those local

feuds and jealousies of which we have a

trace in the contentions of the Diacrii,

the Pediaci, and the Parali (supra, ch.

06, note, and i. 59).
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cursed," should leave Athens.^ This message he sent at tlie

suggestion of Isagoras : for in the affair referred to, the blood-

guiltiness lay on the Alcma^onida} and their partisans, while he
and his friends were quite clear of it.

71. The way in which "The Accursed "at Athens got their

name, was the following. There was a certain Athenian called

Cylon, a victor at the Olympic games,•' who aspired to the

sovereignty, and aided by a number of his companions, who were
of the same age with himself, made an attempt to seize the
citadel.'^ But the attack failed ; and Cylon became a suppliant

at the image.^ Hereupon the Heads of the Naucraries,^ who at

* The same demand was made imme-
diately before the breaking out of the
Peloponnesian Avar (Thiicyd. i. 126)

;

when it was directed against Pericles,

who was connected, thiOugh his mother,
with the Alcmseonid family (infra, vi.

131>
^ Cylon gained the prize for the-

\os, or double foot-race (Pausan. i.

xxviii. 1).

' Cylon's enterprise, and the circum-
stances which led to it, have been better

stated by Bishop Thirlwall than by
Mr. Grote. The latter does not appear
to see any stir of the democratic ele-

ment at Athens, until the time imme-
diately preceding the legislation of

Solon. But, as Dr. Thirlwall well re-

marks, the legislation of Draco, which
tended to limit the authority of the
nobles, cannot have proceeded from
their own wish, but must have been
extorted from them by the growing
discontent of the people (vol. ii. p. 1«).

A popular stir, therefore, began be-

fore Draco's legislation—a demand for

written laws, like that which at Rome
led to the Decemvirate—Draco was ap-

pointed to satisfy this demand, but
framed his laws in a manner " designed

to overawe and repress the popular
movement," which had led to his being

set up as lawgiver. The insurrection

of Cylon was the natural consequence
of this attempt at repression; it was a

democratic movement, at least it de-

rived its chief strength from the dis-

content of the masses ; and this, although
Cylon was a Eupatrid. AVhether Cylon's

views were selfish or not, we cannot

say. He may have designed what Pisis-

tratus afterwards accomplished, or he
may have been really the Spurius Cas-

sias, or Titus Manlius of Athens. His
failure left the Athenians to groan

under the weight of a criiel oligarchy

for at least eighteen more years (from
B.C. 612 to B.C. 594. See on this sub-
ject, Hermann's Pol. Antiq. § 103, and
the writers there quoted, Meier, W'elcker,

and Siebelis). It is remarkable that
Cylon's statue was preserved in the
Acropolis to the days of Pausanias

(i. xxviii. § 1), a sign of the gratitude

of the people.
^ The account in Thucydides (i. 126)

is much fullei', and may itself be com-
pleted from Plutarch's Solon, c. 12.

According to these writers, Cylon him-
self escaped. His adherents took refuge

in the temple of Minerva Polias, and
when induced, under promise of being
spared, to surrender, fastened them-
selves with a rope to the statue of the

goddess, and so descended into the
town. On their way the rope broke, or

was cut ; and they were immediately set

upon. Many fled for refuge to the
sanctuary of the Furies, which hap-
pened to be neai•, but \vere slain at the

altars. Megacles, who was chief archon
at the time, directed the proceedings

(Heracl. P. i. 4); and hence the guilt of

the double sacrilege was considered

to rest chieflj' on him. During the

rule of Solon, Epimenides was employed
to devise an expiation of the crime

;

but the measures which he took (Diog.

Laert. i. 110) failed to satisfy ijublic

opinion.
^ The Naucraries were divisions of

the ancient tribes : in each tribe there

were three Trittyes, and in each Trittys,

four Naucraries. Thus the number of

these last was 48. According to some
writers, each Naucrary was bound to

furnish a vessel to the navy, and this

Avas the origin of the name(.
'nnreas ,' 7)5. Pollux, viii. 108).

Q 2
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tliat time bore rule in Athens, induced the fugitives to remove

by a promise to spare their lives. Nevertheless they were all

slain ; and the blame was laid on the Alcmaeonidse. All this

happened before the time of Pisistratus.

72. When the message of Cleomenes amved, requiring Clis-

thenes and " The Accursed " to quit the city, Clisthenes departed

of his o^^•n accord. Cleomenes, however, notwithstanding his de-

parture, came to Athens, with a small band of followers ; and on his

arrival sent into banishment seven hundred Athenian families,

which were pointed out to him by Isagoras. Succeeding here, he

next endeavoured to dissolve the council,^ and to put the govern-

ment into the hands of three hundred of the partisans of that leader.

But the council resisted, and refused to obey his orders ; Avhere-

upon Cleomenes, Isagoras, and their folloAvers took possession of

the citadel. Here they were attacked by the rest of the Athe-

nians, who took the side of the council, and Mere besieged for the

space of two days : on the third day they accepted terms, being

allowed—at least such of them as were Lacedfemonians—to quit

the country. And so the word which came to Cleomfnes received

its fulfilment. For when he first went up into the citadel, mean-

ing to seize it, just as he was entering the sanctuary of the god-

dess, in order to question her, the priestess arose from her throne,

before he had passed the doors, and said—" Stranger from

Lacedaemon, depart hence, and presume not to enter the holy

place—it is not lawful for a Dorian to set foot there." But he

answered, " Oh ! woman, I am not a Dorian, but an Achaean." ^

Slighting this Avarning, Cleomenes made his attempt, and so he

was forced to retire, together with his Lacedaemonians.^ The

This derivation, however, is rather of Four Hundred. For the constitu-

jihiusible than probable ; and the ac- tion of this council, see the excellent

count of the word which connects it account in the Dictionary of Antiqui-

Avith vaUiv, and makes the vavKpapos ties 'jjp. 155-159).

f= vavKKi]pos) "a householder," is on '^ The Heraclidic were, according to

all accounts to be preferred. the vnianimous tradition, the old royal

As Tluicydides says that the nine family of the Peloponnese, when it was
archons at this time managed affairs, yet Achcean. Expelled thence, they
some writers (as Harpocratiou) have had found a refuge in Doi-is, and been
confounded the Heads (Prytaueis) of adopted by the Dorians into their na-

the Naucraries with the archons. It is tion. Hence in the legend mentioned
better to suppose that they were the above (note * on ch. fiH ), Hyllus is the
cliief mil if III•;/ officers, or that they adopted son of uEgimius (Ephor. Fr.

formed a council or court which assisted 10).

the chief archons in the decision of ^ The Athenians always cherished a
criminal causes (Wachsmuth, i. p. 24G

;
lively recollection of this triumph over

Tliirlwall, ii. p. 22, note). tiieir great rivals. Even Aristophanes,
' The new council of 500, fifty from notwithstanding his peace policy, can-

each local tribe, which Clisthenes had not refrain from indulging in the recol-

recently aulmtitutcd for Solon's council lection. According to him Cleomenes
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rest were cast into prison by the Athenians, and coudeinned to

die,—among them Timasitheiis the Delphian, of whose prowess
and courage I have great things which I could tell.'

73. So these men died in prison.^ The Athenians directly

afterwards recalled Clisthenes, and the seven hundred femilies

which Gleomenes had driven out ; and, further, they sent envoys
to Sardis, to make an alliance with the Persians, for they knew
that war would follow with Gleomenes and the Laceda)monians,
When the ambassadors reached Sardis and delivered their mes-
sage, Artaphernes, son of Hystaspes, who was at that time
governor of the place, inquired of them " who they were, and in

what part of the world they dwelt, '^ that they wanted to become
allies of the Persians ? " The messengers told him ; upon which
he answered them shortly—that " if the Athenians chose to give

earth and water to King Darius, he would conclude an alliance

with them ; but if not, they might go home again." After con-

sulting together, the envoys, anxious to form the alliance, accepted

the terms ; but on their return to Athens, they fell into deep
disgrace on account of their compliance.

74. Meanwhile Gleomenes, who considered himself to have
been insulted by the Athenians both in word and deed, was draw-

ing a force together from all parts of the Pelopounese, witliout

informing any one of his object ; which was to revenge himself

on the Athenians, and to establish Isagoras, who had escaped with

him from the citadeV as despot of Athens. Accordingly, with a

large army, he invaded the district of Eleusis,** while the

Boeotians, who had concerted measures with him, took CEnoc " and

had to surrender his arms, and to retire •* Vide suj^ra, i. 1 53, and infra, ch.

in a very miserable plight — }) 105.(-, irivwv, pvwwv,- ^ Disguised, probably as a Spartan,, 6| &.$ (Lysist. 269). ^ According to the Scholiast on Aris-
• Pausauias, referring to this passage, tophanes (Lysist. 1. s. c), Gleomenes

relates that Timasitheus was a pancra- took Elousis on his way back from
tiast, and had won three victories at the Athens, and was aided in so doing by a
Pythian, and two at the Olympian number of Athenians. These traitora

games ( vi. viii. § 4). His statue—the were punished by the confiscation of

work of Agelades the Ai'give—was still their goods, the razing of their houses
standing at Olympia when Pausanias to the ground (cf. Liv. ii. 41), their own
wrote (ibid. § 6). condemnation to death, and the public

^ Mr. Blakesley (not. ad loc.) calls in inscription of their names as condemned
question this severity, but (as it seems felons on a brazen pillar in the Acro-

to me) without reason. The passage of polls.

the Scholiast on Aristophanes (Lysistr. Eleusis was the key to Attica on the

273) to vhich he I'efers, belongs to a south, and its possession enabled Cleo-

later period of the histoi-y (see note " on menes to invade whenever he chose to

ch. 74). do so.

For a similar instance of the cowardly '* The (Euoo here spoken of, is un-

desertiou of allies by the Spartans, see doubtedly that near Eleuthera, which

Thuc. iii. 19-111. belonged to the tribe HipiJothooutis
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Hvsue/ two country-towns upon the frontier; and at tlie same

time the Chaleideans,'- on another side, phmdered diA'ers pkices

in Attica. The xVthenians, notwithstanding that danger threat-

ened them from every quarter, put off all thought of the Bceotians

and Chaleideans till a future time,^ and marched against the

IV'ioponnesians, Avho were at Eleusis/

75. As the two hosts were about to engage, first of all the Co-

rinthians, bethinking themselves that they were perpetrating a

Avroug, changed their mmds, and drew oft' from the main army.

Then Demaratus, son of Ariston, who was himself king of Sparta

and joint-leader of the expedition, and till now had had no

sort of quarrel with Cleomenes, followed their example. On
account of this rupture between the kings, a law was passed at

•Sparta, forbidding both monarchs to go out together with the

army, as had been the custom hitherto. The law also provided,

that, as one of the kings was to be left behind, one of the Tvn-

(Harpocration ad voc). Its vicinity to

Hysite is sufficient to pi'ove this; for the
other CEnoe was close to Marathon, near
the eastern coast, 30 miles from Hysise

(Leake's Demes, p. 85). The exact site

is not agreed upon. Kiejjert places it at

the modern Falwo-kastro, which is not
more than six miles from Eleusis (Atlas

von Hellas, Blatt X.). Leake regards it

as identical with Gkyftu-kastro, which
lies close under Cithteron, in a narrow
valley thi-ough which must have passed
the road from Athens to Platica. His
arguments appear to me conclusive

(Demi of Attica, pp. 129-11).
CEnoe was a place of great importance

m the Pelopounesiau war (Thucyd. ii.

18, 19, viii. 98). It was taken by the
Boeotians, b.c. 411, but probably soon
after recovered by Athens.

' HysiiB lay on the north side of Ci-

thaeron, in the plain of the Asopus
(infra, ix. 15, 25; Strab. ix. p. 587), be-
tween Platsea and Erythnc. It belonged
naturally and commonly to Bceotia.

Homer mentions it, under the name of

Hyria, as a Ba'otian city. (11. ii. 490.
Compare Strab. 1. s. c.) It seems to
have been recaptured by Athens soon
after this (infra, Vi, 108), but to have
reverted to Thebes before the time of
the Peloponnesiau war (Thucyd. iii. 24;
viii. 98;.

• Chalcis had been one of the most
important cities in Greece. It was said
to liave been originally a colony from
Athene fStrab. x. p. 051), but shortly
ac'iuired complete independence. In a

war which it had maintained with Ere-.

tria, some considerable time before
this, all Greece had been concerned on
the one side or the other (Thucyd. i.

15, and infra, ch. 99). Few cities sent
out so many, or such distant colonies.

The whole peninsula situated between
the Thermaic and Strj-monic gulfs, ac-

quired the name of Chalcidice', from the
number of Chalcidean settlements (Thu-
cyd. passim). Seriphus, Peparethus, and
others of the Cyclades, were Chalcidean
(Seym. Chius, 1. 585). In Italy and
Sicily, the colonies of Chalcis exceeded
in number those of any other state.

Xaxos, Leontiui, Catana, Zancle, Rhe-
gium, and Cuma, were among them
(Thucyd. vi. 3, 4 ; Strab. vi. . 370).

The government of Chalcis was aris-

tocratic (vide mfra, ch. 77). Its site is

fixed by the fact that it lay exactly at

the narrowest part of the channel of the
Euripus (Strab. x. p. 648), It is there-
fore the modern Egrijio, or Negrojjont.

* Compare the very similar course
taken by Pericles in the campaign of
B.C. 445 (Time. i. 114).

•* The situation of Eleusis is very dis-

tinctly marked. It lay on the coast

(Scylax, Peripl. p. 47 ; Strab. ix. p.

572), opposite Salamis, at the point
where the western Cephissus x-eached

the sea. (Pausan. i. xxxviii. § 7.) It

thus commanded the coast route from
the Peloponnese into Attica. (Leake a

Demi, p. 154). The little village of
Lcjjsina (€?/) marks the site.
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daridie should also remain at home ;^ whereas hitherto both had
accompanied the expeditions, as auxiharies. So Avhen the rest

of the allies saw that the Lacedemonian kings were not of one
mind, and that the Corinthian troops had quitted their post, they
likewise drew off and departed,

76, This was the fourth time that the Dorians liad invaded

Attica : twice they came as enemies, and twice they came to do
good service to the Athenian people. Tlieir first invasion took

j3lace at the period when they founded ]\Iegara,'' and is riglitly

placed in the reign of Codrus at Athens ;' the second and third

occasions were when they came from t^parta to drive out the

Pisistratidse ; the fourth was the present attack, when Cleomenes,

at the head of a Peloponnesian army, entered at Eleusis. Thus
the Dorians had now four times invaded Attica.^

77. So when tlie Spartan army had broken up from its quar-

ters thus ingloriously, the Athenians, wishing to revenge them-

selves, marched first against the Chalcideans. The Boeotians,

however, advancing to the aid of the latter as far as the Euripus,

the Athenians thought it 1lest to attack them first. A battle was

fought accordingly ; and the Athenians gained a very complete

victory, killing a vast number of the enemy, and taking seven

^ By the TyndaridEe are meant the

sacred images, or rather symbols, of

Castor and Pollux, which several writers

tell us were objects of religious woi\ship

at Spar-ta. Plutarch (De Amor. Frat.

p. 47 tJ, A.) says they were two oblong

blocks of wood, joined together by two
transverse spars. It would seem that it

was possible to separate them. Ex-
amples of the superstitious regard at-

tached by the Greeks to images will be

found, infra, chs. 80, 81, and viii. 64, 83.

See also above, note - on ch. 67.

6 According to Pausanias (i. xxxix.

§ 4), Megara existed before the Dorian

invasion, and was at that time an Athe-

nian town. According to Strabo (ix. p.

570j and Herodotus, it was first founded,

after that invasion, by the Dorians. It

is agreed on all hands that the tract of

country, afterwards called the Megarid,

at this time belonged to Athens, and
was taken from them by the invaders.

^ The story went, that many fugitives

from the Peloponnese having fled before

the Dorian conquerors, and found a re-

fuge in Attica—among the rest Melan-

thus and his son Codrus, from Pylos

(vide supra, ch. 65)—it was thought

necessary to make an attack upon Attica

from the Peloponnese (about B.C. 1050).
Corinth and Messenia wei-e the chief in-

stigators of the invasion. It resulted in

a battle, wherein Codrus devoted him-
self for his country, in consequence of
an oracle' which declared that Athens
must either be conquered or lose her
king. He disguised himself, and was
slain, after which victory declared for

the Athenians. The Peloponnesians,
however, retained their hold upon the
Megarid, which thenceforth became a
Dorian state. (Pausan. I. s. c. ; Strab.

1. s. c; Cic. Tusc. i. 48.)
^ Some commentators, among them

Mr. Blakesley (note 202 ad loc), have
made a difficulty here, which does not
exist in the text. The four expeditious,

two friendly and two hostile, are

—

1. The expedition in the reign of

Codrus—(hostile).

2. The attack of Anchimolius on the
Pisistratidae— (friendh•).

o. The attack of Cleomenes on the
same —(friendly).

4. The expedition under Cleomenes
and Demaratus—(hostile).

The coming of Cleomenes to help
Isagoras is simply not counted, since it

Svrts not a military expedition.
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liiiiKlred of them alive. After this, on the ey same day, they

crossed into Euboea, and engaged tlie Chalcideans Avith the like

success ; whereupon they left four thousand settlers ^ upon the

lands of the Hippobotse,^—which is the name the Chalcideans

give to their rich men. All the Chalcidean prisoners whom they

took were put in ii'ons, and kept for a long time in close confine-

ment, as likewise were the Boeotians, until the ransom asked for

them was paid ; and this the Athenians fixed at two minaj the

man.- The chains wherewith they were fettered the Athenians

suspended in their citadel ; Avhere they were still to be seen in my
day, hanging against the wall scorched by the Median flames,^

opposite the chapel which faces the west.^ The Athenians made
an offering of the tenth part of the ransom-money : and expended

it on the brazen chariot drawn by four steeds,^ which stands on

^ Literally, "allotment-holders"(-). These allotnieut-holders are

to be carefully distiuguished from the

ordmary colonists ), who went
out to find themselves a home wherever
they might be able to settle, and who
retained but a very slight connexion
with the mother-country. The cleruchs

were a military garrison planted in a

conquered territory, the best portions of

whicli were given to them. They con-

tinued Athenian subjects, and retained

their full rights as Athenian citizens,

occupying a position closely analogous
to that of the Roman coloni in the earlier

times. ( Cf. Boeclih's Economy of Athens,
vol. ii. p. 176, E. T. ; and Hermann's
Pol. Ant. § 117.) This is tlie first

known instance of Athenian cleruchs:

afterwards they became very numerous.
(Plutarch, Pericl. c. ii. 34; Thucyd. iii.

50; Bceckh's Coy\). Ins. i. pp. 150, 297,
&c.)

These cleruchs are again mentioned
by name, infra, vi. loO, and alluded to,

viii. 1, and ix. 28. Mr. Grote supposes
the lands they occupied to have been
situated " in the fertile plain of Lelan-
tum, between Chalcis and Eretria."

(Vol. iv. p. 226.) This is a very pro-
bable conjecture.

' The Chalcidean Hippobotae, or
" horse-keepers," were a wealthy aris-

tocracy ^Strab. X. pp. 651, 652;, and cor-

respond to the knights '
'nr-nfts) of most

Grecian states, and the "equites," or
" celeres," of the Romans. In early
time*• wealth is measured by the ability

to maintain a horse, or horses. Com-
pare ! finfi"a, vi. 35).

- From this passage and another (vi.

79) it has been concluded that the ordi-

nary ransom among the Greeks was of

this amount. (Wesseling and Bahr, ad
loc.) But, on the principle of " exceptio
probat regulam," it may rather be ga-

thered from this passage that the rate of
two minai was MJiusual, and from the
other, that it was only a received rate

among the Pelopounesians. A pas-

sage of Aristotle (Ethics, v. 7, § 1)

makes it clear that the ordinary ransom,
at least in his day, was one mina.

^ Infra, viii. 53.

* It is conjectured that this chapel
vas the temple of Tellus Curotrophus
and Ceres Chloe, mentioned by Pausa-
nias (i. xxii. § 3) as opposite the western
face of the aciOpolis (Biihr, ad loc). Or
again, that it was the temple of Victory
without wings (Larcher, ad loc), which
seems to have intervened between that
of Tellus and Ceres, and the vestern
wall. (See Colonel Leake's plan at

the end of his 'Demi of Attica,' vol. i.

pi. 2.) But I should rather under-
stand a chapel within than one with-
out the acropolis; and by "facing the
west " I should understand " looking
westward," and not " facing the western
wall of the oo-opolis." The chapel in-

tended probably occupied the site of the
later Pandroseium, which abutted to-

wards the west on the temple of Mi-
nerva Poli;is. The fetters most likely

hung on the nortlieru or Pelasgic wall.
* Pausauias saw this in the same

place. Kal fir a, he
says. 070 BuiunSov ), \ \•
dfwv iv. (l. xxviii. § 2.)
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the left hand immediately that one enters the gateway" of the
citadel. The inscription runs as follows :

—

" When Chalcis and Bceotia dared her might,

Athens subdued their pride in valorous fight

;

Gave bonds for insults ; and, the ransom paid,

From the full tenths these steeds for Pallas made."

78. Thus did the Athenians increase in strength. And it is

plain enough, not from this instance only, but from many every-
where, that freedom is an excellent thing ; since even the Athe-
nians, who, while they continued under the ride of tyrants, were
not a whit more valiant than any of their neighbours, no sooner
shook off the yoke than they became decidedly the first of all.

These things show that, Avhile undergoing oppression, they let

themselves be beaten, since then they worked for a master ; but so

soon as they got their freedom, each man was eager to do the
best he could for himself. So fared it now with the Athenians.

79. MeauAvhile the Thebaus, who longed to be revenged on
the Athenians, had sent to the oracle, and been told by the

Pythoness that of their own strength they would be unable to

accomplish their wish :
" they must lay the matter," she said,

" before the many-voiced, and ask the aid of those nearest them."

The messengers, therefore, on their return, called a meeting, and
laid the answer of the oracle before the people, who no sooner

heard the advice to " ask the aid of those nearest them " than
they exclaimed,—" What ! are not they who dwell the nearest to

us 'the men of Tanagi-a, of Coronsea, and Thespiae?^ Yet these

men always fight on our side,^ and have aided us with a good

® For a full description of this gate- these thi'ee cities should have been sin-

way, the great Prop;/l(ca, the most mag- gled out, since, at any rate, Coronsea
nificent of the works of Pericles, see is not one of the nearest neighboui-s of
Leake's Demi of Attica (vol. i. pp. 315- Thebes. The answer would seem to be,

31S; compare Wordsworth's' Greece, that they are named from combining
p. 192, and the article Propyl^a, in importance with nearness of locality.

Smith's Diet, of Antiq. p. 963;. It The Erythrreans, Haliartiaus, &c., who
filled up the whole western end of the lay nearer to Thebes, were too weak to

acropolis, and through it was the only deserve mention in such a connexion,

entrance into the fortified enclosure. ^ Here we may discern the hegemony
The cost of the construction was 2012 of Thebes over the other cities of Bceo-

talents (nearly half a million of our tia, of which there are traces through-
money), and the time which it took in out Herodotus, but \vhich only appears
building five years (Har^iocrat. ad voc), plainly in Thucydides (iv. 91). On
The feelings with which it was regarded what the hegemony rested is not very
by the Athenians may be gathered from clear. Thebes herself claimed to have
Aristophanes (Eq. 1226-1228). Epami- /oiiiuW the other cities of Breotia (Thuc.
nondas is said to have threatened that iii. 61), but probably without any sufli-

he would carry the whole building to cient grounds. The original confederacy
Thebes, to adorn the Cadmeia there, is thought to have contained fourteen

(.iEseh. de F. Leg. p. 278, Reiske.) cities (Hermann's Pol. Ant. § 179) ; but
^ A question has been raised, why in the Peloponnesian war there seem to
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heart all tlirongli the war. Of what use is it to ask them?

But maybe this is not the true meaning of the oracle."

80. As thev Avere thus discoursing one Avith another, a certain

man, informed of the debate, cried out,
—

" Methinks that I under-

stand what course the oracle would recommend to us. Asopus,

they say, had two daughters, Thebe and Egina.^ The god means

that, as these two were sisters, we ought to ask the Eginetans to

lend us aid." As no one was able to hit on any better explana-

tion, the Thebans fortliAvith sent messengers to Egina, and, ac-

cording to the advice of the oracle, asked their aid, as the people

" nearest to them." In answer to this petition the Eginetans

said, that they would give them the ^acidee ^ for helpers.

81. The Thebans now, relying on the assistance of the iEacidae,

ventured to renew the war ; but they met Avith so rough a re-

ception, that they resolved to send to the Eginetans again,

returning the ZEacidie, and beseeching them to send some men
instead. The Eginetans, who Avere at that time a most flourish-

ing people,^ elated with their greatness, and at the same time

calling to mind their ancient feud Avith Athens,^ agreed to lend

have been only ten. The following are

sufficiently ascertained: Thebes, Tana-

gra, Coronica, Thespiie, Orchomenus,
Haliai'tus, Copse, Lebadea, Anthedou,

and Flataja. The other four are thought

to have been Chieronsea, Chalia, Oropus,

and Eleutheraj. (Cf. Clinton, F. H. vol.ii.

pp. 4«5-487, where the list is given cor-

rectly, with one exception, viz. the sub-

stitution of the district Parasopia for the

town Chalia, For this town cf. Steph.

Byz. ad voc, and Marm. Oxon. 29, 1.

p. 67.)
9 So Pindar (Isth, vii. 15-18, ed.

Dissen.)

—

S' (V ''
Alyivtf ' JTpOl'e',&& ytvovTO fliiyaTpes '-',, . ..

And compare the allusions in Nem.
iii. 3-5, and iv. 19-22. Egina is con-

stantly found as the daughter of Aso-

pus, Tbebd less often. (Cf. Pherecyd.
Frag. 78 ; Apollod. i. ix. 3 ; ill. xii. 6

;

Schol. ap. Pind. Nem. iv. 22 ; Schol. ap.

Callimach. Hymn, in Del. 78.) A good
understanding seems in fact to have
existed between Bccotia and Egina from
very early times : the ground of it was a
comniou jealousy of Athena.

' The superstitious value attached by
the Greeks to the images of the jEacids
(Feleua and Telamou; appears again

before the battle of Salamis, when these

same images were expressly sent for,

and the battle was not fought till they
arrived (viii. 64, and 83). It is notice-

able that Herodotus, Avith his usual
devout faith, identifies the images with
the Gods themselves. (Cf. Grote, iv.

p. 229, and supra, ch. 75, note =,)

- Eusebius (Chron. Can. i. xxxvi.)

gives the Eginetans the empire of the

sea) for the ten years

immediately preceding the invasion of

Xerxes, i. e. from B.C. 490 to u.C. 480.

Herodotus apparently would extend the

term and make it begin earlier. So far

back as the reign of Cambyses they had
made a naval expedition to Crete, de-

feated the Samian settlers at Cydonia
(supra, iii. 59), and founded a colony
there (Strab. viii. p. 545j ; and it was
probably their naval jjower and com-
mercial enterprise (supra, iv. 152) Avhich

had made them obnoxious to the Sa-
miaus at a far earlier period (iii. 59).

They ajipear to have been the most
enterprising of the Dorians, and in their

general character, '
' oligarchical, wealthy,

commercial, and powerful at sea, were
more analogous to Corinth than to any
other Dorian state." (^Grote iv. p. 229

;

see also tiller's Eginetans for the full

early history of this people.)
^ Related in the next chapter.
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the Tliebans aid, and forthwith went to war Avith the Athenians,

wathout even giving them notice by a herald."* The attention of

these Latter being engaged by the struggle with the Boeotians,

the Eginetans in their sliips of war made descents upon Attica,

plundered Phalerum,^ and ravaged a vast number of the town-
ships upon the sea-board, whereby the Athenians suffered very

grievous damage.

82. The ancient feud between the Eginetans and Athenians

arose out of the following circumstances. Once upon a time the

land of Epidaurus would bear no crops ; and the Epidaurians sent

to consult the oracle of Delphi concerning their afltliction. The
answer bade them set up the images of Damia and Auxesia,^ and
promised them better fortune Avhen that should be done. " »Shall

the images be made of bronze or stone ? " the Epidaurians asked

;

but the Pythoness replied, " Of neither: but let them be made
of the garden olive." ' Then the Epidaurians sent to Athens and
asked leave to cut olive wood in Attica, believing the Athenian

olives to be the holiest ; or, according to others, because there

were no olives at that time anywhere else in all the Avorld but

at Athens.^ The Athenians answered that they would give them

'' " Exceptio probat regulam." In

Greece, as at Rome (Liv. i. 32), and in

modern Europe, war was, by the rules

of international law, preceded by a

declaration. (Instances occur, Thucyd.
ii. 12 ; V. 41, &c. ; of. Wachsmuth, vol. i.

p. 133.)
" The port of Athens at the time.

(Vide supra, ch. 63, note ''.)

'' Damia and Auxesia are undoubtedly
Ceres and Proserpine, the "great god-

desses," whose most celebrated shrine

was at Eleusis. The well-known pas-

sage of Pausanias, whei'e reference is

made to these chapters in Herodotus,

leaves no doubt upon this point (ii.

XXX. 5, ra, ' &^). AVhat

the exact origin of the names may be,

is not quite so easy to determine.

Auxesia seems clearly to be the God-
dess of increase (|), that is, the

goddess who blesses the land with in-

crease, which vas the office of Prosei'-

pine when coupled with Ceres. (Pau-

san. VIII. liii. 3.) Damia has been

thought to be Demia, the 'people's god-

dess (Biihr, ad loc), or again, Damia,
the charioteer (Welcker, Zeitschrift fur

Geschicht. d. Kunst, i. p. 1 30j ; but it

appears rather to be-, " Earth-

mother," and so equivalent to Demeter,

the ordinary Greek name of Ceres. (Cf,

Macrob. Saturn, i. xii. p. 245.) The
name was in after-times transferred to
Rome, where Ceres was known as '

' Da-
mia," and her priestess as " Damiatrix."
(Festus, sub voc. Daminm.)

' Statues in wood (^) preceded
those in stone and bronze. The ma-
terial suited a ruder state of the arts.

(See Diet, of Antiq. ad voc. " Statu-
ary.")

_

^ This is, of course, not true, for the
olive had been cultivated in the east

from a very remote antiquity. (Deute-
ronom. vi. 11; viii. 8, &c.) It is, how-
ever, very likely that the olive may have
been introduced into Attica from Asia,

before it was known to the rest of

Greece. Paufsanias calls the tree in the

Pandroseium (see the next note; " the

most ancient in the world " (i. xxx. § 2),

and one of those in the Academy the
second oldest. The olive was at all

times regarded as the special pride of

Attica, where (accoi-ding to Sophocles)

it grew spontaneously, and attained a
greater size ( raSf iy a, (Ed. Col. 700) than elsewhere.

A vase of oil from the sacred olives of

Academus was the prize given to victors

at the Panathenaic games (Aristot. Fr.

2tj<3; comp. Piud. Nem. x. til et seqq.).
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leave, but on condition of their bringing offerings year by year

to ^Minerva Polias and to Ereclitlieus.^ The Epidauriaus agreed,

and having obtained what they wanted, made the images of

olive MOod, and set them up in their own country. Henceforth

tlieir Land bore its crops ; and they duly paid the Athenians what

]iad been agreed upon.

83. Anciently, and even down to the time wlien this took place,

the Eginetans were in all things subject to the Epidaurians,^ and

had to cross over to Epidaurus for the trial of all suits in which

they were engaged one with another.- After this, however, the

Eginetans built themselves ships, and, growing proud, revolted

from the Epidaurians. Having thus come to be at enmity with

them, the Eginetans, who were masters of the sea, ravaged Epi-

dam-us, and even carried off these very images of Damia and

Auxesia, which they set up in their own country, in the interior,

at a place called (Ea,^ about twenty furlongs from their city.

This done, they fixed a worship for the images, Avhicli consisted

in part of sacrifices, in part of female satiric choruses ;
* while at

the same time they aj^pointed certain men to furnish the choruses,

ten for each goddess. These choruses did not abuse men, but

only the women of the country. Holy orgies of a similar kind

were in use also among the Epidaurians, and likewise another

sort of holy orgies, Avhereof it is not lawful to speak.

' By "Minerva Polias" we are to 5), but seems to have been less inde-

understancl the Minerva who pi-esided pendent than most colonies. (Hermann,

iiver the city {ttoXls). Her temple in Pol. Ant. § 73.)

ater times was a portion of the build- - Compare the case of the Athenian

ing known to the Athenians by the subject-allies. (Xen. de Rep. Ath. i.

general name of Erechtheium, which 16-18.)

st'>'jd on the north sideof the acropoli.-s, ^ No sufficient materials exist for

nearly opposite the spot afterwards oc- fixing the situation of (Ea, vhich is not
cnpieil by the Parthenon, and was tra- mentioned by anj' other writer. It was
ditioually regarded as founded by Erech- prohnlilij where Kiepert places it, near

. theus, the tutelar hero of Attica, and as the centre of the island, on the site of the

1 the place of his bui-ial. This building modern Egina. (Chandler, vol. ii. ch. iv.

I

contained, towards the west, the Pan- p. 18.) B'ahr is certainly wrong in sup-

I droseium, or temple of Pandrosus ; - posing it to have been near the temple
wards the east, divided only by a party- of Minerva, at the north-eastern corner
wall, the temple of Minerva Polias. In of tlie island ; for that is more than
the formei•, most probably in the south- double the proper distance from the
ern projection, supported by the Cary- capital ^45 stades instead of 20).

atides, waa the sacred olive (infra, viii. • Compare the similar customs at the
50). In the latter was an altar to Erech- Eleusinian festival, which gave rise to
theus, who Wiis identified with Neptune the peculiar meaning of the words "yetpv-

at Athens. (See Col. Leake's very judi- (,-/(, and to the expression,
cious remarks in hifi 'Athens and l)emi ilxTntp i ^$. (See Beutley upon
of Attica,' vol. i. pp. 338-345, and Ap- Phalaris, p. 180.) There too we hear
pendix, § 17.) that the vomen "abused one another"

' Egina had been colonised from Epi- {4\. Suid. in
dauruB (infra, viii. 4G ; Pausan. ii. xxix. .)
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84. After the robbery of the images the Epidaurians ceased to

make the stipulated payments to the Athenians, wherefore the

Athenians sent to Epidaurus to remonstrate. But the Epi-

daurians proved to them that they were not guilty of any
Avrong :

—
" While the images continued in their country," they

said, " they had duly paid the offerings according to the agree-

ment ; now that the images had been taken from them, they

were no longer under any obligation to pay : the Athenians should,

make their demand of the Eginetans, in whose possession the

figures now were." Upon this the Athenians sent to Egina, and
demanded the images back ; but the Eginetans answered that

the Athenians had nothing Avhatever to do with them.

85. After this the Athenians relate that they sent a trireme to

Egina with certain citizens on board, and that these men, who
bore commission from the state, landed in Egina, and sought to

take the images away, considering them to be their own, inasmuch

as they were made of their wood. And first they endeavoured

to wrench them from their pedestals, and so carry them off; but

failing herein, they in the next place tied ropes to them, and set

to work to try if they could haul them down. In the midst of

their hauling suddenly there was a thunderclap, and with the

thunderclap an earthquake ; and the crew of the trireme were

forthwith seized ^vith madness, and, like enemies, began to kill

one another ; until at last there was but one left, who returned

alone to Phalerum.^

86. Such is the account given by the Athenians. The Egine-

tans deny that there Avas only a single vessel :
—" Had there been

only one," they say, " or no more than a few, they would easily

have repulsed the attack, even if they had had no fleet at all

;

but the Athenians came against them with a large number of

ships, wherefore they gave way, and did not hazard a battle."

They do not however explain clearly whether it was from a con-

viction of their own inferiority at sea that they yielded, or whe-

ther it was for the purpose of doing that which in fact they did.

Their account is that the Athenians, disembarking from their

ships, when they found that no resistance was offered, made for

the statues, and failing to wrench them from their pedestals, tied

ropes to them and began to haul. Then, they say,—and some

people will perhaps believe them, though I for my part do not,

—

* Similar stories are frequent in Pau- Athenajus (xv. xii. p. 672 B.), and the

sanias. (See i. xviii. 2 ; iii. xvi. 6; vii. story of the preservation of Delphi

xix. 3, &c.) Compare also the tale in (infra, viii. 37).
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the two statues, as they were beiup: drairged and hauled, fell

down both upon their knees ; in which attitude they still remain.•^

Such, according to them, was the conduct of the Athenians ; they

meanwhile, having learnt beforehand what was intended, had

jirevailed on the Argives to hold themselves in readiness ; and

the Athenians accordingly Avere but just landed on their coasts

when the Argives came to their aid. Secretly and silently they

crossed over from Epidaurus, and, before the Athenians were

aware, cut off their retreat to their ships, and fell uj)on them

;

and the thunder came exactly at that moment, and the earth-

quake with it.

87. The Argives and the Eginetans both agree in giving

this account ; and the Athenians themselves acknowledge that

but one of their men returned alive to Attica. According to

the Argives, he escaped from tlie battle in which the rest of the

Athenian troops were destroyed by them.'' According to the

Athenians, it was the god who destroyed their troojjs ; and even

this one man did not escape, for he perished in the following

manner. AVhen he came back to Athens, bringing word of tlie

calamity, the Avives of those wlio had been sent out on the ex-

pedition took it sorely to heart, that he alone should have sm*-

vived the slaughter of all the rest ;—they therefore crowded

round the man, and struck him with the brooches by which their

dresses were fastened—each, as she stnick, asking him, where he
had left her Imsband. And the man died in this way. The
Athenians thought the deed of the women more horrible even
than the fate of the troops ; as however they did not know how
else to punish them, they changed their dress and compelled them
to wear tlie costume of the lonians. Till tliis time the Athenian

women had worn a Dorian dress, shaped nearly like that which

prevails at Corinth. Henceforth they were made to Avear the

linen tunic, which does not require brooches.^

® The statues were still shown in the * The large horseshoe brooch with
days of Pausanias, who says he saw which ladies in our times occasionally

them III. XXX. 5, /' re .•\, fasten their shawls, closely resembles
/col . He does not, how- the ancient, which was not a
ever, nientiou their attitude, wjiich was buckle, but "a brooch, consisting of a
very unusual. pin, and a curved portion, furni.shed

' Duris of Samos (the pupil of Theo- with a hook." The Dorian tunic was of
phrastus) preferred the Argive account, woollen ; it had no sleeves, and was
He con.sidered tlie war to have oi-igiuivted fastened over both the shoulders by
in the naval aggressions of Egina upon brooches. It was scanty and short,

Athens. His habitual carelessness has sometimes scarcely reaching the knee.
made him call the Argives Spai-tans. The Ionic tunic wa-s of linen : it h.ad

(Cf. Fragm. Hist. Gi•. ii. pp. 481 and short loose sleeves, as we see in statues

488.; of the Muses, and so did not need
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88. In very trutli. liowcver, this dress is not originally Ionian,

but Carian ;'^ tor anciently the Greek Avonien all wore the costume
which is now called the Dorian. It is said further that the

Arrives and Eg-inetans made it a custom, on this same account,

for their women to wear brooches half as large again as formerly,

and to offer brooches rather than anything else in the temple of

these goddesses. They also forbade the bringing of anything

Attic into the temple, were it even a jar of earthenware,' and
made a law that none but native drinking vessels should be used
there in time to come.* From this early age to my own day the

Argive and Eginetan Avomen have always continued to wear
their brooches larger than formerly, thiOugh hatred of the

Athenians.

89. Such then was the origin of the feud which existed between
the Eginetans and the Athenians. Hence, when the Thebans
made their application for succour, the Eginetans, calling to mind
the matter of images, gladly lent their aid to the Boeotians.

They ravaged all the sea-coast of Attica ; and the Athenians were

about to attack them in return, when they were stopped by the

oracle of Delphi, which bade them wait till thirty years had

l)assed from the time that the Eginetans did the wrong, and in

the thirty-first year, having first set apart a precinct for ^acus,
then to begin the war.^ " So should they succeed to their wish,"

the oracle said ;
" but if they went to war at once, though they

would still conquer the island in the end, yet they must go

through much suffering and much exertion before taking it." On
receiving this Avarning the Athenians set apart a precinct for

brooches ; it was a long and full dress at the games. Athens, from her supe-

hiding the form, and reaching down rior skill in the art of pottery, was
generally to the feet. (Cf. Diet, of Ant., sometimes represented as its inventor.

Articles Fihuln, and Tunica.) (Plin. H. N. vii. 57.)

The poets frequently represented the - This law perhaps amounted to a

as made use of to blind persons, prohibition of the Attic pottery, and
(Cf. Soph. (Ed. Tyr. 1269; Eurip. Hec. was really for the protection of native

1152; riioen. 60, &c.) Duris said industry, though it may have been pro-

(1. s. c.) that the Athenian women on fessedly a war measure, like a blockade

this occasion first blinded the man, and or an embargo. Ancient protectionists,

then slew him {(^(, elra- like modei-n ones, sought to exclude

KTeivav I. superior manufactures, sometimes by a
^ This is another proof of the close high duty, sometimes by absolute pro-

connexion of the Carian and Greek i"aces. hibition.

(Vide supra, vol. i. pp. 548, 549.) ^ Did the Delphian priests foresee the
' The pottery of Athens was the most probability of a Persian invasion, and

celebrated in ancient Greece. One whole wish to prevent the two great mari-

quarter of the city was called Ceramei- time powers from wasting each other's

cus, or "The Potteries." Earthenware strength? Or was it only their wish to

was exiiibited at the Panathenaic fes- jjrotect a Dorian state ?

tival; and earthen vases were often prizes
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^acus—the same which still remains dedicated to him in their

market-itlace "* —but they could not hear with any patience of

waitino- thirty years, after they had suffered such grievous

wi'ong at the hands of the Egiuetans.

90. Accordingly they Avere making ready to take their revenge

wlien a fresh stir on the part of the Lacedaemonians hindered

their projects. These last had become aware of the truth—how

that the AlcmasonidsB had practised on the Pythoness, and the

Pythoness had schemed against themselves, and against the

Pisistratidie ; and the discovery was a double grief to them, for

while tliey had driven their own sworn friends into exile, they

found that they had not gained thereby a particle of good

from Athens. They were also moved by certain prophecies,

whicli declared that many dire calamities should befall them at

tlie hands of the Athenians. Of these in times past they had

been ignorant ; but now they had become acquainted Avith them

by means of Cleomenes, had brought them with him to

Sparta, having found them in the Athenian citadel, where they

had been left by the Pisistratidie when they were driven from

Athens : they were in the temple,^ and Cleomenes having dis-

covered them, carried tliem oft".

91. So when the Lacedaemonians obtained possession of the

projiliecies, and saw that the Athenians Avere growing in strength,

and had no mind to acknowledge any subjection to their control,

it occurred to them that, if the people of Attica were free, they

would be likely to be as poAverful as themselves, but if they were

oppressed by a tyranny, they would be Aveak and submissive.

Under this feeling they sent and recalled Hippias, the son of

Pisistratus, from Sigeum upon the Hellespont, where the Pisistra-

tidie had taken slielter.^ Hippias came at theii• bidding, and the

Sjuirtans on liis arrival summoned dej)uties from all their other

aUies,^ and thus addressed the assembly :

—

" Friends and brothers in arms, we are free to confess that Ave

did lately a thmg Avhich Avas not right. Misled by counterfeit

* This would be the ancient ayopi, ' This was, so far as we know, the

between the Acropolis and the Areo- commencement of what afterwards be-

pa(j;uH, where tlie statues of Harmodius came tlie regular practice — the esta-

and Aristogitou stood (Leake's Athens, blished system on which Sparta treated

p. -l'>); not the new one, which was her allies. Mr. Grote has some good
north of the city, towards the church of remarks on the importance of the occa-

iloiuti Prndntiivi. sion (vol. iv. pp. 2;il, 232). The disper-
•'• Tlie temple of Minerva I'olias (vide of the allies at the time of the la-st

Bupra. cliH. 72 and 82

>

expedition (supra, ch. 7.">) had made
' Vide supra, ch. 60. the consultation necessary.
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oracles, Ave drove from tlioir country tliose who were our sworn
and true friends, and who had, moreover, engaged to keep Athens
in dependance upon us ; and we delivered the government into

the hands of an untliankful people—a people Avho no sooner got

their freedom by our means, and grew in power, than they turned

us and our king, with every token of insult, out of their city.

Since then they have gone on continually raising their thoughts

higher, as their neighbours of Boeotia and Chalcis have already

discovered to their cost, and as others too will presently discover

if they shall offend them. Having thus erred, we will endeavour

now, with your help, to remedy the evils we have caused, and to

obtain vengeance on the Athenians. For this cause we have sent

for Hippias to come here, and have summoned you likewise from

your several states, that we niay all now with heart and hand
unite to restore him to Athens, and thereby give him back that

which we took from him formerly."

92. (§ 1.) Such was the address of the Spartans. The greater

number of the allies listened without being persuaded. None
however broke silence, but Sosicles the Corinthian, who ex-

claimed—
" Surely the heaven will soon be below, and the earth above,

and men will henceforth live in the sea, and fish take their place

upon the dry land, since you, Lacedeemonians, propose to put

down free governments in the cities of Greece, and to set up

tyrannies in their room.^ There is nothing in the whole world

so unjust, nothing so bloody, as a tyranny. If, however, it seems

to you a desirable thing to have the cities under despotic rule,

l)egin by putting a tyrant over yourselves, and then establish

despots in the other states. While you continue yourselves, as

you have always been, unacquainted with tyranny, and take such

excellent care that Sparta may not suffer from it, to act as you

are now doing is to treat your allies unworthily. If you knew

what tyranny Avas as well as ourselves, you wOuld be better ad-

vised than you now are in regard to it. (§ 2.) The government

at Corinth was once an oligarchy—a single race, called Bac-

chiadae, wdio intermarried only among themselves,^ held the

8 Hermann remarks rPol. Ant. § 32), the list in Plutarch (de Malign. Herod.

that "it was chiefly by overthrowing ch. 21) as authentic. The expedition

the tyrants in the cities of Greece, that to put down the tyranny of Polycrates

Sparta obtained her .superiority over her is the best attested case, and certainly

neighbours ;" and undoubtedly both proves that they would make great

Thucydides (i. 18 and Herodotus bear efforts with this object 'supra, iii. 44-56).

witness to the fact of her having pur- » Compare the case of the Roman
sued this policy. But it is difficult to patricians (Niebuhr's R. H. vol. ii. p-

collect many instances unless we regard 280, &c.).

VOL. Ill,
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management of affairs.^ Now it happened that Amphion, one

of these, had a daughter, named Labda,^ Avho was lame, and whom
therefore none of the Bacchiad» woukl consent to marry ; so she

was taken to wife by Aetion, son of Echecrates, a man of the town-

ship of Petra, who was, however, by descent of the race of the

Lapithffi,^ and of the house of Cieneus. Aetion, as he had no

child, either by this wife or by any other, went to Delphi to

consult the oracle concerning the matter. Scarcely had he

entered the temple when the Pythoness saluted him in these

words

—

' No one honours thee now, Aetion, worthy of honour ;

—

Labda shall soon be a mother—her offspring a rock, that will one day

Fall on the kingly race, and right the city of Corinth.'

By some chance this address of the oracle to Aetion came to

the ears of the Bacchiadse, who till then had been unable to per-

ceive the meaning of another earlier prophecy which likewise

bore upon Corinth, and pointed to the same event as Aetion's

prediction. It was the following :

—

* When mid the rocks * an eagle shall bear a carnivorous lion.

Mighty and fiei'ce, he shall loosen the limbs of many beneath them

—

Brood ye well upon this, all ye Corinthian people,

Ye who dwell by fair Peirene, and beetling Corinth.'

^

(§ 3.) The Bacchiadaj had possessed this oracle for some time

;

but they were quite at a loss to know what it meant until they

^ The trailitiou said, that after the the same as Lambda, and is a nickname
Dorian conquest of Corinth (ab. B.C. given to indicate lameness (^perhaps

lu4U), the descendants of Aletes, the because the two legs of the old Greek
Heracleid conqueror, reigned for ten lambda are of unequal length—/—this,

generations, when the monarchy was at least, seems a better reason than that

changed into an oligarchy by a process given in the Etj'm.

—

robs? 4
somewhat like that which may be traced e|ci)5$,.
at Athens, annual magistrates (Pryta- ^ The mythic antagonists of Hercules
neis) being substituted for monarchs, (Apollod. ii. vii. 7;, whose king Cseneus
but the magistracy being confined to is mentioned by Homer (^H. i. 264

;

the royal family. About half-way in Schol. ad loc).

the list of kings, \vhich is given by * There is a double pun here.

Eusebius (Chron. Can. i. ch. xxxiv.), Aetion's name is glanced at in the word
Sj'ncellus 'p. 179) and others, occurs aleros ^eagle), the place of his abode,

the name of Bacchis, from whom the Petra, in the expression iv

royal family is considered to have de- (among the rocksj.

rived its appellation of Bacchidse, or * The fountain of Peirene is described

iJacchiadae. (Heracl. Pont. v. ; Pausan. by Pausanias (ii. iii. 'aj : it was on the
II. iv. §§ .'1, 4 ; Diod.Sic. <ap. Sync. 1. s. c.) low ground, at the base of the Acro-
The whole history, previous to the Corinthus. The name, however, was
annual Prytaneis, must be considered as sometimes applied to a spring of water
in the highest degree uncertain. Mr. in the citadel, which wa.s supposed to
Clint<m, however, adopts it as authentic conmiunicate with the lower source ^ib.

into his chronology. iTables, 01. 9, 1, v. 1.) Perhaps in this place the inha-
aud vol. i. p. 129, note ".) bitants of the lower town are indicated

2 Labda, according to the Etymolo- by the former, those of the upper by
gicum Magnum (ad voc. j, is the latter part of the hexameter.
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heard tlie response given to Aetion ; then however they at once

perceived its meaning, since the two agreed so well together.

Nevertheless, though the bearing of the first prophecy was now
clear to them, they remained quiet, being minded to put to death

the child Avhich Aetion \vas expecting. As soon, therefore, as

his wife was delivered, they sent ten of their number to the

townshij) where Aetion lived, with orders to make away with the

baby. So the men came to Petra, and went into Action's house,

and there asked if they might see the child ; and Labda, who
knew nothing of their purpose, but thought their inquiries arose

from a kindly feelmg towards her husband, brought the child, and
laid him in the arms of one of them. Now they had agreed by
the way that whoever first got hold of the child should dash it

against the ground. It happened, however, by a providential

chance, that the babe, just as Labda put him into the man's arms,

smiled in his face. The man saw the smile, and was touched

with pity, so that he could not kill it ; he therefore passed it on

to his next neighbour, who gave it to a third ; and so it went

through all the ten without any one choosing to be the murderer.

The mother received her child back ; and the men went out of

the house, and stood near the door, and there blamed and re-

proached one another ; chiefly however accusing the man Avho

had fii-st had the child in his arms, because he had not done as

had been agreed upon. At last, after much time had been thus

spent, they resolved to go into the house agam and all take part

in the murder. (§ 4.) But it was fated that evil should come
upon Corinth from the progeny of Aetion ; and so it chanced that

Labda, as she stood near the door, heard all that the men said to

one another, and fearful of their changing their mind, and re-

turning to destroy her baby, she carried him off and hid him in

Avhat seemed to her the most unlikely place to be suspected, viz.,

a ' cypsel ' or corn-bin.•^ She knew that if they came back to

look for the child, they would search all her house ; and so indeed

they did, but not finding the child after looking everywhere, they

thought it best to go away, and declare to those by whom they

had been sent that they had done their bidding.'^ And thus

they reported on tlieir return home. (§ 5.) Action's son grew up,

^ Pausanias saw a corn-bin, said to in part out of this offering, in part out
have been that wherein Cypselus was of the name, Cypselus.

hidden, in the temple of Juno at '' Nicolas of Damascus makes the men
Olympia (v. xvii. § 2). It was of cedar, repent of their errand, warn Aetion, and
beautifully carved, and inlaid with gold then quit the country (Fr. 58).

and ivory. Perhaps the story grew up,

R 2
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and, in remembrance of the danger from ^vllicll he had escaped,

was named Cypsekis, after the corn-bin. When he reached to

man's estate, he went to Delphi, and on consnUing.the oracle,

received a response wliich was two-sided. It was the fol-

lowing :

—

' See there comes to my dwelling a man much favour'd of fortune,

Cypselus, son of Aiition, and king of the glorious Corinth,

—

He and his children too, but not his children's children.' *

Such was the oracle ; and Cypselus put so much faith in it that

he forthwith made his attempt,^ and thereby became master of

Corinth. Having thus got the tyranny, he showed himself a

harsh ruler—many of the Corinthians he drove into banishment,

many he deprived of their fortunes,^ and a still greater number

of their lives. (§ 6.) His reign lasted thirty years, and Avas pros-

perous to its close ; insomuch that he left the government to

Periander, his son. This prince at the beginning of his reign was

of a milder temper than his father ;^ but after he corresponded

by means of messengers with Thrasybulus, tyrant of Miletus,

he became even more sanguinaiy. On one occasion he sent a

herald to ask Thrasybulus what mode of government it Mas safest

^ Yet Psammetichua, the grandson of

Cypselus, mounted the throne. (Arist.

Pol. V. 12.) He reigned however only
three years, and then the tyranny was
put down by Sparta (Plut. de Malig.

Her. '21), or by a revolution (Kic.

Damasc. Frag. GO) : so that he could
not be called properly "much favoured
of fortune" {6\ptos).

' A long account is giv^en by Nicolas
of Dama.scus, of the mode in -which

Cypselus establislied his power. Ac-
cording to this narrative, it was chiefly

in the office of Polemarch, tliat he found
means to ingratiate himself with the
people. It was a part of the Polemarch's
duty to exact legal fines, and former
polemarchs liad kept the condemned in

prison until they were paid ; but
Cypselus would imprison no one. Some-
times he took securityj sometimes he
himself became security, and he always
remitted the portion of tlie fine which
belonged to him. Having thus made
himself popular, he proceeded to ex-
tremities, slew Patroclides, the reigning
Bacchiad, and was at once chosen king
by the Corinthians ^Fr. .^8).

' In the " Economics" aacribed to
Arietotle, there is a story (^ch. ii.) that
CypBeluH hiid vowed the whole property
of the Corinthians to Jupiter, if lie ob-

tained sovereign power ; and that he
acquitted himself of his vow by im-
posing a 10 per cent, propei-ty tax for

ten years. But the authoi'ity of the
Economics is very weak.

- Tliis account of the characters of
Cypselus and Periander is not, perhaps,

altogether at variance with the narra-

tive of Aristotle. Aristotle (1. s. c.)

informs us that Cypselus (like Pisis-

tratus) was a leader of the popular party(), and that his acceptability

to the j)eople enabled him to dispense

Avith a body-guard ; but that Periander
was of a tyrannical disposition (-
!). We may understand him to

speak of Periander in his later years,

and to give us one side of the character
of Cypselus, to which Herodotus fur-

nishes the other. Like the Pisistra-

tidae, the tyrants of Corinth were stu-

diously mild towards the middle and
lower classes Csupra, ch. 62) ; but like

them also (infra, vi. 39), they had to

keep down the aristocracy by severe
measures. These Sosicles would natu-
rally regard as atrocities, and would
perhaps a little exaggerate. Nicolas
says that Cypselus banished the Bac-
chiads. and confiscated their properties

(L 8. c).
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to set up in order to rule with honour. Thrasybulus led the mes-
senger without the city, and took him into a field of corn, through

which he began to walk, while he asked him again and again

concerning his coming from Corinth, ever as he went breaking

off and throwing away all such ears of corn as over-topped the

rest. In this way he went through the whole field, and destroyed

all the best and richest part of the crop ; then, without a word,

he sent the messenger back. On the return of the man to

Corinth, Periander was eager to know what Thrasybulus had

counselled, but the messenger reported that he had said nothing

;

and he Avondered that Periander had sent him to so strange a

man, Avho seemed to have lost his senses, since he did nothing

but destroy his own property. And upon this he told how
Tlirasybulus had behaved at the interview.^ (§ 7.) Periander,

perceiving what the action meant, and knowing that Thrasybulus

advised the destruction of all the leading citizens, treated his

subjects from this time forward with the very greatest cruelty.

AVhere Cypselus had spared any, and had neither put them to

death nor banished them, Periander completed what his fiither

had left unfinished."* One day be stripped all the women of

^ According to Aristotle (Pol. iii. 8,

p. 98, ed. Tauch.) it was Thrasybulus
who sought, and Periander who gave
this advice. The tale was transferred

by some of the early annalists into

Roman history. See Livy i. 54•, where
the annalist has compounded his story

from this narrative and the history of

Zopyrus. fComp. Niebuhr'sRom. Hist,

i. p. 503, E. T.) That Periander and
Thrasybulus were really on very inti-

mate terms, appears from i. 20.
• The cruel tyranny of Periander is

agreed on by all writers. There is

some difference of detail. He set up a

body-guard of 300 men, made severe

sumptuary laws, kept the citizens poor

by means of fines and confiscations,

shed abundant blood, and was fre-

quently guilty of the grossest outrages.

His private relations, which throw a
light on the remainder of the chapter,

have been already narrated (supra, iii.

50-53). He was engaged in frequent

wars ; and the power of Corinth was
never so great as in his day. (Compare
Eph. Frag. 106; Ar. Pol. v. 12 ; Hera-
clid. Pont. v. ; Nic. Damasc. Frag. 59 ;

Diog. Laert. Vit. Periandr.) The fol-

lowing scheme of the Cypselid family

may be gathered from Nicolaus Dama-
«ceuus. He differs from Herodotus in

telling of Nicolas what the elder histo-

rian relates of Lycophron.

Cypselus.

I

Periander. Pylades
(founder of Leucas).

Ech lades

(founder of Anactorium).

Evagoras
(founder of Potideea).

I

Lycophron. Gorgus. Nicolas

(governor of Curcyia).

Psammetichus

CjT)seius II.

Strabo adds another member of the

family—Tolgus, the founder of Am-
bracia—Avhom he calls a son of Cypselus

(vii. p. 47 Ij. According to Aristotle
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Corinth stark naked, for the sake of his own wife IMelissa. He
had Bent messengers into Thesprotia to consult the oracle of the

dead upon the Acheron ^ concerning a pledge which had been

given into his charge by a stranger, and Melissa appeared, but

refused to speak or tell Avhere the pledge was,— ' she Avas chill,'

she said, ' having no clothes ; the garments buried with her were

of no manner of use, since they had not been burnt. And this

should be her token to Periander, that what she said was true

—

the oven was cold when he baked his loaves in it.' When this

message was brought him, Periander knew the token ;
^ where-

fore he straightway made proclamation, that all the wives of the

Corinthians sliould go forth to the temple of Juno.^ So the

women apparelled themselves in their bravest, and Avent forth, as

if to a festival. Then, Avith the help of his guards, whom he had

placed for the purpose, he stripped them one and all, making no

difiference between the free women and the slaves ; and, taking

their clothes to a pit, he called on the name of Melissa, and burnt

the whole heap.** This done, he sent a second time to the oracle;

and I\Ielissa's gliost told him where he wOuld find the stranger's

pledge. Such, Lacedaemonians ! is tyranny, and such are the

deeds which spring from it. We Corinthians marvelled greatly

Avlien we first kncAV of your having sent for Hippias ; and now it

surprises us still more to hear you speak as you do. We adjm-e

you, by the common gods of Greece, plant not despots in her

cities. If however you are determined, if you persist, against

the dynasty lasted 73 years and 6 ^ " Quippe qui cum mortua coiisset

months, probably from about B.C. 655 Melissa." (Cf. Nic. Dam. Frag. 59
;

to B.C. 581. The three reigns were

—

Senec. De Ira, ii. 36.)

Cypseius . . .30 years . e.c. 655-625. ' Pausauias describes this temple (li.

Periander . . 40 years . „ 625-585. iv. § 7). It was situated a little below
rsiimmetlclius 3i years. „ 5»5-581. t^g summit of the Acrocorinthus, on a

* The Acheron is the modern Souli or mound or hill {), \vhence the

Mauro river, which falls into tbe sea in Corinthian Juno had the epithet of

lat. o9° 15', long. 20^ 31'. The name .
Thesprotia was applied to the whole ^ It is probably this same story

tract between the Charadrus (Ltiro, or appeal's in Ephorus (Fr. 106)
Bogus) and the Thyamis (C'damas). It under a different form. There Peri-

is uncertain where the oracle of the ander is said to have vowed a golden
dead wiis situated. There seems to statue to Jupiter if he won the Olym-
liave been one at Aornus, a city and pic chariot-race ; and needing gold for

lake (?) somewhere in these parts this purpose, to have taken the gold
(Pausan. ix. xxx. 3 ; Pliu. H. N. iv. 1

;

ornaments worn by the Corinthian
Bteph. Byz. ad voc. ; Etym. Magn. ad women at a festival. If the stories are

voc), the site of which it is impossible regarded as identical, it may fairly be
to fix. Oracles of this kind were not supi)osed that " the clothes were burnt
uncommon in Greece. (Creuz. Symb. to oljtain the in-wrought gold " (Blakes-

i. p. IHii.j Some light may be thrown ley ad loc). Tliis has been recently

on tlieir nature by the narrative in done on a large scale in India.

1 Sam. xxviii. 7-20.
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all justice, in seeking to restore Hippias,—know, at least, that

the Corintliians will not approve your conduct."

93. When Sosicles, the deputy from Corinth, had thus spoken,

Hippias replied, and, invoking the same gods, he said,
—" Of a

surety the Corinthians will, beyond all others, regret the Pisistra-

tidae, when the fated days come for them to be distressed by the

Athenians." Hippias spoke thus because he knew the pro-

phecies ^ better than any man living. But the rest of the allies,

who till Sosicles spoke had remained quiet, when they heard him
utter his thoughts thus boldly, all together broke silence, and
declared themselves of the same mind ; and withal, they con-

jured the Lacedaemonians " not to revolutionise a Grecian city."

And in this way the enterprise came to nought.

94. Hippias hereupon withdrew ; and Amyntas the Macedonian
offered him the city of Anthemus,^ while the Thessalians were

willing to give him lolcos :^ but he would accept neither the one

nor the other, preferring to go back to Sigeum,^ which city

Pisistratus had taken by force of arms from the Mytilena^ans.

Pisistratus, when he became master of the place, established

there as tyrant, his own natural son, Hegesistratus, whose mother
was an Argive woman. But this prince was not allowed to enjoy

peaceably what his father had made over to him ; for during

very many years there had been war between the Athenians of

Sigeum and the Mytilenaeans of the city called Achilleum.^

^ Prophecies forged probably after district called Magnesia. All the geo-

tlie affairs of Epidamnus and Potidroa graphers mention it (Ptol. p. 92; Strab.

(Thucyd. i. 24-65), or at least after ix. p. 6:32; Plin. H. N. iv. 9, &c.)• Its

the battles in the Megarid (lib. 105- modern name is Foto (Leake's N. G. iv.

106). The bitter hostility of Corinth p. 380).

to Athens in the Peloponnesian war ^ Supra, oh. 65.

(ib. i. 119 ; v. 25, 27, 32, 48) contrasts * Achilleum, so called because it con-

remarkably with the friendly spirit here tained the tumulus of Achilles (Strab.

exhibited. It had its origin, first, in xiii. p. 859), was within a very sliort

commercial jealousy, and secondly in distance of the town of Sigeum, on the

the soreness engendered by the con- promontory of the same name (Strab.

duct of Athens on the above-mentioned 1. s. c; Steph. Byz. ad voc; Plin. H. N.
occasions. v. 30). See the plan of the country

1 Authemus was a city of some note, around Troy (infra, vii. 43). Accord-
on the borders of Macedonia, above ing to Demetrius, Achilleum was an '

Chalcidice. It is difficult to fix with 4, or fort built near Sigeum
certainty its exact site. (See Leake's by the MytilenEcans, for the jiurpose of

Travels in Northern Greece, iii. p. 450.) vexing and harassing Sigeum, in the

Stephen and Plmy (iv. 10) both men- hope of ultimately recovering it. It

tion it as a city ; but Thucydides applies appears that Mytilene had, at an early

the name to a district (ii. 99, 100). date, made herself mistress of the Troad
2 lolcos, the port from which the (Strab. xiii. p. 869). Athens, about

Argonauts were said to have sailed, was B.C. 620, sent out a colony under Phry- '

a place of still greater note than Anthe- non, an Olympic victor (Strab. 1. s. c.

;

mus. It lay at the bottom of the Pa- Euseb. i. xxxvi. ), to occupy Sigeum, a

gasean gulf (^Scylax, Peripl. p. 60) in the town already built by the Mytilenaeans.
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They of Mytileue insisted on having the place restored to them

:

but the Athenians refused, since they argued that the -3iolians

liad no better claim to the Trojan territory than themselves, or

than any of the other Greeks who helped Menelaus on occasion

of the rape of Helen.

95. War accordingly continued, with many and various inci-

dents, whereof the following was one. In a battle which Avas

gained by the Athenians, the poet Alca^us took to flight, and

saved himself, but lost his arms, which fell into the hands of the

conquerors. They hung them up in the temple of IMinerva at

Sigeum;^ and Alcteus made a poem, describing his misadventure

to his friend Melanippus, and sent it to him at Mytilene.•^ The

IMytilenaeans and Athenians were reconciled by Periander, the

son of Cypselus, who was chosen by both parties as arbiter—he

decided that they should each retain that of which they, were at

the time possessed ; and Sigeum passed in this way under the

dominion of Athens.

96. On the retm-n of Hippias to Asia from Lacedfemou,

he moved heaven and earth ' to set Artaphernes against the

Athenians, and did all that lay in his power to bring Athens

into subjection to himself and Darius. So wlien the Athenians

learnt what he was about, they sent envoys to Sardis, and ex-

horted the Persians not to lend an ear to the Athenian exiles.

Artapliernes told them in reply, " that if they wished to remain

safe, they must receive back Hippias." The Athenians, wlien

this answer was reported to them, determined not to consent,

Phi-j'non took the place, and established ii. p. 858 ; Suidas ad voc. ;,
himself in it; but a war followed of &c.). It would seem that the Mytile-
mauy years' duration between the Myti- na^ans must have afterw^ards recovei-ed

leuscans and the new colony, Achilleuni Sigeum, which was taken from them a
being fortified by the former as a place second time by Pi.sistratus, probably

, from which to make their attacks. Ac- about B.C. 5:i5. This occasioned a re-
I cordint; to one account ( Timaeus, Fr. newal of the war.
! 49> Periander at this time assisted the '' This temple is mentioned in the

Mytilenscaus, and helped to fortify fiimous Sigean inscription, belonging to
Achilleum by means of stontjs brought the reign of Antiochus Soter (Chishull's
from Troy. Pittacus commanded on Inscr. Asiat. p. 52, § 35).

the side of the Mytilenaeans ; and it was '' Strabo seems to have quoted the
in the course of this war that Alca;u8 first line of this poem, but the passage
lost his shield. Phrynon, d.c. 0U6 is hopelessly corrupt (xiii. p. 864-).

(Euseb.), challenged Pittacus to a Compare with the fact of Alcajus
single combat; the challenge was ac- writing on such a subject, the well-
cepted, and Pittacus waa victorious by known ode of Horace (ii. 7;.

I
ineansof the arts practised in later times ^ Literally "he moved ercnjthing"—

I

by the retiarius. After this Periiinder an expression, the strength of which
waa called in to arbitrate, and assigned can only be given bj' some such idiom
Sigeum to Athens Strab. 1. s. c; Uiog. as that used in the text.
l^aert. i. 74; Poly sen. i. 25; Plutarcli.

\
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and therefore made up their minds to he at open enmity with
the Persians.

97. The Athenians had come to this decision, and were al-

ready in bad odour with the Persians, when Aristagoras the
Milesian, dismissed from Sparta by Cleomenes the Lacedae-
monian, arrived at Athens. He knew that, after Sparta, Athens
was the most powerful of the Grecian states.^ Accordingly he
appeared before the people, and, as he had done at Sparta,^

spoke to them of the good things which there were in Asia, and
of the Persian mode of fight—how they used neither shield nor
spear, and were very easy to conquer. All this he m-ged, and
reminded them also, that Miletus was a colony from Athens,^"

and therefore ought to receive their succour, since they were so

powerful—and in the earnestness of his entreaties, he cared little,

what he promised—till, at the last, he prevailed and Avon them
over. It seems indeed to be easier to deceive a multitude tlian

one man—for Aristagoras, though he failed to impose on Cleo-

menes the Lacedaemonian, succeeded with the Athenians, who
were thirty thousand.' Won by his persuasions, they voted that

twenty ships should be sent to the aid of the lonians, under the

^ Compare i. 56.
^ Supra, ch. 49.
'" Supra, i. 147, and infra, ix. 97.

The colonies, notwithistanding tlieir po-
litical independence, counted on the aid
of the mother city in time of need (see

Thucyd. i. 24).
' It has been generally supposed that

this number is an exaggeration (Dahl-
mann's Life of Herod., p. 42, E. T.;

Boeckh's Econ. of Athens, i. p. 48, E. T.,

&c.). Certainly in later times the actual
number seems scarcely ever to have
much exceeded ticenty thousand. It

was 19,000 in the year B.C. 444 (Plu-
tarch. Pericl. c. 37; Philochor. ap.

Schol. Arist. Vesp. 716), when Psarn-
metichus sent the Athenians a present
of corn, and 21,000 in B.C. 317, when
Demetrius Phalereus made his census
(Atheuseus, vi. p. 272, B.). Aristo-
phanes, in B.C. 422 (Vesp. 716), Plato,
about B.C. 350 (Critias, p. 133, ed.

Tauch.), and Demosthenes, in B.C. 331
(Aristog. i. p. 785), make the same esti-

mate, which is confirmed by the account
given in Thucydides (ii. 13) of the mili-

tary force of Athens at the commence-
ment of the Peloponnesian war. Still

the estimate of Herodotus may be true
for the xjeriod to v:hich he refers. Cli-

sthenes, it must be remembered, had

recently admitted all the foreign inha-
bitants() and enfranchised
slaves of the same rank f )
into the number of citizens ; and these
in after-times usually amounted to

10,000 (Athen. 1. s. c). No such ge-
neral enfranchisement ever took place
afterwards ; and it is quite possible that
the number of the citizens may have
fallen, between B.C. 500 and B.C. 444,
from thirty to twenty thousand. The
vast number of colonists and cleruchs
sent out from Athens during this inter-

val would fully account for such a dimi-
nution. Ten thousand Athenians and
allicft were sent to Amphipolis in B.C.

465; 500 Athenians colonised Naxos a
year earlier; IDUO went to the Cherso-
nese between that date and B.C. 465

;

250 went to Andros and 1000 to Chalci-

dice' about the same time ; 600 to Si-

nope', some years afterwards ; and a
colony (number unknown) to Eubcoa in

B.C. 445. The whole policy of Pericles

was to get rid of the superabundant
population by encouraging the emigra-
tion of the poorer sort (see Pint. Vit.

Pericl. c. 9, and 11, 20,23, &c. &c.;.

On the general question of the popula-
tion of Attica, see Clinton's F. H., vol.

ii. App. ch. 22.
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command of Melantliius, one of the citizens, a man of mark in

every way. These sliips were the beginning of mischief both to

the Greeks and to the barbarians.

98. Aristagoras sailed away in advance, and when he reached

]\riletns, devised a plan, from which no manner of advantage could

possibly accrue to the lonians ;—indeed, in forming it, he did

not aim at their benefit, but his sole wish was to annoy King

Darius. He sent a messenger into Phrygia to those Pseonians

who had been led away captive by Megabazus from the river

Strymon,^ and who now dAvelt by themselves in Phrygia, having

a tract of land and a hamlet of their own. This man, when he

reached the Pieonians, spoke thus to tliem :

—

" Men of Pseonia, Aristagoras, king of Miletus, has sent me to

you, to inform you that you may now escape, if you choose to

follow the advice he proffers. All Ionia has revolted from the

king ; and the way is open to you to return to your own land.

You have only to contrive to reach the sea-coast ; the rest shall

be our business."

Wlien the Pieonians heard this, they were exceedingly rejoiced,

and, taking with them their wives and children, they made all

speed to the coast ; a few only remaining in Phrygia through fear.

The rest, having reached the sea, crossed over to Chios, where

they had just landed, Avhen a great troop of Persian horse came
following upon their heels, and seeking to overtake them. Not
succeeding, however, they sent a message across to Chios, and

begged the Paonians to come back again. These last refused,

and w'ere conveyed by the Chians from Chios to Lesbos, and by
the Lesbians thence to Doriscus ;

^ from which place they made
their way on foot to Pasonia.

99. Tlie Athenians now arrived with a fleet of twenty sail, and

brought also in their company five triremes of the Eretrians ;

^

which had joined the expedition, not so much out of goodwill

2 Vide supra, chs. 15-17. xxxi. IR).
3 Herodotus gives the name of Doris- • Eretria lay upon the coast of Euboea,

cus to the great alluvial plain through 12 or ' miles below Chalcis. Its site

vhich the river HebrusJ/i/riY^'i) empties is marki/d by extensive ruins (Leake, p.
itself into the sea. Darius at the time 206). The better situation of Chalcis
of hifl invasion of Scythia had built a prevented Eretria from competing \vith

fortified post to command the passage of it successfully. By Strabo's time the
tliis river, to which the name iJuriscus superiority of the former city was clear
wae al«o given Cinfra, vii. ,59 . It was a and decisive Cx. p. 65o) ; and at present
place of great strength ''vii. lOGj, and K'lripn, which occupies its site, is the
continued to be known as an important only place of any importance in the
stronghold down to the time of Philip, whole island.
eon of Demetrius (u.c. 20 ; cf. Liv.
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towards Athens, as to pay a debt which they already owed to the

people of Miletus. For iu the old war between the Chah-ideans

and Eretrians/ the JMilesians foudit on the Eretrian side through-

out, while the Chalcideans had the help of the Samian people.

Aristagoras, on their arrival, assembled the rest of his allies, and
proceeded to attack Sardis, not however leading the army in

person, but appointing to the command his own brother Charo-
pinus, and Hermophantus, one of the citizens, Avhile he himself

remained behind in Miletus.

100. The lonians sailed with this fleet to Ephesus,^ and, leaving

their ships at Coressus ^ in the Ephesian territory, took guides

fi-om the city, and went up the country, vith a great host.

They marched along the course of the river Cayster,* and, crossing

over the ridge of Tmolus, came down upon Sardis and took it,•'

no man opposing them ;
—^the whole city fell into their hands,

except only the citadel, which Artaphernes defended in person,

having Avith him no contemptible force.

101. Though, however, they took the city, they did not succeed

in plundering it ; for, as the houses m Sardis were most of them
built of reeds, and even the few which were of brick had a reed

thatching for their roof, one of them was no sooner fired by a sol-

dier than the flames ran speedily from house to house, and spread

over the whole place.^" As the fire raged, the Lydians, and such

Persians as were in the city, inclosed on every side by the flames,

which had seized all the skirts of the town, and finding themselves

^ See Thucyd. i. 15, for the import- dere, washed Ephesus on the north, and
ance of this contest. Almost all Greece formed its harbour (Strab. p. 919). This
was said to have been engaged in it. river, one of the four great streams
We learn from Plutarch (ii. p. 7G0, F.) emptynig themselves into the Egean
that the Ei-etrian horse was at first su- sea, drains the valley lying between the

perior, and that Chalcis had to rely for Kisilja Musa ZJni/h (Messogis; and Kcs-

this arm on the Thessalians. tane Dagh (Tmolus ranges. It brings
'' The Pseudo-Plutarch says (De Ma- down a considei-able deposit, and has

lign. Herod, ii. p. 865j that the fleet probably augmented the alluvial land at

first sailed towards Cyprus, and gained its mouth very greatly since the time of

a naval victory over the Cyprians in the Herodotus. (See Chandler's Asia Minor,

Pamphylian sea; but this is probably a ch. xxxvii. end.)

mere misrepresentation of the battle ^ The Pseudo-Plutarch says that the

mentioned below, ch. 112. Persians were at this time besieging
' The Coressus here spoken of must Miletus, and that the object of tlie at-

have been a town ujwn the sea-coast, tack upon Sardis was to force them to

(So Steph. Byz. Kop-qaahs irOKis riis raise the siege (De Malign. Her. 1. s. c);
'E(/)€ffios.) It lay probably at the base but the silence of Herodotus is conclu-

of the mountain of the same name (Diod. sive against these statements.

Sic. xiv. 99), somewhat south of Panor- '" In Eastern capitals the houses are

mus. the port of Ephesus. (Compare still rarely of brick or stone. Kecds

Strab. xiv. 909, 917 ; Athena3us, viii. and wood constitute the chief building

16; Xen. Hell. i. ii. 7; iEschin. Ep. 1, materials. Hence the terrible confla-

ed. Baiter.) grations which from time to time devas-
* The Cayster, now the Little Men- tate them.
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unable to get out, came in crowds into the market-place, and

gathered themselves npon the banks of the Pactolus. This

stream, which comes down from Mount Tmolus, and brings the

Sardians a quantity of gold-dust, runs directly through the market

place of Sardis, and joins the Hermus, before that river reaches

the sea.^^ So the Lydians and Persians, brought together in this

[Ruins of Sardis.—From a. sketch by Rev. S. C. JMalun.]

way in the market-place and about the Pactolus, were forced to

stand on their defence ; and the lonians, when they saw the enemy
in part resisting, in part pouring towards them in dense crowds,

took friglit, and drawing off to the ridge wliich is called Tmolus,

when night came, went back to tlieir ships.

102. Sardis however Avas burnt, and, among other buildings, a

temple of the native goddess Cybele was destroyed ;
^ Avhich was

" Two small streams descend from
Tmolus, one on each side of the ruins of
Sardis: "the western, which comes
down the broader valley, and passes by
the Ionic temple of Cybclc, has gene-
rally been considered as the gold-bear-
ing Pactolus" (Hamilton's A.sia Minor,
vol. i. pp. 140, 147.^ Like most gold-
fields, that of the Pactolus, so cele-
brated at an early period (Soph. Phil.
.'-9:5; Strab. xiii. 807), was soon ex-
hauBted. By the time of Augustus it

had ceased to produce gold (Strab.

1. s. c.)

' Cyl)L'bc•, Cybele, or Rhea, was the
Magna Mater, or Mother of the Gods, a
principal olycct of wonsliip among all

the Oriental nations. (Vide supra, i.

131, note ^, and Essay x. pp. 495-497;
and cf. Sopli. 1. s. c; Catull.lxi.; Virg.

^n. vi. 78.') ; ix. 617, &c. See also

Selden, de Dis Syris, ii. 2.) She maybe
identified with *,he Beltis of the Assy.
rian inscriptions, the Mylitta of Hero.
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the reason afterwards alleged by the Persians for setting on fire

the temples of the Greeks.- As soon as what had happened was
known, all the Persians who were stationed on this side the llalys

dreAV together,^ and brought help to the Lydians. Finding
however, Avhen they arrived, that the lonians had already Avith-

drawn from Sardis, they set off, and, following close upon their

track, came up with them at Ephesus. The lonians drew out

against them in battle array ; and a fight ensued, wherein the

Greeks had very greatly the worse.* Vast numbers were slain

by the Persians : among other men of note, they killed the

captain of the Eretrians, a cei'tain Evalcidas, a man who had
gained crowns at the games, and received much praise from
Simonides the Cean,^ Such as made their escape from the battle,

dispersed among the several cities.

103. So ended this encounter. Afterwards the Athenians quite

forsook the lonians, and, though Aristagoras besought them much
by his ambassadors, refused to give him any further help.*'

dotus (]. s. c.^the Demeter of the Greek >;,

and the Ceres or Ops of the llomans.

Her worship from very early times iu

Lydia is marked by the antique figure

on Mount Sipylus, mentioned by Pausa-
nias as the most ancient of statues{ . III. xxii.

§ 4), and lately rediscovered by Mr.
Strickland (Hamilton's Asia Minor, vol.

i. p. 50, note).

Her temple at Sardis was probably

the magnificent structure, situated be-

tween the Pactolus and the citadel, of

the remains of which so many travellers

have given a description. A\^en Chis-

hull (Travels, p. 16) in 1699, and even
when Peyronnel, in 1750, visited the

site, six columns were still standing.

Chandler, in 1764, found only five

(Asia Minor, vol. i. p. 295), Cockerell,

about 1820, three (Leake's Asia Minor,

p. 342), Hamilton, in 1836 (Asia Minor,

vol. i. p. 149), and Fellows, in 1838

(Travels, p. 289), no more than two.

This temple was a building of the Ionic

order, formed of blocks of white marble

of an enormous size. It appears to have
been never finished (Cockerell, Fellows),

but bears marks (Cockerell) of a very

high antiquity. It was 144 feet in

width, and probably 251 long. Mr.
Cockerell's description (Leake, 1. s. c.j

is by far the most complete that has yet

been given.
" The Greeks, who did not understand

the iconoclastic spirit which animated the

Persians (supra, iii. 29 and 37;, sought
for some special motive to explain the

outi'ages on their religion 'infra, viii.

33, 53, 55; ix. 13, &c.j during the war;
and found such a motive in retaliation

of the injury done to this temple. But
it maybe doubted whether this circum-
stance had really any influence on the

subsequent hostilities.

2 On the size and organisation of the
Persian standing army, see above, vol. ii.

p. 468. But the expression here used is

an exaggeration.
* Charon of Lampsacus, a writer con-

temporary with Xerxes, made no men-
tion of this defeat in his account of the

expedition (Pint, de Malig. Herod, p.

861, C. D.). There is reason however
to believe that this author was inclined

to gloss over unpleasant facts in his

history. (See Dahlmanu's Life of Herod,

p. 88, E. T.)
^ That Simonides the Cean, like Pin-

dar, ^vrote odes iu praise of those who
carried off prizes in the games, we know
from Aristotle CRhet. iii. He said

to have been one of the men of lettei"S

invited to Athens by the PisistratidcC

iPlut. Hipparch. vol. iv. p. 174, ed.

Tauchn.;. He must not be confounded
with Simonides of Amorgos, who was
greatly his senior.

^ Mr. Grote conjectures that the Asi-

atic Greeks must have been guilty of

some ' glaring desertion " of their allies,

Avhich justified this withdi-awal (Hist, of
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Still the louians, notwithstanding this desertion, continued

nnceasinirly their preparations to carry on the war against the

Persian king, Avhich their late conduct towards him had rendered

unaA'oidable. Sailing into the Hellespont, they brought Byzan-

tium, and all the other cities in tliat quarter, under their sway.

Again, quitting the Hellespont, they went to Caria, and the

greater part of the Carians to their side ; Avhile Caunus, which

had formerly refused to join with them, after the burning of

Sardis, came over likewise.'

104. All the Cyprians too, excepting those of Amathus, of

theii* own proper motion espoused the Ionian cause.® The occasion

of their revolting from the Medes was the following. There was

a certain Onesilus, younger brother of Gorgus, king of Salamis,

and son of Chersis, Avho was son of Siromus,^ and grandson of

Evelthon.' This man had often in former times entreated Gor-

gus to rebel against the king ; but, when he heard of the revolt

of the lonians, he left him no peace with his importunity. As,

however, Gorgus would not hearken to him, he watched his

Greece, vol. iv. p. 390). There is no
evidence to sustain such a view, which
seems based upon a notion that the
Athenians could not possibly do wrong.
The truth seems to be, that on the first

reverse Athens backed out of the war.

Such conduct was certainly far more
"open to censure" than the original

embarking in the war, which was a very
politic act. It is perhaps not going too
far to say that if Athens and the other
maritime states of Greece had given a

heiuiy and resolute support to the Ionian
cause, the great inva.sions of Darius and
Xerxes might have been prevented.

'' The Caunians had been brought
under the Persian yoke by Harpagus
with difficulty (supra, i. 176). For the
situation of their country, see Appendix
to vol. i. 'Essay ii. p. 321). It is sur-
jirising that the Lycians did. not take
the opportunity, which now offered, to

throw off the Persian yoke.
* Mr. Grote considei-a this revolt to

have been confined to " the Greek
cities in Cyprus," among which he even
reckons Amathus 'Hist, of Greece, vol.

iv. p. :501); but Herodotus distinctly
states tliat the Cyprians revolted gene-
rally. No doubt there had been a con-
siderable Greek immigration into Cyprus
before this period (vidu infra, vii. 9U),

but the bulk of the population continued
Phoenician till long afterwards. This
id plain from Scylax, who calls all the

inhabitants of the interior "barba-
rians," and notices as exceptional even
the cases of Greek cities upon the coast.

It would seem that in his time (the

time of Philip of Macedon) there were
in Cyprus no more than three Greek
cities of note. These were Salamis,
Soli, and Marium. We must therefore

consider the revolt to have extended in

a great measure to the Phoenician inha-

bitants, although the non-participation

in it of the impoi'tant and thoroughly
Phccnician town of Amathus (Scylax,

Peripl. p. 97 ; Theopomp. Fr. Ill
;

Ste])li. Byz. ad voc; would seem to

imply that the Phccnician population
entered into it less thoroughly than the
Greek.

^ This name is clearly Phoenician,

being identical with the Hiromus
{'!) of .losephus, and the Hii-am

(Dl^ri) of Scripture. (Compare vii.

98.) It is probable that the Greek
princes of Cyprus intermarried with the
Phoenicians.

' The Kvelthon of Bk. iv. ch. 162,

seems to be meant ; but it is difficult

to understand how, within the space of

thirty years, he could have been suc-

ceeded by a grown-up urent-iirandson.

Still it is possible, if Kvelthon at the

time of Pheretima's visit (about B.C.

530) was a very old man.
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occasion, and when his brother had gone outside tlio town, ho with

his partisans closed the gates upon him. Gorgns, thiLS deprived

of his city, fled to the Medes ; and Onesilus,^ being now king of

Salamis, sought to bring about a revolt of the whole of Cyprus.

All were prevailed on except the Amathusians, who refused to

listen to him ; whereupon Onesilus sate down before Amathus,^

and laid siege to it.

105. While Onesilus was engaged in the siege of Amathus,

King Darius received tidings of the taking and burning of Sardis

by the Athenians and lonians ; and at the same time he learnt

that the author of the league, the man by vhom the whole matter

had been planned and contrived, was Aristagoras the ]\[ilesian.

It is said that he no sooner understood what had happened, than,

laying aside all thought concerning the lonians, who would, he

was sure, pay dear for their rebellion, he asked " Who the

Athenians were ? " * and, being informed, called for his bow, and

placing an arrow on the string, shot upward into the sky,^ saying,

as he let fly the shaft—" Grant me, Jupiter," to revenge myself

on the Athenians
!

" After this speech, he bade one of his

servants every day, when his dinner was spread, three times

repeat these words to him—" Master, remember the Athenians."

106. Then he summoned into his presence Histiseus of Miletus,

whom he had kept at his court for so long a time ; and on his

appearance addressed him thus—" I am told, Histiseus, that thy

lieutenant, to whom thou hast given Miletus in charge, has raised

a rebellion against me. He has brought men from the other

continent to contend with me, and, prevailing on the lonians

—

whose conduct I shall know how to recompense—to join with

this force, he has robbed me of Sardis ! Is this as it should be,

thinkest thou ? Or can it have been done without thy knowledge

and advice ? Beware lest it be found hereafter that the blame of

these acts is thine."

Histiieus ansAvered—" What words are these, king, to which

thou hast given utterance ? I advise aught from which unplea-

2 The initial element of this name Kypros, vol. i. p. 109 et seqq.).

appears in that of the king of Limenia •* Compare i. 153, and supra, ch. 73.

{^Hunaziggutsu), who supplied labourers * Compare with tliis what is said of

to Esarhaddon (supra, vol. i. p. 397, the Thracians (supra, iv. 94). The
note ^.) notion here seems to be, to send the

^ Amathus, one of the most ancient message to heaven on the arrow.

Phoenician settlements in Cyprus ^• That is, " Ormazd." The Greeks(, Steph. Byz.), was situated identify the supreme God of each nation

ou the south coast, about 35 miles west with their own Zeus (vide supra, i. 131;

of Citium (^Larnaka). Its ruins still ii. 55, &c.).

exist near the village of Liinasol (Engel's
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santness of any kind, little or great, should come to thee ! ^Vhat

could I c'aiu by so doini? ? Or Avhat is there that I lack now ?

Have I not all that thou hast, and am I not thought Avorthy to

partake all thy counsels ? If my lieutenant has indeed done as

thou sayest, be sure he has done it all of his own head. For my
part, I do not think it can really be that the Milesians and my
lieutenant have raised a rebellion against thee. But if they have

indeed committed aught to thy hurt, and the tidings are true

which have come to thee, judge thou how ill-advised thou Avert

to remove me from the sea-coast. The lonians, it seems, have

Avaited till I was no longer in sight, and then sought to execute

that which they long ago desired ; whereas, if I had been there,

not a single city would have stirred. Suffer me then to hasten

at my best speed to Ionia, that I may place matters there upon
their former footing, and deliver up to thee the deputy of

Miletus, who has caused all the troubles. Having managed tliis

business to thy heart's content, I swear by all the gods of thy

royal house, I w ill not put off the clothes in which I reach Ionia,

till I have made Sardinia, the biggest island in the world," thy

tributary."

107. Histiaeus spoke thus, wishing to deceive the king ; and
Darius, persuaded by his words, let him go ; only bidding him
be sure to do as he had promised, and afterwards come back to

Susa.

108. In the mean time—while the tidings of the burnins: of

Sardis were reaching the king, and Darius was shooting the

arrow and having the conference with Histiaeus, and the latter,

by permission of Darius, Avas hastening down to the sea—in

Cyprus the following events took place. Tidings came to One-
silus, the Salaminian, who Avas still besieging Amatlms, that a

certain Artybius, a Persian, was looked for to arrive in Cyprus
with a great Persian armament.^ So Onesilus, when the news

' See note ' on Bk. i. ch. 170. Sar- series of subsequent writers. The
dinia, it appears, is really a little larger supposed size of the Mediterranean
than Sicily (see Smyth's Memoir on the islands was recorded in the following
Mediterranean, pp. 28, 29), and thus lines :

—

tlje largest island known to Herodotus. - . , , . „ ^

His opinion of its size was also that of ZrorTLw^c' % '\"'^"' ^ *•''1-

bcylax (l-'enpl. p. l.jl , and of Tim;CUS , Sevrepa,
'ap. Strab. xiv. p. 936;. Strabo was , S' ,
the firstfjfthe geographers wllO reversed ^-,€, «,
the judgment and declared Sardnna to / '
be euialler than .Sicily lii. p. li;2). In « m,,_ Qj.^^^ ^jjj^^^ ^^ Greece, vol. iv.
this he was followed by Ptolemy p. 392) says Artybius was accompanied
fOeograph. vii. , p. 182), Eustathuis by "a Cilician and Egyptian army ;" he
(ad Dionys. I'erieg. 505), and a long quotes Herod, vi. G, as his autliority.
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reached him, sent off heralds to all parts of Ionia, and besought
the loniaus to give him aid. After brief deliberation, these last

in full force passed over into the island ; and the Persians about

the same time crossed in their ships from Cilicia, and proceeded

by land to attack Salamis ;
^ while the Phoenicians, with the

fleet, sailed round the promontory which goes by the name of

" the Keys of Cyprus." '

109. In this posture of affairs the princes of Cyprus called

together the captains of the lonians, and thus addressed them :

—

" Men of Ionia, we Cyprians leave it to you to choose whether
you will fight with the Persians or with the Phoinicians. If it

be your pleasure to try your strength on land against the Persians,

come on shore at once, and array yourselves for the battle ; we
will then embark aboard your ships and engage the Phoenicians

by sea. If, on the other hand, ye prefer to encounter the Phoe-

nicians, let that be your task : only be sure, wlicheer part you

choose, to acquit yourselves so that Ionia and Cyprus, so far as

depends on you, may preserve their freedom."

The lonians made answer—" The commonwealth of Ionia sent

us here to guard the sea, not to make over our ships to you, and

engage with the Persians on shore. We will therefore keep the

post which has been assigned to us, and seek therein to be of some

service. Do you, remembering Avhat you suffered when you were

the slaves of the Modes, behave like brave warriors."

110. Such was the reply of the lonians. Not long afterwards

the Persians advanced into the plain before Salamis,- and the

But that passage only states that Cili- islands off the extreme eastern promou-
cians and Eg'ptians formed part of the tory of Cyprus, Cape Diuaretum Isidor.

naval force which three years afterwards ap. Plin. H. X. v. al), themoderu Cape
attacked Miletus. The Persians seem Andrea. Strabo (xiv. p. 970) says they

scarcely ever to have dra\vn any part of were two, Pliny (II. N. 1. s. c.) four in

their land foi'ce from either Cilicia or number. The promontory is called by
Egypt (comp. vii. 89-91 ; Arrian, ii. 17). Ptolemy, from its shape. Cape Oxtail

The only exception, so far as I am aware, ( ^o6s, v. 14).

is that of the Egyptian tiOops at Cunaxa, - Salamis was situated on the ea.stern

and even this is uncertain.( coast of Cyprus, at the mouth of the

i Kiy ovT eivai, Xen. Anab. I. viii. liver Pediceus, the largest of the Cy-

§ 9.) prian streams. It did not occupy the
^ The fleet probably collected at site of the modern Famaipsta, but lay

Nagidus or at Celenderis {Kelenderi., on the north side of the river (Ptol.

and crossing to Ceryneia {Tzerina or Geogr. v. 14, p. 157 . Its ruins have
Ghirneh), there disembarked the sol- been described by Pococke (Travels,

diei's. The distance is about sixty vol. ii. part i. p. 314).

miles (Leake's Asia Minor, p. 1J8). According to tradition Salamis was
From Ceryneia to Salamis is by land founded by Teucer, the son of Telamon
thirty-two miles; by sea, owing to the andbrotherofAjax, soon after the Trojau

great projection of the eastern pro- war (Mar. Par. -.^6 ; Strab. xiv. p. 971:

montory, one hundred and thirty miles, comp. Theopomp. Fr. 11 1 ; and Clearch.
1 The Keys were properly some small Sol. Fr. 2by. Hence it was supposed to

VOL. II
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Cvprian kings ^ ranged their troops in order of battle against them,

phicing them so that while the rest of the Cyprians were drawn

up against the auxiliaries of the enemy, the choicest troops of the

Salaminians and the Solians * were set to oppose the Persians.

At the same time Ouesilus, of his own accord, took post opposite

to Artybius, the Persian general.

111. Now Artybius rode a horse which had been trained to rear

up against a foot-soldier. Onesilus, informed of this, called to

him his shieldbearer, who was a Carian by nation, a man well

skilled in war, and of daring courage ; and thus addressed him :

—

" I hear," he said, " that the horse which Artybius rides, rears up

and attacks with his fore legs and teeth the man against whom
his rider urges him. Consider quickly therefore and tell me
Avhich wilt thou undertake to encounter, the steed or the rider ?

"

Then the squire answered him, " Both, my liege, or either, am I

ready to undertake, and there is nothing that I will shrink from

at thy bidding. But I wall tell thee what seems to me to make
most for thy interests. As thou art a prince and a general, I

have got its name from the well-known
island off the coast of Attica. It would
seem to be at least as likely that that

island received its name from the Cy-
prian city. (Bochart's Geogi-aph. i. xxii.

p. 45G.) The tradition, however, is

enough to show that SalamLs was from
very early times a Greek city.

The plain here spoken of is un-
doubtedly the extensive plain of Lcf-
kod'i (or Xihosii), which is bounded on
the north by a great wall of rock running
in a straight line from west to east fiOm
jMpito (Lapithus) to Cape Andrea, on
the west and south by tlie mountains
which produce the famous wine of
Cyprus, and on the east by the sea

(Leake's Asia Minor, p. 119). It is

drained by a numVjer of streams, which
however all unite in one, the ancient
I'ediaius, so called from the great flat

(irtSiovj which it waters. This plain

constituted the territory of Salanjis

(Ptol. 1. 8. c). It is now barren and ill

cultivated, but was probably in former
times the chief source of the great
wealth and power of the Salaminian
kings.

' Cyprus, like Phoenicia, seems to
have been at all times governed by a
number of petty kings. Ten are men-
tioned by Hfiarhaddon as furnishing
him with workmen, about ii.C. 070, viz.,

the rulers of Idalium, Citium, Salamis,
PaphoB, Soli, Curium, Tainiasus, Am-

mochosta, Limenia, and Aphrodisia
(supra, vol. i. p. 397, note *). In the
year B.C. 351 there were at least nine,

as we learn from Diodorus (xvi. 42).

Several are again spoken of in the time
of Alexander ( Arrian, ii. 20).

• Soli lay on the north coast of

Cyprus, between Lapithus and Marium
( Arsiuoe, Steph. Byz.j. It was said to

have been founded by the Athenians,
soon after the Trojan war ^Plutarch.

y^it. Sol. c. 26 ; comp. Strab. xiv. p.

973). The first city was built like all the

early Greek towns, upon an eminence,
and was thence called .iEpeia (from). Solon, on his visit to Philocy-

prus (infra, ch. 113), persuaded that

monarch to pull down the old city, and
build a new one in the phiin below.

This was done ; and finding the advan-
tage of the change, Piiilocypms showed
his gratitude to his adviser, by calling

the new city after his name. Such, at

least, is the story given by Plutarch

(1. 8. c). It throws some doubt on the
tale to find that there was another city

of the same name, claiming apparently
a very ancient origin, on the Cilician

coiist (Scylax, Peripl. p. 90 ; Strab. xiv.

p. 9o8j. It was from the mode of

speaking in this latter town that the

terms and .' were
derived.

The Cyprian Soli continues to be
known as Solia.
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think thou shouldest engage with one Avho is liimsolf both a

prince and also a general. For then, if thou slayest thine adver-

sary, 'twill redound to thine honour, and if he slays thee (which

may Heaven forefend !), yet to fall by the hand of a worthy foe

makes death lose half its horror. To us, thy followers, leave his

war-horse and his retinue. And have thou no fear of the horse's

tricks. I warrant that this is the last time he will stand up
against any one."

112. Thus spake the Carian ; and shortly after, the two hosts

joined battle both by sea and land. And here it chanced that by

sea the lonians, who that day fought as they have never done

either before or since, defeated the Phoenicians, the Samians

especially distinguishing themselves. Meanwhile the combat had

begun on land, and the two armies were engaged in a sharp

struggle, when thus it fell out in the matter of the generals.

Artybius, astride upon his horse, charged down upon Onesilus,

who, as he had agreed with his shieldbearer, aimed his blow at

the rider ; the horse reared and placed his fore feet upon the

shield of Onesilus, when the Carian cut at him with a reaping-

hook, and severed the two legs from the body. The horse fell

upon the spot, and Artybius, the Persian general, with him.

113. In the thick of the fight, Stesanor, tyrant of Curium,^

who commanded no inconsiderable body of troops, went over Avith

them to the enemy. On this desertion of the Curians—Argive

colonists,•^ if report says true—forthwith the war-chariots of the

Salaminians followed the example set them, and went over

likewise ; whereupon victory declared in favour of the Persians
;

and the army of the Cyprians being routed, vast numbers were

slain, and among them Onesilus, the son of Chersis, who was the

author of the revolt, and Aristocyprus, king of the Solians. Tliis

Aristocyprus was son of Philocyprus, whom Solon the Athenian,

Avhen he visited Cyprus, praised in his poems '' beyond all other

sovereigns.

^ Curium lay upon the southern ascribes the foimdation of Curium to

coast, between Paphoa and Amathus, Cureus, a son of Cinyras, the Syrian or

not far from the southernmost point of Phoenician conqueror of Cyprus (Steph.

the island {Capo delle Ga'tte), called Byz. ad voc.. Cf. Apollod. iii.

anciently Cape Curias (Strab. xiv. p. xiv. '0
; and Theopomp. Fr. ill). He

972). Its exact site is variously con- believed it, therefore, to have been an
jectured, at I'iscopi and at Avdimo. The ancient Phoenician town,
former position agrees best with Pto- ' The poems of Solon were written

lemy's measurements (Geograph. v. 14, chiefly in the elegiac metre, and were

p. 157). hortatory or gnomic. The fragments
® Strabo repeats this assertion posi- which remain have been collected by

tively{, 'Apydaiv, xiv. p. Each (Bonn, 1825), by Brunck in his

972). Yet Stephen of Byzantium Poetse Gnomici, by Gaisford, and others.

s 2
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114. The Amatliusians, because Onesilus Lad laid siege to

their to\vn, cut tlie head off his corpse, and took it with them

to Amathus, M'here it was set up over the gates. Here it hung

till it became hollow ; vhereupon a swarm of bees took posses-

sion of it, and filled it with a honeycomb. On seeing this the

Amathusians consulted the oracle, and were commanded " to

take down the head and bury it, and thenceforth to regard

Onesilus as a hero, and offer sacrifice to him year by year ; so it

would go the better with them." And to this day the Amathu-

sians do as they were then bidden.

115. As for the lonlans avIio had gained the sea-fight, when
they found that the affairs of Onesilus were utterly lost and

ruined, and that siege was laid to all the cities of Cyprus ex-

cepting Salamis, which the inhabitants had surrendered to

Gorgus,^ the former king— forthwith they left Cyprus, and

sailed away home. Of the cities which were besieged. Soli held

out the longest : the Persians took it by undermining the wall ^

in the fifth month from the beginning of the siege,

110. Thus, after enjoying a year of freedom, the Cyprians

were enslaved for the second time. Meanwhile Daurises, who
was married to one of the daughters of Darius, together with

Hymeas, Otanes,^ and other Persian captains, Avho were likewise

married to daughters of the king,^ after pursuing the lonians

who had fought at Sardis, defeating them, and driving them to

their ships, divided their efforts against the different cities, and

proceeded in succession to take and sack each one of them.

117. Daurises attacked the toAvus upon the Hellespont, and

took in as many days the five cities of Dardanus, Abydos,

Plutarch seems to have preserved a consolidation of the empire and the

portion of the elegy here alluded to. strengthening of the royal power by
Solon, he says, addressed Philocyprus attaching to the throne those who would
as follows :

—

have been most likely to stir up revolts.

....,,,_, , , , „,-, The tendency of the Persian empire, as- °^ Other Oriental monarchies, to disinte-

T£ i/at'oii. «at ycVoi'. gration has been already noticed (supra,
Bojj' ' . 120). This System served in some

f^.^'"''>?^,,''ii^J'°'.Y''^''P'^
..• measure as a check. (See vol. ii. Essay/ 6 t ... , , , ,

^ •'

<\, «/' ts. ^^'• • 4-.)
In modem times the king's (Shah s)

* Gorgus is still king at the time of daughters are be.stowed chiefly upon the
the expedition of Xerxes (infra, vii. 98;. rich, and are made the means of re- <

* Comi)are iv. 2, note •>. plenishing an empty treasury or of ruin-
]

' Probably the Otanes mentioned ing an individual. The honour, when i

above 'chs. 25 and 26) as the son of oflered, may not be declined ; and an
;

Sujamues. enormous sum has to be paid by the
* The practice of marrying the king's bridegroom, as a wedding-present to the

daughteru to the most distinguished of bride's relations.
the Persian nobles had in view the
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Percote, Lampsacus, and Psesus.^ From Pa3sus lie marched
against Parium ;

* but on liis way receiving intelligence that the

Carians had made common cause with the lonians, and thrown
off the Persian yoke, he turned round, and, leaving the Helles-

pont, marched away towards Caria.

118. The Carians by some chance got information of tliis

movement before Daurises arrived, and drew together their

strength to a place called " the White Columns," which is on

the river Marsyas,^ a stream running from the Idrian country,

and emptying itself into the Mreander. Here when they were

met, many plans were put forth ; but the best, in my judg-

ment, was that of Pixodarns, the son of Mausolus, a Cindyan,•^

who Avas married to a daughter of Syennesis,^ the Cilician king.

His advice was, that the Carians should cross the Mseander, and

^ These cities are enumerated in their

order from south to north (Strab. xiii.

pp. 850-858 ; Scyl. Perif>l. p. 85 j, in which
order a force advancing from Ionia

would naturally attack them. Dardanus
was an insigniiicant town{-
Tos, Strabo) dependent upon Abydos,
situated inside the Hellesjiont or Dar-
danelles (to which it gave that name),
about ten miles from the southern open-

ing of the strait. The modern Kippis

Bouronn nearly occupies the site. Eight
or nine miles higher up lay Abydos,
somewhat above the point where the

castles of the Dardanelles now stand.

Its situation is marked by some trifling

ruins (Tournefort, vol. i. p. 342). Still

higher, and at some little distance from
the sea, was Percote (now Burgris), a

place of some consequence fHom. II. ii.

835; Scyl. Peripl. p. 84; Strab. xiii. p.

852; Plin. H. N. v. 32; Steph. Byz. ad
voc). Lampsacus (the modern Lam-
psaki) lay neai• the mouth of the Propon-
tis, almost opposite Callipolis {Gullipoli).

The ancient town was a little to the
north of the modern village (Castellane,

Lettres sur la Grece, vol. i. p. 134).

Piesus was built upon the river of the

same name, between Lampsacus and
Parium. It had ceased to exist in Stra-

bo's time (xiii. p. 850). Except Dar-
daniis these cities are all said to have
been Milesian colonies (Strab. ut supra;

Steph. Byz. makes Lampsacus a Pho-
csean settlement, but this is impro-

bable).
'' Parium seems to have occupied the

site of the modern Kamares (long. 27' 3',

lat. 40^ 25'). It was a joint colony from
Miletus, EiythrcC, and Paros. Scylax

(Peripl. p. 84), Strabo (xiii. p. 849), and
Ptolemy (Geograph. v. 2, p. 135) men-
tion it.

^ Biihr (ad loo.) imagines this Marsyaa
to be the well-known sti'eam near Ce-
hense, the Catarrhactes of our author

(infi-a, vii. 26), which joins the Mseander
within a very short distance from its

source (Liv. xxxviii. 13; Xen. Anab. i.

ii. § 8). But this river was in Phrygia,

above a hundred miles from the Carian

frontier, whither it is quite absurd to

suppose the Carians to have marched.
There can be little doubt that the Mar-
syas here mentioned is the river (now
the Chccna Chi) which joins the Mieander

from the south in long. 28°. The Idiian

country, from which it flowed, is un-
doubtedly the counti'y about Stratoni-

csea (Eski-Hissar), which was called at

different periods Idrias, Chrysaoris, and
Hecatesia. (Compare Steph. Byz. ad
voces 'iSpias, . . . with Strab. xiv.

p. 944; and for the identity of Eski-

Ilissar with Stratonicrea see Chandler,

ch. Ivii., vho found inscriptions there

to Hecate and Jupiter Ckrysaoris ; and
cf. Leake's .\sia Minor, pp. 234, 235.)

^ Cindys or Cindya (Strab.) was a

small town near Bargylia. It appears

to have fallen into decay at an early

date, but the name remained in the title

of Minerva Cindyas, whose temple and
image were regarded with particular

reverence by the Eargylians. Rain and
snow, it Wiis said, never fell on them
(Polyb. xvi. 12; Strab. xiv. p. 941, vith

the note of Casaubon, ad loc. ).

^ On the name Syennesis, see vol. i.

p. 168, note ^.
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fight with the river at their back ; that so, all chance of flight

being cut oil', they might be forced to staud their ground, and

have their natural courage raised to a still higher pitch. His

opinion, liowever, did not prevail ; it was thought best to make
the enemy have the Maeander behind them ; that so, if they

Avere defeated in the battle and ])ut to flight, they might have

no retreat open, but be driven headlong into the river.

119. The Persians soon afterwards approached, and, crossing

the Ma3ander, engaged the Carians upon the banks of the Mar-

syas ; where for a long time the battle was stoutly contested,

l)ut at last the Carians were defeated, being overpowered by

numbers. On the side of the Persians there fell 2000, Avhile the

Carians had not fewer than 10,000 slain. Such as escaped from

the field of battle collected together at Labranda,^ in the vast

precinct of Jupiter Stratius ^—a deity worshipped only by the

Carians^—and in the sacred grove of plane-ti'ees. Here they

deliberated as to the best means of saving themselves, doubting

whether they would fare better if they gave themselves up to

the Persians, or if they abandoned Asia for ever.

120. As they were debating these matters a body of Milesians

and alhes came to their assistance ; whereupon the Carians, dis-

missing their former thoughts, prepared themselves afresh for

war, and on the approach of the Persians gave them battle a

second time. They were defeated, however, with still greater

' Labranda was on the mountain Se 5 -
range which separated the valley of the ^ t^s \$ lepa-
Marsyas from that of Mylasa (Strab. xiv. (1. s. c).

p. 943). It was a strong position. The '' The temple of Jupiter Stratius at

site usually assigned is the modern vil- Labranda, is mentioned by Straljo(l.s.c. )•

lage of Idldee, where there are important He calls it vtiiis &$. The paved
remains (Chandler, ch. Iviii. p. 2'2()). road to which allusion was made in the

Col. Leake's conjectm-e, however (Asia last note, was a vin sacra leading from
Minor, p. 234), tLat these ai-e the ruins Mylasa to this temple,
of Euromus, and that Labranda is to be ' Jupiter Stratius is thus entirely

Bought for on the high ground between distinct from Jupiter Carius, who was
Melasso (Mylasa) and Arah-IIissar (Ala- worshipped by the Carians, Lj'dians,

banda), which was probable enough in and Mysians in common (i. 171). He
itself, has received a striking confirma- was called also Jupiter Labrandeus,
tion from the researches of Sir C. Fel- either from his temple at Labranda, or
lows. This traveller, on his way from (Plut. Quajst. Gr. ii. p. 301, F.) from
Arab-Hissar to Melasso, discovered in the fact that he bore in his right hand
the position anticipated by Col. Leake, a double-headed battle-axe( m
some important ruins, evidently the the Lydian language). Such a repre-
remains of an ancient town ; and also sentation of Jupiter is sometimes found
found considerable traces of an ancient upon Carian coins (Fellows's Lycia, PI.

paved road, leading from this town to .''>), No. »). And a similar axe appears
Melaeeo (Lycia, p. (J7). The latter cir- frequently ;is an architectural ornament
cumHtance exactly agrees with the ac- in the buildings of the country (ib.

count of Strabo, who.'ie words are p. 75).
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loss tliau before ; and while all the troops engaged suffered

severely, the blow fell with most force on the Milesians.

121. The Carians, some while after, repaired their ill fortune

in another action. Understanding that the Persians were about
to attack their cities, they laid an ambush for them on the road
which leads to Pedasns ;

^ the Persians, who were making a
night-march, fell into the trap, and the whole army was destroyed,

together with the generals, Daurises, Amorges, and iSisimaces

:

Myrsus^ too, the son of Gyges, was killed at the same time.

The leader of the ambush was Heraclides,^ the son of Ibanolis, a
man of Mylasa.^ Such was the way in which these Persians

perished.

122. In the meantime Hymeas, who was likewise one of those

by whom the lonians Avere jjursued after their attack on .Sardis,

directing his course towards the Propontis, took Cius,^ a city of

Mysia.^ Learning, however, that Daurises had left the Helles-

pont, and was gone into Caria, he in his turn quitted the Pro-

pontis, and marching with the army under his command to the

Hellespont, reduced all the ^olians of the Troad, and Kkewise

conquered the Gergithae,^ a remnant of the ancient Teucrians.

2 Vide supra, i. 175, note ^.

* This is probably the Myrsus men-
tioned in the third book (ch. 122), as

carrying a message from Oroetes to Poly-

crates. He was a Lydian, and (to judge
from his own and his father's name) of

the royal family (of. i. 8, 9).

* Brother, probably, of the " Oliatus,

son of Ibanolis," who was seized by
order of Aristagoras (supra, ch. 37).

* Mylasa continues to exist in the

modern Mellasso, a town of some size.

It still poissesses considerable remains of

antiquity, though the beautiful temple
seen by Pococke has been destroyed

(Pococke, vol. ii., part 2, ch. vi.; Chand-
ler, ch. 56). Its situation in a fertile

plain, under the shadow of lofty and
precipitous hills (Chandler, 1. s. c. ; Fel-

lows' Asia Minor, p. 259), agrees closely

with the description of Strabo (xiv. p.

942), while its distance from the sea

coiTespouds with the notice in Pausauias

(viii. 10, § 3).

Scylax of Caryanda is said to have
written a work entitled ' The History of

the times of Heraclides, king of Mylasa

'

(Suidas ad voc. 2/cuAo|). The person
intended is probably this Heraclides

;

but it may be questioned whether the
work was not a forgery.

^ Cius lay at the extreme recess of

the Cianean gulf, the modern gulf of
Moudanieh, upon the river of the same
name, which bore to the sea the watei-s

of Lake Ascania (Lake of Isnih). It was
destroyed by Philip, son of Demetrius,
but rebuilt by his ally Prusias, who called

it after his own name (cf. Strabo, xii.

p. 814; Polyb. xv. 22,23; Steph. Byz. ad
voc.; Scylax, Peripl. p. 84 . The
modern illage of Keudik nearly occu-
pies the site. Cius, like most other
towns upon this coast, was a colony of
the Milesians (Schol. in Apoll. lihod. i.

1178).
^ So Scylax (Peripl. 1. s. c), who

assigns to Mysia the whole peninsula
between the gulfs of Moudanieh and
Izmid, which tract is more usually
reckoned to Bithynia. (Cf. Ptol. Geo-
gi-aph. v. 1; and Strabo, xii. p. 812,
who, however, remarks on the difficulty

of distinguishing the boundaries of the
several tribes in these parts, p. 815.)

* These Gergitha; seem to have in-

habited the mountains south of Lam-
psacus, between the Scamander, the
Granicus, and the coast (infra, vii. 43).

According to Strabo (xiii. p. 851), Ste-

phen (ad voc. Tepyts), Livy (xxxviii.

59), and others, there was a city called

Gergis, Gergithus or Gergetha, in these

parts. Perhaps we may connect the
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He did not, however, quit the Troad, but, after gaining these

successes, was himself carried off by disease.

123. After his death, Avliicli liappened as I have related, Arta-

phernes, the satrap of Sardis, and Otanes, the third general,*

Avere directed to undertake the conduct of the war against Ionia

and the neighbouring^. By them Clazomense in the former,^

and Cyme in the latter,^ were recovered.

124. As the cities fell one after another, Aristagoras the Mile-

sian (who was in truth, as he now plainly showed, a man of but

little courage), notwithstanding that it was he had caused

the distiu'bances in Ionia and made so great a commotion, began,

seeing his danger, to look about for means of escape. Being

convinced that it was in vain to endeavour to overcome Kincf

Darius, he called his brothers-in-arms together, and laid before

them the following project :
—" 'Twould be well," he said, " to

have some place of refuge, in case they were driven out of Mile-

tus. Should he go out at the head of a colony to Sardinia,^ or

should he sail to Myrcinus in Edonia, which Histiaeus had re-

ceived as a gift from King Darius, and had begun to fortify ?
"

125. To tliis question of Aristagoras, Hccataeus, the historian,

son of Hegesander, made answer, that in his judgment neither

place Avas suitable. " Aristagoras shoidd build a fort," he said,

" in the island of Leros,^ and, if driven from Miletus, should go
there and bide his time ; from Leros attacks miglit readily be

made, and he might re-establish himself in Miletus." >Such was
the advice given by Hecateeus.

126. Aristagoras, however, Avas bent on retiring to ]\Iyrcinus.

Accordingly, he j)ut the government of Miletus into the hands of

name with the Homeric Gargarus fll. Fr. 6, &c.), led to the belief that great
xiv. 293). At any rate we cannot accept success might attend the colonisation of
that derivation of it (from the Gergini, the latter island,

a race of Cyprian parasites) which •• Leros, one of the Sporades, retains
Athen.'eus adopts from Clearchus of Soli its ancient name almost unchanged. It
(Deipuosopliist. vi. p. 255, F.). is the modern J.cro or Lerro, a small

" Supra, ch. UG. island between Calimna {Kalinmo) and
' Supra, i. 142, 2 Supra, i. 149. Patmos {), opposite the gulf of
' Sardinia seeias to have been viewed MandeUjah, It lies about 30 miles from

by the Greeks of this time as a sort of Miletus to the south-west, and is not
El Dorado, where they could not fail quite twenty from the nearest point of
of prospering. Bias, when Ionia was the Asiatic coast. Its inhabitants in
threatened by Cyi-us, had recommended ancient times had a bad reputation, as
the whole nation to remove thither (i. appears from the following distich

:

170>. Aristagoras now starts the same roie,- Aeptot- b ,
notioD. ProVjably the gi-eat prosperity &? &' -

the Sicilian Greeks, joined with some navrts, ^- Aepioj.

knowledge of the productiveness of Sar- The Leriaus were colonists of the Mile-
dinia (Diod. Sic. v. 10; Kymphodor. sians (Auaximen. ap. Strab. xiv. p. 910;.
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one of the chief citizens, named Pythagoras,^ and, taking with

him all who liked to go, sailed to Thrace, and there made liim-

self master of the place in qnestion. From thence he proceeded

to attack the Thracians ; but here he was cut off Avith his whole

army, while besieging a city ^ whose defenders were anxious to

accept terms of surrender.

* Aristagoras, it is evident from this, where Amphipolis was afterwards built

had not really divested himself of the (infra, vii. 114). The Thracians who
supreme authority in his native town defeated Aristagoras, were the Edonians.
(videsupra, oh. 37j. Little regard seems. It would seem they not only succeeded
however, to have been paid to his nomi- in protecting their own cities, but made
nee and successor. themselves mastei-s of Myrcinus, Avhich

^ It appears from Thucydides (iv. is called in Thucydides, an Edonian
102), that this city was on or near the city{ ttoKis, iv. 1(J7).

spot called Nine-Ways {'Evveu 'OSol\
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APPENDIX TO BOOK V.

ESSAY I.

ON THE EARLY HISTORY OF SPARTA.

1. Spartans, immigrants into the Peloponnese. 2. Supposed migrations of the

Dorians, 3. Their occupation of the Peloponnese according to the ordinary-

legend. 4. The true histoi-y unknown. 5. Probable line of march. 6. Date

of the occupation. 7. The conquest gradual. 8. Spartan Dorians—Sparta

and Amyclae— early wars. 9. Internal history— origin of the double

monarchy—troubles of the early period. 10. Condition of Sparta before

Lycurgus— the three classes— i.) Spartans— (ii.) Perioeci — (iii.) Helots.

11. Succession of the early kings. 12. Original constitution of Sparta—

•

Kings—Senate—Ecclesia. 13. Constitutional changes of Lycurgus, slight.

14•. His discipline—question of its origin. 15. Causes of its adoption.

16. Supposed equalisation of landed property. 17. Arguments which dis-

prove it. 18. Effects of Lycurgus' legislation—conquests, and increase of

PericEci. 19. Messenian wars. 20. Causes of the rupture. 21. Outline of

the first war. 22. Date and duration. 23. Internal changes consequent on
the fii-st war—"Peers" and " Inferiors"—"Small" and "Great Assembly"
—colonisation of Tarentum. 24. Interval between the wars. 25. Outline

of the second war. 26. Its duration. 27. War with Pisatis. 28. War with

Arcadia. 29. Gradual diminution of the kingly power at Sparta, and con-

tinued rise of the Ephors. 30. Rapid decrease in the number of Spartan

citizens.

1. That the Spartans of history were not original inhabitants of

the Teloponnese, but invaders from northern Greece, who esta-

blished their dominion over a largo portion of the peninsula by a

conquest of its previous occupants, is a fact which even the most
sceptical of modern historians has not hesitated to admit as certain.'

A uniform tradition,* supported by the representation of antique

times contained in the earliest Greek writer,^ and remarkably in

unison with the actual condition of the population of the country

when its circumstances first become known to us,* constitutes

^ See Mr. Crete's History of Greece, vol. The only writer who gives an account essen-

ii. part. ii. eh. 4 (pp. 408-442). tially diti'eri'iit Is Plato, by whom the Doiians

2 Cf. Hesiod. Fr. vii. ; Tyrtaius ap. Strab. are represeuUid as expelled Acha;aas returning

viii. p. 526 ; Pind. Pyth. v. 92-96, and to their own oountiy under the conduct of

Fi-agm. ed. Bockh, vol. i. p. 577 ; Herod, i. one Dorieus (Leg. iii. p. 682, E.).

56, vi. 52, viii. 43, and 73; Thucyd. i. 12, ^ Homur has no Dorians in the Pelopon-

18,107; Is<x;rat. Panath. p. 256; Archi- nose, tliu inhabitants of which, according to

dam. p. 194; ArLstid. Orat. 46, vol. ii. him, are .\eha;ans, Argives, or Dana;ins. He
p. 284 ; Ephor. Frs. 10-20 ; Apollodor. has, iadeel, a single insignificant town
ii. 8; Si-ymn. Ch. 528 et seqq. ; Strab. Dorium 'U. ii. 594) on the west coast near

viii. p. 530, &c. ; Diod. Sic. iv. 37-60

;

Pyl(js ; but the Dorians only appear in his

PauBan. III. i.,&c., iv. iii. § 3, &c. ; CEnom. writings a.s a Cretan r;u«. (Ud. xix. 177.)

.ip. Euseb. Pra-p. Ev. v. 20, p. 210, C. • See below, pp. 278-280.
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evidence the w^eight of Avhich is altogether irresistible. It may bo
assumed therefore that the Dorian Spartans, whose history is now
to be traced, nnlike their rivals, the Athenians, were immigrants
into an occujiied countr}^—settlors among a people from whom they
differed to a greater or loss extent,* whom they conquered and held
in subjection. Eegarding thus much as allowed on all hands, we
have in the first instance to consider— 1. whence they came, and
why they left their primitive seats ; 2. in Avhat way they effected
the conquest.

2. According to Herodotus, the Dorians, whom he identifies with
the Hellenes, had dwelt originally in Achsea Ththiotis," the country
immediately east of the Pagasaaan Gulf, lying both north and south
of the chain of Othrys. Hence they had removed to a tract called
Histiieotis in Upper Thessaly, which Herodotus seems to place
near Tempe, since he tells us that it lay " at the base of Ossa and
Olympus." ' From this region they had been driven by the Cad-
meians, whereupon they had fled into l*indus ; and Avhile there had
taken the name of " Macedni " (or Macedonians)." After a time
they had quitted this refuge and gained possession of Dryopis, the
tract between Parnassus and Callidromus, consisting of the valleys
of the Pindus and certain other streams which form the head-waters
of the great Cephissiis river. From this country, Avhich in the
historical age was known as Doris, they had entered the Pelopon-
nese, and subjugated the previous inhabitants.

It has been observed by K. 0. Miiller in reference to this account
of the early migrations of the Dorian race, that " no one can con-
sider it as flowing immediately from ancient tradition ; it can only
be Adewed as an attempt of the father of history to arrange and
reconcile A'arious legends and traditions." ' This remark appears to

be just. \Vhatever value we may be inclined to attach generally to

the account which a nation without a literature gives of its origin,

it is impossible to imagine that a people driven about in tlie vay
described would orally preserve for centuries so exact an account
of its many wanderings. Herodotus, or those from whom he drew
his information, must be considered to have thrown together and
blended into a single narrative stories current in difierent parts

of Greece, which it required some ingenuity to harmonise. The
Dorians had to be placed originally in Phthiotis, because that was
in Homer ' the country of the Hellenes, with whom tho Dorians

were identified : they must be given seats in Histiaeotis, since

Upper Thessaly was the abode of the Lapithai, with Avhom iEgi-

' Widely different opinions have been held speaks of " the diffei'ence between the lan-

on this point. Mr. Grote says (Hist, of guage, religion, and customs of the two

Greece, vol. ii. p. 451), " So little is known nations " as " strongly and precisely marked."

of the previous inhabitants of the Pelopon- (Dorians, vol. i. p. 56.)

nese, that we cannot at all measure the ® Herod, i. 5(3.

difference between them and their Dorian "^ Ibid, rrji/ virh " € rhu

invaders, either in dialect, in habits, or in .
intelligence." He inclines, however, to think, ^ Ibid. loc. cit., and compare viii. 43.

at least with regard to their language, that ^ Dorians, vol. i. pp. 21, 22,

it " did not differ materially from the Doric
"

^ Iliad, ii. 683, 684.

(p. 452). K. 0. Miiller, on the other hand,
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mills, their mythic ancestor, aa\'is said to ha'e conteuded ;" and

since, according to some accounts,* the Dorian colonies in Crete

proceeded from that region : they must descend Pindus that they

might reach Dryopis, their well-knoA\ni habitiition in later times

;

and they must be called Macedonians, in order to give a foundation

to those claims of Hellenism which the Macedonians were in the

habit of preferring, not onlj^ for their royal family, but for their

whole nation.* The very lowest degree of credit must be considered

to attach to these legends, which recei\'e no support from Homer,*'

and are full of internal improbabilities. All that can be said to be
ascertained of the Dorians before they settled in the I'eloponnese, is

the fact that they previously inhabited the "small and sad region '"*

known in historical times as Doris, or the Doric metropolis, where
they had a confederacy of four townships, Pindus, Bceiim, Citinium,

and Erineus,^ all situated in the valley of the Pindus river. Of this

country they were reported to have gained possession by the expul-

sion of the Dryopes, one of the most ancient races of Greece, which
may be regarded as a sister-tribe to the Pelasgi, Leleges, Caucones,

Dolojies, &c. ; but this expulsion does not seem to rest upon such
evidence as entitles it to take rank among the established facts of

histoiy.*

3. According to the prevailing legend, the Dorians were induced
to leave their seats under Parnassus by the entreaties of a band of

fugitiA-es from the Peloponnese, who begged their aid in order to

effect a return to their native country. Tliese fugitives were the

Heraclida3, or descendants of Hercixles, by hereditary right the

royal family of Argos, but expelled from the Peloponnese by a
usurper of their o-wn house (Eurystheus), and at his death sxiperseded

by another ancient Peloponnesian famil}^ the Pelopidai, or de-

scendants of I'elops. Eeceived Avith open anns by the Dorians and
adopted into their body, the Heraclidas became the i-uling family of

the nation whose aid they had sought, and imparted the name of

Hylleans to their principal tribe.' After various attempts to force

2 Apollod. IT. vii. 7 ; Diod. Sic. iv. 37

;

Steph. Byz. ad voc, &c.

Rtrab. Lx. p. 637. An ancient epic, ascribed ** K. 0. Miiller regards the evidence as

to Hesiod, and entitled ' ^Egimius,' probably sufficient (Dorians, vol. i. pp. 46-49) ; but he

described this contest, ( Miiller's Dorians, confesses that " the expulsion of the Diyo-
vol. i. jip. ''-Zb, E.T.) pians Ls related in a manner entirely fabu-

3 Andron, Fr. 3 ; Diod. Sic. iv. 60 ; v. lous." Heroilotus in one place ascriljes it to

80. - Hercules and the Malians (viii. 43. Com-
* See MuUer's Dorians, vol. i. p. 40. pare Strab. viii. p. 542 ; Pausan. IV. rnriv.

* Homer does not know of Dorians any- § 6 ; Diod. Sic. iv. 37 ; Etvm. Magn. ad
where but in Crete (Od. six. 177). They voc. /), elsewhere apparently to the

do not appear among the combatants of tlie Dorians (i. 56).
lliail. * jEgimius, the Dorian chief who re-

' Mr. Grote (Hist, of Greece, vol. ii. p. ceived the Heraclidaj, was made to have two
388 j thus happily renders the TrdXeis /ixiKpai sons of his own, Pamphylus and Dymas.. of .Strabo, ix. p. 620. On the arrival of the Heradida;, he adopted

'' Krineus seems to be the correct form of Hyllus, whenc-e the names of the three

this name, not Eiineum, which Mr. Giote iJorian tribes, Hylleans, Pamphylians, and
give;; (Hist, of Greece, ]«;. sup. cit.). Sec Dymanat». (See Apollod. II. viii. § 3, ad
Andron ap. .Strab. x. p. 693 (Fr. 4), fiii. ; Kjihor. Fr. 10; Steph. Byz. ad voc.

'EpiPfov; Siylac. Peripl. p. 53; Ptol. iii. ; Schol. ad Pmd. Pyth. i. 121.)
15; Tzctzcs ad Lycophr. 741, and 980;
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their way into the peninsula by the Isthmus of Corintli, Avliich

were met and defeated by the inhabitants,' the Dorians under their

Heracleid leaders at last effected the passage of the Corinthian
Gulf near its mouth, in sliips which they had built at Naupactus, a
port granted to them by the Ozolian Locrians. They vere accom-
panied on their expedition by Oxylus, an xEtolian chief,'' who was
desirous of possessing himself of the rich country of Elis, Avhere he
had recently passed a year of exile ; and who was thus qualified by
acquaintance with this part of the Peloponnese to serve as guide to

the invaders. He conducted the fleet from Naupactus to Molycrium
at the mouth of the gulf, and thence crossing to I'anormus, led the
Dorians through Arcadia against the Achiean force, which was
collected under Tisamenes, the sou of Orestes, near the isthmus.

A battle was fought in which the Dorians were completely vic-

torious, and the inheritance of the Heraclidte was reco\'ered. As
the family of Hyllus had now divided into thi-ee branches,'' a three-

fold division of the ancient Ach^an territory was made. Lots
were dra-wn for the kingdoms of Argos, Sparta, and Messenia, the

first of which fell to Temenus (the eldest of the sons of Aristo-

machus), the second to Eurysthenes and Procles, the infant children

of Aristodemus (the second son), and the third to Cresphontes (the

third son), who had craftily contrived to obtain this fertile terri-

tory for himself by placing in the urn an unfair lot.* Elis was
given to Oxylus, according to previous agreement. A portion of

the Achieans refused to submit to the conquerors, and leaving their

country entered Ionia—the northern tract of the Peloponnese ex-

tending along the gulf of Corinth—where they overcame and
expelled the inhabitants, who sought a refuge in Attica. Thus the

' Three such attempts are narrated: the

first under Hyllus, after the death of Eury-

stheus, which Hyllus was slain hy Eche-

mus (Herod, ix. 26 ; Schol. Find. 01. s.

79) ; the second under Cleodaus, the son of

Hyllus, who also fell in an engagement

((Euom. ap. Euseb. Pra?p. Ev. v. 20, p. 210,

C. ; Schol. ad Find. Isth. vii. 18) ; and the

third uu<ler Aristomachus, the son of Cleo-

daeus, vhich had the same ill success (Apol-

lod. II. viii. § 2 ; CEnom. 1. s. c, &c.).

- The legend lan—that the Delphic Oracle

bade Temenus take as guide for his army a

three-eyed man. Soon after, chancing to

meet Oxylus, who had lost an eye, riding on

horseback, he at once recognised in him the

necessary "three-eyed guide." (ApoUod. ii.

viii. 3.) Another account assigned the loss

of an eye to the animal on which Oxylus

rode ''Pausan. v. iii. § 5).

* The mythic genealogy of the Heraclidie

was as follows :—Hercules had four sons by

Deianira, of vhom Hyllus was the eldest.

Hyllus left a son, Cleodieus, who was the

father of Aristomachus. Aristomachus had

three children, Temenus, Aristodemus, and

Cresphontes. Aristodemus, according to

some accounts, reigned at Sparta (Herod, vi.

52) ; according to others, he was killed by

lightning at Naupactus, leaving behind him
twin sons, Eurysthenes and Frocles. (Apollod.

II. viii. § 2, ad fin.) The genealogy may be

thus exhibited :

—

Hercules.

Hyllus.

I

CleodiBus.

Aristomachus.

Temenus.
I I

Aristodemus. Cresphontes.

Eurysthenes. Procles.

* The three parties were to draw lots for

the three kingdoms by placing each their

pebble in a jar of water, from which an in-

diiferent person was to draw them forth.

The first whose stone was drawn out was to

receive Argos, the second Sparta; Messenia

would then fall to the third. Cresphontes,

in order to obtain the third lot, which he

preferred to the others, instead of a stone

placed in the jar a lump of clay, which forth-

with dissolved. (Apollod. II. viii. § 4.)
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new arrangement of tlie Peloponnese vas complete : the country

jirevion.sly held by the Achaians passed into the hands of the

Dorians ; Ionia became Achsea ; the Epeans of Elis were merged
in the iEtolians ; only the Arcadians and Cynnrians remained
nndi.stnrljed in their ancient abodes, the former in the central

mountain tract, the latter in a sequestered valley on the eastern

shore.*

4. Such is, in outline, the legendary story that has come down
to us concerning the mode whereby the Dorian conquests in the

Peloponnese were effected. It is related consecutively by Apol-

lodorus* and I'ausanias,^ with whose statements the fragmentary

notices in Herodotus, Thuc3Tlides, and other early Avriters appear

in the main to agree.* Certain isolated traditions have, however,

descended to us, which are thought to militate against the general

truth of this tale, and to indicate that the conquest was the result

of at least tvo separate and independent attacks, one proceeding

fiOm the Maliac gulf by sea against Argos and the eastern coast,

the other directed from J3tolia by way of Elis against Messenia

and Sparta.'' But the Avriters from whom these notices come appear

themselves to have been entirely unconscious of any discrepancy

between the traditions in question and the common legend, which
they accept and adopt luihesitatingly ;

^ and the facts which they

record, even if admitted to be true, w^ould seem to be quite insuffi-

cient for the establishment of any definite hypothesis." Pei'haps

we must be content to acquiesce in the conclusion of Niebuhr,
that the conquest of the Peloponnese by the Dorians is a fact, but
that " we do not possess the slightest historical knoAvledge of the

s Cf. Herod, viii. .73.

' Bibliothec. ii. viii.

7 Eliac. iii. § 5, iv. § 1.

^ See Herod, i. 56, vi. 52, ix. 26 ; TIuk yd.

i. 9, 12; Tyrticus ap. Pausiin. \n. xxv.

§ 3; Find. Pyth. i. 61, &c.

* i*aus;inias, in speaking of the isolated

hill on the Argive coast, called the Temenion,

says that it Avas occupied by the Dorians in

their war with Tisamenus, and formed the

stronghold from which they made their at-

tacks upon Argos (ii. xxxviii. § 1). And
Thucydides mentions a similar occupation hy

the lioriaas of the height called Solygius,

near Corinth, from which their attack was

carried on against that place (iv. 42). From
the position of these two heights, it is argued

that the assailants must have come by sea,

and the assumjttion is made that they left

th.! Maliac Gulf in ships, and efl'ecte<l their

conquests, like the Nonnans, by descents upon
the coast from their vessels (Miiller's Dori;ins,

vol. i. p. 90, E. T. ; Grote's History of

Greece, vol. ii. pp. 416-419).
' Pausanias is one of the chief authorities

for (lie (^tmmon legend (see above, note ').

Thucydides, by speaking of the conquest as a

biugle event, and assigning to it a particular

year (i. 12), shows that he did not view it

as the result of a series of separate and un-

connected attacks.

- Mr. Grote says (Hist, of Greece, vol. ii.

p. 416) " it is difficult to see how the

Dorians can have got to the Temenium in

any other way than by sea." But if they

had defeated the Achaans in battle, and vere

masters of the open country, while the

natives still maintained themselves in their

fortified cities, they might fix on any suitable

position for an4 against each

place. That the Temenium lay between

Argos and the sea is no proof that the

Dorians advanced from the sea, any more
than the fact that Deceleii lay to the north

of Athens is a proof that the Spartans at-

tacked Athens from the north. With respect

to the hill Solygius. which, Mr. Grote says,

" is the nearest and most convenient holding-

ground for a maritime invader," it may be

obserTed that it is equally convenient for an

enemy wlio attacks Corinth Ijy laud from the

Pelojwnnese. It is a spur of the Oneia,

which protects Corinth upon the south, on

which an enemy from that quarter must
eliect a lodgment before he could descend into

tlte sandy plain of the isthmus.
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circumstances accompanying it." * The legendary tale above given
seems to be the invention of poets, avIio, wlien all memory of the
mode wherein the conquest was eiiected had faded away, composed
a narrative Avhich might seem to account lor the state of things
existing at the time when they wrote.

. The tradition of the place at which the Dorians cifected their
entrance may, however, be accepted, since it is one Avhich would
not be likely to be invented, as the Isthmus is the natuial door of
ingress to the Peloponnese,'* and since it accords with certain cir-

cumstances in the character of the people, and in the position of
their earliest settlements. The Dorians were at all times unskilful

in the attack of walled places ;
* and if the l*elasgic population of the

Peloponnese, so famous for its Cyclopian architecture, had esta-

blished (as is not impossible ^) a rampart across the isthmus at this

early date, or even if they had blocked with walls tlie difficult

passes of the Oneia,^ it may readily be conceived that the Dorians
wovild have found it impossible to force an entrance. And the
settlements at Stenyclerus and Sparta, which are certainly among
the very first in which the conquerors established themselves, are

(as has been shown ") readily accessible from the western side of

Greece, by a route which passes through Elis and Pisatis, up the
valley of the Alpheus, and thence into that of the Eurotas, O'er a
pass of no great height. It appears to be on the whole more pro-

bable that the entire migration took this direction than that two
distinct lines were followed, as Mr. Grote supposes. The theory
that the Dorians were " the Normans of Greece," and setting out in

fleets of " piratical canoes," proceeded from the Maliac Gulf by sea

against the distant Peloponnese," has great difficulties, and is desti-

tute of any solid foundation.* The Dorians, despite some brilliant

examples to the contrary in later times, are an essentially un-

^ Lectures on Ancient History, vol. i. p. within the space of a few montlis?

230, E. T. '' There are remains of walls in these passes

* See Thucyd. i. 13, and note in this con- (Chandler's Travels, ii. ch. 58, p. 273); but

nexion the inability of the Spartans to con- I am not aware if they are Cyclopian. That

ceive of the Persians entering in any other passes were early guarded by walls is shown

way (Herod, viii. 40, ix. 7, 8, &c.). The in Herod, vii. 17.
word " Isthmus " is by some derived from * See Grote's History of Greece, vol. ii.

the root i-, wliith appears in the Greek liuat, p. 439.

the Latin ire, &c. (See Scott and Liddell's ^ Grote, ii. p. 417 ; Miiller's Dorians, i.

Lexicon, ad voc., and Smith's Diet. p. 90, E. T.

of Gk. and Rom. Geography, ad voc. ^ Mr. Grote (ii. p. 416, note-) finds'

a

Corinthus.) foundation for it not only in the supposed

* Cf. Herod, is. 70, and note, as lllustra- colonization of Crete from Doris, but ;ilso in

tions, the long siege of IthOme (Thucyd. i. the ex])lanation wiiich Aiistotle gave of the

103) and the blockade of Flata;a (ibid. ii. proverb, »!//. (See Phot. Lex.

78). Synag. p. 1)94, 9.) He considers Aristotle

* It is true that " the first Isthmian wall to represent Hippotes (the fathei• of Aletes

—

mentioned in history, was the one thrown up the mythic founder of Corinth), as " having

in haste by the Feloponnesians when Xerxes crossed the Maliac Gulf in ships for tlie pur-

was marching into Greece" (Diet, of Gk. pose of colonising." But Aristotle makes no

and Kom. Geograph. i. p. G84) ; but we may mention at all of the Maliac Gulf; and it is

suspect that this was really the restoration of quite uncertain to what time he uuuint the

an old defence. Could the Spartans other- story to refer. (See C. MuUer's note in the

wise have ac^omplislied the task—a battle- Fragm. Hist. Or. voL ii. p. 150.)

mented wall, at least 3^ miles in length

—
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nautical people. Their •\\8 are built at a distance from tlie

coast—they are slow to colonise—at sea they feel out of their

element—their system discourages voyaging : they are thorough

landsmen, and if it he said that nevertheless they are found at a

very early period in situations which they could only have reached

in ships, we may reply that, in the first place, the evidence of the

fact is doubtful ; and, secondly, that at best the cases adduced are

so rare as to present all the appearance of exceptions to a general

rule.2 An examination of the supposed parallel case of the Dryo-

pians ^ shows very strikingly the improbability of the Dorian con-

quests having been efiected by sea. The Dryopians undoubtedly

started on shipboard from their original country upon the Maliac

Gulf, and the consequence is that we find their settlements widely

dispersed, and universally iqyon the coasts. They are found at Her-

mione, Eion, and Asine on the coast of Argolis, at Styra and

Carystus of Euboea, in Cythnos, in Cyprus, and again in the Mes-

senian Asine, inhabiting either actual seaports, or towns removed

but a very short distance from the shore. The Dorians, on the

contrary, occupy a single continuous territory, and all their chief

cities are inland, as Sparta, Stenyclerus, Ai-gos, Troezen, Corinth,

Megara, and Sicyon. Eesults so widely dilferent can only be

accounted for by a difference in the manner of the two migrations.

6. ^\'ith respect to the time at which the conquest Avas made,

the tradition usually followed*—which first appears in Thucydides*

—placed the event in the eightieth year after the Trojan war, and

the twentieth after the migration of the Boeotians from Arne in

Thessaly. Ko great reliance can be placed on a tradition of this

sort, which even if accepted fails to furnish a definite date, since

the Ti'ojan Avar, though probably a real event, is one the time of

which cannot be fixed Avithin two centuries.* The question Avhether

the Greeks had any means of accurately estimating the lapse of

time before the institution of .the Olympic festival is one of great

difficulty; and the ansAver to it will vary according to the belief

that is entertained of the nature of those public records Avhich Avere

preserved from a remote period in many Greek cities.^ ]f the

anagraphs of the Spartans, for instance, contained, besides the names

* The meutioa of Dorians in Crete by p. 417.

Homer (Od. xix. 177) shortly after the * The interval of eighty years was adopted

Trojan war is the most remarlvable notice by Eratosthenes (ap. Clem. Alex. Stioni.

bearing on this subject. If we believe the vol. i. p. 4U'2), by Apollodorus (ap. Diod.

fact, we must supjwse either that the Dorians Sic. i. 5), by Crates (ap. Tatiau. 49, p. 107),

had sailed at this early time from Greece by the Pseudo-Plutarch (De vit. Horn. ii. 3,

proper to Crete, or else that at a still more p. 720, ed VVytt.), by' Paterculus

remote era they liad jjassid into Crete from (i. 2), by Syncellus (pp. 321 and 335), by

Asia. They may have done so on their way Tzetzes (Chil. xii. 1 93), and others. There

to Euroi>e. Perhaps, however, Homer is were, however, conflicting accounts. Clemens

guilty of an anachronism, and a.ssigns to the tells us (1. s. c.) that some reckoned 120 and

time of the Trojau war what did not really others 180 years between the two events,

take plai* till some time after the Dorian * Thucyd. i. 12.

conqm^t of the Peloponne.se. There was no * See note ^ on Book ii. ch. 145.

«ittl<al tradition concerning the colonisation '' See the Essay on the Life and Writinjrs

of Crete (see Strab. X. p. <393). of Heioilotus, prefixed to vol. i. (ch. ii.

' See dole's llistoiy of Greece, vol. ii. pp. 43, 44).
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of their kings, the niimher of years that each king reigned—which
is a probable conjecture of Ottfried Miiller's ^—a means of calcu-

lating back with exactness to the first settlement of the Dorians in

iSparta Avould have existed. Even if the names only were pre-

served, together with the relationship of each king to the preceding
monarch, it would have been easy to make a rough estimate, Avhich

could not be far w-rong, of the date in question. Tlie nimiber of

generations from Aristodemus to the invasion of Greece by Xerxes,
is gi\'en by Herodotus (who traces the descent of both the Sjiartan

kings at that time *) as seventeen ; and hence w• e obtain as an
approximate date for the Dorian conquest, the year B.C. 1046.' The
establishment of the Olympic contest about midway in the list of

Spartan kings, which is an independent tradition.- confirms this

estimate, since it furnishes a date for the reign of Tlieopompus. the

ninth ancestor of Leotychides, almost exactly 300 years before

Leotychides ; whence we might conclude that the ninth ancestor

of Tlieopompus would reign about 300 years earlier, or B.C. 1080.

On the whole it may be assumed as probable that the first lodg-

ment of the Dorian invaders in the Peloponnese belongs to the

middle or the earlier half of the eleventh century before our era,

and that it followed on the Trojan war within one, or at most tAvo

centuries.

7. Various tales were current concerning the manner of the con-

quest. According to the most poetical (which was also the most
popular) legend, a single defeat produced the general submission

of the Acha3ans ; and the realms of the Atridaj were at once par-

titioned out among the three sons of king Aristomachus, Temenus,

Cresphontes, and Aristodemus, the last-named being represented

by his infant-children. Other accounts, however, told of a longer

and more doiibtful contest. The story of the Temenium, however
we understand it,^ seems to show that even in Argolis there was a

prolonged resistance to the invaders ; and in Laconia it Avould appear

that the conquest was only eifected after a fierce and bloody struggle,

which lasted for above three centuries. The independence of

Amyclas, a strong town little more• than two miles distant from

Sparta, till within fifty years of the first Olympiad, is a fact esta-

blished upon ample evidence ;
* and this fact, even if it stood

alone, would sufficiently indicate that the Spartan Dorians Avere

confined within veiy narrow limits during the first two or three

centuries after their establishment in the valley of the Eurotas.

8 Dorians, vol. i. p. 150, E. T. Mr. ing to the estimate of Herodotus at three to

Clinton thinks that, if the years had been the century, will produce a total of 566

registered, " there would have been less un- years. This sum, added to the date of the

certainty in the date of the Trojan war "
battle of Salamis (n.C. 480 + 5t50 - B.C.

(F. H. vol. i. p. 332;. But the uncertainty 1046j. gives the year mentioned in the text,

might partly arise from different estimates of - Diod. t^ic. ap. Kuseb. Chron. Can. Pars

the time between the fall of Troy and the i. c. 35.

settlement of the Dorians at Sparta (see ' Supra, p. 270.

above, note ''), partly from the calculations * Pausan. ni. ii. 6, xii. 7, &c. Comp.

being based upon other and conflicting data. Ephor. Fr. 1 8 ;
Conon. 36 ; Nic. Damiusc.

3 See Herod, vii. 204, and vhi. 131. Fr. 3 ; Serv. ad J2n. x. 564, &c.

^ Seventeen generations, calculated accord-

VOL. III.
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"We leani, however, from Pausanias and other -iters* that man}'

cities of Laconia besides Amyclai were first reduced to subjection

about the same period; Pharis and Geronthraj in the reign of the

same i:uonarch who captured Amyclfe, ^gys on the borders of

Arcadia in the reign of his father, Helos in the plain near the

mouth of the Eurotas in that of his son. In Messenia too there

Avere independent towns till near the close of the eighth centnry

B.C., as is e\'idenced by the list of Olympic victors preserved in

Eusebius.® It thus appears that the Acha^ans, instead of yielding

upon a single defeat, and either quitting their country or becoming
the Avilling subjects of the conquerors, maintained with great

tenacity their hold upon the territory, and Avere only dispossessed

by sloAV degTees and after centuries of contest.

8. The Dorian settlement at Sparta was the lodgment of a band
of immigrants, forced to seek new abodes by the straitness of their

own limits, in a portion of a valley easily defensible, which at once

gave them a secure home, and enabled them to threaten a city of

importance, the metropolis of a considerable kingdom. This Avas

Amyclaj, which is Avith reason believed to haA'e been "the ancient

capital of Laccdajmon," '' being in tradition the home of Tyndareus
and his family,^ and the seat of the court of Agamemnon f and
possessing the tombs of that monarch and of Cassandra, as Avell as

all the most ancient and venerated sanctuaries.' AVhether a foreign

invitation coincided with the desire of the Dorians to emigrate, and
determined their settlement to the particular site actuall}' preferred,

Avhich is a conclusion drawn by some modern writers from a tradi-

tion mentioned in Ephorus,- or Avdiether the position itself decided

them, is open to question. The site of Sparta, though not so

striking as that of Athens, Corinth, or even Thebes, was one pos-

i-essing most of the features regarded as important in ancient times.

The Eurotas, Avhich, from its source on the southern ilank of the

Arcadian highland to its junction Avith the QCnlis a little above

Sparta, is a mere rapid mountain-stream running in a narrow
valle}', emerges shortly after the junction upon an open space, the

modern plain of j\/iitra, Avhich is again closed toAvards the south by
the approach of the mountains on both sides to the edge of the

stream, at a distance of about six miles from the point A\here the

plain commences. In this open space, surrounded on all sides by
lofty mountains, the flanks of Avhich are scarped and precipitous,

stands a cluster of lesser elevations, from 50 to CO feet above the

level of the plain, guarded on the north and south by torrent-

courses, and on the east protected by the stream of the Eurotas, in

* The capture of Pharis and Geronthrae vol. i. p. 233, E. T. Comi^are Thirlwall's

is mentioned by Pausanias (lU. ii. 7), that History of Greece, vol. i. ch. vii. ]>. 2(17,

of ^gys Ijy the «ime writer (ibid. § 5), and lyiuller's Dorians, vol. i. ^). lU(j-Ui8,

that of Helos by him (ibid. § 7), and E. T.

Phlegon of Tralles (Fr. i.). * Paiisan. in. i. § 3, 4.

^ Chron. Can. Pars I. c. 33. Oxythemis " Simonides, Fr. 177 ; Stesiclior. ap.

the Coron<5in is a native of Corona in Mes- Schoj. Eurip. Orest. 46.

seiiia, not of Coroua.-a in Uceotia. (See Grote's ' Cf Pauian. in. xix.

Greece, vol. ii. p. 444, note.) * Fr. 18. See Grote, vol. ii. \>. 441.
^ Niebuhr's Lectures on Ancient HLstory,
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tliis place rarely fordable.^ Here, upon these hills, at the upper end
of this remarkable basin—the "hollow Lacedaimon " of Homer *

—was built the cluster of villages, Limnaa, Pitane, Mesoa, and
Cynosura, which formed in the aggregate the town of Sparta.*

Near the lower extremity of the plain—most probably on an isolated

hill overlooking the Eurotas, where now stands the church oi Ala
Kyriaki'^—Avas the strong citadel of Amycla), the city itself extending
to the north and west amid groves and gardens,'' nearly to the
stream called the Tiasus. The settlement at Sparta was clearly an, ov position occupied for jmrposes of oiience, against

Amycla), standing in nearly the same relation to that place in which
the 07-iginal Eome upon the Capitoline and Palatine hills stood to

the Sabine settlement upon the Quirinal. That Amycte succeeded
in maintaining its independence for three centviries—a fact con-

cerning which there can be little doubt ^—was OAving, in part to

the strength of its position, in part to its walls and the inexpertness

of the Dorians at sieges. So long as it withstood the attacks of

the Spartans, it would block against them the lower valley of

the Eurotas, the whole of which doAvn to the sea-coast must have
remained in the hands of the Acha^ans.» At the same time the

scarped chains of Painon and Taygetus would confine the Spartans

on the right and on the left, so that they could expand freely only
towards the north, where the upper valleys of the Eurotas and the

QEnus gave them a ready access to the territories of their neigh-

bours. Accordingly we find wars wdth these northern neighboxxrs

distinctly assigned to this pei'iod of the Spartan histoiy by writers

of high authority.' The possession of Cynuria was disputed Avith

Argos ; 2 distant expeditions were conducted into Arcadia f and
quarrels began with the sister state of Messenia, between Avhich

and Sparta there had existed at first very close relations of friend-

ship.'' The stubborn resistance of the Achsean capital, while it

^ Tliis descriptiou is taken chiefly from Dorians, and persuaded the inhabitants to

Col. Leake (Morea, vol. i. pp. 150-180), retire -nithout a struggle into Ionia, received

whose account of the localities differs con- Amycla; as a recompence for his services," is

sirterably from that given by Ottfried Miiller, an attempt to gloss over the unpalatable fact

and represented in the map attaclied to the tliat the city resisted the hjiartan attacks,

Euglisli translation of his work, which map and to reconcile its known independence with

is repeated in the second volume of llr. the theory of the immediate and cf)mplete

Grote's History of Greece. conquest of Laconia by the invaders.

* See Od. iv. 1, &c., and compare the ex- * Ephorus (1. s. c.) made Helos fall into

pression of Strabo (viii. p. 5'27), « the hands of Sparta as early as the reign of

iv 4 ) ttjs Agis, and spoke of Pharis and Las among

eSapos. the conquests of Eurysthenes and Procles
;

* Pausnn. in. xvi. 6 ; Strab. viii. p. 528
;

but Pharis is found to be independent in the

Bi^ckh, Corp. Inscrip. Vet. 1241, i;i38, reign of Teledus, who reduces it (Pausan.

13-1-7, 1425 ; Steph. Byz. ad. voc.. . § 6), and Helos has to be taken by

Leake's Morea, vol. i. p. 144. his son Alcamenes (ibid. § 7).
" Polyb. V. xix. 2. ' Aristot. Pol. ii. 6, and compare the

' The statement of Pindar (Pyth. i. 65) ensuing notes,

that " the Dorians, on their descent from - Pausan. in. ii. § 2. 3, and vii. § 2.

Pindus, occupied AmycL-c," is a mere poetical 3 Plutarch, Vit. Lycurg. c. 2 ;
Polyaen.

exaggeiation, to which no weight can be ii. 13.

attached. The circumstantial stoiy told by '' As is evidenced by the existence of the

Ephorus (Fr. 18), that " Philouomus the ancient temple of Minerva Limnat is near tlie

Achaan, having betrayed Sparta to the summit of Mount Taygetus, and on the tou-

T 2
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checked the progress of Sparta to-svards the south, favoured peihaps,

rather thau liiudeied, its growth in the opposite direction.

0. The internal history of Sparta during these centuries is in-

volved in great obscurit}', and presents, indeed, difficulties of no
common kind. The peculiarity of the double monarchy is the first

thing that attracts attention when the early Spartan constitution

is brought under revicAv. It is obvious that the popular tradition *

furnishes no satisfactory explanation of this remarkable anomaly,

to Avhich the annals of the world do not present a parallel." \ e

can scarcely doubt that the arrangement either arose out of a

struggle for the croAvn betAA^een two families of almost equal power
and influence, or was a contrivance of the nobles to Aveaken the

I'oyal authority. In either case the real history of the institution

is lost, and has been superseded by fables Avhich furnish no clue

to the truth. Again, great doubt is thrown even upon the bare

genealog}' of the early kings, by the fact that the two royal houses

were known in actual history, and from very remote times, by the

names of Agids and Eurypontids, instead of Eiarystheneids and
PiOcleids. The explanations attempted of this circumstance are con-

flicting, while no one of them is very probable ;^ and it cannot but
be suspected that Agis and Eurypon Avere respectiveh' the first kings

of their houses, and that their predecessors in the genealogy, Eury-
sthenes in the one case, I'rocles and Soiis in the other, wei-e either

of a different race, or else belong to the class of purely fictitious

personages. Thirdl}', it is difficult to understand what exactly was
that state of sedition or lawlessness(^ or '^) under Avhich

tlie Lacedajmonians aie said to have groaned during these centuries,

and from which they Avere deliA'ered by the legislation of Lycurgns.
The explanation ottered by some wiiters,» that it was merely a
departure from the ancient Dorian institutions—a casting ott', under
the influence of success, of the rigid discipline which had originally

prcA^ailed, and through Avhich a clan of motmtaineers hatl had
strength and energy enough to overthroAV the mighty kingdoms
of the Atridas— can scarcely be received as true, since it is based
upon an unproA'ed and \'ery questionable supposition, A'iz. that

the institutions of Lycnrgus were the mere revival of a primitive

system,' and it is far from hai'monising with the expressions by
which the ancient writers describe the condition of things anterior

fines of Sparta and Messenia, which was com- called Procleids until Eurypon (ni. vii. § 1),

mon to the two nations (Pausan. IV. ii. '-). whose glory eclipsed that of his piedecessors.

* Hertjd. vi. 5'-. I'hitarch regards Sous as a more glorious

* Mr. G rote notices the " peculiarity " of king than Eurypon, and accounts for the

this institution, but attempts no explanation latter giving his name to the lower line of
(Hist, of Greece, vol. ii. p. 404). Neither kings hy his concessions to the mob {5--
Jliilier nor Bishop Thirlwall appears to be ywywv (. Vit.

struck by the anomaly. Lycurg. c. 2).

' According to Kpliorus, Eurysthenes and "^ Herod, i. G5 ; Heraclid. Pont. Fr. 2
;

Proiles otiended the Dorians by the favour Tiuuyd. i. IS; Phit. Lj'c. 1. s. c.

wliidi tliey showed to foreigners (Sefa/iiVowy '• Tiiirlwall, vol. i. ch. 8, p. 301 ; Heeren's^, Eph. Fr. I'Jj, and Manual of Anc. Hist. p. 133 ; Hermann's
were therefore not honoured as founders. Pol. Ant. of Greece, § 23.
Adording to Paii-sanias, Procies was so re- ' This point \vill be further considered

garded, and the kings of his house were below, see pp. 284-28U.
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to the Lycurgean legiislatioii. That condition is distinctly declared
to have been one of tumult and disturhance,- not merely one of
luxury and relaxed discipline. So far indeed from discipline
having Leen relaxed under the early kings, ve have the direct
testimony of Aristotle to the fact, that the way Avas prepared for
the strict regulations of Lycurgus by the hardy life and warlike
habits to which the Spartans had been accustomed for some time
previously.^ According to some accounts, the disorders in question
consisted in the main of struggles betAveen the "people"— b}^
which we are probably to understand the Dorian inhabitants of
Sparta—and their kings, * who at one time made rash concessions,
and at another stiffly maintained, or even unduly exalted their
prerogative,^ If we accept this vieAv, they would resemble in some
measure the disturbances in Cyrene, which Demouax was called in
to end,•' but Avhich his legislation, less felicitous than that of the
Sjiartan lawgiver, only tended to aggravate.

10. According to some Avriters, however, the early disputes at
Sparta were not so much between the kings and their Dorian
subjects, as between the Dorian conquerors and the submitted
Achajans. These last were, we are told, admitted in the first in-

stance to full or qualified citizenship ; but after a Avhile a jealousy
against them arose, and they were deprived of their rights, and
reduced to the condition of freemen without political privilege.

'^

Great discontent followed, sometimes bursting out into revolts,*

which furnished an excuse for fresh severities, rebellion being
punished by loss of freedom.^ Thus it would seem that the three
classes were formed into which the Lacedajmonians are divided in the
historical age— 1. Spartans, 2. Terioeci, and 3. Helots— the first

the sole possessors of political rights and j^rivileges, the second free

but without franchise, the third serfs attached to the soil, cul-

tivating it for the benefit of their masters.

It is unnecessary to describe at length the condition of these

three classes. Bishop Thirhvall in the eightli chajiter of his

History,^ Mr. Grote in his second volume," and writers of repute in

- See especially ThucvJ. i. 18. - receive full citizenship (^€5 ivoi- iToKiTeias \, '. IS ; Isocrates

Sjv assigns them a lower position{^ . \ ,
3 Pol. . 6. I'anath. . 270). The latter writer a]>i)ears

* The fullest account is that of Plutarch distinctly to regard the disturbances which

(Lycurg. c. 2), ? 6 arose on the loss of rights as the

&yav aveTvai ttjs? . .

.

which was generally said to have pi'ec-eded

4k 5e TTJS ! (- tlie establishment of(.. * The revolt of Helos, which Ephorus^ toI/s made the consequence of the discontent, can-, Se phs Si not be awepted as historical, since Helos was, still Acha-an (infra, p. 289), but that of ./Egys

t))v '2,7) ( . (Pausan. iii. 2, § 5) may well have occurred

5 Thus we may best explain the " tyranny
"

in this connexion.

of Charilaiis (Ar. Pol. v. 10 ; Herachd. *' Myvv (Pausanias,

Pont. 1. s. c). 1. s. c).

6 Herod, iv. 161. i Vol. i. pp. 306-314.
'' Isocrates and Ephoras are the authorities ^ Pp. 488-511.

for this view. Ephorus makes the Periceci
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-ariotis works upon Greek antiquities,^ liave treated the subject in

snch a way as to exhaust it, and are agreed in the main as to the

facts. A few leading points however may be noticed, which have

not always been given sufficient prominence.

(i.) The Spartans were the free inhabitants of Sparta itself, not

all the Dorian population of the country.* They Avere themselves

chiefly, but not exclusively, of Doric blood, having among them
iEgidi\3 from Thebes, who were probably Cadmeians,^ Heraclidai*

and Talthybiadee,' who were Achgeans. They were originally all

landed proprietors, possessed of considerable estates in the richest

part of the territory,^ which they cultivated by means of their serfs

ur Helots. The}' Avere gentlemen and soldiers, it being impossible

for them—at least from the time of the Lycurgean legislation—to

engage in trade, or even to superintend their estates, their Avhole

Ua'cs being passed in the performance of state duties, either Avith

the army or in the capital.

(ii.) The Perioeci were the free inhabitants of the towns and
country districts around Sparta.^ Their share of the territory was
small and of little value.' Trade, hoAvever, and commercial enter-

prise generally, manufactures, art, &c., were altogether in their

hands ; and thus they often acquired wealth,^ and occasionally

Avere even employed by the Spartans in offices of considerable

dignit}'.^ They formed an important element in the Spartan

army, where they served not only as light-armed but also as

heaA'y-armed ;* and thus they must have been called upon to

undergo a good deal of scA'^ere exercise and training, though
they were free from the oppressive burthen of the Lycurgean
discipline. They Avere probably for the most part descendants

of the conquered Achajans, but with a slight Doric infusion,*

3 See particularly Dr. Smith's Dictionary and are as likely to have lived in scattered

of Greek and Koman Anticj. ad voce. - farms as in towns or villages. The fact that

LOTES and Periceci. there were a hundietl townships of the Feri-
• Geronthrac was certainly colonised hy a?ci doas not prove that there were no Peri-

Dorians, \vho thenceforth became Periceci ceci besides the inhabitants of the towns.

(Pausan. iii. 22, § 5). The same is con- ^ Mr. Giote speaks of their possessing

eluded with much probabilit)• of Pharis and " the smaller half" (Hist, of Greece, vol. ii.

Amyclai fcf. Pausan. iii. 2, § G, and iii. 19, p. 502), but Aristotle's vords allow, and

§ 5). Mr. G rote assumes that ertTi/ Pericecic Isocrates asserts, a far greater disproportion.

town was, at lea.st in part, so colonised ; but - Xenophon speaks of I'erioeci, who were-
for this there is no authority, and it is A^ery , of "gentlemen" (Hell. v. 3, § 9).

unlikely (vide note * in the next column). * Tiimyd. viii. 6, and 22.

* Pind. Isth. vii. 21 ; Herod, iv. 149, and * Herod, ix. 28 ; Thucyd. iv. 38, &c.

note ad loc. ; Ephor. Frs. 11 and 13; Arist. * Mr. Grote holds the exact converse to

Fr. 75. this, viz., that they were Dorians, with a
* Hence Cleomenes declared himself to be slight Acluian infusion (Hist, of Greece, vol.

"not a Dorian but an Achaean" (Herod, ii. p. rjOO,u:c.J ; but the ordinary view seems

V. 72). to me far more pi'obable. The Dorians, who
^ Herod, vii. 134. issued from the narrow \'alley of the Pindus,
" Isocrat. Panath. 1. s. c. Compare Arist. cannot be conceived of as very numerous, or

Pill. ii. '"•
: rh rwv'.- elv ai as bearing more than a small proportion to

TT \ f 7) V yvy, , the Acha;ans whom tliey conquered (comp.

«• T. . Thuc. iv. 126). Indeeil it is sufficiently

* I see no grounds for confining the Peri- surprising that they should have entered the

<i?ci to the conntry-/0'/7W, as Mr. (iiOte does. Peloponnese in such numbers as to found
They are called oi ^ Tijy$, tliree kingdoms and gradually establish them-
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and perhaps some further intermixture of races foreign to the

Peloponnese.*•'

(iii.) The Helots were the slave population of Laconia. Their
name may best be regarded as equivalent to Haloti (),
"captives."^ Their existence is probably coeval vith the conquest
of the country by the Dorians, who Avould retain as slaves those
whom they took prisoners in battle. At first they would be insig-

nificant in number ; but the conquest of rebel toAvns," and perhaps
in some cases of Achaean cities which made a prolonged resistance,"

greatly increased them ; and finally, upon the reduction of Messenia
and the general enslavement of its inhabitants, they became the

preponderating element in the population.' A considerable number
of them dAvelt in Sparta, where they were the attendants ^ of their

masters, and Avere subject to their caprices ; but b}- far the greater

jiortion lived scattered over the country, cultivating (like the
Eussian serfs) their masters' lands, but paying (instead of a definite

amount of labour) a certain proportion of the produce of the land

—probably one half^—as rent to the owner. Happier than the

Eussian serfs, these rustic cultivators were not brought into any
direct contact with their masters, who dwelt at Sparta ; but enjoyed
their homes and indulged their family affections in security. With
hearths inviolate and self-respect intact ; with free social inter-

couj-se among each other, and no cold shadow of neighbouring
greatness to awe or oppress them ; with a firm hold on their lands

fiOm which they could not be ejected ; with a fixed scale of rent

w^hich the lord had no power of augmenting ; Avith a jDossibility of

acquiring property by industrious exertion, and some prospect of

obtaining freedom by purchase * or by services to the state,'' the

Spartan Helots must be considered, as a rustic class, to have been

•singularly favoured, and to have occupied a position which will in

selves as the dominant race. The supposed K. 0. Muller (Dorians, ii. p. 30) and by Drs.

niigration of the Achreans into the Pelopon- Liddell and Scott.

nesian Ionia can refer only to a small section ^ As jEgj-s (Pausan. iii. 2, § ).
of the nation; for that nai-row region cannot ^ As is related of Helos (Pausan. iii. 2,

possibly have i-eceived more than a portion sub fin., and iii. 20, § 6. Compare Ephor.

of the great race which was spread through Fr. 18).

the three countries of Argolis, Lacedaemon, ' Clinton calculates the Helots at 1 70,000,

and Messenia. Herodotus, it must be al- and the rest of the population at 99,000 (F.

lowed, seems to regard the Periceci as Do- H. ii. p. 504) ; K. 0. Muller makes the for-

riaus when he mentions the .several nations mer 224,000, the latter 156,000. These

of the Peloponnese in his eighth book (oh. calculations cannot, of course, pretend to be

73); but it is not quite certain that he does more than rough guesses; but they suffi-

not merely omit them from his list as not cicntly express the fact noted in the text (On

forming, like the Cynurians, a separate the number of the Helots, cf. Tliucyd. viii.

people ; and furthei', it is worthy of remark 40).

that his early Spartan histoiy is very indif- - Xen. Rep. Lac. vi. 3 ;
Arist. Pol. ii.

ferent (cf. i. 65, and note ad loc). 2, &c.

^ See Ephorus, Fr. 18 ; Herod, iv. 145. ^ This was at any rate the proportion
^ Harpocration (ad voc.) and paid by the Messenians f Tyrtanis, Fr. 5),

Pausanias (iii. 20, § 6), derive Helot I'rom who were probably placed on the same foot-

thetown"E\os; but this is wrong both his- ing with other Helots.

torically and etymologically. The derivation "^ Plut. Cleom. c. 23.

given above—which was known to the an- * Thucyd. iv. 26, and 80 ; Xen. Hell. vi.

dents (see Schol. ad Plat. Alcib. i. p. 78, ed. 5, § 28 ; Myron, ap. Athen. vi. p. 271, F.

Faihnk. ; Apostol. vii. 62)—is approved by
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many respects compare favourably that of the modern day-

labourer. Had it not been for one terrible institution—the bar-

barous practice of the " Crypteia "—by which the bravest and
most aspiring of the Helot class were from time to time secretly

made away with, at the mere of the govemment," their position

might have been envied by the peasantry of almost any other country.

This cruel and inhuman system, sanctioned by law '^ and frequently

carried out in act,^ must have greatly diminished from that comfort

in Avhich the countiy Helot would otlierwise have lived ; and, while
devised to lessen the danger of a servile rising, must in reality have
been the chief cause of that hostile feeling which the Helots enter-

tained against their Spartan lords, and which showed itself on
A'arious occasions in disaffection and even in open revolt.'*

11. The oi'der of succession in the two royal houses at Sparta

from Agis I. in the one, and from Eurypon in the other, may be
regarded as tolerably ceitain ;' but the characters of the early kings

and the events assigned to their reigns cannot be considered to

have much historic foundation. The anagrapL• of the Sjiartans,

even if they commenced as earl}', Avould be likely to contain at

most a bare• notice of the wars,"^ and would neither descend to per-

sonal traits, nor even give the details of military operations. And
tradition on such points would be a very unsafe guide, more esjDe-

6 Thucyd. iv. 80 ; Aristot. Fr. 80 ; He-
raclid. Pont. Fr. II. 3 ; Plut. Yit. Lycurg.

c. 28.

^ Aristotle's statement that tlie Ephors,

as a part of tlie regular formula on entering

office, proclaimed war upon tlie Helots (Fr.

80), has been needlessly called in question

by Muller (Dorians, ii. p. 41), Thirlwall

(Hist, of Greece, vol. i. p. 311), Grote (vol.

ii. p. 510], and others. On such a point

Aristotle's authority is decisive ; and all diffi-

culty is removed if we regard the proclama-

tion as secret, being intended (as Aristotle

(i.) E.GIV>JE•.—
Eurysthenes

said) merely to satisfy the consciences of

those in power in case they thought it ex-

pedient to have recourse to the Crypteia

during their year of office( (hayks

8 See Thucyd. iv. 80 ; Plat. Leg. i. p. 633 ;

and the authorities quoted in the last note

but one.

9 Thucyd. i. 101, iv. 41 ; Xen. Hell. vii.

2, § 2, &c.

' The line of descent is commonly given

as follows :

—

(ii.). :

Procles

Agis (his son)

I

Echestratus (his son)

Labotas (his sou)

I

Doryssus (his son)

Agesilaiis (his son)

I

Archelaiis (his son)

Some suspicion attaches to the name of

Eunonius, whose )>osition in the list is not

altogctli-r settle•!. It is thought to have

be(!n originally a mere epithet ajiplied to the

king who was reigning when Lycurgus in-

troduced his (/. (See Clinton's F.

Sous (his son)

I

Eurypon (his son)

I

Prytanis (his son)

I

[Eunomus (his son)]

Polydectes (his son)

I

Charilaiis (his son)

vol i. p. 144, note.)

" Tiny would not be likely to contain

more than the primitive lioman Fasti, such

as we see them in the fragments dug up on
the site of the Forum.
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cially during a time admitted, to have been one of continued stnigglo

and disturbance. Spartan history, in its connexion with real and
genuine personages Avhose deeds and characters are known to us,

must be considered therefore to begin with Lycurgus, who, though
presented to us in somewhat mythical colours,'' is to be accounted
an actual man, the true founder of the greatness of his country.

What Sparta became was owing entirely to the institutions of this

famous laAvgiA^er, who stands without a rival in the hi^tory of the
first state in Greece, as the author of a sj'stem which endui-ed nearly
unaltered for five centuries, and Avhich raised a small and insignifi-

cant country to a proud and wonderful eminence.
12. Great as were the services of Lycurgus to Sparta, they have

undoubtedly been in one respect exaggerated. Not contented

with viewing him as the introducer of the discipline knoAvn by
his name, and as the impro'er in certain points of the previously

existing constitution, the ancient writers are fond of ascribing to

him the entire constitution of Sparta as it existed in their own
day. -Thus Herodotus and Plutarch speak of his " establishing the

Senate ;"* and in one of the Ehetrai which he vas said to have pro-

cured from Delphi all the main points of the constitution are made
to be of his institution.* As however Sparta certainly existed as a

separate state for several centuries before Lycurgus, there must
have been an established form of government anterior to him ; and
hence, before we can determine how much or how little of the

framework existing in later times was of his creation, we must
endeavour to find out what the constitution of the Spartan state

was in the interval between the original settlement and the Lycur-

gean legislation. Now it is evident from the Homeric poems that

in all really Hellenic states the form of government was from the

earliest times a species of limited monarchy.^ A royal race, gene-

rally regarded as possessing a dine right,' stood at the head of

the nation; and the crown descended from lather to sou accoi-ding

to the ordinary laAv of primogeniture. Cut the Gireek king, unlike

the Asiatic despot, was controlled and checked by tAvo powers co-

ordinate with himself, and equally a part of the cstablislied consti-

tution. A council of chiefs or elders() is invariably found

3 Herod, i. G5. ^ Behv(- the Senate (with the position of the kings in

-/)-. it), and tlie general assembly, are distinctly

* Herod, i. 05 ; Plut. Lye. c. 5. The assigned to Lycurgus, and it may be ques-

latter writer is circumstantial in his account, tioned whether the intention is not to assign

and distinctly sfcites that Lycurgus invented to him even the tribes. As (^
the Senate as a power intermediate between is " to make the Obas," so (pvXas-
the kings and the people, to soften the aspe- (rety in this archaic Greek is probably " to

rities of their contests, and to throw its make the tribes."

weight on the side of the weaker party. ^ Compare the description of the most

^ Aihi'- 'Adaycis 'EWainas ancient governments in Thucydides

—

-
iephv5, \$, 5e ) 4\^ yipaai, yepovaiav , . 1.5.

apxayi-rais-^, iipas e| &pas ' Hence the common expression -
;€;$ € \- (5\5 (Hom. . . 176, et pas-

CDVos, o'UTojs , sim). Compare 'I'yrtanis, Kr. 2, 1. 5 ; Cal-

' avwyav (al. ayopav) ilvai - limach. Hynm. in Jov. 79 ;
Schol. Piad.

Tos. Plut. Lye. 1. s. c. Here the Oba;, Pyth. iv. 313, &c.
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in attendance upon the monarch, with a power to offer advice v/liich

he cannot safely disregard ; and all decisions of importance must
be submitted to the assembly of the people (), Avhose consent

was irenerally presumed, but to whose dissent, Avheii plainly mani-

fested, it Avas absolutely necessary to yield." It is impossible to

suppose that the Spartan monarchy was without these checks in the

early times, more especially as the device of a double royalty is

indicative of the successful exertion, at the period when it origi-

nated, of aristocratic jealousy and influence. AVhen therefore Hero-
dotus and 'Plutarch tell us that Lycurgus "instituted the Senate,"

we must either disregard altogether their authority, or at least

look upon them as greatly exaggerating the real facts of the case.^

A senate in Sparta must have been coetaneous Avith the monarchy

;

and even the details of number, wdiich have been ascribed to

Lycurgus in modern times,' being in all probability based upon the

primitive divisions of the people, may Avith more reason be regarded

as original than as later arrangements.

The Spartan Senate appears to have consisted from the first of

thirty members, inclusiA-e of the two kings, Avho acted as its pre-

sidents. This number is reasonably connected with the ancient

threefold division of the people into tribes—Hylleans, Pamphylians,
and Dymanians or Dymanataj—which Avas common to all Dorian
settlements.^ In Sparta we knoAA- that besides this division there

Avas another into Oba3, the number of Avhich was thirty ^

—

prohally

ten to each tribe. \ e may conclude, from the identity of number
and fj'om numerous analogies, that these Obfe, called also PhratriEe,*

had the right—possessed at Eome by the Gentes*—of each fur-

nishing a member to the Senate. As two Obas of the Hj'lleans

were represented on the hereditary principle by the two kings, so it

is likel}' that the other Obai were originally represented each by its

hereditary chief or head. The Senate, thus composed, formed a
perpetual council Avhich the kings were bound to consult, and
through which alone they coidd exercise any great political influ-

ence. As its presidents they convoked, dissolved, or adjourned its

meetings, proposed measures and put them to the vote, and other-

wise took the lead in its proceedings ; but the actual powers which

^ Aristotle says of the old monarchies, ol Crete (OJyss. six. 177) and Rhodes (Iliad,

h.!4\'/(\5 ii. 668).

(•\\. Xic. iii. 13, § 18). But Weisse seeins '' See note * on the preceding page. Mr.
to lj€ riglit in supjwsing that Avhen the o]ii- Grote (Hist, of Grpece, vol, ii. p. 461, note'')

nion of the people declared itself distinctly jirefers tlie piinctuatinn which connects-
a^ainst a proposition, the kings had neither with yepovaiav apxayirats.

the power nor the right to furce it upon But this is very hai'sh, and contrary to the

them. (See Hermann's Pol. Ant. § 55, note he.st critics. (See Miiller's Dorians, vol. ii.

i:i.) ].. 87, E. T. ; Bockh, ad. Corp. Ins. Pars iv.

» .See note ' on Book i. ch, 65. § 3, p. 609 ; Hermann's Pol. Ant. § 24,
' Grote's History of Greece, •1. ii. p. 463. note ', &c.) Had referred to the
2 These triljes can he distinctly traced at later clause ytpovTas would certainly have

Argos (Steph. Byz. ad voc. ), Sicyon taken the place of yfpovaiav.
(llerfxl. v. 68), Tro-zen fSteph. Byz. ad voc. * Athehajus, iv. p. 141, F.

*$;, Mf«;ara ^Bockh, 1073j,' and Cor- * See Niehuhr's Hist, of Rome, vol. i. .
cyra 'Bockh's Staatsaashaltung, vol. ii. p. 333, E. T., where the Roman and Spartan

404 ), as well as at Sparta. A triple divi- Senates are compared,
«ion, probably the siime, ajipears also in
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they possessed aboA^e other members were limited to the right of
voting by proxy,'* aud giving a casting vote in case of an equal
division/

The Ecclesia, or general assembly at Sparta, must be considered
to have contained oi'iginally all the free males Avho dAvelt within
the city and were of the legal age. Its proper name Avas " Apella."

"

All changes in the constitution or the laws, and all matters of
great public import, as questions of peace or war, of alliances, and
the like, had to be brought before it for decision ; but it had no
power of amending, nor even of debating a proposition, the right of
addressing the assembly being probably limited in the early times
to the kings. It met once a month—on the day of the full moon, or

more frequently if summoned ; and decided the questions put to it

by acclamation.

13. If such was—as there is everj' reason to believe—the consti-

tution of Sparta before Lycurgus, it is eA'ident that he introduced
no sweeping or fundamental changes into the goveimment. He
may have fixed the legal age of a senator at sixty, and have intro-

duced the principle of election by the general assemblj^ from the

Oba in lieu either of hereditary right or of appointment by the

Oba ; but otherwise he can have made scarcely any alteration even
of detail respecting the Senate, whose number, fimctions, and posi-

tion Avith regard to the kings, remained siich as siboYe described

throughout the whole of the historical period. The two slight

changes Avhich have been conjecturally assigned to him would
tend, the one to increase the weight and influence of the Senate by
making them the representatives of the whole body of the citizens,

the other to strengthen the conservative character of the gOA-eni-

ment by putting the entire direction of the state into the hands of

men of advanced age—both objects in complete harmony with the

genei-al spirit and intention of Lycurgus's legislation.

With respect to the Apella, or general assembly of the citizens,

if Lycurgus made any change, it was jorobably to increase the

weight and importance of this element in the state. In the famous

Ehetra already so often quoted, which was regarded as embodying
his institutions, a special stress is laid upon the authority to be

exercised by the people.'' And the assembly, as if it had gained

strength by his legislation, soon afierwards proceeded to assert rights,

which it was found necessary to restrict by new enactments.' The
unusual limitation of age too, by Avhich Spartans only became
entitled to take part in the public assemblies on the completion of

their thiitieth year," is likely to have been instituted b}' him, since

it plainly stands connected with that prolonged education which

was one of the leading features of the Lycurgean system.

The institution of the Ephoralty, which is ascribed to Lycurgus

by Herodotus * aud Xenophon,* and which may fairly bo regarded

6 Herod, vi. 57, ad fin.
"^ Ibid. i Infra, pnge 293, note '.

8 Hesych. ad voc. axiWa ; Plut. Lye. - Plut. Lyuuig. c. 25.

c. 6 (see pnge 281, note ^). ^ Herod, i. 65, ad fin.

9 ) Se avoiyav \ Kparos ^ Xen. de Rep. Laced, riii. § 3.

(Plutirch, 1. s. c).
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as in all proljaLility a part of Lis system,^ offers an apparent rather

than a real exception to the general character of insignificance

which marks (as has been ohser^ed above) all his constitutional

innovations. Important as this element in the state ultimately'

became, it was in its origin harmless and trivial enough. The
Ephors of Lycurgns were petty magistrates, emj^owered to hold

a court, and to punish by fine and imprisonment ; and probably

appointed for the special j)iirpose of icatchhig over the Lycurgean
discipline, and punishing those who neglected it.* From this

general supervision or superintendence they received their name,
and to it their powers were confined in the earlier times. Their poli-

tical influence had an entirely diflerent source, and grcAV out of

circumstances Avhich arose later, and vere probably little foreseen

by the inventor of the magistracy. The election by the assembly,

the number five, and even perhaps the monthly oath interchanged

between them and the kings," may have dated from Lycurgus ; but

the origin of their political power must be sought in events which
happened a century after his decease.

14. It is not, therefore, in the political changes introduced by
Lycurgus—however well adapted to put an end to the internal

troubles from Avhich Sparta was suffering—that Ave must look for

traces of that originality and genius which entitle him to his repu-
tation as one of the master minds of Greece.' His true glory is to

be found in the introduction of that extraordinary sj'stem of training

and discipline by which the Spartans Avere distinguished from all

the nations of continental Greece, and through which tliere can be
no doubt that they attained their vast power and influence. AVhether
this system was originally conceived in his own mind, or whether
it (or something like it) had been in force from a remote period

among all Greeks of the Doric stock, or whether finall}^ it was
copied by the Spai-tan lawgiver from institutions which had pre-

* See note ' on Book i. cb. 65. It is not while the symbolical character and archaic

likely tliat Tiieopompus, one of the kings qnaintness of tlie expression show the remote

who checked the encroachments of the As- age at wliich these powers must have been

sembly by the law which forbade its amend- conferred.

ing a bill, should have instituted the Epho- ' The kings swore to rule according to

I'alty, which had certainly from the first law( tovs ttj iroKei$ 6$
somewhat of a popular character. (See ^), the Kjihors to maintain the

Miiller, Dorians, vol. ii. p. 121 ; Grote, Hist, royal autliority unshaken so long as the king

of Greece, vol. ii. p. 4'37.) observed his oath ((.^ e/csiVou

^ Jluller says the Spartan Ephors vere tV -^).
originally "inspectors of the market" See Xen. de I!ep. Laced, xv. § 7.

(Dorians, ii. p. 1"20), and quotes an old ety- * Plutarch says of Lycurgus that he " de-

mologist, who gives this meaning to the servedly surpassed in reputation all other

word " Ephor." But it has \>eeii commonly Grecian lawgivers UIkOtws vTrfprjpe rr}

concluded on good grounds that they had a robs-\(5 iv rots

general superintendence from very early ". Vit. Lycurg. suli iin.). Xeno-
times (see Thirlwall, vol. ii. p. ' ; Die- phon sjjcaks of him as " wise in the very
tionaiy of Antiq. ad voc. Ei'iioitl, &c.). The highest degree" {tU ra.
sense of the edict which they put forth on ). Aristotle thought that he had not
entering office, ordering the citizens "to been sufficiently honoured at Sparta, though
sh;iv(.• the nioust^iche and obey the laws

"

(as Plutarch observes, 1. s. c.) he had had a( Thv roTi temple built to him, and was worshipped
6$. Plut. Clcom. c. 9), indicat« this there as a god.
wide scope as embraced by their lowers,
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viously existed only in Crete, tlierc is scarcely sufficient evidence
to determine. "While the hypothesis that the Lycurgean legislation

was a mere revival of primitive Dorian customs, tends to lessen in

some degree the marvel of its successful establishment, and has
some of the greatest of modern names in its favour/ the fact—noted
by Mr. CTrote '—that no traces of such a system appear in any other
Dorian state, unless it be in Crete, and the further fact that not a
single ancient vriter views the matter in this light, interpose almost
insuperable obstacles to its reception. The balance of ancient
authority is strongly in favour of the derivation of the whole
Spartan system from Crete ;" but it may be questioned whether on
such a point a balance of authority is of much value, and whether
probability is not upon the whole a better guide. Granting the

close resemblance of the Cretan and Spartan systems, which it

seems over-bold to deny,^ it would appear to be at least as likely

that the institutions travelled from the continent to the island as

from the island to the continent. Very little is really known of
early Cretan history ;* and it may be doubted whether the Dorian
cities in Crete were not, one and all, colonies from the Pelopon-
nese,^ who carried with them into their new homes institutions and
practices found beneficial in the mother-country. In this vay the

spread of the system is natural, and has numerous analogies ; Avhile

the contrary story, that Lycurgus sought and found in the remote,

^ As Ottfried Miillei•, Heeren, Niebuhr, K.

F. HeiTQann, and Bishop Thirlwall.

1 Hist, of Greece, vol. ii. p. 456. Nie-

.

bulir anticipates this objection, and to meet

it declares he considers it more probable that

the ancient Doric institutions had been given

up by the other Dorians than that they were

newly invented and instituted by the Spar-

tans (Lectures on Ancient History, vol. i. p.

259, E. T.). But the opposite view may be

maintained with at least as much reason.

- This is the view of Herodotus (i. 65),

vho expressly gives it as the Spartan tradi-

tion, of Aristotle (Pol. ii. 7, ad init.), of

Ephorus (Fr. 64:), of Plutarch (Vit. Lycurg.

c. 4), and of Strabo (x. p. 704; comp. xvi.

p. 1084). The last-mentioned writer regards

it as an admitted fact(). Tyr-

tiEus, however, the most ancient authority,

by assigning the Lycurgean institutions to

the Delphic oracle, seems to ignore their

Cretan origin.

3 Mr. Grote says the Cretan institutions

were " dissimilar " to the Spartan " in those

two attributes which form the mark and

pinch of Spartan legislation, viz. the military

discipline and the rigorous private training
"

(Hist, of Greece, 1. s. c. i. But these are

exactly the points in which all the ancient

writers declare the resemblance to have been

most close. "^See Plut. Leg. i.-iii. ; Ar. Eth.

i. 13, § 3 ; Pol. vii. 2, § 5 ;
Ephor. Fr. 64

;

Heraclid. Pont. Fr. 3; Nic. Damasc. Fr.

115.) Even Polybius, who maintains the

dissimilarity of the Cretan and Spai-tan in-

stitutions (vi. 45^ by his silence with regard

to these points, is a witness in favour of their

being common to the two systems.
* " Crete," says Niebuhr, " is the most

mysterious of all the countries that belong

to the empire of Greece " (Lectures, vol. i.

p. 251, E. T. ). Ephorus seems to have been

the first writer vho distinctly treated of

Cret<an customs and history, and his judg-

ment was very defective.

* The earliest notice of Dorians in Crete is

the well-kiiown passage in the Odyssey

—

iv eu',
> &' '€7)€»(, 5e /,' €€, re.

0(1., xix. 175-177.

But the value of this must depend on the date

of the Odyssey, which is probaldy a good deal

later than the lliail, and perhaps little, if at

all, anterior to Lycurgus. Andron's story

of a migration of Dorians to Crete from

Histiaeotis, which K. 0. Muller admits to be
" wonderful," and to " present a striking ano-

maly in the history of the ancient colonies
"

(Dorians, vol. i. p. 37, E. T.), is ijuite un-

vorthy of credit, the minute "accuracy" of

its statements betraying its origin. Even the

colony of Althainienes (Eph. Fr. 62; is open

to grave doubts ; and it may be questioned

whether the Lacedaimonian coloni&s of Lyc-

tus and Lampe were not really the first set-

tlements made by the Dorians in the island.
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insignificant, and scarcely Hellenic Crete " a set of institutions

wliich he transferred bodily to liis native Sparta, is—to say the

least—as improbable a tale as any that lias come down to lis on
respectable antliority.

15. But from whatever quarter the Lycnrgean discipline

derived, Avhether from Crete, from Delphi, or (as is most probable)

from the genius of Lycurgus himself, it must always remain one of

the most astonishing facts of history, that such a S3'stem was suc-

cessfully imposed upon a state which had grown up without it. To
change the customs of a nation, even in single points, is proverbially

difficult ; to introduce strictness of living in the place of laxity,

unless under the stimulus of strong religious feeling, is almost

unprecedented ; but without such stimulus, or at least with a very
low degree of it, to induce a nation voluntarily to adopt an entirely

new set of institutions, and those of so strict and self-denying a

character as the Spartan, is a triumph of j'jcrsonal influence exceed-
ing anything Avith Avhich ordinary experience makes us acquainted,

and one which could only have been possible under very peculiar

circumstances. Kothing less than the combination of gi-eat genius
and great personal veight on the one hand, with imminent and
extreme peril on the otlier, can acc(junt for the submission of the

Spartans to a new and untried system, Avhicli compressed all Avithin

its iron grasp, and Avhich to every man not bred up in it must have
been felt as a scarcely endurable slavery. Perhaps the continued
resistance of Arayclaj, and the hardships and miseries consequent on
a perpetual varfare Avith so very near a neighbour, may have been
found so intolerable as to render any change acceptable which held
out a prospect of relief; or it may be that the very existence of

Sparta was threatened by the growing power of the unsubdued
Achaians, and that the legislator made his appeal not so much to

the desire of ease or the lust of conquest as to the instinct of self-

preservation.

The details of the Lycurgean discipline are so Avell known, they
have been so fully discussed in the ordinary histories, and there is

so little dis]"»uto concerning them, that it is unnecessary to swell

the present Essay by introducing an accoinit of them in this place.

The reader is especially referred to the description given by Mr,
Giote,^ as at once the most copious and the most exact which exists

in our language.
]('). On one point, howcA^er, in the legislation of Lycurgus a 'e•y

important difference of opinion exists, into which it will be neces-

sary to enter. Most modern writers," following the detailed and
circumstantial statements of Plutarch," have represented L^'curgus

* Niebuhr has remarked on the stniuge- ' History of Greece, vol. ii. pp. 512-529.
ness of the Cretan inscriptions (Lectures, * As K. F. Hermann (I'ol. Ant. of Greece,

vol. i. p. 252). They mark the presence § 28), Manso (Sparta, i. 1, § 110), Bp.
in the population of a iarsie barbaric element, Thirhvall ( Hist, of Greece, vol. i. pp. 3(»2-

probably in part Pelaspic, in part derived 3()5 , Scliomann (Ant. .lur. Publ.p. 1U>),
from Asia. The, or "true Tittmanii '^(iriech. StaatsalterthiiiniM•, ij 28),

Cretins," of the Odyssey a]))K:ar to repre- and Clinton (F. H. vol. ii. p. 495, note "J.
Sf-nt the Asiatic inhabitants to whom Hero- " Plut. Vit. Lycuig. c. 8.

dolus alludes (Book i. di. 17 1-17J;.
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as resuming the whole hind of Sparta, and allotting it out afresh in
equal portions to the inhabitants. According to this view, one of
the chief objects of the hnvgiver was to produce and maintain a
general equalisation of property ; and hence various provisions arc
ascribed to him having for their object to prolong the equality,
which, without such provisions, would have disappeared in one or
Iavo generations. He is supposed to have forbidden the subdivision
or alienation of lots, entailing them strictl}^ upon the eldest son, or the
eldest daughter, if there were no son ; in the case of childless persons
to have only allowed their lots to be bequeathed to citizens not pos-
sessed of any land ; and in the case of heiresses to have provided
that they should be married only to such persons.' By these means
it is thought that the number of the lots was maintained intact, and
the near equality of possessions preserved, from the original insti-

tution of Lycurgns doAvn to the close of the Peloponnesian war.
17. Against this view, vhich had come to be generally received,

Mr. Grote has argued with irresistible force in the second volume
of his History.* He has shown, first, that no knowledge of any
such equalisation, or of the proAasoes to maintain it, is possessed by
any of the earlier writers, Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato,

Isocrates, or Aristotle, whose statements are often in direct opposi-

tion to the theory ;
* secondly, that in the historic times there is as

much inequality of property in Sparta as elsewhere * in Greece ;

thirdly, that the piOvisoes assumed as part of the Lycurgean system
are for the most part pure modern inventions, and rest upon no
ancient authority ; and fourthl}', that the account in Plutarch is

absurd on the face of it, since it assumes an extent of Spartan domi-
nion in the time of Lycurgus which was not acquired till some cen-

turies later. ^ He also with great ingenuity accounts for the original

^ Tliirlwall, vol. i. p. 324 ; Manso's The silence of Plato as to Lycurgus in his

Sparta, i. 1, § 121, and i. 2, § 129-134
;

Laws is alsoof gi-eat importance.

Miiller's Dorians,. ii. pp. 202-205. '' Herodotus seems to consider that wealth
- Pp. 530-560. was distributed at Sparta as unequally as
•* Aristotle calls Phaleas of Chalcedon, elsewhere. He speaks of the of Agetus

and not Lycui'gus, the inventor of Com- as " the daugliter of rccalthy parents

"

munism (Pol. ii. 4). He also makes the { Qvyarepa, vi. Gl), and

levelling tendency of the Lycurgean legisla- of Sperthias and Bulis as "among the

tion consist entirely in the system of sy^sitia icedlthiest men in the place " (-( irepl rots KTTiffeis fv ro7s ].% is , vii. 134). 'I'hu-

IT I s 47(.. cydides, referring to a more distimt date,

ii. 2. Compare Theophrastus, ap. Plut. observes that " the richer Spartans, in the

Lyciu'g. c. 10). Instead of regarding Ly- simplicity of th^ir dress and in their whole

curgus as having established equality of jjos- style of living, conformed themselves to the

sessions, he complains that he had not taken ordinary standard " (i. 6). Xenophon con-

sufficient precautions against the accumula- traststhe " o/jw/e/ii " ^\-ith the other Spartans

tion of property in a few hands. Xenophou, (liep. Lac. v. 3, and Hell. vi. 4, § 11).

who is the unqualified eulogiser of Lycurgus' Plato says that there w.is more gold and

legislation, knows nothing about his having silver in Spaita than in all the rest of Greece

established any forced equality of property, (Alcib. i. p. 122, E.).

but praises him for removing the moti^•es * Plutarch makes Lycurgus divide the

which lead men to seek wealth, by his laws land about Sparta into 9u00 equal lots for

with regard to diet and dress (Kep. Lac. c. the Spartans, and the rest of Laconia iuto

vii.). Isocrates mentions " the re-division of 30,000 similar lots for the Periwci. The

lands" among the evils from which Sparta modern writers who profess to follow liim,

had always been free (^Panath. xii. p. 287;. almost all admit that the latter statement
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formation of the story wliicli we find in Plutarch and for the ciir-

reucy obtained by it, attributing the former to certain antiquarian

dreamers contemporary with Agis III. (b.c. 250), and the latter

to the enthusiastic partisans of that monarch, who perished in an
attempt to carry into eifect at Sparta a communistic scheme almost

identical with that ascribed by Plutarch to Lycurgus.

The whole notion then of Lycurgus having interfered with pro-

perty requires to be set aside.* W hatever the principle on which
the Dorian conqiTcrors had originally partitioned among themselves
the lands of the Achteans-^which may or may not have been that

of equality, and whatever the changes Avhich time had wrought in

this original distribution—Lycurgus made no new arrangement.
"We are not entitled to assigii to him the credit or discredit—as we
may regard it—of inventing communism. He did not seek to de-

prive the rich of their wealth, which has never yet been attempted
without its leading to a bloody struggle. He left property as he
found it, contenting himself with imposing, alike on rich and poor,

the same strict system of training and discipline—the same stem
lound of perpetual toil and privation—the same simple dress, plain

fare, hard couch, unceasing drill, life-long restraint. He prevented
any very rapid accumulation of wealth by forbidding his citizens to

engage eitlier in commerce or in the pursuit of agriculture ; and, by
attaching citizenship to the due payment of the prescribed quota to

the public mess-table (or perhaps by an express law),' he made
it disgraceful to alienate the land from vhich that quota could
alone be drawn; but, having thus furnished some checks against

the extremes of riches and penury, he left the citizens free Avithin

those limits to indulge their natural tastes, not aiming at an imprac-
ticable equality, but satisfied if Avealth could be deprived of its

power to enervate.

18. The immediate effect of the Lycurgean legislation 'as to

enable the Spartans to rise Avith a sudden bt)und " from comparative
insignificance to great poAver and prosperity. In the century fol-

lowing Lycurgus a most rapid advance may- be traced. Teleclus

(who succeded Archelaiis, the contemporary of Lycuigus) besieged
and took Amyclai,* Avhich had so long resisted the Spartan arms

;

received the submission of Pilaris and Geron11n-a3, whose Acha?an
inhabitants quitted the Peloponnese ;

* and thus opened a Avay for

further conquests on the lower Eurotas and the sea-coast. Alca-

cannot be true, as t)ie"Peria?ci cannot possibly

}iave been then so numerous (see Miillei-'s

Dorians, vol. ii. p. 20, and p. 200 ; Thirl-

wall. vol. i. p. oU4).
" 'i'he force of the ars;ument against the

common view cannot better be shown than
by a Himple exhibition of the authorities on

which it rests upon the one hand, and of

thoic whose ignorance of it disproves it ujiou

the other. Its supporters are

—

I'olyWus .. .. B.C. 180 to n.c. 122
'I'rot'iis I'omiK-lus — 3<i to a.d. 14
I'lularch .. .. A.D. 70 120
.iElliui 220 240

Its ignorers

—
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raenes, his son, reduced Helos, defeated the Argives, and began the
first war with Messeuia.* \\'c do not know by whom, or exactly at
w-hat time, the other towns upon the Laconian Gnlf—Gythium,
Teuthrone, Acria3, Asopus, &c.—were brought under, nor when the
country to the east of J'arnon, and that immediately to the Avest of
Taygetus, became Spartan territory ; but probably the conquest of
these tracts followed closely upon the full possession of the Eurotas
valley, which was completed by the capture of Helos. Thus it

would seem that Sparta, Avithin the space of a century after Ly-
curgus, more than quadrupled her territory, and acquired nearly
those limits which constituted Laconia Proper through the whole
period of Grecian independence.

It is the opinion of Mr. Grote that " the fonnation of the order of
Perioeci " was subsequent to the introduction of the Lycurgean
system at Sparta, and arose entirely out of the career of conquest
sketched in the preceding paragraph. He conceives that in the

time of Lycurgus there were in LacedEemon two classes only

—

Dorian warriors and their Helot subjects—-and that it vas not until

after the successes of Teleclus that Perioecic townships were formed,
and a new class introduced between the full citizen and the Helot.

But in this \''iew he runs counter alike to tradition and to proba-

bility, which unite in throwing back the order of Perioeci to the

time of the original conquest. Isocrates* and Ephorus,* differing in

many particulars, agree in this ; while the circixmstances of the

case are such as almost to necessitate the early establishment of the

class in question. Whatever view we take of the Perioeci, whether
we regard them, with the great bulk of modern authorities, as sub-

mitted Acha^ans, or, with Mr. Grote, concei\^e of them as consisting

in the main of Dorian subjects of Sparta occupying the towoas and
villages throughout her territory, they will equally date from the

time of the first settlers. The original Spartan territory must not

be confined to the tract in the immediate neighbourhood of the city :

it included undoubtedly the valley down which the invaders came,

and probably extended up the courses of all those streams Avhich

unite above Sjsarta with the Eurotas. Thus Belemna, Pellana,

^Egys, Qinus, Sellasia, Sciros, Carj'se, &c., would be within the

Spartan dominion from the first ; and the free dwellers in those

places Avould hold the rank and condition of Perioeci during the

centuries which intei-vened between the invasion and the legislation

of Lycurgus. or is there any ]-eason why we should set aside the

concurrent testimony of Isocrates and Ephorus, that these primitive

Perioeci were in the main submitted Achteans. Mr. Grote has

clearly shown—and no one will now attempt to deny—that a Doric

element was inteimixed with an Achajan in cert^^in Periojcic town-

ships ; but it is too much to argue from the few known cases of this

kind * that a similar element existed in a greater or less proportion

in all of them. Sparta, where the Dorian race was always inclined

to dwindle,* can scarcely have furnished colonists for the hundred

2 Pausan. in. ii. ad fin. Amyel* (Pausan. in. ii. §6), Pharis

3 Panathen. p. 270, 271. * Fragm, 18. (ibid.), and Geronthrac (ib. xxii. § 5).

* The only known cases are those of ® Vide infra, p. 299.

VOL. III. U
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dependent townships^ which were scattered through her ten-itoiy,

or even for that portion of them which belonged to Laconia Proper

;

and the probability is that the Doric element in the Perioecic class

was really very small, and but slightly afiected the general cha-

racter of the body."

Althovigh, however, the order of Perioeci must date from the time

of the first settlement made in Sparta by the Dorians, it is of course

quite true that its great development belongs to the century imme-
diately following Lycurgus. By the conquests of Teleclus and
Alcamenes the Spartan territory was, as has been observed, quad-
rupled ; and the Perioeci must have increased proportionately

;

while the subjugation of Messenia, which belongs to the succeeding

reigns, again nearly doubled the habitable territory, and caused a

further extension of the Pericecic element, though not in the same
proportion. The inhabitants of Messenia were for the most part

Helotised, their principal cities being destroyed ; but some seem to

have been more favourably treated, since places in Messenia are

occasionally reckoned among the Perioecic townships.®

19. The history of the Messenian wars has only come down to us

in anything like a detailed or complete form in the work of Pau-

sanias. The authorities which this writer followed were (as he
tells us ') Myron of Priene, Avho had written a prose history of the

earlier war, and Khianus of Bene in Crete, Avho had made the later

one the subject of an epic, neither of these two writers can be

regarded as an authority of much weight, the poet being absolved

by the nature of his Avork from any obligation to respect historical

truth, and the prose writer being expressly declared untrustworthy
b}^ Pausanias himself.* How little dependance can be placed on
accounts derived from these sources appears from the circumstance

that the two wi-iters were not agreed as to which war it was wherein
Aristomenes took part, each claiming him as the leader in that

portion of the struggle which he had undertaken to commemorate.
From this circumstance, and from the fact that the details assigned

to the two wars have so gieat an amoimt of resemblance, it might
naturally have been suspected that there was but a single contest,

and that the process of duplication, whereto the early fabulists had
recourse so often •* to complete the meagre outline of history, which
was all that tradition furnished, had formed two wars out of one.

The Fragments, however, of the contemporary poet Tyrtseus dis-

prove this conclusion, and make it absolutely ceitain that there

were two distinct struggles—divided by an interval, which seems
to have been of about forty years.

20. The causes assigned for the rupture between Sparta and
]\Iessenia are of a trivial nature—especially those immediately pre-

ceding it. A dispute between two hei'dsmen upon the frontier,

' Strabo is the chief authority for this gine et Indole," pp. 31,32.
number (viii. p. ."526). He is perhaps only ® As Cardamyle, Cyparissa, Methone,
copied by Stephen. Mr. Clinton has col- Thalama, Thviria, and others.

lected the names of 63 (F. H. vol. ii. pp. ^ I'ausan. iv. vi. § 1.

491-49.-)). 2 Ibid. § 2.

" See Kojjstadt's Disseitation " De Rerum ^ Compare Niebuhr's Roman History, vol.

Laconicarum Constitutionis Lycurgece Ori- ii.
i)p. 42, 403.
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followed up by a murder on the one part, and then by reprisals on
the other, is made by Pausanias the actual provocative of hostilities.*

We know, however, that border-quarrels do not involve nations in
war unless they are otherwise disposed to it; and we may be sure
that neitlier the violence of Polychares, nor even the slaughter of
king Teleclus at the temple of Diana Limnatis * (which act had evi-

dently been condoned by Sparta),^ would have produced an out-

break, had not Sparta been disposed, as a matter of policy, to attack
her neighbour. The Messenian version of the matter—which was,
that these private wrongs weye mere pretexts, and that Sparta
only brought them forward to cloke her covetousness '—may be the

whole truth ; or possibly, the lust of conquest may have been
sharpened by political animosity, the policy of conciliation pursued
by the Dorian conquerors of Messenia * standing in marked contrast

with the exclusiveness of Sparta, and tending to rouse a spirit of

discontent among the subject population of the latter country'.

21. Sparta is accused of having opened the war by an act of

treachery, similar to that by which the Boeotians commenced the

great Peloponnesian struggle,' or to that by which Louis XIV. in

1681 began his attack upon Germany.* Ampheia, a Messenian
town upon their borders, was seized in time of peace, a Spartan
army having entered by night through the open gates, and mas-
sacred the inhabitants in their beds.^ The war was then carried on
from this basis. Sparta ravaged the open countrj' and besieged the

towns,^ but met with the ill-success which always marked her

attempts upon walled places.* Meanwhile the Messenians, who
were superior at sea, plundered the Lacedaemonian coasts. In the

fourth year of the war the Messenian monarch ventured to take the

field for the protection of his territor}^ ; and the Spartans, unwilling

to assault the position where he had entrenched himself, were forced

to retire without their usual booty. Eeproached on their return

home for this failure, they made in the next year a great eifort

:

both kings took the field, and a desperate battle was fought, but

without any decided result, neither party even claiming the victory.'

However, about this time the strength and resources of the Messe-

nians are said to have been so exhausted, that they were forced to

• Pausan. IV. iv. § 4. Unless we suppose a ground of political ani-

* Ibid. in. ii. § 6, and iv. iv. § 2. mosity, it is difficult to account for the hitter

Pausanias places a generation (30 years) spirit which animated the Sparfcins fiom the

between the min-der of Teleclus and the com- very commencement. Note particularly the

mencement of hostilities (iv. iv. § 3). oath which they are said to have taken,

^ Pausan. IV. v. § 1. ^; " Kever to cease from the war till Messenia

€ oh ( was their own" (Pausan. IV. v. §3;), virh -KXeove^ias Se rfi Ephor. ap. Strab. vi. p. 403).4€. '

^ The attack on Plataa (Thucyd. ii. 2.

8 Cre'sphontes is said to have been the Comp. iii. 56, where the Platseans charac-

victim of an aristocratic conspiiacy brought terise the act).

about by his favouring the popular party, ^ The capture of Strasburg (Russell's

i. e. the conquered Achieans (Pausan. IV. Modern Europe, vol. iv. p. 1 14).

iii. § 4. Comp. Eph. ap. Strab. viii. pp. ' Pausan. IV. v. § 3.

529, 530). iEpytus, his son, and Glaucus, * Ibid. iv. vii. § 1.

his grandson, appear to have pursued a ^ .^ee note on Book ix. eh. 70.

similar policy (Pausan. iv. iii. § 5-6. Cf. * Pausan. iv. ch. viii.

Thirlwall's Hist, of Greece, vol. i. p. 343).

u 2
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adopt tlie plan of abandoning most of their cities and occupying the

high mountain of Ithome, where they fortified themselves/ At the

same time they sent to Delphi to ask advice, and were bidden to

ofler to the infernal gods a virgin of the royal race of uEpytus. In

obedience to this oracle, Aristodemus, an ^pytid, sacrificed his

daughter ; * and the Spartans, alarmed at such blood}' rites, made no
further attack upon the Messenians for the space of six years." At
last, in the twelfth year of the war, they took heart, and marched
against Ithome. A second battle was now fought, which was as

little decisve as the fonner, though the Messenian king (Euphaes)

was slain in it. Another pause followed. During the first four

years of Aristodemus, the successor of Euphaes, no operations of

importance were attempted on either side ; ' his fifth year, hoAvever,

was signalised by a third engagement, in Avhich the Spartans were
assisted by the Corinthians, while Arcadia, Argos, and Sicyon gave
their aid to the Messenians ; and after a stoutly contested fight the

Spartans were completely defeated, and forced to retreat in confu-

sion to their own country.* Sparta now in her turn sent for advice

to Delphi, and was recommended to have recourse to craft—

a

counsel which she was not slow to follow. No particular success

attended her efforts ;
* but at last, in the twentieth year of the war,

the Messenians being hard pressed for provisions, and alarmed by
portents and oracles, gave up all hopes of resistance, and, deserting

Ithome, scattered themseh^es to their homes, or took refuge in

foreign states."* The Spartans razed Ithome to the ground, and
rapidly overran the whole country ; the inhabitants were treated

Avith extreme severity; the entire population \vas reduced to the

condition of Helots, becoming serfs upon the land, which was re-

garded as forfeited, and paying to their masters as rent a full half

of the produce.*

22. The first Messenian war, which lasted (as Tyrtaeus declared ^)

exactly twenty years, began certainly, and probably ended, within
the single reign of Theopompus.'^ According to Pausanias, it com-

' Pausan. IV. ch, ix. § 1. Thirlwall burthen. lu our own country the rent is

(Hist, of Greece, vol. i. p. 348) regards commonly reckoned at one-third of the

Ithome as occupied for the purpose of produce. In liussia the serf gives half his

" covering the region which lay beyond it," time to his lord, and in addition pays an
i. e. the rich vale of the Pamisus. But annual tax of eight rubles for each male in

Pausanias has no such notion. his family (I)e Hell, p. 109).
s Ibid. ch. ix. § 5. " Tyrta-us, Fr. 4:—

Jbld. en. X. § 1. '- '' ivvia SeV .
Ibid, ch. XI. § 1. €€, aiet e;(or'T€S,

^ Ibid. ch. xi. § 3. , - naTepe<;-

"* Ibid ch xii SS 1 "^ S' ol • / epya
A .

'
,.

' ,'?•>'"".
, ,, , ,, „ ^- /.

* Arcadia and Argos received the bulk of 70
the refugees (Pausan. iv. xiv. § 1). Some ., ^ 1 aus:m. iv. iv. § 3, and § G. As

of the priestly families are said to have taken fj''•
''™''^ observes, Pausania^'s authority,

up their abode at Hleusis (ibid.).
iyrtxus, does not positively affirm that

* .See the well-known fragment (Fr. 5) in J/jeopompus brought the war to a close

which Tyrta-us describes their condition:— i"'"*•
">{ ^f^ece, vol. ii. p. 570, note 2).

,„ , ,
•H's words, however, certainly convey that

oroi eya\o^ €.6, impressiou •(( -/•% ,' ,

*, ' (. \ \,
Ihis cannot be considered a veiy oppressive ^l-r. 3.)
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menced in the second year of the ninth Olympiad,^ or b.c. 743, and
consequently terminated in B.C. 724. These dates cannot be con-
sidered to have any high historical vahie, but they harmonise suf-

ficiently with all that is known on the subject. There can be little

doubt that the war fell into the latter half of the eighth century
B.C., following within a century the legislation of Lycurgus.

23. It is conjectured, with a good deal of probability,* that im-
portant internal changes grew out of this war and conquest, which
so greatly altered the external position of Sparta. Political acts of
no small consequence are assigned to both the kings engaged in it ;*

and it seems certain that the unusual circumstance of the founding
by Sparta of a real colony out of her own citizens belongs to the
period immediately following the close of the struggle.^ Perhaps
there are scarcely sufficient data on which to reconstruct the ti-ue

history of the period ; but the view taken by Bishop Thirlwall of

the changes made, and the circumstances which led to them, is at

once so ingenious and so consistent with probability, that it well
deserves at least the attention of the student.

Bishop Thirlwall supposes that, to supply the losses which
Sparta sustained in the course of the war, a number of new citizens

were admitted at its close from the Perioecic and Helot classes ;

but that between these new citizens and the old ones a distinction

was made, the new forming a lower grade and being therefore

designated " Inferiors " (),^ while the old citizens, who
had certain exclusive privileges, were termed —"Peers" or
" Equals." The assembly of the whole body of citizens he con-

siders to have constituted the ordinary "Assembly" (i/ — ol), while that of the Peers only was the " Little Assembly "

(Jl ). This last-named body elected the Senators (-) ; but the possessors of the lower franchise had a vote in the

general assembly which elected the Ephors. Hence the Ephors

had from the time of Theopompus a new position—they became the

representatives, and the sole representatives, of the ichole people.

They were therefore able to assume a tone, and gradually to take

a position, far above that which they had held under the original

constitution of Lycurgus; and from this circumstance arose the

mistaken view which assigned the original creation of the Ephor-

alty to Theopompus. The colonisation of Tarentum grew out of

the admission of the new citizens. A portion were discontented

8 Pausan. iv. v. § 4. ^ See the Fragments of Ephorus and An-
9 Thirlwall's HLst. of Greece, vol. i. pp. tiochus quoted by Strabo (vi. pp. 402, 403),

352-357. ^ii'l compare Arist. Pol. v. 6. It may be

1 Theopompus is said by writers of great doubted whether Crotona, Locri, and the

authority to have instituted the Ephors other cities of Magna (Jracia wliich were

('supra, vol. i. p. 161, note ^). Polydorus, said to have received colonies from Sparta

the kins; of the other house, was reputed by (Pausan. iii. iii, § 1), are not more pro-

some to have added 3000 lots—and there- perly regarded as settlements of the exiled

fore 3000 citizens—at the close of the war Achaians (see Hermann's Polit. Ant. § 80^.

fPlut. \^it. Lycurg. c. 8). The two kings ^ Compare the " Gentes minores," at

conjointly were said to have procured from Rome—a later addition to the citizen body,

Delphi the ordinance limiting the powers of according to both Livy (i. 35) and Cicero

the assembly to the simple rejection or (De Kepub. ii. 20).

acceptance of propositions (ibid. c. 6/
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with the inferior grade which they occupied, and—like the Minyae

at an earlier period*—claimed more complete equality of privileges.

Their demands being resisted, they attempted a revolution ; and

the government was fain to disembarrass itself of them by adopting
" one of the usual means of getting rid of disaffected and turbulent

citizens." As the Minyae were led out to Thera, so the discon-

tented "Inferiors" were induced to take up their abode at Taren-

tum. Hence the stories of Theopompus and Antiochus—misrepre-

sentations of the real history, which are yet correct in the main
facts—the connexion of the colonisation with the Messenian struggle,

and the discontent in which it originated.

Such is the view suggested by Bishop Thirlwall. Mr. Grote,

without examining it formally, by implication rejects it, since he

regaids the distinction between " Equals " and " Inferiors " as equi-

valent to that betAveen the fully qualified citizens, who paid their

due quotas to the syssitia, and the disfianchised poor, whose means
were insufficient for that purpose ;

* while his explanation of the

two assemblies is, that the larger was that of the " Equals " only,

while the lesser ()/) was the same loiththe Senate!^ With regard

to the colonisation of Tarentum, he allows that it took place at this

time, and that it was connected with serious disturbances at Sparta ;'

but he contents himself with simply repeating the account given

by Antiochus of the matter, without any attempt to explain its dif-

ficulties, or to harmonise it with the statements of other writers.

The-e statements are so various and conflicting,^ while their autho-

rity is so nearly equal, that they seem to be fairly regarded as one

and all " distortions of a historical fact." ^ Bishop Thirlwall's

conjectural restoration of the fact is on the whole satisfactor}^ and

if not history, deserves to be regarded as the best substitute for

history that is possible, considering the scantiness and contradictory

character of the data.

24. The second Messenian war broke out, according to Tausanias,

thirty-nine years after the close of the first.' It has been argued

that this interval is too short to suit the expression of Tyrta^us—

•

the only writer of authority on the subject—that the second war
was carried on by those whose "fathers' fathers" carried on the

* Heio'l. iv. 146. by tl)e wives and daughters of the Spartins

^ History of Greece, vol. ii. p. 489. engnged in it. Despised and deprived of the

^ Ibid. p. 481. Mr. Grote quotes the riijhts of citizens, they plotted a revolt,

authority of Lachmann (Spart. ^'erfa«. vhich wa-s discovered and crushed, the de-

§ 12, p. 216), and refers to Xen. Ilellen. tected conspirators being compelled to seek

III. iii. § 8 as decisive. But this passage another cotnitry (Strab. 1. s. c). Diodorus,

does not re;dly determine anything. I on the contrary, traces the foundation to the

cannot think that in any Greek State the EpeunnctoB (Kx('erpt. Vat. lib. vii. 10, Fr.

name of —ordinarily understooil to 12, Mail), who, according to Theopompus

mean the general a.ssemlily of the people

—

(Fr. 190), were Helots married to the

would have been applied to a body consisting widows of those Spartans who had fallen in

of twenty-eight members. the war. There are considerable differences

' Ibid. p. 574, note ; and vol. iii. pp. between the narratives of Antiochus and
512-515. lOjihurns.

^ -Antiochus and Ephonis related that ^ ."^ee the article on ParthenicB in Smith's

Tarentum was colonised by the Sparhms, Diet, of .\ntiquities, p. 871.

called I'art/tcnim, the progeny lx)rne during ' Pausan. iv. xv. § 1.

the absence of the men in the Messenian war
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first.* The objection, however, is of no great weight;' and, on the
whole, the numbers of Pausanias have a better claim to be con-
sidered historical than any others which have come down to ns.*

We may therefore place the great revolt, and the commencement of
the second war, in B.C. G85; regarding this date, however, like those
of the former war, as no more than approximate.

25. The events of the second Messenian war, as recorded in Pau-
sanias, have a more poetic colouring than those of the first, as might
have been expected, considering that they are probably dra\\'n

entirely from the epic of Rhianus. They consist principally of the
wonderful exploits of Aristomenes, who takes the place occupied
by Aristodemus in the first war, but is a still more conspicuous
figure. His daring ventures and hair-breadth escapes, his skilful

stratagems and reckless bravery, form the staple of the narrative
;

which has too little the air of an authentic account to deserve much
notice in this brief summary of Sparta's eaidy Imtory. As in the
first war, so in this, there were said to have been three battles ; the
first, in which the two foes contended singly, took place in the first

year, at Deraa in Messenia, and had no decisive result ;
* the second,

in which the Messenians were assisted b}' the Argives, the Sicyo-
nians, the Arcadians and the PisataB, while the Spartans had the
aid of the Corinthians and the Lepreats, was fought in the second
year on the plain of Stenyclerus, at a place called the " Boar's

Tomb," and was a very complete Messenian victory ;
® the third, in

which Messenia had (nominally) the help of the Arcadians, while
Sparta stood alone, fell in the third year, and was a still more com-
plete Messenian defeat, through the treachery of the Arcadians,

who drew ofi" their troops in the middle of the battle.^ This last

fight took place at the spot called " the Great Trench," which seems
to have been in the plain between Stenyclerus and Andania—the

birthplace of Aristomenes. This general after his defeat betook
himself, with the shattered remains of his army, to the mountain
called Eira ; which was occupied and fortified in the same way that

Ithome had been in the first war," and became thenceforth the head-

2 By K. 0. Miiller (Dorians, vol. i. ch. vii. dation for both, but he has been misunder-

§ 11), and Mr. Grote (Hist, of Greece, vol. ii. stood. The three generations of which he

pp. 587, 588, note ^). speaks include both wars.

3 Mr. Grote says, " Speaking in the pre- * Pausan. iv. xv. § 2.

sent year (1846), it would not be held ® Ibid. xv. § 4, and xvi. § 3. It was

proper to say ' The fatheis of our fiithers said to have been in connexion with this

carried on the war between 1793 and the battle that the couplet was made, which

peace of Amiens.' " But this comparison is continued to be sung to the time of Pausa-

not jnst. From the close of the second nias (ibid. § 4)

—

Messenian war to the commencement of the "Es € neSCov ^(\, es '

first is an interval—according to the numbers /
of Pausanias-not of 53 years (as that

^'""' 'Ap'^roMeVr,. ^ .,-.
between 1793 and 1846), but of 75 years. ^ Ibid. IV. xvii. § 2. Tyrta;us, \vho aided

•4 The number 39 is exact. The numbers the Spartans throughout the second war,

of Justin (iii. 5) and Eusebius (Chron. Can. celebrated this battle (Eustrat. ad Arist.

ii. p. 321 and p. 327) are round numbers. Eth. Nic. iii. 8, § 5, p. 102, ed. Zell).

Justin's 80 years between the two wars is * Ibid. § 6, and iv. xviii. § 1. Eira

probably an estimate of the length of two was a mountain in the north-western part of

generations; Eusebius's 90 years an estimate Messenia, where it bordered upon Arcadia,

of three generations. Tyrtaius is the fonn- and was probably chosen to facilitate the
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quarters of the resistance. The Messenians maintained this position

for at least eleven years/ sometimes tinder their enterprising leader

making forays deep into the heart of Laconia,' and bringing an

ample spoil to their stronghold. Finally, however, Aristomenes

being disabled by a woiind, and discipline becoming relaxed, Eira

was taken by surprise during a stormy night, and the war came to

an end by its capture.* Aristomenes, with a considerable number
of his countrymen, escaped into Arcadia, whence he emigrated to

lihudes, where he passed the remainder of his days Avith Damagetus,

his son-in-law.^ Such of the inhabitants as did not fly their country

were reduced once more to the condition of Helots ;
* and Messenia

became an integral portion of the Spartan territory, from Avhich it

was not severed until the time of Epaminondas.

26. The duration of the second Messenian war, according to the

dates contained in Pausanias, was seventeen years ; his details,

hoAvever, only allow for fourteen years. Other waiters^ fttrnish an
estimate beyond the higher of these two numbers. On the whole
we may safely concltide that the contest terminated before the

middle of the seventh century B.C., and probably lasted from about

B.C. 685 to B.C. 668.

27. The conclusion of the INIessenian struggle was closely fol-

lowed by an invasion of Triphylia and I'isatis,^ the inhabitants of

which had assisted the Messenians in the war. These countries,

which intervened between Messenia and the "hollow Elis"—con-

sisting of the valleys of the Alpheus and some minor streams—were
conqtiered and made sul)ject to the Eleans, who had rendered ser-

vices to the Spartans dtiring the contest.

28. The second Messenian war had been conducted by the tAVO

kings, Anaxander, the grandson of Polydorus, and Anaxidainus,

the great-grandson of Theopompus. During the reign of their suc-

cessors Eurj'crates II. and Archidamus, the Avar with Arcadia,

which Herodotus mentions," appears to have broken out. The attack

had been provoked by the assistance lent to Messenia in both her

struggles, and seems to have been commenced Avith extensive vieAvs

of general conquest.* It soon however settled into a struggle \ ith

the single town of Tegea, Avhich resisted all attempts against its

independence for two generations, but in the third, having lost its

palladium," suffered several defeats, and sank into the condition of

arrival of Arcadian succours, as well as to wlio would therefore certainly assign to the

render a retiioment into that region, in case var a duration of 24 or 25 years (see his

of defeat, comi)aratively easy. tre;iti>e " I'e Sera Numinis Vindicta," p.

^ Paussn. IV. xx. § 1. I'ausanias makes 548, F.), and Suidas ad ., who
the war last seventeen yeais, but only speaks of the war in which tliis poet took

accounts in his details for fourteen of them

—

part having lasted 20 yeai-s.

viz. three years, while the Messenians kept ^ Pausan. VI. xxii. § 2 ; Strabo, viii. p.

the Held, and eleven after they shut them- 515.

selves up in Eira. ' Herod, i. 66. Compare Pausan. Iii.

' Ibid. IV. xviii. and xix. iii. § 5.

* Ibid. IV. XX. and xxi, * The Spartans consulted the Delphic
' Ibid. IV. xxiv. § 1. oracle " in respect of all Arcadia " {inl

* Ibid. § 2. TJ?'^, Herod. 1. s. c).
* As Plutarch, who makes the actual * Herod, i. 67, 68; Pausau. iii. iii. § 6.

siege of Kira last " above 20 years," and
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a dependant ally of Sparta, entitled however to peculiar honours.'
About the same time or a little earlier, Sparta conquered the Thy-
reatis from Argos,* and thus extended her dominion over the entire
southern half of the I'eloponnese. The external history of Sparta
from this point is traced with sufficient distinctness by Herodotus,
and will not therefore be further pursued in this place. It only
remains to notice certain internal changes of importance, Avhich
intervened between the time of Theopompus and the reigns of
Cleomenes and Demaratus.

29. It was the boast of Sparta that her form of gO'ernment under-
went no material alteration from its original foundation by Lycurgus
till after the close of the l*eloponnesian struggle.^ And this boast
was so far just, that she certainly continued during the peiiod indi-

cated remarkably free from those sudden and complete revolutions

which afflicted almost e\"eiy other Greek state. It Avas not possible,

ho\vever, that she should escape altogether the silent and gradual
alterations which the hand of time imperceptibly works ; and ac-

cordingly we observe in her history that little by little the original

constitution was modified, and that finally a state of things vas
introduced almost as difterent from that which Lycurgus designed,

as if the government had at some time or other been changed by
violence. Lycurgus preserved not only the forms but the essential

spirit of the ancient monarchy. His Sparta was to be governed by
her kings.* Before the commencement of the Persian war, the

kings had sunk into mere cyphers—they " reigned but did not
govern." Honour and dignity were theirs ; but power was lodged
in a different quarter. The principal kingly functions are found to

have been transferred to the Ephors, who Avere the tiiie rulers of

the Spartan state during the time of which Herodotus and Thucy-
dides treat. The Ephors in Herodotus receive embassies,^ direct

the march and give the command of armies," issue their orders to

the kings,'' act as their judges and condemn or absolve them,® ac-

company them abroad as a check,' interfere in their domestic con-

cerns'"—in all respects have the real management of affairs; while

the king is a nonentity, possessing little more political power than

a senator," and obliged to have recourse to the Ephoi-s before he

can force a foreigner to qiiit the town.'^ In Thucydides the Epliors

recall the kings from abroad '-^—imprison them, and even put them
to death '•*—act as presidents of the assembly, though the king is

present '^—conduct the foreign affairs of the country '*— and control

' Herod, is. 26-28. The Tegeatae had the nothing more than a casting vote (see note

privilege of occupying one of the wings in ad loc.).

the armies of Sparta. ^^ Herod, iii. 148. Compare, however,

2 Ibid. i. 82 ; Strab. viii. p. 546. the case of Aiistagoras (v. 50), whom the

3 Thucyd. i. 18. same king sends away without consulting

4 Tyrta'us, Fr. 2, 11. 5, 6. the Ephois.

* Herod, ix. 7. 6 iijj,i. ch. 10. " Thucyd. i.l3I.

' Ibid. V. 39,40. ^ Ibid. vi. 82. '* Ibid, and i. 134.

9 Ibid. ix. 76. ^o Ibid. v. 39-41. ^^ Ibid. i. 87. (/ avris (i 20€-

11 The only real superiority which the ve\at5as), ttpop s .
king possessed over a Senator in Sparta, i^ Ibid. v. 36, vi. 88, viii. 6 and 12.

seems to have been the double vote (Herod. Remark also that while the Ephors' names

vi. 57, ad fin.), which itself was probably are essential to a treaty those of the kings
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the monaicli on foreign expeditions by means of a body of council-

lors. '^ It is clear that by a slow and silent process of continual

usurpation the Ephors had, by the time of Thucydides, completely
superseded the kings as the directors of affairs at Sparta ; while the
kings' military pre-eminence—which was the last of their preroga-
tives that remained to them—had begun to be viewed with jealous

eyes, and was already in danger of passing from them."*

If it be asked how this gradual change was brought about—what
inherent strength there was in the Ephoralty enabling it to make
and maintain these usurpations—the jinswer is to be found, first of

all in the fact that the Ephors were annually elected by the whole
mass of Spartan citizens, and thus felt themseh^es the representa-
tives of the nation ; and, secondly, in the misconduct of the kings
on various occasions,'^ which caused them to be regarded with con-
tinually increasing distrust. The Ephors, it is probable, fii'st as-

sumed royal functions during the Messenian wars, when in the
absence of both kings from the city it would naturally fall to them
to convoke the assembly and the senate, to receive embassies and
reply to them, to send out troops, and in fact to take the chief con-
duct of public affairs. They were able to establish themselves
above the kings by means of their general right of supervision and
correction of oilenders, Avhich entitled them to summon the kings
themselves before their tribunal,' to censure and to fine them ; and
especially by their power of intermeddling vith the king's domestic
concerns,* under pretence of watching over the purity of the race of
Hercules, with which the existence of Sparta Avas supposed to be
bound up. The humiliating subjection in which the kings were
thus kept, led naturally to their entertaining from time to time
treasonable projects ; and the discovery of these projects favoured

are not (v. 19 and 24). The kings, however,
still have a superior digniti/, and when they
sign, sign before the Ephors.

" Thucyd. V. (J.J.

'8 It appears that, as early as B.C. 479,
Ephoi-s aaompanied the king (or rather tiie

regent) on a militaiy expedition (Herod, ix.

76). Tliey do not, however, appear tlien

to have exei-cised any actual control. The
next instiuice is in is.c. 445, when Clean-
dridas, the father of (Jylippus, accompanied
Phstoanax, as councillor, in his invasion of
Attica (Plut. Vit. I'ericl. c. 22). The fact

that Pericles regaided him as the special

person to bribe, would indic;ite that he pos-
sessed a large shaie of the chief authority.
The appointment of ten councillors to control

Agi.s(ii.c. 41 H) is the next step. Finally,

U'fore li.c. 4i i;{, it beaime the regular custom
to s<;nd out two Ephors with the king when
he proceeded on foreign service (Xen. Hell.
. iv. § 30).

*® The kings of Ixtth houses misconducted
thernvflves about the time of the Persian
and Pelo]»oniiesian wai-s. 'Teomenes was
diecovered to have bribed the oracle, and.

having fallen into disgrace, plotted an Arca-
dian lising (Herod, vi. 74). Pausanias was
willing to have betrayed Greece to Persia

(Thucyd. i. 128-131). Plistoanax, his son,

was tempted liy a bribe to forego the o]i])or-

tunity of conquering Athens ('rhu(yd. i,

114, and v. Iti). He also bribed the oracle

to obtain his recall. Of the other house,

I.eotychidas took a bribe from the Thessa-

lians (Herod, vi. 72), and Agis was strongly

suspected of having had similar dealings with
the Ai-gives (Thuryd. v. 63).

' It was urged in later times that the

constitutional power of the ephors was not
above that of the kings because the latter

were not bound to attend to the first or

second summons of the former (Plut. Vit.

Cleomen. c. lo); but the fact that they
were bound to ohey the third summons is the

really imjxntaut point. Their power of
fining the king appears in Thucyl. v. 63,
and is, of course, included in the general

statement of Xenophon

—

(() tf &/ (Rep.

Lac. viii. 4).

2 Herod, v. 39-41.
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the furiher advance of the Epbors, who in transferring to them-
selves the royal prerogatives seemed to be adding to the security of

the commonwealth.
30. Another gradual change in the Spartan state—and one which

ultimately destroyed tlie Lycurgean cunstitution—was effected by
the working of regulations which Lycurgns had himself instituted.

The perpetual diminution in the number of citizens, which is to be
traced throughout Spartan history/ arose in part from the infanti-

cide which he enjoined, in part perhaps from the lestraints which
he placed upon the free intercourse of young married persons, but
chiefly from the disqualification under which he laid all those

whose means did not allow them to furnish fiom their estates the

necessary quotas for the syssitia, which acted as a discouragement
to marriage,'' and gradiially reduced, not only the number of the

full citizens, but that of the whole Dorian body, to a mere handful

in the j)opulation of the city.' An exclusive possession of political

rights, which (according to Greek ideas) was fairly enough en-

joyed by a Demus of some 10,000 men controlling an adult male
population of 50,000 or 60,000,^ became intolerable, when its holders

had dwindled to a few hundreds, and were scarcely a visible element

among the inhabitants,' or an appreciable item in the strength of

the country." The general disalfection which arose from this dis-

proportion, first showed itself at the time of the conspiracy of

Cinadon, B.C. 397, which was with difficulty suppressed.^ It after-

wards caused Perioeci as well as llelots to join with the Thebans in

their invasion of Sparta.' Finally it robbed the community of all

real national spirit, producing a state of internal struggle and dis-

union which took away from Sparta all her influence in Greece,* and

tempted the young and enthusiastic Agis to his great experiment

—

fatal at once to himself and to what remained of the Lycurgean

system.

3 The original numljer of tlie full Spartan " Polybius notes that in his time three or

citizens was, according to one account,, four Spartiin brothers had often the same

(Ar. Pol. ii. 6). In the division of the ter- wife (Collect. Vet. Script, vol. ii. p. 384),

ritory, ascribed by some to Lycurgns, by the truth being, probably, that only the

others to Polydorus (Plut. Vit. Lycurg. c. eldest brother could atibrd to marry (see

8), they are e>timatedat 9000. Demaratus MiiUer's Dorians, vol. ii. p. 205, E. T., and

(B.C. 480), describing their numbers to Grote's Gieece, vol. ii. p. 536, note 1.).

Xerxes, and probably exaggerating a little, * It is the whole Spartiate body which is

laid them at 8o00 (Herod, vii. 234). If the in the reign of Agis 700. Of these not more

5000 sent to Plata;a were, as is generally than 100 were full citizens (Plut. Vit. Agid.

supposed, .\ (comp. Thucyd. ii. 1. s. c).

10), they would have amounted really at ^ See Clinton on the Population of An-

that time to 7500. After this they rapidly cient Greece. F. H. vol. ii. Appendix, ch. 22.

diminished. Not more than 700 Spartans pp. 491-505.

were engaged at Leuctra (Xen. Hell. vi. iv. ' Xen. Hellen. ni. iii. § 5.

§ 15). isocrates probably gives the number ^ Thirty Spartans only accompanied Age-

in his own time, when (Panath. p. 286, C.) silaus into Asia (Xen. Ilellen. in. iv. §§ 2. 3).

heestimates the original conquerors at 2000 Tlie same number went with Agesipolis to

(see Clinton. F. H. i. p. 498, note P). This the Olyiithiac war (ibid. v. in. § 8). The

would be about B.C. 350. Aristotle (about 700 wlio fought at Leuctra are an unusually

B.C. 330) declares that they did not amount to lar^e contingent for the time.

1000( rh ttXtjOos, Pol. ii.
'' Xen. Hellen. III. iii. §§ 8-11.

6). Eighty years later, in B.C. 244, the whole ' Ibid. VI. v. § 25 ;
-Ages. ii. 24.

number was 700 (Plut. Vit. Agid. c. 5). - Plut. Vit. Agid. c. 5, et seqq.
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ESSAY II.

ON THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE ATHENIANS.

1. Obscurity of early Athenian history. 2. Primitive inhabitants of Attica
unwarlike. 3. Causes of her weakness— no central authority— Pelasgic

blood. 4. First appearance of the Athenians in history— stories of Melanthus
and Codrus. 5. Blank in the external history. 0. Ionian migration con-

ducted by sons of Codrus. 7. Internal history. 8. Early tribes

—

Teleontes,

Hopletes, A'Jgkoreis, and Argadeis. 9. Clans and phratries—importance of

this division. 10. Trittyes and Naucraries. 11. Political distribution of the
people

—

Eupatridiv, Geomori, and Beminnji. 12. First period of the aristo-

cracy—from Codrus to Alcmajon, bc. 1U50-752. 13. Second period—from
Alcmajon to Erysias—B.C. 752-684—rapid advance. 14. Mode in which the
usurpations were made—substitution of the Eupatrid assembly for the old
Agora. 15. Power of the old Senate. 16. Full establishment of oligarchy,

B.C. 684. 17. First appearance of the democratical spirit—legislation of

Draco. 18. Eevolt of Cylon, crushed. 19. Sacrilege committed— wide-
spread discontent. 20. Solon chosen as mediator—his proceedings. 21.

Date of his archonship. 22. His recovery of Salaniis. 23. His connexion
with the Sacred War. 24. His legislation—the Seis'ichthcia and debasement
of the currency. 25. Prosjjective measures. 26. Constitutional changes

—

introduction of the four classes, Pentacostomedimni, Hippeis, Zeugitw, and
Thetes. 27. Arrangement of burthens—income tax—military service. 28.

Pro-Bouleutic council. 29. Importance of these changes—Dicasteries. 30.

Solon the true founder of the democracy. 31. Solon confined citizenship to
the tribes. 3.!. Laws of Solon— (i.) Penalties for crimes— (ii.) Stimulus to

I")opulation—(iii.) Law against political neutrality. 33. Results of his legisla-

tion—time of repose—revival of discontent—Solon leaves Athens. 34. Re-
appearance of the old parties—Pedieis, &c.—I'eturn of Solon—his courage.

35. Tyranny of Pisistratus.

1. Til early history of Athens is inA'olved in even greater obscu-
rity than that of Sparta, owing to the comparative isoLation and
Keckision, which were the con.sequence of its geographical position,

and of the character of its soil.' Lying, as Attica did, completely
out of the path of the armies which proceeded from northern
Greece to the I'eloponnese by way of the Isthmus or the Straits of
Ehium, and possessing little to tempt the cupidity of conquerors, it

scarcely came into contact with the other nations of Greece till just
before the Persian War, and is consequently almost unheard of
through the opening scenes of the Hellenic drama. No doubt this

security might have tended Avith some races to foster a great power,
which would have forced itself into notice by aggressions upon
otlrers ; but the primitive Athenians appear to have been an unwar-
likc people, who were quite content to be left to themselves, and
had no thought of engaging in foreign enterprises. The genius of
the nation wa.s from the first towards luxury and towards the arts

;

CVirapare Ihuf-yil. i. 2. ?»/ yovv \€ 6.v-

tK iirX TrKiiarov i b aei.
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when they engaged in war, it was forced upon them, and for many-
centuries they were content to repel the aggressions Avhich, at long
intervals, were made upon their independence.

2. A marked indication of this temper is to be found in the part
which they are made to play in the Trojan war by Homer. Menes-
theus, the Athenian chief, commands a contingent of 50 ships*—

a

number which is surpassed by only six of the confederates ;
^ yet

neither he nor his troops are ever sjioken of as earning the slightest

distinction in the field. On the contrary, in the only place where
the war rolls his way, Menestheus " shudders," and hastily invokes
the aid of the Ajaces, who come and sa'e him from his danger.*
" Athens and Arcadia," as it has been well observed,* " may justly

be regarded as the only two undistinguished in Homer among those
states of Greece Avhich afterwards attained to distinction." They
alone " fail in exhibiting to us signs of early pre-eminence in the

arts of war." ^ Thus Athens neither made a history for herself in

the primitive times, like Sparta and Argos, nor was brought into

notice, like the Messenians, Arcadians, and others, by being mixed
up with the history of more powerful countries.

3. One cause of the werkkness of Athens—or, to speak more accu-

rately, of Attica—in the early ages, may be found in the want of a
common centre, and single governing authority ; another, in the

inferior character of the Pelasgic race. " Attica," we are told
" until the time of Theseus, was divided into a number of petty

states, each under its own ruler, Avhich in ordinary times were quite

independent of one another. It was only when danger threatened

that a certain precedency and authority was conceded to the Athe-

nian king, vho was then placed at the head of a species of con-

federacy." ' Twelve of these little communities are named by a

writer of fair repute,® viz. :—Cecropia (by we must under-

stand Athens herself), Tetrapolis, Epacria, Deceleia, Eleusis,

Aphydna, Thoricus, Brauron, Cytherus, Sphettus, Cephisia, and
Phalerus ; and of these one, Tetrapolis, was itself a confederacy of

four towns or villages—CEnoe, Marathon, Probalinthus, and Trico-

rythus^—like the "Three Leagues" of the Grisons, which toge-

ther form a Swiss Canton. According to the legend, Theseus, who
is made a little anterior to the Trojan War. put an end to this state

of things, compelling or persuading the se\'eral communities to

forego their independence, and to elevate Athens into the position

of a real capital. It may however be doubted whether the consoli-

dation of the Athenian power was really effected at this early date.

There are not wanting indications ' of the continuance of cantonal

2 Horn. II. ii. 556. aeiav, oh ^vvpeaau/ &s rhy

3 Namely, Argos, Mycena, Pylos, Sparta, \^, \\','4
Arcadia, and Crete. {\(.

* 11. xii. 331, et seqq. ^ Philochorus, Fr. 11, quoted by Strabo

* See Mr. Gladstone's Homer and the (ix. p. 577).

Homeric Age, vol. i. p. 139. ^ Strabo, viii. p. 555 ; ix. p. 579 ; Steph.

s Ibid. 1. s. c. Byz. ad voc. TerpavoMs.
7 Thucyd.ii. 15: eirl yap \ ^ In the Homeric Hymn to Ceres (De-

] is meter), which is supposed by some to have

ael / € been composed as late as B.C. 650, Eleusis

\$, ' 5- appears to be regarded as quite independent
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sovereignty to times long subsequent to Theseus ; and considering

the strong aflfection of the Gi'eeks for autonomy,* and the special

love of the Attic race in the historical age for their country towns,*

it may fairly be suspected that the rise of Athens to the headship
Avhicli she ultimately obtained, was far more gradual than either

Thucydides or l*hilochorus imagined.

The Pelasgic origin of the Athenians is stated as an undoubted
fact b}' Herodotus,'' and is fairly regarded as implying a certain de-
gree of military incapacity.* Whatever we take to be the diflerence

between Pelasgi and Hellenes, it is at least clear that the latter

were the stronger, the more enterprising, and the more warlike
race. The peaceful and agricultural people, who built their towns
away from the sea for fear of attacks from corsairs, and protected

them with massive walls against land foes, was not indeed devoid
of a certain sturdy and passive courage, which showed itself occa-

sionally in a heroic resistance," but had no spirit of active enter-

prise, and apparently no power of self-development. So long as

Attica was purely or even mainly Pelasgic, she naturally remained
weak and unwarlike. It was only when, by a gradual influx of

Hellenic refugees, she lost the Pelasgic and assumed the Hellenic
character,^ that a military spirit grew up, and Attic armies ventured
across the frontier.

4. The first appearance of the Athenians upon the stage of

Grecian history is connected with that invasion of the region imme-
diately north of Attica by the Boeotians from Arne in Thessaly,
Avliich Thucydides placed at the distance of sixty years after the
Trojan war." At that time it appears that Attica furnished a refuge
to many of those who fled from before the conquerors—Cadmeians,
IMinyan.s, Gephyrasans,^ &c. ; in consequence of which she drew the
attacks of the Boeotians on herself, and had some difficulty in main-
taining her independence. After the death however of the Boeotian

of Athens. See Mr. Grote's remarks (vol. iii. ihv TliXacjiKOu, . . .
pp. 94, 95j, whose reference, however, to '' See Mr. Gladstone's Homer, vol. i. pp.
Herod, i. 30, is (I think) mistaken. 138, 139.

'^ Notwithstanding tlie external weakness, ^ As when the Athenians repulsed the

which was the necessary consequence of dis- Dorians in the time of Codrus (Herod, v.

union, we find in Europe, Thessaly, Ba'otia, 7(3, and note ad loc.) ; and a;xain, perhaps, in

Achsa, Arcadia, Phocis, Locris, and Doris

—

the long struggle maintained by the Achasans
in Asia, vEolis, Ionia, and the Asiatic Doris

—

in the I'elopounese (see the preceding Essay,

content to be mere leagues or confederacies, pp. 273, 274 and 288, 289).
though consistingconfessedly of asingle (pre- '' Thucydides states generally of the Pe-
dominant) race, an<i forming a single country, lasgi and other kindred tribes, that they
When an attempt was made to centralise became Hellenised in this way (i. 3):
Arcadia by the building of Megalopolis, the (- Se re Th Uf\aayiKhi/ f-rrl

experiment signally failed. Similar pro- \(7 . . .( duTobslsc. rovi
posaLs elsewhere (Herod, i. 170) fell on un- ") eV (\. es Tas$ -
willing ears, and nothing came of them. Mr. €($, '( /- rrj
Grote ha.s some excellent remarks on this \\ "^. As Athens
euljject 'Hist, of Greece, '. ii. pp. 34•'5-349), wa.s never conquered, there seems to be no
ujxjn which K. F. Hermann may also be other way in which she could possibly have
consulted with advantiige (Pol. Ant. of acqin'red the Hellenic character.
Greece, § 7 and § 9). " Thiicyd. i. 12.

3 Thucyd. ii. Ki. 9 Hgrod. i. 14 ; v. 57, &c.
* Book i. chs. 50,57 : rh yivos
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king Xanthus, in single fight with Melanthns," she again enjoyed a
period of tranquillity, till the stream of Dorian conquest, which had
overflowed from the Peloponnese, and spread itself over Corinth,
Egina, and the Megarid, set her way. and Athens found her very
existence threatened by the powerful race which had destroyed the
kingdoms of the Atridie, and now sought to master the whole of
Greece. This expedition, of which we have one of the earliest

notices in Herodotus,* was certainly unsuccessful ; it failed, as we
are told, through the self-sacrifice of Codrus,^ Melanthus' son and
successor, who devoted himself for his country in a manner which
reminds us of the stories of the Decii, and thereby assured the
victory to his own side. The Dorian army retreated ; and Athens,
released from this peril, entered upon that long period of profound
and unbroken repose, which contrasts so remarkably alike with her
own later stiviggles, and with the contemporary history of her great
foe and rival, iSparta.

5. The death of Codrus is said to have taken place about the

middle of the eleventh century before our era.* From that time to

the age of Solon (b.c. 600), a period of four centuries and a half, the

external history of Athens is almost a blank. She had wars im-

doubtedly with her neighbours, Boeotia and Megara ; but they were
of small importance, and left the respecti\'e positions of the three

countiies almost unchanged.^ She also may have taken part in the
struggle between Chalcis and Eretria, in which it is said that most
of the Greeks participated ;

® but there is no distinct evidence that

she did so, and at any rate she did not obtain at that time any
important increase of territory or of reputation,

6. The most important event—or rather series of events— belong-

ing to this early period, which may properly be regarded as form-

ing a portion of the external history of the country, is the great move-
ment which proceedetl from Attica to Asia, known commonly by
the name of the Ionian migration. It appears that in the troublous

times which followed on the passage of JNIount I'indus by the Thes••

salians, when nation pressed upon nation, and three-fourths of the

inhabitants of Greece seem to have changed their abodes, Attica

received with open arms the refugees from all quarters, and thereby

acquired a population which her scanty and sterile territory was
quite incapable of permanently supporting. While there was dan-

ger of a Dorian invasion, the inconvenience was endured ; but no
sooner had the attempt at conquest been repulsed, and the Dorians

forced to relinquish their enterprise, than means were taken to get

rid of the superfluous population by finding them abodes elscAvhere.

The principal mass of the refugees was formed of the lonians from

' Pausan. ix. v. § 8 ; Strab. ix. p. 570

;

* Athens gained somewhat from Boeotia.

Schol. ad Plat. ed. Runkh. p. 49. Eleuthera;, in the woody range of Cithaeron,

2 Book V. ch. 76. but on the southern side of the main ridge,

3 Strab. ix. p. 570 ; Pausan. ii. xxxix. § 4 ;
is said to have been originally Bopotian, but

Justin, ii. 7 ; cf. Pherecyd. Fr. 110. to have become Attic at an early period

'' Two hundred and ninety- three years be- (Pausan. I. xxxviii. § 8.) The same seems to

fore the lirst Olympiad, according to Euse- have been the case with Oropus.

bius (Chron. Can. ii. pp. 304-318), or B.C. ^ Thucyd. i. 15. Compare Herod, v. 99,

1069. iind Dote '•^'^ loc.
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the northern coast of the Peloponnese, who had been compelled to

yield their narrow but fertile valleys to the expelled Achteans,'

and to seek an asylum among their kindred in Attica. With them,

however, were intermingled Greeks of 'arious other tribes, Pylians,

I'hocians, Cadmeians, ac.,** whom the migratory movements in pro-

gress, and perhaps other causes, had made fugitives from their homes.

According to the tale commonly believed by the Greeks, Neleus, a

son of Codrus, having quarrelled with his elder brother, Medon, to

whose throne he had aspired, led out the first body of emigrants

from Attica,* and, passing through the Cyclades, many of which
were occupied lapon the way,' conducted his followers to the

Asiatic coast, where he settled them at Miletus. Androclus, another

son of Codrus, soon afterwards made a settlement at Ephesus,-

Andrajmon,^ or Andropompus,* at Lebedus, Damasichthon and Pro-

methus at Colophon,* and other sons of Codrus elsewhere; until in

the course of a few years twelve cities Avere founded, and the con-

federacy established which formed the Ionia of historic times.

There is scarcely a doubt that the legendary writers, from whom
the details above given were originally derived, " invested " with

an undue "unity," the great event of Avhich we are here speaking.*

The occupation of the islands, and of the Asiatic coast from Miletus

to Phocaja, must assuredly have been spread over a certain number
of years. parallel, however, is to be draAvn betveen the forma-

tion of these settlements and that of the later colonies, owing to the

essential difference which exists between migration and colonisation.

The latter is naturally slow and gi'adual, being connected with the

regular advance and growth of the colonising power ; the former is

bound by no such laws, being abnormal and irregular, the result of

a sudden need or a sudden impulse, and therefore rapid, startling,

marvellous—in a brief space effecting vast changes, and often begin-

ning and ending within ten or twenty years. ^N hatever may be the

true history of the origin and formation of the Ionian confederacy

—

which it is not the object of the present Essay to trace further—it

is reasonable to suppose that the movement, so far as Attica was
concerned, Avas one of short duration. A vent once found, the sur-

plus population would have drained off rapidly ; and accordingly

Ave find that all the Attic traditions connected with the Ionian
toA\'Tis, point to the single reign of Medon as their era, and that in

the subsequent history there is no appearance of a recurrence to

the policy which was found necessary at that time,

7. The internal history of Athens from Codrus to Solon, while it

' Herod, i. 145 ; vii. 94 ; viii, 73. ii. p. 603, B. ; Eustath. ad Dion. Per. 525.
8 Ibid. i. 146 ; Pausan. vn. ii. § 2. ^ strab. 1. s. c. ; Paiisan. Vii. ii. § 4, &c.
* Pausanias gives the history at lull length ^ Pausau. \u. iii. § 2.

(vii. ii. § 1, et seqq.); also ./Elian (Var. * Strab. 1. s. c.

Hist viii. ). An iiiiinitude of writers agree ' Pausan. vii. iii. § 1. Mimnermus,
in their brief notices (Herod, ix. 97 ; Hellan. however, the Colophonian poet (about B.C.

Fr. 03 ; Thuq'd. i. 12, 95, &c. ; Hphor. Fr. 600), made An<lra'mon the founder, and
32 •, Strab. xiv. p. 907 ; Eastath. ad Dionys. bioui^ht him straight from Pylos, without

Perieg. 823 ; Clitoph. Fr. 5; Tzetzes ad Ly- mentioning Athens (ap. Strab. .xiv. p. 909).

cojihr. 1378, &c.). * See the remarks of Mr. Grote (Hist, of

' Herod: vii. 95 ; viii. 4G, 48 ; Thucyd. i. Greece, vol. iii. p. 229, and p. 232).
12 ; vii. 57 ; yElian, 1. s. c. ; Plutarch de Ex.
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partakes in some degree of the quiet and negative character of the
external history of the same period, presents nevertheless a series

of slight but significant changes, by which the ancient heroic
monarchy was gradually transformed into an oligarchy on a narrow
basis. There are also assigned to this period a ceitain number of

institutions, broadly marked upon the surface of Athenian history

by the sections into which the nation was split, which are at once
interesting in themselves, and important as for the most part con-
tinuing in a modified form to the time of Clisthenes, or even later.

These institutions will be first considered ; after Avhich a sketch of

the growth and history of the oligarchy, to the time when it re-

ceived its first great check from the hand of iSolon, and a short

account of that statesman's measures, will complete the " Early
History " of the country, and bring us to the date at which Athens
first comes before us in the pages of our author.

8. The earliest known division of the Attic people was that into

Teleontes (or Gehontes), Hopletes, yEgicoreis, and ArgadeisJ These four

tribes—common apparently to the whole Ionic race *—are regarded

by some as simply parallel to the triple division of the Dorians into

Hylltei, Dymanes, and Pamphyles—that is to say, as an ultimate

fact which we cannot analyse, and into the inner significance of

which it is idle to inquire.* The more usual,' however, and per-

haps the more correct opinion, sees in these remarkable names a

distinct trace of the early condition of society in Attica, regarding

them as plainly indicating the existence in early Greece, as in

India and Egypt, of the system of caste. This subject has been
already discussed in a foot-note,* and scarcely needs any further

notice. The Attic castes, if they existed, belong to the veiy infancy

of the nation, and had certainly passed into tribes long before the

reign of Codrus. In the historic times no superior honuur, or dig-

nity even, seems to have attached to one tribe over another ; and it

may be doubted Avhether the origin of the division, or the primitive

import of the names, vas at all present to the consciousness of those

who used them at this period. They were then mere political divi-

sions, forming a convenient basis for a double organisation, which,,

pervading the whole community, tended to break down local bar-

i-iers, and to unite into one the scattered members of what had till

recently been a confederation of independent towns.

^ Julius Pollux, a writer of the second cen- said to have been taken from the four sons

tury after Christ, tells us that there had been of Ion (Herod, v. 66; Eurip. Ion, 1579;

various divisions before tliis. Under Cecrops Pollux, 1. s. c). They are found in in-

there had been four tribes, Cecropis, Autoch- scriptions belonging to A'arious Ionic cities

thon, Actffa and Paralia: under Cranaiis the (Bockh. Corp. inscrip. 3078, 3079, 3663,

names had been Crana'is, Atthis, Messogaea, 3664, 3665, &c.).

and Diacris : under Erichthonius, Dias, Athe- ^ See Jlr. Grote's Hist, of Greece, vol.

na'is, Poseidonias, and Hepliastias (viii. 109). iii. p. 70, and compare VVachsmuth. Alter-

At last, in the time of Erechtheus, the names thumsk. i. 1, § 43 ; G. Hermann, Praf. ad

Teleontes, Hopletes, J2gicoreis, and Arga- Eurip. Ion. pp. 27-30, &c.

deis, were adopted. I cannot regard this ' For the arguments ou this side of the^

statement as historical, or even attach to it question see K. F. Hermann's Pol. Ant. of

any particulai• value. Of the four divisions Greece, § 5 and § 94 ;
Schumann, de Com.

there is no evidence that any was really in Ath. p. 351, et seqq. ; and Thirlwall's Hist,

use but the last. of Greece, vol. ii. pp 4-8.

* It is to mark this that the names are ^ See note * on Book v. ch. 66.

VOL. III. X
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9. The more important, and pioljabl}' the earlier, division of the

tribes, was into -, "Brotherhoods," and -, "Clans," or

"Houses." Each tribe is said to have contained three "brother-

hoods"—each " brotherhood " thirty "clans." Each " clan " again

comprised thirt,y^, or "heads of families."* Thns a total is

prodticed of 360 clans, and 10,800 families. These nnmbers, below
that of the brotherhoods or phratries, are no doubt more ideal than

real ; like the actual number of the Eoman Gentes,•* they must have
varied at ditferent times, the clans in a brotherhood continually

diminishing, since there Avas no means of replacing such as became
extinct ; and the families in a clan rising or falling, according as the

particular races pro'ed prolific or the contrary.

It is the opinion of Mr. Grote that the family was the Tinit in

this system, and that the process by Avhich the arrangement was
made, was one of "aggregation." He regards the clan, and still

more the brotherhood, as artificial formations arising out of the

mere will of the legislator, who arranged the families which he
found existing into certain groups, Avhich he denominated " clans,"

aggregated the clans into "brotherhoods," and finally put the "bro-
therhoods " into " tribes." * Granting in one place ^ that the transac-

tion which he thixs describes is inlved in deep obscurity, and
that " ve have no means of determining to what extent the Gens at

the unknown epoch of its first formation was based upon relation-

ship " or otherwise, he nevertheless assumes throughout his whole
account the absence from the gentilitial and phratric ties of the

principle of relationship, and their purely arbitrary and factitious

character. In this view he re-asserts a theory of Niebuhr's^ not

generally accepted in Germany,* which has a basis in assertions of

the granmiarians,* expressive of the state of belief in their own day,

but Avhich is contrary to the opinions of eai'lier and more philoso-

phical Avriters,' as well as to the probabilities of the case. It has

3 This view rests chiefly on a fragment of and his pnpil Dicrearchiis, wlio very dis•

Aristotle (l-'r. 3; quoted by a Scholiast (in tinctly maintains the blood-relationship, not

Plat. A.xioeh. p. 4), ed. Bekker). It is only of the/^, but even of the-
(Mnfiniied by Pollux (viii. Ill), and Harpo- pes (ap. Steph. Byz. sub voc. ). In

cration (atl voc. ytw^Tai). order to esca])e the weight of tliis argument
* See Niebuhr's lionian History, vol. i. p. it is assumed that Pollux '' diew his account

393, K. T. of the Athenian constitution fiom Aristotle's

^ Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. pp. 73-77. Politics" (Niebuhr, . i. p. 306; Grote,
* Ibidi p. 78. vol. iii. p. 78), and therefore that Aristotle
'' Roman History, vol. i. pp. 30.J-309, E. T. must have contradicted himself upon the

* The ojjposite side of the que.stion is main- point. But though Pollux certainly had the

tiiined by Meier (iJe Gentilibit. Attic.) by work of Aristotle before him, and quotes

Wiida (iJas Deutsche Strafrecht, p. 123), from it occasionally (iv. 174; ix. 8U ; x.

and by K. V. Hermann (Pol. Ant. of Greece, 105, &e.), yet, as it is clear that he had

§ 99, &n•,.). many other authorities, we cannot possibly

* As Pollux, who says the yei/vriTat were tell with regard to any particular statement

7iVit wpoiT-riKovTfs, Se rr\s Avhich he makes whether it «mie from Ari-// // " (viii. 9)

;

stotle or no. Jlr. Grote candidl}' admits in

Jii^Nychiiis (sub. Vdc. yfuvrirai) ; and the one place that Aristotle would have rejected

author of the Pdietorical Lexicon, ]jublished his theory (p. 80), and, indeed, that the

by lickker (.\w.(A<>l. i. p. 227, 229). ancient Greeks generally helicced the mem-
' As Aristotle (Pol. i. 1), who, according bers of a gens to have had a common ances-

to Nii'btihr (K. H. i. p. 303), " in an un- tor (p. 79.;
guarded moment gave way to the illusion ;

"
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been - observed by K. . TTermann.^ that "all the forms and
institutions, as well as the names, of the pliratria; and clans, bear
eveiy appearance of family distinctions ;" and it should be noted,
that, while experience furnishes instances of a national organisation,

similar to that of Athens, being based upon real relationship," there
is no evidence that such a purely artificial ai-rangement as Grote
and Niebuhr suppose was ever actually carried into effect in an}'

country.•* It seems therefore most reasonable to regard the division
into brotherhoods, clans, and houses, as having resulted originally

from the extension of family ties, and therefore as having pj-oceeded
downwards, not upwards ; by separation, not by aggregation ; from
the tribe to the house, and not in the reverse order.

In addition to the bond of consanguinity, Avhich as time vent
on became continually weaker, a religious principle which never
lost its strength, and social advantages of consideiable value, held
together the various portions of the organisation which Ave are

considering. Each tribe had its own special sacred rites,* cele-

brated once a year under the presidency of the tribe-king (-) ; each phratry held similar meetings,* probably more fre-

quently ; finally, each clan or house had exclusive religious cere-

monies, a priesthood belonging only to themselves, and a piivate

burial-place where none but members of the clan could be interred/

Again, the members of a clan possessed an interest in the property

of all their brother clansmen. In the early times property was
vested absolutely in the clan, and could not be willed away from
it ;

® if a man died Avithout children, his clansmen succeeded neces-

sarily to all the property that he left behind him. Even after Solon,

they enjoyed this privilege, if any one died intestate.** They could

also claim the right of marrying any heiress of the clan, who had
the misfortune to be left an orphan ; though this priAnloge was
counterbalanced, after the time of Solon, by a con-esponding obli-

gation upon them to marry poor orphans, or provide them with

suitable portions.' Some clans moreoA'er certainly, and jierhaps all,

- Pol. Ant. § 99. the necessary and universal organisation of
' When Niebuhr is searching for analogies the phratries.

from which to illustrate his theory, the case ^ Hence we find such an expression as

of the Suliotes presents itself to him first of Zshs ');' in inscriptions (Koss's Attischen

all. Yet here he is obliged to confess that Demen, ))p. vii.-ix.).

" the 31 houses or pharas, so far a-s we can * Cf. Isanis, de ApoUod. Hser. c. 15 ; Dem.

gather, were actual families descended from c. Macart. p. 1054 : .-md the expressions Zei/y

u common stock "
(p. 305, E. T.). The,- (Suidas). The

tribes of the Jews are another notorious in- great feast of tiie Apatiiria was not a gene-

stance, ral meeting of all (pparopts, but a time at

* Mr. Grote instances as analogous " the which all the met se;-erally.

Highland clan, the Irish sept, the ancient ' The" were call*! aUo opye-

legally constituted families in Friesland and wvfs, as jjarticipating in the same s;icrc 1

Dithmarsch, the Pliis or Phara among the rites {opyiai). See Harpocration, Suidas,

Albanians "
(pp. 81, 82), and agam theTeu- the Lex. lihetoric. and the Ktymolog. .Magn.

tonic guilds, and the .\lberghi of Genoa (ibid. For proof of the special burial-place, cf.

notes). But most of those cases are as ob- Marcellin. Vit.Thuc. p. ix. ; Dem. c. Eubulid.

scure as that which they are brought to il- p. 1.H07 ; and Cic. de Leg. ii. 26.

lustrate ; and in one only, that o'f the guilds, ^ Piut:u-ch, Vit. Solon, c. 21. ^ lb.

does the tie appear to have been purely ^ Dem. c. Macart. p. 1068 ; Diod. Sic.

factitious. But the partial and voluntary xii. 18; Tereut. Phorm. I. ii. 75; Isa;us,

institution of the guild A'ery little resembles de Pvrih. al.

X 2
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had common property, Avliicli was administered "by a treasurer of

their own.* There was also a general duty on the part of all mem-
bers of the clan to help, defend, support, and, in case of need,

avenge other members who required their assistance ;'' which, though
not exactly a priA'ilege, Avas a strong bond of union, and, in an un-
settled state of society, must have been felt rather as an advantage
than as a burthen.

It resulted in part from the material adA'antages accruing to the

members of a clan from their membership, in part from the religious

feeling Avhich regarded rites as polkited by the participation in

tliem of persons of a different blood, that admission to a clan was
jealously guarded by the law, and narrowly Avatched by the existing

members. * Foreigners admitted to citizenship did not thereby be-

come', or;^ nor did their descendants, unless bom
of women who were citizens. In that case they were enrolled in

the clan and phratry of their mother. The children of foreign

women, or of any women who were not citizens, were also ex-

cluded.® Thus " the preservation of legitimacy and purity of de-

scent among the citizens," maybe considered as the main "political

object and import " ^ of the Avhole organisation ; though, even apart

from this, it must have possessed a high value in the eyes of a wise
statesman, as tending to establish a close union of diffei'ent classes,

based upon the double foundation of religious communion and con-

sangninit3\

10. The other ancient division of the tribes was that into Trittyes

and Naucraries. As each tribe () contained three Phratries

or " Brotherhoods," so it also contained three Trittyes, or " Third-
ings." It is uncertain Avhether these divisions Avere really distinct

and separate ; according to some Avriters the Thratry and tlio Tiittys

were two names of the same body.* But if so, the identity of the

classiiications ceased at this point, the Naucraries baA'ing no con-
nexion whatever with the, or "clans." While in each I'hratry

there were thirty " clans," in a Trittys there were but four Naucra-
ries. The Naucraries existed solely for political, and not at all for

religious or social purposes. They are properly compared with tbo
later,^ and consisted of a number of householders (^)-
poi, or) associated together for the jourpose of undertaking
state burthens, as the piOviding of soldiers, of money, .and in later

times of ships,' Each Naucrary had its head, or I'rytanis, Avho,

- See the inscription in Ross's Attischen ' See Hermann's Pol. Aut. § 100.
Demen, p. 26, where the treasurer {;) * Aristotle (I'r. 3), I'ollii.x (viii. l\V„ and
ot the Amynandriila• is meutioned. HarpocratJDn (ad voc. yd/vrJTaij, all identify

•* he obli<j'ation was most definite in the the TptTTus with the. Pdllux adds
fa-Mj of bWJshed, when the clansmen and that there was a third term [(5), which
the ))hrat<irs were bound by Liw to prosecute was equivalent, and Harpocration (ad -oc.

Jl>em. c. -Macart. p. luC9). In other cajses ^ ascribes this view to Aristotle. Mr.
it was matter of feeling and usage. Grote seems to assume that the and

* Note the e.\])res.-<ioa in Is;eus (de Ciron. the were wholly dillerent divisions.

Haired. I'Jy,
. . .

'•' I'lmt. ,. .'~ynag. p. 288(\ & s ).. ' I'oUux, viii. 1U8; but to derive their

I'em. c. Ne.'er. p. 1:)7G. name from this circumstiince, as Pollux does,

' isa.'UJi, 1. s. c. is wrong (see note " on Book v. ch. 71).
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until tlie institution of the Polomarcli, were the chief militaiy
officers.^ Nothing i.s known as to the manner of their appoint-
ment

; but the probability is that, like the, or lieads
of the tribes, they wove nominated by the nobles,* not elected by
the people.

Of the two distributions here considered, it is evident that the
former was by far the more important. The Kaucraries existed
mei'ely for state purposes, and touched nothing but material inte-
rests. The Phratries and Clans were private as well as public
unions, and had the closest connexion with all the deepest feelings
and most sacred associations of the people, ^\'ith the one the
Athenian came into contact on rare occasions, and merely in the
way of business ; the other was an element of his daily life, and
ent\\aned itself with his social and domestic aftections, with his
ordinary duties, and Avith his religious feelings. Hence the latter

outlived the Clisthenic constitution,•• and continued to exist and
flourish through the whole period of the subsequent history, Avhile

the former, if not formally abolished, sank at any rate very shortly
into entire desuetude.^

11. It is remarkable that political privilege does not appear to

haxe been attached in the early times to either of these tAvo organi-

sations. In that of the Clans and Phratries, a rough resemblance
may be traced to the old Eoman organisation into Gentes and
Curies ; but nothing in ancient Athens con^esponds to the Comitia
Curiata of antique Rome, nor to the original Senate of 300, one
from each of the 300 gentes.^ Again, in the Trittyes and Naucra-
ries we seem to have a division analogous to that of the Poman
Centuries (which had reference at once to taxation and to military

liability) ; but Athens has no Comitia Centuriata, where privilege

is apportioned to service, and the citizen has done most for the

state compensated by the largest share of power. All impoi'taut

political privilege is engrossed by the Eupatrids, who consist of a

certain number of " clans " claiming a special nobility, but not

belonging to any single tribe, or distinguishable from the ignoble

clans, otherwise than by the possession of superior rank and riches.'

The rest of the citizens constitute an tuiprivileged class,* personally

free, but with no atom of political power, and are roughly divided,

- This is perhaps the meaning of HeroJo- ^ I mean that neither the early Senate at

tus when he says in connexion with Cylon's Athens, nor the early Assembly, \ based

revolt (I.s. c.) that " the Heads of the Nau- upon the organisation of the clans. No doubt

cranes at that time bore rule in Athens." the Assembly of the Eupatrids did in some
3 Pollux, viii. Ill and 120. degree resemble the Comitia Curiata.

* i^ee the many passages above quoted ' The author of the iCtymolugicum defines

from the orators, especially Dem. c. JIacart. the Eupatrids as oi avrh rb , o'tKovy-

p. 1054, and Iseeus, de Ciron. Hrered. c. 19. res, 4(5 yevovs
,

^ Photius says (s. v.) that Clis- \ iepuiv\((.
thenes raised the number of Naucraries from But these are rather the conseijuences th;m

48 to 50, making 5 in each of his 1 tribes
;

the sources of their pre-eminence,

and the fact of the Athenian navy amount- ^ Dionysius of Halicarnassus seems to be

iug soon after to 50 ships (Herod, vi. 89) is right in recognising but two real orders in

some confirmation of this. But with the ancient Athens (ii. 8). There was no dif-

rise of the system of trierarchy, all trace of ference of rank or privilege between the

the Naucraries disappears. '/ and the.
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according to their occupations, into- (3"eomen-farmer8) and
(artisans).*

12. The union of the Enpatrids in the same tribes and phratries

Avith the Geomori and Deniinrgi, seems to show that the aristocracy

of Athens was not original, like that of liome, but grew out of an

earlier and more democratical condition of things—such, in fact, as

Ave find depicted in the Homeric poems. A real monarchy, like

that of the heroic age, tends to le\'el other distinctions ; for kings

always use the people to check the power and insolence of the

nobles. Thus at Athens, as elsewhere, in the heroic times, there

Avas Tuidoubtedly the idea of a public assembly (), consisting

of all freemen ; but this institution seems entirely to haxe disap-

peared during the centuries which intervened betAveen Codrus and
Solon.' The power of the nobles gradually developed itself during

this period, increasing at the expense of the kingly prerogative on

the one hand, and of popular rights upon the other. \ e are told

that at the death of Codrus, the Eupatrids, in pretended honour to

that monarch's self-sacrifice, formally abolished the name of king,

substituting that of Archon, or Ruler.* ^uch a change undoubtedly

implied more than it asserted. The alteration of title would
symbt)lise, and thereby tend to produce, a diminution of authority

;

and the nobles, who had made the change, Avould, by that very fact,

have set themselves up above the sovereign, and asserted their right

to control and limit his prerogatives. Still the royal power appears

to have been but slightly diminished. The Archons held their

office for life,^ and though nominally responsible, * can have been
subject to no very definite restraints, and, when once appointed,

must have ruled pretty nearly at their pleasure. The old royal

family Avas moreover maintained in ^ quasi-royal position, the

archonship being confined to the Medontidee, or descendants of

Medon, the son and successor of Codrus. On the other hand, here-

ditary ]'ight, as prcA'iously understood, was abolished ; and at the

death of an Archon, the Eupatrids chose his successor out of those

descendants of Medon who were of an age to govern.

It is remarkable that, according to the traditions, this state of

things maintained itself, Avithout further change, for three centu-

ries. Medon had twelve successors in the office of life-archon,*

Avhose united reigns are said to have covered the space of 296
years.* This period is a blank in Athenian history. Nothing
is known of the life-archons beyond their names; and we can only

gather from the silence of ancient authors, that the time was one of

peace abroad, and of tranquillity—perhaps ofcomfoit and contentment

* I'olliix, viii. Ill ; Hesych. ad voc. ^ Justin, ii. 7 ; comp. Lye. c. Leocr. 20.

'AypiuTai; Etym. JIagn. ad voc.- ^ Pausan. IV. v. § 10.

rpiSai. Cf. Arist. Fr. 3. * Pausan. iv. Lx. § 4, and vn. ii. § 1.

' Mr. rote speaks of there being " traces" ^ These were A«istus, Archippus, Ther-

<>f the continued existence of " general a.sfem- sip])us, Phorbas, Mejiacles, Diogiictus, Phe-
lilies of the pf.Ople with the same formal and recles, Ariphron, I'hespieus, Agamestor,
jia-ssive character as the Homeric Agora," in jEschylus, and Alcma;on.
the interval between Theseus and the .'^olo- ^ Euseb. Chron. Can. pars ii, p. 306-320.
iiiau legisbition (vol. iii. p. 97). But I can But comp. pars i. c. 30, where the number
liud no proof of thia assertion. of years is only 272.
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1

—at borne/ The Asiatic colonisation, it must be remembered, Iiad

carried off unruly spirits, and left the land with a deficient ratlier

than a suiplus population ; labour was probably avcII paid ; above
all, the yearning after free institutions and the excitement of poli-

tical life, had not yet commenced. The state was in its boyhood,
Tmconscious, satisfied Avitli life ; free from those fierce craviiigs, in
part noble, in part selfish and brutalising, which in the nation, as
in the indivitl iial, mark the period of adolescence.

1.'?. On the tei-mination of this long interA-al of almost comjilete
rest and inaction, the advance of the aristocracy Avas rapid. Jn tlie

first year of the seventh Olympiad (it.c. 752), the lifc-archonship
was brought to an end, and the duration of the office Avas limited to

ten years," but Avithout infringement on the right of the Medontidai
to its exclusive possession. By this change, not only was the dig-
nity diminished, but the responsibility of the Archon was rendered
a reality ; for he could be actually called to account for any abuse
of his authority at the close of his ten years of office. Thus the
Eupatrids obtained a poAver over the nominal soveieign, which they
Avere not slow to use ; and Ave find that in the reign of the foui'th

decennial Archon (b.c. 714) they took advantage of an act of cruelty
which he had committed,'' not only to depose him individually, but
to declare that the Medontidai had in him forfeited their claim to

rule ; upon Avhich it naturally followed that the office should be
throAvn open to all Eupatrids. The decennial term of office was
still contimied for thirty years longer ;' but at the end of tliat time
(b.c. 684) the mask was altogether thrown off, and the last remnant of

the monarchy disappeared before the assaults of the aristocrats. The
decennial (sole) archonship was abolished ; and in lieu of it a govern-
ing board was set up, consisting of nine persons, who Avere to share

among them the kingly functions, and to hold office only for a year.

Thus was a form of government established, such as an oligarchy

especially affects, Avith nimierous magistrates and a short tenn of

office, Avhereby that equality among its own members is best pro-

duced, which is as dear to an exclusiA^e aristocracy as the destruc-

tion of all antagonistic poAA'ers.

14. Such are said to have been the steps whereby the Athenian

"^ Bishop Thirhvall doubts (Hist, of Greece, by Hippomenes to liis chariot, and so killed
;

Tol. ii. p. 17) whether the "long period of the adulteress was shut up in a building with

apparent tranquillity " which intervenes a wild horse ; no food was given to either,

between Theseus and Draco was really " one and the horse shortly devoured the lady.

of public happiness." His doubts rest, in Afterwards the scene of the crime was held

part, on the story of Hippomenes (see accursed ; the building was razed ; and th»

tielow, note ^), and partly on the condition site known as " the Place of the Hoise and

of the Athenians at the era of Draco. The the Damsel." (See Heraclid. Pont. i. 3;
remarks in the text refer only to the period Nic. Damasc. Fr. 51 ; Ovid, lb. 461 ; Sui-

between Medon and Akmaon (e.g. 1050- das, ad voc. '1( ; Photius, J.ex

752). Svnag. sub voc."'/
;
Diogenian. Cent.

8 Dionys. Hal. i. 71. Prov. iii. 1, &c.)

^ Hippomenes (it is said), the fourth de- ^ The predecessors of Hippomenes were

cennial Archon, had a daughter named Charops, /Esimides, and Cleidicus ; his suc-

Leimone or Leimonis, who was taken in cessors, Leocrates, Apsander, and Eryxias.

adultery with one of the citizens. Both were Their rule lasted from B.C. 752 to B.C. CS-1.

punished with death. The m;m was fastened
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Enpatrids obtained the complete possession of the sovereign power.

The means and instniments wherewith they vorked are more
obscure, and require investigation. It has been noticed* that from

the earliest times there was in every Greek monarchy an Assembly
or Agora, which exercised a certain amount of control over public

affairs. This assembly rightfully consisted, according to the idea

universally prevalent, of all the freemen capable of bearing arms in

the state. It would seem, hoAvever, that at Athens the Eupatrids

contrived gradually to substitute for this body the mere assembly

of those of their order. The effect was as if at Eome the

Patricians had at any time succeeded in suppressing the Centuries,

and replacing them on all occasions by the Ctiries. The Eupatrids

thus certainly obtained the power of nominating the Phylo-Basileis,

or Tribe-Kings,^ who must have originally received their appoint-

ment from the whole people ; and they probably also named the

Prytaneis of the Navicraries,* as they undoubtedly did aftervards

both the decennial and the annual Archons. Through the Phylo-
Basileis they would at once exercise a very important influence

over the monarch ; for the I'hylo-Basileis were from tlie first assessors

of the king, without whom he could not deliver sentence in the

Prytaneum.^ They would also, if they appointed the Prytaneis of

the Xaucraries, have had a hold both over the military force and
over the revenue, Avhich would fully account for the inability of the

monarchs to resist their aggressions.

Id. Still another institution remains to be noticed, by means of

which it is probable that their power was mainly advanced. A
Council (), or Senate (), is as essential an element of

the ancient monarch^' as an Assembly (), ^ and must have
existed at Athens from the remotest times. There is no reason to

think that the Athenian kings ever acquired such a preponderance
in the state as could ha'e alone enabled them to abrogate this

primitive institution. Weakness is the characteristic of the Athenian
monarchy, in which the king was never much more than "the first

of the nobles ;" ^ and we may therefore assitme that throughout the

monarchical period there was from first to last a Senate, possessing

as much weight as the lioman, and acting as a most influential check
upon the king, and a most powerful instrument for the aggrandise-

ment of the Eupatrids. It is with reason that many critics and
histijrians identify this primitive council with the " Senate of Areo-
pagus,"" vhich, after the time of Solon, was distinguished by that

affix from the new Council established by him. The bulk of ancient
writers, indeed, (if we may believe Plutarch"), ascribed the institu-

tion of both Senates to Solon ; but wa haA^o already seen, in con-
nexion vith Lycurgus,' how little stress can be laid in such a case

upon a preponderance of authority. To the first knoAvn lawgiver of

* Supra, Essay i. pp. 281,282. ^ As Meier (Der Attisclie Process, Elnlei-

3 .St-e Pollux, viii. Ill and 120. tung, p. 10), Scliomaun (ibid.), Matthiw
* Grote, vol. iii. p. 96. (De Jud. Atli. pp. 142-148), and Mr. Grotc
'' Pollux, viii. Ill, and Plut. \'it. Solon, (vol. iii. j). 'J7j.

c. 19. '> Vit. Solon, c. 19.

* Supra, Essay i. pp. 281, 282. * Supra, Essay i. p. 282.
7 See Tiiirhvall, vol. ii. p. 11.
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a country all its ancient institutions are popularly assi<^ed, how-
ever antique and primitiA'c they ma}' in ftict be ; and tliis is done
the more uniformly the further men are removed from tlie period.
Against the authority of Tlutarch's " majority of writers," most of
whom were undoubtedly of a late date, ma}• be set as an equipoise
the single name of zEschylus, who, coming within a century of
Solon, Avas so far from making him the author of the Areopagite
Council, that he represented it as already existing in the time of

Orestes—more than 500 years earlier.'' If Solon had instituted the
Areopagus, it is probable that its powers woukl have been more
definite, and its weight less. It is also very unlikely that it Avould
have borne the name of, since from his time its functions were
far more those of a court than of a council.^ But if it was an ancient
institution, continued with diminished powers by Solon, Ave can
easily understand its retaining its ancient name, CA^en when that

name had become inappropriate, and can account for the inde-

finiteness of its powers, the vastness and vagueness of its claims,

and the strong hold which it had upon great numbers of the

Athenians. If we regard it as almost the sole relic of the ancient

constitution which siirA'ived the SAveeping reforms of Solon and
Clisthenes, we can understand how it should draw to itself the

affectionate regard of the more consei'vative portion of the Athenian
people ; how the traditions of the past should cling around it ; and

it should finally become the watchword and the rallying point

of that party which was the determined opponent of democratic

progress.*

16. Such then would seem to have been the instruments whereby
the Athenian Eupatrids eifected their usurpations— usurpations

which issued in the establishment, about the year B.C. G84, of an
oligarchy even closer * than that which existed at Eome before the

institution of the Tribunate. The noble clans not only monopolised

office, but confined even the franchise to members of tlieir

body ;* they both furnished and elected the Archons, Phylo-Basileis,

and heads of the Naucraries; they also occupied all the priesthoods

of an}^ account;^ and there is reason to believe that they held

almost exclusive possession of the territory of the state, either

directly, in their o\nti names, or indirectly, as mortgagees of the

small properties belonging to the poorer landowners." The unre-

2 Eumen. 651 et seqq. Aristotle, it must, ol avrh rh olKovvrts,

be added, made the Areopagus anterior to€ yevovs,

Solon (Pol. ii. 9). iepoiiv . Compare

? See Hei-mann's Pol. Ant. § 10.5. Plut. Vit. Thes. c. 24, where Theseus is said

* In the time of Ephialtes and Pericles, to have made the Eupatrids 1(
(See Arist. Pol. ii. 9 ; Diod. Sic. xi. 27

;
^.

Plutarch, Vit. Pericl. c. 9, &c.) " The po^erty which Solon was required

* Aristotle (1. s. c.) calls the oligarchy to remedy must have been an evil of long

Xlav, and speaks of the people as standing, which very gradually came to a

held in slavery under it (^,. head. It appears that in his time the whole
^ Whereas at Home, in the worst times, land was covered with mortgage pillars,

the Plebeians had a voice in the election of whence he himself rei)resents the earth it-

owe consul. self as reduced to slavery (Fr. 28, quoted at

' So much, at least, may be gathered from length, p. 322).

the definition of the Etymologic. Magn.
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strained power they enjoyed had the effect—seen commonly
to result from it—of stimulating their selfishness, and rendering
them harsh and unjust toAvards all those who Avere beyond the

charmed circle of their own order. A\'e may gather from a name
afterwards home by the democratical party in Attica,^ that in the
distributions of territory Avhich were made from time to time under
Eupatrid influence, as Athens passed from the pastoral life to the

agricultural,' it was only the poorer and less desirable lands that

were allotted to the small cultivators. x\gain, the demand for

written laws, which is the first symptom of life manifested on the

part of the imprivileged classes, is indicative of suflerings arising

from an abuse of power,* and seems to imply that undue severity

was shown towards the humbler criminals, while those of a higher
grade were allowed comparative impunity. The universal po\'erty,

moreover, which it was one of the objects of Solon's legislation to

I'emedy, proA'es incontestably the prevalence of a tyrannical and
oppressive spirit, which had ground down the humbler classes to

the lowest point whereat existence was possible, and wdiich vas
prepared to ruin the state by enforcing the primitive law of debt in

the full rigour of its archaic severity.

17, It appears that during the space of nearly sixty years (from
B.C. 084 to B.C. ('24), the Eupatrids continued in the undisputed
possession of all the powers of the state, and disposed almost at

their will of the lives and properties of the citizens. The Archons

—

their representatives —not only administered but made the laws,

deciding all matters by their, or edicts;* they tried causes of
every kind,^ and punished the accused at their discretion. \ e have
no means of measuring the suflerings or the patience of the unprivi-

leged Athenians during this interval ; but find that towards its

close discontent at the existing condition of things began to manifest
itself in a shape felt to be dangerous, and the oligaichy became con-
vinced, that in order to secure the maintenance of their powder active
steps must be taken. The popular discontent assumed the shape,
Avhich is not unusual under similar circumstances, of a demand for

Avritten laws

—

i.e. of a recpiirement that the penalties of oflences

shall no longer be fluctuating and arbitrary, dej'endent upon the

* "Highlanders" (StaKpioi or xmepa- (Liv. iii. 9), and see Kiebuhr's remarks on it

Kpioij. The aristocrats weie at the same (Hist, of Kome, vol. ii. pp. 278, 279, E. T.).

tiiiie known as " Lowlanders "( or ' The name " Thesmothetes " applied to). It is pbiin that in allotting ter- every Archon; only as the first three were
ritory, flie nobles had taken to themselves ordinarily designated by other titles, the six

all the rich and fertile plains, while they had who had no special designation came to be
assigned the hilly tracts, with their light and regarded as ' ^•. 0€-
shailow soil (rh Keirroyewv, Thuc. i. 2), to ffyuiiy is properly :i law (comp..), and
the unprivileged classes. was so used by Solon ( Kr. xxiv. 1. 2). In

' If the ancient tribes' names be taken early times the distinction between laws and
to signify priests, varors, goatherds, and decices or edicts is unknown.
mechanics, the goatherds alone will represent • The"$ judged all dis-

those who got their living by the land ; and putes connected with the family and with the
the transition from the ])astoral to the agri- gentilitial «d ])hratric ties; the
cultural life will bo marked by the .substitu- decided cases of sacrilege and homicide ; the
tion alter The~eus of the term- for l^lemarch was judge in disputes between
the earlier alyiKoptls. citizens and non-citizens ; the other six ar-

* Compare the similar demand in Kome chons had a general jiu-isdiction.
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caprice or interest of the presidiiii; magistrate ; but he fixed by a
positive enactment, to Avliieli all jiulges shall he huiind to conform
their sentences. "When this demand became so general and so
urgent that it could no longer he safely met by a mere passive
resistance, the Eupatrids resolved to deal Avith it in another way.
Professing to consent to what was required of them, they appointed
one of their body—a noble Avho has come down to us as Draco *—to
the office of chief Archon, and empowered him to produce a written
code of laws, according to Avhich justice should thereafter be
administered. The legislator Avas, however, no doubt instructed,

instead of mitigating the severity of the ancient and traditional

scale of punishments, to heighten and aggravate it ; and so thoroughly
did he act in this spirit, that his laws Avere said in later times to

have been written, not with ink, but with blood." Death was made
the penalty, not only for murder and sacrilege, but for adxaltery, for

homicide in self-defence, and even for petty thefts, while idleness,

or the attempt to change one of his laAvs, was to be visited with per-

petual disfranchisement.' It was probably thought that " such a
code was likely to be a convenient instrument in the hands of the
ruling class, for striking terror into their subjects and stifling the

rising spirit of discontent which their cupidity and oppression had
provoked."* To crush by terror, or drown in blood, the nascent

democracy, which at its very birth they at once feared and hated,

seems to have been the aim and intention of the Eupatrids at this

crisis : that they did not succeed was perhaps owing rather to casxtal

circumstances than to any miscalculation on their part, either of

their own strength, or of the weakness of their adversaries.

18. The spirit which had murmured at the "whips" of the ante-

Draconic government was not very likely to submit tamely to the

"scorpions" of Draco. Discontent, if repressed, must have bui-nt

still more fiercely in men's hearts ; and probably it was soon CA^ident

that there would be an outbreak. Unfortunately our authorities for

this period—one of the very greatest interest—are scanty and frag-

mentary ;
^ and in default of trustworthy guides we are thrown to a

great extent on conjecture and probability for the interpretation

which we shall assign to the mere outline of facts Avhich has come
down to us. It is certain that within twelve years of Draco's

archonship, a violent commotion took place at Athens, which was

near destroying the Avhole framework of the constitution, and which

had permanent results of a most important nature. Cylon, a Eupa-

trid of the highest rank and position,' a victor at the Olympic

games,* and a man of such wealth and eminence, that he had been

selected by Theagenes, tyrant of Megara, as a fitting husband for

5 The name is suspicious from its peculiar ^ Thejr are principally Herocl. v. 71;

aptness. It is perhaps really a nickname Thucyd. i. 126 ; and I'hitiirch. Vit. Solon, c.

which has ousted the true appellation. 12. All three writers treat of the history

6 Demades ap. Plutarch. (Yit. Sol. c. 17). merely incidentally.

See Lysias de Ca!d. Eratosth. c. 11
;

' Thucydi.ios says he was avV
Demosth. c. Aristocrat, p. 637 ; Aul. Cell, fhytvhsTi\ hvvaros (1. s. c).

xi. 18; Plut. Vit. Solon, c. 19; Pausan. rx. - He had gained the, or double

sxxvi. § 4. foot-race (Plut. 1. s. c).

8 Tliu-lwall, vol. ii. p. 19.
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liis daiigliter, suddenly appeared in arms against the government,

and made himself master of the Acropolis. He is said to have been
assisted by a body of troops lent him by his father-in-law f but it is

evident that his real strength lay in the disctontent of the Athenians

themselves Avith their existing constitution, which led great numbers
to Avelconie any change. AVhether the motiA'es of Cylon were selfish

or patriotic ; Avhether (like Spurius Cassius and Titus Manlius) he
Avas urged to his enterprise by real sympathy Avitli the sufterings of

the lower orders, or, like I'isistratus, and his own father-in-law,

Theagenes,* merely sought to make the advocacy of popular rights a

stepping-stone to power, is perhaps open to question. JMost modern
writers decide the doubt unfavourably to the character of Cylon,

and it must be admitted that in the brief accounts of the ancients

the same view seems to be taken ;
* but on the other hand it appears

that the statue of Cylon was preserved to the close of the liepublic,

among those of other public benefactors, in the Acropolis;•^ so that

the Athenians of the democratic times must certainly have regarded

his attempt with favour, and have considered its bearing to have
been on the side of progress.'^ At the rumour of revolt the Eupa-
trids and their supporters flocked from all parts of Attica to the

capital,* and invested the Acropolis, Avhich long resisted their

eftbrts. The siege had to be turned into a blockade, Avhich was
conducted by the heads of the Xaucraries under the direction of the

nine Archons,'* and pressed to a successful issue. Provisions and
water alike foiled the besieged ; and, despairing of success, Cylon
secretly escaped,' Avhile his partisans still continued the defence

;

till at length, when several had actually died of starvation, resist-

ance was abandoned, and the remnant of the besieged, quitting the

walls, took refuge in the temjile of Minerva Tolias, and assumed the

sacred character of suppliants. Megacles,* the chief Archon, on
entering the citadel, found these persons ready to perish of hunger
in the holy ground, and, anxious to avoid the pollution of the place

3 Thuryd. 1. s. c. (?), who not only saved tliom from
• Arist. Pol. V. 4 ; Rhet. i. 2. present suiiering, but avenged their past

^ HerodotiLS declares of Cylon, oStos en\ wrongs upon the oligarchs. Often, too, they

Tvpavv'tSi (- (1. s. c. ). Thucydides acquiesced in a tyianny on account of its

a little niodities the accusation, and only says strength, from a feeling that iu no other way
s '- could they prevent the nobles from retaining

/. Heracli<les Pouticus speaks of the or regaining their powei•.

tyranny ;is achieved (Fr. 1. § 4;. 'J'he .Scholi- ^ Oi ' --
asts generally follow Thucydides, but miss^ e/c aypOiv eV .
the dehcaey of his ])hrase. (Tluu yd. 1. s. c.)

^ Pausan. 1. xxviii. § 1. It may well be " This is perhaps the best mode of recon-

doubted whether the Delphic onicle, which ciling Herodotus and Thucydides. The for-

Eauctioned the attemjjtof Cylon, would have nier says that the heads of the Prytanies, the

encouraged a purely selfish enterprise. latter that the nine Archons, " then governed
'' In ancient, as in modern times, extremes Athens." It can scarcely be right, with Har-

met; and the most violent democrats were pocration, to identify the two otHces.

often the ai)ologists or the abettors oftyranny. ' So Thucydidas (i. 126), and the Scholi-

As Hermann remarks, " the commonalty was ast on Aristophanes (Eqnit. 4415) ; but Hero-
gcueially favourable to a tyranny wliich was dotus a])pe;irs to regard Cylon himself as

more immediately directed against the rich among the slain (v. 71).
and noble" (Pol. Ant. § 63 j. They saw in - Pint. Vit. Solon, c. VI; Ileraclid. Pont.

the tyrant their own protector and champion (Fr. 1. § 4;.
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by their death, induced them to remove from it by entering into an
engagement that at least their lives slionld he spared." The prisoners
do not seem to have felt much confidence in tlie pledge given tliem

;

but, having only the alternative of starving where they were or of
accepting it, they agreed to quit their shelter and began to descend
from the height. In order, hoAvevcr, to keep themselves still under
the protection of the goddess, they tied a long rope to the ima^e,
and holding this in their hands commenced the descent.* They had
not gone far when the rope broke or was cut ; and immediately their
foes fell upon them.* Many were slain on the spot ; the rest 'fled to

the altar of the Eumenides, which was at hand,® and to various
other shrines in the neighbourhood. But the sword once drawn,
religious scruples lost their force, and the fugitives were pursued
and slain wherever they could be found ; even the Eumenides were
not permitted to screen those who had sought their protection ; a
rmiversal massacre was commanded or allowed ; and the blood of
their suppliants stained the altars even of the "Awful Goddesses."^

19. The victory was complete. Cylon, though he had escaped,
undertook no fresh enterprise ; and all the boldest and braA^est cf
the party which had supported him had suffered death in the
massacres. The Eupatrids probably congratulated themselves on
having annihilated their opponents, and looked forward to the quiet
enjoyment of a fresh lease of power. But if so, they liad miscal-

culated. In Athens, at all times religious almost to excess,^ the
spiritual had far greater weight than the physical. Their enemies
were fled or dead ; but in smiting them the Eupatrids had done a
deadly injury to themselves. They, or at least many of them, had
incurred the guilt of sacrilege, and in this Avay brought themselves
under a curse, which was believed to rest, not on the actual

criminals only, but on the remotest generation of their descendants."

Moreover, as the government for the time being, they had in-

volved the state in their guilt ; and gloomy apprehensions settled

down upon the mass of the people,'" combined with a bitterness of

feeling against those whom they regarded as the authoi's of their

* Herod. (1. s. c), tovtovs much weight.

v-ireyyuovs . 'I'liucy- * Both Flutarch and the Scholiast on

dides goes fuitliei-, and says, ' - Aristophanes say tliat they were sio«i(/. This

d i V aKhv. would at least imply that the treachery was
I Plut. Vit. Sol. c. 12; Schol. ad Aris- not premeditated,

toph. Kq. 443. Mr. Grote thinks that the ® At the north-eastern foot of the hill of

silence of Thucydides with regard to the Areopagus (Leake's Athens, p. 36).
story of the cord disproves its truth (Hist. ^ Ai (Thucyd. 1. s. c).

of Greece, vol. iii. p. Ill, note l)
; but he ^^, Acts xvii. 22.

admits that it was contained in the defence Compare Herod, i. <JU; Thucyd. vi. 27; &c.

which the Alcma;onidaj made before their ^ The guilt incurred by tiie archon 'Me-

judges some ten or twelve years after the gacles, n.c. 012, was brought forward against

event. I cannot conceive the mA'ention of his great-grandson, Clisthenes, about B.C.

so remarkable a feature, and its solemn as- 510 (Herod, v. 70), and against his fifth de-

sertion in a courti when the occurrence was scendant, Pericles, B.C. 432 (Thucyd. i. 12(5,

still fresh in men's memories, unless it was 127). Compare Soph. Anfig. Stoj ovSev

true, or at least unless there was a founda- iAAei'irei y ( e ci s iirl \ s '
tion for it. And to me the silence of Thucy- (58t! ).

dides, considering the bievity of his narra- '" I'kit. Vit. Solon, c. 12.

five, does not appear to be an argument of
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disquietude. It shortly became evident tliat, unless active steps

were taken to quiet the superstitious fears which had obtained

possession of men's minds, and at the same time to remove the

causes of that settled aversion with which they regarded the existing

constitution of their country, an outbreak of a desperate character

Avas to be expected. Already dissensions of an alarming nature

manifested themselves ; and parties were formed whose geograp/iic

basis threatened the state vitll disruption. The men " of the High-

lands," " of the Plain," and " of the Coast," became banded together,

and formed factions of a novel kind,' Avith which it was most difficult

to deal. The great body of the Eupatrids must have been convinced

of the seriousness of the danger Avhen they put themselves into the

hands of Solon, and allu\ved him to prescribe and apply the remedies

which in his judgment were necessary to meet the crisis.

20. Solon vas indeed a Eupatrid, and descended from the roj'al

line of Codrus ;* but the extravagance of his father, Execestides, had
so reduced his inhei'itance, that in his youth he was forced to engage
in trade, ^ a circumstance which could not but tend to weaken in his

mind those exclusive notions in which persons of his class were
ordinarily nurtured. He had also shown himself in his writings the

fearless denouncer of the wrongs committed by his own order, and
the energetic advocate of the just claims of the j)cople.* In common
times he would have been actively persecuted for such conduct, or

at least punished by scorn and neglect ; but, amid the perils which
now beset the state, he presented himself to the terrified nobles as

their best protection—perhaps as their only possible saviour. For
some time it appears that his advice was sought and adopted, and
he was allowed to liaA^e the main direction of altairs, without being
invested with any distinct office, or placed in a position to act with
real authority. It was Avhile he occupied this ambiguous position

that he is said to have " persuaded "* Megacles and his accomplices

to stand their trial on the charge of sacrilege, and to submit to the

decision which made them exiles from their country. This step (if

really taken) not pnndng sufficient to allay the general disquietude,

he seems, while still without office, to ha\"e devised his second

^ Pint. Vit Solon, c. 13. Mr. Grote says edited by Dr. Gaisford in his Poetre Minoies

these factions "had prevailed before" (vol. Gra;ci, vol. i. 'i'hey have been i)iiblished in

iii. p. 125) ; but I know no authority for such a separate form by Bach (Bonn, 1 825). His

a statement. Th(i divisions of the territory strong language on the subjects mentioned

mentioned by Pollux (supra, p. 305, note''), in the text is particularly remarkable in Fr.

even if regarded as authentic, would be far xv. of (Jaisford's edition.

from a proof. * Pint. Sol. <•. 12: 2( eireiffe
On the character of these factions, see ivaytts ?;/. I'lie tale,

below, pp. 333, 334. however, is somewhat apocryphal, and pei-

* Ibid. c. 1. The relationship of Pisistra- haps grew out of proceedings under Pisi-

tus to Sf)lon, and the connexion of the for- stratus. At any rate if the Alcma'onida;

mer with the C'odrida;, are generally admitted made a show of submission, and retired, they

(Herod, v. 05, and note ad loc.j. soon returned, and were as jiowerful as ever.

^ Ibid. Hen<'e .Aristotle regards him as Alcma'on. the son of the guilty archon, com-

belonging to the "middle classes." (Pol. iv. manded in the sacred war (infra, p. 321),

9 : '' < . . . th robs(\ which w:ls from about B.C. 000 to li.C. •'iOl.

flpai rCiv . 2- And Me:^a les, his sou, appears at the hi»."d

Tf yap ijv.) of a political party in li.C. 500 (Heiod. i.

•• The sc;inty fiagments of Solon weie 59).
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measure— the pnnfication of the city by Ei)iniGMide.s.« Finally,
after this proceeding had been attended with a very large amount of
success, and the religions apprehensions of tlie community had boon
tranqnillised thereby, but the political horizon continned still

clonded, it was resolved to put all power fonnally into his hands
;

he was invested Avith the dignity of chief archon, and given full

authority to arrange the state at his pleasure, to frame a new con-
stitution, and to repeal, confirm, or modify the Draconian code of
laws/

21. The archonship of Solon is fixed by most chronologists to the
year b.c, 594," eighteen years after the insurrection of Cylon, and
thirty from the attempt of Draco to crush the rising spirit of demo-
cracy by severity. Before proceeding to consider the enactments
by wdiich Solon met the dangers of the crisis, it is important to

review the circumstances whereby he had acquired w^eight in the
state, more especiall}' as those circumstances bring before us in a
tolerably distinct manner the external position of Attica and her
relations wath neighbouring countries, of AA'hich we have obtained
no glimpse since the date of Codrus.

22. It appears that, during the troubles of the Draconian and
Cylonian period, the little state of Megai-a on the Avestern borders of

Attica took advantage of her internal disorders to commence an
aggressive war. and succeeded in it so well as to dispossess their

rivals of the island of Salamis, to which they had, or professed to

have, a claim of long standing.^ Eepeated attempts were made by
the Athenians to recover their lost dependency; but on these occa-

sions they were so roughly handled by the Megarians that they had
at last desisted from the war, and, convinced of its impolicy, had
even passed a decree forbidding, under penalty of death, any pro-

^ The invitation to EpimeniJes is not dis- ' Clinton's Fasti Hellenici, vol. ii. A]i])cn-

tinctly said to have proceeded from iSolon
;

dix, ch. 17. Bvit it must be rememliered

but there can be little doubt that it was that Demosthenes—by far the earliest au-

in fact his doing. Plutarch mentions tho^ thority—gave a much later date, viz., B.C.

friendly terms on which Epimenides was witlT 583 (De Fals. Leg. p. 4'2U). 1 c;)nnot agiee

Solon while at Athens (1. s. c.) : and Laei- Avith Mr. Clinton that Demosthenes dis-

tius (i. 110) notes that the intermediary tinguishes Solon's o/C/uij from his archonship,

upon the occasion was the Delphic oracir, and counts from that. Solon's archonship

between which and Solon there was evidently was his- I'Cf. Dioy;. Laert.

a good understanding. tt!]v '- ^•
On the history and character of Epimeni- , "^'5,

des see the treatise of Heinrich, Epimenides i. 152.)

aus Kreta, Leipsic, 1801 ; and compare ^ I'lut. Vit. Sol. c. 8. It is likely enough

Thirlwall, vol. ii. pp. 27-30 ; Grote, vol. iii. that the Megarians may \a\e. held posj-ession

pp. 112-117 ; and the article on the subject of Salamis during a considerable portion of

in Smith's Biographical Dictionary. On his the time intervening between Codrus and

prescription of human sacrifices, asserted by Solon, since Megara was a powerful naval

Neanthes of Cyzicus (Fr. 24), and denied by state from the middle of the eighth to the

Polemo (Fr. 5:3), see Mr. Grote's note -, p. middle of the seventh century B.C. During

114. The time of his visit to Athens am- this period she founded colonies in Sicily, in

not be exactly fixed, but it was probably in the Fropontis, on the Bosphorus, and (pro-

or about the year B.C. 600. (See Clinton's bably) in the Black Sea. That she had

F. H. vol. i. p. 225; 01. 46.) really possessed the island in ancient times is

^-' . . . - indicated by her appiial to the traces of her

KTr,s Koi €-3 (Plut. Vit. Solon, c. peculiar method of interment as apparent in

14;'. Cf. Herod, i. 29. many of tlie old tombs (Plut.Vit. bol. c. 10).
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posal to renew the struggle.' Solon, however, himself a Sala-

minian,* took a different view of the course proper under the

circumstances ; and making up his mind to risk the consequences,

he one day feigned madness, and rushing into the foriim, Avhere the

people (i.e. the nobles) were assembled, he recited in an impassioned

tone a poem of his own composition, in which the Athenians Avere

exhorted to make another eifort for the reconquest of the island.

The venture succeeded. Many of the nobles—among them Pisis-

tratus,* was his kinsman—seconded his efforts ; and the decree

Avas repealed, an expedition voted, and Solon himself appointed to

the command of it.

The details of the expedition by which Solon cairied out his

project are variously related,^ and rest on no very good authority,

it seems certain that Pisistratus, though very young at the time,

was engaged in the war,* and gained considerable distinction in it

;

and there is no doubt that Salamis was recovered ; but more than
this bare outline can scarcely be said to be knoAvn. The Avar was
terminated by an apjieal to Sparta on the chief matter in dispute

between the combatants, namely, the possession of Salamis, Avhich

was adjudged to Athens on the combined evidence of oracles and
mythic traditions.

*

23. Solon shortly afterwards engaged Athens in another dispute,

Avhich he likewise carried to a successful issue. Perhaps he thought
by involving his country-men in foreign wars to make them forget

their domestic differences. A quarrel had arisen between the Del-

phiaus and the people of Cirrha, the port from which Delphi was
ordinui'il}^ reached by travellers from the west. In a meeting of the

Amphictvonic Council, Solon, as Atlienian deputy, ttrged the anned
interference of the League on behalf of the Delphians,' and per-

' Pemosth. de Fals. Leg. (1. s. c.) ; Diog. which rest only upon late authority (Sosi-

Laert. i. 46; Plut. Vit. '>o\. c. 8. crates, Laertius, Clemens, kc). The ditfi-

2 According to Diogenes Laertius (i. 45), culty would l.e to a great extent removed by
who says that the fact was recorded on his adopting the chronology of Demosthenes ''see

statue at Athens. Mr. (irote suggests that *bove, p. 319, note ^).

he was not really born at Salamis, but only • According to one authority he was not

recei\'ed an allotment there after the conquest personally engaged in the war at all (Daimach.

of the island (Hist, of Greece, vol. iv. pp. Fr. 7). According to others iTliitanh,

2lU,2ll). The story of the dispersion of his Laertius, Polyienus, .Elian, ac.) he had the

ashes over the island seems to be connected sole management of it ; and took the city of

with the tradition of its being liis true Salamis by stratagem in the first ye;ir. The
country (Pint. Vit. Sol. ad fin. ; Diog. Laert. stratagem, moreover, is reported variously,

i. (32; Aristid. p. 230, ed. Dindorf.j. (Compare Polya^n. i. 20, with iElian, V. H.
^ .So Plutarch (L s. c). Yet, as Mr. Grote vii. 19.) The Meg-arians, again, gave a corn-

observes (p. 121), at this time (about B.C. pletely different accoimt of the mode by
600-.594, according to the ordinary chro- \vhich they lost this island (Pausan. i. xl.

Dology) he could sc;ircely have been more § 4).

than a boy. He died li.c. 527, and as he ^ Herod, i. 59, and note ad loc. The testi-

ij5 never said to have attained to an extreme mony of Herodotus would be decisive on such

old age, we can scircely suppose him born a point, even if more weight attached to the

before H.C. 607. Yet he is re])resented by ordinary chronology than I should be in-

Plutarch as aiding Solon in getting the war clined to assign to it.

voted, and by Herodotus (i. 59j as greatly ^ Plut. \'it. Sol. c. 10. Compare Ar.

distinguishing himself in it. Tliese are lihet. i. 15 (p. 63, eJ. Tauchn.).
grounds, however, not for distrusting the ' Aristot. Fr. 265.

facts, but for questioning the ordinary dates,
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suaded tlie Council to adopt liis proposition. A force consisting of
Thessalians, Sicyonians, and Athenians, Avas collected," and the first

Sacred War commenced, probably in the year B.C. GOO." It was
conducted by Eurylochus the Tliessalian,' with the assistance of
Clisthenes, tyrant of Sicyon,*' and of Alcmajon, son of the Archon
Megacles, who commanded the Athenian contingent.^ According
to one account,•' Solon himself accompanied the army in the capacity
of counsellor, and actually contrived the stratagem through Avhich
Cirrha was captured ;* but such a position does not belong to the
simplicity of the time,^ and the part taken by Solon in the war was
probabl}^ limited to a warm advocacy of it in the first instance, and
a recommendation at its close tliat Cirrha should be destroyed and
its lands given to the Deli^hians.

24. Such were the chief public actions of Solon at the time of his
selection as " lawgiver." He was known as a skilful leader, a bold
man, and a warm j^atriot. Connected by birth with the high aristo-

crats, by occupation with the commercial classes, and by sympathy
Avith the oppressed commons, he had friends in every rank, and
might be expected to deal fairly by all. His abilities were gi-eat,

his moderation gi-eater ; and probably Athens possessed at the time
no other citizen half so fitted for the difficult office Avhich he was
urged, and at last consented, to undertake. The nobility felt that

he would not sacrifice his own order ; the commons knew that he
approA'ed their cause, and Avould ha,\e the courage to see justice

done them ; the trading class, which was just beginning to feel its

strength,'' had hopes from one who had been personally engaged in

commerce, and did not regard it as a degradation. The task, how-
ever, which had been committed to him, was one of no ordinary
difficulty. He had not only to remodel a barbarous code, and frame
a constitution suitable to the existing state of the community, whicli

were the usual duties of a lawgiver f but he had to meet a financial

crisis in the shape which such matters commonly took in ancient

times—he had to acknowledge and relieve a wide-spread insolvency,

to prevent a war between rich and poor, to put a stop to the oppres-

sion of the one, and to save, so far as practicable, the just rights of

the other. The measure by which fie effected these objects—his

^ Plut. A^it. Sol. c. 11; jEsch. c. Ctes. p. * Thepoisoningof the river Pleistus, which

69 ; Schol. ad Pind. Pyth. Proleg. ; Schol. ad supplied Cirrha with water (Pausan. x.

Pind. Nem. ix. 2; Paiisan. ii. ix. § 6, and xsxvii. §). Polyanusand Frontinus(l. s. c.)

X. xxxvii. § 4. ascribe this stratagem to ClLstheues ; Thes-
8 See Clinton's F. H. vol. i. p. 224, 01. salus, to a certain Nebrus.

46, 2; and vol. ii. pp. 239, 240. This date ® To send a or "w^hh

depends chiefly on the Parian marble, which a general, wa.s a practice commenced by
makes the captui-e of Cirrha fall into the year Sparta about the year n.c. 445.

B.C. 591. According to Callisthenes (ap. ' The Parali of Plutarch (Vit. Sol. c. 13)

Athen. xiii. p. 560, C.), the war lasted ten and Herodotus . 59) seem to represent this

years. trading class. They dwelt chiefly along the

^ Schol. ad Pind. Pyth. Proleg. ; Strab. southern sea-board, vhere the principal ports

ix. pp. 418-421; Polyan. vi. 13; comp. lay, and perhaps included the workere of

Pausan. n. ix. § 6. the silver mines towards the extremity of

2 Pausan. X.. § 4 ; Frontin. Strateg. the peninsula.

iii. 7. * '! -
3 Plut.. Sol. c. 11. , (cf. Arist. Pol. ii. 9, &c.).
* Pausan. 1. s. c.

VOL. III.
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Seisachtheia—lias been differently xinderstood and estimated. Accord-

ing to some * it consisted of two points—a reduction in the rate of

interest, which was made retrospective, and thus extinguished a

number of debts—and a debasement of the currency to the extent of

aboA'e one-fourth, vhereby all outstanding obligations were dimi-

nished in that proportion. According to others ' its chief proviso

was the positive and complete abolition of all debts, or at least of

those where the debtor had borrowed on the mortgage of his estate

or the security of his person. The old Athenian laAv of debt, like

the Eoman,^ and indeed like the primitive law of debt in almost all

countries,* allowed the poor man to borrow " on his body."* In this

case, if he did not repay the debt at the stated time, he became the

slave of his creditor, and AA^as thenceforth emploj^ed by him in servile

labours. His children, too, and even his unmarried sisters, passed

with him into slavery, unless he had sold them previously, which
the law allowed him to do.^ Such sales and forfeitures had, it is

said, taken place to a large extent in Attica before Solon's appoint-

ment, while the lands of the small proprietors were almost uni-

versally mortgaged, and the whole class of free agriculturists was in

imminent danger of becoming absorbed into the slave population, or

being forced to emigrate. It is certain that Solon's legislation

effectually remedied this wretched condition of things ; that it freed

all those who were in slaveiy for debt ; that it swept off" the mort-

gage pillars from the lands, and entirely cleared them of all burthens.®

A mere diminution in the rate of interest, even though retrospec-

tive, \vould not have done this, for it would have affected recent

debts but very slightly : there is, moreover, distinct evidence that

Solon did not reduce the legal I'ate of interest, but by a distinct

enactment declared it free.'^ We are therefore necessitated to con-

clude that the relief which Solon's legislation confessedly gave was
not effected in this way ; and consequently we must regard the

Seisachtheia as (at least to some extent) an actual abolition of debt,

^ As Androtion amoni; the ancients (Fr. ^ . Plut. Vit. Sol. c.

40); K. F. Hermann (Pol. Ant. § 106) and 15.

Bp. Thirhvall iHist. of Greece, •1. ii. p. 34) * Solon made such sales illegal (Plut. Sol.

among the malerns. c. 23), which shows that they were legal pre-

^ Plut. Vit. Sol. c. 15 ; Dion. Hal. x. 65
;

A'iously. According to Plutarch (c. 13) the

Heraclid. Pont. i. 6 ; Dio Chrysost. xxxi. p. practice had prevailed widely.

333, A. Hermann confesses (§ 106, note*) ® Seethefamousfragment of Solon (xrviii.

that "most Greek• writers " take this view. ed. Gaisf.)

—

It is adoptetl, in a modified form, by Mr. ^^j,^apTvpoir, raCr av iv iUr,^
Orote ( '. in. p. 1.52). ,)&',

* ISiebuhr, vol. i. pp. 565-569, . . ; Von , '^, ? -
Savigny, System des heutigeu Romischen « ./)^
ItehtS, vol. V. § 219, &C. • -,' i<;,,

Niebuhr says, " In all countries men in -^, ^,
need have Lad the wretched rio-ht of selling °-^''°'' *'««""?, ? S' avayKaiiqi

them.seh-es and then- families? it obt^uned ^^":^''';:5''-°."./"'''''''
among the northern nations, as well as among &' - aeixda
the Greeks and in Asia " (vol. i. p. 564, K. , r)Srj Sena/s^
.). Compare Cas: Bell. Gall. vi. 13 ; Diod. '^.
Sic. i. 79 ; Grimm, Deutsche Rechts Alter- " Lysias c. Theomnest. c. 18

—

rh apyv-
thiimer, pp. 612-615; and for the custom piov thai 4<p'^ Uv
among the Jews, Lev. xxv. 39 ; Nehem. v, 8. ^.
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whicli is what the word itself, notwithstanding its euphemistic cast,^

evidently means. Solon regarded the circumstances of the time as
justifying, or rather requiring, a departure from the ordinary hiAV of
contracts, a relaxation of hard and strict justice, a concession to
poverty and necessity, with which moderns cannot consistently
find fault, so long as no objection is made to insolvent debtor courts
and banki-uptcy courts, which render such general abolitions of
debts unnecessary among ourselves, by continually doing on a small
scale for individuals what otherwise has to bo done from to time on
a grand scale for the community. On the other hand, Solon evidently
took care not to go beyond the needs of the occasion. He was far

from abolishing all debts ; otherwise there would have been no
object at all in that debasement of the cun-ency, which is an un-
doubted portion of his scheme.* Where and how he droAv the line

we have no evidence to show ; it is quite possible that, as at Itome
on one occasion,' proof of insolvency may have been required on the
part of the debtor ; or debts of a particular kind and class may (as

Mr. Grote thinks *) have been excused, being known to be such as

only the extremely poor had contracted. The benefit extended to

the debtor, who was in no danger of losing his freedom, amounted
to little more than one-fourth of his obligation *—a sensible allevia-

tion doubtless, but one Avhich did not greatly injure the creditor.

To assert, however, as Androtion did, that the creditor suffered no
loss at all by the arrangement,* is absurd ; since, had that been the

case, the debtor could have experienced no relief. Every lowering

of the standard is a fraud upon creditors in the same proportion that

it is a boon to debtors, and though admitting of justification by cir-

cumstances, on the great political principle " sulus publica suprema

lex," requires, in order to carry the approval of right-judging minds,

that such justification shall be distinctly made out.' In the case

before us there seems no reason to doubt that a wise discretion was
exercised, and that the sacrifice required of the richer citizens was

one imperatively called for by the circumstances of the time, and

amply compensated to them by the dangers which it warded ofi", and

the security and tranquillity to which it conduced.

25. In legislating on this difficult subject Solon -was not content

(as the Eomans were in too many instances*) to deal only with the

8 Pint. Vit. Sol. c. as - 3 It was 27 percent. ; one hundred drachms

Svffxepfias -7$ - of the new coinage of Solon only equalling in

TTOis - '^,? ?iv {ais value 73 of the old coinage. Bockh's.con-

foiKe), jecture that the new coinage was intended€ 65. Yet - to be three-fourths the veight of the old,, " a shaking ojf of burthens," is after and that, by omitting to make any allowance

all sufficiently expressive. for waste, .'^olon accidentally reduced it two
9 Plut. Vit. Sol. c. 15; cf. Bockh's Publ. per cent, lower, is very happy, and may well

Econ. of Athens, vol.' i. p. 1 96, E. T. be accepted as most probably the true explana-

1 At the first Secession (Dionys. Hal. vi. tion.

83 ; comp. Zonar. vii. 14). "*',^ tovs fKTivovTas jue-

2 Mr. Grote considers the Seisachtheia to , € toIs-
have "cancelled at once all those contracts 4$ (Fr. 4o).

in which the debtor had borrowed on the * At the first Sec&ssion, at the Licinian

security either of his person or of his^ " legislation, at the arrangement of 403, at

(Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 132); but to the passage of the Genucian laws, &c.

have left other debts untouched.

2
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actual evils before him, but wisely looked to preventing their recur-

rence, lie at once abolished sei-vitude for debt,* which was not

done away with at liome till a century and a half after the first

legislation on the subject ;' and at the same time he made it illegal to

sell a child or a sister.' He redeemed from slavery—by what means
we are not informed—the citizens had been sold into foreign

countries, and compelled the immediate emancipation of such as

were still in Attica.' To obviate a return of the general poverty,

which had required such severe remedies, he thought it enough

in the first place to incline the burthen of taxation upon the rich,'

and in the second to turn the attention of the Athenians to manu-
factures, requiring e'ery father, on pain of losing his claim to be
supported by his sons in old age, to teach them in their youth a

handicraft,* and empowering the Areopagus to examine into every

man's means of subsistence, and to punish those who had no definite

occupation.* It may be questioned whether these provisions would
have been veiy^ effectual for their purpose had the general condition

of Greece continued unchanged ; the rapid advance in the material

prosperity of Athens, which commenced soon afterwards, arose from
causes wholly unconnected with the Solonian legislation ; first, from
the -ast increase in the yield of the Attic silver-mines ;* secondly,

from the value of the Persian plunder f thirdly, and mainl}-, from
the establishment of the empire of Athens over her subject allies

;

and the prosperity thus produced prevented Solon's safeguards

against poverty from being subjected to any searching test. It also

precluded all temptation to repeat the process which he had sanc-

tioned—a process necessary perhaps once or tAvice in the lifetime of

a state, but ruinous if allowed to become a habit—and thus enabled
Athens to enjoy the benefits without suiiering the evils which
usually attend upon the repudiation of money engagements.*

2G. Having thus met and remedied the 2:)rincipal difficulty of the
time, the lawgiver applied himself to the comparatively easy tasks

of framing a constitution and introducing a code of laws. The
tinwcratical constitution of Sidon is too well known to require more
than the briefest notice here. He divided the whole body of
Athenian citizens—i.e. all the members of the old hereditary tribes

—

" Plut. Vit. Sf>l. 1. s. c. irphi rh Xotirhy ^ See below, p. 325.
irl rots -. ^ Plut. Vit. Solon, c. 22 : ^ ras

' Liv. viii. 28 ; Dionys. Hal. xvi. 8, 9 ; Cic. Ttxvas erpex^f robs iroXlras, \
(le P.op. ii. 34. Even then it was jierhaps iypai\ifv rhv • Si-

only the power of pledging the person for 5a|ayUfiOj/- iiravayKes /xtj ehai.
the interest of a «Uiljt which was abolished. ^ Ibid. 1. s. c. Compare Herod, ii. 177.
.Slavery on accf>unt of the principal of a * Herod, vii. 144.
loan appears to have continued dovu to the ^ Ibid. ix. 80.
empire, and to have only given way before * That the Athenians were fully aware of
Christianity. (See Mr. Orote's note to. the danger arising fi-om the precedent set,

iii.^ch. 11, Appendix.•) is indicated by the Heliastic oath, which
Pint. Vit. Solon, c. 23. There was one jirobably dates from about the time of Cli-

exoDption oidy, Willi h would have vciy rarely sthenes. The dicast swore, among other
tome info ])liiy. (oCrt Qvyaripas, things, never to use his office for the pur-
ovr 8* ^, / tiv \ po.se of elfecting a redistribution of the soil,

yfytvr^ivv.| or an abolition of outstanding debts{
>»1. f ragm.28,quoted in note*, page322. ^., Dem. c. Timocrat! p. 74G).
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into four classes, according to their property.' Those whose income
amounted to 500 medimni of corn, or metretes of wine or oil, formed
the first class,^ and were called Pentacosiomedimni, a teirm significative

of their wealth. Those whose income ranged between 500 and 300
such measures constituted the second class, and bore the name of
Hippeis (horsemen), or Hippada-teluntea (belonging to the horseman,
class), being persons who could aiford to keep a horse. Those who
had less than 300 measures a-year, and more than 200,^ were called

Zeugitce (yokemen), because they could support a yoke of oxen;
these made the third class. Finally, there was a fourth class, com-
posed of ail whose income was under 200 measures ; this class bore
the name of Thetes (hirelings), because it was presumed that their

poverty would in general necessitate their employment as the hired

labourers of others.' The chief difference in the rights of the
several classes seems to ha\'e been that the archonship and the Court
of the Areopagus (which was composed of ex-archons '') were con-
fined to the Pentacosiomedimni f that offices of inferior dignity were
open to the Hippeis and Zeugitge ; and that the Thetes were made
incapable of any office at all.* All ranks, however, voted in the

Ecclesia, or General Assembly of the People, which Solon re-esta-

blished, and to which he committed the election of all officers,

including the archons and the members of the pre-considering

council.

27. The distribution of state burthens was proportioned to that

of state privileges. Direct taxation had probably existed in

Athens from the earliest times ; but hitherto it may have been a

mere poll-tax, the most oppressive mode of raising a revenue.

Solon absolutely exempted the Thetes from direct burthens, and
established a graduated income-tax, pressing most heavily on the

wealthiest. The Pentacosiomedimni were taxed at the full value

of their property, or at twelve times their income ; the Hippeis at

one-sixth less than tlie full value, or at ten times their income

;

the Zeugitas at one-half the rate of the Hippeis, or at five times

their income.* The rate of tax demanded varied from time to

7 Plut.Vit. Sol. c. 18,etseq. ; Arist. Pol. return of 100, 120, 140, or ISO drachms,

ii. 9, aud Fr. 9 ; Pollux, yiii. 1.30 ; Argum. could ever have been designated by that

ad Aristoph. Eq. sub fin.; and the Le.xico- name" (vol. iii. p. 159). But a c1;lss is

graphers, passim. named from the general character of those

* It is supposed by some that the income composing it, without reference to a few ex-

was to be in every case derired from land, ceptional cases. And all the best authorities

but I agree with Mr. Grote (vol. iii, p. 159) (Aristotle, Plutarch, Pollux) are unanimous

that this is very unlikely. on the point.

^ I agree with Mr. Grote that we are ^ Dem. c. Androt. p. 588 ; Plut. Vit.

bound to follow the authority of the ancients Sol. c. 19.

on this point, rather than the speculations ^ Plut. Vit. Aristid. c. 1.

even of so ingenious a person as Bockh. * Ar. Pol. ii. 9.

(See the History of Greece, vol. iii. pp. 157, ^ See Pollux, viii. 130, with the e.xpla-

158, note.) Bp. Thirlwall inclines to follow nation of Bockh (Econom. of Athens, vol.

Bockh (vol. ii. p. 37). So Hermann (Pol. ii. pp. 269-273), which is followed by

Ant. § 108). Bishop Thirlwall (vol. ii. pp. 38, 39), by Mr.
' Mr. Grote denies that the fourth class Grote with one exception (vol. iii. pp. 156,

can really have borne this appellation, be- 157), and by Dr. Schmitz (Smith's Diet, of

cause " it is not conceivable that a proprietor Antiq., sub voc. Census).

whose land yielded to him a clear annual
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time, according to the needs of the state ; but whatever the rate

fixed for the 3'ear, the Hippeus paid a double income-tax compared

with the Zeugites, and the rentacosiomedimnus more than such,

double tax by two-fifths. To illustrate familiarly, if the Zeugites

had been called on in any year for fivepence in the pound upon

his income, the Hippeus would have had to pay tenpence in the

pound, and the Pentacosiomedimnus a shilling. Besides this gene-

ral burthen, the occasional and irregular expenses of the Liturgies

or State Ser'ices were throAvn entirely upon the rich citizens,®

among whom they were distributed according to some system which,

has not come down to us.

Had the revenue of the state been derived solely, or even mainly,

from the property-tax, great dissatisfaction would probably have
been felt at its graduation, as well as at the exemption from it of the

mass of the citizens. But the chief and only permanent sources of

revenue at Athens were the state-property,^ which was no burthen
on any one, and the duties on imports,* to which, all alike contri-

buted. The Eisphora, or property-tax, was rarely levied, and only
upon occasions of difficulty ;

* so that it corresponded rather to the

forced loans of modern states, which have always been exacted from
the rich, than to anj' part of the regular taxation.

There is some indication that in the timocratical scheme of Solon
at Athens, as in that of Servius Tullius at Eome, not taxation only,

but military duties also, were apportioned according to wealth, and
therefore according to privilege. But the graduation in this case

is not completely made out. It is clear that the second class fur-

nished the cavalry of the Athenian army,'" and the third class its

heavy-armed infantry ; " while the fourth formed no part of tbo

regular army, only serving as light troops upon an emergency.' But
nothing is said concerning the military obligations of the first class

;

and we are left to conjecture whether they were legally exempt
fiOm all service, or acted as cavalry without being called Hippeis,
or merely furnished the officers of the cavalry and infantry, as has
sometimes been supposed.* The first supposition is precluded by
the spirit of Greek antiquity, which attached the profession
of aiTQs to the iipper classes especially ;

^ the last may be tnie to
some extent, but Avill not be a sufficient account to give of the
whole body.•• We must therefore conclude that there was no exact

* On the antiquity of the Liturgies, cf. i" Plut. Vit. Solon, c. 18 ; Aristoph. Eq.
Aristot. Giconom. ii. 5. In later times, no 548-563.
one contributed to them whose property was ^' This evidently follows from the ordinary
under three talent* (I.sa:us de Pyrrh. c. 80

;
exemption of the Thetes (see the next note),

hum. c. Aphob. p. 833). If this was the combined with the cavalry service of the

original rule, they can have fallen only upon Hippeis.

I'enticosioraeclimni. Jlr. Grote says, that ' Xen. Hell. . ill. § 20 ; Thucyd. vi. 43
;

they '• were distrilfuted Ixitween the mem- Harpocration, ad voc. Qrjres.
\jen of the (first) three classes " (vol. iii. p. 2 Thiihvall, vol. ii. p. 38.
160) ; but he does not quote his authority. 3 cf Hermann's Pol. Ant. § 57 and § 67.

' liiickh, vol. ii. pp. 9-23. * Unless we believe that the Hippeis were
• Ibid. pp. 23 et seqq. in the time of Solon under 100 (!), as Ando-
• Thucyd. iii. 19; LsaeusdeDicaeog. 0.57; cides declared rde Pace, p. 92); in which

Antiph. Tetral. i. 12. Compare Bockh, case the Pentacosiomedimni would have been
vol. ii. p. 227. and K. F. Hermann, § 1G2. scarcely so many.
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line of demarcation between the first and second classes in respect

of military service, but that both alike served in the cavalry,* and
probably with the same equipment.

28. Besides introducing this new organisation, and thereby really

establishing a species of moderate democracy,^ Solon instituted the

Pro-Bouleutic Council, '^ a sort of committee of the Ecclesia, consist-

ing of 400 citizens, 100 from each of the tribes, whose business it

was to prepare all measures before they could be submitted to the

Assembly, to convoke it when necessary, to direct its proceedings,

and see to the execution of its decrees. The election of these 400
persons, as well as that of the archons, was entriastcd to the free

vote of the people,^ who had further the power of sitting in judg-
ment on the archons after their year of office,* and refusing or allow-

ing their admission into the Areopagus.'

29. These are the chief points of Solon's constitution on which
modern writers are agreed. They constitute an immense advanco
from the strict oligarchy which he found established, and amply
account for the opinion which prevailed widely in later times that

Solon was the true founder of the democracy at Athens. The ex-

tension of real citizenship from the Eupatrids, who alone can be

truly said to have possessed it previously, to all members of the

tribes ; the substitution of the standard of wealth for that of birth,

with reference even to the highest offices of the state ; the change
in the mode of appointing the archons from nomination by the

Eupatrids to free election by the Assembly of the Peojile ; the prac-

tical introduction of the, whereby the archons became really

accountable for their conduct while in oifice ; and the institution of

an elective council, with the right of taking the initiative in legis-

lation and in the conduct of affairs, must, even if unaccompanied

by any other changes, have conferred on the Athenians a measure

of liberty and self-government which, compared with their foiTQer

condition, could not but seem absolute democracy, and which, even

regarded in itself, was substantial freedom. It is possible, how-
ever, that Solon may have gone further. Plutarch * and Aristotle *

* See Diet, of Antiq. p. 486. Alcibiades, &pxeiv, - a

who must' belonged to the Pentacosio- € ly ^ rf/s -
medimni, served on horseback at the battle reias. And again, ' raTs$
of Delium (Plat. Sympos. p. 221, B). He Kftiveiv, irepl' els rh

does not appear to have held any command. icpeaeis eSco/ce to?s -
^ Arist. Pol. ii. 9: "Eoifce 5e 'S.oXwv . .

.

.
rhv5. And again, 2<{/ ^ Mr. Grote cites Aristotle as a witness on

evioi . . . - the other side. He believes that in the pas-, - sage respecting Solon (Pol. ii. 9, § 2, 3, and

XiTfiav. 4), the last section alone (from

7 So Plutirch (Solon, c. 19); but Aristo- ' tV' to ols )(^
tie says (1. s. c.) that he found the Council , contains the judgment of

already established. This however seems Aristotle himself. The second and^ third

scarcely possible. sections (from 'S.oKoiva ' tvioi to ets

8 Plut. Yit. Sol. 1. s. c. j
contain, he says, nothing

9 Arist. Pol. iii. 6 (p. 90, ed. Tauchn.). but the opinion of certain critics, Avho praised

Compare ii. 9. or blamed Solon, with their reasons for so

1 Deinarch. c. Demosth. p. 97. doing. I cannot agree with this \'iew. In

2 Vit. Sol. c. 18 : oi /6 e'/ca- section 2, Aristotle passes from the oblique

XodvTO, oh ^ eSwKsv to the direct phrase at the words eoiKe Se
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expressly ascribe to liim the iustitution of the Dicasteiies or popular

law-courts ; and the Attic orators connect his name with almost the

whole machinery of democracy, as it existed in their own day.* Is

donltt there is in such statements more or less of incorrectness—

a

tendency to concentrate under one name vhat Avas really scattered

over a larger surface, and at the same time to dignify with antiquity

what the speakers regard as important in the democratical system

;

in many instances too it is clear (as Mr. Grote has Avell shoAA'n *)

that the pailicular points of the system which are ascribed to Solon
belong to a far more refined and advanced age; but on the other

hand it seems over bold to set aside the direct, positive, and cir-

cumstantial statements of writers like Aristotle and I'lutarch, who
both make the establishment of the law-courts a leading feature in

the Solonic changes, and to pronounce that he did absolutely nothing
in this matter, because the entire complex system which existed in

the time of Pericles cannot have come from him. \ are bound to

belie^e, on two such authorities,^ that the idea of popular trial

originated with Solon, and that some machinery was introduced by
him for the purpose. It Avould thus appear that the entire demo-
cratical system of later times had its germs in his legislation, with
only two exceptions of any impoitance—viz., ostracism and election

by lot.

30. If the democratic character of the Solonian constitution has
been insufficiently apprehended by some of our writers, by others
it has undoubtedly been exaggerated to a still gi-eater extent.
To ascribe to Solon (as Bishop Thirlwall does ^) the full organisa-
tion of the Heliaia, as it appears in the time of the orators, the
institution of the Heliastic oath, of the Komothets and Syndics,
and of that buhvark of the later constitution, the -, is to misunderstand altogether his position in Athenian con-
stitutional history, and to fail in distinguishing the spirit of his
legislation from that of Clisthenes. The democracy is born under
Solon, but it is born an infant—not, like jMinerva, full giOwn.
Under Clisthenes it attains to adolescence, under Pericles to matu-
rity. It is an error of the most serious kind to ascribe to the sim-

2<', and marks by this that he turns c. 21 ; Andocid. de Myst. i. p. 13, &c.
from the statements of others to his own * Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. pp. 162-166.
judgment. The passage thus introduced is ^ jt should also be borne in mind, that
the elatement of Aristotle in his own person, (according to Aristotle, 1. s. c.) there was a
and entirely precludes all contioversy as to general agreement on the subject. The only
his opinion. Aristotle says, toiKe * 'S.oXwv question between Solon's critics was, whether
iKfiva • he had done well or ill in establishing the/, Tijf Ti Dicasteries. Mr. Grote regards Herodotus
alptatv, rhv a- as " positively contradicting the supposition

"

«», ir a s 4 (vol. iii. p. 1G7) ; but the passage adduced/. Further, it is to me inc*nceiv- in proof (v. G9) is misquoted and mis-
able, that if Aristotle could have freed .Solon translated. Herolotus does not say Thv
from the blame attache»! to him by his de-- -, -
Irai.-U.rs, Foldy on account of his setting up -, but Thv .,
the l>i<a^t<;ries, by simidy saying, " It is all, - Trphs ?»/
a miktake— he did not set them uj)," he --, and does
•hould not have done so. ii„t mran " t-xrluded from oliicc•," Ijut " con-

Cf. iJem. c. Tim(K:r. pp. 706, 707, and temnel by him."
p. 74«

;
^Iwhin. c. Ctcs. p. 429 ; c. I.eptin. ^ Hist, of Greece, vol. ii. ],]>. 44-46.
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pie and comparatively rude time of Solon Avhat have truly been
called " the last refinements and elaborations of the democratical
mind of Athens."* These refinements no doubt grew up gradually
between the ages of Clisthenes and Pericles, being the inventions
of various authors during the gradual development of the democratic
idea.

31. It maybe doubted whether in one respect even Mr. Grote
has not given Solon credit for a more liberal legislation than can
be rightly assigned to him. He considers him to have recognised
as citizens, not the members of the four old tribes only, but all the

free inhabitants of Attica, except actual aliens. Such persons, he
says, though not eligible for councillors, nor for archons, and there-

fore incapable of entering the Areopagus, " were citizens, and could
give their votes for archons and senators, and also take part in the
annual decision of their accountability, besides being entitled to

claim redress for wrongs in their own persons." ^ To me it seems
that the admission of these persons to citizenship at this time is

highly improbable, and that, if it had been a part of the Solonian
scheme, Ave must have found distinct mention of it.' I cannot but
regard it as one of the main differences between the Solonian and
Clistbenic constitutions, that the former left untouched the condi-

tions of citizenship, and merely made alterations in the rights and
privileges of those already acknowledged to be citizens ; while the

latter admitted into the citizen body classes never before recognised

as vorthy of belonging to it. Mr. Grote in his account of the

Clisthenic legislation seems to admit all that is here contended for

;

but his statements in that place appear to me wholly inconsistent

with those contained in his account of the Solonian laws and con-

stitution.^ The point is one of importance in any estimate that we

^ Grote 's Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. p. 164. therefore, that all persons not includedin the

^ Ibid. pp. 175, 176. four tribes, whatever their grade of fortune

1 As we do find in the case of Clisthenes, might be, were on the same level in respect

though so much less is told us of him than to political piivileges as the fourth and poor-

of Solon. (See Arist. Pol. iii. 1 : 6£- est class of the Solonian census." But in

ae(V7)s the thirty-first chapter of his fourth volume

woWovs€€ ^evovs (p. 169) Jlr. Grote expresses himself as fol-!.) lows :
—" The political franchise, or the cha-

2 In the eleventh chapter of his third racter of an Athenian citizen, both before

volume, ]\Ir. Grote discusses the " status, and since Solon, had been confined to the pri-

under the Solonian constitution, of persons mitive four Ionic tribes, each of which was

not included in the gentes and phi-atries
"

—

an aggregate of so many close corporations

and having decided that they could not be or quasi-families—the gentes ami the phra-

members of the Pro-Bouleutic Council, nor tries : 7ione of the residents in Attica, there-

Ai-chons, nor (consequently) members of the fore, except those included in some gens or

Court of Areopagus, he says—"There re- phratrij, had ani/ part in the political fran-

mained only the public assembly, in which chise."

an Athenian, not a member of these tribes, Bp. Thirhvall is consistent, but (as I

could take part
;
yet he was a citizen, since think) wrong. He regards Solon's system

he coidd give his vote for archons and sena- as having made "room for all freemen"

tors, and could take part in the annual de- (vol. ii. p. 39) ; and Clisthenes as only hav-

cision of their accountability, besides being ing enfranchised a number of " aliens " and

entitled to claim redress for wrong from the " slaves " (ibid. p. 74). On the true mean-

archons, in his own person, while the alien ing of the passage in Aristotle to which he

could only do so through the intervention of refers (quoted above in note '), see Mr.

an avouching citizen or Prostates. It seems, Grote's note, vol. iv. pp. 170, 171.
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attempt to form of tlie true character of either system, and it is to

be regretted that without necessity a douht should be allowed to

rest upon it.

32. To give a complete account of the laws of Solon would ex-

pand this Essay beyond all reasonable limits. It is also entirely

xumecessary, as an admirable digest is contained in the work of

]Mr. Grote.* Eeference will here be made only to those cases where

his enactments had a special bearing upon the existing condition of

parties, or had otherwise a political rather than a social import.

(i.) The outcry raised by the severity of Draco's laws was met
by their abolition, except in the case of homicide, where his enact-

ments Avere maintained.•* Capital punishment was probably limited

to this single case, or, if extended beyond it, was attached only to

one or two other crimes of especial heinousness.* Solon's penalty

for theft was to force the robber to restore twofold.' Inferior

oifences, as libel, seduction, &c., were punished by fines of greater

or less magnitude.'' Even rape was only made punishable by a

fine ;
^ but adulterers might be killed by any one who caught them

in the act.* Adulteresses also were placed under certain disabili-

ties, constituting a species of infamy (UT-t/ita).'

(ii.) A certain number of Solon's regulations seem to have been
aimed especially at increasing the population of Attica. Marriage

was encouraged by a laAv which released illegitimate children from

the necessity of supporting their parents.* Cohabitation after mar-
riage Avas made compulsory in certain cases.^ DoAvries were secured

to females as a matter of right.* That Attica might be able to support

a larger population, no agricultural produce was allowed to be ex-

ported, except olive-oil ; all the rest was to be consumed at home.*

Trade and manufactures were honoured and encouraged, to furnish

a means of subsistence to a larger number than could have drawn
their living from the soil.^ Foreigners Avere invited to settle per-

manently in Attica by the hope of enfranchisement, if they entirely

gave up their nati\'e countrj^ and brought Avith them a useful

trade.^ It is evident that the legislator sought both to attract

settlers from abroad and to stimulate the growth and increase of the

natiA'e population. He saw that Attica, with her narrow limits and
poor soil, could never be great so long as she Avas purely or even

3 Hist, of Greece, vol. iii. pp. 1 77-194. ^ piut.Vit. Sol. c. 23. The fine in this case
• Piut. Vit. Sul. c. 17. was 100 drachms, or one mina, a fifth of
* According to ^Eschines (c. Timarch. p. the yearly income of a Pentacosiomedimnus.

40) the procurer in a cise of seduction was ^ Ibid. 1. s. c.

punished by death. Perhaps sacrilege was ^ yKschiu. c. Timarch. pp. 176, 177, ed.

ho punished, as it certainly was both earlier Eeiske.

and Liter (comp. Plut. Sol. c. 17 with Lys. "' Plut. Vit. Sol. c. 22.
pro Cull. p. 185). » Ibid. c. 20.

• Aul. (Jell. xi. 18. The old Roman law •• Isajus de Pyrrh. c. 39; Harpocrat. ad
was the siime (Cat. de Re Kust. Proem.). voc. a^ros. Solon forbade expensive trous-

' Seduction by a fine of twenty drachms, seaux (^tpvas, Plut. Sol. c. 20) ; but this

SIS wjme understand Plutarch (Vit. Sol. c. 23. law did not affect the dowry (^).
S«.• Mr. Grotc's Greece, vol. iii. p. 185, and * Plut. Vit. Sol. c. 24.
I-anghorne's Plutarch, vol. i. p. 278); libel, « Ibid. c. 22.
hy a fine of (ive drachms (Plut. Sol. Vit. c. 7 Ibid. c. 24.
21).
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mainly agricultiiral. He conceived the idea of a manufacturing and
commercial development of his state, being aware, from the exam-
ple of Corinth, and perhaps of Megara, that by such means a scant
territory might be made to shelter a great power.

(iii.) The law of Solon which has provoked most comment" is

that which punished with infamy{) the man who remained
neuter in a sedition. In the free states of modern Europe partisan-

ship is viewed generally with disfavour, and the public safety is

supposed to depend in a great degree on the number of moderate
citizens who eschew party and look with a dispassionate eye on the

strife of those engaged in political life. But the case was different

in the communities of ancient Greece. There indifference was dis-

liked ; to keep aloof from state affairs was considered a dereliction

of duty ; to take no side in politics was thought to prove a cold and
selfish temper, careless of the welfare of others.^ The cause of the

dififei'ence lies partly in the far greater size of the modern states,

which renders it at once impossible for the bulk of the citizens to

occupy themselves in political life, and safe for them to abstain,

since their mass is too great to be readily overpowered by the vio-

lence of a small knot of agitators. It lies partly also in the different

conception entertained by the ancients and the moderns of the rela-

tion between the state and the individual.'" With us the individual

is paramount—the state is a mere machinery for his con\^enience

;

with them the state was all in all, and the individual existed only

because the state could not exist without him.' Solon therefore

did nothing strange in the eyes of his contemporaries, or of his

countrymen (so long as they continiied Greeks, and were not

Romanized ^), when he enacted the law in question. He did but

attach a legal penalty to conduct already condemned by i:)ublic

opinion. And the penalty was not one of great se^erity.^ There
is no reason to believe that it was perpetual, or more than

that gentle pressure which was often used as a means of compelling

a man to submit to the laws.* No doubt the sufferer could at any
moment terminate it, simply by choosing his side. And it must be

remembered that the law only came into force when there was an

actual sedition.^ Public opinion Vv^as opposed to all abstinence from

^ Plutarch calls it iSwv * Plutarch (Vit. Sol. c. 20) speaks as a

(Vit. Sol. c. 20), and Roman—and not only so, but as a Pioman

in one place condemns it altogether (de Ser. of the time of the Empire, when such a law

Num. Vind. ii. p. 550). Aulus Gellius, on would no doubt have seemed " strange."

the other hand, warmly commends it in his ^ Aulus Gellius undoubtedly exaggerates,

Noctes Attica; (ii. 12). Montesquieu in his when, professing to give the exact words of

Esprit des Lois (xxix. 3), and Mr. Grote in the law (N. A. ii. 12), he speaks of the man
his History (vol. iii. pp. 190-194) defend it who came under its operation as losing his

as necessary under the circumstances of the houses, his country, and his estates ; and

time. also as sent into exile. The punishment was,

^ Hence in a great measure the unpopu- at the utmost,, which did not involve

larity of Socrates, and of the philosophers either exile or loss of property,

generally. (See Aristoph. Nub. ; Plat. Gorg. * Cf. Diet, of Antiq. ad voc. (p.

p. 486, B, C. ; Republ. vi. § 4-10; Xen. 169, a).

Mem. I. vi. § 15; &c.) * '5 elvai rhv
1" . F. Hermann has some judicious re- iv ? ^^ '/-

marks on this subject (Pol. Ant. § 51). vov (Plut. Vit. Sol. i. 20).

1 Ar. Pol. i. 1. (p. 4, ed. Tauchn.)
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politics, even in the quietest times ; but Solon did not make such,

abstinence penal mitil the state was in danger. Indiiference at

such a time might well be regarded as not blameworthy merely but

criminal. And Solon no doubt looked as much to expediency as to

justice. He wished to end such seditions by throwing a decisive

weight on one side or the other, judging rightly that the mass of

calm and dispassionate persons would probably decide alike, and,

when compelled to choose, would go over in a body to one of the

competitors, whose influence would thus become irresistible. He
saAV too, we may be sure, that their accession would commonly be
to the more moderate of the rivals, who would attract to him those

of a like temperament.
33. The legislation of Solon was followed by an interval * of pro-

found repose. His changes were accepted—even those which pressed

most hardly upon certain classes—if not with full satisfaction, yet

with general and complete acquiescence.'' The council and the

archons, as representatives of the nation, swore to maintain them ;

^

and no opposition showed itself from any quarter. Objections, how-
ever, after a while began to be felt against portions of the system.

As no party had been violently oiiended by the alterations, so none
had been much gratified. Solon's Fragments are enough to show
that during his lifetime he derived but little credit from his labours.

Some called him a fool for not having made himself tyrant ;
^ others

accused him of undue concessions to the mob ; others again main-
tained that he had not given any real relief to the poorer classes.'"

Solon complains of the impossibility of pleasing every one,' of the

angry looks Avhich former flatterers cast at him, and of the general
hostility Avhich he saw in men's countenances.^ He labours to de-

fend himself from opposite attacks, insisting on the moderation of
the course which he had pursued, and the A^alue of the protection

wliich he had affbi'ded.^ It seems that at length he grew weary of

defending himself and his legislation from attack, and, quitting

Athens aboui the year B.C. 570, proceeded lapon his travels, having
first (according to some^) taken an oath of the nation that for ten
years they Avould make no change in his laws. He trusted that by
the expiration of the period named they would have become fami-

* If we accept B.C. 594 as the date of the '« eu ^
Solonic legislation, we must suppose a space , en rovs-
of 34 yeai-s—above a generation—during ras, on yris -
which the history of Athens is a bknk. If (Vit. i<ol. c. 16).
the more probable date of li.C. 583 be fciken, ^Fr. vii.:- iv^^
we shall reduce the interval to 23 years. xaKfnou.

' I'lut. Vit. Sol. c. 16, and c. 25. 2 pj.. ^^y^ ._

,
', &' -

^ .See t ragment. of Gaisfoi'd's edition, ^
which Ijegins thus

—

Aofbt" &•
,-/^, oUe /SouAijeii, 3 ^^ [''ragments XX. and xxi.< . icio.roi, ., ei^'faro. 4 Herod. ?. 29. Plutarch says nothing of

In another place Solon defends his conduct in any pledge at the time of his going abroad,
declining to seize the sovereignty, and says but relates that his laws were originally

lu
","* '^'''''""^ of it(Kr. xxvi'i.). made to continue in force 100 years (Vit.
rliiturli siiys, ijptiTev (4, Solon, c. 25, ad init.7.
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liarised with his system,* and would have ceased to wish for altera-

tion. In this confidence he left them, feeling that were he to stay he
might be asked to dispense them from their oath—a request which, if

preferred by tlie general voice, he could not possibly have resisted.

34. On the departure of Solon, the factions which he had taken
no measures to suppress, but which his personal influence had suf-

ficed to keep in abeyance, immediately revived. The parties of the

plain, the sea-coast, and the highlands, again showed themselves,

and resumed their contentions.* It may be conjectured that the

aim of the Pedieis was to abolish the timocratical constitution of

Solon, and to reinstate the Eupatrids in their sole and luidivided

authority. They would consist of the great mass of the Eupatrids
themselves, the proprietors of the fertile lands about Athens and
Eleusie, together with their hangers-on and friends, and would form
the party of the Eeaction, which dreamt of cancelling the past by a
few strokes of the pen or of the sword, and of returning to the good
old days of Megacles and Draco. Their leader was a certain

Lj'curgus,'^ a member of a Eupatrid family otherwise unknown to

us, but which Herodotus seems to regard as familiar to his readers"

—the family of the Aristolaids. Against them were ranged the

Parali, or party of the sea-coast, the mercantile and commercial

class in Athens and in the various ports, consisting in part of Eupa-
trids, but mainly of those who owed everything to the legislation of

Solon, and Avhom his timocratical system especially favoured. These
had at their head the Alcmteonid Megacles, a grandson of the

archon, and formed the Conservative party of the time, which was
content with the existing constitution, and wished for nothing but

to maintain it. The Hyperacrii were the party of the Movement,
consisting chiefly of the poor yeomen and labourers whoAvith difficulty

got a living from the land in the barren cantons of the east and
north, and consequently only recognised in the Solonian constitution

as Thetes, debarred from office under his system, and perhaps disap-

pointed that he had done no more for them than to cancel their

debts ; * they were anxious for changes in the opposite direction to

those desired by the Pedieis, demanding probably some such reforms

•^"^ yap ( first place, Herodotus very rarely omits the

robs 63 avrovs eaeadai) article between the name of a son and his

(ibid. c. 25, ad fin.). father, and never, I believe, where they are

6 Plut. Vit. f^ol. c. 29
; Herod, i. 59. in the same case. Secondly, in the passage

Compare § 19 of this Essay, p. 318. under consideration, the name of Lycurgus
'' Herod, l.s.c; Plut. Vit. Sol. 1. s. c. is accompanied by another which has the

.
8 The exjiression of Herodotus is remark- article

—

^ UfjaKXeos

able, though it has not yet, I believe, at- , . . . -
tracted attention. He introduces Lycurgus Kovpyov t t € . It is in-

fer the first time to his readers under the conceivable therefore that the omission

name of AvKovpyov. It has should have been made in the one case, arid

generally been supposed that the latter word not in the other, unless to mark a change in

is simply the name of Lycurgus' father, the construction. I regard

who is therefore called, by most commen- as in apposition with AvKovpyou—and I

tators, Aristolaides, or Aristolaidas. (See translate " an Aristolaid,'' or " one of the

the Latin translation of Schweighiiuser, the Aristolaids "— understanding the reference

Index of Bahr, the German translation of to be to a Gens (7fVos) well known at the

Lange, the French of Larcher, and the Eng- time, though we ha\-e no other notice of it.

lish of Isaac Taylor and Beloe.) But in the ^ See note i'' on page 332.
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as tliose which Clisthenes, half a century later, accomplished. As
freqnentl}• happens Avith the deniocratical party in its earlier strug-

gles, they were at a loss for a head, and hence they readily accepted

the offer of Pisi stratus to lead them, though he was previously

known only by his military talents* and by his relationship to

Solon, which can scarcely have been at this time a ground of popii-

larity. The three parties were organised, we are told, and had
begun a furious contention, when Solon returned from his

travels.^ He saw the danger of the crisis, detected the ambition of

his kinsman, and strenuously exerted himself, both by entreaties

addressed privately to the leaders,^ and warnings given openly to

the people,* to avert the coming revolution. But his efforts were
unavailing. His long absence and his advanced age alike tended to

weaken his authority ; the chiefs paid no heed to his prayers, and
the people thought little of his warnings. He was compelled to

Avitness sorrowfully the fulfilment of his worst anticipations by the

success of the artifice which made Pisistratus tj'rant of Athens.*

Even then he did not compromise his character or bate his freedom
of speech. During the short time that he survived the usurpation,

Avhich seems to have been little more than a year,^ he continued to

reproach the Athenians with their tameness and folly, and to

remind them that their own hands had placed the yoke of servitude

upon their necks.^

35. The tyranny of Pisistratus and his sons occupied a space of

almost exactly half a century." As Herodotus gives a tolerably full

account of this period,' and as it has been amply discussed by
modern Avriters, no attempt will be made to give a connected view
of it here. The " early" History of Athens—its dark and unfamiliar

period—may indeed be considered to end Avith Solon, who stands

at the close of the archaic state of things, and at the commencement
of that new phase which has been forcibly and truly said to be more
modern than ancient. For this latter period, so far as it falls within
the space covered by our author, such illustration as seemed neces-

sary is given in the foot-notes.' Those who require more are referred

to the thirtieth and thirty-first chapters of Mr. Grote's History,
Avhich contain the most accurate digest of the ancient authorities,

and the most philosophical comment upon them, to be found in the
Avhole range of modern literature.

' Supra, pjlge 320. yap toUtovs -€, Savrei,

2 Plut. Vit. Sol. c. 29. Laertiiis follows '^"' *'^ ™"''<* "'^"'' ^<^X"^,.
a difl'erent tradition. He makes Solon quit * From B.C. 5 to B.C. 510. It was

Athens on account of the tyranny of Pisi- "°*) however, continuous. On the probable

Btratus, and refuse to return thither (i. § 50,
arrangement of the several reigns and exiles

and § (j7). of Pisistratus, see Clinton, F. H. vol. ii.

^ Plut. Sol. 1. s. c. Append, c. ii.

* See Fragments x\-ii. and xviii., and com- " ^ook i. chs. 59-64, and Book v. chs.

pare Plut. Vit. Sol. c. .'^0
; Diog. Laert. i. § 49. 55-05. Compare also, v. 94 ;

vi. 103 ;
vii.

' Hero<l. i. 59 ; Plut. Vit. Sol. l.s. c. 6 ;
>^^•

• Plut. Vit. Sol. ad fin. Compare Clinton, ^ See especially the notes to Book i. chs.

F. H. ii. p. 360, and Grote iii. 208. 03-64 ; Book iii. ch. 60, note " ; Book v.

^ Ste Fragment xix:— ' '
^'

' chs. 50, 05, 66, 69, 97 ; Book vi. ch. 103;
E: ii,/ ''/, ^^'^ ^°°^ ViU. ch. 79.) '.



THE SIXTH BOOK

or THE

HISTORY OF HERODOTUS,

ENTITLED ERATO.

1. Aeistagoras, the autlior of the Ionian revolt, perished in

the way which I have described. Meanwhile Histiaeus, tyrant

of Miletus, who had been allowed by Darius to leave Susa, came
down to Sardis. On his arrival, being asked by Artapherues,

the Sardian satrap, what he thought was the reason tliat the

lonians had rebelled, he made answer that he could not conceive,

and it had astonished him greatly, pretending to be quite un-

conscious of the whole business. Artapherues, however, who
perceived that he was dealing dishonestly, and had in fact

full knowledge of the whole history of the outbreak, said to him,
" I will tell thee how the case stands, Histiaeus : this shoe is of

thy stitching ; Aristagoras has but put it on."

2. Such was the remark made by Artapherues concerning the

rebellion. Histiaeus, alarmed at the knowledge which he dis-

played, so soon as night fell, fled away to the coast. Thus he

forfeited his word to Darius ; for though he had j^ledged him-

self to bring Sardinia, the biggest island in the Avhole vorld,

under the Persian yoke,^ he in reality sought to obtain the

direction of the war against the king. Crossing over to Chios,

he was there laid in bonds by the inhabitants, who accused him

1 Vide supra, v. 106. "An expe- least one settlement of some note (Ala-

dition against Sardinia," as Mr. Grote lia), Sardinia, notwithstanding its great

observes, "seems to have been among fertility (Strabo, v. p. 318; Cic. Leg.

the favourite fancies of the Ionic Greeks Man. 12; Polyb. i. 79) and convenient

of that day." (Hist, of Greece, vol. iv. position, appears (unless we believe the

p. 400; and compare supra, 1. 170, v. tale of lolaus, Pausan. x, 17; Steph.

124, and Pausan. iv. xxiii. § 4.) It is Byz. ad voc.) never to have at-

curious that it was never realised, tracted a single Hellenic colony. Per-

While the coasts of Sicily, Italy, Gaul, haps the power of Carthage was fully

and Spain were studded with colonies established there, before the Greeks
from Greece, and even Corsica had at became familiar with the locality.
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of intending some miscldef against them in the interest of Darius.

However, when the Avhole truth was Laid before them, and they

found that Histia?us was in reality a foe to the kmg, they forth-

with set liim at large again.

3. After this the lonians inquired of him for what reason he

had so strongly urged Aristagoras to revolt from the king,

thereby doing theh• nation so ill a service. In reply, he took

irood care not to disclose to them the real cause, but told them

that King Darius had intended to remove the Phoenicians from

their own country, and place them in Ionia, while he planted the

lonians in Phoenicia, and that it was for this reason he sent

Aristagoras the order. it was not true that the king had

entertained any such intention, but Histiaeus succeeded hereby

in arousing the fears of the lonians.^

4. After tliis, Histiseus, by means of a certain Hermippus, a

native of Atarneus,^ sent letters to many of the Persians in

i^^ardis, who had before held some discourse with liim concerning

a revolt. Hermippus, however, instead of conveying them to the

persons to Avhom they were addressed, delivered them into the

hands of Artaphernes, who, perceiving what was on foot, com-

manded Hermippus to deliver the letters according to their

addresses, and then bring him back the answers which were sent

to Histiseus. The traitors being in this way discovered, Arta-

phernes put a number of Persians to death, and caused a com-

motion in Sardis."^

5. As for Histiaeus, when his hopes in this matter were

disappointed, he persuaded the Chians to carry him back to

- The readiness with which this was vol. iv. p. 401.) According to him,
believed proves, even better than histo- Histitous laid a trap into which Arta-

rical instances, how frequent such trans- phernes fell. The letters written were
fers of population were in the great ori- "false," and Hermippus was instructed

ental empires. (Vide supra, iv. 204, to take care that Artaphernes got pos-

note ^, and compare vol. ii. p. 467, session of them. The suspected conspi-

note *.) rators wei-e quite innocent, and Ai"ta-

^ Atameus, in Herodotus, is not a phernes damaged his own cause by kill-

city, but a ti-act. It lies opposite Les- ing tliem. It is unnecessary to point
bos, between the range of Cane and the out how irreconcileable such a view is

sea. It ifl reckoned in Mysia, but be- with the entire story of Herodotus,
longs to the Chians, being the reward Probably Mr. Grote was led to de-
which they received from Harpagus for part from his authority by perceiving
delivering up Pactyaa. (Cf. i. 160; vi. the improbability of any i^ersiiois having
28; vii. 42; viii. 106.) In after times joined, or thought of joining, the rebels.
there seems to have been a town of the This is a i-eal difficulty, which I should
name name upon the coast. (Scylax, explain by supposing that the persons
Peripl. p. 88; Xen. Hellen. m. ii. 11; alluded to, though Persian subjects,
Strab. xiii. pp. 882, 888.) were in reality Lydians. The event

* I cannot accept Mr. Grote's account would then indicate the near approach
of thin transaction. (Hist, of Greece, at this time of a Lydian outbreak.
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Miletus ; but the Milesians were too well pleased at having got

quit of Aristagoras to be anxious to receive another tyrant into

their country ; besides which they had now tasted liberty. They
therefore opposed his retui'u ; and when he endeavoured to force

an entrance during the night, one of the inhabitants even

wounded him in the thigh. Having been thus rejected from his

country, he went back to Chios ; whence, after failing in an

attempt to induce the Chians to give him ships, he crossed over

to Mytilene, where he succeeded m obtaining vessels from the

Lesbians. They fitted out a squadron of eight triremes, and

sailed with him to the Hellespont, where they took up their

station, and proceeded to seize all the vessels which passed out

from the Euxine, unless the crews declared themselves ready to

obey his orders.

6. While Histiaeus and the Mytilenseans were thus employed,

Miletus was expecting an attack from a vast armament, which

comprised both a fleet and also a land force. The Persian

captains had drawn their several detachments together,^ and

formed them into a single army ; and had resolved to pass

over all the other cities, which they regarded as of lesser account,

and to march straight on Miletus. Of the naval states, Plioe-

nicia showed the greatest zeal ; but the fleet Avas composed like-

wise of the Cyprians (who had so lately been brought under),

^

the Cilicians, and also the Egyptians.'^

7. While the Persians were thus making preparations against

Miletus and Ionia, the lonians, informed of their intent, sent

their deputies to the Panionium,® and held a council upon the

posture of their afiairs. Hereat it was determined that no land

force should be collected to oppose the Persians, but that the

Milesians should be left to defend their own walls as they

•^ Hitherto the Persian forces had who may perhaps have furnished haJf

operated in distinct detachments, and the fleet, arose probably from their

upon distant points at tlie same time, jealousy of the naval power and com-
Daurises, Hymeas, and Otanes, had been mercial prosperity of Ionia,

at the head of three distinct armies ^ Supra, i. 141 and 148. It would
(supra, V. 116-123). appear that on the departure of Arista-

^ Supra, V. 115, 116. goras (v. 126) the revolt entered upon a
^ Mr. Grote considers the Egyptians, new phase. Hitherto Miletus had been

Cilicians, and Cyprians to have formed a sort of dominant power, and Arista-

the land army, and ascribes the entire goras had directed all afiairs. On his

fleet of 600 vessels to the Phoenicians, departure, the old confederacy seems to

(History of Greece, 1. s. c.) Herodotus have been restored. Probably no coufi-

clearly means that the four great naval dence was felt in Pythagoras, his nomi-
powers of Asia (infra, vii. 89-91) com- nee and successor, who can scarcely have

bined to furnish the fleet. (Vide supra, retained much authority even at Mile-

V. 108, note *.) tus. Otherwise Histia3us would not have
The special zeal of the Pha3nicians, been refused admission (ch. 5).

VOL. III.
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could ;
^ at the same time they agreed that the whole naval

force of the states, not excepting a single ship, should be

equipped, and should muster at Lade,^*^ a small island lying off

Miletus—to gi^e battle on behalf of the place.

8. Presently the lonians began to assemble in their ships, and

with them came the ^olians of Lesbos ; and in this way they

marshalled their line :—The wing towards the east ^ was formed

of the JMilesians themselves, Avho furnished eighty ships ; next

to them came the Prienians with twelve, and the ]\Iyusians Avith

three ships ;^ after the Myusians were stationed the Teians, whose

ships were seventeen ; then the Chians, who furnished a hundred.

The Erythrieans and Phocaeans followed, the former with eight,

the latter with three ships ; beyond the Phocseans were the Les-

bians, furnishing seventy ; last of all came the Samians, forming

the western wing, and furnishing sixty vessels.^ The fleet

amounted in all to three hundred and fifty-three triremes.^ Such

was the number on the Ionian side.

^ There is no reason to suppose that

the lonians came to this decision from
"jealousy of Milesian influence

"

(Blakesley, ad loc). They always re-

cognised the sea as their own proper
element (compare i. 28, and v. Iu9),

and they knew, as \vell as the Persians
(infra, ch. 9), that so long as they could
maintain the mastery at sea, Miletus
and the other maritime towns were
safe.

'" Lade is now a hillock in the plain

of the Maiauder (Chandlers Travels, ch.

liii. vol. i. p. 20G). The deposits from
the river have extended the coast to a
distance of several miles west of Mile-
tus (supra, i. 142, note '). The whole
scene of the sea-fight is now land.

1 The fleet formed in front of Miletus,
and thus faced the north. (See the
chart, vol. i. p. 220.) " The wing to-

wards the east" would therefore be the
light wing—the post of honour (vi. 1 11

;

ix. 28; &c.).

' Myu8 and Priene, which " had the
same dialect" \vith Miletus (i. 142), and
lay in its immediate neighbourhood,
were probably little more than depen-
dancies on " the glory of Ionia ''

(v. 28).
Hence their ships are drawn up next to
hers.

* It is remarkable that four of the
Ionian cities, Ephesus, Colophon, Lebe-
duB, and Clazomenaj, funiished no
vessels to the combined fleet. The de-
fection of Clazomenaj may be accounted

for, since it had been recently recovered
by the Persians (supra, v. 123). But
why the other three cities sent no con-
tingents is not so clear. Perhaps the
army of Otanes had taken them on its

march from Clazomeuaj to Miletus.

They all three lie upon the route.

The number of ships furnished is a
good indication of the i-elative import-
ance of the several states. Chios, Mile-

tus, Lesbos, and Samos are the four
leading powers. This is very remark-
able with respect to Samos, which was
said to have been so utterly ruined not
twenty years previously. (See note ^ on
Book iii. ch. 149.) Phocsea, once the
rival of Miletus, is now, in consequence
of her great migration (supra, i. 165-

167), miserably reduced. Still the nau-
tical superiority of lier inhabitants is

sho\\'n by the fact that the leader of her
small contingent is felt to be the fittest

man to command the united fleet. Teos
and Priene have recovered from the
shock of the Persian conquest (i. 161

and 168) far more than Phocsea. Samos
and Miletus ai'e regarded as possessing

the greatest nautical skill, and there-

fore occupy the M'iijgs, the posts at onco
of honour and of danger.

* It must be noticed as remarkable,
that the sum total here given by Hero-
dotus exactly tallies with his separate

items, which is very rarely the case.

(See Introductory Essay, vol. i. pp. 86,

87.)
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9. On the side of the barbarians the number of vessels was

six hundred.^ These assembled off the coast of Milesia, Avhile

the land army collected upon the shore ; but the leaders,

learning the strength of the Ionian fleet, began to fear lest they

might fail to defeat them, in which case, not having the mastery

at sea, they would be unable to reduce Miletus, and might in

consequence receive rough treatment at the hands of Darius.

So when they thought of all these things, they resolved on the

following course :—Calling together the Ionian tyrants, Avho had

fled to the Modes for refuge when Aristagoras deposed them
from their governments, and who were now in camp, having

joined in the expedition against Miletus, the Persians addressed

them thus :
" Men of Ionia, now is the fit time to show your zeal

for the house of the king. Use your best efforts, every one of

you, to detach your fellow-countrymen from the general body.

Hold forth to them the promise that, if they submit, no harm

shall happen to them on account of their rebellion ; their temples

shall not be burnt, nor any of their private buildings ; neither

shall they be treated with greater harshness than before the out-

break. But if they refuse to yield, and determine to try the

chance of a battle, threaten them with the fate which shall as-

suredly overtake them in that case. Tell them, when they are

vanquished in fight, they shall be enslaved ; their boys shall be

made eunuchs, and their maidens transported to Bactra ;
^ while

their country shall be delivered into the hands of foreigners."

10. Thus spake the Persians. The Ionian tyrants sent accor-

dingly by night to their respective citizens, and reported the

words of the Persians ; but the people were all standi, and re-

fused to betray their countrymen, those of each state thinking

that they alone had had overtures made to them. Now these

events happened on the first appearance of the Persians before

Miletus.

11. Afterwards, while the Ionian fleet was still assembled at

5 This was something less than the fitter to terrify the Greeks.

full force which the four powers (PhcE- Not many early writers speak of the

nicia, Egypt, Cyprus, and Cilicia) were city Bactra (the modern Balkh), from

able to furnish. See the account of the which the province Bactria obtained its

fleet of Xerxes (infra, vii. 89-95), where name. Herodotus, however, mentions

they contribute 750. it both in this place, and in another

, One would have expected Susa, passage (infra, ix. 113). It afterwards

! rather than Bactra, here ; as the captive became well known through the con-

maidens would of course be carried to quests of Alexander (Arrian, Exp. Alex.

the com-t 'vide infra, ch. 32,- in. 29; Strab. xi. p. 752, &;c.). The

arohs \4). But perhaps Zendavesta makes it the fourth earliest

the remote and savage Bactra was intro- settlement of the Arian race.

duced of set purpose into the threat, as

2
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Lad^, councils were held, and speeches made by divers persons

—

among the rest by Dionysius, the Phocsean captain, who thus

expressed himself :
—" Our aifairs hang on the razor's edge, men

of Ionia, either to be free or to be slaves ; and slaves, too, who

have sho^^•n themselves runaways. Now then you have to choose

whether you will endure hardships, and so for the jDresent lead a

life of toil, but thereby gain ability to overcome your euemies

and establish yom- own freedom ; or whether you will persist in

this slothfulness and disorder, m which case I see no hope of

your escaping the king's vengeance for your rebellion. I

beseech you, be persuaded by me, and trust yourselves to my
guidance. Then, if the gods only hold the balance fairly

between us, I undertake to say that our foes will either decline

a battle, or, if they fight, suffer complete discomfiture."

12. These words prevailed with the lonians, and forthwith

they committed themselves to Dionysius ; whereupon he pro-

ceeded every day to make the ships move in column, and the

rowers ply their oars, and exercise themselves in breaking the

line
;

" while the marines were held under arms, and the vessels

were kept, till evening fell, upon then- anchors,^ so that the men
had nothing but toil from morning even to night. Seven days

did the lonians continue obedient, and do whatsoever he bade

them ; but on the eighth day, Avorn out by the hardness of the

work and the heat of the sun, and quite unaccustomed to such

fatigues, they began to confer together, and to say one to

another, " AVhat god have we oflended to bring upon ourselves

such a punishment as this ? Fools and distracted that we were,

to put ourselves into the hands of this Phoca^an braggart, who
does but furnish three ships to the fleet ! He, now that he has

got us, plagues us in the most desperate fashion ; many of us, in

consequence, have fallen sick already—many more expect to fol-

low. AVe had better suffer anything rather than these hardshij)s
;

even the slavery with Avhieh are threatened, however harsh,

can be no Avorse than our present thraldom. Come, let us refuse

him obedience." So saying, they forthvith ceased to obey his

^ This was the most important naval set upon the manoeuvre by the most
manccuvre with which the Greeks were skilful of the ancient sailors, see Thucy-
acquainted. It is supposed to have had dides, i. 49 ; ii. 89 ; vii. 36 ; Xen. Hellen.
two objecte; one, the breaking of the i. vi. 31

; Polyb. I. li. 9, and xvi. iv.
oars of the two vessels between which 14. This last passage is particularly
the ship using the mano2Uvre passed, important as showing the nature of the
and the other, the cutting off of a por- operation.)
tion of the enemy's fleet from the rest. ^ Instead of being drawn up on shore,
It is not quite certain, however, that it as was the usual practice.
had thiB latter object. (For the value
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orders, and pitched their tents, as if they had been soldiers,

upon the island,^ where they reposed under the shade all day,

and refused to go aboard the ships and train themselves.^

13. Now when the Samian captains perceived what was taking

place, they were more inclined than before to accept the terms

which Traces, the son of Syloson, had been authorised by the

Persians to offer them, on condition of their deserting from the

confederacy. For they saAV that all was disorder among the

lonians, and they felt also that it was hopeless to contend with

the power of the king ; since if they defeated the fleet which had

been sent against them, they knew that another would come five

times as great.^ So they took advantage of the occasion which

now offered, and as soon as ever they saw the lonians refuse to

work, hastened gladly to provide for the safety of their temples

and their properties. This ^aces, who made the overtures to

the Samians, was the son of Syloson, and grandson of the earlier

-^aces.^ He had formerly been tyrant of Samos, but was ousted

from his government by Aristagoras the Milesian, at the same

time with the other tyrants of the lonians.*

14. The Phoenicians soon afterwards sailed to the attack ; and

the lonians likewise put themselves in L'ne, and went out to

meet them. When they had now neared one another, and joined

battle, which of the lonians fought like brave men and which

like cowards, I cannot declare with any certainty, for charges are

brought on all sides ; but the tale goes that the Samians, ac-

cording to the agreement which they had made with ^aces,

hoisted sail, and quitting their post bore away for Samos, except

eleven ships, whose captains gave no heed to the orders of the

commanders, but remained and took part in the battle. The

state of Samos, in consideration of this action, granted to these

men, as an acknowledgment of their bravery, the honour of

having their names, and the names of their fathers, inscribed

9 Lade was capable of accommodating by the fleet of Xerxes, the gi-eatest naval

a considerable body of men. Alexander, force that Persia could collect was a

when he attacked Miletus, disembarked fleet of 1200 triremes finfra, vii. 89).

upon the island a detachment of 4000 ^ The family tree of the Samian ^a-
Thracians. (Arrian, Exped, Alex. i. cidsa is the following:

—

1 It adds a value to these gi'aphic de-
I

tails, to consider that they may have
] j |

been preserved by Hecatseus, who was Polycrates Pantagnotus Syloson

most likely an eye-witness of the pro-
^aces

ceedings (supra, v. 36, and 124).

- On this exaggeration, see the Intro- • Supra, v. 38,

ductory Essay, vol. i. p. 82. To judge
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upon a pillar, wliicli still stands in the market-place.^ The Les-

bians also, when they saw the Samians, who were drawn up next

them, begin to flee, themselves did the like ; and the example,

once set, was followed by the greater number of the lonians.

15. Of those Avho remained and fought, none were so rudely

handled as the Chians, who displayed prodigies of valour, and

disdained to play the part of cowards. They furnished to the

common fleet, as I mentioned above, one hundred ships, having

each of them forty armed citizens, and those picked men, on

board ; and when they saw the greater portion of the allies

betraA'ing the common cause, they for their part, scorning to

imitate the base conduct of these traitors, although they were

left almost alone and unsupported, a very feAv friends continuing

to stand by them, notwithstanding Avent on with the fight, and

ofttimes cut the line of the enemy, until at last, after they had

taken very many of their adversaries' ships, they ended by losing

more than half of their own. Hereup)on, with the remainder of

their vessels, the Chians fled away to their own country.

16. As for such of their ships as were damaged and disabled,

these, being pursued by the enemy, made straight for Mycale,'^

where the crews ran them ashore, and abandoning them began

their march along the continent. Happening in their way upon
the territory of Ephesus, they essayed to cross it ; but here a

dire misfortune befell them. It was night, and the Ephesian

women chanced to be engaged in celebrating the Thesmophoria

—the previous calamity of the Chians had not been heard of ^

—

* Xo doubt Herodotus had seen this indication that Ephesus kept aloof from
pillar. His descriptions of Samos are the revolt (supra, ch. 8, note ^). The
throughout those of an eye-witness. Thesmophoria was a festival in honour
(Compare iii. 54- and GO). Suidas re- of Demeter, or Ceres Thesmophorus
lates (ad voc. 'HpoSoTos) that he fled to (i. e. the lawgiver), in which women
Samos from the tyranny of Lygdamis, only participated, and which was cele-

thegi-andsonof Artemisia, and continued brated in various parts of Greece with
there a considerable time—long enough similar rites, but not everywhere at the
to learn accurately the dialect of the same time of the year. At Athens the
jdace. But it has already been shown festival took place in autumn, in the
that we cannot trust these statements month Pyanepsion fOctoberj ; but else-
(Introductory Essay, vol. i. pp. ll-i:;). where it seems to have been generally

^ For a description of Mycale, vide celebrated in the summer. It lasted
Bupra, i. 148. It was the name given to for some days. The places where it is

the mountainous headland which runs known to have been held are the follow-
out from the coast in the direction of ing: Sparta, Athens, Thebes, Eretria,
SamoH, separating the bay which receives Drymeea in Phocis, Delos, Miletus,
the waters of the Majaiider (or Great Ephesus, Syracuse, and Agrigentum.
McTvtcrrj from that into which the Cay- For a full account of the ceremonies
ster (or Little Afcndcrej&ov/a. The range with which it was accompanied at
w now called Mount Samsoun, from Sam- Athens, see Smith's Dictionary of An-
Boun, the modern name of Priend. tiquities, pp. 964, 965.

' In this fact we seem to have another
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SO when the Ephesiaus saw their country invaded by an armed
band, they made no question of the new-comers being robbers

who purposed to carry off their women ;
^ and accordingly they

marched out against them in full force, and slew them all. Such
were the misfortunes which befell them of Chios.

17. Dionysius, the Phoca3an, when he perceived that all was
lost, having first captured three ships from the enemy, himself

took to flight. He would not, however, return to Phocaea, which
he well knew must fall again, like the rest of Ionia, under the

Persian yoke ; but straightway, as he was, he set sail for Phoe-

nicia, and there sunk a number of merchantmen, and gained a

great booty ; after which he directed his course to Sicily, where

he established himself as a corsair,^ and plundered the Cartha-

ginians and Tyrrhenians, but did no harm to the Greeks.

18. The Persians, when they had vanquished the lonians in

the sea-fight, besieged Miletus both by land and sea, driving

mines under the walls, and making use of every known device,

until at length they took both the citadel and the town,^ six years

from the time when the revolt first broke out under Aristagoras.

All the inhabitants of the city they reduced to slavery, and thus

the event tallied with the announcement Avhich had been made
by the oracle.

19. For once upon a time, when the Argives had sent to

Delphi to consult the god about the safety of their own city, a

prophecy was given them, in. which others besides themselves

were interested ; for while it bore in part upon the fortunes of

Argos, it touched in a by-clause the fate of the men of Miletus.

I shall set down the portion which concerned the Argives when

I come to that part of my History,^ mentioning at present only

the passage in which the absent Milesians were spoken of.

This passage was as follows :

—

" Then shalt thou, Miletus, so oft the contriver of evil,

Be, thyself, to many a feast and an excellent booty:

Then shall thy matrons wash the feet of long-haired masters ;

—

Others shall then possess our lov'd Didymian temple."

Such a fate now befel the Milesians ; for the Persians, who wore

their hair long,^ after killing most of the men, made the women

* For the frequency of such outra.ges, foe.

vide infra, cb. 138. ^ I follow the rendering of Schweig-

The honourable nature of this em- hiiuser, not without some hesitation,

ployment in the eyes of the Greeks of here. The phrase &Kpas is common
early times is attested by Thucydides in Homer, where it means simply " alto

-

(i. 5). It was a refinement of delicacy getlier," " utterly."

very unusual among such corsairs, to " Vide infra, ch. 77.

make any difference between friend and ^ The long and carefully curled hair
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and children 8*8 ; and the sanctuary at Didyma/ the oracle

no less than the temple, was plundered and burnt ; of the riches

whereof I have made frequent mention in other parts of my
History.'*

20. Those of the Milesians Avhose lives were spared, being

carried prisoners to Susa, received no ill treatment at the hands

of King Darius, but were established by him in Ampe, a city on

the sliores of the Erythraean sea, near the sjDot where the Tigris

flows into it.* Miletus itself, and the plain about the city, were

kept by the Persians for tliemselves, while the hill-country was

assigned to the Carians of Pedasus.'^

21. And now the Sybarites,^ who after the loss of their city

occupied Laiis ^ and Scidrus,^ failed duly to return the former

kindness of the Milesians. For these last, when Sybaris was
taken by the Crotoniats,^ made a great mourning, all of them,

youths as well as men, shaving their heads ; since Miletus and
Sybaris were, of all the cities whereof Ave have any knowledge,

of the Persians is couspicuous in the
sculptures of Persepolis and Behistun.
-.Eschylus, on account of it, called the
Persians 4]€$ (ap. Athen.
Deipn. xiv. 23, p. 627, D.). For a re-

presentation of the manner in which it

was worn, see the woodcuts, vol. i. p.
221.

* Didyma wa.s the name of the place
called also Branchidse, in the territory
of Miletus, where the famous temple of
Apollo stood. (Strab. xiv. p. 927,
iv 55; Steph. Byz.
TOnos.) The temple itself was
sometimes called " the Didymeum

"

(Quint. Curt. vii. 5, § 28j, and the
Apollo worshipped there " Apollo Didy-
meus" (Stralj. xiv. p. 910; Plin. H. N.
V. 29; Macrob. Sat. i. 17; Etym. Mag.
ad voc./).
The temple and its site have been

already described (supra, i. 157, note •^.

' Supra, i. 92 ; v. :iu. Strabo (1. s. c.)

seems to think that the temple wa.s
first burnt, and its riches carried off
hj Xerj-es ; but this statement is of no
weight against the clear testimony of
Herodotus.

• The city Ampc? is known only to
Herodotus and Stephen. (See Steph.
Byz. ad voc.) It is impoKsible to fix its
site•, Hince the courses of the rivers have
chauKed, and the coast-line has advanced
coniiiflerably. (See vol. i. p. 46G.)

^ Supra, *i. 17.j. It is probable that
the I'edasians had continued faithful to

the Persians, when the other CarianS
revolted from them, and were now re-

warded for their fidelity. Mylasa,

.

which lay nearer the Milesian hill-

couutry (Mount Latmus), had,
know, taken a leading part in the in-

surrection (supra, V. 121).
*• For the situation of Sybaris, and its

history, see above (v. 44, note 3
i.

" Laiis was about 35 miles from Sy-
bai'is. It was situated on the \vestern
coast of Italy, near the mouth of the
river of the same name (Strab, vi. p.
364; Plin. H. N. iii. 5; Steph. Byz. ad
voc), which is still known as the Lao
(Swinburne, vol. ii. p. 474j. It had
ceased to exist by the time of Strabo,
and no ti-aces seem now to remain of it.

' Stephen of Byzantium (ad voc.) is

the oulj' other writer who has preserved
to us a notice of thi.s town. He calls it

a city of Italy, and records that its in-

habitants were mentioned by Lycus fof

Hhegium), one of the historians of Alex-
ander, ahout B.C. 300. It was probably
situated at no great distance from Laiis,

either in the mountain region between
that place and Sybaris (cf. Schiller de
Thuriorum Rep. p. 8), or, perhaps, on
the coiust, like Laiis. According to
some, its site is marked by the ruins
at &ipri, six miles east of Poikastro.
(See the article on Scidrus in Smith's
Geograph. Diet.)

^ Supra, v. 44.
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the two most closely united to one another.^ The Athenians, on
the other hand, showed themselves beyond measure aflflicted at

the fall of Miletus, in many ways expressing their sympathy, and
especially by their treatment of Phrynichus.* For when this poet

brought out upon the stage his drama of the Capture of Miletus,

the wliole theatre burst into tears; and the people sentenced

him to pay a fine of a thousand drachms,^ for recalling to them
their own misfortunes. They likewise made a law, that no one

should ever again exhibit that piece.

22. Thus was Miletus bereft of its inhabitants. In Samos, the

people of the richer sort were much displeased with the doings

of the captains, and the dealings they had had with the Medes
;

they therefore held a council, very shortly after the sea-fight, and
resolved that they would not remain to become the slaves of

-iJEaces and the Persians, but before the tyrant set foot in their

country, would sail away and found a colony in another land.

Now it chanced that about this time the Zanclaeans of Sicily had
sent ambassadors to the lonians, and invited them to Cale-Acte,^

where they wished an Ionian city to be founded. This place,

Cale-Acte (or the Fair Strand) as it is called, is in the country of

the Sicilians, and is situated in the part of Sicily Avhich looks

towards Tyrrhenia.'' The offer thus made to all the lonians was

* The historian Timseus (Fragm. 60)

asserted
,

'that this close union resulted

from the commercial intercom'se be-

tween the two cities. Accox-ding to him
the wool of Miletus "was the chief mate-
rial used by the Sybarites in their dress

;

and as they thus depended on Miletus

for one of their most valued luxuries,

the Sybarites regarded its inhabitants

with special affection. But Timseus has

the air of exaggerating the Sybaritic

luxuriousness (vide infra, oh. 27).
* Phrynichus, the disciple of Thespis

(Suidas, ad voc), began to exhibit tra-

gedies about the year B.C. 511. He is

said to have been the first who " dropt
the light and ludicrous cast of the ori-

ginal drama, and dismissing Bacchus
and the Satyrs, formed his plays from
the more grave and elevated events re-

corded in the mythology and history of

his own country." His tragedies were
of great merit. (Aristoph. Thesmoph.
164.) ^Eschylus, his junior by about
ten or fifteen years, was accused of bor-

rowing largely from them. (Aristoph.

Ran. 1228, ed. Bothe; Glauc. Rheg. in

Introduct. ad .^Eschyl. Pers.) His

Phoenissffi was on the same subject as

the Persaj of ^schylus, and appears to

have gained the tragic prize in the

year B.C. 476. He was especially famed
for the excellency of his choruses.

(Ai-istoph. Av. 716; Vesp. 220, 269;
Aristot. Prob. xix. 31.)

* Twice the income of a Pentacosio-

medimuus. The same story is told by
Strabo fxiv. 911), vElian (xii. 17), Plu-

tarch I Praicept. Reipubl. ger. u. p. 814,

B.;, Libanius (i. p. 506), Ammianus
Marcellinus (xxviii. 1), and others.

® This place became afterwards known
as Calacte', or Calacta. (Cic. in Verr. ii.

iii. § 43; Ptolem. Geograph. iii. 4, p.

78; Sil. Ital. xiv. 251.) It lay on the

north coast of Sicily, between Halaesa,

and Haluntium. The probable site is

the modern Caronia (long. 14^ 27', lat.

38° nearly). The coast in this part is

very beautiful, thickly wooded with

oak, elm, pine, and ash, clothing a

series of rocky hills. (Smyth's Sicily,

pp. 96, 97.) Pei-haps, however, the " Fair

Strand " derived its name rather from
the productiveness of its fisheries. Si-

lius Italicus (1. s. c.) calls it " littus

piscosa Calacte."
'' That is, on the north coast. SL••.
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embraced only by the Saniians, and by such of the Milesians as

had contrived to effect their escape.

23. Hereupon this is Avhat ensued. The Samians on their

voyage reached the country of the Epizephyrian Locrians,^ at a

time when the ZanclaBans and their king Scythas were engaged

the siege of a Sicilian town which they hoped to take.in

Anaxilaiis, tyrant of Khegium," who was on ill terms with the

Zancla}ans, knowing how matters stood, made application to the

Samians, and persuaded them to give up the thought of Cale-

Acte, the place to which they were bound, and to seize Zanclc

itself, which was left Avithout men. The Samians followed this

counsel and possessed themselves of the town ; which the Zau-

cla?ans no sooner heard than they hurried to the rescue, calling

to their jiid Hippocrates, tyrant of G-ela,^ who Avas one of their

allies. Hippocrates came with his army to their assistance ; but

on his arrival he seized Scythas, the Zanclaian king, Avho had

just lost his city, and sent him aAvay in chains, together with his

brother Pythogenes, to the town of Inycus ;
^ after which he

Blakesley, who strangely enough iden-

tifies Cale-Actc, and even Calacta, with

Zanclo itself, is puzzled by this expres-

sion (note ad loc.j.

* The Epizephyrian or Western Lo-

crians are the Locrians of Italy, who
possessed a city, Locri, and a tract of

country, near the extreme south of the

modern Calabria. Locri lay upon the

ea.stern coast, about five miles from the

modem village of Gcrace (lat. '^ 10',

long. IG^ 8'). It -.vas situated at some
little distance from the shore, ujion the

brow of a hill called Esopis. (Strab.

vi. p. 372.) Swinburne K)bserved some
ruins which seem to have belonged to it

(Travels, vol. i. p. 340) ; but tliey have
now almost entirely disappeared. (!See

Lear's Journal of a Landscape-Painter,

pp. 89, 90.) The coins, however, which
are constantly dug up on the sijot, suf-

ficiently identify the site.

According to Ephorus (Frag. 4(3), the

Epizepliyrian Locrians were colonists of

the Locriims of Opus. Pausanias (iii.

xix. § 11) and Virgil (^n. iii. 399) seem
to have believed the same. Strabo,
however, positively asserts that they
came from the Locris on the Cri.ssiean

Gulf, the country of the Locri Ozolaj.

iJionysiuH Periegetes (304) confirms
thie ; and liis account is probably de-
rived from Aristotle, with whom he
agree» ii« to the fact that the origin of
the colony waa the intermarriage of

certain slaves of the Locrians with their

mistresses during the prolonged absence

of their lords upon an expedition. On
hearing that their masters were about to

return home, they took ship, and with

the women sought a home in Italy. (Cf.

Aristot. ap. Polyb. xii. 9.)

The Locrians of Italy derived their

special designation either from their

position relatively to the other Locrians,

or from Cape Zephyrium (the modern
Cape Brassano), Avhich lay within their

territory. (Strab. 1. s. c.) Tlieir famous
lawgiver, Zaleucus, is too well-known a

personage (cf. Arist. Pol. ii. 9 ; Polyb.

xii. IC; Strab. 1. s. c; Schol. ad Pind.

01. xi. 17, &c.) to need more than a

pas.sing allusion.
" Rhegium retains its name almost

unchanged. It is the modern JU'ijijlo,

a town of some consequence upon the

Strait of Messina. The land distance

from Locri is about 28 miles. Rliegium
w;i8 founded about is.C 068. It was a

joint colony of Chalcideaus and Messe-

niaus. The latter had the supremacy.
(Strab. vi. p. 370.)

^ Infra, vii. 153, 154-.

- Inycus was an insignificant place(-, Plat. Hipp. Maj.

282, E.), in the neighbourhood (as it

would seem) of Agrigentum. Some
Avriters (as Charax, and I^ausanias) made
it the capital city of king Coca] us, with

whom, according to this tradition, Minos
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came to an understanding with the Samians, exchanged oaths

with them, and agreed to betray the people of Zancle. The
reward of his treachery was to be one-half of the goods and

chattels, includmg slaves, which the contained, and all that

he could find in the open country. Upon this Hippocrates

seized and bound the greater number of the Zanclaeans as

slaves ; delivering, however, into the hands of the Samians

three hundred of the principal citizens, to be slaughtered ; but

the Samians spared the lives of these persons.

24. Scythas, the king of the Zancli3eans, made his escape from

Inycus, and fled to Himera ;
^ whence he passed into Asia, and

went up to the court of Darius. Darius thought him the most
upright of all the Greeks to whom he afforded a refuge ; for with

the king's leave he paid a visit to Sicily, and thence returned

back to Persia, where he lived in great comfort, and died by a

natural death at an advanced age.

25. Thus did the Samians escape the yoke of the Medes, and

possess themselves without any trouble of Zancle,* a most beau-

tiful city. At Samos itself the Phoenicians, after the fight which

had Miletus for its prize was over, re-established ^aces, the son

of Syloson, upon his throne. This they did by the command of

the Persians, who looked upon ^Eaces as one who had rendered

warred in Sicily (vide infra, vii. 170, and
cf. Pausan. vii. iv. § 5; Steph. Byz. ad

voc.). It was probably, there-

fore, not far from Camicus (bis capital,

according to others), which was in the

territory of the Agrigeutines. The
country round Inycus produced a wine

of some repute. (Hesych. ad voc.-
7$ ; Steph. Byz. ad voc.".)

^ Himera was an important place, and

the only Greek colony on the north coast

of Sicily. The modern Termini, which

has arisen from its warm baths (Thermse

Himerenses, Ptol.), marks the site (lat.

38°, long. 13° 12'). It was colonized

from Zancle, the colonists being in part

Chalcideans, in part exiles from Syra-

cuse. (Thucyd. vi. 5; Strab. vi. p.

394.) The Carthaginians are said to

have destroyed it, in revenge for their

defeat by Gelo, about the year B.C. 417

(Diod. Sic. xi. 49, and see infra, vii. 167).

The city had certainly disappeared by

the time of Strabo (vi. p. 394) ; but the

name remained in the river Himera, the

modern Fiuine di S. Leonardo (Ptolem.

iii. 4, p. 78). • Scarcely any vestiges can

be now traced of the ancient city.

(Smyth's Sicily, p. 9.5.)

• Zancle, the modern Messina, is too

well known to need description. It is

still the second city in Sicily, having a
population of 70,0(»0 souls. According
to Thucydides it was a Chalcidean set-

tlement, founded in part from Chalcis

herself, in part from Cyme (Cuma), one
of her colonies (vi. 4). The same writer

derives the name Zanclo from a Sicilian

word, " zaiicloii," " a sickle," which well

expressed the curved projection from the

coast at the spot where the city stood.

Thucydides (1. s. c.) confirms the ac-

count of this transaction given by Hero-
dotus, and further informs us, that the

Samians enjoyed their prize but a very

short time. Anaxilaiis, who had invited

them to seize the place, soon afterwards

dispossessed them of it, and colonLsed it

with men of various nations (vide infra,

vii. 14). The narrative of Pausanias

(iv. xxiii. § 3) is completely at vari-

ance with the narrative of Herodotus,

and equally so with the brief notice of

Thucydides. It seems to be a mere
misrepresentation of the events hei'e

narrated.
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them a liigh service and therefore deserved well at their hands.

They likewise spared the Samians, on account of the desertion of

their vessels, and did not burn either their city or their temples,

as they did those of the other rebels. Immediately after the fall

of j\Iiletus the Persians recovered Caria, bringing some of the

cities over by force, while others submitted of their own accord.

2(5. Meanwhile tidings of what had befallen Miletus reached

Histiaeus the Milesian, who was still at Byzantium, epiployed in

intercepting the Ionian merchantmen as they issued from the

Euxine.^ Histiaeus had no sooner heard the news than he gave

the Hellespont in charge to Bisaltes, son of Apollophanes, a

native of Abydos, and himself, at the head of his Lesbians, set

sail for Chios. One of the Chian garrisons Avhicli opposed him he

engaged at a place called " The Hollows," situated in the Chian

territory, and of these he slaughtered a vast number ; aftervards,

by the help of his Lesbians, he reduced all the rest of the

Chians, who were Aveakened by their losses in the sea-fight,

Polichne, a city of Chios,^ serving him as head-quarters.

27. It mostly happens that there is some Avarning when great

misfortmies are about to befall a state or nation ; and so it was

in this instance, for the Chians had previously had some strange

tokens sent to them. A choir of a hundred of their youths had

been despatched to Delphi ; and of these only two had retui-ned
;

the remaining ninety-eight having been carried off by a pesti-

lence. Likewise, about the same time, and very shortly before

the sea-fight, the roof of a school-house had fallen in upon a

number of their boys, who were at lessons ; and out of a hundred

aud twenty children there was but one left alive. Such were the

signs which God sent to warn them. It was very shortly after-

Mards that the sea-fight happened, which brought the city down
upon its knees ; and after the sea-figlit came the attack of His-

tiaeus and his Lesbians, to whom the Chians, weakened as they

were, furnished an easy conquest.

28. Histiicus now led a numerous army, composed of lonians

and iEolians, against Thasos,^ and had laid siege to the place

when news arrived that the Phcemcians were about to quit Mile-

' Supra, ch. 5. From the time that duct with that of Dionysius (ch. 17).
Miletujj refused to receive Histiioue back " There were two otlier phxces of this
(^Mupra, ch. bj, his policy seems to have name, one in Crete, aud one in the Troas
become purely selfi.sh. His proceedings (Stepii. P,yz. ad voc). The site of the
at Byzantium must have injured the Chian Polichno is unknown.
Greek» far more than the Persians. ^ The gold mines of Thasos perhaps
And now he proceeds openly to attack formed the chief attraction. (Vide
Lis owu countrymen. Contrast his con- infra, ch. 46, and supra, ii. 44.)
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tus and attack the other cities of Ionia. On licaring this, His-

tiieus raised the siege of Thasos, and hastened to Lesbos with all

his forces. There his army was in great straits for want of food
;

Avhereupon Histiieus left Lesbos and went across to the mainland,

intending to cut the crops which Avere gro\Ying in the Atarnean

territory,^ and likewise in the plain of the Ca'icus,^ which be-

longed to Mysi a. Now it chanced that a certain Persian named
Harpagus ^ was in these regions at the head of an army of no

little strength. He, when Histiaeus landed, mafched out to

meet him, and engaging with his forces destroyed the greater

number of them, and took Histiaeus himself prisoner.

29. Histiaeus fell into the hands of the Persians in the fol-

lowing manner. The Greeks and Persians engaged at Malena,^

in the region of Atarneus ; and the battle Avas for a long time

stoutly contested, till at length the cavalry came up, and,

charging the Greeks, decided the conflict. The Greeks fled

;

and Histiaeus, who thought that Darius would not punish his

fault with death, showed how he loved his life by the following

conduct. Overtaken in his flight by one of the Persians, who
was about to run him through, he cried aloud in the Persian

tongue that he was Histiaeus the IMilesian.

30. Now, had he been taken straightway before King Darius, I

verily believe that he would have received no hurt, but the king

would have freely forgiven him. Artaphernes, however, satrap

of Sardis, and his captor Harpagus, on this very account,—be-

cause they were afraid that, if he escaped, he would be again

received into high favour by the king,—put him to death as

soon as he arrived at Sardis. His body they impaled at that

place,^ while they embalmed his head and sent it up to Susa to

the king. Darius, when he learnt what had taken place, found

great fault wath the men engaged in this business for not

^ As master of Chios, he would con- the Arians. Harpagi^s the Mede, in

sider the Atarnean plain his own (i. 160). Book i., was clearly a different person;
8 The whole valley of the Cai'cus was and both are probably distinct from the

most rich and beautiful{ fvbai- Harpagus of the Lycian inscriptions.

yrjv, 51),7 ttjs • - This place is wholly unknown to the

aias, Strab. xiii. p. 895; compare Fel- geographers. AVesseliug would read

lows, Asia Minor, p. 29); but the part "Carina," from the mention of that

near Pergamum, about the junction of place in vii. 42; but that passage shows
the Ceteius with the Ca'icus, was called Carina to have been beyond the limits' )!' "the Caician plain," and is of Atarneus.

probably the tract here indicated (Strab. ^ According to the Persian custom
1. s. c. and xv. p. 984). This plain is with rebels. See Behistun Inscription,

not more than ten or twelve miles from col. ii. pars. 13, 14, col. iii. pars. 8; and
the coast. supra, iii. 159, infra, vii. 238.

1 This is a not unusual name among
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bringing Histiseus alive into his presence, and commanded his

servants to wash and dress the head with all care, and then

bury it, as the head of a man who had been a gi-eat benefactor

to himself and the Persians.* Such was the sequel of the

histoiy of nistia3us.

31. The naval armament of the Persians wintered at Miletus,

and in the follo-s^dng year proceeded to attack the islands off the

coast, Chios, Lesbos, and Tenedos,^ which were reduced with-

out difficulty. Whenever they became masters of an island, the

barbarians, in ever}^ single instance, netted the inhabitants.

Kow the mode in which they practise this netting is the follow-

ing, ]\[en join hands, so as to form a line across from the north

coast to tlic south, and then march through the island from end

to end and hunt out the inhabitants.•^ In lilie manner the Per-

sians took also the Ionian towns upon the mainland, not how-

ever netting the inhabitants, as it was not possible.

32. And now theh generals made good all the threats where-

with they had menaced the lonians before the battle.^ For no

sooner did they get possession of tlie towns than they chose out

all the best favoured boys and made them eunuchs, while the

most beautiful of the girls they tore from their homes and sent

as presents to the king, at the same time burning the cities

themselves, with their temples.^ Thus were the lonians for the

third time reduced to slavery ; once by the Lydians, and a

second, and now a third time, by the Persians.

33. The sea force, after quitting Ionia, proceeded to the Hel-

lespont, and took all tlie towns which lie on the left shore as one

sails into the straits. For the cities on the right bank had already

been reduced by the land force of the Persians. Now these are

the places \\hicli border the Hellespont on the European side

;

* Of a piece with this mildness is the mouth of the Hellespont, and its safe
treatment of Metiochus(infi-a,ch. 41), of port, have at all times made it a place
the Milesian prisoners (supra, ch. 20) and of some consequence. (See Chandler,
of the Eretrians (infra, ch. 119). A still ch. vi. vol. i. p. 19.)
more signal instance of clemency on the * Supra, iii. 149.
partof Darius is recorded hy.^lian (Hist. '' Supra, ch. 9.

Var. vi. 14). Compare Caesar's conduct ^ ji^. Qrote (Hist; of Greece, iv. p.
on receiving the head of Pompey. 414) , obsei-ves, with reason, that the

_ ' Nothing had been said of tue parti- account of these severities must be ex-
cipation of Tenedos in the revolt; but aggerated. The islands continue to be
a» the lonians had had the command of occupied by a Greek population ; and the
the sea, it is probable that all the islands towns upon the mainland appear shortly
of the coast had taken part in it. as flourishing as ever. AVithin fourteen

Tenedos retains its name absolutely years the Greeks of Asia ai-e found fur-
unch.anged to the present day. It is a nishing 290 ships (which would imply
Btnall but fertile island, producing an near upon, men) to the fleet of
excellent wine. Its situation off the Xerxes (infra, vii. 93-95).
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the Chersonese, which contains a number of cities,^ Perintlins,^

the forts in Thrace,^ Selybria,•' and Byzantium.* The Byzantines
at this time, and their opposite neighbours, the Chalcedonians,

instead of awaiting the coming of the Phcenicians, quitted their

country, and sailing into tlie Euxine, took up their abode at the

city of Mesembria.^ The Phoenicians, after burning all the places

above mentioned, proceeded to Proconnesus ^ and Artaca,'' which
they likewse delivered to the flames ; this done, they returned

to the Chersonese, being minded to reduce those cities which

they had not ravaged in their former cruise,^ Upon Cyzicus ^

they made no attack at all, as before their coming the inhabitants

had made terms vith Qibares, the son of Megabazus, and satrap

of Dascyleium,^ and had submitted themselves to the king. In
the Chersonese the Phcenicians subdued all the cities, excepting

Cardia.^

* Scylax (Peripl. p. 67) enumerates
no fewer than eleven, of which the most
important are Cardia, Elfeus, Sestus,

and Pactya. Herodotus adds a city

which he omits, viz. Madytus (infra, vii.

33). Xenoplion says the Chersonese
contained, in B.C. 398, eleven or twelve
cities (Hellen. iii. ii. 10). He speaks
highly of its fertility.

' Supra, V. 1.

- Herodotus has here inverted the

geographical order. The Thracian
strongholds intervened between the

Chei-sonese and Perinthus, as is plain

from Scylax, who says, € 5e r;^'"- •-
AevKri,,,

/os, /, ' • ^
\5 -.

3 Selybria, or Selymbria, still exists

in the modern Silivri, a small town upon
the Sea of Marmora, about 40 miles

from Constantinople (long. 28° 14', lat.

41^ 5'). It is said to laave been founded
by the Megarians, a little before Byzan-
tium, about B.C. 660 (Scymn. Ch. 713).

The site is very beautiful (cf. Annal.

Vienn. vol. Ixiii. p. 41).
'' Supra, iv. 144.

l•- * Another reading makes the Byzan-

tines and Chalcedonians "found" Me-
sembria; but this is contrary to the

statements both of Scymnus Chius and
1 of Strabo (vide supra, iv. 93, note •).

' 6 Supra, iv. 13.

7 Ibid.
^ The bitter spirit of the Phoenicians

is very apparent here. No doubt they

were glad to cripple their commercial

rivals (cf. ch. 6, note <").

^ Cyzicus was close to Artaca, which
(as Erdek) has now superseded it (supra,

iv. 14, note "). It was situated at the
point of the island which apjjroached

nearest to the shore, and in early times
was joined by two bridges to the main-
land (Strab. xii. p. 831 ). The island had
become a peninsula by the time that

Scylax wrote (Peripl. p. 84), a low sandy
isthmus having grown up between it

and the shore. Extensive ruins remain,

which have been fully described by Mr.
Hamilton (Asia Minor, vol. ii. pp. 100-

104), and which are known to the Turks
under the name of Kiz {-).

Cyzicus was a colony of the Milesians

(Anaximen. ap. Strab. xiv. . 9U>; Plin.

H. N. v. 32), or, according to others, of

the Megarians (Lydus de Mag. Rom. iii.

70). The date of its colonisation is

variously fixed (see Clinton's F. H. vol. i.

01. vi. 1, and 01. xxvi. 2).

' Vide supra, iii. 120, note '.

2 Cardia probably escaped at this

time ft-om its position deep in the Gulf
of Xeros (Sinus Melas). It was situated

on the western side of the Thracian
Chersonese, at the naiTOwest part of

the isthmus (Scyl. Peripl. p. 08 ; Strab.

vii. p. 482). It is said to have been
a joint colony of the Milesians and Cla-

zomenians (Scymn. Ch. 11. 699, 700).

When Lysimachus built Lysimachia,

half-way across the isthmu.s, Cardia

shrank into insignificance. The place

was thought by some to have derived

its name from its shape, wliich they said

resembled a heart (Plin. H. N. iv. 11;

Solin. 10); but Stephen's explanation
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oL I'p to this time the cities of the Chersonese had been

under the government of Miltiades, the son of Cimon, and gi-and-

sou of Stesagoras, to whom they had descended from Miltiades,

the sou of Cypselus, obtained possession of them in the fol-

loAviuir manner. The Dolonci,^ a Thraciau tribe, to whom the

Chersonese at that time belonged, being harassed by a war in

which they were engaged with the Apsinthiaus,•* sent their princes

to Delphi to consult the oracle about the matter. The rejjly of

the Pythoness bade them " take back with them as a colonist

into their country the man who should first offer tliem hospitality

after they quitted the temple." The Dolonci, following the

Sacred Eoad,'^ passed through the regions of Phocis and Boeotia
;

after which, as still no one invited them in, they turned aside,

and travelled to Athens.

35. Now Pisistratus was at this time sole lord of Athens ; but

Miltiades, the son of Cypselus, was likewise a person of much
distinction. He belonged to a family which was Avont to con-

tend in the four horse-chariot races,^ and traced its descent to

eeems the best, that it was the old

Scythic (J. e. Cymric) appellation (Steph.

Byz. ad voc. ). Accordingly we
may trace in the word the Celtic Caer,

which is so common in the AVelsh names,
and which is found likewise in Carcinitis

(supi"a, iv. ) and Cardesus (Hecat. Fr.

is?), both Scijthian cities.

3 The Dolonci almost disappear from
among the Tlu'acian tribes. No further

mention of them is made by the Greek
hifitoiians. The only trace, I believe,

wliich we possess of their continued
existence is the occurrence of their

name in the catalogues of Pliny (II. N.
iv. U), and Solinus (c. 10). They may
perhaps have been ethnically connected
with the Doliones of Cyzicus, and the
DolopeH of Thesealia (cf. Marcellin. Vit.

Thucyd. p. viii., where the Dolonci are

called " Dolopes ").

* The Aj)«inthian8 or Apsynthians
were a Thnician people who occupied
the tnict immediately north of the
Chersonese, ae is plain both from ch.

:57, and from a fragment of Hecatseus
(Fr. X'.'j'}). It is imiiossible to fix their
limite with exactness, either ca.stward
or westward, istepiien of Byzantium
fad voces A/vos and) seems
to extend them westward to the He-
bruB. They are but little known in
hiMtoi-y.

Stephen and Suidas Cad voc. "k^^ivv-) have a Apsynthus, which they

confuse with the CEnus of Herodotus
(infra, vii. 58). Diouysius Periegetes

has a Thracian river of the same name
(1. 575), from which Eustathius (ad loc.)

says that the Apsynthians derived their

appellation.
* By " the sacred road " is meant

apparently the road which led from
Delphi eastward, in the direction of Leba-
dea and Orchomenus. Along this road
would come all the processions from the
principal states of Greece.

As the keeping of a horse indicated
some considerable wealth, both in Greece
and Rome, whence the social rank of

Innus,, equites, &c., so still

more did the maintenance of such a
stud as could entitle a man to contend
with any chance of success in the great
games, mark the owner as a person of
ample fortune. Hence the constant
allusions in Pindar to the wealth and
munificence of those who had won the
chariot-races (01. ii. 53 ; Pyth, i. 50, 90,
V. 1, 99; Nem. ix. 32; Isth. i. 42), and
hence the force of what Herodotus says
below of Callias (ch. 122). First-rate

horses sold at enormous prices, as ap-
pears by the \vell -known instance of
Bucephalus, who fetched a sum equal
to 300/. sterling (Aul. Gell. v. 2 ). Skil-

ful charioteers were highly paid ; and
no expense was spared in the decoration
of the chariots and equipment of tiie

coursers. The expensiveness of the pur-
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-i^jacus '' and Egiua, but which, from the time of Philseas, the son of

Ajax,^ who was the first Athenian citizen of the house, had been

naturalised at Athens.^ It happened that as tlie Dolonci passed

his door Miltiades was sitting in his vestibule, which caused him

to remark them, dressed as tliey were in outlandish garments,

and armed moreover with lances.^ He therefore called to them,

and, on their approach, invited them in, oftering them lodging and

entertainment. The strangers accepted his hospitality, and,

after the banquet was over, they laid before him in full the

directions of the oracle, and besought him on their own part to

yield obedience to the god. Miltiades was persuaded ere they

had done speaking; for the government of Pisistratus was irksome

to him, and he wanted to be beyond the tyrant's reach. He
therefore went straightway to Delphi, and inquired of the oracle

whether he should do as the Dolonci desired.

36. As the Pythoness backed their request, Miltiades, son of

Cypselus, who had already the fom--horse chariot-race at

Olympia, left Athens, taking with him as many of the Athenians

as liked to join in the enterprise, and sailed away with the

Dolonci. On his arrival at the Chersonese, he was made king by

those who had invited him. After this his first act was to build

a wall across the neck of the Chersonese from the city of Cardia

to Pactya,^ to protect the country from the incursions and

ravages of the Apsinthians. The breadth of the isthmus at this

' suit is put forward very prominently by Plutarch makes Eurysaces a brother of

Aristophanes at the opening of the PhilaJas.

A^nbes, where Phidij)pides— a scion, on ^ The tale went that Philseas (Pau-

the mother's side, of another san. ), or Phila}as and Eurysaces together€($, that of the Alcmffionidai (Plut.), had surrendered Salauiis to the

(infra, ch. 125)—ruins his father by in- Athenians, and received the right of

dulgence in it. citizenship as a reward. It is certain

7 The descent of Miltiades from that there was a deme named Philaidae

-lEacus was thus traced by Pherecydes in Attica, which was ti-aditionally con-

and Hellanicus (ap. Marcell. Vit. Thu- nected with Pliilreas (Steph. Byz.) ; but
cyd.) :—JEacus, Ajax, Philieas, Daiclus, it is remarkable that the deme belonged

Epidycus, Acestoi•, Ageuor, Olius, Ly- to the tribe iEgeis, not to the tribe

ces, Typhon, Laius, Agamestor, Tisan- Mantis (see Leake's Demi of Attica,

der, Miltiades, Hij^pocleides, Miltiades. p. 75 and p. 194).

In the latter part of this genealogy i The wearing of arms had gone out

there seem to be some palpable mis- of fashion in Greece some little time

takes, as the interposition of a Mil- before (cf. Thucyd. i. 5, G).

tiades between Tisander and his son - Pactya vas upon the Hellespont,

Hippocleides (infra, ch. 127j, and the about ten miles above Gallipuli. Like
omission of Cypselus. The earlier pai't Cardia, it was swallowed up in the city

is of course purely mythical. built by Lysimachus. Vestiges of it are
^ So Plutarch (Vit. Sol. c. 11), Ste- found not far from Hcxamili (Kruse,

phen (ad voc. ;, and the au- Ueber Herodots Ausmessung des Pon-

thorities mentioned in the last note, tus, p. 49). It is said also to be possible

Pausanias interposes au Eurysaces be- to trace an ancient wall across the

tween Philseas and Ajax (i. xxxv. § 2). isthmus.

VOL. III. 2 A
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part is thirty-six furlongs, the length of the peninsula

Avithin the istlimus being four hundred and twenty furlongs.^

37. When he had finished carrying the wall across the isthmus,

and had thus secured the Chersonese against the Apsintliians,

]\[iltiades proceeded to engage in other Avars,* and first of all

attacked the Lampsacenians ;
^ but falling into an ambush wliich

thev had laid he had the misfortune to be taken prisoner. Now
it happened that Miltiades stood high in the favour of Croesus,

kin"• of Lydia. \Vhen Cra3sus therefore heard of his calamity,

he sent and commanded the men of Lampsacus to give Miltiades

his freedom ;
" if they refused, " he said, " he would destroy them

like a fir." Then the Lampsacenians were someAvhile in doubt

about this speech of Croesus, and could not tell how to construe

his threat " that he would destroy them like a fir ; " ^ but at last

one of their elders divined the true sense, and told them that the

fir is the only tree which, when cut down, makes no fresh shoots,

but forthwith dies outright.'^ So the Lampsacenians, being

greatly afraid of Croesus, released Miltiades, and let him go

free.

38. Thus did Miltiades, by the help of Croesus, escape this

danerer. Some time afterwards he died childless," leavino: his

kingdom and his riches to Stesagoras, who w^as the son of Cimon,

his half-brother.^ Ever since his death the people of the Cher-

3 These measurements are said to be which was on the Asiatic side of the
very accurate ^Kruse, ut supi-a). Soy- Hellespont, vide supra, v. 117.

lax, writing a century later, is far less ^ The words of CrcEsus may have con-

exact. He gives the length of the tained a double allusion, one element of

peninsula as 400 stades, the breadth of which escaped Herodotus. Lampsacus,
the Lsthmus aa 40 (Peripl. p. (38). In it appears from various wi-iters (Char,

this he is followed by Strabo (vii. p. Lamps. Fr. 6; Deich. Procon. Fr. 10;

482). Xenophon relates that Dercylli- Strab. xiii. p. 840; Steph. Byz. ad voc.

;

dae measured the distance, and found it Etym. Magn. ad voc.), had once
37 etades ''Hist. Gr. ill. ii. 10). The borne the name of Pityusa, or Pityeia,

circumstances of the peninsula at that a name given to it on account of the
time (bc. 398) vere exactly similar to abundance of its fir-trees, and under
those here spoken of; and Dercyllidas which it was known exclusively in an-
protected the inhabitants in the same cient times (Hom. II. ii. 829). The
way. It is remarkable, however, that, threat therefore involved a pun.
eo far as can be gathered from Xeno- ' Staphylus said the same of the
phon, tlie former wall had entirely dis- - as Herodotus of the -nirvs (Fr. 13;
apfMiared. compare Zenob. Prov. v, 7), and Tzetz.

* One of these was commemorated by Chil. ix. 833). Botli are species of fir.

an offering at Olympia, which Pausanias * Marcellinus relates that he lost a
Haw thus inscribed :

—

son in the Chersonese (Vit. Thucyd.
'/. '0\ (- • V111.).%^ '

^ Literally, " his brother on the
"•"•^o* «^"^«"•( Si mf)ther'.4 side." According to Hero-

dotus the mother of Miltiades and
(f. Pauftan. vi, xix. §4. Cimon was married successively to Cy-

' For the position of Lampsacus, pselus and to a Stesagoras. Miltiades
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sonese have offered him the customary sacrifices of a founder

;

and they have further established in his honour a g}'mnic

contest and a chariot-race/ in neither of which is it lawful for

any Lampsaceniau to contend. Before the war with Lampsacus
vas ended Stesagoras too died childless : he was sitting in the

hall of justice when he was struck upon the head with a hatchet

by a man who pretended to be a deserter, but was in good sooth

an enemy, and a bitter one.

39. Thus died Stesagoras ; and upon his death the Pisistratidse

fitted out a trireme, and sent Miltiades, the son of Cimon, and
brother of the deceased, to the Chersonese, that he mioflit under-

take the management of affairs in that quarter. They had already

shown him much favour at Athens, as if, forsooth, they had been
no parties to the death of his father Cimon—a matter whereof I

will give an account in another place.^ He upon his arrival

remained shut up within the house, pretending to do honour to

the memory of his dead brother ; whereupon the chief people of

the Chersonese gathered themselves together from all the cities

of the land, and came in a procession to the place where Miltiades

was, to condole with him upon his misfortune. Miltiades com-

manded them to be seized and thrown into prison ; after which he

made himself master of the Chersonese, maintained a body of five

hundred mercenaries, and married Hegesipyla,^ daughter of the

Thracian king Olorus.

40. This Miltiades, the son of Cimon, had not been long in

the country * when a calamity befel him yet more grievous than

was the issue of the former, Cimon of Hegesipyla here mentioned, a consider-

the latter marriage Tcf. infra, ch. 103). able property in Thrace (Thucyd. iv.

Marcellinus makes Stesagoras, the sue- 104; compai-e Marcellinus, Vit. Thu-
cessor of Miltiades, himself the half- cyd., whose ^account, however, is very

brother of that king (Vit. Thucyd.). confused). Hegesipyla was probably, by
1 See i. 167, and compare the similar her name, a half Greek, the daughter of

honours paid to Brasidas at Amphipolis a Greek mother. (Compare the case of

(Thucyd. V. 11). Scylas, iv. 78.)

^ Infra, ch. 103. "• There is here a curious laxity of
^ The Thracian princes were not expression, or a curious forgetfulness of

averse to giving their daughters in mar- dates. Miltiades cannot have entered

riage to the Greeks upon the coast, upon his government much later than

Teres, the founder of the great kingdom B.C. 512 ; for not only did he take part

of the Odi-ysaj, married one of his in the Scythian expedition of Darius,

daughters to Nymphodorus, a Greek which was at latest in b-C. 507-.50G, but

of Abdera (Thucyd. ii. 29). Hegesipyla, we are expressly told that he was sent

the daughter of Olorus, is said to have from Athens to the Chersonese hij the

accompanied her husband to Athens, PisistratidcB, who ceased to reign B.C.

and after his death to have married 510. Now his expulsion from the Cher-

another Athenian, by whom she had a sonese by the Scyths falls, according to

son who was named Olorus, after his the account here given, into the year

grandfather. This Olorus was the father B.C. 495, so that he had been at Icist

of Thucydides, who seems to ha'e in- fifteen years in the countiy when the

herited, through his grandmother, the Scythians drove him out.

2 A 2
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those in wliicli he was now involved : for tliree years earlier he

had had to fly before an incursion of the Scyths. These nomads,

angered by the attack of Darius, collected in a body and marched

as far as the Chersonese.^ Miltiades did not await their coming,

but fled, and remained away until the Scyths retired, when the

Dolonci sent and fetched him back. x\ll this happened three

years before the events which befel Miltiades at the present

time.

41. He now no sooner heard that the Phoenicians were attack-

ing Tenedos^ than he loaded five triremes with his goods and

chattels, and set sail for Athens. Cardia was the point from Avhich

he took his departm-e ; and as he sailed down the gulf of jMelas,'^

along the shore of the Chersonese, he came suddenly upon the

Avhole Phcenician fleet. However he himself escaped, Avith four

of his vessels, and got into Imbrus,^ one trireme only falling into

the hands of his pursuers. This vessel was under the command
of his eldest son ]\Ietiochus, whose mother was not the daughter

of the Thracian king Olorus, but a difterent woman. Metioehus

and his ship were taken ; and when the Phoenicians found out

that he was a son of Miltiades they resolved to convey him to

the king, expecting thereby to rise liigh in the royal favour.

For they remembered that it Avas jMiltiades who counselled the

lonians to hearken when the Scyths prayed them to break up

the bridge and return home.^ Darius, however, when the Phce-

nicians brought Metioehus into his presence, was so far from

d(jing him any hurt, that he loaded him with benefits. He gave

him a house and estate, and also a Persian wife, by whom there

were children born to him who were accounted Persians. As
for ]\liltiades himself, from Imbrus he made his way in safety to

Athens.

42. At this time tlie Persians did no more hurt to the lonians

;

but on the contrary, before the year was out, they carried

into effect the following measures, which were greatly to their

* This appears to have been a ma- the embassy to Sparta mentioned below
raufling expedition, to which the Scy- (eh. 84).

thians were encouraged by the success ^ Supra, ch. 31.
of the Ionian revolt up to that time. ' The modern gulf of Xeros, on the
It took place the year before the fall of western side of the peninsula. It re-

MilettiB. This date explains the mis- ceived its name from the river Melas,
tike, if mistake it be, of Strabo (xiii. the email stream which flows into the
p. 8.'i3), who thought the burning of the gulf near A'avatch, called by the Turks
towns about the Hellespont, in is.c. 493 the Kavatch Sii.

fsupra, ch. :v.i), to have arisen from fear " Imbrus is not more than ten or
fif a Scythic invasion of Asia. The twelve miles from the coast. It is men-
anxiety of the Scythians to avenge the tioned above (v. 26 j.

invaeion of their land is indicated by » Supra, iv. 137.
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advantage, xirtapliernes, satrap of Sardis, summoned deputies

from all the Ionian cities, and forced them to enter into agree-

ments with one another, not to harass each other by force of arms,

but to settle their disputes by reference.^" He likewise took the

measurement of their whole country in parasangs—such is the

name wliich the Persians give to a distance of thirty furlongs ^

—

and settled the tributes which the several cities were to pay, at

a rate that has continued unaltered from the time when Arta-

phernes fixed it down to the present day.^ The rate was very

nearly the same as that which had been paid before the revolt.^

1" These provisoes were common in

the Greek treaties (compare Thucyd.
i. 145, V. 18, 79, &c.); but it is difficult

to imagine that the cities of Asiatic

Greece had up to this time possessed

the right of carrying on war with one
another. Such a right seems incom-
patible with the Pei'sian domination;

and no instance appears of its exercise.

1 Supi-a, ii. 6, and v. 53.

* Mr. Grote (Hist, of Greece, vol. v.

pp. 454-456, note) denies that the

Greek cities upon the coast paid any
tiibute to Persia from the date of the

full organisation of the Athenian con-

federacy (B.C. 476) till after the disasters

at Syracuse (i!.c. 41o). He thinks this

passage only means that there was an
assessment of the Ionic cities in the

king's books, not that there was any
payment of tribute. He supposes that

Herodotus knew this fact of the assess-

ment, from having access to the books
themselves, and " // or mii/ht not

know" whether the tribute was realised.

To me it appears quite inconceivable

that Herodotus should be ignorant of

such a point, and very unlikely that he

should have mentioned the continuance

of the assessment in the ivay irhic/i he has,

if all payment of it had ceased from the

time when he was eight years old.

There is, however, more direct evidence

that the tribute continued to be paid.

Mr. Grote admits that " Greek towns

in the interior " paid their quotas, con-

sidering that point to be proved by the

case of Magnesia, which Artaxerxes gave

to Themistocles; but he has apparently

forgotten that the revenues of Myus and
Lampsacus, both cities of the coast, were

assigned to the illustrious exile, in

exactly the same way as those of Mag-

nesia (Thucyd. i. 138). It is manifest

therefore that I.ampsacus and Myus
were not only rated, but paid tribute,

down to B.C. 465. Indeed this is con-

fessed by Mr. Grote in a previous note
(vol. V. p. 385, note ^j, strangely at
variance with the later one. If so,

there can be' no reason for supposing
that any of the towns upon the main-
land were free from tribute.

The expressions of Thucydides (i. 18,

89, 95, &c.), which Mr. Grote quotes,

concerning the Hellespontine and Ionian
Greeks who had " revolted ivom Persia,"

and been " liberated from the king,"

must be understood, I think, of the
cities on the European side of the Hel-
lespont, and of the islands, Proconnesus,
Cyzicus, Lesbos, Chios, Samos, &c.

It seems to me probable tliat the prac-

tical exemption from tribute of the

Greek cities on the mainland com-
menced in B.C. 449, and was an expi'ess

provision of the treaty of Cyi:)rus. It

was the equivalent which the Greeks
received for agreeing to leave the Per-
sians in undisputed possession of Cyprus
and Egypt. Herodotus had perhaps at

this time completed the first draught of

his History. The facts were therefore,

at the time of his writing, as he stated

them. Afterwards at Thurii he ne-

glected to alter the passage, which is

not surprising, for he seems to have
done little more than make additions to

his Histoi-y in his later years.

3 Supra, iii. 90. W'liat necessitated

the new rating and measurement was
the alteration of territory which had
taken place in consequence of the revolt.

Miletus we know had been punished for

its share in the outbreak by the loss of

a tract of mountain land which was
given fo the Carians of Pedasus (supra,

ch. 20) ; and pi-obably the remainder of

the guilty cities had been ti-eated in the

same way. On the otlier hand, cities

which abstained, as Ephesus (supra,

ch. 16, note), may have received an

increase of territory.
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Such were the peaceful dealings of the Persians ^ith the

loniaus.

43. The next spring Darius superseded all the other generals,

and sent down ]\Iardonius, the son of Gobryas/ to the coast,

and witli him a vast body of men, some fit for sea, others for land

service. Mardonius was a youtli at this time, and had only lately

married Artazostra, the king's daughter.^ When Mardonius,

accompanied by this numerous host, reached Cilicia, he took ship

and proceeded along shore with his fleet, while the land army

marched under other leaders towards the Hellespont. In the

course of his ^oyage along the coast of Asia he came to Ionia

;

and here I have a marvel to relate which will greatly surprise

those Greeks who cannot believe that Otanes advised the seven

conspirators to make Persia a commonwealth.•^ Mardonius put

down all the despots throughout Ionia, and in lieu of them

established democracies. Having so done, he hastened to the

Hellespont, and when a vast multitude of ships had been brought

together, and likewise a powerful land force, he conveyed his

troops across the strait by means of his vessels, and proceeded

thi'ough Europe against Eretria and Athens.'''

44. At least these towns served as a pretext for the expedition,

the real purpose of Avhich Avas to subjugate as great a number as

possible of the Grecian cities ; and this became plain when the

Thasians,^ who did not even lift a hand in their defence, were

reduced by the sea force, while the laud army added the Mace-

donians to the former sla\"es of the king. All the tribes on the

hither side of i\Iacedonia had been reduced previously.^ From
Thasos the fleet stood across to the mainland, and sailed alon»

shore to Acanthus,^ whence an attempt was made to double

* This is another iustance of the alter- than they gained by the convenience of

nation of names among the Persians, having the government of the Greek
(Compai-e iii. 160, &c.) Gobryas was states assimilated to their own. To
the son of a Mardonius (Beh. Ins. col. allow Greeks, in order to conciliate

iv. par. 18.) them, democratic institutions, was a
' On niarriages of this kind, see above very different thing from contemplating

y. 1 l•;, note -, and compare vol, ii. p. the adoption of such institutions among
45^, note '^. themselves.

•• It would seem that the tale related ' The aggi-essors in the late war (su-

by Herodotus in Book iii. (chs. 8(J-83), pra, v. 99).

had appeared incredible to the Greeks * Thasos had hitherto escaped sub-
thcmwelves. Herodotus undoubtedly jection. Megabazus, who carried his
believed it to be true ; but the story arms even farther west, seems to have

,

does not really derive any support from had no fleet at his disposal. Otanes, who
the policy here pursued Vjy Mardonius.- reduced Lemnos and Imbrus (supra.
That policy was decidedly wise. The v. 26, 27j, did not venture so far as
PeraiaiiH ha<l learnt, by dint of experi- Thasos. ^ Supra, v. 18.
encc, that they lost more, through un- ' Acanthus lay on the eastern .side of
popularity, by upholding the tyrants, the peninsula of Athos, as is plain both
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Mount Athos. But here a violent north wind sprang up, against

which nothing coukl contend, and handled a large number of the

ships with much rudeness, shattering them and driving them

aground upon Athos. 'Tis said the number of the ships destroyed

was Httle short of three hundred ; and the men who perished were

more than twenty thousand.^ For the sea about Athos abounds

in monsters beyond all others ; and so a portion were seized and

devoured by these animals,^ while others were dashed violently

against the rocks ; some, who did not know how to swim, were

engulfed ; and some died of the cold.

45. While thus it fared with the fleet, on land Mardonius

and his army were attacked in their camp during the night by

the Brygi,* a tribe of Thraciaus ; and here vast numbers of the

Persians W3re slain, and even Mardonius himself received a

wound. Tlie Brygi, nevertheless, did not succeed in maintain-

ing their own freedom : for Mardonius Avould not leave the

country till he had subdued them and made them subjects of

Persia. Still, though he brought them under the yoke, the

blow whica liis land force had received at their hands, and

the great damage done to his fleet off Athos, induced him to

set out upon his retreat ; and so this armament, having failed

disgracefully, returned to Asia.

46. The year after these events, Darius received information

from certain neighbours of the Thasians that those islanders were

making preparations for revolt ; he therefore sent a herald, and

from this passage and from the account in the peninsula, and though offering a

ofthemaichof Xerxes (infra, vii. 115- high price, prevail upon any boat to

121). It probably occupied the site of carry me from the eastern side of the.

the modem village of Erisso (Leake's peninsula to the western, or even from

Northern Greece, vol. iii. p. 147). The Xiropotumi to ratojjcdhi." (Northern

territory of the Acanthians, however, Crreeee, vol. iii. p. U5. Compare Sir

extender across the isthmus, and they G. Boweu's Diary, p. 57.)

may ha/e had a port on the Singitic ' Mr. Grote, I know not on what

Gulf, vhich perhaps misled Ptolemy grounds, transforms these sea-monsters

(_iii. is.p. 92) and Strabo (vii. p. 481j into " wild beasts " inhabiting the

as to the site of the place. Scylax " tongue of land" (Hist, of Greece, vol

(p. 63:, Scymnus Chius (11. 645, 646), iv. p. 422).

and Mela (ii. 2), agree with Herodotus. * The Greeks believed these Brygi

2 Tue navigation of this coast is still to have been ethnically connected with

full Jf danger. " Such is the fear," the Phryges or Phrygians of Asia Minor

says Colonel Leake, "entertained by (infra, vii. 73; Strab. vii. p. 427). At

the Greek boatmen of the strength and this time they seem to have dwelt in

uncertain direction of the currents the region above Chalcidice', or perhaps

arjund Mount Athos, and of the gales a little more to the west, between the

aid high seas to which the vicinity of Chalcidic peninsula and Pieria 'infra,

tie mountain is subject during half the vii. 185;. Afterwards they were pushed

»ear, and vhich are rendered more for- very much further westward, and appear

"nidable by the deficiency of harbours as neighbours to the Illyriaus upon the

in the Gulf of Orfana (Sinus Strymoni- Adriatic (Scymn. Ch. 1. 433; Strab. vii.

cus), that I could not, so long as I was p. 473; Steph. Byz. ad voc. .
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bade them dismantle their walls, and bring all their ships to

Abdera.^ The Thasians, at the time when Histiseiis the IMilesian

made his attack upon them/ had resolved that, as their income

was very great, they would apply their wealth to building ships

of war, and surrounding their city with another and a stronger

wall. Their revenue Avas derived partly from their possessions

upon the mainland,'^ partly from the mines which they owned.

They were masters of the gold-mines at Scapte-Hyle,^ the yearly

produce of which amounted in all to eighty talents. Their mines

in Thasos ^ yielded less, but still were so far prolific that, besides

l^ing entirely free from laud-tax, they had a surphis income,

derived'from the Iwo sources of their territory on tlie main and
their mines, in common years of two hundred, and in the best

years of three hmitbed talents.

47. I myself have seen the mines in question : by iar the most

curious of them are those which the Phoenicians discovered at

the time when they went Avith Thasus and colonised the island,^

which afterwards took its name from him.- These Phcenician

workings are in Thasos itself, betAveen Cceuyra and a luace called

-^^nyra, over against Samothrace :
^ a huge mountain has been

turned upside down in the search for ores. Such theQ was the

source of their w^ealth. On this occasion no sooner did the

Great King issue his commands than straightway the Thasians

dismantled their wall, and took their Avhole fleet to Abdera.

' Megabazus had subdued the entire

coast (supra, v. 10; ad fin. i, and Abdera
had probably been occupied by a Per-
sian garrison, like Eiou and Doriscus
(infi-a, vii. 106, 1U7). On its site, vide
infra, vii. 109.

'' Supra, ch. 28.
' The Thasians possessed a number

of places on the coast opposite their

island, iis is plain from Tliucydides (i.

). One of these was Datum (Eu-
stath. ad Dion vs. Perieg. 517 ; Zenob.
Prov. Or. Cent. iii. 71), a pl-.ice which
combined so many advantages that it

Ijiissed into a proverb for an abundance
of good things (Zenob. 1. s. c. Harpo-
cration in voc; Strab. vii. p. 481; see
also infra, ix. 75, note). It possessed
gold-mines, and was also a place of great
fertility.

• Scapt^-IIyle is said by Stei)hen fad
voc.; to have been a town upon the
Thnician coast, opposite Thasos. It wns
probably near Datum, to which its gold-
loinee seem sometimes to be ascribed.

Tlie wife of Thucydides wis, we are
told, a native of this place, and the
owner of some of its mines (ilarcellin.

Vit. Thucyd. p. ix.) ; and hifoer Thu-
cydides himself retu-ed whea exiled
from Athens, and wrote his history
(ibid. p. X. ; Plutarch, de Exi. ii. p.
605, C.). The name is soiaetimes
written^ (Steph. Thtophr.j,
and in Latin Scuptcsula (Lucret.).

^ Thasos is said to have been called ,

Chrysa by the early Greeks, on aosount
of its gold-mines (Arrian, Fr. 67• Eu-
stath. ad Dionys. Perieg. 528).

' Supra, ii. 4-4•. Compare Apo'.lod.

III. i. 1, § 7, 8. Thucydides ms-tes
Thasos a colony of the Parians Ijy.

104).

2 Bochart (Oeograph. Sac. i. xi. j.

393) derives the word Thasos from th?

Syriac '.5, "an armlet."
3 Tliat is, on the south-east side oi

the island. Coenyra still remains in the
modern A'myra. The site of JEnyra
cannot be fixed.
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48. After this Darius resolved to prove the Greeks, and try

the bent of their minds, whether they were inclined to resist him
in arms or prepared to make their submission. He therefore

sent out heralds in divers directions round about Greece, with

orders to demand everywhere earth and water for the king. At
the same time he sent other heralds to the various seaport

towns which paid him tribute, and required them to provide a

number of ships of war and horse-transports.

49. These towns accordingly began their preparations; and
the heralds who had been sent into Greece obtained what the

king had bid them ask from a large number of the states upon
the mainland, and likewise from all the islanders vhom they

visited.* Among these last were included the Eginetans, who,

equally with the rest, consented to give earth and water to the

Persian king.

When the Athenians heard what the Eginetans had done,

believing that it was from enmity to themselves that they had
given consent, and that the Eginetans intended to join the

Persian in his attack upon Athens, they straightway took the

matter in hand. In good truth it greatly rejoiced them to have

so fair a pretext ; and accordingly they sent frequent embassies to

Sparta,^ and made it a charge against the Eginetans that their

conduct in this matter proved them to be traitors to Greece.

50. Hereupon Cleomenes, the son of Anaxandridas, who was

then king of the Spartans, went in person to Egina, intending to

seize those whose guilt was the greatest. As soon however as he

tried to arrest them, a number of the Eginetans made resistance,

a certain Crius, sou of Polycritus, being the foremost in violence.

This person told him " he should not carry off a single Eginetan

without it costing him dear—the Athenians had bribed him to

make this attack, for which he had no warrant from his own
government—otherwise both the kings would have come together

to make the seiziu'e." This he said in consequence of instructions

which he had received from Demaratus.^ Hereupon Cleomenes,

* Eiibcea is probably to be excepted quently called in to - aid the weaker
from the list, and also Naxos, which against the stronger, but with no definite

it was intended to punish (infra, oh. /ie</cinon>/, excepting over the states of

96). The rest of the Cyclades, without the Peloponuese (supra, v. 91). Now
doubt, made their submission. she was acknowledged to have a para-

^ Mr. Grote has some excellent ob- mount authority over the whole of

servations on the great importance of Greece, as the proper guardian of the

this appeal (Hist, of Greece, vol. iv. Grecian liberties. It gave additional

pp. 4-;7-i30). It raised Sparta to the weight to the appeal that it was made
general protectorate of Greece. Hitherto hj Athens, the second city of Greece,

she had been a leading power, fre- * This was the second time that Dema-
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finding that ho mast quit Egina, asked Crius his name ; and

when Crius told him, " Get thy horus tipped Avith brass with

all speed, Crius !

"
" he said, " for thou wilt have to struggle

with a great danger."

51. Meauwliile Demaratus, son of Ariston, was bringing charges

against Cleomeues at Sparta. He too, like Cleomenes, was king

of the Spartans, but he belonged to the loAver house—not indeed

that his house was of any lower origin than the other, for both

houses are of one blood—but the house of Eurysthenes is the

more honoured of the two, inasmuch as it is the elder branch.

52. The Lacedaemonians declare, contradicting therein all the

poets,^ that it was king Aristodemus himself, son of Aristomachus,

grandson of Cleodteus, and great-grandson of Hyllus, con-

ducted them to the land which they now possess, and not the sons

of Aristodemus. The wife of Aristodemus, whose name (they

say) was Argeia, and who was daughter of Autesion,^ son of

Tisamenus, grandson of Thersauder, and great-grandson of Poly-

nices, Avithin a little Avhile after their coming into the country,

gave birth to twins, Aristodemus just lived to see his childi'en,

but died soon afterwards of a disease. The Lacedoemonians of

that day determined, according to custom, to take for their king

the elder ofthe two children ; but they were so alike, and so exactly

of one size, that they could not possibly tell which of the two to

choose : so they found themselves unable to make a choice,

or haply even earlier, they went to the mother and asked her to

tell them Avhich was the elder, whereupon she declared that " slie

herself did not know the childi-en apart;" although in good truth

ratua had thwarted Cleomenes (vide on the mythological fables genealo-
Kupra, V. 75). The kings of the younger gically, as Cinaithon and Asius," or else
house had an inferior position ; and their " the historical poets, such as Eumelus
jealousy of the elder house found a the Corinthian " (Miiller's Dorians, vol.

natural vent in such petty annoyances i. p. 58, E. T.). Their views werSH
a» those which are recorded of JJema- adopted by the mythological prose-
ratus. writers, as, for instance, Apollodprus

|

' Cleomenes puns upon the name (ii. viii. 2, § 9) and rausanias~(iii. i.
}

CriuB, which signifies "a ram" in 5), who both declare the death of Ari-
\

Greek. Cicero indulges in facetiae of stodemus to have taken place before the
the same kind with respect to Verres, invasionof the Pelopounese. Herodotus

J

rcrres being Latin for " a boar pig." follows the local Spartan tradition, as
iCf. Cic. in Verr. Act. il. ii. 78, iv. 25 and he himself states, which was that Aristo-
4:5. " Aiebant in labores Herculis nou demus actually reigned at Sparta. Of
ininiw hunc imiuanissiuium Verrcui, tills tradition we find another trace in
quain ilium ajirum Erymanthinum re- Xenophou (Ages^iii. 7), the friend of I

ferri oportere.") Agesilaiis, aiadso"~TOng a refugee in

_
* These poets are not those of the Laconia. J

ICpic cycle, which concluded with the " Sister therefore, according to the
luivehturt-H of Telegonus, the son of myth, of Theras, the coloniser of Thera
UlyeauB, but either " those who carried (supra, iv. 147).
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slie knew tlieiii very well, and only feigned ignorance in order

that, if it were possible, both of them might be made kings of

Sparta. The Lacedemonians were now in a great strait ; so

they sent to Delphi and inquired of the oracle how they should

deal with the matter. The Pythoness made answer, " Let both
be taken to be kings ; but let the elder have the greater honour."

So the Lacedaemonians were in as great a strait as before, and
could not conceive how they were to discover which Avas the

first-born, till at length a certain Messenian, by name Panites,

suggested to them to watch and see which of the two the mother
washed and fed first ; if they found she always gave one the pre-

ference, that fact would tell them all they wanted to know ; if,

on the contrary, she herself varied, and sometimes took the one
first, sometimes the other, it would be plain that she knew as

little as they ; in which case they must try some other plan.

The Lacedaemonians did according to the advice of the Messenian,

and, without letting her know why, kept a watch upon the

mother; by which means they discovered that, whenever she

either washed or fed her children, she always gave the same
child the preference. So they took the boy whom the mother

honoured the most, and regarding him as the first-born, brought

him up in the palace ; and the name which they gave to the

elder boy was Eurysthenes, while his brother they called Procles.

When the brothers grew up, there was always, so long as they

lived, enmity between them ; and the houses sprung from their

loins have continued the feud to this day.^

53. Thus much is related by the Lacedaemonians, but not by

any of the other Greeks ; in what folloAvs I give the tradition of

the Greeks generally. The kings of tlie Dorians (they say)

—

counting up to Perseus, son of Danae,^ and so omitting the god

—

1 It may be suspected that the fre- v. 7-25). It seems to have been for the

quent prosecutions and punishments of purpose of weakening the monarchy by
the Spartan kings were fomented and the introduction of such a state of

encouraged by the hostility between the things, that the double royalty was

rival houses. Besides the degradation established and maintained at Sparta. I

of Demaratus narrated below (ch. 67), See the statement of Aristotle (
Pol, ii. j

we know that Leotychides was banished 6), ( rfj iroKei eivai ri I

from Sparta (ch. 72)—that Cleomenes^ rohs ?$.
|

fled through fear (ch. 74)—that Pau- ^ n jg strange that Herodotus should

sanias, the son of Cleombrotus, was put speak of Perseus as a "king of the

to death (Thucyd. i. 134)—that Plisto- Dorians." Perseus, according to the

anax, the son of Pausanias, remained in legend, was a progenitor of Hercules,

exile for nineteen years (Thucyd. v. 1 (3)

—

and therefore an ancestor of the Spartan |

and that Pausanias, the son of Plisto- monarchs; but the Heracleids did not I

anax, was tried on a capital charge, and come into connexion with the Dorians /

had to quit the counti-y (Xen. Hell. iii. till at least a generation after Hercules. ,'
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are rightly given in the common Greek lists, and rightly con-

sidered to have been Greeks tliemselves; for even at this early

time they ranked among that people.^ I say " up to Perseus,"

and not further, because Perseus has no mortal father by whose

name he is called,^ as Hercules has in Amphitryon ; whereby it

appears that I have reason on my side, and am right in saying,

" up to Perseus." If we follow the line of Danae, daughter

of xVcrisius, and trace her progenitors, we shall find that the

chiefs of the Dorians are really genuine Egyptians.^ In the

genealogies here given I have followed the common Greek

accounts.

54. According to the Persian story, Perseus was an Assyrian

who became a Greek ;'' his ancestors, therefore, according to them,

were not Greeks. They do not admit that the forefathers of

3 This cannot be held to be strictly

true, since the name Hellene first entered
the Peloponuese with the Dorians. If,

however, we understand only that the
earlier Peloponuesiau princes were of
no foreign race, but of one closelj-^ akin
to the Hellene, the statement may be
accepted.

•* That is to say, he is uniformly
declared to be the son of Jiipitei-.

* Supra, ii. 91. Herodotus believes

in the tale which brings Danaiis from
Egj-pt.

[Many writers besides him ascribe the
colonisation of parts of Greece to the
uncolonising Egyptians. Danaus led a
colony from Egypt (Diod. i. 2); and not
only was Danaus said to have fled from
ligypt to Argos, but Pausanias thinks the
Nauplians a colony from that country
in old times. (Bk. iv.) Diodorus and
others say colonies went from Egypt
to Athens, led by Cecrops from Sa'is.

Cadmus Xthe personification of the E;tst)

generally reported to have gone from
Phounicia to Bceotia (Her. v. 57), is said
by Eusebius to have migi-ated from
Egyptian Thebes with Phoenix, and to
have founded Athens and Boeotian
Thebes; and both he and Cecrops have
the merit of leading a colony of Saites
to Athens. CSchol. on Lycoph. Diod.
I. 28.) Triptx)lemwB again gave laws to
Athens (Porph. de Abstin. iv.; Diod. i.

1 8, 2i)j
; and Erechtheus was also said to

be an Egyptian. fDiod. i. 'Jil.) But
without giving full credit to these and
similar Htiitements, it is possible that
Home settlers, probably refugees, occa-
eionally went from Egypt to Greece,
and that, as Herodotus positively asserts,

a great number of barbarous people be-

came united with them (Bk. i. c. 58);
though no particular portion of the
Greek race can be said to be of Egyptian,
or any other foreign origin, subsequently
to the great immigrations from Asia.

—

G. W.]
* It has not been commonly seen that

this is an entirely distinct story from
that related below (vii. 150^—that Per-

seus, sou of Danae, had a son Perses,

the progenitor of the Achiemeuian kings
— which latter the Greeks generally

adopted (Plat. Alcib. i. p. 120, E.; Xen.
Cyi'op. I. ii. 1; ApoUod. ii. iv. 5, § 1).

This tale denies any birth connexion
between Perseus and the Greeks, bring-

ing him originally from the East
(strangely enough from Assyria), and
making him settle in Greece and become
naturalised.

Both stories seem to me pure in-

ventions, based merely upon the simi-

larity of name which tlie Persians found
to exist between their own national

appellation and a Greek mythological
personage. They were willing to take

advantage of this circumstance to en-

courage the belief in an early connexion
between themselves and the (J reeks; and
they did not ranch care in what way the
connexion wa.e made out.

It is of course possible that the Greek
hero Perseus may have come down to

them from those primitive times when
the Ariau race had not yet split into

sections, and thus the similarity of name
may not be accidental. It may even
indicate a real connexion of race, but not
one of which either of the two tales is a

proper exponent.
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Acrisius were in any way related to Perseus, but say tliey were
Egyptians, as the Greeks likewise testify.

55. Enougli however of this subject. Hovyjt^came to pass that

Egyptians obtained the kingdoms of the Dorians,^ anxT'wB'at

they dfd' to raise themselves to such a position, these are questions

concerning which, as they have been treated by others,** I shall

say nothing. I proceed to speak of points on which no other

writer has touched.

56. The prerogatives which the Spartans have allowed tlieir

kings are the following. In the first place, two priesthoods,

those (namely) of Lacedaemonian and of Celestial Jupiter f also

the right of making war on what country soever they please,^

without hindrance from any of the other Spartans, under pain of

outlawry ; on service the privilege of marching first in the advance

and last in the retreat, and of having a hundred ^ picked men for

their body-guard while with the army ; likewise the liberty of

sacrificing as many cattle in their expeditions as it seems them

good, and the right of having the skins and the chines of the

slaughtered animals for their owm use.

57. Such are their privileges in Avar ; in peace their rights are

as follows. When a citizen makes a public sacrifice the kings

^ That is to say, the kingdoms of the

Peloponnese, afterwards conqiiered by
the Dorians.

^ It is uncertain to what class of

wiiters Herodotus here alludes. He
may intend the poets of the Epic cycle,

•with whom the adventures of Danaiis

and his daughters were a recognised

subject. (A poem, Aavd'is, is quoted by
Clemens Alex. Strom, iv. p. 618, and
referred to by Harpocratiou, ad voc..) It is more probable, how-
ever, that he speaks of prose-writers,

such as Acusilaiis, Hecatgeus, and Hip-

pys of Rhegium. The "genealogies"

of the two former, and the Argolica of

the latter author, might treat of the

matters in question. Colonel Mure
suggests that the reference is to the
" Spartan magistrates " of Charon (Lit.

of Greece, vol. iv. p. 306); but it is very

unlikely that he went further back than

the Dorian conquest.
^ These are probably Achsean rather

than Dorian priesthoods, and may have

belonged to the Heracleid kings before

their expulsion. The worship of Apollo

specially characterised the Dorian tribes,

that of Jupiter and Juno the Achjean

(see Miiller's Dorians, i. pp. 409-411,

E. T.). Zeus Lacedtemon and Zeus

Uranius would be respectively Jupiter
the lord of the Lacedtemonian territory,

and Jupiter the supreme god, or king of

heaven. The necessary union of the
prtestly with the kingly office was an
idea almost universal in early times
(MiiUer, ii. pp. 101-104).

1 Not the right of declaring war,
which rested with the assembly, and
might, we know, be exercised against

the vvill of the king (Thucyd. i. 87), but
the right of determining the general

course and character of each campaign
(ib. viii. 5).

2 This is perhaps an error. The
number of the knights who formed the

king's body-guard is always elsewhere
declared to be ;«0o (infra, vii. 205, viii.

124; Thucyd. v. 72; Xen. de Rep. Lac.

iv. 3j; and this number accords better

with the other numerical divisions at

Sparta, as, for instance, the three tribes,

the thirty Obie, the thirtij senators, &c.

Possibly, however, the knights of the
Hyllean tribe, who would be 100, were
attached in a special way to the persons

of the kings, and accompanied them as

a body-guard on all exf)editious, whereas
the whole 300 may not have gone out

unless upon special occasions.
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are given tlic first scats at tlie banquet ; they are served before

any of the other guests, and liave a double portion of everything
;

they take the lead in the libations ; and the hides of the sacrificed

beasts belong to them. Every month, on the first day, and again

on the seventh of the first decade,^ each king receives a beast

Avithout blemish at the public cost, which he offers up to Apollo ;^

likewise a medimnus of meal,^ and of wine a Laconian quart.

In the contests of the games they have always the seat of honour

;

they appoint the citizens who have to entertain foreigners ;^ they

also nominate, each of them, two of the Pythians,' officers whose

liusiness it is to consult the oracle at Delphi, who eat with the

kings, and, like them, live at the public charge. If the kings do

not come to the public supper, each of them must have two
chcenixes of meal and a cotyle of wine ® sent home to him at his

house ; if they come, they are given a double quantity of each, and
the same when any private man invites them to his table. They
have the custody of all the oracles which are pronounced ; but

the Pythians must likewise have knowledge of them. They have
the Avhole decision of certain causes, which are these, and these

only :—When a maiden is left the heiress of her father's estate,

and has not been betrothed by him to any one, they decide who
is to marry her ;

^ in all matters concerning the public highways

' On the division of the Greek month
into decades, , ,
and /urji/, see Smith's Diet, of

Antiq. ad voc. Calkndarium, and comp.
Hesiod, Op. et Dies, 798, &c. The
Beventli day of each month vas sacred
to Apollo, who was believed to have
been bom on the seventh of Thargelion
(May). See Diog. Laert. iii. § 2, and
comp. Hes. Op. et D. 771.

• The kings were at the head of the
vh'jle national religion, the Dorian
ApoUo-woi-ship, as well as the Achaean
culbtii of Jupiter.

* On the size of the medimnus, and
also of the choenix, see vol. i. p. 264,
note ^.

' The Proxcni, whose special duty was
to receive and entertain ambassadors
from foreign states. The chief states of
Greece had generally a Proxenus at all

the more important towns, who under-
^ tifok this duty. He was always a native
of the iilace, and, except at Sparta, was
Dominated to his oflice by the state
whoBC proxenus lie was. At Sparta, in
conHCiiueuce of the greater jealousy of
foreigners, the stiite insisted on itself
appointing the proxeui ; and ae the de-

partment of foreign affairs belonged, in

an esjiecial way, to the kings, committed
to them the selection of fit persons.

' The I'ytiiians at Sparta correspond
j

to the' at Athens,
and to the permanent of other
states (Miiller's Dorians, ii. p. 15, E. T.).

They are mentioned as messmates of
the kings by Xenophon (Rep. Lac. xv.

§ 4) and Suidas (ad voc.. Many
inscriptions place their names imme-
diately after those of the kings (Me-
moires de I'Academie des Insci'iptions

et Belles Lettres, tom. xv. p. 390).
Muller thinks (1. s. c.) that they had
seats in the senate.

^ Tlie cotyle is one of the Attic liquid

measures: it contained about half a pint.

Two cotyle.s made one xestes or pint.

The Attic quart {) was the
fourth part of a xestes—consequently
only a quarter of a pint; but it may be
sutepected that the " Laconian quart

"

was a quarter amphoreus, or above two
gallons. *

* So at Athens the Archon Epony-
mus, who specially represented the

ancient office of the king, had the
guardianship of all orphans and heiresses
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they judge ; and if a person wants to adopt a child, he must do
it before the kings. They likeAvise have the right of sitting in

council Avith the eight-and-twonty senators ; and if they are not

present, then the senators nearest of kin to them have their

privileges, and give two votes as the royal proxies, besides a
third vote, which is their.^

58. Such are the honours which the Spartan people have
allowed their kings during their Hfetime ; after they are dead
other honours await them. Horsemen carry the news of their

death through all Laconia, while in the city the women go hither

and thither drumming upon a kettle. At this signal, in every

house two free persons, a man and a woman, must put on
mourning,^ or else be subject to a heavy fine. The Lacedaemo-
nians have likewise a custom at the demise of their kinirs which

is common to them with the barbarians of Asia—indeed with

the greater number of the barbarians everywhere—namely, that

when one of their kings dies, not only the Spartans, but a

certain number of the country people from every part of Laconia

are forced, whether they will or no, to attend the funeral. So

these persons and the Helots, and likewise the Spartans them-

selves,^ flock together to the number of several thousands, men
and women intermingled ; and all of them smite their foreheads

(Pollux, viii. 89\ The disposal of heir-

esses and adoption of children were of

more than common importance at

Sparta, since the state looked with
disfavour upon an undue accumulation

of property.
1 The meaning of this passage is very

obscure. Miiller (ii. p. 106, note ^,

E. T.) thinks that Herodotus shared in

the opinion which Thucydides says (i.

20) was current through Gi-eece, and
supposed each king to have the right of

giving two votes. He would therefore

consider Herodotus to mean that in the

absence of the kings, the two senators

nearest of kin to the two monarchs
respectively, gave each a double vote

for the monarch whose kinsman he was,

after which he gave a third vote for

himself. Schweighajuser regards Hero-
' dotus as speaking only of one senator,

and using the plural distrihutiTchj, mean-
ing that the senators who were on each

occasion most nearly related to the royal

\ house, gave the royal votes (one for eacji

Ikingj
and then ga,ve their ownT^WIiat-

ever Herodotus means, there is little

doubt that such was the actual practice

(cf. Thucyd. 1. s. c. ; Plat. Leg. iii.

692, A..).

2 That is to say, " wear squalid un-
washed garments, or even cover them-
selves with mud and dirt

;

" for the
Greeks, when they mourned at all,

mourned in the Oriental fashion (see

Hom. . xxiv. 164, 165). It is uncertain

whether this mourning at the death of

the Spartan kings was confined to the

Periceci, or whether it included the
Spartans, vi'ho were forbidden by the
laws of Lycurgus to mourn at the death
of their own relatives (Plutarch, Inst.

Lac. p. 238, D.).
^ The three classes of which the Lace-

daimonian population consisted are here

very clearly distinguished from one
another: — 1. The Perioeci, or free in-

habitants of the country districts, the

descendants in the main of the sub-

mitted Achasans ; 2. The Helots, or

serfs who tilled the soil upon the estates

of their Dorian lords, descended in part

from Achasans taken with arms in their

hands, but chieiiy from the conquered
Messenians ; and 3. The Spartans, or

Dorian conquerors, who were the only
citizens, and who lived almost exclusively

in the capital.
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violently, and Aveep and wail without stint, saying always that

their last king was the best. If a king dies in battle, then

they make a statue of him, and placing it upon a couch right

bravely decked, so carry it to the grave. After the burial, by

the space of ten days there is no assembly, nor do they elect

magistrates,* but continue mourning the whole time.

59. They hold with the Persians also in another custom.

When a king dies, and another comes to the throne, the newly-

made monarch forgives all the Spartans the debts which they

owe either to the king or to the public treasury. And in like

manner among the Persians each king when he begins to reign

remits the tribute due from the provinces.^

60. In one respect the Laceda3raonians resemble the Eg}"p-

tians.^ Their heralds and flute-players, and likewise their

cooks, take their trades by succession from their fathers. A
flute-player must be the son of a flute-player, a cook of a cook, a

herald of a herald ; and other people cannot take advantage of

the loudness of their voice to come into the profession and shut

out tlie heralds' sons ; but each follows his father's business.'^

Such are the customs of the Lacedaemonians.

61. At the time of which we are speaking, while Cleomenes in

Egina was labouring for the general good of Greece, Demaratus

at Sparta continued to bring charges against him, moved not so

much by love of the Eginetans as by jealousy and hatred of his

colleague. Cleomenes therefore was no sooner returned from

Egina than he considered with himself how he might deprive

* Compare the Roman justitium usual (vii. 153). Other writers furnish a very
at the death of an emperor or other much larger catalogue of i^riestly fami-

great pei-souage (Tacit. Ann. i. 16, ii. lies (ci\ Histoii-e de I'Acade'mie des

82; Suet. Calig. 24; Lucan. Phars. ii. Inscriptions, torn, xxiii. p. 51, et seq.).

16, &.C.). Nur are the indications of caste confined
* The Pseudo-Smerdis, therefore, in to the priesthood. Arts and sciences,

(

remitting the tribute for three years, too, often descended from father to son.

merely extended a species of largess, Hence we hear of the family of the
to vhich the subjects of Persia were Asclepiads (physicians) in Cos and Cni-
already accustomed in some degi'ee dus Tiieopomp. Fr. Ill), and of the i

(supra, iii. 07 j. Homerids in Chios (Hellau. Fr. 55;
* On thfi classes of the Egyptians see Acu.sil. Fr. 81); while ,

note on Book ii. ch. 164. - iraTSes, and the like, are com-
' The bearing of this passage upon the nion periphrases for,,

question of the existence of caste in &c. Thus the facts which are hei-e

Oreece has been already noticed (supra, mentioned with respect to Sparta have
V. 00, note *;. Priesthoods were here- parallels in a number of other similar
ditarj• in a large number of the Grecian facts in various parts of Greece, all tend-
Btates. Herodotus himself menti<jns the ing to establi.sh the early prevalence
lamids and Telliads of Elis (ix. 'OS, 34), of caste, of which the four Ionic tribes
the Talthybiads of Lacedsemon I'vii. are the most marked a'nd decisive indi-
1^54), and the Telinids of Gela in Sicily cation.
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Demaratus of his kingly office ; and here the following circum-

stance furnished a ground for him to proceed upon. Ariston, king

of Sparta, had been married to two wives, but neitlier of them
had borne him any children ; as however he still thought it was

possible he might have offspring, he resolved to wed a third ; and

this was how the wedding was brought about. He had a certain

friend, a Spartan, with whom he was more intimate than with any

other citizen. This friend was married to a wife whose beauty

far sui'passed that of all the other women in Sparta ; and what

was still more strange, she had once been as ugly as she now
was beautiful. For her nurse, seeing how ill-favoured she was,

and how sadly her parents, vho were wealthy people, took her

bad looks to heart, bethought herself of a plan, which was to carry

the cliild every day to the temple of Helen at Therapna,^ which

stands above the Phoebeum,^ and there to place her before the

image, and beseech the goddess to take away the child's ugliness.

One day, as she left the temple, a woman appeared to her, and

begged to know wliat it was she held in her arms. The nurse

told her it Avas a child, on which she asked to see it ; but the nurse

refused ; the parents, she said, had forbidden her to show the

child to any one. However the woman would not take a denial

;

and the nurse, seeing how highly she prized a look, at last let her

see the child. Then the woman gently stroked its head, and said,

" One day this child shall be the fairest dame in Sparta." And
her looks began to change from that very day. When she was

of marriageable age, Agetus, son of Alcides, the same whom

I have mentioned above as the friend of Ariston, made her his

wife.

62. Now it chanced that Ariston fell in love with this person

;

^ Therapna was a place of some im- there down to the time of Isoci*ates

portance on the left bank of the Euro- (Encom. Hel. xxvii. p. 231; compare

tas, nearly opposite Sparta, from which Athenag. Leg. pro Christ, xii. p. 50).

it was distant probably about two miles. It is not clear whether the temple of

It was strongly situated on the flat top Helen was distinct from that of the

of a high lull, and its towers made it a Dioscuri, which undoubtedly stood in

conspicuous object (Find. Isth. i. 31, the sacred enclosure called the Phoe-/ Qepaxras eSos ; Alcman. Fr. 1, beum (Pausan. in. xx. § 1). Therapna

euTTvpyos @€/). Some think that was regarded as their burial-place also

it was the ancient metropolis of the (Find. Nem. x. 55j.

Achseans, before Sparta became a great ^ A precinct sacred to Apollo, at a

city (Bahr ad loc. ; Miiller's Dorians, i. little distance from the town itself

p. 108, E. T.); but the claims of Amy- (Pausan. 1. s. c./ 5e ^
else to this position are superior. (See 7^ '»/), but scarcely

the Essays appended to Book v. Essay so far as Kiepez-t places it (Atlas von

i. p. 27-i.) There was a local tradition Hellas, Map xix. Plan of Sparta). Hence

that Helen had been buried at Therapna the Aihs via of ApoUoniua

(Pausan. iii. xix. § 9); and both Helen (Argon, ii. 162).

and Meuelaus were certainly worshipped
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and liis love so preyed upon his mind that at last he devised

as follows. He went to his friend, the lady's husband, and pro-

posed to him that they should exchange gifts, each taking that

which pleased him best out of all the possessions of the other.

His friend, who felt no alarm about his wife, since Ariston was

also married, consented readily ; and so the matter was confirmed

between them by an oath. Then Ariston gave Agetus the pre-

sent, whatever it was, of which he had made choice, and when it

came to his turn to name the present which he was to receive in

exchange, required to be allowed to carry home with him Agetus's

wife. But the other demurred, and said, " except his vife, he

might have anything else :
" however, as he could not resist the

oath which he had sworn, or the trickery which had been practised

on him, at last he suffered Ariston to carry her away to his

house.

63. Ariston hereupon put away his second wdfe and took for

his third this woman ; and she, in less than the due time—when

she had not yet reached her full term often months,^—gave birth

to a child, the Demaratus ofwhom we have spoken. Then one of

his servants came and told him the news, as he sat in council Avith

the Ephors ;
^ thereat, remembering when it was that the woman

became his wife, he counted the months upon his fingers, and

having so done, cried out with an oath, " The boy cannot be

mine." This was said in the hearing of the Ephors ; but they

made no accouiit of it at the time. The boy grew up ; and Ariston

repented of what he had said ; for he became altogether convinced

that Demaratus was truly his son. The reason why he named
liim Demaratus was the following. Some time before these events

the whole Spartan people, looking upon Ariston as a man ofmark
beyond all the kings that had reigned at Sparta before him, had

offered up a prayer that he might have a son. On this account,

therefore, the name JJemaratus ^ was given.

^ Vide infra, ch. 69, note ", The meetings, which were attended occa-

birth ordinarily takes place in the tenth sionally by the kings themselves. (Cf.

lunar month. We are told below (ch. Xen. 1. s. c, who says of Agesilaus, that

69) that the wife of Ariston gave birth when he was recalled from Asia to Lace-
to Demaratus at the close of the seventh daemon, he " obeyed as readily as if he
month. had been standing without i-etimie in

" So Pausanias (1. b. c), even more the Ephors' office before the Five "

—

plainly, since he uses the expression iif ' 5(65 fi d iv <(- for the more ambiguous / - tovs.)
iv - of our author. The ^ Dem-aratus (6 aparos) is

"council" intended would seem to be the " People-prayed-for " king. Com-
llie Kphors' office (4, or simply pare the Louis le Desire of French
ipxtlov, Pausan. iii. xi. § 8; Xen. Ages, history.

L § 36;, where they held their daily
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64. In course of time Ariston died ; and Demaratus received

the kingdom : but it Avas fated, as it seems, that these vords, when
bruited abroad, should strip him of his sovereignty. This was

brought about by means of Cleomenes, Avhom he had t\vice sorely

vexed, once when he led the army home from Eleusis,* and a

second time when Cleomenes was gone across to Egina against

such as had espoused the side of the Medes,^

65. Cleomenes now, being resolved to have his revenge upon

Demaratus, went to Leotychides, the son of Menares, and grand-

son of Agis,^ who was of the same family as Demaratus, and made
ao;reement with him to this tenor following. Cleomenes was to

. . ... *

lend his aid to make Leotychides king in the room of Demaratus

;

and then Leotychides was to take part with Cleomenes against

the Eginetans. Now Leotychides hated Demaratus chiefly on

account of Percalus, the daughter of Chilon, son of Demarmenus

:

this lady had been betrothed to Leotychides ; but Demaratus laid

a plot, and robbed him of his bride, forestalling him in carrying

her off,'^ and marrying her. Such was the origin of the enmity.

At the time of which w^e speak, Leotychides was prevailed upon

by the earnest desire of Cleomenes to come forward against

Demaratus and make oath " that Demaratus was not rightful king

of Sparta, since he was not the true son of Ariston." After he

had thus sworn, Leotychides sued Demaratus, and brought up

against him the phrase which Ariston had let drop when, on the

coming of his servant to announce to him the birth of his son, he

counted the months, and cried out Avith an oath that the child

was not his. It was on this speech of Ariston's that Leotychides

relied to prove that Demaratus was not his son, and therefore

not rightful king of Sparta ; and he jJi'oduced as witnesses the

Ephors who were sitting with Ariston at the time and heard what

he said.

66. At last, as there came to be much strife concerning this

* Supra, V. 75. descent really parted at Theopompus,
5 Supra, clis. 50 and 51. the eighth progenitor of Leotj-chides,

The entire genealogy is given below and the seventh of Demaratus. (See

(viii. 131), but with the difference that Clinton's Table, F. H. vol. i. p. 255.)

the grandfather of Leotychides is called '' The seizure of the bride was a

Agesilaiis instead of Agis. It is impos- necessary part of a Spartan marriage,

sible to say which of the two is the The young woman could not properly,

right name. Bahr (ad loc.) prefers it was thought, surrender her freedom

Agesilaiis, and thereupon asserts that and virgin purity unless compelled by

Demaratus and Leotychides were first the violence of the stronger sex. CCf.

cousins, since Agesilaiis was, he says, Plutarch, Lycurg. c. 15; Lac. Apophth.

the gi-andfather of Demaratus also; but ii. p. 228, .; and see Muller's Dorians,

the grandfather of Demaratus was Agesi- ii. p. 299, E. T.)

cles (supra, i. 65). The two lines of

2 2
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matter, the Spartans made a decree that the Delphic oracle should

be asked to say whether Demaratus were Ariston's son or no.

Cleomenes set them upon this plan ; and no sooner was the decree

passed thau he made a friend of" Cobou, the son of Aristophantus, a

man of the greatest weight among the Delphians ; and this Cobon

prevailed upon Perialla, the prophetess, to give the answer which

Cleomenes wished.^ Accordingly, when the sacred messengers

came and put then• question, the Pythoness returned for answer,

" that Demaratus was not Ariston's son." Some time afterwards

all this became known ; and Cobon was forced to fly from Delphi

;

while Perialla the prophetess was deprived of her office.

67. Such were the means whereby the deposition of Demaratus

was brought about ; but his flying from Sparta to the Medes was

by reason of an affront Avhich was put upon him. On losing his

kingdom he had been made a magistrate ; and in that office soon

afterwards, when the feast of the Gymnopaediae ^ came round, he

took his station among the lookers-on ; whereupon Leotychides,

Avho was now king in his room, sent a servant to him and asked

him, by way of insult and mockery, " how it felt to be a magis-

trate after one had been a king ? " ^" Demaratus, who was hurt at

the question, made answer—" Tell him I have tried them both,

but he has not. Howbeit this speech will be the cause to Sparta

of infinite blessings or else of infinite woes." Having thus spoken

he wrapped his head in his robe, and, leaving the theatre,^ went

home to his own house, where he prepared an ox for sacrifice,

and offered it to Jupiter,^ after which he called for his mother.

G8. When she appeared, he took of the entrails, and placing

them in her hand, besought her in these words following :

—

" Dear mother, I beseech you, by all the gods, and chiefly by

* The venality of the Delphic oracle of the performers. These were chiefly

appears both by tliis instance, and by Spartan youths, who danced naked in

the former one of the Alcinteonidaa (v. the forum, round the statues of Apollo,
G'.i). Such cases, however, appear to Diana, and Latona. Songs in cele-

have been rare. bnition of the uoble deeds performed
• The feiust of the Gymnopo3diae, or by the youths, as the exploits of Thyrea

naked i/out/is, was one of the most ira- and Tliermopylaj, formed a portion of

fortant at Sparta (Pausan. iii. xi. § 7). the proceedings at the festival. (See
t laeted several days, perhaps ten. It Etym. Mag. ad voc; Athen. xv. p. G78;
WM IcBH a religious festival than a great Pausan. 1. s. c; Xen. Mem. i. ii. 61;
M|>ect!icle, wherein the grace and strength Plut. Ages. c. 29 ; and compare Miiller's
of the Sp.irtan youth was exhibited Dorians, ii. p. 351, E. T.)
to their admiring countrj'men and to '" Compare i. 129.
foreiguerH. The chief ceremonies were * On the Ixst day of the Gymnopcediae,
choral dances, in which wrestling and choruses and dances were performed
other gj-ninastic exercises were closely by men in the theatre. (Xeu. Hell. vi.
imitate•!, and which served to show the iv. 16.)
adroituese, activity, and bodily strength - Supra, ch. 50, note.
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ourown heartli-god ^ Jupiter, tell me the very truth, who was really

my father. For Leotychicles, in the suit which we had together,

declared, that when thou becamest Ariston's wife thou didst

already bear in thy womb a child by thy former husband ; and
others repeat a yet more disgraceful talc, that our groom "* found

favour in thine eyes, and that I am his son. I entreat thee there-

fore by the gods to tell me the truth. For if thou hast gone
astray, thou hast done no more than many a woman ; and the

Spartans remark it as strange, if I am Ariston's son, that he had
no children by his other wives."

69. Thus spake Demaratus ; and his mother replied as follows :

" Dear son, since thou entreatest so earnestly for the truth, it

shall indeed be fully told to thee. When Ariston brought me to

his house, on the third night after my coming, there appeared to

me one like to Ariston, who, after staying with me a while, rose,

and taking the garlands from his own brows placed them upon
my head, and so went away. Presently after Ariston entered,

and when he saw the garlands which I still wore, asked me who
gave them to me. I said, 'twas he ; but this he stoutly denied

;

whereupon I solemnly swore that it was none other, and told him
he did not do well to dissemble when he had so lately risen from

my side and left the garlands with me. Then Ariston, when he

heard my oath, understood that there was something beyond

nature in what had taken place. And indeed it appeared that

the garlands had come from the hero-temple which stands by our

court gates—the temple of him they call Astrabacus ^—and the

soothsayers, moreover, declared that the apparition was that A^ery

person. And now, my son, I have told thee all thou wouldest

fain know. Either thou art the son of that hero—either thou

mayest call Astrabacus sire ; or else Ariston was thy father. As

^ The Spartan king has an altar to description of Sparta (iil. xvi. § 5).

Jupiter, whereon he sacrifices, within An obscure tradition attaclies to him.

the walls of his own house. Hence Astrabacus, we are told, and Alopecus

Jupiter is his "hearth-god." (Cf, Ser- his brother, sous of Irbus, grandsons of

vius ad Virg. ^En. ii. 5 ; and Festus Amphisthenes, great-gi-andsons of Ani-

de Verb. Sign. viii. p. 174.) phicles, and great-gi-eat-gi-andsons of
* Literally "ass-keeper," or "donkey- Agis, found the wooden image of Diana

man." The name Astrabacus (see the Orthia, which Orestes and Iphigenia

next chapter; is connected with/, had conveyed secretly from Tauris to

"a mule or ass" (according to some), Lacedacmon, and on discovering it were

and with-5, " a muleteer." stricken with madness (ib. § G). The
The scandal of the court gossips sug- worship of Astrabacus at Sparta is men-
gested that the pretended stable-god tioned by Clemens (Cohort, ad Gentes,

was in reality such a person. p. 35). It is conjectured from his name,
5 The hero-temple (/) of Astra- that he was "the protecting genius of

bacus is mentioned by Tausanias in his the stable." See the foregoing note.
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for tliat matter which they who hate thee urge the most, the

words of Ariston, who, when the messenger told him of thy birth,

declared before many witnesses that ' thou wert not his son, foras-

much as tlie ten months were not fully out,' it Avas a random

speech, uttered from mere ignorance. The truth is, children are

born not only at ten months, but at nine, and even at seven.^

Thou wert thyself, my son, a seven months' child. Ai'iston ac-

knoAvh'dged, no long time afterwards, that his speech sprang from

thoughtlessness. Hearken not then to other tales concerning thy

bh-th, my son : for be assured thou hast the whole truth. As for

grooms, pray Heaven Leotychides and all who speak as he does

may sufler Avrong from them !
" Such was the mother's answer.

70. Demaratus, having learnt all that he Avished to know, took

with him provision for the journey, and Avent into Elis, pretending

that he purposed to proceed to Delphi, and there consult the

oracle. The Lacedaemonians, however, suspecting that he meant
to fly his country, sent men in pursuit of him ; but Demaratus
hastened, and leaving Elis before they arrived, sailed across to

Zacynthus.^ The Lacedaemonians followed, and sought to lay

hands upon him, and to separate him from his retinue ; but the

Zacynthiaus Avould not give him up to them : so he escaping,

made his way afterwards by sea to Asia,^ and presented himself

before King Darius, who received him generously, and gave him
both lands and cities.^ Such was the chance which drove Dema-
ratus to Asia, a man distinguished among the Lacedaemonians for

many noble deeds and wise counsels, and who alone of all the

Spartan kings ^ brought honour to his country by winning at

Olyiiipia the prize in the four-horse chariot-race.

• Supra, ch. 63. Hippocrates gives « Jq jj (,_ 436 (infra, vii. 3). Ctesias
it as the general opinion of liis time, (Persic. Exc. § 23) made Demaratus
that children are born at seven, eight, first join the Persians at the Helles-
nine, ten, and eleven months (/ pout (B.C. 48Uj, on occasion of its pas-(-, , ivvfa- sage by Xerxes ; but no weight attaches, \, \ (-), to this statement, which clearly coutra-
but that the child bom at eight months diets Herodotus (cf. infra, vii. 3, and
was sure to die( 239).

irfptylvfffeai. De Septimestr. i. p. » Compare the treatment of Themis-
447, ed. Kiihn.;. This is perhaps the tocles (Thucyd. i. 138j, who received
reason why no mention is made here of from Artaxerxes the revenues, of three
nn_ei^t,dit-month8' child. cities, Magnesia, Myus, and Lampsacus.

' 5^-ioynthu8 is the modem Zante. The places given to Demaratus seem to
It lay opposite Klis, at the distance of have been Pergamus, Teuthrania, and
thirteen or fourteen miles. The enter- Halisarna, which were in the possession
pri«e of the Ziicynthians is marked by of Eurysthenes and Procles, his de-
their colonies in Crete (supra, iii. TjO) scendants in B.C. 399. (See Xen. Hell.
and^n Bpain. Saguntuin is said to in. i. § O.j
have derived both its name and origin ' Wealth wa.s the chief requisite for
from Zacynthua rLiv. xxi. 7;. success in this contest (Schol. ad
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71. After Demaratus was deposed, Leotychides, the son of

Menares, received the kingdom. He had a son, Zeuxidamus,
called Cyniscus ^ by many of the Spartans. This Zeuxidamus
did not reign at Sparta, but died ^ before his father, leaving a

son, Archidamus. Leotychides, Avhen Zeuxidamus was taken

from him, married a second wife, named Eurydame, the sister of

Menius and daughter of Diactorides. By her he had no male
offspring, but only a daughter called Lampito,* whom he gave in

marriage to Archidamus, Zeuxidamus' son.

72. Even Leotychides, however, did not spend his old age in

Sparta, but suffered a punishment whereby Demaratus was fully

avenged. He commanded the Lacedaemonians when they made
war against Thessaly,^ and might have conquered the whole of it,

but was bribed by a large sum of money .^ It chanced that he

was caught in the fact, being found sitting in his tent on a

gauntlet, quite full of silver. Upon this he was brought to trial

and banished from Sparta ; his house was razed to the ground

;

Aristoph. Nub. 12 ; Plut. Lacon.
Apophth. ii. p. 212, B.; and vide supra,

ch. 35, note *). The Spartan kings

were for the most part j^oor, like the

Doi'ians generally. Perhaps the three

marriages of Ariston, especially the last

with one who is said to have been the

daughter of wealthy parents (supra,

ch. 61), enabled his son to enter into

competition with the opulent houses

who usually carried off the Olympian
prize. Marriages in later times were

among the chief causes which broke up
the old Dorian simplicity and caused

property to be accumulated in a few

hands (cf. Hermann's Pol. Antiq. of

Greece, § 47).
2 Or "the Whelp." The word, how-

ever, seems to have been regarded as a

proper name rather than as a nick-

name ; for we find that Ai'chidamus,

the son of Zeuxidamus (or Cyniscus),

named a daughter Cynisca (Pausan. in.

viii. 1).

^ Of a disease, Pausanias tells us(. III. vii. 8).
* Or Lampido, according to Plato,

who speaks as if she was still alive in

B.C. 427 (Alcib. i. p. 124, .). She

was the mother of Agis, who succeeded

Archidamus. Such close marriages were

not unusual at Sparta (cf. infra, vii.

239, end).
5 The date of this expedition is un-

certain. The death of Leotychides and

accession of Archidamus are wrongly
placed by Diodorus in B.C. 47G, 01. 76,

1 (xi. 48). He affords, however, the

means of his own correction. As he
places the death of Leotychides at the

distance of twenty-two years from the

dethronement of Demaratus which was
in B.C. 491, it is evident that the real

year of its occurrence was B.C. 469, a

date exactly in accordance with the

notices in Plutarch (Cim. c. 16), and
Thucydides (lii. 89). The year B.C. 476
is probably the year of Leotychides* I

exile, which shortly followed his expe-

dition. I believe (with Mr. Grote,

Hist, of Greece, vol. v. p. 348, note) 1

that the latter followed veiy closely in-

deed upon the defeat and flight of Mar-
|

donius in B.C. 479—its object was un-l

doubtedly to punish the Aleuada> for

the part which they had taken in the

Persian war (Pausan. 1. s. c. iffrparfvaev 1

eVl Tovs 'A\fva5ai)—it be the

natural sequel to the punishment of

Thebes (infra, ix. 87, 88), and would not

have been likely to have been delayed

beyond the next year. I should there-

fore plac3 it in li.C. 478. Leotychides

commanded because Pausanias was en-

gaged in Asia.
^ Concerning the corruption of the

Spartan kings, vide supra, iii. 148,

note ^. According to Pausanias (1. s. c),

the Aleuadse bribed Leotychides to re-

tire.
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and he himself fled to Tegea/ where he ended his days. But

these events took place long afterwards.

73. At the time of which we are speaking, Cleomenes, having

carried liis proceedings in the matter of Demaratus to a pros-

perous issue, forthwith took Leotychides with him, and crossed

over to attack the Eginetans ; for his anger was hot against

them on accoimt of the affront which they had formerly put

upon him. Hereupon the Eginetans, seeing that both the kings

were come against them, thought it best to make no further

resistance. So the two kings picked out from all Egiua the ten

men who for wealth and birth stood the highest, among Avliom

were Crius,^ son of Polycritus, and Casambus, son of Aristo-

crates, who wielded the cliief power ; and these men they carried

with them to xittica, and there deposited them in the hands of

the Athenians, the great enemies of the Eginetans.

74. Afterwards, wlien it came to be known what evil arts had

been used against Demaratus, Cleomenes Mas seized with fear

of his own countrymen, and fled into Thessaly. From thence

he passed into Arcadia, where he began to stir up troubles, and

endeavoured to imite the Arcadians against Sparta. He bound
them by various oaths to follow him whithersoever he should

lead, and was even desirous of taking their chief leaders with

him to the city of Nonacris," that he might swear them to his

cause by the waters of the Styx. For the waters of Styx, as

the Arcadians say, are in that city; and this is the appear-

ance they present : you see a little water, dripping from a rock

into a basin, which is fenced round by a low wall.* Nonacris,

' According to Pausanias (iii. v. § 6) itself was iu ruins when Pausanias
he took sanctuary in the temple of wrote. Colonel Leake (Travels in the
Minerva Alea, as did Pausanias the Morea, vol. iii. p. 169) places its site at
younger and Chrysis the Argive priestess. Mesorufjhi, near Solos, about ten miles
The peculiar sanctity of this asylum from '-, fPheneus).
protected him. • This description of the Styx differs

" Supra, ch. .. Crius is suspected greatly from that of most other \^Titers,

to have been the Eginetan wrestler in yet it lias the appearance of being de-
whose honour Simouides composed a rived from personal observation. Pau-
triumphal ode (Aristoph. Nub. 13ul, sanias (1. s. c.) describes the terrible
ed. Botha, et SchoL ad loc.\ The water as " a stream falling from a preci-
honour in which wrestlers were held is pice, the highest that he had ever be-
evident from the story of Democedes held, and dashing itself upon a lofty
(Bupni, iii. 1:57). rock, through which it passed, and

' Nonacris was not far from Pheneus then fell into the Crathis" (viii. xviii.
(see the end of the chapter, and com- § 2). Homer and Hesiod give similar
pare Pausan. VIII. xvii. § 18;, an Ar- descriptions [((' '^rvyhs
cadian city anciently of some note, but —11. xv. 37. -^.Tvyhs vSaros-1)
which had disappeared in the time of —lb. viii. ;',t;9. 5 f/ -•;-
Strabo (Strab. viii. p. 563). Nonacris Xei/Serai —Hes.Theog.
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where this fountain is to be seen,^ is a city of Arcadia near
Pheneus.

75. When the Lacedasmonians heard how Cleomenes was en-

gaged, they were afraid, and agreed with him that he should

come back to Sparta and be king as before. So Cleomenes
came back ; but had no sooner returned than he, had never
been altogether of sound mind,^ was smitten with downright
madness. This he showed by striking every Spartan he met
upon the face with his sceptre. On his behaving thus, and
showing that he was gone quite out of his mind, his kindred

imprisoned him, and even put his feet in the stocks. While so

bound, finding himself left alone with a single keeper, he asked
the man for a knife. The keeper at first refused, whereupon
Cleomenes began to threaten him, until at last he was afraid,

being only a helot, and gave him what he required. Cleomenes
had no sooner got the steel than, beginning at his legs, he hor-

ribly disfigured himself, cutting gashes in his flesh, along his

legs, thighs, liips, and loins, until at last he reached his belly,

which he likewise began to gash, whereupon in a little time lie

died. The Greeks generally think that this fote came upon him
because he induced the Pythoness to pronounce against Dema-
ratus ; the Athenians differ from all others in saying that it was

because he cut down the sacred grove of the goddesses* when

785). Colonel Leake (Morea, iii. p. vered with snow, and from a notch in

160) seems to have discovered the the mountain side a thin stream of

waterfall intended, near Solos, where water falls down the cliff on the rugged
" two slender cascades of water fall heap below. Every now and then the

perpendicularly over an immense preci- stream is lifted by wind and scattered

pice, and, after winding for a time among over the face of the cliff, which, else-

a labyrinth of rocks, unite to form the where grey with lichens and weather-

torrent, which, after passing the Klu- stains, is, where thus washed, of a deep

kines, joins the river" (Crathis'. red tint. This thread of water is one

Superstitious feelings of dread still of the sources of the full clear stream

attach to the water, which is considered which flows through the glen, and joins

to be of a peculiarly noxious character the Crathis below Solos. The stream

(cf. Pausan. 1. s. c. ; Plin. H. N. ii. ciii. and the waterfall are both called Mavro-

p. Ill ; vElian, H. A. x. 4, &c.). The Nero, or Black-water, and are, beyond
following description of the Styx, from question, the same stream and water-

the pen of Mr. Clark {Peloponnesus, p. fall which, in Pausanias's time, had the

302), is striking:— "In half an hour name of Styx."—A sketch is given in

more we came in sight of the head of AVordsworth's Pictorial Greece, p. 386.

the glen—a grand specimen of moun- - It is quite conceivable that the

tain scenery. Mount Khelmos here Nonacrians may have conducted a rill

breaks away in a vast wall of precipitous of water from the main stream of the

rock many hundred feet high, but Styx into then- own city, where oaths

choked with a heap of debris reaching could be more conveniently taken than

half-way up, and sprinkled here and among the precipices of the Mavro-Nero.

there with meagre pines. Over the ^ Supra, v. 42.

jagged line which marks the top of the * The great goddesses, Ceres and

Drecipice we see the loigher slopes co- Proserpine (vide supra, v. 82, note ).
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he made his invasion by Eleusis ; wliile the Argives ascribe it to

his having taken from their refuge and cut to pieces certain

Argives who had fled from battle into a precinct sacred to

Ai'gus/ where Cleomenes slew them, burning likewise at the

same time, through irreverence, the grove itself.

70. For once, when Cleomenes had sent to Delphi to consult

the oracle, it was prophesied to him that he should take Argos

;

upon which he went out at the head of the Spartans, and led

them to the river Erasiuus.*^ This stream is reported to flow

from the Stymphalian ^ lake, the vaters of which empty them-

selves into a pitch-dark chasm, and then (as they say) reappear

in Argos, where the xVrgives call them the Erasinus. Cleome-

nes, having arrived upon the banks of this river, proceeded to

offer sacrifice to it, but, in spite of all that he could do, the

victims were not favourable to his crossing. So he said that he

admired the god for refusing to betray his countrymen, but still

the Argives should not escaj)e him for all that. He then withdrew

his troops, and led them down to Thyrea,^ where he sacrificed a

Cleomenes appears to have cut dovm
their grove on his third expedition into

Attica (v. 74; and Pausan. iii. iv. § 2).

* Argus, the hcros cpompnus of the
Argive people, was, according to tra-

dition, the grandson of Phoroneus, son
of Inachus, one of the first, if not the
very first king of the Peloponnese.
Mr. Clinton has with gi-eat care col-

lected the traditions concerning this

royal family (Fast. Hellen. vol. i. ch. i.

pp. 5-21).

^ The Erasinus was a stream the
waters of vhich issued forth in great
abundance from the foot of the moun-
tain called Chaon, which bounded the
plain of Argos on the south-west (see

the subjoined chart j. It is now known
as the Kcft/ari. Colonel Leake says of
it: '' It issues in several large streams
from the foot of the rocks of Mount
Chaon. These at first form a small
deep pool, from which several artificial

channels are drawn to turn the mills
called the ' Mills of Argos ;' the chan-
nels reuniting compose a river which
flows directly across the plain to the
Bea" (^ Leake's Morea, vol. ii. p. 340).
It was believed in ancient, and it is still

thought in modern times, to be iden-
tical with the river of Stymphalus
(compare Strab. viii. pp. b.'>S, 5(J4

;

Pauuan. ii. . § 7; Senec. QuKst.
Nat. iii.; Diod. Sic. xv. 49; with Cell's
Itin. of the Morea, p. 108 ; and Leake's

Morea, iii. p. 113). The distance be-
tween the place where that river dis-

appears and the source of the Kefdari
is much greater than that of any of the
other subtei-raneous rivers of the Pelo-
ponnese. It is 25 miles more than the
20(J stades of Diodorus (1. s. c). Still

Colonel Leake is inclined to believe the
fact of the identity. It had, he thinks,
been ascertained in ancient times by
experiment. The reappearance, at the
sources of tlie Erasinus, of light sub-
stances thrown into the chasm where
the Stymphalus disappeared, would be
sufficient proof. This he supposes had
been done, and was the ground of the
general ojjinion (Morea, ii. p. 343, iii.

pp. 113, 114).

^ The lake Stymphalia, or Stym-
phalis, was in Northern Arcadia, south
of the high range of Cyllene', and close

to the town of Stymphalus (Pausan.
VIII. xxii. ; Strab. viii. pp. 5()3, 564).

The latter is represented by the modern
village of Kionia. The lake itself is

called the lake of Zaraha. Its super-
fluous waters do in fact disappear in a
chasm on the south shore of the lake
(Cell's Itin. p. 154; Leake "s Morea,
ii. p. 343). Such chasms, Strab.

;

katavothra, modern Greek; are very com-
mon in the limestone mountains of the
Peloponnese.

** For the site of Thyrea, vide supra,

i. 82.
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bull to the sea, and conveyed his men on shipboard^ to Nau-
Dlia^" in the Tirynthian territory.'

9 See below, ch. 92, note «.

1" Nauplia, which, is called in our

maps by its Turkish name Anapli,
^
is

still known by its ancient appellation

among the Greeks (Gell's Itin. p. 181).

It stands at the extremity of the penin-

sula which forms the south-eastern

angle of the bay of Argos. There are

still at Nauplia some traces of Cyclopian

walls, of a masonry very like those of

Tiryns (Leake's Morea, ii. p. 357).

Nauplia was the principal sea-port town

of Argolis in the time of Scylax (Peripl.

p. 43), but had fallen into ruins when
Pausauias wrote fii. xxxviii. § 2).

1 Tiryns was situated at a short dis-

tance from Argos, on the road which

led from that city to Epidauria (Pau-

san. II. XXV. § 6, ). It was removed a

little from the sea (Scylax, Peripl. p.

43), being not quite a mile and a half

from Nauplia (Strab. viii. p. 541 j. The
Argives transferred the inhabitants to

Argos, and let the city fall into ruins,

soon after the close of the Persian wai•

(Pausan. v. xxiii. § 2 ; ii. xxv. § 7).

Still, remains of the walls, which were

Cyclopian, had been seen by Pausauias

(1. proximo cit., and compare Strab.

viii. 540).

There is no difficulty in fixing the

site of Tiryns. The ruins at Palwo-

Annpli correspond in all respects to the

notices of Tiryns in ancient authors.
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77. The Ai'gives, when they heard of this, marched down to the

sea, to defend their country ; and arriving in the neighbourhood

of Tiryns, at the place Avhich bears the name of Sepeia,^ they

pitched their camp oj)posite to the Lacedsemonians, leaving no

great space between the hosts. And now their fear was not so

mu(,'h lest they sliould be worsted in open fight as lest some

trick should be practised on them ; for such was tbe danger

which the oracle given to them in common vith the Milesians ^

seemed to intimate. The oracle ran as follows :

—

"Time shall be when the female shall conquer the male, and shall chase him
Fax• away,—gaining so great praise and honotir in Argos;

Then full many an Argive woman her cheeks shall mangle ;

—

Hence, in the times to come 'twill be said by the men who are unborn,

'Tamed by the spear expired the coilfed terrible serpent.' " ^

At the coincidence of all these things ^ the Argives were greatly

cast down ; and so they resolved that they would follow the

signals of the enemy's herald. Having made this resolve, they

proceeded to act as follows : whenever the herald of the Lace-

dsemonians gave any order to the soldiers of his own army, the

Argives did the like on their side.

78. Now when Cleomenes heard that the Argives were acting

thus, lie commanded his troops that, so soon as the herald gave

the word for the soldiers to go to dinner, they should instantly

seize their arms and charge the host of the enemy. Which the

Lacedaemonians did accordingly, and fell upon the Argives just

as, following the signal, they liad begun their repast ; whereby

They occupy the summit of an isolated pare Plutarch, de Virt. Mul. ii. p. 245,
hill which rises out of the Argive plain D.E. ; and Polysen. viii. 33). But this
to a height varying between 20 and story is incompatible -with the state-

50 feet. This Avas plainly the aero- ments of Herodotus ; and, as Mr. Grote
polis, the Lycimna of Strabo (viii. p. observes (Hist, of Greece, vol. iv. pp.
54

1 ). Some of the Cyclopian masonry 432, 433), probably grew up out of the
still exists. It seems to have given oi-acle itself.

Tii-yns, at a very early time, its epithet Tlie conjecture that the female is

of (Horn. II. ii. 5.')9. Com- Here, the protectress of Argos, and the
pare Gell, p. 18J ; Leake's Morea, ii. p. male Sparta (Miiller, Dorians, j. p. 197,
350 ; Clark's Peloponnesus, pp. 86, 87). E. T. ; Grote, 1. s. c. note ^ ; Biihr, not.

2 This place is mentioned by no other ad loc), may be received as probable.
Avnter. It must have lain between * The favourable prophecy to Cleo-
ArgOH and Tiryns. meues (supra, ch. 70, ad init.), the

^ Vide supra, ch. 19. varui^g to themselves, the invasion in
It is hopeless to attempt a rational an unexpected quarter, and perhajis

explanation of this oracle, the obscurity some notion of connecting Sepeia, where
of which gives it a special claim to be they were stationed, with the "coiled
regarded as a genuine Pythian response, terrible serpent " of the oracle. Thei'e
PauHania» applies it to a repulse which wim a serpent called commonly^
CleomeneH and his army received, on (Nicand. Th. 32(j), and --. seems to

"f'^**»!''"^
Argos after the victory, at have been used in the same sense in

the hand» of Telesilhi the poetess and some pai-ts of the Peloponnese (Pausau.
the Argive women (u. xx. § 7, 8 ; com- viii. xvi. § 2.)
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it came to pass that vast numbers of the Argives were slain,

Avhile the rest, who were more than they which died in the fight,

were driven to take refuge in the grove of Ai'gus hard by, where
they were surrounded, and watch kept upon them.

79. When things were at tliis pass Cleomenes acted as follows :

Having learnt the names of the Argives who were shut up in the

sacred precinct from certain deserters who had come over to

him, he sent a herald to summon them one by one, on pretence

of having received their ransoms. Now the ransom of prisoners

among the Peloponnesians is fixed at two minae the man.^ So

Cleomenes had these persons called forth severally, to the num-
ber of fifty, or thereabouts, and massacred them. All this while

they who remained in the enclosure knew nothing of what was

happening ; for the grove was so thick that the people inside

were unable to see what was taking place without. But at last

one of their number climbed up into a tree and spied the

treachery ; after which none of those who were summoned would

go forth.

80. Then Cleomenes ordered all the helots to bring brush-

wood, and heap it around the grove ; w liich was done accordingly

;

and Cleomenes set the grove on fire. . As the flames spread he

asked a deserter " Who was the god of the grove ?" whereto the

other made answer, "Argus." So he, when he heard that,

uttered a loud groan, and said

—

*' Greatly hast thou deceived me, Apollo, god of prophecy, in

saying that I should take Argos. I fear me thy oracle has now

got its accomplishment."

81. Cleomenes now sent home the greater part of liis army,

while with a thousand of his best troops he proceeded to the

temple of Juno,^ to offer sacrifice. \Vhen however he would

have slain the victim on the altar himself, the priest forbade him,

as it was not lawful (he said) for a foreigner to sacrifice in that

temple. At this Cleomenes ordered his helots to di-ag the priest

6 Vide supra, V. 77, note 2. (Pausan. 1. s. c). The position is

This temple of Jimo, one of the marked in the chart, supra, p. 379.

most famous in antiquity, was situated Col. Leake in 1806 failed to discover

between Mycenaj and Argos, at the dis• any traces of the Hericum (Morea, u.

tance of less than two miles from the pp. 387-393). Its ruins, however, have

former place (Pausan. ii. xvii. ; Strab. since his time been identified, and have

viii. p. 535). It was burnt down in the been visited by many travellers. A
ninth year of the Peloponnesian war, good plan and description will be found

through the carelessness of Chrysis the in the "Peloponnesus" of Professor

priestess (Thucyd. iv. 133), but rebuilt Curtius (vol. ii. pp. 397-400, and Plate

shortly after, on a somewhat lower xvi.). Compare Mr. Clark's account

site, by Eupolemus, a native architect (Peloponnesus, pp. 81-86).
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from the altar and scourge bim, while he performed the sacrifice

liimself, after Avhich he went back to Sparta.

82. Thereupon his enemies brought him up before the Ephors,

and made it a charge against him that he had allowed himself to

be bribed, and on that account had• not taken Argos when he

might have captured it easily. To this he answered—whether

truly or falsely I cannot say with certainty—but at any rate his

answer to the charge was, that " so soon as he discovered the

sacred precinct which he had taken to belong to Argus, he

directly imagined that the oracle had received its accomplish-

ment ; he therefore thought it not good to attempt the town, at

the least until he had inquired by sacrifice, and ascertained if the

god meant to grant him the place, or was determined to oppose

his taking it. So he offered in the temple of Juno, and when
the omens vrere propitious, immediately there flashed forth a

flame of fire from the breast of the image ; whereby he knew
of a surety that he was not to take Argos. For if the flash had

come from the head, he would have gained the town, citadel and

all ;
^ but as it shone from the breast, he had done as much as

the god intended." And his words seemed to the Spartans so

true and reasonable, that he came clear off from his adversaries.

83. Argos however was left so bare of men,^ that the slaves ^

managed the state, filled the offices, and administered every-

thing until the sons of those Avho were slain by Cleomenes

grew up. Then these latter cast out the slaves, and got the

city back under their own rule ; while the slaves who had been

driven out fought a battle and won Tiryns. After this for a

time there was peace between the two ; but a certain man, a

soothsayer, named Oleander, who was by race a Phigalean ^

* Mr. Grotc has not seen the exact In later times the number was said to

force of this CHi.st. of Greece, voL iv. p. have been 7777 iPlut. 1. s. c).

435, note. He says indeed correctly ^ Plutarch's assertion (De Virt. MuL
that the words ' &]5 "have come ii. p. 245, E.) tliat the Argive women
back to their primitive meaning " in did not marry their slaves, but the

the passage; but that primitive mean- most respectable of the Periceci, is pro-

ing is not merely "completely," "de bable enough; and receives some sup-

fond en comble ;" but " ab arce," from port from Aristotle (Polit. v• 2, p. 155,

the citadel, which is the topmost part ed. Tauchn. iv "Apyei, ev ry]
of the city, and the "caput regni." € K\(ouevovs -
(See Schweighajuser's Lex. Herod, ad vos, ---' u

voc. &Kpri ; and compiare the Roman- rivas)•

"Capitol." If the light had shone ^ Phigalea (or Phialia, as it was some-
from the head or iop of the image, it times spelt, Pausan. vm. iii. § 1, &c.)

would have indicated that he was to was an Arcadian town, in the valley of
take the city from its topmost part, the the Neda, near its junction with a .small

citatlel, to its lowest buildings. stream called the Lymax rPausan. viii.

' According to their own estimate xli. § 2-4 : Strab. viii. p. 506). Its site

(infra, vii, 148) they had lost 6000 men. is marked by the little village of Faul-
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from Arcadia,^ joined himself to the slaves, and stirred them up
to make a fresh attack upon their lords. Then were they at

war with one another by the space of many years ; but at length
the Argives with much trouble gained the upper hand.

84. The Argives say that Cleomenes lost his senses, and died so

miserably, on account of these doings. But his own countrymen
declare that his madness proceeded not from any supernatural

cause whatever, but only from the habit of drinking wine un-
mixed with water, which he learnt of the Scyths. These
nomads, from the time that Darius made his inroad into their

country, had always had a wish for revenge. They therefore

sent ambassadors to Sparta to conclude a league, proposing to

endeavour themselves to enter Media by the Phasis,* while the

Spartans should march inland from Ephesus, and then the two
armies should join together in one. When the Scyths came to

Sparta on tliis errand Cleomenes was with them continually
;

and growing somewhat too familiar, learnt of them to drink his

wine without water,^ a practice which is thought by the Spartans

to have caused his madness. From this distance of time the

Spartans, according to their own account, have been accustomed,

when they want to drink purer wine than common, to give the

order to fill " Scythian fashion." The Spartans then speak thus

concerning Cleomenes ; but for my own part I think his death

was a judgment on him for wronging Demaratus.

85. No sooner did the news of Cleomenes' death reach Egina

than straightway the Eginetans sent ambassadors to Sparta to

complain of the conduct of Leotychides in respect of their

hostages, who were still kept at Athens. So they of Laceda)-

mon assembled a court of justice ^ and gave sentence upon Leo-

itza, where on a steep hill overlooking the proposal must have been to invade

the river Buzi the circuit of the ancient Media through the central pass, the

walls may be distinctly traced. (See Pylce Caucasea; of the ancients.

Gell's Itin. p. 79; Leake, vol. i. pp. ^ Concerning this practice of the

489, 490.) Compare Mr. Clark's de- Scythians, cf. Platon. de Leg. i. p. 20,

scription (Peloponnesus, pp. 2.5-1-257). ed. Tauchu. 2 -
3 Ai'cadia, which was purely Achaean, -^, ... The northern na-

would desire to see the Achaean popu- tions require a stronger stimulant than

lation of Argolis raised in the social the southern.

scale, and would therefore naturally ^ MuUer (Dorians, ii. p. 123, E. T.)

encourage the " slaves " in their resis- considers this high court of justice to

tance. It is perhaps surprising that no have been composed of " the councillors

more substantial aid was given. But (yipovres >, the ephors, the other king,

Arcadia is always timorous. and probably seventl other magistrates."

'

4 By the route which Herodotus be- Pausanias, ho<vever, his chief authority,

lieved to have been traversed by the seems to limit it to the first three ele-

Cimmerians (supra, i. 104). Its im- ments (iii. v. § 3,7 AaKeSai-

practicability has been already spoken -^4 ' re-
of (vol. i. p. 197, note ^). If any such ^ yipovres ovres

offer as that here recorded was made, \), ( ', 5?
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tychides, tliat whereas lie had grossly affronted the j)eople of

Egiua, he should be given up to the ambassadors, to be led

away in place of the men whom the Athenians had in their

keeping. Then the ambassadors were about to lead him away

;

but Theasides, the son of Leoprepes, who was a man greatly

esteemed in Sparta, interfered, and said to them

—

" What are ye minded to do, ye men of Egina ? To lead away
captive the king of the Spartans, whom his countrymen have

given into your hands ? Though now in their anger they have

passed this sentence, yet belike the time will come when they

will punish you, if you act thus, by bringing utter destruction

upon your country."

The Eginetans, when they heard this, changed their plan, and,

instead of leading Leotychides av^^ay captive, agreed with him
that he should come with them to Athens, and give them back
their men.

86. When however he reached that city, and demanded the

restoration of his pledge, the Athenians, being unwilling to

comply, proceeded to make excuses, saying, " that two kings

had come and left the men with them, and they did not think it

right to give them back to the one without the other." So
Avhen the Athenians refused plainly to restore the men, Leoty-
chides said to them

—

" Men of Athens, act which way you choose—give me up the

hostages, and be righteous, or keep them, and be the contrary.

I wish, however, to tell you what happened once in Sparta about
a pledge. The story goes among us that three generations back
there lived in LacedaBmon one Glaucus, the son of Epicydes, a
man who in every other respect was on a par with the first in the
kingdom, and whose character for justice was such as to place
him above all the other Spartans. Now to this man at the
appointed season the following events happened. A certain

i»Iilesian caine to Sparta and having desired to speak with him,
said,
—

'
I am of Miletus, and I have come hither, Glaucus, in the

hope of profiting by thy honesty. For when I heard much talk

thereof in Ionia and through all the rest of Greece, and when I

observed tliut whereas Ionia is always insecure, the Peloponnese
stands firm ami unshaken, and noted likewise how wealth is con-
tinually changing hands in our country,^ I took counsel with ray-

rris /3a^iAei/s witli the Lydian and Persian conquests,
fTfpas). The ephors wore at once ac- which were' in the i/iiVd generation from
cusers and judges in it. Leotychides.

"> Connect this insecurity of property
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self and resolved to turn one-half of ray substance into money,

and place it in thy hands, since I am well assured that it will be

safe in thy keeping. Here then is the silver—take it—and take

likewise these tallies, and be careful of them ; remember thou

art to give back the money to the person who shall bring you

their fellows.' Such were the Avords of the Milesian stranger;

and Glaucus took the deposit on the terms expressed to him.

Many years had gone by when the sons of the man by whom the

money was left came to Sparta, and had an interview with

Griaucus, whereat they produced the tallies, and asked to have

the money returned to them. But Glaucus sought to refuse, and
answered them :

' I have no recollection of the matter ; nor can I

bring to mind any of those particulars whereof ye speak. When
I remember, I will certainly do what is just. If I had the money,

you have a right to receive it back ; but if it was never given to

me, I shall put the Greek law in force against you. For the

present I give you no answer ; but four months hence I will settle

the business.' So the jMilesians went away sorrowful, considering

that their money was utterly lost to them. As for Glaucus,* he

made a journey to Delphi, and there consulted the oracle. To

his question if he should swear,- and so make prize of the money,

the Pythoness returned for answer these lines following :

—

' Best for the pi-esent it were, Glaucus, to do as thou wishest.

Swearing an oath to prevail, and so to make jJrize of the money.

Swear then— death is the lot e'en of those who never swear falsely.

Yet hath the Oath-God a son vho is nameless, footless, and handless;

Mighty in strength he approaches to vengeance, and whelms in destruction

All who belong to the race, or the house of the man who is pei-jured.

But oath-keeping men leave behind them a flourishing offspring.' ^

Glaucus when he heard these words earnestly besought the god

to pardon his question ; but the Pythoness replied that it was as

bad to have tempted the god as it would have been to have done

the deed. Glaucus, however, sent for the IMilosian strangers,

and gave them back their money. And now I will tell you,

Athenians, what my purpose has been in recounting to you this

history. Glaucus at the present time has not a single descendant

;

nor is there any family known as his—root and branch has he

* The Greek law allowed an accused concluded with a well-known Greek

person, with the consent of the accuser, proverb, older, perhaps, than Hesiod

to clear himself of a crime imputed to himself The story of Glaucus is alluded

him, by taking an oath that the charge to by Plutarch (ii. p. 550, D.), Pau-

\fas false. (See Arist. Rhet. i. 15, p. sanias (ii. xviii. § 12), Juvenal (xui.

, ed. Tauchn.) 199---'08), Clemens (Strom, vi. p. 749),

^ The oracle, in this last line, quoted Dio Chrysostom (Or. Ixiv. p. G4u), and

Hesiod (Op. et Dies, •25), or, rather, others.

VOL. III. 2 c
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been removed from Sparta. It is a good tiling, therefore, Avhen

a pledge lias been left with one, not even in thought to doubt

about restoring it."

Thus spake Leotychides ; but, as he found that the Athe-

nians would not hearken to him, he left them and went his

way.

87. The Eginetans had never been punished for the wrongs

which, to pleasure the Thebans, the}^ had committed upon

Athens.^ Now, however, conceiving that they Avere themselves

wronged, and had a fair ground of complaint against the Athe-

nians, they instantly prepared to revenge themselves. As it

chanced that the Athenian Theoris,- which Avas a vessel of five

banks of oars,'^ lay at Sunium,•* the Eginetans contrived an am-

bush, and made themselves masters of the holy vessel, on board

of which were a number of Athenians of the highest rank, whom
they took and threw into prison.

88. At this outrage the Athenians no longer delayed, but set to

Avork to scheme tlieir worst against the Eginetans ; and, as there

Avas in Egina at that time a man of mark, Nicodromus by name,

the son of Cnoethus, was on ill terms with his countrymen

because on a former occasion they had driven him into banish-

ment, they listened to overtures from this man, who had heard

how determined they were to do the Eginetans a mischief, and

Vide supra, v. 81, 89.
^ The Atheuian theoris was the ship

Avhich conveyed the sacred messengers() to Deles and elsewhere (cf.

Plut. Dised. 58, B. C). The Salaininia

(Thucyd. iii. 33 ; vi. 53, 61) is said to

have been specially set apart for this

service (Suidas, sub voc.'
vavs).

' If the reading- (which is

acquiesced in by Gaisford, Schweig-
haeuser, and Biihr) is allowed to be
correct, we have here a proof that quin-
queremes, or vessels of five banks of
oars, Avere invented a century before
the time usually assigned for them,
whicli 18 the reign of the elder Diony-
siua (B.C. 40U-3G8). See Diodor. Sic.

xiv. 41,42 ; Bockh's Urkunden iiber die

Seewesen des Att. Staiites, p. 7G ; Smith's
Diet, of Antiq. p. 785. It is certainly
remarkable, if quinqueremes were in
use at Athens so early as B.C. 401, that
no further mention of their employ-
ment by the Athenians occurs till the
year b.c. .25. Perhaps the reading
ireuTfT-npls, wliich is found in two I^ISS.,

should be adopted, which would give a

very different sense. The passage, with
this change, Avould have to be trans-

lated thus:—"It chanced that the
Athenians vere celebrating at Sunium
a festival that recurred every fifth year:

so the Eginetans, hearing it, set an am-
bush for them, and captured their holy
vessel," Sec. A TrevreTTipls would be a
festival recurring at intervals of four

years, like the 01ym2)ic and Pythian
games. There is not, however (I be-

lieve), any other trace of this quad-
I'ieunial festival at Sunium.

* The situation of Sunium, on the

extreme southern promontory of Attica,

has been already noted (suf)ra, iv. 'J9,

note ''). Besides the remains of the
Doric temple from Avhich the cape de-

rives its modern name of Cape,
there are considerable traces of the

ancient walls, the vhole circuit of

which may be distinctly made out
''Leake's Demi of Attica, p. G3j. The
temple was sacred to Minerva Sunias

(Pausan. i. i. § 1 ; Eurip. Cycl. 202),

Sunium was a place of great importance
in the time of the Peloponnesiau war
(Thucyd. viii. 4).
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agreed witli him that on a certain day he should bo ready to

betray the island into their hands, and they Avould come with a
body of troops to his assistance. And Nicodromus, some time

after, holding to the agreement, made himself master of \Yhat is

called the old town.^

89. The Athenians, however, did not come to the day ; for

their own fleet was not of force sufficient to engage the Egine-

tans, and while they were begging the Corinthians to lend them
some ships, the failure of the enterprise took place. In those

days the Corinthians "Were on the best of terms with the Athe-

nians f and accordingly they now yielded to their request, and
fm-nished them with twenty ships

;
''' but, as their laAv did not

allow the ships to be given for nothing, they sold them to the

Athenians for five drachms a-piece.^ As soon then as the Athe-

nians had obtained this aid, and, by manning also their own
ships, had equipped a fleet of seventy sail,^ they crossed over to

Egina, but arrived a day later than the time agreed upon.

90. Meanwhile Nicodromus, when he found the Athenians

did not come to the time appointed, took ship and made his

escape from the island. The Eginetans who accompanied him

Avere settled by the Athenians at Sunium, whence they were

wont to issue forth and plunder the Eginetans of the island.

But this took place at a later date.

91. When the wealthier Eginetans had thus obtained the

victory over the common people who had revolted with Nico-

dromus,^ they laid hands on a certain number of them, and led

them out to death. But here they were guilty of a sacrilege,

^ Not (as Biihr says, not. ad. loc.) ^ This is confirmed by Thucydides

Q5a, though that is veiy likely to have (1. s. c).

been the ancient capital, since all the ^ In this way the letter of the law

early Greek capitals were built at some was satisfied, at an expense to the

little distance from the shore (vide Athenians of 100 drachms (about il. of

supra, V. 83); but rather a portion of our money).

the actual Egina, the part of the town ^ Thus it appeal's that Athens at this

which was the earliest settled and the time maintained a fleet of 50 ships.

most strongly fortified. Otherwise This number is supposed to be cou-

Nicodromus could scarcely have made nected with that of the Naucraries,

his escape by sea (infra, ch. 90). anciently 48, and increased to 50 by
Supra, V. 75; 92, 93. Perhaps Co- Clisthenes (supra, v. 71, note ").

rinth was anxious to uphold Athens, as ^ In Egina, as in mosi, Dorian states,

a counterpoise to Sparta. She may the constitution was oligarchical. The
have feared Sparta becoming too power- Athenians, it appeai-s, took advantage

ful, and crushing the independence of of this circumstance, and sought to

her subject allies. Her own private bring about a revolution, vhich would
wrongs induced her afterwards to aban- have thrown the island, practically,

don this policy (see note ^ on v. 93); into their hands. This is the first in-

but it was maintained even as late as stance of rccolv.tiimanj war in which

B.C. 440 (Thucyd. i. 41). Athens is known to have engaged.

2 C 2
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which, notwithstandiug all then- efforts, they were never able to

atone', being driven from the island ^ before they had appeased

the goddess whom they now provoked. Seven hundred of the

common people had fallen alive into their hands ; and they were

all being led out to death, when one of them escaped from his

chains, and flying to the gateway of the temple of Ceres the

Lawgiver,^ laid hold of the door-liandles, and clung to them.

The others souglit to drag him from his refuge; but, finding

themselves unable to tear him away, they cut off his hands, and

so took him, leaving the hands still tightly grasping the handles,

92. Such were tlie doings of the Eginetans among themselves.

AVhen the Athenians arrived, they Aveut out to meet them with

seventy ships ;* and a battle took place, wherein the Eginetans

suffered a defeat. Hereupon they had recourse again to their

old alKes,^ the Argives ; but these latter refused now to lend them

any aid, being angry because some Eginetan ships, which Cleo-

menes had taken by force, accompanied him in his invasion of

Argolis, and joined in the disembarkation.*^ The same thing had

happened at the same time with certain vessels of the Sicyonians
;

and the Argives had laid a fine of a thousand talents upon the

misdoers, five Inmdred upon each : whereupon they of Sicyon

acknowledged themselves to have sinned, and agreed with the

Argives to pay them a hundred talents,'' and so be quit of the

debt ; but tlie Eginetans Avould make no acknowledgment at all,

and showed themselves proud and stiff-necked. For this reason,

Avhen they now prayed the Argives for aid, the state refused to

send them a single soldier. Notwithstanding, volunteers joined

them from Argos to the number of a thousand, under a captain,

Eurybates, a man skilled in the pentathlic contests.^ Of these

2 Herodotus refers to the expulsion though no translator, so far as I know,
of the Eginetans by the Athenians in has adopted it. All suppose the 70

the first year of the Peloponnesian Avar, shij)s to be those of the Athenian assail-

B.C. 4ol (Thucyd. ii. -). ants (supra, ch. 89, eudj.

3 Ceres T/tes/aoplionis, in whosehonouv * Supra, v. 8G.

the feast of the Thesmophoria was cele- * Cleornenes, it appears, when he fell

brated in almost' all parts of Greece back upon Thyrea (supra, ch. 7G), col-

(supra, ch. 16, note ''). Ceres was lected a fleet from the subject-allies of
' termed " the Lawgiver," because agri- Sparta—among the rest from Egina and

I

culture first forms men into communi- Sicyon—with which he made his descent

ties, and so gives rise to laws. Hence upon Nauplia.

Virgil calls tliis goddess Lejifera (iEn. ' A sum exceeding 24,000Z. of our
iv. )8. Compare Ovid, Met. v. 341; money.
Calvus ad Serv. .^n. iv. 58 ; Claudian, ^ The, or contest of five

de llapt. I'roserp. i. 30). games, consisted of the five sports of

.
* The collocation of the words seems leaping, running, throwing the quoit or

to me to require this rendering, which discus, hurling the spear, and wrestling.

IB quite in accordance with probability, Hence the celebrated line, ascribed to
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men the greater part never returned^ but were slain by the

Athenians in Egina. Eurybates, their captain, fought a number
of single combats, and, after killing three men in this way,

was himself slain by the fourth, who was a Decelean,^ named
Sophanes.^

93. Afterwards the Eginetans fell upon the Athenian fleet

when it was in some disorder and beat it, capturing four ships

with their crews.^

94. Thus did war rage between the Eginetans and Athenians.

Meantime the Persian pursued his own design, from day to day
exhorted by his servant to " remember the Athenians," ^ and
likewise urged continually by the Pisistratidie, who were ever

accusing their countrymen. Moreover it pleased him well to

have a pretext for carrying war into Greece, that so he might
reduce all those who had refused to give him earth and water.

As for Mardonius, since his expedition had succeeded so ill,

Darius took the command of the troops from him, and appointed

other generals in his stead, who vere to lead the host against

Eretria and Athens ; to wit, Datis, vho was by descent a Mede,^

and Artaphernes, the son of Artaphernes,^ his own nephew.

These men received orders to carry Athens and Eretria away
captive, and to bring the jDrisoners into his presence.

Simonides, which enumerates as its ele-

ments

—

,(,,, \-.
It was introduced into the Olympic
games at the 18th Olympiad, B.C. 70S

(Pausan. v. viii. § 3 ; Euseb. Chron.

Can. I. xxxih. p. 144), and thence

pat-sed to the other Panhellenic fes-

tivals. Eurybates won a pentathlic con-

test at the Nemean games (Pausan. i.

xxix. § 4).

^ Decelea was situated on the moun-
tain-range north of Athens (Parnes),

within sight of the city, from which it

was distant 120 stades, or about 14

miles (Thucyd. vii. 19). The road from
Athens to Oropus and Tanagra passed

through it (infra, ix. 15). From these

circumstances there can be little doubt
that it was situated at or near the mo-
dern Tittoij. (See Leake's Demi of

Attica, p. 18.)
1 Sophanes, twenty-six years later

(B.C. 4li5), was one of the leaders of the

first expedition sent out by Athens to

colonise Amphipolis (Thucj'd. i. 100).

He was slain at the battle of Drabescus
(Pausan. i. xxix. § 4).

- The of the Eginetans
was dated by some from tliis battle.

Hence we read in Eusebius (Chron.
Can. II. p. 337)—" Decimo septimo loco
maris imperium tenuerunt iEginetae
usque ad Xerxis transmissioneni annis
decern." (Compare Syncellus, p. 247, C.)

^ Supra, V. 105.
'' The occasional employment of Medes

in situations of command has been
already noticed (Appendix to Book iii.

Essay iii., p. 470, note 2). This is the
most remarkable instance. Other in-

stances are Mazares (i. 15(5), Harpagus
(i. 102), Armamithres and Tithicus, sons
of Datis (vii. 88), Tachamaspates (Beh.
Inscrip. II. xiv. 6), Intaphres (ib. iii.

xiv. 3). No other conquered nation is

considered Avorthy of such trust. The
last two cases seem to have been un-
known to Mr. Grote when he wrote,
" We may remark that Datis is the first

person of Median lineage who is men-
tioned as appointed to high command
after the accession of Darius " (Hist, of
Greece, iv. p. 442 :.

'" Artaphernes the elder was a son of
Hystaspes and half-brother of Darius
(supra, v. 25). His sou had probably
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05. So the new commanders took their dej^artm-e fiOm the

court and went down to Cilicia, to the Aleian plain/ having Avith

them a numerous and well-appointed land army. Encamping

here, they Avere joined by the sea force which had been required

of the several states, and at the same time by the horse-transports

which Darius had, the year before, commanded his tributaries

to make ready.'' Aboard these the horses were embarked ; and

the troops were received by the ships of war ; after which the

whole fleet, amounting in all to six hundred trh-emes,^ made sail

for Ionia. Thence, instead of proceeding with a straight course

along the shore to the Helles23ont and to Thrace,^ they loosed

from Samos and voyaged across tlie Icarian sea ^ through the

midst of the islands ; mainly, as I believe, because they feared

the danger of doubling Mount Athos, Avhere the year before

they had suffered so grievously on their passage ; but a con-

straining cause also was their former failure to take Naxos.^

96. When the Persians, therefore, approacliing from the Icarian

sea, cast anchor at Naxos, which, recollecting what there befell

them formerly, they had determined to attack before any other

state, the Naxians, instead of encountering them, took to flight,

and hurried off to the hills.^ The Persians however succeeded

now succeeded him as satx-ap of Sardis
(infra, vii. 74).

The situation of this plain is most
clearly marked by An-ian, who says
that Alexander sent his cavalry under
Philotas from Tarsus across the Aleian
plain to the river Pyramus (Exp. Alex,
ii. 5. Compare Strab. xiv. p. 963, and
Kteph. Byz. ad voc. Tapaos). It is the
tract between the Sarus {SijMn) and
the ancient course of the Pyramus (///-

Mn), which lay westward of Cape Kara-
dash. The name had been already given

I

to it in Homer's time (II. vi. 201).
Captain Beaufort describes it as "a
plain of great magnitude, extending in

shore a.s far as the eye could discern,

consisting entirely of dreary sandhills,

interspersed with shallow lakes " (Ka-
ramauia, p. 282). He notices, however,
that Abulfeda (Tab. Syr. p. 135) speaks
of it as " distinguished for its beauty
and fertility." This, he says, may still

be true of its more inland portion.
Perh;\p3, before it was deserted by the
river, the whole of it may have been rich
and fertile.

5" Sujjm, ch. 48.
" Plato (Menex. 240 B., p. 190 ed.

Tauchn.) makes the number of triremes
only 300. Cornelius Nepos (Milt. c. 4)

says 500. Cicero (Verr. ii. i. 18) and
Valerius Maximus (i. i.) declare that

the whole fleet contained a thousand
vessels. Transports are included in this

estimate.
" Coasting voyages were so much the

established practice in ancient times
that to Herodotus making the cUtonr

along shore from Samos to Attica ap-

pears tlie natural and the straiijht course.
^ Tlie Icarian sea received its name ]

from the island of Icaria (now Nikaria),

Avhich lay between Samos and Myconus
(Strab. xiv. p. 915). It extended from
Chios to Cos, where the Carjjathian sea

began (ib. ii. p. 164 ; Agathemer, i. iii.

p.
J
82).

- Supra, V. 34.
^ The intei'ior of the island of Naxos

{Axict) is very mountainous. Mount
Zia, \vhich seems to have retained an
ancieut name of the island, Dia (Plin.

H. N. IV. xii. p. 217), is the highest

summit. Mount Corono and Mount
Fanari also attain a considerable alti-

tude. (See Tournefort's Travels, Lett.

V. p. 172.) lioss says Corono is above
200u feet (Inselreise, vol. i. p. 38), and
agrees in regarding Zvi as " the highest

mountain in Naxos " (ib. p. 43).
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ill ]aying liancls on some, and them they carried away captive,

while at the same time they burnt all the temples together with

the town.* This done, they left Naxos, and sailed away to the

other islands.

97. While the Persians Avere thus employed, the Delians like-

wise quitted Delos, and took refuge in Tenos.^ And now the

expedition drew near, when Datis sailed forward in advance of

the other ships ; commanding them, instead of anchoring at

Delos, to rendezvous at Rhenea,*' over against Delos, while he
himself proceeded to discover whither the Delians had fled ; after

which he sent a herald to them Avith this message :

—

" Why are ye fled, holy men ? Why have ye judged me so

harshly and so wrongfully ? I have surely sense enough, even

had not the king so ordered, to spare the country which gave

birtli to the two gods,^—to spare, I say, both the country and its

inhabitants. Come back therefore to your dwellings ; and once

more inhabit your island."

Such was the message which Datis sent by his herald to the

Delians. He likewise placed upon the altar three hundred

talents' weight of frankincense, and offered it.

98. After this he sailed with his Avhole host against Eretria,

takine: Avith him both lonians and j^Eolians. When he was de-

parted, Delos (as the Delians told me) was shaken by an earth-

quake, the first and last shock that has been felt to this day.-

' * The Naxians pretended that they the island of Rhenea, are the ruins of

had repulsed Datis (Plut. de Malign, what seems to have been the necropolis

Herod, ii. p. 869). Naxos, the capital, of Delos (Strab. x. p. 7u9). Rhenea

was situated on the north-west coast of had been conquered by I'olycrates, tyraut

the island. Its site is occupied by the of Samos, and presented by him to the

modern city of A.ria. Delians (Thucyd. i. 13). It once pos-

5 Tenos (the modern Tmo) was dis- sessed a capital city, vhence

tant about 13 miles from Delos, in a and 2 appear

direction almost due north. It lay in upon ancient coins ; but by the time of

the direct line from Naxos to Euboja, Strabo it liad ceased to be inhabited (1.

but the Delians might suppose that s. c), and has so remained probably ever

Datis would shape his course towards since (Tournefort, p. '24L' ; Ross, p. 3G).

Attica by the islands of Paros, Siphnos, ' Apollo and Diana, whom the', Per- a

Seriphos, Cos, and Ceos. sians may have thought it prudent to ]

The name of Delos (Dili) is now identify with the Sun and Moon, objects :

given to the island ancientlj^ called of revei-ence to themselves (supra, i.

Rhenea, as well as to the rocky islet 131, and compare the Essays appended r'

upon wiaich the temple stood. Rhenea to IBook i. Essay v. § G). The mytho- /

is styled " Great' Delos " {Majnli-lJiii), logical fable of their birth in Delos
;

and Delos itself " Little DeW" (/'/,- is found in Callimaclms (Hymn, in

Dili). The two islands are separated by Delum), Apollodorus (i. iv. § 1), and

a channel which in some places is not so other writers.

much as half a mile wide. Consider- ^ It seems to me impossible that this

able remains of the town and temple of can be the shock to which Thucj'dides

Delos still exist (Tournefort, Lett. VII. alludes in the second book of his His-

pp. 240, 241 ; Ross's Inselreise, vol. i. tory (ch. S). He vould never have

p. 30, et seqq.). Opposite Delos, on spoken of an event as recent{- irpo
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And truly this Avas a prodigy Avhereby the god warned men of tlie

evils that were- coming upon them. For in the tlu-ee following

generations of Darius tlie son of Hystaspes, Xerxes the son of

Darius, and Artaxerxes the son of Xerxes, more woes befell

Greece than in the twenty generations preceding Darius ;
^—woes

caused in part by the Persians, but in part arising from the

contentions among their own chief men respecting the supreme

power. Wherefore it is not sm-prising that Delos, though it

had never before been shalien, should at that time have felt the

shock of an eartliquake. And indeed there was an oracle,

which said of Delos—
" Delos' self will I shake, which never yet has been shaken."

Of the above names Darius may be rendered " Worker," Xerxes
" Warrior," and Artaxerxes " Great Warrior." And so might we
call these kings in our own language Avith propriety.^

) which happened at a distance

of sixty years. I should suppose that

the Delians, whose holy island was
believed to be specially exempt from
earthquakes (Find. Frag. p. 228 ed.

Dissen), thought it to the credit of their

god, that he should mark by such a

prodigy the beginning of a great war.

Accordingly, when Herodotus visited

them, which must have been earlier

than B.C. 44.'>, they informed him that

their island had experienced a shock a

little previous to the battle of Marathon,
but never either before or since. Twelve
or thirteen years later, at the com-
mencement of the Peloponnesian strug-

gle, they again reported that a shock

had been felt, and, forgetting what they
had previously said, or trusting that

others had forgot it, they, to make the

prodigy seem greater, spoke of this

earthquake as the fir.st which had been
felt in their island. Tliucydides is un-
acquainted with the former, Herodotus
with the latter story. (Cf. Miiller's

Dorians, i. p. '2, note ', E. T.)
'•' This passage is thought to have

been written after the death of Arta-
xerxes, which was in B.C. 425 (Thucyd.
iv. 50). If BO, it is perhaps the last

addition to his History made by the au-
thor : at least tliere is no event known
to be later than tlie decease of Arta-
xerxes, to whicli Herodotus can be shown
to make any clear reference. Dahlmann
(Life of Herod, pp. '-'', . .) brings
forward three such—the occupation of
Decelea by Agis iu B.C. 4l:i, the revolt
of the Mcdes from Darius Xothus in B.C.

408, and tlie death of Amyrticus iu the

same year. AVith respect to the second
of these, it has been shown (supra, i.

] 30, note ' ) that the revolt alluded to,

is not that which took place in the reign
of Darius Nothus, but the revolt from
Darius the son of Hystaspes, in B.C. 518;
with respect to the third, it has been
I'emarked that Herodotus makes no men-
tion of the death of Amyrta;us, but only
alludes to his flight in B.C. 455 (supra,

iii. 15, note ^). The passage which re-

mains (ix. 73) is perverted from its plaiii

meaning by Dahlmann. It alludes only
to the spai-ing (actual or supposed) of
Decelea from ravage during the earlier

years of the Peloponnesian war (vide

infra, note ad loc).

"Wliile, however, I dissent from Dahl-
mann .so far, I cannot assert positively

witliMr. Grote (Hist, of Greece, iv. p. 30,
note) that Herodotus alludes to no event
in his history later than the second year
of the Peloponnesian war. I think
Herodotus does apparently " speak in

this pa-ssage of the reign of Ai'taxerxes
us p'lst" (Dahlmann, p. 31, E. T.) ; I
think, also, that several of the events
to which he alludes, c. g. the flight of
Zopyrus to Athens (iii. IGo), and the
cruel deed of Amestris in her old age
(vii. 114), happened in all probability
quite at the end of Artaxerxes' reign.

And I should imder.stand him to allude
here in part to the calamities which
befell Greece iu the first seven or eight
years of the Peloponnesian struggle, from
B.C. 431 to B.C. 425 or 424. (See the In-

troductory Essay, vol. i. pp. 25-27.)
' On these and other Persian and

Median names, see Appendix, Note A.
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99. The Barbarians, after loosing from Delos, proceeded to

touch at the other islands, and took troojjs from each,^ and like-

wise carried offa number of the children as liostag-es. Goiue: thus

from one to another, they came at last to Carystus ;
^ but here

the hostages were refused by the Carystians, who said they would
neither give any, nor consent to bear arms against the cities of

their neighbours, meaning Athens and Eretria. Hereupon the

Persians laid siege to Carystus, and wasted tlie country round,

until at length the inhabitants were brought over and agTced to

do what was requh-ed of them.

100. Meanwhile the Eretrians, understanding that the Persian

armament was coming against them, besought the Athenians for

assistance. Nor did the Athenians refuse their aid, but assigned

to them as auxiliaries the four thousand landholders to whom
they had allotted the estates of the Chalcidean Hippobatae.'* At
Eretria, however, things were in no healthy state ; for though

they had called in the aid of the Athenians, yet they were not

agreed among themselves how they should act ; some of them

were minded to leave the city and to take refuge in the heights

of Euboea,^ Avhile others, who looked to receiving a reward from

the Persians, were making ready to betray their country. So

Avhen these things came to the ears of ^schines, the son of

Nothon, one of the first men in Eretria, he made known the whole

state of affairs to the Athenians who were already arrived, and

besought them to return home to their own land, and not perish

with his countrymen. And the Athenians hearkened to his

counsel, and, crossing over to Oropus,'^ in this way escaped the

danger.

- Vide infi'a, ch. 133. extent. One of these is on the northern
2 Carystus was one of the four prin- coast, near Histiica and Artemisium

;

cipal cities of the ancient Euboea (the another opens out on the eastern near

Egripo of our maps). These wei-e Glial- Port 2Iandh'id, the harbour of Cerinthus

;

cis, Eretria, Carystus, and Histiica (Scy- while the third is that which has been

lax, Peripl. p. 5l); cf. Strab. x. pp. G49- already mentioned (supra, v. 77, note 'j

652). Carystus lay at the further end between the cities of Chalcis and Ei-etria.

of a deep bay, with which the southern The highest part of the mountain tract

coast of the island is indented. It was is near the centre of the island, between

celebrated for its marble quarries, and Chalcis and the nearest part of the

its temple of Apollo Marmoi-eus (Pliu. opposite coast. The summits here at-

H. N. iv. 12, p. 215; Strab. x. p. (350). taiu an elevation of above 50 feet.

The name Kanjsto still attaches to the ^ There has been some doubt about

village which occupies its site (Leake's the exact site of Oropus. Col. Leake

Northern Greece, vol. ii. p. 254). was formerly inclined to place it at the
* gupra, V. 77. modern Oropo, a small inland village

* A high mountain chain traverses situated on the right bank of the Aso-

Euboca from its northern to its southern pus, at its issue from the rocky gorges

extremity, leaving in the whole island of the hills which separate the plain of

only three plains of any considerable Oropus from that of Tanagi-a, where are
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101. The Persian fleet now drew near and anchored at

Tamynie," Choereie, and yEgilia,'* tlu-ee places in the territory of

Eretria. Once masters of these posts, they proceeded forthwith

to disembark their horses, and made ready to attack the enemy.

But the Eretrians Avere not minded to sally forth and offer battle
;

their only care, after it had been resolved not to quit the city,

was, if possible, to defend their \valls. And now the fortress was

assaulted in good earnest, and for six days there fell on both sides

vast numbers, but on the seventh day Euphorbus, the son of

Alcimachus, and Philagrus, the son of Cyneas, w^ho were both

citizens of good repute, betrayed the place to the Persians.^

These were no sooner entered within the walls than they plun-

dered and burnt all the temples that there were in the town, in

revenge for the burning of their own temples at Sardis ; moreover,

they did according to the orders of Darius, and carried away
captive all the inhabitants.^

the remains of a town of some con-

siderable antiquity (Demi of Attica, 1st

edition; Northern Greece, ii. p. 446).

More recently, however 'Demi of Attica,

p. 116, "ind edit. , he has admitted the
weight of Mr. Finlay's arguments (Topo-
gi'aphy of Oropia, pp. 4-7) against this

site. It seems certain tlitit Oropus was
anciently iqxjii the coast. The present
passage of Herodotus, several in Thu-
cydides (iii. 91, viii. 60, 95), one in

Strabo (ix. p. 585), one in Fausanias
(i. xxxiv. § 1), and one in Diodorus
(xiv. 77) indicate thi.5. The last two
pas-sages are conclusive upon the point
(compare also Ptolem. Geograph. iii. 15,

p. 97, Avhere Oropus is enumerated
among the maritime cities of Attica).

The true site then would seem to be not
the modem Oropo, but the place called

"the Holy Apostles," whieli is on the
coast about two miles from Oropo.

Oropo may liave arisen from the later

Oropus, the place to which the Thebans
in B.C. 402 removed the inhabitants
(Diod. 1. 8. c).

Oropus had originally belonged to
Ho.-otia H'ausan. 1. s. c. ; Stepli. Byz.
'npwKOs, iroKis BoiooTiasj. Wo do not
know at what time Athens got possession
of it. It was for many years a per-
petual bone of contention between the
two states (Thucyd. viii. GO; Xen. Hell.
VII. iv. § 1 ; I'au.san. 1. s. c; Strab. i. p.
98), till at la.st Philip formally assigned
it to Attica (I'au.san. 1. s. c. ; Demad.
Frag. iii. p. 488, Bekker. j.

7 Tamyuaj or Tamyna is mentioned

by Demosthenes (cont. Meid. p. 567,
Reiske), by .^schines (c. Ctes. p. 480,
Reiske), Sfcrabo (x. p. 653), and Stephen
(ad voc. ). NO materials exist

for fixing its site.

^ Neither Chccreaj nor jEgilia is

mentioned by any other author. The
geographical notices of Eubcea, left us
by ancient writers, are veiy scanty.

iEgilia, the seaport town, must not be
confounded with ^Egileia the island,

mentioned below (ch. 107).
'• Xenophon, when giving an account

of the expedition of Thinibron, speaks

of a i:)erson named Gongylus as the only

Eretriau who mcdised ($"-5$ i<pvyfv, Hellen. III. i. § 6).

This person received as a reward from
the Persians a district in vEolis contain-

ing four cities; but his medism cannot
possibly liave been at this time, since

he was alive in B.C. 399, and joined in

Thimbrou's expedition. Pausanias (vii.

X. § 1), and Plutarch (ii. p. 510, B.),

agi-ee vith Herodotus.
^ Some writers (Plato, Menex. p. 191,

ed. Tauchn. Leg. iii. p. 104; Strabo x.

Y>. 653 ; JJiog. Laert. iii. .33) declare that

the territory of Eretria was swept clean

of its inliabitants by the process called
" netting," has been already

spoken of ^supra, iii. 149, vi. l.U). But
this process Avould have been futile un-
less ajtplied to the whole of Eoboca,
which is not pretended ; and the whole
story i.s discredited by the silence of
Herodotus. No doubt a considerable

number of the Eretrians escaped, and
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102. The Persians, having thus brought Eretria into suh-

jection after Avaiting a few days, made sail for Attica, gi-eatly

straitening the Athenians as they approached, and thinking to

deal with them as they had dealt with the people of Eretria.

And, because there was no place in all Attica so convenient for

their horse as Marathon,'- and it lay moreover quite close to

returning to their city after Marathon,

raised it up once moi-e from its ruins.

Hence, in the war of Xerxes, Eretria

vas able to furnish seven ships to the

Grecian fleet (infra, viii. 1, 4G), and with

its dependency Styra, 600 hoplites to the

army (ix. 28). In former times, her hop-

lites, had been at least SOuO, and she had
possessed 600 cavalry (Stnilj. x. p. {'•:<:'

.

2 Attica has but three maritime plains

of any extent, the Athenian, the Thria-

siau, and the plain of Marathon. The
last of these is the clearest of trees, and
the fittest for the movements of cavalry.

Mr. Finlay's description of it is perhaps

the best which has been given :

—

" The plain of Marathon," he says,

" extends in a perfect level along this

Â A. Position of the Greeks on the

day of the battle.

BB. Position of the Persians on
the day of the battle.

1. Mount Argaliki.

2. Mount Aforismo.
3. Mount Kotr&in.

4. Mount KorcVci.

5. Mount Dhrakonera.

Plain of Marathon.

6. Small marsh.

7. Great marsh.

8. Fountain Macaria.

9. Salt lake of Dhrakonera.

10. First position of the Greeks.

11. Temple ofAthena Hellotia(i).

12. Village of Lower SuU.

13. 5oro, or tumulus of Athenians.

14. Pyrrjo, or monument of-
tiades.

Hoods.

To Athens between mounts
Pentelicus and Hymettus,
through Pallene.

To Athens, through ; Ce-

phisia.

To Athens, through Aphidna.

To Rhamnus.
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Eretria,^ therefore Hippias, the sou of Pisistratus, conducted

tliera thither.

lo:!. When intelligence of this reached the Athenians, they

likewise marched their troops to Marathon, and there stood on

the defensive, having at their head ten generals,^ of Avhom one

was Miltiades.^

Now this man's father, Cimon, the son of Stesagoras, was

banished from Athens by Pisistratus, the son of Hippoci^ites. In

his banishment it was his fortune to win the four-horse chariot-

race at Olympia, Avhereby he gained the very same honour which

had before been carried off by Miltiades,*^ his half-brother on the

fine bay, and is in length about six

miles, its breadth never less than a mile

and a half. Two marshes bound the

extremities of the plain : the southern is

not very large, and is almost dry at tlie

conclusion of the great heats; but the

northern, which generally covers con-

siderably more than a square mile, offers

several pai-ts \vhich are at all seasons

impassable. Botli, however, leave a

broad, firm, sandy beach between them
and the sea. The uninterrupted flatness

of the plain is hardly relieved by a

suigle tree ; and an amphitheatre of

rocky hills and rugged mountains sepa-

rates it from the rest of Attica, over the

lower I'idges of which some steep and
difiicult paths communicate with the

districts of the iuterior." (Transactions

of the Royal Society of Literature, iii.

p. 364.)

Col. Leake (Demi of Attica, § 4, ])p.

84, 85; remarks, that "as to the plain

itself, the circumstances of the battle

incline one to believe that it was an-

ciently aa destitute of trees as it is at

the present day;" and relates, that "as
he rode across the plain with a peasant

of Vrana, he remarked that it was a fine

place for cavalry to fight in. He had
heard that a great battle was once fought

here, but this wa.s all he knew" (ib.

App. i. page 2u5, note).
* Much closer, that is, than cither of

the other plains upon the coast. The
distance by sea between the bay of

Manithon and Eretria, is not less than
five-and-thirty or forty miles. Hippias
proVjiihly thought that valuable time
would have been lost by rounding
Bunium, and that Marathon united,
more than any other pl.ice, the requi.'-ite

advantages f<jr a landing. The large
li.-iy w:w capable of sheltering the entire
fleet, tli(! extensive beach allowed a rapid

disembarkation, the rich plain afforded

excellent pasture for horses, and its

open character was most favourable for

the operations of a cavalry force. Be-

sides, he had himself already landed

once upon this spot from Eretria, and
made a successful march upon Athens
(supra, i. 62), which he no doubt
thought it would be ea-sy to repeat with
his hundred thousand or two hundred
thousand Persians.

•* The Ten Generals (Strategi) are a

part of the constitution of Clisthenes,

Avho modelled the Athenian army upon
the political division of the tribes, as

Servius Tullius did the Roman upon the

centuries. Each tribe acnually elected

its Phylarch to command its contingent

of cavalry, its Taxiarch to command its

infantry, and its Strategus to direct

lioth. Hence the ten Strategi, who seem
immediately to have claimed equality

with the Poleraarch or War-Archon.
The steps by whicli the Strategi be-

came civil officers, no less than militaiy,

and the real directors of the whole
policy of Athens, are well traced by
Mr. (jirote (Hist, of Greece, iv. pj). 180,

181, and 189-197). As representatives

of the new system, they were able to

encroach upon the Archons' ofliice, which,

sinking in importance, was first thi'own

open to all the citizens, and then deter-

mined by lot. This last step necessarily

tiu'ew all matters of importance upon
the Strategi, who were chosen for their

personal merit by the free voice of the

citizens.

5 Stesilaiis ''infra, ch. 114) and Ai'is-

tides (Plut. Vit. Aristid. c. 5; were also

generals ; and, perhaps, Themistocles
(Plut. 1. s. c).

" Miltiades, the son of Cypselus, the

first king of the Chersonese. His Olym-
pic victory is mentioned in ch. 36.
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mother's side. At tlie next Olympiad he won the prize again

Avith the same mares ; upon which he caused Pisistratus to be

prochiimed the winner, having made an agreement with him that

on yielding him this honour he should be allowed to come back
to his country. Afterwards, still with the same mares, he\
the prize a tliird time ; whereupon he Avas put to death by the

sons of Pisistratus, whose father was no longer living. They set

men to lie in wait for him secretly ; and these men slew him
near the government-house in the night-time. He Avas buried

outside the city," beyond what is called the Valley Eoad ;"* and
right opposite his tomb Avere buried the mares Avhich had won
the three prizes.^ The same success had likewise been acliieved

once previously, to wit, by the mares of Evagoras the Laceda)-

moniau, but never except by them. At the time of Cimon's

death Stesagoras, the elder of his two sons, was in the Chersonese,

where he lived with Miltiades his uncle ; the younger, who was

called Miltiades after the founder of the Chersonesite colony,

was with his father in Athens.

104. It was this Miltiades who now commanded the Athe-

nians, after escaping from the Chersonese, and twice nearly

losing his life. First he was chased as far as Imbrus by the

Phoenicians,^ who had a great desire to take him and carry him

up to the king ; and when he had avoided this danger, and,

having reached his own country, thought himself to be alto-

gether in safety, he found his enemies waiting for him, and was

cited by them before a court and impeached for his tyranny in

the Chersonese. But he came off victorious here likewise, and

was thereupon made general of the Athenians by the free choice

of the people.^

105. And first, before they left the city, the generals sent off

to Sparta a herald, one Pheidippides,^ who was by birth an Athe-

7 The tomb of Cimon was outside the Beiske).

gate of Melite, on the road leading * Compai-e -iEliau (Hist. An. xii. 40),

through the demus Coele', north of the who mentions this fact, and likewise

city. The place was known under the the honourable burial which Evagoraa

name of "the Cimonian monuments" gave his mares,

( ). Here Thucy- ' Supra, ch. 41.

dides, whose connexion with the family - It is thought by some that the

of Cimon has been already mentioned Strategi were not elected by their i-e-

(supra, ch. 39, note ^), was said to have spective tribes, but by the whole mass

been buried (Marcellin. Vit. Thucyd. of the citizens (Pollux, viii. 87; Her-

p. xi., and p. sv.; Anon. Vit. p. xviii. -mann's Pol. Ant. § 152). This passage

Bekkerj. Avould favour such an opinion.
s Or " the road through Ccele'." Cocle ^ Or Philippides, which is the reading

appears to have been the name of one of some MiSS., and which has the sup-

of the Attic demes (Bockh, Corp. Inscr. port of Pausanias (i. xxviii. § 4).

18, 275, «&c.; iEsch. contr. Ctes. p. 584,
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nian, and by profession and practice a trained runner. This man,
according to the account which he gave to the Athenians on his

return, Avhen he was near jMount Parthenium,•* above Tegea, fell

in with the god Pan, who called him by his name, and bade him
ask the Athenians " wherefore they neglected him so entirely,

^yhen he was kindly disposed towards them, and had often helped

them in times past, and would do so again in time to come ?
"

The Athenians, entirely believing in the truth of this report,

as soon as their affairs were once more in good order, set up
a temple to Pan under the Acropolis,^ and, in return for the

message which I have recorded, established in his honour yearly

sacrifices and a torch-race.

106. On the occasion of which we speak, when Pheidippides

was sent by the Athenian generals, and, accordiog to his own
accoimt, saw Pan on his journey, he reached Sparta on the very
next day after quitting the city of Athens.*^ Upon his arrival he
Avent before the rulers, and said to them

—

" Men of Lacedasmon, the Athenians beseech you to hasten to

* Mount Parthemum bounded the
Tegean plain upon the east and north-
east. It was crossed by tlie road which
led from Argos to Tegea (Pausan. viir.

liv. § 5). The modern name of this

mountain is Eoani ; but the pass through
Avhich the road goes is still called Pav-
theni (Leake's Morea, ii. p. 329). No
remains have yet been discovered of the
temple of Pan, built upon this spot in
commemoration of this (supposed) ap-
pearance (Pausau. 1. s. c).

^ The temple or rather chapel of Pan
was contained in a hollow in the rock
(eV), just below the Propylaja,
or entrance to the citadel i! Pausan. i.

xxviii. § 4). The cavern still exists, and
has in it two niches, where the statues
of Pan and Apollo (who was associated
with Pan in this temple, as we learn
from Pausanias) may have stood. In a
garden, a little way from the cavern, a
statue of Pan (now at Cambridge) was
found (Leake'sAthens, . 170). This
may be the statue dedicated upon this

occasion, which was erected by Miltiades,
and had the following inscription written
for it by Simonides:

—

Tpayonovv '., / -
&/,

«' .
The cave of Pan appears in coins re-
presenting the entrance to the Acro-
polis. (See the annexed figure.)

Cave of Tan.

^ The distance from Athens to Spai-ta

by the road is reckoned bv Isocrates
(Orat. Paneg. § 24, p. 171) at 1200 stades,

by Pliny (H. N. vii. 20, p. 425), more
accurately at 1140. Moderns estimate
the direct distance at 135 or 140_wiles.
Pheidippides must therefore have ira-

'

-elled at the rate of 7 Euglisli miles a

;

day. Kinneir saj's that this is a rate
'

attained by the modern Persian foot-

1

messengers (Geograph. Memoir, p. 44,
but see above, vol. i. p. IGG, note **) ;

'

and Plinj' relates that two persons,
Anystis a Lacedicmonian, and Philonides
a courier employed by Alexander the
Great, pci-formed the extraordinaiy dis-

tance of 1200 .stades (nearly 140 mile.s)

in a single day (H. N. I. s. c).
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their aid, and not allow that state, whioli is llie most ancient

'

in all Greece, to be enslaved by the barbarians. Erotria. look

you, is already carried away captive; and (I recce weakened by
the loss of no mean city."

Tims did Pheidippides deliver the message committed to him.
And the Spartans wished to help the Athenians, but were unable
to give them any present succour, as tliey did not like to break
their established law. It was then the ninth day of the first

decade f and they could not march out of Sparta on ; m'ntli,

when the moon had not reached the full.'-' So they waited for

the full of the moon.

107. The barbarians were conducted to Marathon by Ilippias,

the son of Pisistratus, who the night before had seen a strange

vision in his sleep. He dreamt of lying in his mother's arms, and
conjectm-ed the dream to mean that he would be restored to

Athens, recover the power which he had lost, and afterwards live

to a good old age in his native country. Such was the sense in

which he interpreted the vision.^ He now proceeded to act as guide

to the Persians ; and, in the first place, he landed the prisoners

taken from Eretria upon the island that is called iEgileia,-'

h

"^ It was the favourite boast of Athens
that her inhabitants were —

•

sprung from the soil. Hence the adop-

tion of the symbol of the gi-asshopper

(Thucyd. i. 6 ; Aristoph. Eq. Viol
;

Nub. 955, ed. Bothe). Her territory

had never been overiiin by an enemy;
and so her cities had never been over-

thrown or removedjlike the cities in other

countries (compare Herod, i. 56, vii.

171; Thucyd. i. 2; Plat. Tim. p, 10, ed.

Tauchn.; Meuex. pp. 186, 198; Isocrat.

Paueg. § 4, p. 166j.
^ The Greeks divided their month of

29 or 30 days into three periods:— 1.

The ^, from the 1st day to

the 10th inclusively ; 2. The -',
from the 11th to the 20th; and 3. The, or, from the 21st to

the end. The ninth day of the first

decade is thus the ninth day of the

month itself. The battle of Marathou
is said to have taken place in the month
Boedromiou (Plutarch, de Malig. Herod,

p. 861, E. &c.), which corresponded

pretty nearly with our September.
^ Mr. Grote believes'that this Avas no

pretence, but the " blind tenacity of

ancient habit " (Hist, of Greece, iv. p.

460). We find such a feeling, he say»?,

to abate, but never to disappear in the

Spartan history; and he refers to the

hesitation shown before the battle of

Platrea (infra, ix. 7-10) as indicating the
reality of this motive ; but both that

and the similar vithholding of the

bulk of then• troops from Thermopyliu
(vii. 206) may be explained on selfish

grounds, and fail to show that the ex-

cuse was more than a subterfuge. I

know but of one occasion in Spartan

history Avhere their own interests woi-o

plainly attacked, in which a religious

motive is said to have had any share in

preventing their troops from string.

In the seventh year of the Peloponnesian

war, at the first seizure of I'ylos, the

occurrence of a festival appears aa one

out of many reasons of their delay in

making a resistance (Thucyd. iv. 5)

;

but it is expressly stated that they made
light of the occasion, and thought no
hurry was needed.

' Compare the dream of Cicsar and

its interpretation (Suet. Jul. Cics. § 7,

p. 16; Pint. Vit. Cics. c. 32).

- The yEgileia here spoken of ie not

the island of that name near Crete, of

which Stephen speaks (Steph. Byz. ad

voc. fiilylKeta), and vllich ia mentioned

by Pliny under the name ofj'Eglia(H.

N. iv. 12, p. 212\ but an i.sjand, or

rather Lslet, between Eubcca and Attica,

at the entrance of what waa called the
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a tract belonging• to tlie Styreans/' after Avhieli lie brought the

fleet to anchor otf Marathon, and marshalled the bands of the

barbarians as they disembarked. As he was thus employed it

chanced that he sneezed and at the same time coughed with

more violence than Avas his Avont. Now, as he was a man
advanced in years, and the greater number of his teeth were loose,

it so happened that one of them Avas driven out with the force

of the cough, and fell down into the sand. Hippias took all the

pains he could to find it ; but the tooth was nowhere to be seen

:

Avhereupon he fetched a deep sigh, and said to the bystanders

—

" After all, the land is not ours ; and we shall never be able to

bring it under. All my share in it is the portion of wdiich my
tooth has possession."

So Hippias believed that in this way his dream was out,'^

108. The Athenians were drawn up in order of battle in a

sacred close belonging to Hercules,^ when they were joined by

the Platscans, who came in full force to their aid. Some time

before,'^ the Plataians had put themselves under the rule of the

Athenians ; and these last had already undertaken many labours

on their behalf. The occasion of the surrender was the foUowmg.

The Platajans suffered grievous things at the hands of the men
of Thebes ; so, as it chanced that Cleomenes, the son of Anax-

andridas, and the Lacedaemonians were in their neighbourhood,

they first of all offered to surrender themseh'cs to them. But

the Lacedaemonians refused to receive them, and said

—

" We dwell too far off from you, and ours would be but chill

Myrtoan Sea. (Cf. Plin. H. N. iv. 12, xxxii. § 4). Colonel Leake supposes

p. 215, and Ptolem. Geograph. v. 2, p. that the remains of a temple near Vratia

139, where ^Igilia seems to be intended (which he regards as the ancient Mara-
by.) tlion) are those of the Heracleium, and

' Styra was a town of southern Eu- that the sacred precinct, or teinenus,

bcca, not far from Caiystus (Strab. x. p. was in the plain below (Demi of Attica,

050). According to Pausaiiias it was a p. 08; App. I. p. 21 1). See the jilan of
Urj'opian settlement . xxxiv. § G). the Plain of Marathon, supra, jj. .'i9o.

The modern .SVow-a retains the ancient '' Twenty-nine years before (b.C. 519),
name, and probably occupies nearly the if we accept the date of Thucydides
ancient site. . (iii. 68) ; but Mr. Grote( Hist, of Greece,

* On the disappointing fulfilment of iv. \). '22'2, note) has shown strong
dreams, see i. 114; and compare the grounds for believing that Thucydides
Magian doctrine on the subject (i. 120). has for once fallen into error. If

' Hercules was among the gods spe- Herodotus lias riglitly I'epresented the
|

daily worshipped at Marathon. Tradi- motive of Cleomenes, the transaction I

lion said tliat the hero had himself can scarcely have occurred during the j

visited the place fApollud. II. V. 7 !, and reign of Hippias, with whom Sparta
|

tliat his sons had dwelt there during was on the most friendly terms (v. 63, '

the greater part of their exile in Attica 91). Mr. Grote supposes it to Lave
(ib. II. viii. 2). The Marathonians taken place at the close of the second
claimed to have introduced the worship expedition of Cleomenes into Attica
of Hercules into Greece (Paussu . i. u.c. 508 or 507 (supra, v. 72, 73),
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succour. Ye might oftentimes be carried into slavery before

one of us heard of it. We counsel you rather to give yourselves

up to the Athenians, who are your next neighbours, and well

able to shelter you."
"

This they said, not so much out of good will towards the Pla-

ta3ans as because they wished to involve the Athenians in trouble

by engaging them in wars with the Boeotians. The Plateaus,

however, Avhen the Lacedfemonians gave them this counsel,

complied at once ; and when the sacrifice to the Twelve Gods
Avas being offered at Athens, they came and sat as suppliants

about the altar, ^ and gave themselves up to the xVthenians.

The Thebans no sooner learnt what the Platoeans had done than

instantly they marched out against them, while the Athenians

sent troops to their aid. As the two armies were about to join

battle, the Corinthians, Avho chanced to be at hand, would not

allow them to engage ; both sides consented to take them for

arbitrators, whereupon they made up the quarrel, and fixed the

boundary-line between the two states upon this condition : to

wit, that if any of the Boeotians wished no longer to belong to

Bceotia, the Thebans should allow them to follow then- own
inclinations. The Corinthians, when they had thus decreed,

forthwith departed to their homes : the Athenians likewise set

off on their return ; but the Boeotians fell u^jon them during the

march, and a battle was fought wherein they were worsted by

the Athenians. Hereupon these last would not be bound by

the line wliich the Corinthians had fixed, but advanced beyond

those limits, and made the Asopus ^ the boundary-line between

the country of the Thebans and that of the Plata3ans and

Hysians. Under such circumstances did the Plataians give

themselves up to Athens ; and now they were come to Marathon

to bear the Athenians aid.

109. The Athenian generals were divided in their opinions

;

and some advised not to risk a battle, because they were too few

^ The same account of the origin of ed. Reiske), Plutarch (Nicias, c. 13),

the alliance is given briefly by Thucy- and the author of the Lives of the Ten

dides (iii. 55). Orators (1. s. c). It seems to have been
8 The altar of the Twelve Gods at used as a point from which to measure

Athens has been mentioned before (ii. distances (supra, ii. 7).

7). It was in the Agora, near the statue ^ The Asopus is the modern Vuriaii,

of Demosthenes and the temple of the great river of southern Bocotia.

Mars (Vit. X. Orat. ; Plut. ii. p. 847, A.

;

The situation of Hysire has been given

Pausan. i. viii. § 5). Thucydides in- above (v. 74, note). Platrea is undoubt-

forms us that it was first dedicated by edly the modern /; (Gell's Itin. pp.

Pisistratus, the son of Hippias, during 111, H2; Leake's Northern Greece, ii.

his archonship (vi. 54). It is mentioned 323-325).

by Lycurgus (contra Leocx'at. p. 198,

VOL. III. 2 D
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to engage sucli a host as that of the ]\Iedes, Avhile others were

for fighting at once ; and among these last Avas Miltiades. He
therefore, seeing that opinions were thus divided, and that the

less Avorthy counsel appeared hkely to prevail, resolved to go to

the polemarch, and have a conference with him. For the man
on whom the lot fell to be polemarch ^ at Athens was entitled to

give his vote Avith the ten generals, since anciently ^ the Athe-

nians allowed him an equal right of voting with them. The
polemarch at this juncture was Callimachus of Aphidna? f to

him therefore Miltiades went, and said :

—

'•With thee it rests, Callimachus, either to bring Athens to

slavery, or, by securing her freedom, to leave behind thee to all

future generations a memory beyond even Harmodius and Aris-

togeiton. For never since the time that the Athenians became
a people were they in so great a danger as now. If they bow
their necks beneath the yoke of the Medes, the Avoes which they

Avill have to suffer Avhen given into the power of Hippias are

already determined on ; if, on the other liaud, they fight and

overcome, Athens may rise to be the very first city in Greece.

How it comes to pass that these things are likely to happen,

and hoAV the determining of them in some sort rests Avitli thee, I

Avill noAV proceed to make clear. We generals are ten in

' Tlie Polemarch, or AVar-Arclion,
was the third archon in dignity, and
before the time of Clisthenes had con-
stitutionally the general superintend-
ence of all Diilitary matters, having
succeeded to the office of the kings as

respected war. (Cf. Photius, ad voc.

\(5.) It appears by the posi-

tion of Callimachus on this occasion,
that the legislation of Clisthenes, though
it committed the general direction of
militai-y affairs to the Ten Strategi
(supra, ch. 103, note **), yet did not at
once deprive the Polemarch of his an-
cient office, but made him a sort of
colleague of the generals, with certain
special and peculiar privileges, as that
of commanding the right wing (infra,

ch. 111). There can be little doubt
that Herodotus has fallen into eiTor
\^th respect to the mode in which the
Polemarch was elected at this period,
having, as Mr. Grote observes (Hist, of
Greece, iv. p. 197, note -), "transferred
to the year 490 n.c. tlie practice of his
o\vn time." It is difficult to believe that
the office can have been assigned, byi
wliile it had sucli important duties lotJ
belonging to it (cf. Arist. Pol. vi. ^^

198, ed. Tauchn.). The change from
open election to the lot most jjrobably

occurred shortly after Marathon, and in

connexion \vith the great act of Aris-

tides, the "throwing open to all citizens,

Avithout respect to tribe or property, of

the archouship and all other public

offices " (cf. Hermann's Pol. Ant. of

Greece, § 112). Aristides himself, Ave

are told, was in the year after INIarathou

elected archon by open vote (Idomeneus
ap. Plutarch. Arist. c. 1).

- AVhen Herodotus wrote, the pole-

march had no military functions at all,

but " attended to the personal and
family interests of the meties and fo-

reigners in general " (Hermann, § 138).
^ Little is kuoAvu of Aphidnaj, except •

that it was a strong position between
Phyle and Rhamnus (Dem. de Cor. §
12), iind in the neighbourhood of Dece-
lea finfra, ix. 7'i). Col. Leake places it

conjecturally at the hill of Kotruui, a
strong height in the upper pai-t of the

valley of the river of Marathon, where
are " considerable remains indicating

the site of a fortified demus " (Demi of

Attica, p. 21).
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number, and our votes are divided ; lialf of us wish to engage,

half to avoid a combat. Now, if we do not fight, I look to see a

great disturbance at Athens which will shake men's resolutions,

and then I fear they will submit themselves ; but if we fight the

battle before any unsoundness show itself among our citizens,

let tlie gods but give us fair play, and we are well able to over-

come the enemy. On thee therefore we depend in this matter,

Avhich lies wholly in thine own power. Thou hast only to add
thy vote to my side and thy country will be free, and not free

only, but the first state in Greece. Or, if thou prefeiTcst to

give thy vote to them who would decline the combat, then the

reverse will follow."

110.. Miltiades by these words gained Callimachus ; and the

addition of the polemarch's vote caused the decision to be in

favour of fighting. Hereupon all those generals Avho liad been

desirous of hazarding a battle, when their turn came to command
the army, gave up their right to Miltiades.'' He however,

though he accepted their offers, nevertheless waited, and would

not fight, until his own day of command arrived in due course.^

111. Then at length, when his own turn was come, the Athe-

nian battle was set in array, and this Avas the order of it. Calli-

machus the polemarch led the right wing ; for it was at that time

a rule with the Athenians to give the right wing to the pole-

march.*' After this followed the tribes, according as they were

numbered,''' in an unbroken line; while last of all came the

' Aristides is said to Lave been one exposure of those who fought at this

of the Strategi who recommended an end of the line, ijarticidarly when out-

immedia'te engagement (Plut. Vit. Arist. flanked, from the shiekl being earned

c. 5). Themistocles was on the same on the left arm (cf. Thucyd. v. 71).

side; but it is uncertain whether beheld The Polemarch took the post as repre-

the office of Strategus. sentative of the king, whose position it

^ There seems to be some justice in had been in the ancient times. (See

Mr. Grote's remark (Hist, of Greece, iv. Eurip. Suppl. GaG.)

p. 463), that " Miltiades would not have • It would seem that the democratical

admitted any serious postponement of arrangements of the Clisthenic consti-

the battle upon such a punctilio." Still tution prevailed in the camp no less

it is clear that the Greeks vere en- than in the city itself. Not only was

camped for several days opposite to the the army marshalled by triljes, but the

Persians, unless we are to set aside tribes stood in their political order,

altogether the narrative of Herodotus, that is, in the order which had beiyi
j

We must therefore explain the delay in determiued by lot at the beginning of ,

some w^ay. (See on this point the re- the civil year for the furnishing of the I

marks on the circiimstances of the battle, prytanes. The tribe iEautis had"Ttfe>

in the Appendix to this book, Essay i. right wing, because it wa-s the prytany of '

s 7.) that tribe at the time of the battle 'Plat.

6 The right wing was the special post Sympos. p. 628, D.). The tribes An-

of honour (vide infra, vs.. 27, where the tiochis and Leontis were in the centre,

Athenians dispute with the Tegeans the the former commanded by Aristides.

right of occupying it before the battle the latter commanded or accompanied

of Platiea). This arose from the greater by Themistocles (ib. p. G28, E., P.).

2 D 2
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PlatiOans, forming the left wing. And ever since that day it has

been a custom with the Athenians, in the sacrifices and assem-

blies liekl each fifth year at Athens/ for the Athenian herald to

implore the blessing of the gods on tlie Platoeans conjointly

Avith tlie Athenians. Now, as they marshalled the host upon the

field of Marathon, in order that the Athenian front might be of

equal length with the Median, the ranks of the centre were

diminished, and it became the weakest part of the line, Avhile

the wings were both made strong with a depth of many ranks.

112. So when the battle was set in array, and the victims

showed themselves favourable, instantly the Athenians, so soon

as they were let go, charged the barbarians at a run.^ Now the

distance between the two armies was little short of eight fiu'-

longs. The Persians, therefore, Avhen they saw the Greeks

coming on at speed, made ready to receive them, although it

seemed to them that the Athenians were bereft of their senses,

and bent upon their own destruction ; for they saw a mere hand-

ful of men coming on at a run Avithout either horsemen or

archers. ^ Such was the opinion of the barbarians ; but the

The position of the other tribes is not

known.
^ The Panathenaic festival is probably

intended. It Avas held everj^ fifth year

(i. e. once in every four years, half-way

between the Olympic festivals), and
was the great religious assembly {--
yvpisj of the Athenians. The sacrifices

with which it opened were of a magni-
ficent character, for every town in

Attica, and every colony of Athens, and
in after times every subject city, sent a

bull as an oifering. After these victims

Avere slain, and before the feasting

upon their flesh began, the solemn
prayer mentioned in the text seems to

have been offered. (See Smith's Diet,

of Antiquities, pp. 70.5, 706.)
* It is questioned by some writers

what this really means. Col. Leake
thinks tliat the Greeks can only have
begun by a "quick step," the rapidity
of which may have been increased as

they approached the Persian line (Demi
of Attica, App. I. p. 212). Mr. Finlay
is of the same opinion. They sujipose
that a run of a mile must have disor-
dered the troops, and unfitted them for
engaging with tlie enemy. Mr. Grote
admits this result, but still believes in
the fact of the run, which, he observes,
"was obviously one of the most re-
markable events connected with the
battle " (Hist, of Greece, iv. p. 470,

note). He ascribes the defeat of the

Greek centre to the disorder produced
by the rapid advance. But if this had
been so, is it likely that Herodotus
Avould have fiiiled to notice it ? Per-

haps sufficient allowance has not been
commonly made for the efiect of ath-

letic training upon the Greek frame.

(See Professor Creasy 's 'Fifteen De-
cisive Battles,' p. 34, Avhere this point

is noticed.)
1 It was probably on accouiit of the

deficiency of the Greeks in archers and
cavalry that the rapid charge was made.
It took the Persians by surprise, and
allowed their light-armed troops no
time to act. Tiiere is reason to believe

that the Persian horse was absent from
the battle, having been sent on some
other service. At least the explanation

)

given by Suidas of the piOverb, " xuipls
\," favours such a supposition.

(See Appendix, Essay i. § 8.) '

The sterile and mountainous character

of Attica made it unfit to breed horses.

Athens, however, was not absolutely

withovit cavalry even in very early times.

The re(iuirement of two horsemen from
each Naucrary (Pollux, viii. 108) must
imdoubtedly have been an ancient one,

au<l would have given, in the times an-

terior to Clisthenes, 96, in those subse-

quent, 1 00 iiorse-soldiers. If the

of the Solonian constitution I'continucd

>.
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Athenians in close array fell upon them, and fouo-lit in a maiinor
worthy of being recorded. Tliey were the first of the Greeks,
so far as I know, Avho introduced the custom of charging the
enemy at a run, and they were likewise the first who dared to

look upon the Median garb, and to face men clad in that

fasliion.2 Until this time the very name of the Medes had been
a terror to the Greeks to hear.

113. The two armies fought together on the plain of Mara-
thon for a length of time ; and in the mid battle, where the

Persians themselves and the Sacse had their place,^ the barba-

rians were victorious, and broke and pursued the Greeks into

the inner country ; but on the two wings the Athenians and the

PlataBans defeated the enemy. Having so done, they suffered

the routed barbarians to fly at their ease, and joining the two
wings in one, fell upon those who had broken their own centre,

and fought and conquered them. These likewise fled, and now
the Athenians hung upon the runaways and cut them down,

chasing them all the way to the shore, on reaching which they

laid hold of the ships and called aloud for fire.

114. It was in the struggle here that Callimachus the pole-

march, after greatly distinguishing himself,^ lost his life ; Stesi-

laiis too, the son of Thrasilaiis, one of the generals, was slain

;

and Cyna3girus,^ the son of Euphorion, having seized on a vessel

iur the Clisthenic) all served, the number arrangement, although usual among the

now, one would think, must have been Persians, and perhaps invariably adopted

larger. It seems however . have been when the king was present (Arrian,

not till after the Persian war, that the Exp. Alex. ii. 8, Aape7us rh rris

number was increased to 300, or, in- ]??«, $
eluding the Scythian horse-archers, 600 Uepawv . Compare
(^Eschin. de F. L. p. 335, ed. Reiske

;

Xen. Anab. i. viii. § 21 -23, and Cyrop.

cf. Schol. in Aristoph. Eq. 225, [ol viii. v. § 8), was departed from occa-] ) / -( rhv sionally by their commanders, as is). A little later it was raised plain from Mardonius's disposition of

again to 1200, an amomit which does his trooi» before the battle of Plata?a

not appear to have been exceeded in the (infra, ix. 31).

most flourishing times (cf. Thucyd. ii. * Callimachus was represented in the

13; ^schin. de F. L. p. 336; Andoc. Pojcile at Athens, in a picture painted

de Pac. § 7, p. 50; Schol. Aristoph. not long after the event, as, together

1. s. 0. ; Suidas in voc). The horse- with Miltiades, taking the most promi-

archers were not included in this num- nent part in the battle (Pausan. i. xv.

ber (Andoc. 1. s. c). § -^J-
Polemon, a sophist in the time of

- On the exaggeration involved in the Antouines, composed a funeral ora-

this statement, see the Introductory tion in his honour, wherein he spoke of

Essay, vol. i. p. 66, note *. his having been pierced by so many
3 Mr. Grote notices the similar battle weapons that his body w:i3 prevented

array of the Turkish armies, \vhere the from falling. (Compare Aristid. Panath.

centre is the post of honour, and is p. 216, and JElian, N. A. vii. 38.)

visually occupied by the sultan or other ^ Cynccgirus was a brother of yEschy-

chief commander, surrounded by the lus (Suidas, ad voc). Later writers, as

flower of the cavalry or spahis (Hist, of Justin (ii. 9) and the Pseudo-Plutarch

Greece, iv. p. 468, note -) ; but this (Plut. Op. li. p. 305, B., C), greatly ex-
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of the enemy's by tlie ornament at the stern, *^ had his hand cut

off by the blow of an axe, and so perished ; as likewise did many
other Athenians of note and name.'^

115. Nevertheless the Athenians secured in this way seven of

theVessels ; while with the remainder the barbarians pushed off,

and taking aboard their Eretrian prisoners from the island where

they had left them, doubled Cape Sunium, hoping to reach

xVthens before the return of the Athenians. The Alcma:"onida3

were accused by their countrymen of suggesting this coiu"se to

them ; they had, it was said, an understanding with the Persians,

and made a signal to them,* by raising a shield, after they were

embarked in their ships.

116. The Persians accordingly sailed round Sunium. But

the Athenians with all possible speed marched away to the

defence of their city, and succeeded in reaching Athens before

the appearance of the barbarians :
^ and as their camp at ]\Iara-

thon had been pitched in a precinct of Hercules, so now they

encamped in another precinct of the same god at Cynos-

aggerated his exploit. Accoi-ding to

them, when he lost his right hand, he
seized the vessel with his left, and when
that was cut off, caught it with his

teeth, and would not let go his hold
till he was slain. lie too was repre-

sented in the Poucile (-cElian, 1. s. c.).

•> The ornament at the stern{
or apludre) consisted of wooden planks
curved gi-acefully in continuance of the
sweep by which the stern of the ancient
ship rose from tlie sea. Vessels were
ordinarily i-anged along a beach with
their sterns towards the shore (Virg.

Mn. iii. 277, "Stant Wiove puppes ;" cf.

vi. '.'j-h, 901, &c.), and thus vere liable

to be seized by the stern-ornament.
Homer had represented Hector as laying
hold of a vessel in this way iu the battle

at the ships (II. xv. 717).
' The names of these persons have

not come down to us. It is known,
however, that ^Eschylus, and his brother
Ameinias, of whom we hear below (viii.

84, 9:i), were jiresent at the fight, and
behaved with gallantry (Marm. Par. 48

;

Athena!U8, xiv. 6 ; Pausan. i. i. 4
;

Suidas, ad voc. ). Themisto-
cles and Aristides have been already
mentioned as among the combatants.
They fought in the centre, where the
tribes Leontiw and Antiochis were de-
feated by the enemy (Plut. Aristid. c. 5).

• Colonel Leake says that raising a
ehield was " not an uncommon signal

among the Greeks" (Demi of Attica,

App. I. p. 207, note i). He refers to
the well-known passage inDiodorus (xx.

51), where Demetrius is related to have
raised a golden shield as a signal for

beginning the battle. But I am aware
of only one other instance (Xen. Hell,

ii.i. §27).
" Marathon is six and' twenty miles

from Athens by the common route,

that which passes between Hymettus
and Pentelicus. If the Greeks per-
formed this march, one of seven hours,
the very same afternoon, as Herodotus
has been thought to imply, it would be
about the most remarkable of the events
of a very memoi-able day. Perhaps
Herodotus did not intend such extreme
activity. The Persians, it must be
borne in mind, sailed first to ^Tigileia,

which was fifteen miles from IVIarathon

in a north-easterly direction. It would
not be until their fleet was seen standing
in again for the Attic coast instead of
rounding Eubroa, that a suspicion would
arise of their intention. This is ex-
tremely likely to have been early the
next day. Then the Athenians set oif

with all speed, and, as the voj'age was
nearly four times the length of tlie land
journey, arrived first. Plutarch sup-
ports this view, since he says expressly
that Miltiades returned to Athens the
day (iftcr the battle (Bellone an pace
clariores fuerint Athenienses, ii. p. 350).
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arges.^ The barbarian fleet arrived, and lay to off Phalerum,
which was at that time the haven of Athens ; - but after resting

awhile upon their oars, they departed and sailed away to Asia.

117. There fell in this battle of Marathon, on tlie side of the

barbarians, about sis thousand and four hundred men ; ^ on that

of the Athenians, one hundred and ninety-two.•* Such was the

' Supra, V. 63. Cynosarges was situ-

ated very near the famous Lycseum, the
school of Aristotle. Both seem to have
been in the district called Cej}i, or " the
Gardens." which was on tlie south-
eastei'n side of the city towards the
Ilissus, and may have been in part
within and in part without the walls

(Pausan. i. xix. § 2-4, and xxvii. § 4
;

Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 5, p. 631 ; Liv. xxxi.

24). Cynosarges itself lay outside the
city, a little way fi'om the Diomeian
gate (Diog. Laert. vi. 13; Plut. Them.
c. 1). It was a grassy spot, thickly

shaded with trees (Diccearch. Fr. 59),

situated upon rising ground (Plut. Vit.

X. Rhet. ii. p. 838, B), and is placed
Avith much probability by Colonel Leake
''at the foot of the south-eastern ex-

tremity of Mount Lycabettus" (Athens,

§ vi. p. 277). It would thus both lie

upon the common route from Athens to

Marathon, and command a prospect of

the sea and of the roadstead of Pha-
lerum.
The temple of Hercules at Cynosarges

is mentioned by a great number of

writei's. (See, besides the authorities

already quoted, Aristoph. Ran. 612;
Polem. II. Fr. 78 ; Hesych. in voc.

;

Harpocrat. sub voc., &c.).

Besides the temple, there was also a

gymnasium, or public exercise-ground,

i at the place (Liv., Diog. Laert., Plutarch,
;Steph. Byz. ad voc. &c.).

- Su£ra,_v. 63.
^ The moderation of this estimate

contrasts remarkably with the exagge-

rated statements of later times. The
inscription under the picture in the

Poecile put the number of the slain at

200,000.'''?/'' tv. ^',?.
(Suidas, ad voc. ;.)

Others spoke of 300,000 (Pausan. iv.

sxv. § 2) or of an innumerable multi-

tude (Xen. Anab. iii. ii. § 12 ; Plut. de

Malign. Herod, ii. p. 862). The great

slaughter took place at one of the

marshes, into which the flying Persians

were driven by their conquerors. The
picture at the Poecile gave this incident

(Pausan. i. xv. § 4, and xxxii. § 6). The
entire number of the Persians engaged is

very uncertain. Justin (ii. 9) lays them
at 600,000; Plato (Menex. p. 190, ed.

Tauchn.) and Lysias (Orat. Fun. p. 82,
ed. Reiske) at half a million ; Plutarch
iParall. ii. p. 305) and Valerius Maximus
(v. 3) at 300,000 ; and Cornelius Nepos
at 210,000 (Miltiad. c. 4). This last

estimate is perhaps not far from the
truth. The 600 triremes must have
carried at least 138,000 men (vide infra,

vii. 184), and may probably have earned
150,000. The cavalry is not likely to

have fallen short of 10,000, which is the

estimate of Nepos (1. s. c). And the

seamen of the cavalry transports, toge-

ther with the Greeks impressed into the

service from the Cyclades (infra, eh.

133), may have easily amounted to

50,000. Thus we should have for the

whole amoimt

—

Crews of 600 triremes . . . 120,000

Men-at-arms (Persians and / ,„ „„
Saca;) on board them . 3

Cavalry 10,000

Crews of the horse-transports . 40,000

Greeks pressed into the service ,
The Athenians are usually estimated at

90o0, or, including the lOOO Platrcans,

10,000. (See Pausan. x. xx. § 2 ; Plut.

Parall. 1. s. c. ; Corn. Nep. Miltiad. c.

5.) Justin makes them 10,000 exclusive

of the Platiean contingent (ii. 9). The
light-armed would probably about

double the number (intra, ix. 29). The
Soros which marks the grave of the

Athenian dead is still a conspicuous

object on the plain of Marathon (Words-

worth's Pictorial Greece, p. 1 1 3 ; Leake's

Demi of Attica, pp. 99 ; kc).
* The smalluess of the loss sustained

by a Greek army in a great engagement,

unless in case of an utter rout, is very

remarkable. At Plataja, where the

troops engaged were above 70,000, He-
rodotus estimates the shiin at 759, and
of these 600 fell in a bye engagement,

and no more than 1 59 in the main battle

(infra, ix. 69, 70). With the Doiians
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number of the slain on the one side and the other, A strange

prodigy likewise happened at this fight. Epizeliis,^ the son of

Cuphagoras, an Athenian, was in the thick of the fray, and

behaving himself as a brave man should, when suddenly he was

stricken with blindness, without blow of sword or dart ; and this

blindness continued thenceforth during the whole of his after life.

The following is the account which he himself, as I have heard,

gave of the matter : he said that a gigantic warrior, with a huge

beard, which shaded all his shield, stood over against him ; but

the ghostly semblance passed him by, and slew the man at his

side. Such, as I understand, was the tale Avhich Epizelus told.*^

118. Datis meanwhile was on his way back to Asia,'' and

had reached Myconus,^ when he saw in his sleep a vision.

What it was is not known ; but no sooner was day come than

he caused strict search to be made throughout the whole fleet,

and finding on board a Phoenician vessel an image of Apollo

overlaid Avith gold, he inquired from whence it had been taken,

and learning to what temple it belonged, he took it with him in

his own ship to Delos, and placed it in the temple there,

enjoining the Delians, who had now come back to their island,

to restore tlie image to the Theban Delium,^ which lies on the

the paucity of killed was particularly

strikiog. In the great battle of Man-
tinea, which re-established the military

fame of Sparta after lier various losses

in the early part of the Pcloponnesian
war, the Sjjartans slain were about 300
(Thucyd. V. 74). In some cases the
number recorded seems almost ridi-

culous. At Amphipolis, for instance,

Brasidas loses seven men (Thucyd. v.

11); at the battle of Corinth the slain

amount to eykt CXen. Hell. iv. iii. § 1.)

^ Epizelus was represented in tlie

painting at the Poecile (.^Eliau, N. A.
vu. 38).

6 According to Plutarch (Vit. Thes. c.

35), Theseus was seen by a great number
of the Athenians fighting on their side

against the Persians. In the Paicild,

the hero Marathon, Theseus, Minerva,
and Hercules, were all represented as
present '^Paus. i. xv. § 4).

^ Ctesias (Persica, § 18) declared that
Datis fell in the fight, and that the
Athenians refused to give up his budy
to the Persians. This was, according
to biin, one of the reasons why Xerxes
invaded Greece (§ 21). Since the i-ecent
discoveries in Assyria and Babylonia,
few will credit Ctesias where he con-
tradicts Herodotus. Perhaps the story

that Hippias fell, which is found in

Cicero (ad Attic, ix. 10) and Justin (ii.

9), rests on no better foundation.
^ Myconus retains its name almost

unchanged in the modei'n Mikono. It

lies between Tenos (Tino) and Icaria

(^Nikai-ia), seven miles from the one and
near thirty from the other. Myconus
is separated from Delos by a narrow
channel not more than two miles wide.

' Tliis temple acquired a special cele-

brity from the defeat which the Athe-
nians suffered in its neighbourhood in

the eighth year of tlie Pcloponnesian
war, B.C. 424 (Thucyd. iv. 9G). It was
(as Herodotus says) situated near the

coast (') : cf. Pausan. ix. xx.

§ 1, and Scylax, Peripl. p. 51). overlook-

ing the channel between the mainland
and Kuboea (Liv. xxxv. 51, " imminens
mari ;" Tliucyd. iv. Tfi, Trphs). The name of Delium is

said to have been given to it because it

was built after the model of Apollo's

temple at Delos (Strab. ix. p. 585). It

lay in the territory of Tanagra, from
which it was distant about five miles

(Liv. 1. s. c.), while it was little more
than one from the Athenian frontier

(Thucyd. iv. 90, 99).

Besides the temple there was a small
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coast over against Clialcis. Having left these injunctions, he
sailed away ; but the Delians failed to restore the statue ; and it

was not till twenty years afterwards that the Thebans, warned
by an oracle, themselves brought it back to Delium.

119. As for the Eretrians, whom Datis and Artaphernes had
carried away captive, when the fleet reached Asia, they were
taken up to Susa.^ Now King Darius, before they w^ere made his

prisoners, nourished a fierce anger against these men for having

injured him without provocation; but now that he saw them
brought into his presence, and become his subjects, ho did them
no other harm, but only settled them at one of his own stations

in Cissia—a place called Ardericca ^—two hundred and ten fur-

longs distant from Susa, and forty from the well Avhich yiekls

produce of three different kinds. For from this well they get

bitumen, salt, and oil, procuring it in the way that I will now

town{, Strab. 1. s. c. ; Steph.

Byz. ad voc.) called Delium. The site

of the latter seems to be occupied by
the modern village of Dhilissi. The
temple was much nearer the sea. (See

Leake's Northern Greece, vol. ii. p. 450.)
1 Damis, the friend and companion

of Apollonius of Tyana, declared that

Apollonius found the Eretrians still in

the same place, and retaining their

ancestral speech, in the first century of

our era (ap. Philostr. Vit. Apoll. Tyan.
i. 24). He reported their tradition to be,

that the number of the captives in the

fii'st instance was 780, and consisted of

men, women, and children—but that near
one half died upon the journey, so that

only four hundred men and ten women
appeai'ed before Darius at Susa. Tlie

Eretrians in his day occupied a strongly-

fortified village, but sufiered continually

fxOm the raids of their neighbours, who
ravaged their cultivated land. Apol-
lonius interceded for them with the

Parthian king. There is nothing im-

probable in this narrative, which Mr.
Grote discredits (Hist, of Gi-eece, iv. p.

488, note) on account of the fictions

vherewith the life of Apollonius is

disfigured.

Strabo placed the caiitive Eretrians

in Gordyene' or Kurdistan, the mountain
region east of the upper Tigris (xv. ji.

1060).
2 This cannot be the Ardericca which

was mentioned in the Fii'st Book, for

that was in the northern part of Baby-

lonia, and lay on the Euphrates (i. 185).

It must be souglit for in Khuzistan, in

the neighbourhood of one or other of

the few places where bitumen is found.

Sir H. Rawlinson places it at Kir-Ab,

which is 35 miles (above 300 stades) from
Susa, in a direction a little north of east.

" Among these steep ravines,'' he

says, " I was surprised to detect the

evident traces of a broad-paved road,

leading into the secluded plain of Kir-Ab,

which appeared to come from the direc-

tion of li'us (Susa). I also found a heaj)

of mounds in the plain, the remains of

an ancient town ; and uniting these in-

dications with the bitumen jjits, which
abound in the neighbourhood, and

from which the place has obtained its

name, I could not but fancy that I

beheld the site of the Eretriau colonj-

of Ardericca. It is true that the dis-

tance in a right line is too much to

accord with the 210 stadia of Hero-

dotus, and he seems to have actually

visited the place himself; but in all

other respects it will agree suflaeiciitly

well both with his account and with

that of Damis (ap. Bhilostr. Vit. Apoll.

1. s. c). The liquid bitumen is collected at

the present day in the same v:ai/ as is related

bi/ Herodotus : the ground is impregnated

with this noxious matter, and the watei-s

are most unwholesome. The Halad-rud

may be the stream which was brought

round the town to defend the Greek

colonists from the attacks of the barba-

rians ; and the rising ground behind the

ruins is, at the present day, the part of

the district chiefly under cultivation"

(Journal of Koyal Geographical Society,

vol. ix. p. 94).
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describe : They draw with a swipe, and instead of a bucket

make use of the half of a wine-skin ; with this the man dips,

and after drawing, pours the liquid into a reservoir, wherefiOm

it passes into another, and there takes three different shapes.

The salt and the bitumen forthwith collect and harden, while

the oil is drawn off into casks. It is called by the Persians

" rhadinace," is black, and has an unpleasant smell. Here then

King Darius established the Eretriaus ; and here they continued

to my time, and still spoke their old language. So thus it fared

with the Eretrians.

120. After the full of the moon two thousand Lacedaemonians

came to Athens. So eager had they been to arrive in time,

that they took but three days to reach Attica from Spai-ta.^

They came, however, too late for the battle
;

yet, as they had a

longing to behold the Medes, they continued their march to

Marathon and there viewed the slain. Then, after giving the

Athenians all praise for their achievement, they departed and

returned home.*

121. But it fills me vitll wonderment, and I can in no wise

believe the report, that the Alcmaeonidae had an understanding

with the Persians, and held them u]3 a shield as a signal, wishing

Athens to be brought under the yoke of the barbarians and of

Hippias,—the Alcmseonidfe, who have shown themselves at least

as bitter haters of tyrants as was Callias, the son of Pha^nippus,

and father of Hipponicus.^ This Callias was the only person

at Athens who, when the Pisistratidie were driven out, and their

goods were exposed for sale by the vote of the people, had the

courage to make purchases, and likewise in many other ways to

display the strongest hostility.

[122. He was a man very worthy to be had in remembrance
by all, on several accounts. For not only did he thus distinguish

' Isocrates says that the Spartans tombed their dead, this statement
vrcre three days and three nights on the is in close accordance with Herodotus,
road (Orat. Paneg. 24, p. 171, ed. and may be accepted as the truth.
Baiter). As the distance was not less * Vide infra, vii. IT)!, wliere another
than I.'jO miles Q140stades, Plin. H. N. Callias, the son of this Hipponicus, is

vii. 20), it is impossible that the march mentioned. Hipponicus himself is said
should have been accomplished in a to have been one of the wealthiest
.shorter space of time. Athenians of his day, which may ac-

* Plato (Menex. p. 191, ed. Tauchn.) count for this introduction of his name,
tells us that the Spartans arrived the (See Plut. Vit. Alcib. c. 8, and Athe-
fl'iij after the battle ( rrj najus, Deipnosoph. xii. 9, where, how-). As the Greeks did not leave ever, the story told of the mode iu
tlie bodies of the Persians to infect the which he obtained his wealth is histori-
air, but buried them (Pausan. i. xxxii. cally impossible.)

§ 4), i>robably as soon a» they had en-
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himself beyond others in tlie cause of his eountiy's freedom ; but
likewise, by the honours which he gained at the Olympic games,
where he carried off the prize in the horse-race, and was second
in the fom--horse chariot-race, and by his victory at an earlier

period in the Pythian games, he showed himself in the eyes of

all the Greeks a man most unsparing in his expenditure.*' He
Avas remarkable too for his conduct in respect of his daughters,

three in number ; for Avhen they came to be of marriageable

age, he gave to each of them a most ample dowry, and placed it

at their own disposal, allowing them to choose their husbands

from among all the citizens of Athens,'^ and giving each in

marriage to the man of her own choice.^]

123. Now the Alcmffionida? fell not a whit short of this person

in their hatred of tyrants, so that I am astonished at the charge

made against them, and cannot bring myself to believe that

they held up a shield ; for they were men who had remained in

exile during the whole time that the tyranny lasted, and they

even contrived the trick by which the Pisistratidse were de-

prived of their throne.'* Indeed I look upon them as the persons

who in good truth gave Athens her freedom far more than Har-

modius and Aristogeiton.^ For these last did but exasperate the

other Pisistratida? by slaying Hipparchus,^ and were far from

doing anything towards putting down the tyranny ; whereas the

AlcmseonidcC were manifestly the actual deliverers of Athens, if

6 Supra, ch. 35 note ". the same opiniou as Thucydides (vi.

' In general the Athenian ladies— in- 54-59), that far too much honour was

deed, the Gixek ladies without escep- paid to the memory of these persons,

tion—were not even asked to give their He may not have known the discreditable

consent to the match prepared for story which Thucydides relates ; but he

them. Parents managed marriages often felt that they had done nothing to de-

on both sides, always on that of the serve their great ^ reputation. Their

woman. The husband was often a "foolish venture"( ,
complete stranger until the day of the Thuc. vi. 59 )

had only made Hippias

espousals. fSee the plays of Plautus cruel and suspicious, and had not

and Terence passim, and cf. Eurip. helped in tlie least to liberate Athens

;

Androm. 951, and Xen. CEconom. vii. yet they were celebrated in drinking-

S 10, 11.) songs as the founders of democracy

^ This chapter is regarded as an{ ' 'AOrjuas (-), had

interpolation by ValckeSaer, Larcher, their statues erected on the ascent to

Schc-efer, Schultz, and Gaisford. Schweig- the acropolis ^Pausan. i. yiu. § 5; com-

haeuser and Biihr are of a different pare Arrian, Exp. Alex. in. 16; vn. 19;,

opinion. It is wanting in several of where no other human statues were

the best MSS., and has expressions in allowed (see Leake s Athens, p. -lo),

it which are very harsh, and unlike were honoured with a conspicuous

Herodotus. Larcher conjectures that monument outside the walls among the

it was inserted by a sophist, who wished gi'eat benefactors of the state (Pausan.

to pay court to Hipponicus (note ad i. xxix. ^ island had an annual sacri-

2qp I
•'

re
. g^^ offered to them by the Polemarch

9 Supra, V. G3.
(Poll"^' ^^^•

^^V' ^^ ,^, , . .„
1 It is plain that Herodotus was of - Supra, v. 5o, G2

;
Thucyd. vi. ..9.
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at least it be true that the Pytliouess was prevailed upon by them

to bid the Lacodiemouians set Athens free, as I have already

related.

124. But perhaps they Avere offended with the people of

Athens ; and therefore betrayed their country. Nay, but on the

contrary there were none of the Athenians who were held in

such general esteem, or who Avere so laden with houom-s.^ So

that it is not even reasonable to suppose that a shield was held

up by them on this account. A shield vas shown, no doubt

;

that cannot be gainsaid ; but who it was that showed it I cannot

any further determine.

125. Now the Alcmoeonida? were, even in days of yore, a

family of note at Athens;^ but from the time of Alcma3on, and

again of Megacles, they rose to special eminence. The former

of these two personages, to wit, Alcma^on, the son of Megacles,

when Croesus the Lydian sent men from Sardis to consult the

Delphic oracle, gave aid gladly to his messengers, and assisted

them to accomplish their task. Croesus, informed of Alcmseon's

kindnesses by the Lydians who from time to time conveyed his

messages to the god, ^ sent for him to Sardis, and when he

aiTJved, made him a present of as much gold as he should be

able to carry at one time about his person. Finding that this

was the gift assigned him, Alcmreon took his measures, and pre-

pared himself to receive it in the following way. He clothed

himself in a loose tunic, which he made to bag greatly at the

waist, and placing upon his feet the widest buskins that he could

anywhere find, followed his guides into the treasure-house.

Here he fell to upon a heap of gold-dust, and in the first place

packed as much as he could inside his buskins, between them
and his legs ; after which he filled the breast of his tunic quite

full of gold, and then sprinkling some among his hair, and

taking some likcAvise in his mouth, he came forth from the

treasure-house, scarcely able to drag his legs along, like any-

•' \\Tiat had become of Clisthenes ?
'' Suiclas makes Alcmseon, the son of

Probably he was dead, but when he Amphiaraus, the first founder of the
died, and under what circumstauces, family (in voc. ') ; but
history does not inform us. His tomb I'ausauias fii. xviii. § 7) derives the
at Athens was among the sepulchres of Alcm;oouida3 from Alcmiuon, tlife son of
those who had perislied in defence of Sillus, and descendant of Nestor, who
their country (I'ausan. i. xxix. § 5). was one of the Pyliaus expelled by the
Apparently, therefm-c, he nnist have Heraclidic when they conquered the
fallen in battle, and probably either in Peloponnese. The families of Codrus
the Tlieban or the Egiuetan war. The and Pisistratus were said to have been
tomb of those who had perished in the derived from the same source (Pausau.
latter was not far from his (Pausan. ut supra ; Herod, v. tJ5).

il^iJ•;• * Supra, i. 55,
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tiling rather tlian a man, with his mouth crammed full, and his

bulk increased every way. On seeing him, Cru'sus burst into a

laugh, and not only let him have all that he had taken, but

gave him presents besides of fully equal worth. Thus this

house became one of great wealth ; and Alcma^on was able to

keep horses for the chariot-race, and won the prize at Olympia.''

126. Afterwards, in the generation which followed, Clisthencs,

king of Sicyon, raised the family to still greater eminence

among the Greeks than even that to which it had attained

before. For this Clisthenes,^ was the son of Aristonymus,

the grandson of Myron,'^ and the great-grandson of Andreas, had
a daughter, called Agarista, Avhom he wished to marry to the

best husband that he could find in the whole of Greece. At
the Olympic games, therefore, having gained the prize in the

chariot-race, he caused public proclamation to be made to the

following effect :
—" Whoever among the Greeks deems himself

vorthy to become the son-in-law of Clisthenes, let him come,

sixty days hence, or, if he will, sooner, to Sicyon ; for within a

year's time, counting from the end of the sixty days, Clisthenes

will decide on the man to whom he shall contract his daughter."

So all the Greeks who were proud of their own merit or of their

country flocked to Sicyon as suitors ; and Clisthenes had a foot-

course and a wrestling-ground made ready, to try their powers.

127. From Italy there came Smindyrides, the son of Hippo-

crates, a native of Sybaris—which city about that time was at

^ There are strong reasons for sus- of his father,

pecting the whole of this story :— 1.
"^ The domination of the tyrants at

Alcmseon was the Athenian general in Sicyon lasted, according to Aristotle

the Cirrhican \var, B.C. 595 (Plutarch, (Pol. v. 9), longer than any other. The

Sol. c. 11), and is not likely to have family of Orthagoras, who was the

undertaken a journey to Sardis forty original usurper, continued on the

years afterwards, when he must have throne for a hundred years. They ruled

been above seventy. 2. He seems with justice and moderation. Clis-

never to have gained any Olympic vie- thenes was tlie last king. He was a

tory ; for the Alcmseonidsc had only warlike prince, and was selected by the

gained one when Pindar wrote his Amphictyons as general in the Cirrhioau

seventh Pythian, and that was won by or sacred war, k.C. 595 (Plut. Vit. Sol.

Alcmajon's son, Megacles, at the 57th 1. s. c. ; Pausau. x. xxxvii. § 4 : of.

Olympic festival (Schol. ad Piud. Pyth. Polyaen. iii. 5, and Frontm. ni. 7).

vii. 14; cf. Schol. ad Aristoph. Nub. Besides his Olympic victory here spoken

70). 3. AlcmiBon was dead before Croc- of, he gained the chariot-race at the

sus consulted the Greek oracles, for second Pythian festival, B.C. 582 (Pau-

that was in the year B.C. 556 (Marm. san. x. vii. § :>).

Par. 41) ; and Megacles, the son of ^ Myron is mentioned as kmg of

Alcmaion, had become the head of the Sicyon by Plutarcli (de Sera Num.
family before the first usurpation of Viud. p. 55o, B.) ;

and Pausamas re-

Pisistratus, B.C. 5G0. If the narrative cords it of him that he won the chariot-

be not a mere fable, it must belong to race at the 33rd Olympic festival, B.C.

the biography of Megacles, not to that 648 (Pausan. vi. xix. § 2).
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the very height of its prosperity. He was a man who in hixu-

riousness of living ^ exceeded all other persons. Likewise there

came Damasus, the son of Amyris, surnamed the Wise," a

native of Siris.^ These two were the only suitors from Italy.

From the Ionian Gulf ^ appeared Amphimnestus, the son of Epis-

trophus, an Epidamnian ; ^ from ^tolia Males, the brother of

that Titormus^ who excelled aU the Greeks in strength, and

Avho wishing to avoid his feUow-men, withdrew himself into the

remotest parts of the -<iEtolian terriotry. From the Peloponnese

came several—Leocedes, son ofthat Pheidon,^ king of the Argives,

3 Varions tales were told of Smin-
tlyrides by later writers, illusti-ative of

bis cbai-acter for luxuriousness. Ti-

msDus, a native of Sicily, well ac-

quainted witb tbe traditions of tbe

cities of Magna Griecia, seems to bave

been tbe source from wbicb tbey drew.

One story was, tbat be accompanied

to Sicyon by a tbousand fowlers and a

tbousand cooks (Atbeuteus, xii. 58, p.

541, C), to Avbicb aome added a tbou-

sand fisbei-men (^lian, V. H. xii. 24);

anotber, tbat be declared it made bim
feel tired to see a man bard at woi'k in

tbe fields (Senec. de Ira, ii. 25 ; cf.

Tim. Fr. 59); a tbird, tbat be com-
plained of tbe rose-leaves on wbicb be
slept baving creases in tbem (ibid.).

He was regarded as tbe type of bis

nation, wbicb carried luxury fui-tber

tban any otber Grecian state. (See tbe

long account of Atbenocus, wbo follows

Timseus and Pbylarcbus, Deipnosopb.
XII. iii. pp. 51 ii, 11 521.)

^^ Is tbis Amyris tke Sybarite, wbo
alone understood tbe oracle wbicb fore-

told tbe destruction of Sybaris, and
tberefore sold all tbat be bad and
quitted it, wbence be was considered

mad by his countrymen ? See tbe
story at length in Eustathius (Com-
ment, ad Hom. II. ii. p. 298), and
Suidas (ad voc.) ; and compare Zeno-
bius, wbo gives it diiiereutly (Cent. iv.

27). When it was found iiow \visely

the supposed madman had acted, tbe
proverb arose, ""!•"

' Siria, situated on a river of tbe
same name, midway between Sybaris
and Tarentum, wa.s, according to dif-

ferent authors, a Tr<jjan (Lycophr. Alex.
•78), a lihodiau (Strab. vi. p. 380), or
an Ionian settlement. Timseus (ap.

Athen. xii. 5, p. 523, C.) ascribed its

first origin to Troy, but related that it

afterward» received a body of Colopho-
niau colonists. Tbe grounds upon

wbicb Athens claims it as hers (infra,

viii. 62) are very obsciu'e. Siris was
almost as celebrated for its luxury as

Sybaris fsee Atbenjeus, 1. s. c, Avbo

qiiotes Timieus and Aristotle). It fell

under the Tarentiue colony of Heraclea
(about three miles from it, and neai'ly

the same distance from the sea), to
Avhich at first it served as a port, and
in which eventually it was absorbed.
(Strab. 1. s. c. ; iJiod. Sic. xii. 37.

Compare Scylax, Peripl. p. 11, where
Heraclea is mentioned, but not Siris.)

Some ruins of Heraclea remain, but
none of Siris. Tbe river, which bore
the name of tbe latter city, is now
called tbe Siu7w. There is a roadstead
at its mouth, vhere vessels may lie,

but nothing tbat deserves tbe name of
a harbour (Swinburne's Travels, vol. i,

p. 279).
" By the Ionian Gulf, Herodotus

means the Adriatic Sea (vide infra, vii.

20; ix. 92; and compai-e Thucyd. i.

24, &c.).
•' Epidamnus, a colony of the Cor-

cjn-ajans (Thucyd. i. 24), Avas situated

on the Illj^rian coast, between Apol-
lonia {Follini) and Lissus (A/ebsio). The
Romans changed its name to Dyr-
rhachium, vbich lias been corrupted
into I)u)-<i-::io (cf. Strab. vii. p. 457

;

Plin. H. N. iii. 23).
• Titornms is said to have contended

with Milo, and proved himself the
stronger. He lifted a stone uji to bis

shoulders which Milo could scarcely

move (iElian, H. V. xii. 22). He also

challenged Milo to a trial, Avbich could
the soonest devour an ox (Athen:cus,

X. 4, p. 412, F.).

* Such is tbe reading of all tbe MSS. ^

As, however, the Pheidon indicated
j

flourished at least 150 years before i

Clisthenes (see Clinton's F. H. vol. i.
'

pp. 247-250), it has been thought to be \

impossible that the text should be
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who established weights and measures throughout the Pelo-

ponneso/ and was the most insolent of all the Grecians—the same
who drove out the Elean directors of the games, and himself pre-

sided over the contests at Olympia ^—Leocedes,** I say, appeared,

this Pheidon's son ; and Kkewise Amiantus, son of Lycurgus, an
Arcadian of the city of Trapezus ;

^ Laphanes, an Azenian of

Paeus,^ whose father, Euphorion, as the story goes in Arcadia,

entertained the Dioscuri at his residence,^ and thenceforth kept

sound. Various emendations have been
suggested ; but all of them involve so

much alteration, that I should incline,

with Miiller (iEginet. p. 60), to regard

the passage as sound, and the historical

error as due to Herodotus himself, who
applied what he had heard of one
Pheidon, king of Argos, to another, the
father of Leocedes. That Herodotus
was not well acquainted with Pelopon-
uesian history is plain from the sti'ange

confusions of Book i. ch, 65.
• Pheidon appears to have established

a uniform system of weights and mea-
sures throughout his dominions (Mai'm.

Par. 46, [ a] veffKevaae.
Eph. ap. Strab. viii. p. 519; Plin. H. N.
vii. 56. p. 478; Isidor. Etym. xvi. 25,

§ 2). His system continued for some
time, and was known as the Pheidonian
(Eph. ap, Strab.

; Pollux, Onomast. . 179,; Schol. Pind.
01. siii. '27, 5€ ayyeTa). He
is likewise said to have been the first

(2. ('. the first Greek, supra, vol. i. pp.
564, 565) to coin silver and other money,
which he did in Egina, a portion of

his dominions (Eph. ap. Strab. 1. s. c.

;

Etym. Mag. ad voc. ). He
was the greatest of the Argive kings

(supra, i. 82, note ^), but is accused by
Aristotle of having changed the i^re-

viously existing monarchy into a ty-

ranny (Pol. V. 8, p. 178, ed. Tauclm.).
7 Pausanias (. sxii. § 2) and

Ephorus (ap. Strab. 1. s. c.) give the
circumstances of this transaction. Ac-
cording to the former, the Piss3ans,

who wished to have the presidency of

the Olympic games instead of the

Eleans, invited Pheidon to their assist-

ance. With his help they drove away
the Eleans, and together with him pi'e-

sided at the festival. This was the

8th Olympiad (B.C. 748); and on ac-

,
count of the circumstances of the cele-

'bration, the Eleans omitted this Olj^m-

piad from their register, as they did

also, for similar reasons, the 34th and
the 104th. The Eleans afterwards ap-

plied for assistance to Sparta ; and
Sparta, with their aid, conquered Phei-
don, and reinstated the Eleans in the
presidency of the games, giving them
at the same time Pisatis and Tri-
phylia.

>* Leocedes is probably the same per-
son who is called Lacides by Pausanias
(II. xix. § 2), and by Plutarch (ii. p. 89,
) Lacydes. The latter represents him
as an effeminate and luxurious prince.

3 Trapezus was one of the Arcadian
towns doomed to be swallowed up in
Megalopolis (Pausan. viii. xxvii. § 3).
Its inhabitants, however, refused to re-

move, and so incurred the anger of the
other Arcadians. The greater number
were slain, and the rest removed to
Trapezus on the Euxine (now Trehizond),

which looked upon the Arcadian Tra-
pezus as its mother city (Pausan. ut
supra, § 4), Other writers make the
Pontic Trapezus a Sinopian settlement

(Xen. Anab. iv. viii. § 22 ; Stepb.

Byz. ad voc. ; Arrian. Peripl. Pont.

Eux. p. 113). In the time of Pausanias

Trapezus was in ruins (viii. xxix. § 1).

It lay on the left bank of the Alpheus

(), on the road which led from
Megalopolis to Gortys {Atzkolo). Col.

Leake identifies it vith an ancient site

Meax Mavria (Morea, vol. ii. pp. 27 and

293). Concerning the mythic origin of

the name of Trapezus, cf. Apollod. iii.

viii. 1, § 6.

^ Arcadia was divided into three re-

gions, of which Azania was one 'Pausan.

VIII. iv. § 2 ; Steph. Byz. ad voc.

\\). It seems to have been the
|

northernmost portion (see Muller's Do-
^

rians, vol. ii. pp. 453, 454, E. T.). Pacus

is not mentioned by any other writer,

unless it be identical \vith the Paiis of

Pausanias (viii. xxiii. § 6), which was
in his time a ruined town to the north '

of the Ladon, iu the district of Cleitor.

(For the site of Paiis, .see Leake, ii. p.

249, and Curtius, i. p. 380.)
* Compare •\vith this story the tale

related by Pausanias of a certain Phor-

mio, a Spartan, who, refusmg the Dies-
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open house for all comers ; and lastly, Onomastns, the son of

Agoeus, a native of Elis. These four came from the Peloponnese.

From Athens there arrived Megacles, the son of that Alcmseon

who visited Cro3sus, and Tisander's son, Hippoclides,^ the

wealthiest and handsomest of the Athenians. There was likewise

one Euboean, Lysanias, who came from Eretria, then a flou-

rishing city. From Thessaly came Diactorides, a Cranonian,* of

the race of the Scopadie ;
^ and Alcon arrived from the Molos-

sians. This was the list of the suitors.

128. Now when they were all come, and the day appointed

had arrived, Clisthenes first of all inquired of each concerning

his country and his family ; after which he kept them with him
a year, and made trial of their manly bearing, their temper,

their accomplishments, and their disjiosition, sometimes drawing

them apart for converse, sometimes bringing them all together.

)Such as Avere still youths he took Avith him from time to time to

the gymnasia ; but the greatest trial of all was at the banquet-

table. During the whole period of their stay he lived with them
as I have said ; and, further, from first to last he entertained

them sumptuously. Somehow or other the suitors who came
from Atliens pleased him the best of all ; and of these Hippo-

elides, Tisander's son, was specially in favour, partly on account

of his manly bearing, and partly also because his ancestors were
of kin to the Corinthian Cypselids."

129. When at length the day arrived which had been fixed for

the espousals, and Clisthenes had to speak out and declare his

choice, he first of all made a sacrifice of a hundred oxen, and held

curi the chamber where they wished to remarkable alike for its cereal crops
be lodged, because it was his daughter's (Liv. xlii. 64, 6b) and for its pasturage
room, was puuished by the loss of bis (Theocr. xvi. .'i8). Its exact site cannot,
daughter and all her retinue (^III. xvi. well be fixed ; but the plain in which it

§ -i ; Plutarch, ii. p. llo.'i). stood is undoubtedly that which lies
•* Hippoclides belonged, in all proba- south of the low ridge between Larissa

bility, to another great Athenian house, and Fcrsala (Pharsalia), watered by the
the family of Miltiades. He may not Enipeus, or Apidanus {Fersaliti). See
indeed be the individual Hippoclides Leake's Travels in Northern Greece,
mentioned by Pherecydes (Frag. 2ii)

—

vol. i. p. 440.
whose father, if tiie p:ussage be sound, ^ The Scopadre were the ruling family
Avas not called Tisander, but Miltiades of Cranon, as the Aleuadse were of—but it can scarcely be doubted that Larissa (infi-a, ix. 58). Their wealth
lie was a member of the house in which was proverbial (Plut. Vit. Cim. c. 10

;

the two uncommon names of Tisander compare Theocr. 1. s. c).
and Hippoclides are known to have " This statement confirms what was
been in use as family names about this said above of the probable connexion of
pc'^'L Hippoclides with the family of Miltiades,

* Cranon (called also Ephyi-a) Avas a for Cypselus, as we have already seen,
city in the part of Thessaly known as was one of their family names (supra,
Pelaegiotis (Hecat. Fr. 112;Steph. Byz. ch. 34j.
ad voc). It stood in a fertile plain,
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a banquet, whereat he entertained all the suitors and the wliole

people of Sicyon, After the feast was ended, the suitors vied

with each other in music and in speaking on a given subject.

Presently, as the drinking advanced, Hippoclides, who quite

d^mbfoundered^the^rest, called aloud to the flute-player, and
bade him strike up a dance ; which the man did, and Hippo-

clides danced to it. And he fancied that he was dancing excel-

lently well; but Clisthenes, who was observing him, began to

misdoubt the whole business. Then Hippoclides, after a pause,

told an attendant to bring in a table ; and when it was brought,

he mounted upon it and danced first of all some Laconian

figures, then some Attic ones ; after which he stood on his head

upon the table, and began to toss his legs about. Clisthenes,

notwithstanding that he now loathed Hippoclides for a son-in-

law, by reason of his dancing and his shamelessness, still, as he

wished to avoid an outbreak, had restrained himself during the

first and likewise during the second dance ; when, however, he

saw him tossing his legs in the air, he could no longer contain

himself, but cried out, " Son of Tisander, thou hast danced thy

Avife away I
" " What does Hippoclides ciire ? " was the other's

answer. And hence the proverb arose.'^

130. Then Clisthenes commanded silence, and spake thus

before the assembled company :

—

" Suitors of my daughter, well pleased am I with you all ; and

right willingly, if it were possible, would I content you all, and

not by making choice of one appear to put a slight upon the

rest. But as it is out of my power, seeing that I have but one

daughter, to grant to all their wishes, Mall present to each

of you whom I must needs dismiss a talent of silver, for the

honour that you have done me in seeking to ally yourselves

with my house, and for your long absence from your homes.

But my daughter, Agarista, I betroth to Megacles, the son of

Alcmseon, to be his wife, according to the usage and wont of

Athens."

Then Megacles expressed his readiness ; and Clisthenes had

the marriage solemnized.

13J . Thus ended the afi^iir of the suitors ; and thus the

Alcmaionidrc came to be famous throughout the Avholeof Greece.

The issue of this marriage was the Clisthenes—so named after

7 It is used as a proverb by Lucian (vii. 21), Zenobius (. 31) and Suidas

in more places than one (Apol. pro (ad voc. ), p. 27jS,

mere. cond. iii. p. 285, and Pliilopatr. ed. Gaisford;,

ix. p. 267), and noticed by Diogeuiauus

VOL. III. 2
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his grandfiitlier the Sicyonian•—who made the tribes at Athens,

and set up the popular government.^ Megacles had likewise

another son, called Hippocrates, whose children were a Megacles

and an Agarista, the latter named after Agarista the daughter

of Clistlienes. She married Xanthippus, the son of Ariphron

;

and when she was with child by him had a dream, wherein she

fancied that she was delivered of a lion ; after which, within a

few days, she bore Xantliippus a son, to wit, Pericles.^

132. After the blow struck at Marathon, Miltiades, who was

previously held in high esteem by his countrymen, increased yet

more in influence. Hence, when he told them that he wanted a

fleet of seventy ships, ^ Avith an armed force, and money, without

informing them what country he was going to attack, but only

promising to enrich them if they would accompany him, seeing

that it was a right wealthy land, where they might easily get as

much gold as they cared to have ^—Avhen he told them this, they

vcre quite carried away, and gave him the whole armament
which he required,

133. So IMiltiades, having got the armament, sailed against

Pares, with the object, as he alleged, of punishing the Parians

for having gone to war with Athens, inasmuch as a trireme of

theirs bad come Avith the Persian fleet to ]\Iarathon. This, how-

ever, was a mere pretence ; the truth Avas, that Miltiades owed

the Parians a grudge, because Lysagoras, the son of Tisias, who

" 8nprrt, V. G9. so far as it is known, may be thus exhi-
'* Tiie family tree of the Alcmajonids, bited :

—

Alcjiaon (Atbenlan general in the Cirrhiean war, supra, i. 59).

Meoacles (rival of Pisislratus, supra, i. 59).

(m. Agarista)

I

I I I

Clisthenes (the legislator) a daiigliter Hiri'ocuATES
(supra, V. 66). (married Pisistratus, supra, i. 61). I

Araki.sta (2) Megacles (2)

(m. Xanthippus) I

I'KItlCLKS DiNO.MACHB
(m. Clinias)

Clinias Alcibiades

I I I

PaUAI.US XaNTUIITUS PliltlCLES (2)

(natural son—commander at Arginusa;).

' Seventy ships appear to have been * Ephorus .said that Pares was at this

the full complement of the Athenian time the ino.st prosperous and most
navy, until the time when the number powerful (^) ;)
was raised Vjy Themistocles to 20(1 (vide of the Cyclades (Fr. 107). According
Bupra. ch. Hit, and infra, vii. 144). Mil- to him Miltiades attacked several of the

tiadct' therel'ore took the whole Athenian other island.-s besides Paros.
navy on this exfieditiou.
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was a Parian by birth, had told tales against him to llydarnos

the Persian.^ Arrived before the place against which his expe-

dition was designed, he drove the Parians within their walls,

and forthwith laid siege to the city. At the same time he

sent a herald to the inhabitants, and required of them a hundred
talents, threatening that, if they refused, he would press the

siege, and never give it over till the town was taken. But the

Parians, without giving his demand a thought, proceeded to use

every means that they could devise for the defence of their city,

and even invented new plans for the purpose, one of which Avas,

by working at night to raise such parts of the wall as Avere likely

to be carried by assault to double their former height.

134. Thus far all the Greeks agree in their accounts of this

business ; what follows is related upon the testimony of the

Parians only. Miltiades had come to his wit's end, when one of

the prisoners, a woman named Timo, who was by birth a Parian,

and had held the office of under-priestess in the temple of the in-

fernal goddesses, came and conferred with him. This Avoman, they

say, being introduced into the presence of Miltiades, advised him,

if he set great store by the capture of the place, to do something

which she could suggest to him. When therefore she had told

him what it was she meant, he betook himself to the hill Avhich

lies in front of the city, and there leapt the fence enclosing the

precinct of Ceres Thesmophorus,* since he was not able to open

the door. After leaping into the place he went straight to the

sanctuary, intending to do something within it—either to remove

some of the holy things which it was not lawful to stir, or to

perform some act or other, I cannot say what—and had just

reached the door, when suddenly a feeling of horror came upon

him,^ and he returned back the way he had come; but in

jumping down from the outer wall, he strained his thigh, or, as

some say, struck the ground with his knee.

135. So Miltiades returned home sick, without bringing the

Athenians any money, and without conquering Paros, having

done no more than to besiege the town for six and twenty days.

3 The Hydarnes meant is probably Hydarues, by uanie Orontes, was ou the

the conspirator (supra, iii. 70), as no throne of Armenia at the time of the

other has yet been mentioned. Early defeat of Antiochus the^Great by the

in the reign of Xerxes he was in com- liomans, B.C. 190 (xi. p. 771).

mand of the whole Asiatic coast (infra, * Supra, ch. 16.

vii. 135); but at what time or in what * He would feel that he was doing an

way he came into contact with Miltiades act of great impiety, since the sanc-

is uncertain. tuaries of Ceres were not to be entered

According to Strabo, a descendant of by men.
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and ravage the remainder of the island.^ The Parians, however,

when it came to their knowledge that Timo, the under-priestess

of the soddesses, had advised Miltiades Avhat he should do, were

minded to punish her for her crime ; they therefore sent mes-

sengers to Delphi, as soon as the siege vas at an end, and asked

the god if they should put the under-priestess to death. " She

had discovered," they said, " to the enemies of her country how

tliey might bring it into subjection, and had exhibited to

JMiltiades mysteries which it was not lawful for a man to know."

But the Pythoness forbade them, and said, " Timo was not in

fault.; 'twas decreed that Miltiades should come to an unhappy

end ; and she was sent to lure him to his destruction." Such

was the answer given to the Parians by the Pythoness.

130. The Athenians, upon the return of Miltiades from Paros,

had much debate concerning him ; and Xanthippus, the son of

Ariphron, who spoke more freely against him than all the rest,

impleaded him before the people, and brought him to trial for his

life, on the charge of having dealt deceitfully with the Atlienians.

Miltiades, though he Avas present in court, did not speak in his

own defence ; for his thigh had begun to mortify, and disabled

him from pleading his cause. He was forced to lie on a couch

while his defence Avas made by liis friends,' Avho dwelt at most

length on the fight at 3Iaratlion, while tliey made mention also

of the capture of Lemnos, telling how Miltiades took the island,

and, after executing vengeance on the Pelasgians, gave up his

conipiest to Athens. The judgment of the people Avas in his

favour so far as to spare his life ; but for the wrong he had done

them they fined him fifty talents.^ Soon afterwards his thigh

^ Ejihorus seems to have given an of Hei'odotus ; and it is perhaps an
account of tlie expedition to Paros, additional reason for suspecting it, that

differing in some points from that of the story of Ephorus %v;is given as an
Herodotus. He related, that the Pa- explanation of the word .(.-.
riaxis, after a long siege, had agreed Such narratives, as Mr. Grote judiciously
upon terms with Miltiades, and were on observes, are seldom worthy of much
the point of surrendering, when they attention (Hist, of Greece, vol. iv. p.

perceived a fire, which was really caused 489, note).

by the accidental V>uriiiiig of a wood ^ Among others, it would seem that
upon Myconus, but which both they the President) for the time
and the Athenians imagined to be a fire- being of the Council and Assembly,
signal ($) from the Persian fleet, came forward to plead for Miltiades, and
Upon this they refused to abide by their was mainly instrumental in procuring a
agreement; and the Athenians, fearing to favourable verdict (cf. Schol. ad Aristid.

be attiicked by a greatly superior force, in Wesseliug's Herodotus, not. ad loc).
Hailed awav (Ephorus ap. iSteph. Hyz. Plato exaggerates this interference into
ad viie. Uapos. Compai-e Corn. ]S'e])os, a reversal of the first sentence, which
Miltiad. c. 7, who appe.ara to have taken (he says; was a sentence of death. (Gor-
hiB account of the matter from Epho- gias, p. 516, D.)
rua). This t.ale is certainly on the * Fifty talents (above 12,000/.) is cer-

whol*» far less probable than the account taiuly an enormous sum for the time.
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completely gangrened and mortified : and so Miltiades died ;
^

and the fifty talents were paid by his son Cimon.'

137. Now the way in which j\Iiltiades had made himself mas-
ter of Lemnos was the following. Tliere were certain Pelas'^nans

whom the Athenians once drove out of Attica ;
^ whether they

did it justly or unjustly I cannot say, since I only know wliat is

reported concerning it, which is the following : liecata;us, the son
of Hegesander, says in his History that it was unjustly. " The
Athenians," according to him, "had given to the Pelasgi a tract

of land at the foot of Hymettus^ as payment for the wall with

We are told by Cornelius Nepos (Mil-

tiad. c. 7), that it was fixed on, because

it represented the cost of the expedi-

tion. Mr. Grote shows that, according

to the usual process of law in the

Athenian courts, it must have been the

amount assessed by the friends of Mil-

tiades as the penalty which he was con-

tent to pay. The first sentence must
have gone against him ; and then, on the

question as to the amount of punish-

ment, which always followed, Xanthip-
pus must have proposed death, and the

prisoner himself or liis friends a fine of

fifty talents. They may have been in-

duced to fix this amount by its being

what would clear the state from any
pecuniary loss arising out of the mis-

conduct of their client (Hist, of Greece,

iv. pp. 492-494).
^ Later wiiters (Corn. Nep. 1. s. c;

Diod. Sic. X. p. 67 ; Plut. Cim. c. 4)

related that Miltiades was cast into

prison till he should pay the fine, and
died there. But this was contrary to

the usual course of Athenian justice,

which allowed a fair time for the pay-

ment of all fines, and admitted of

security being given for them (Her-

mann's Pol. Ant. § 143). The silence

of Herodotus as to any imprisonment
will outweigh in most minds the evi-

dence of such writers as those referred

to.

1 The imprisonment of Cimon is

another, more glaring, fiction of the

anecdote-mongers. Cimon could neither

by Athenian law be liable to imprison-

ment for his father's debts, as Cornelius

Nepos supposes (Cimon, c. 1), nor would
he have had any occasion to put himself

in prison in order to obtain his father's

body for burial, as Diodorus relates.

Athenian law knew nothing of the arrest

of the debtor's corpse. Even Plutarch

discards these fictions. They grew pro-

bably out of the fact that Cimon re-

mained destitute of civil rights()
until the debt vas discharged (Her-
mann, § 124).

' Supra, iv. 145, v. 25. (Compare
Philochor. Fr. 5, ed. Didot ; Paiisan.
I. xxviii. § 3; and see Appendix, Essay
ii. "On the Traditions respecting the
Pelasgians."j

^ The Pelasgic builders seem to have
had two tracts of laud given to them.
One, 'IJore to a late date the title

of Pelasgicum (rh ), was \

situated at the foot of the acropolis, '

probably at"^ its north-western angle
;

(Thucj'd. ii. 17; Lucian. Pise. c. 47; Bis
,

Accus. c. 9; and compare the i-emarks
of Leake, Attica, § 8, pp. 31.3-315). I

This was most likely their abode while
they were employed in building the
wall. Afterwards the Athenians re-

moved them to a greater distance from
the town, giving them a portion of the

plain on the left bank of the Ilissus, to

the south-east of the city.

With respect to the Pelasgic wall

itself. I have already nientioned (suprii,

V. 64) that it was built roiuid the plat-

form \vhich forms the summit of the

aci'opolis. It skirted the edge of the I

jn-ecipice, and consisted of a single line I

of wall on every side except the west, 1

where the ascent though steep is not i

very difficult. Here it seems to have \

been more complicated. Nine gates are

spoken of (Clitodem. Fr. 22), which
must all have been at this end, and
which seem to indicate nine suci-cssive .

barriers. T'he greater part-ofihis forti-
| ,y

fication was thro^vn 'Joivu by the Per- !

sians (infra, viii. 53; ix. 13 , but perhaps 1

some portions remained, as the Pelasgic,

work was of the most durable character.'

Certainly the wall at the summit of the

acropolis continued to be called " the

Pelasgic wall" centtiries afterwards (cf.'

Arist. Av. 797, ed. Bothe. Schol. ad
loc; Callimach. Fragm. 283, .). Col.

^^ Cf ^ l/JcLolsy^^^ ^
'pQ i>
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"v\liich the Pelasgians had surrounded their citadel. This land

was barren, and little worth at the time ; but the Pelasgians

brought it into good condition ; vhereupon the Athenians

begrudged them the tract, and desired to recover it. And so,

Avitliout any better excuse, they took arms and drove out the

Pelasgians." But the Athenians maintain that they were justi-

fied in what they did. " The Pelasgians," they say, " while they

lived at the foot of Hymettus, were wont to sally forth from that

region and commit outrages on their children. For the Athe-

nians used at that time to send their sons and daughters to draw

water at the fountain called ' the Nine Springs,' * inasmuch as

neither they nor the other Greeks had any household slaves

in those days ; and the maidens, whenever they came, Avere used

rudely and insolently by the Pelasgians. Nor were they even

content thus ; but at the last they laid a plot, and were caught

by the Athenians in the act of making an attempt upon their

city. Tlien did the Athenians give a proof how much better

men they vere than the Pelasgians ; for whereas they might

justly have killed them all, having caught them in the very act

of rebelling, they spared their lives, and only required that

they should leave the country. Hereupon the Pelasgians

quitted Attica, and settled in Lemnos and other places." Such

are the accounts respectively of Hecataeus and the Athenians.

138. These same Pelasgians, after they were settled in Lem-
nos, conceived the wish to be revenged on the Athenians.

,
So,

as they were well acquainted Avith the Athenian festivals, they

manned sojne penteconters, and having laid an ambush to catch

Leake thinks that some remains of are so remarkable a feature in this

Pelasgic work may still be traced at quarter; and his statement is confirmed
the north-west angle of the aci-opolis by Tarantinus (ap. Hierocl. Hippiatr.
(Athens, p. 313). Pref. p. 4), and by the author of the

* The fountain of Euneacrunus, or Etymologicuni Magnum, who places

"the nine springs," has been thought Euneacrunus near the Ilissus (ad voc).
(Wheler's Travels, p. 383j to be the Modern travellers have discovered a
pource which rises in front of the Pro- remarkable confirmation of this position.

pylaja on the western side of the aero- Enneacrunus, before the Pisistratidaj

polls, and joins the stream that issues fitted it up with the nine pipes from
from the giotto of Pan fsupra, ch. 105', which it derived its name, was called
Vjecause Pausanias mentions it in con- Callirrhoc (Thucyd. 1. s. c; Philosteph.
nexion with the Cenimeicus (i. iii. § 1, Fr. 27), and Kallirrhoi is still the name
and XIV. §§ 1 and ;. But it is plain, of a spring of excellent water in the bed
Vjoth from this paBsage, from Thucy- of the Ilissus, as well as the name of the
dides (ii. »), and from other writers, river itself (cf. Leake's Athens, pp. 172-
that it lay exactly on the opposite side, 178).
in the direction of Hymettus, or nearly This portraiture of the simple customs
due ea«t of the citadel. Tliucydides of primeval times will not fail to recall

tells us that it \\ near the temi)le of the picture of liebekah at the well of
Jupiter Olympius, the ruins of which Padan-aram (CJen. xxiv. 13).
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the Athenian women as they kept the festival of Diana at Bran-
ron,^ they succeeded in carrying off' a large number, whom they
took to Lemnos and there kept as concubines. After a while the

women bore children, whom they taught to speak the language of

Attica and observe the manners of the Athenians. These boys
refused to have any commerce with the sons of the Pelasgian

women ; and if a Pelasgian boy struck one of their number, they
all made common cause, and joined in avenging their comrade

;

nay, the Greek boys even set up a claim to exercise lordship

over the others, and succeeded in gaining the upper hand.

When these things came to the ears of tlie Pelasgians, they

took counsel together, and, on considering the matter, they grew
frightened, and said one to another, " If these boys even now are

resolved to make common cause against the sons of our lawful

wives, and seek to exercise lordship over them, what may we
expect when they grow up to be men ?" Then it seemed good

to the Pelasgians to kill all the sons of the Attic women ; which

they did accordingly, and at the same time slew likewise their

mothers. From this deed, and that former crime of the Lemnian
women, when they slew their husbands in the days of Thoas,*' it

* Brauron, as is sufficiently evident
from this place, was one of the maritime
demes of Attica (compare Sti-ab. ix. p.

579; Nonn. Dionysiac. xiii. 18G; Pau-
san. I. xxxui. § 1). It lay on the eastern

coast, but at what exact point is uncer-

tain. Col. Leake (Demi of Attica, p.

72) places it at Port Livadhi (lat. 37'^ 5ti',

long. 24°), near the modern village of

Vraona, which is (he thinks) a cor-

ruption of the ancient name. Here, on
the heights north of a small stream,

which may be the Erasinus -
of Sti-abo (viii. p. 538), are the

remains of an ancient town ; and below
the heights is a church built out of the

ruins of a temple, on the stones of which
the name of Artemis appears (Leake,

1. s. c), and which, in all probability,

marks the site of the temple of Diana
Brauronia (Strab. ix. p. 579 ; Pausan.

VIII. xlvi. § 2) whereat the festival

here mentioned was held. Tradition

said that to this temple was brought

the sacred image of the Tauric Diana by
Iphigenia herself (Pausan. i. xxxiii. § 1

;

III. xvi. § G), and that Xerxes carried

the statue away when he fled from
Attica. Seleucus afterwards removed

it from Susa, and gave it to the Lao-

diceans.

The Brauronia was a- or
festival held once in four years, wherein
the Attic girls, between the ages of five

and ten, went in procession, dressed in

crocus-coloured garments, to the sanc-

tuary, and there performed a rite where-
in they imitated bears. No Attic woman
vas allowed to marry till she had gone
through this ceremony (compare Suidas

ad voc. "ApKTos: Pollux, viii. 9; Arist.

Lys. 607, ed. Bothe, and Schol. ad loc;

Etym. Mag. ad voc. Se/caTeucij/; Hai'po-

crat. ad voc.; Hesych. ad voc.

Bpavpciyia, &c.).
" The tale went that the Sintian

Lemnians, the original inhabitants of

the island, having become disgusted

with their wives, on whom A'^enus had
sent a curse, married Thracian woinen

from the continent. Hereupon their

wives formed a conspiracy, and mur-
dered their fathers and their husbands.

Hypsipyl^ alone had compassion on her

father Thoas, and concealed him. Her
fraud was afterwards detected ; Tho:is

was killed, and Hypsipyle sold into

slavery (cf. Apollod. i. ix. 17 ; iii. vi.

4; ApoU. Khod. i. 6U9-G21; Eurip. Hec.

887, et Schol. ad loc).
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lias como to Le usual tliiOiigliout Greece to call wicked actions

by the name of ' Lemnian deeds."
"

139. \Mien the Pelasgians had thus slain their children and

their women, the earth refused to bring forth its fruits for them,

and their wives bore feAver children, and their flocks and herds

increased more slowly than before, till at last, sore pressed by

famine and bereavement, they sent men to Delphi, and begged

the god to tell them how they might obtain deliverance from

their sufferings. The Pythoness answered, that "they must

give the Athenians whatever satisfaction they might demand."

Then the Pelasgians went to Athens and declared their wish to

o-ive the Athenians satisfaction for the Avronp' Avhich thev had

done to them. 80 the Athenians had a couch prepared in their

townhall, and adorned it Avith the fairest coverlets, and set by its

side a table laden with all manner of good things, and then told

the Pelasgians they must deliver up their country to them in a

similar condition. The Pelasgians answ'ered and said, "When
a ship comes with a north Avind from your country to ours in a

single day, then will we give it up to you." This they said

because they knew that what they required was impossible, for

Attica lies a long way to the south of Leranos.^

140. No more passed at that time. But very many years

afterwards, when the Hellespontian Chersonese had been brought

under the power of Athens, Miltiades, the son of Cimon, sailed,

during the prevalence of the Etesian Avinds, from Eloeus ^ in the

Chersonese to Lenmos, and called on the Pelasgians to quit their

island, reminding them ofthe prophecy which tliey had supposed

it impossible to fulfil. The people of Hephaestia obeyed the call
;

'

^ ^Iscliylushad observed before Hero- Cbius (1. TOG) it was a colony from Teos.

dotus, iiKuafv tis rh Seivhv - The site was near to that of the first

oiffi (Choeph. 6-2). European castle [Kilid Biihr), a little to

* Leranos is two degrees (nearly 140 the north-east. Some nins remain; but

miles,) north of Attica. An Athenian they are not extensive ^Chandler, vol. i.

trireme might possibly have performed p. 18).

this distance in a long summer's day, if ^ fiy a felicitous emendation of a

the condition " with a north wind " had passage quoted by Stephen of Byzan-
not been added. The rate of motion in tium from the Chronica of Charax, we
a trireme seems to have about equalled are enabled to fill uji this history. It

that of our ordinary steamers. (See appears that Myrina was reduced first

;

Smith's Dictionai-y of Antiquities, p. and that then Hermon, the king of

785, B. 2nd ed.) Hephajstia, fearing a similar fate, de-
' El'jius was situated at or near the clared " that he acknowledged the Pclas-

extremity of the peninsula, as is plain gic promises, and gave himself up out
from tlie notices in Scylax (Peripl. p. of good-will to the Atheuiaui*." (Fr.

C«), Pliny (H. N. iv. 11, p. 209), and oO.) Other writers tell us that a pro-

Mela (ii. 2). According to Scymnus verb arose from this circumstance. To
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but they of ]\Iyrina,^ not acknowledging tlie Chersonese to

be any part of Attica, refused and were besieged and brought

over by force. Thus was Lemnos gained by the Athenians and

Miltiades.

" make a virtue of necessity," and give

as a favour what you could not keep,

was called$ or€05.
(See Zeuob. Cent. iii. 86; Suidas ad voc.", .) Mr. Blakesley's transla-

tion of the passage of Charax cannot
possibly be received.

- Lemnos had but two cities of any
note, Hephaestia and Myrina ( Hecat. Fr.

102; Plin. H. N. iv. 12, p. 219; Ptolom.

Geograph. iii. 13, p. 95; Etym. Magn.

ad voc.). Of these, Myrina was
on the coast, Hephicstia inland (Ptol.;.

The former lay on the western, the lat-

ter towards the eastern side of the island

(ibid.). It was said that Mount Atlios

at the solstice cast its shadow into tlie

forum of Myrina (Pliu. 1. s. c. ; Apoll.

Rhod. i. 601-604). The site is probably
marked by the modern Kastro, which is

now the chief town in the island.
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APPENDIX TO BOOK YL

ESSAY L

ON THE CIRCUMSTANXES OF THE BATTLE OF MARATHOX.

1. Difficulties in the description of Herodotus. 2. Number of Persians engaged.

3. Numbers of the Greeks. 4. Proportion, five or six to one. 5. Landing
of the army of Datis, and disposition of the troops. 6. Position occupied by
the Greeks. 7. Motives inducing the Persians to delay the attack. 8. Causes
of the original inaction of the Greeks, and of their subsequent change of
tactics. 9. Miltiades' preparations for battle. 10, Description of the battle

—re-embarkation of the invading army.

1. •: description wliicli Herodotus has given of the battle of
Marathon is satisfactory to few moderns.' It is a bold and graphic
sketch ; but it is wanting in that accuracy of detail, and in those

minute allusions to localities, which could alone have enabled the
ordinary, or even the military, reader, to reprodtice in imagination
the struggle as it actually occurred. Herodotus omits to furnish

any account of the numbers engaged on either side ; he does not
clearly mark the position of either army ; he very imperfectly

describes the disposition which the Greek general made of his

troops, and takes no notice at all (unless incidentally) of the dis-

l)Osition made by the Per.sian leaders ; above all, he is entirely

silent on the subject of the Persian cavalry, neither telling us what
part they took in the action, nor offering any explanation of their

apparent absence from it. Again, he gives us no satisfactory

account of the motives at work on either side ; of the reasons deter-

mining both parties to delay so long, and Miltiades to strike when
lie did ; nor even of the mode in which the two armies spent the
interval. Further, besides these various omissions, there are certain

inconsistencies in what he actually relates of the battle, which seem
to show that his description is not eYnn exact and correct so far as
it goes, but requires, besides amplification, a certain degree of cor-

rection. Of this nature is the statement that the Persian centre
" broke and pursued the Greeks into the inner country ;"* to which
there are two important objections—first, the smallness of the Greek
loss, Avhich is incompatible with such a rout of their troops; and

' Oil. Lttikc in his 'Demi of Attica' Mr. G rote remarks on the deficiencies of his

(Ai.fMMKlix, No. I.j, and Mr. Blakesley in account (Hist, of Greece, vol. iv. p. 465,
his «lition of Herodotus (vol. ii. pp. 172- note).

iHO) have written Essays upon the didicul- - Herod, vi. 1 13. 1>-^ eSiwKov
ties wliich beset the de.scription of our author. is (6-..
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secondly, the subsequent account of the proceedings of the Greek
wings. Tlie existence of these and similar difficulties seems to con-
stitute a call for some more sustained consideration of the battle

and its circumstances than the exigencies of a ninning comment
allow. It is therefore proposed to devote a few consecutive pages to

the elucidation of this subject in the present Essay.

2. With regard to the number of troops engaged on the side of
the Persians, the reader is referred to the long foot-note on ch. 1 1 7.

The total strength of the expedition is there estimated at 210,000,
a number which has in its favour the authority of a tolerable his-

torian,* and the fact that it is the lowest estimate which has come
down to us from any ancient writer. This number some^vhat
exceeds the calculation of Colonel Leake,'' who supposes the cavalry

to have been 7000 instead of 10,000,* and the crews of the horse-

transports 20,000 instead of 40,000,* while he omits the Greek
auxiliaries altogether. It is of course impossible to arrive at accu-

racy on a point where details are for the most part wanting, and
where there is so much conflict of authority. Perhaps the Avhole

that we have any right to conclude from our materials is, that the

fleet conveyed to the shores of Attica ahout 200,000 men — but

whether some thousands more or some thousands fewer we can-

not say.

The next point to be considered is, how many of the 200,000

took part in the battle ? Col. Leake proposes a deduction of nearly

one-fourth of the "nominal strength" on account of "want of

complement at the outset, desertion, sickness, accidents to ships,

disabled horses, and garrisons at places on the way."' But Hero-

dotus appears to regard the armament as increased rather than

diminished on its way from Asia. No garrisons are said to have

been left in the islands, Avhile troops were taken from each,^ pro-

bably at least enough to balance the losses from other causes. It is

however far from probable that the whole 200,000 Avere engaged in

the battle. Herodotus relates that Hippias " anchored the tlect oft"

Marathon " at the time of the disembarkation ;" and the circumstances

of the re-embarkation seem to shovv' that the ships were kept riding

on their anchors, and ready for sea to the last. This would have

invoh^ed the detention in the fleet of at least one-half of the crews.

3 Cornelius Nepos (see his Miltiades, * Col. Leake's numbers here do not accord

c_ 5 very well with one another. The cre>v of
'

•> Demi of Attica, Appendix I., p. 220. a horse-transport must be reckoned at 66

Col. Leake's number; are as follows:- ^<^\^^^ I
(I) ^°' 300 transports to give

Regular infantry, 50 in each of the > „„ „„„ 20,000 seamen ;
and the horse-conveying

600 triremes i ' power of a transport must be reckoned at

Cavalry (3500 mounted, with 3500
7 qoo H horses and | (!) for 3500 horses to need

attendants) .... .... ..i ' 300 transports. I suppose 10,000 horses, 25
Rowers of 600 triremes, who were) annnn . , '

i. 1^1 /• mn <. * j

also archers on shore |
90,000 ^ a transport ; therefore 400 transports aud

Seamen of the triremes (50 to each). 30,000 JQO men to each.

Seamen of the cavalry transports 7 20 000 ' Demi of Attica, p. 221.
(estimated at 300) j_J 8 Herod, vi. 99., 9 Ibid. ch. 107. This was a precautionary

« This reduction is purely conjectural. I measure, in case a rapid re-embarkation

have not thought myself at liberty to depart should be necessary. The common practice

from the statement of Nepos. was to draw up the vessels on the beach.
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say 80,000 men, wherel^y the men landed would be reduced to

120,000, It is further doubtful (as has been already noticed more
than once) vhether the cavali-y were present in the battle : if

they were absent, the actual combatants would not haA'e exceeded

J 10,000, of Avhom scarcely more than 30,000 could have been heavy-

armed."*

3. On the side of the Greeks the number engaged was probably

about 20,000. The earliest estimates of their force that we find are

those of two Latin writers of the Augustan age, Trogus Pompeius
and Cornelius Nepos. The former (whose woik was epitomised by
Justin) spoke of the Athenians as 10,000, and the Platseans as 1000 ;"

the latter agreed as to the Platajans, but reduced the number of the

Athenians to 9000.'* This latter view is confirmed by Pausanias '*

and I'lutarch,'* and may therefore be regarded as that Avhich possesses

far the greatest weight of authority. It cannot, however, be ac-

cepted Avithout one important correction. The light-armed must
have been omitted fi'om the calculation. This is distinctly evident

in the case of the Plata3ans, and highly probable in that of the
Athenians. The former, who came "in full force"{) to

Marathon,'* cannot have furnished only 1000 men, since at Plata?a,

after their losses in the M^ar and the destruction of their city by
Xerxes,'* they were able to furnish 1200.'' The latter can scarcely

be supposed to have sent to Marathon, when their A'ery existence
was at stake, no more than 9000 men, seeing that to the general
rendezvous at Plataia they could send 10,000,'* Avhile they had at the
same time a large fleet on the coast of Asia,'* which must ha\'e

absorbed 10,000 or 15,000 more. It is evident from tlie enrolment
of slaves before Marathon—for the first time according to I'ausa-

nias *—that eveiy effort was made, and as large an army levied as
possible. The conjecture, therefore," that the heaA'y-armed alone
are reckoned in the estimates of Tiogus and Nepos, is thoroughly
entitled to acceptance ; and -wo must add to the numbers reported
by them a further estimate for the light-aimed on the Greek side.

ISow the rule observed at this period with regard to the 23ro2:)ortion

of light to heavy-armed in a Greek army was, that the two should
be equal in number ;

^ and there is no reason to suppose that there
was any departure from the rule on this occasion. We thus obtain

1" The triremes in the fleet of Xerxes Leake's Demi, pp. 218, 219, where this poiut
carried only 30 men-at-arms each (infra, is well argued.)
vii. 184-j. If this was the complement in " .Justin, ii. 9.

the fl.fct of Datis his heavy-arm.'d would »« (;„.„__ yj(._ jij]t_ ^ 5_

have been but 18,000. As, however, the " Pausan. x. xx. § 2.

fleet of Datis was .specially intended for the i^ I'lut. Parall. ii. p. 305.
conveyance of troops, whereas that of Xerxes i^ Herod, vi. 108. '"^ Ibid. viii. 50.
merely accomjjanied his army, it must be " Ibid. ix. 28, 29. Six hundied ligiit-

RUpposed that the number of soldiers on armed and six hundred heavv-armed.
bijard each trireme was L'reater. We find '« Ibid. Eight thousand ofeach description,
tlie Chians with 40 soldiers on board their '» Ibid. chs. 90 et seqq.
vessels at the battle of La !(• (supra, ch. 15),

2o Pausan. i. xxxii. § 3.
and the Greeks in the I'eloponnesian war i See Col. Le;ik.''s Essay a)emi of Attica,
have sometimes as many as 50 ('l'hi;cyd. i. p. 222), and Tliirlwall's Hist, of Greece,
61 ;

iv. 129,. We may suppose that Datis vol. ii. p. 242.
would embark at least 'this numljer. (See 2 (jf. Herod, ix. 29.
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18,000 for the probable number of the Athenian and 2000 for

that of the Plataian contingent; or 20,000 for the whole number
engaged.

4. A comparison of the results now obtained show that the

disproportion between the two armies was far less than has gene-
rally been imagined." The Peisian combatants were to the Greek
as five to one, or possibly as six to one. This was about the propor-

tion between the combatants at Platsea ;* and victories have often been
gained against equal or greater odds, bf)th in ancient and modern
times.* It is enough to mention the battle of Morgarten, wliicli

has been called "the Swiss Marathon," where 1600 mountaineers of

Schwytz, Uri, and Unterwald, utterly defeated and overthrew an
army of 20,000 Austrians."

5. The Persians, we are told, selected the plain of ^^Farathon, or

rather Hippias, their guide, selected it for them, on account of its

fitness for the movements of cavalry.' Col. Leake has remarked
that the appearance of the plain is somewhat deceptive in this

respect.^ AVith an average depth of two miles betw-een the shore and

the foot of the hills, it has an apparent width of about six miles

between the ranges of l)h-akonera and Argaliki ; but the marshes at

either extremity of the plain piactically contract it as a battle-field,

and leave in one place a width of only two miles, or two miles and

a half, suitable for military elutions or for encampment. The
Persians probably landed upon the entire range of coast, the

length of which is above six miles,* and anchored their ships oft' the

shore in a single line,' extending to at least this distance. Their

landing was unmolested ; and they w*ould easily place on shoie, in

the course of a few hours, the whole aimy with which they meant

to engage, both horse ^ and foot. Advancing inland, they discovered

3 Plato says that the Greeks at Marathon lutions of cavalry." It is, he says, ttj

" chastised the msolence of all Asia" {o\r}s , 5 iirir , (
Trjs 'Affias, Menex. p. 191, ed. Tauchn.j. eV , -, \$ (Scliol.

Cornelius Nepos observes—"Nulla unquam ad Plat. Meuex. 10).

tam exigna manus tantas opes prostravit" ^ This is evident from the Maps. In

(Milt. c. 5). Even Col. Leake calls the vie- Walpole's Turkey the low beach is said to

tory " the most remarkable for the dispro- extend for " upwards of seven miles "
(p.

portion of the parties engaged that history 325;.

has recorded " (Demi of Attiai, p. 100). ^ Mr. Blakesley supposes the fleet to have

• The Persian army at Plataa is reckoned occupied two miles only of the coaiit
(
Excur-

at 350,000, not including the cavalry (infra, sus on Book vi. p. 178); and Col. Leake

ix. 32, ad fin.). The Greeks by whom they suggests that "one rank ot the ships only

were defeated consisted of the Spartans, who Avas upon the tx'ach, and that the others

with their Helots were 50,000, the Tegeans, were anchored behind them " (l)emi, p. 213,

who were 3000, and the Athenians, who note). But there seems to be no reason why

were 16,000—in all 69,000. the disembarkation should not have taken

5 At Arbela the Persians exceeded a mil- place along the whole hne of coast from the

lion, according to Arrian (Exped. Alex. ii. foot of Brilessus {An/ah/a, to the salt lake

8), while the whole army of Alexander was of Dhrakonera. In that c.nse a single line

only 47 OoO (ibid c. 12)—a proportion of would have sufficed for the whole fleet, even

above 25 to 1. if we reckon it at 1000 vessels (GoO tri-

6 See Russell's Modern Europe, vol. i. p. remes and 400 horse-transport.^).

^gy
2 jii•. Blakesley supposes that the hoi-se

'Herod vi 102. were never landed at all (Excursus, p. 174),

8 Demi of Attica', p. 209. It is remark- but remaiue<l in Eubwa. He thinks that the

able that the Scholiast on Plato describes difficulty of landing horses in face of ..

arathon as a place " very unfit for the evo- enemy caused them to be left behind at the
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the existence of tlie two marshes, which obliged them to contract

their front, but they would still have found, after passing the nar-

rowest point, a space of nearly three miles in width, perfectly fit for

a camping-ground, between the small marsh (6 on the plan) and the

gieat marsh (8 on ditto), or between the former and the foot of

IMouiit Kon'iki. Their front being thus jilaced at an average distance

of about three quarters of a mile fiOm the sea, sufficient room was
obtained for the tents and pickets of 100,000 or 120,000 men. The
heavy-armed, 30,000 in number, were probably arranged nearest

the enemy, and must have been drawn up about four deep at the

time of the engagement.^ The Persians and Sacie occupied the

centre of the line, which is the usual post of honour in oriental

armies—the less warlike auxiliaries were disposed to the right and
to the left. The light-armed were undoubtedly arranged according
to the usual Persian j)ractice, behind the heavy-armed, and shot

their arrows over their heads.* With regard to the cavalry, it was
probably designed to be disposed upon the wings, ^ and here it may
have had its station originally ; but the silence of Herodotus as to

any part it took in the battle, together with the explanation
ollered by Suidas of the Athenian proverb , seems to

show that Avhen the engagement took place it was away from the
field, either procuring forage or employed on some special ser\ace.

Col. Leake supposes that, as the I'ersians were cramped for room,
the cavalry AA'as sent aAvay at the first to " some neighbouring plain,"

where it had orders to remain "motionless in its cantonments."*
But it is perhaps more probable that the absence was temporary
and (so to speak) accidental. For the Peisians to have sent away
permuneiitly that arm to Avhich they mainly trusted for success, and
on account of which they had chosen Marathon for their landing-
place, Avould ha\'e been absolute madness. But if forage failed—and
in the course of seA'en or eight days the requirements of 10,000
horse may easily have exhausted the crops standing in the Mara-
thonian plain on the arrival of the expedition— it might be necessary
to send them temporarily into neighbouring plains or valleys to

«up])ly themselves. The long inaction of the Greeks would have
seemed to make the risk less, as it might ha\'e appeared to Datis
that the enemy vas determined to remain Avholly on the defensive.

first, and that the intention was to send for of nearly three miles. Allowing two feet

them when the Athenians evacuated their to a man, it would require a line of 7920
I>osition, and left, the road open which led men to fill this space. Thirty thousand
into the plain ot Athens. But Marathon might thus, by a very slight oxp;iu;-ion of
had )x»ii selected as the j)oint of deljarlvation the ranl<s, have been ran<:eJ in the space
precisely l>ecau.se it wa.s thought that the four deep. According to Xenophon this was
horse comM act with peculiar eliect tUerc

;

the regular depth of the Persian phalanx
and even if originally there had been a hesi- (Cyrop. VI. iii. § 24).
tiition aljout landing them, yet, when tlie * Aiistophanes notices the dense flights of
Persians were for above a week in full pos- the Persian arrows on this occasion ( Vesp.
wssion of the whole line of coast, the dilli- 1049: inrh ^
culty must have vanished, and the horse l^elv rhv oupavovj. Xenophon (1. s. c.)

would have Vxien sent for. My own belief shows their position in the rear of the heavy-
i*. that they were brought with the other aniied.
troops and disembarkwl at once. * As at Arbela (Arrian, Kxp. Alex. iii.

' Hy the nature of the ground it is evi- 11) an<i elsewhere.
>k-uL th-it the Persian front had an extension « Demi of Attica, pp. 215, 21G.
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G. Tlie Greeks on their part seem to have Leen originally diawn
up at the entrance of the valley of Vrana, Avhich is with good reat^ou

believed to represent the ancient Marathon. They here blocked np
the direct road to Athens, which lay through the jiass of IStamcUa

into the valley of the Cephissns, Avhile at the same time they were
in a position to defend the two other routes by which the capital

might have been threatened. The Persians might have marched up
the valley of the MarathonaJ through the modein village of that

name and CEnoe {,), but the Greeks could then haA-e met them at

Stamata, if they attempted to pass between that place and, or at

Deceleia, if th^y tried to reach Athens by way of the great northern
road which connected the capital with Oropus. Or again, the Per-
sians might have defiled to the left, and have proceeded to pass

over the low spur from Mount Brilessus (^Argaliki) which shuts in

the Marathonian plain on the south, along the road which led to

Athens by Pallene and the valley of the llissus f but in that case

they would have laid open their flank—and not only so, but their

rigid ilank, which the shield did not cover—to an attack from the

Greeks,^ and would have risked the separation of their force into

two bodies. At Vrana alone—in the central valley of the three

—

could a watch be kept upon all three routes : and here therefore tlie

Greeks posted themselves. The position was one of great strength.

The valley of Vrana is at its entrance less than a mile in width ; so

that, allowing two feet to a man, the Greek army might have been
drawn up entirely across it, maintaining throughout a uniform depth

of eight.' The right would rest upon the hill of ArgaUki, which is

lofty and covered with pines ;'^ the left upon Mount Kofrohi, wliich

is barren and less elevated, but peculiaily rugged and difficult of

access.^ The Greeks were thus protected from what they prin-

cipally feared—the attacks of cavalry upon their flanks ; and they

may even have taken steps to diminish the danger of such attacks

in front, by felling trees and strewing them over the entrance of the

valley/

7. The Greek commanders, no doubt, expected to be at once

attacked in their position, which they were prepared to defend as

the Peloponnesians afterwards defended Thermopyla?. P>ut the

tactics of the Persians at this time were difterent.
_

They had suc-

ceeded in reducing Eretria by internal treachery Avith little loss to

themselves,* and were resolved to play the same game in Attica.

They had probably no fear of the result of a battle, but felt they

would please their master better if they accomplished the objects of

the expedition without the eftusion of blood. We may also give

Hippias credit for a real wish to avoid the slaughter of his country-

7 By the road marked cc in the plan, commonly preferred (see Diet, of Antiq. ad

p. 395_ VOL•. EXERCITUS, p. 484).

8 By the road marked aa. This was evi- ^ Leake's Demi, p. 79.

dently the route followed by Pisistratus in ^ Ibid., and comjiare p. 211.

his march upon Athens (supra, i. 62). * Corn. Nep. Milt. c. 5. Prontmus ro-

9 This point is well put by Mr. Blakesley latcs (Strateg. n. 2) that Cleomenes had u>od

(Excurs. p. 175), the only writer (so far ;»s this mode of obstructing .rivalry mjiLS war

I know) who has noticed it. with Hippias (supra, v. 64).

• This was the depth which the Greeks ' Ilerod. vi. lUl.
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men, like that which actxiatecl Pisistratns nearly fifty years pre-

viously/ Accordingly, negotiations were set on foot with the

partif^ans of the exiled famil}'^ at Athens, and perhaps in other parts

of Attica,' from which great things Avere expected : and in the mean
time hostilities Avere suspended, and no attempt made even to molest

the army in its position. (1. Leake has expressed surprise that,

during the period which intervened between the landing of the

Persians and the battle, they did not " spread on every side, occupy
all the hills around the plain, and annoy the Greeks by attacks,

especially from their archers, upon the flanks and rear."" This

Avould no doubt have been the conduct of an enemy anxious to push
matters to extremities ; but if the Persian commanders hoped to

obtain the submission of Athens itself without a battle, it Avould

have been natural for them to avoid movements the effect of which
might probably have been to bring on a genei'al engagement. They
therefore remained within their lines, Avaiting to hear, either that

Athens Avas ready to make submission, or at least that a civil war
was begun there, w^hich could not but have soon extended to the

camp, and Avould then have broken up the Greek army.^

8. The delay on the part of the Greeks scarcely needs to be
accounted for. Being in their own country, strongly posted, with
abinidant su})plies at hand, excellently placed for the defence of
their capital, and looking for the arrival within a short time ' of

important reinforcements, they had every strategic reason to remain
quiet, at least until the Spartans should come to their assistance.

Delay was sure to injure the Persians in many Avays. They would
suffer from their close packing, from the vicinity of the marshes,
even from mere change of climate. Their stock of proA'isions more-
over could not but have been in time exhausted, in which case they
would have had to re-embark Avithotit striking a blow, or to have
undertaken the perilous task of assaulting the Greek position. The
most remarkable circumstance in the Avhole struggle is, that the

Greeks should have assumed the offensive, especially at the time
they did, when the arrival of the Spartans might almost hourly be
expected. Two causes seem to have combined to produce the
sudden change in the Greek tactics. The fii'st is that mentioned by
Herodotus*—the danger of an explosion at home. Miltiades "was

JUS Avell aware as Datis or liippias that jmblic opinion at Athens was
in an unsettled state—that there Avere still man}^ in the town Avho
" loved tyranny better than freedom."" This circmnstance made it

highly desiiable that a battle should be fought soon ; and, if matters
had actually come to a crisis at Athens, there wuuld have been

llenxl. i. 0.3. When, about the time at which they had
' .See blukesley's Lscursiis, p. 176. looked for this sucroiir to arrive, the news
* Demi, p. 215. reached thein that Sj)arta would not move till

• This view rests chiefly on Herod, vi. thefiillmoou.theyfoundthatthey would have
109. It receives some support from the stoiy to wait live or six days more. Only eleven
of the !>)iield (ibid. chs. l'Jl-l'J4), which days seem to have intervened between the
cannot have Ijecn without a foundation. march of the Athenians to Marathon and

' Whc-n the Athenians fir.st tw)k up their the actual arrival on the field of the 20
r»f»sition at Marathon they would have ex- Spartans.
jjected aid from .Sparta in about five days. 2 Herod, vi. 109. ^ Ibid. i. G2.
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nothing surprising in the fact of the Greeks attacking. But this

does not appear to hsLve been the case. At least we hear of nothing
more than the general danger which vas fully known to Miltiades
ten days earlier.* The question therefore arises, Avhy did IMiltiades,

after remaining on the defensive so long, suddenly cbange his tactics

and make the assault ? Why, especially, did he do so when he
must have known that the Spartans were on their road, and vould
probably arrive within a day or two ? The fact mentioned by
Suidas, and negatively confirmed by Herodotus, of the casual ab-

sence of the Persian horse on the day of the battle, exactly answers
this question, and removes the difficulty. If the Persians, finding

,

that forage grew scarce, and was not to be had in the immediate I

neighbourhood, and at the same time despising their enemy's in- !

action, and believing that he would never venture on attacking

them, sent their horse ori this day to forage for themselves in the 1

plain_of_Tricorythus, or the valleys which open out of it ; and if this
j

movement was observed by the Greeks or reported to them by\
the lonians ;* nothing is more natural than that Miltiades should

promptly take advantage of the capital error of his antagonist, and
march upon him before it could be rectified. His knowledge of the

Persian warfare made him confident that in the absence of the

cavalry he could lead his Greeks to an assured victory ; and he may
not have been sorry to obtain for his own state the whole honour,

which a few days later must have been shared with Sparta.

9. Miltiades had probably long determined on the mode in which

he would attack if he should be compelled to do so, or should find

a fitting opportunity. As he must necessarily in that case advance

into the plain, he had resolved, in order not to be outflanked, to

extend his line till it equalled, or nearly equalled, that of the Per-•

'sians: and as e\'en this arrangement would not, under the great

* Mr. P.lakesley supposes that the battle tive. Herodotus tells us that Phidippides

was fought on the fifth day after the arrival was sent otf to Sparta before the generals

of the Athenians at Marathon (Excursus, p. left the city—doubtless on the morning of

177). He corrects, very properly, Mr. the same day. He arrived at Sparta on the

Grote's mistake in assuming that the nine evening of the day following. That was the

other generals all resigned their command ninth of the current Spartan month, six

to Miltiades, and points out (what is un- days before the full moon, which fell on the

doubtedly true) that Herodotus only speaks 15th. The Spartans marched out on tlie day

of such a surrender on the part of tour out after the full moon— i. c. on the IGth
;
and

of the nine (cf. Herod, vi. 110). But he they arrived at Athens late on the third day,

improperly concludes from this that the which was the 18th. This, accordmg to

battle was fought " on the fifth day." He- Plato (Leg. iii. p. 10-t, ed. Tauchn.), was

rodotus does not say so. He merely says the day after tlie battle, which was cOnse-

negatively that Miltiades did not fight on quently fought on the 17th of the Spartan

any of the days conceded to him, but waited month, the tenth day after Phidippides

for his own turn. He does not say that the started for Sparta and the Athenians in;irched

conceded days were consecutive, and it is to Marathon. Herodotus confirms the fact

very unlikely that it would just happen that of the Spartans arriving at this time by

the four generals who gave up their turns making them proceed to .Marathon, and there

should have had the right of command on view the Persian dead, which would cer-

four following days. We cannot reallv tainly not have been letl unburied longer

gather from this part of the narrative of than necessary, and would probably have

Herodotus on which day he considers the been all interred by the end ot the second

battle to have been fought. We can, how- day after the battle,

ever, do so from other parts of his narra- * As Suidas says.

VOL. Ill, 2 F
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disparity of numbers, offer complete security, he had determined
further to give his wings a strength which would oblige him seriously

to weaken his centre. A great boldness and originality is traceable

in this handling of the troops under him. Hitherto Greek tactics

had been of the simplest kind : they fought in phalanx order, with
a uniform depth throughout, rarely falling short of eight. Miltiades

suddenly conceived the idea of venturing, against Persians, to bring
his troops into line. If he maintained on the wings for any distance

a depth (say) of four files, a considerable jDortion of his centre must
have consisted of a single line of Hoplites.® Behind these he may
have placed a second, and possibly a third line of light-armed ; but
these would be rather for appearance than for strength, and would
have been no match for Persians and Saca3.

10. Having made this disposition of his troops as rapidly as pos-

sible, but assuredly not without attracting the attention of the
Persians, and placing them to some extent upon their guard/ Milti-

ades sacrificed, and then gave the signal for an advance. The two
armies were posted nearly a mile apart, and this space the Greeks
are said to have passed " at a run." ^ Their object seems to have
been to give the I'ersians as brief space as possible for preparation,

and (in part) to shorten the time of their own exposure to missile

weapons. For the latter purpose it would have been enough to run
the last 100 or 150 yards ; but the former may have been regarded
as of sufficient importance to make the exertion—not perhaps a very
great one to trained Greeks—advisable. The direct effect of the
charge is not stated. It has been supposed that the Athenians
were themselves disordered by the rapid movement, and that the
defeat of their centre was in consequence of it ;

* but this is contra-

dicted by the words of Herodotus, who says that the Athenians fell

on the barbarians " in close array " ().^ A prolonged and des-

perate conflict seems to have followed."^ The Greeks were success-
ful on both wings, where their main strength had been placed ; but
their weakened centre, being opposed to the best troops of the
enemy, was borne back, and suffered considerably. Herodotus says
that it was " broken and pursued into the inner country ;" but this

* It has been observed that the Persian mount before the Greeks closed with the
front must have ha»! an extension of nearly Persian line (Fifteen Decisive Battles, Mara-
three miles (supra, § 5, note 3), which would thon). Mr. Blal<esley also regards the

require, at two feet to the man, a front line charge as a complete surprise, assuming
of nearly 8000 men. If we allow the Greek, that" the Greeks had descended into the
with his larger shield, his larger and heavier plain, and drawn out in Une opposite the
weapons, and his greater self-reliance, a Persians, on every previous day (Excursus,
space of three feet, still, for a length of p. 177).
three miles, a line of 5280 men is requisite. » jigiod. vi. 112. Perhaps the eVSpa-
The Greek heavy-armed were but 10,000. ^({vTes of Aristophanes (Vesp. 1046) is an
Supposing then the wings, for the space allusion to this feature of the engagement.
even of 200 yards, to have had a depth of » See Mr. Grote's History of Greece, vol.

four files, it would follow that above one- iv. p. 470, note ^.

fourth of the centre had but a single line of i Herod. 1. s. c. ' ', e'lrei re
Jieavy-armed. , , 4-

' Profe.s«)r Creasy supposes that the a^'iws.
charge took the Persians by siii-prise. He - Herod, vi. 113. Compare Aristoph.
imagines that the c-ivalry were present, but Vesp. 1050. ''((^
had not time to prepare their horses and -Kphs ecnripa.
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seems an exaggeration, arising from that rhetorical spirit and love
of effect which has been noticed as one of his peculiar weaknesses.*
As the entire loss on the Greek side was but 192, and as these seem
to have fallen principally in the combat at the ships,* it is impossible
that there can have been anything like a rout or disorderly flight of
their centre or main body. It is also evident that, if the pursuit
had been extended into the inner country, the latter part of the
battle would have had a very different character from that which is

assigned to it. If the Persians had really routed the Greek centre
and pursued it across the plain into one or both of the tvo valleys

lying behind—which is what the expression of Herodotus strictly

taken implies—the Greek wings, when they united, would have
found themselves in the rear of the Persian centre, interposed be-
tween them and their ships, and the Persians in order to escape
must have charged and broken through their line.^ But Herodotus
clearly has no idea of this kind. He means to represent the wings
as thrown across the front of the Persians—first checking their pur-

suit, then forcing them to give way, finally putting them to flight

and driving them headlong to their ships. But if this was the true

character of the movement made by the wings and of its result, the

Greek centre cannot have been pursued to any great distance.

Probably it was in difficulties, had yielded ground, and Avas about to

suffer defeat, when it was saved by the arrival to its aid of the vic-

torious wings. Then the tide turned—the barbarians vere forced

to begin a retreat, which perhaps became little better than a flight

before they reached their ships. It can scarcely, however, have

been the entire rout which Herodotus represents.® Here again his-
of effect and of lively description has carried him awa}'. The vhole

loss of the Persians was 6400 men out of above 1 00,000, a number
indicative of a tolerably orderly retreat, rather than of a rout and

an indiscriminate slaughter. The loss would have been still smaller

had it not been for a peculiarity in the ground, which was of great

detriment to the Persians. The large marsh at the north-east end of

the plain was interposed between the army and a considerable poi'tion"

of the fleet, which lay off the whole length of that narrow strip of

beach by which the marsh is separated from the sea. In their haste

to reach this portion of the fleet, the Persians pressed each other

into the marsh ; and here it was that they suffered their chief losses.'

3 See the Introductory Essay, ch. iii. pp. victorious wings. Herodotus could hardly

82, 83. have thought this and given us no inkling

•» Herod, vi. 114. Col. Leake regards the of it. Plutarch, it must be borne in mind,

main loss as suflered by the centre, and does not even make the Greek centre retre;it;

attributes to this the position of the Soros, it only has some difficulty in deteatnig the

or tomb of the Athenians (Demi, p. 212), enemy (Aristid. c. 3).

but he does not see that the expression, eV « Mr. Blakesley has some good remarks, at the beginning of ch. 114, on this point (Excursus, 1. s. c).

refers to the struggle at the ships. See his ? In the picture of the battle which

paraphrase, p. 206. adorned the Poecile, or Pamted Portico, at

* Mr. Blakesley is the only commentator Athens—which was executed in the time of

who perceives this (Excursus, p. 178) ; and Pericles- while in the main battle the Per-

he accepts the consequen(;es, believing that sians were represented as fighting on equal

the Persian centre was " caught in a trap," terms with the Greeks, in the distance they

and had to "force its way through " the were depicted as suilering great loss m the

2 F 2
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There can have been no great confusion in the re-embarkation, or

the Greeks would certainly ha•e taken or destrojed more than seven

triremes out of GOO. Probably the portion of the force which had
been retained on board acted in part as light-armed at this conjunc-

ture, and protected the re-embarkation by clouds of missiles.

One other point seems to require a few Avords. \ hat eventually

became of the Persian cavalry ? Messengers are almost sure to have

been sent to recall it as soon as the fight began ; but it seems certain,

by the entire description of the battle, that it did not arrive till the

whole struggle Avas over. Probably, however, it made its appear-

ance before nightfall, when it may have been suffered to re-embark
quietl)^. The Greeks would not have been anxious for a second

encounter, and would by that time have either entrenched them-
selves on the plain, or have returned to the Heracleium. The Per-

sian fleet was doubtless still in the offing, and, on noticing the arrival

of the horse, would at once send the horse-transports to shore.

Thus I should suppose the horse to have been re-embarked before

Datis sailed to -^gileia, and to have accompanied him in his fruit-

less demonstration against Athens,

marsh (Pausan. i. sv. § 4). Pausanias says entire loss of the Persians took place there

it was the cuiient belief that almost the (i. xxxii. § 6).
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ESSAY II.

ON THE TRADITIONS RESPECTING THE PELASGIANS.

1. Original population of Greece and Italy, homogeneous. 2. Kindred races in
Asia Minor and the islands. 3. Characteristics of this ethnic group. 4. Posi-
tion of the Pelasgi in it. 5. Extent of countiy occupied by the Pelasgians.
6. Their general movement from east to west. 7. Etymology of their name!
8. Lines of passage. 9. Migrations of the Tyrrheno-Pelasgians. 10. Pelasgic
walls. 1 1 . Absorption of the Pelasgians in other races.

1. That the various tribes which are presented to us by history as
the earliest inhabitants of the Hellenic and Italic peninsulas were
for the most part ethnically connected, and constituted in reality a
single race, has been maintained by most modern writers of repute,'
and is daily receiving fresh support from the progi-ess of linguistic
discovery. It now appears ^ that not only was there an element in
the early Italian population undistinguishable in ethnic type from
the race which inhabited Epirus and the Peloponnese, but that the
Italic nations themselves, the Oscans, Umbrians, Sabellians, &c.,

were (with one exception ^) of the same ethnic stock. A single
homogeneous people was spread, at the earliest period to which his-

tory carries us back, over the whole, or by far the greater part, of
the two peninsulas, reaching from the shores of the Egean to the
borders of Liguria.

2. Nor was the race confined within the limits here indicated.

Sicily, the islands of the Egean, and the western coast of Asia Minor
were certainly in the possession of the same people ; and it is even
doubtful whether we ought not to class with them the Phrygians,

the Carians,* and the Lydians.* SuflScient materials do not perhaps

1 MiiUer, Dorians, vol. i. (pp. 1-19, dialect to the other Italic languages by means

E. T.) ; Niebuhr, Koman History, vol. i. of a certain number of similar roots (see

pp. 27-62, E. T. ; Thirlwall, History of Varronianus, ch. v.), when its entire struc-

Greece, vol. i. ch. ii. ; Gladstone, Homer ture is so different that it is impossil)le, even

and the Homeric Age, vol. i. ch. ii. § 2. from the copious inscriptions that remain, to

^ By the labours, chiefly, of Professor form a conjecture as to its grammar, or do

Lassen, Dr. Lepsius, and Dr. Aufrecht, who more than guess at the meaning of some

have very successfully analysed the remains half-dozen words.

of the Umbrian and Sabello-Oscan languages. •• According to Herodotus, the Carians

It appears that there is the closest analogy were Leleges (i. 171); and the Leleges were

between the grammatical forms in these certainly allied to the other races which

tongues and those which prevailed in early peopled Greece. (Thirlwall, i. pp. 42-45.)

times among the Romans and Latins gene- Homer's epithet,, does not

—

rally. (See Lassen's paper Beitrwje zur however we take it—prove the Carians of

Deatung der Enguhinischen Tafeln, in the a different ethnic family ; for a very slight

Rheinisches Museum for 1833-1834, Dr. diversity in speech would have been con-

Aufrecht's contribution to Bunsen's Philo- sidered by the Greeks to constitute a people

sophy of History, vol. iii. pp. 84-109, and " foreign;" and the true me.aning of the

the various treatises of Lepsius.) term, as applied to the Carians, seems to be

3 That of the Etruscans, whose language that they spoke bad Greek. (See vol. i. p.

is decidedly not even Indo-Germanic. It is 549.)

surprising that so excellent a scholar and so * The Lydi-ans were of the same race as

acute a person as Dr. Donaldson should the Carians. (See Appendix to Book i.

attempt to prove the Etruscan a "sister" Essay xi. p. 548.)
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yet exist to decide tliis question ; but the Phrygian remains raise a
strong suspicion of a close ethnic connexion between that people
and the Greeks.® If this affinity be admitted, we must extend the

limits of the race in question to the mountain-chain of Taurus and
the banks of the Halys.

3. Community of language was not the only tie which united the

various tribes scattered over this vast space. A general resemblance
in manners, habits, and religious belief characterised them, and dis-

tinguished them alike from their Semitic neighbours upon the south-

east, and fiom the ruder and more savage races of Thracians and
lUyrians vho bordered them upon the north. Peaceful habits,

agricultural pursuits, a love of navigation, and a taste for true art,

seem to have been the leading features of the nation, or family of

nations, of which we are here speaking.

4. W hat exact position the Pelasgians held in this ethnic group it

is not easy to determine. The words Pelasgic and Pelasgian are used,
both by ancient and modern writers, sometimes in a wider, some-
times in a narrower acceptation ; on the one hand, as co-extensive
with the entire ethnic group in question ; on the other, as limited
to a mere single tribe, on a par with Caucons, Leleges, Dryopes,
Dolopes, and such minor divisions of the one great national family.

It is observable, however, that the earlier writers, almost without
exception, incline to give to the name a wide rather than a narrow
meaning.^ yEschylus makes Pelasgus, king of Argos, rule over all

Greece, from the Peloponnese on the south to the river Strymon
upon the north. ^ Herodotus says Greece was called anciently Pe-
lasgia,' and includes, under the common name of Pelasgi, the Athe-
nians,'" the Arcadians," the lonians of Asia Minor, '^ the Lemnians,'^
the Samothracians,'•' and the Crestonians,'* Even Homer, who of
all the early wi-iters, makes least mention of the Pelasgians, yet
seems to acknovledge their wide extent by connecting them at

once with Crete,'® Dodona," and Thessaly.'" On the other hand,
Thucydides distinctly states that the Pelasgic was only the most

See App. to Book i. Essay xi. p. 547. 'o Herod, i. 5G. " Ibid. i. 146.
'' Besides the wiiters mentioned in the ^^

\\^\^\_ yj; 94.^ 13 jbij_ yj_ 1^1
text, Apollodorus and Strabo, careful " Ibid. ii. 51. 1* Ibid. i. 57.
gatherers of ancient traditions, seem to de- ^^ Od. xix. 172-177.
serve e-;peoial mention. The famous eene- v-„'™ -...-• __- ....

.

i• u r
"^'"•j t,v-">- Tis coti, evi ',

alogy the termer seems to as.sign to the Tn'eipa,- &''
Peliuigian race not only tlie Thesprotians, iroMol.ajreiptVioi, '•
Peucetiaos, Macedonians, and Arcadians, °^.^'' ^".""»' eLy^„
but also the Caucons and the Lycians

!

^^ '^^'^, e.^ hi ,^,
(Llbliothec. in. viii. § I.) The latter says «! re^, re.
distini.tly, " Almost all writers agiee (- ,,,, .«., r, - »

KoyoLU,, ax^UuTL) that the I'e- „ ^'•
^T''

^"^^-,, ^? ^''"• ^"^^',
la.gians were an ancient tril^ spread O'.er

€«6, T-n\6Qi ^. Some writers

the whole of Greece" (v. p. 312.)
understand a Dodona in 1 hessaly (Gladstone,

* Supplices 245-257 ^'''' '* P' ^^*^)> ^^^ ^ ^^ ^'^ rea.son to believe

» Herod, ii.' 56. Compare Acusilaus (Fr.
*^^i*

^ij^';•!
^<« ever more than one Dodona.

11;, who includes in the name all Greece as
"' *^°

far as Larissa and I'harsalia. Ephorus said ^'"," "" , VLiXxuryiKov 'Apyos
I'elas-ia wa.s the ancient name of the Pelo- ..'''f'.''rr •..,,,. .. .^ -

p<jnne!>e. \tra%. 54. Compare Acus. tr. ^, ...
12.)
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numerous of the many connected races which peopled Greece ;"

and even the writers who dwell most upon their vast extent dis-

tinguish from them several other races,' who must yet be reckoned
among the earliest inhabitants of Greece, and who may reasonably

be regarded as sister tribes to the Pelasgian. We must therefore

consider the appellation of rdasgi, not as attaching properly, like

Arian, Slave, or even Teuton, to all the -arior.s members of an
entire ethnic family, but rather, like Hindoo or Saxon, as the name
of a particular branch, itself split up into a number of subordinate

tribes, each distinguished from the rest by a peculiar title. The
Leleges, Curetes, Caucones, Dolopes, Dryopes, Bcxjotian Thracians,

&c., are rather to be regarded as tribes parallel to the Pelasgic than

as divisions of it. They bore probably the same relation to the

Pelasgians that the Oscans did to the Umbrians in Italy, and the

Lydians to the Carians in Asia Minor. We cannot pronounce that

either flowed from the other, or determine which was the more
ancient—we can only see that in the very earliest times on which
history sheds any light Greece was inhabited by a people, homo-
geneous indeed, but separated into distinct tribes, and that one of

these, which (on the authority of Thucydides) we may call the larg-

est, was the Pelasgian.

5. It is interesting, however, to trace, so far as we may, the wander-

ings of this ancient race, which must be considered to have been

among the earliest of those that passed from Asia into Europe.* They
possessed, apparently, the western parts of Asia Minor at a very

early date ; ^ and the two cities which bore the name of Magnesia

have with reason been ascribed to them.' They are enumerated by

Homer among the allies of the Trojans ;* and they continued to pos-

sess places on the Asiatic side to a time later than Herodotus.' They

are found in many of the islands ' between the two continents ; and

'* Thucyd. i. 3. ' Se Jloskovs of Russia, and the Fins and Laps

Kol rh ayhv e 1 e i/. of the Arctic regions.

' Herodotus, in speaking of tlie rapid ^ 'j-hey o)-iginally held Cyzicus (Schol.

growth of the Hellenic race, says tliat many ad Apoll. Rhod. i. 987). They preceded

other barbarous tribes besides the Pelas- the Hellenes in Lesbos and Chios (Strab.

gians attached themselves to it (^^ v. p. 221, xiii. p. 621; and accordmg to

poepru & Menecrates (Fr. 1) were spread over the

iOvewv , i. whole coast of Ionia before the commencement

58). And Strabo enumerates among the of the great migrations. (C'ompare Herod,

earliest inhabitants of Greece a large niim- vii. 95.
^
AioAe'ey ) (6

ber of races which he seems to place on a .)
, i. •

par with the Pelasgians in everything except ' Niebuhr's Kleine Histonsche Schnften,

power and extent of territory (vii. p. 465). p. 371.

2 The first wave of population which ^ u. u. 840. lyoOoos 5 &yf

passed into Europe was, beyond a doubt, nayv 4y^^pv.
Scythic or Turanian. Traces of this race « As Placia and .Scylac. on the Propont.s

appear in the Pa^onians of Lake Prasias (Herod, i. 57) and 1 ralles m Cana (Aga-

(supra, v. 16, note 8), in the early dwellers thias, u. p. 54)
,-,x .j

npon the Swiss lakes (ibid.), in the Etrus- ? In Crete (Hom Od. x>x^ 1 <7), Andres

cans (and to some extent the Romans) in (Conon. 41), hamothrace (Hero-l n. 51),

Italy (see vol. i. p. 482, and p. 486,, in the Lemnos and Imbrus (ib. v. 2 ,), and an-

non-Celtic element of the (so-called) Celtic ciently in the Cydades generally (ib. r.i.

races of France and Britain, in the Basques 95).

in Spain, the Esthonians on the Baltic, the
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on the mainland of the Hellenic peninsula they occupy a number of

most important positions, very distant from one another, at a period

of great antiquity. Of these the principal are Thessaly, Epirus,

and the Peloponnese. In Thessaly their presence is marked by the

Pelasgic Argos," and the district called Pelasgiotis ;
* in Epirus

Dodona was their special seat ;
* in the Peloponnese they seem

anciently to have held undisputed sway,* and the Arcadians, lo-

nians, and even the primitive Argives, seem to ha\'e been, one and
all, Pelasgian races.* 1'hey were not, however, limited to the three

countries which have been mentioned. Attica was Pelasgic at a

very remote period ;' and a Pelasgian seems to have preceded an lUy-

rian population in Macedonia.* Kay, the Hellenes themselves, who
in later times offered so remarkable a contrast to the Pelasgians,

appear from the statement of Herodotus* to have been originally

one of their tribes.

In Italy the nations which are most distinctly declared to be
Pelasgians are the southern races, the Pcucetians, (Enotrians, and
lapj-gians generally.'' There is reason, moreo\'er, to suspect that a

Pelasgic element entered largely into the composition of the Latin

people ;** and it cannot be doubted that the population of Etruria

was Pelasgian at one time to a very great extent. The Tyrrhenian
Pelasgi, who are spoken of by more than one ancient wTiter,* must
certainly have been connected in some way or other with the great

people of northern Italy, whom the Greeks knew only as Tyrsenians,

or Tyrrhenians. And the traditional migration of Pelasgians west-

ward into Etruria, of which Hellanicus spoke,' is confirmed by the

« Horn. II. ii. 081.
' Strabo, vii. p. 477.
1 Horn. II. rvi. 233; jEschyl. Sui)pl.

254 ; Hesiod, up. Strab. vii. p. 475 ; Scymn.

Ch. 1. 449 ; Ephorus, Frag. 54. Almost

all the early tribes between the mouth of

the Acheloiis and the Acroceraunian moun-
tains seem to have belonged to the same

stock. The Chaonians (Steph. Byz. ad

voc. ;), 'I'hesprotians (A]X)llodor. UI.

viii. § 1 ; uteph. Byz. ad voc. "),
Teleboans (AjKfllod. 1. s. c), and indeed tlie

Epirot nations generally (Strab. v. p. 313),
are reckoned l^y authors of repute among
the Pelai^gians.

2 'i'his seems to have been the reason why
the Peloponnese was specially called Pelasgia.

(Ephorus, Frag. 54; Acusilaus, Frag. 12.)
' Herodotus calls the Arcadians a Pelasgic

people fi. 14(3); and the old traditions gene-

rally connected the Pela-sgl with Arcadia in

^ome special way. Ephorus s[>eaks of Ar-
cadia as the earliest seat of the race (I'lag.

54); and the myth in ApoUodorus (1. s. c.)

ie to the same elfect. Again, the Italian

colonies were said to have been sent out from
Arcafiia. (Pherecyd. Frag. 85; Dionys.

H.al. i. 11 ; Pausan. Arcad. lii.). That Ionia

^afterwards Achaa) was Pek'^gian we learn

from Herodotus (vii. 94) ; and that Argolis

was so also originally, the names Argos and
Larissa sufficiently indicate. (See Thirlwall,

vol. i. ch. ii. pp. 34 and 38.)
4 Herod, i. 56..

^ ^Eschyl. Suppl. 261
;
Apollodor. 1. s. c.

;

Justin, vii. 1.

* Th <) [e6;Os], i-

airh ^^,,
. . . 1.58. is tlie word
by which Herodotus expresses the branching

off of a side stream from the main river.

(See iv. 5ti.)

' Dionys. Hal. 1. s. c. ; Pherecyd. 1. s. c.

&c.

^ It lias generally been thought that the

Latin language gives proof of this (see Nie-

buhr's Kom. Hist. i. p. 65 ; Marsh's

Pel:i!^gica3, ch. iv. ; and Mr. Gladstone's

Homer, vol. i. pp. 299-301); but perhaps

the resemblances between it and Greek might
be otherwise explained. A better proof is

furnished by the Pelasgic character of the

Latin leligious system.
" Sophocl. Inach. ap. Dionys. Hal. i, 25

;

Thucyd. iv. 109; Callimach. ap. Schol,

Aristoph. Av. 832, &c.
* Hellanicus, Frag. 1. See also Strab.

V. p. 312, where Agylla (Cxre) is called a

Pelasgic settlement, and Dionys. Hal. i. 18.
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remains of Etruscan art, where the language is often very closely
akin to the Greek.*

6. The general progress of the Pelasgian people may thus be
traced from Asia Minor, by the Propontis and Egean, and again
by Crete and the islands into Greece, and from Greece across the

Adriatic into Italy. There is indeed no siich distinct historical

evidence of the former, as there is of the latter, moA'ement ; but
while we have the strongest grounds for believing it from our
geneial knowledge of the mode in which the earth was peopled,
what history does show us is in entire accordance with such a view.

For the Pelasgians of Asia are, at the earliest period to \vhich

history goes back, a declining people, bearing no resemblance to

immigrants who have made settlements in foreign territory, but
exhibiting the appearance of an oppressed remnant, with difficulty

maintaining itself against more powerful races. Masters at an
early time of the valleys of the Hennus and Meeander, in each of

which they had Larissas or fortresses,^ possessors of the entire coast

from Mycale northwards to the Hellespont'' and of the islands of

Chios and Lesbos,' they retain, when contemporary history opens,

but a few scattered posts," the last strongholds of a people forced

everywhere to yield to conquerors. The natural explanation of the

historical phenomena is, that the Pelasgi were the original popula-

tion of western Asia, and that their emigrations across the sea into

Europe were occasioned by the pressure upon them of immigrants

from the east, Lydians. Phrygians, and Carians, who forced them
westward, and so caused their occupation of Greece and Italy.

7. The etymology of the name Pelasgi has been thought to

confirm this view of their original seat. It has been regarded as

equivalent to " swarthy Asiatics "—a title which is supposed to

have been given them by the old inhabitants of Greece, to mark
at once their proper country and their most striking physical cha-

racteristic.^ But this argument rests upon too insecure a basis

to entitle it to much weight. The true etymology of the word

Pelasgian is very uncertain ;* and the theory in question requires

us to suppose European Greece already inhabited by a race similar

in language to the Pelasgians, yet physically contrasted vith them,

at the time when the latter first made their appearance in Euroi)e.

8. The order in which the European settlements Avere made, the

2 As in the well-known legend " mann showed long ago.^ (Lexil. ad voc.

Kalniru fuios" { fvios), , p. 155, note. E. .)
given by Lanzi. (Epitafi scelti, No. 191.) * The ancients regarded. as a

3 Strabo, ix. p. 638, andxiii. p. 891. variant of TreKapyoi, "storks," and said

" Menecrates ap. Strab. xiii. p. 891. the name marked their wandering habits

^ Stiabo V. 313. (Philoch. ad Serv. /En. vui. 600; Strabo,

6 Tralles (Agath. 1. s. c), Placia, and v. p. 3 13). Moderns have suggested that it

Scylace (Herod, i. 57). 's 'lerived from the Hebrew name Peleg,

7 See Dr. Donaldson's Varronianus, pp. from the verb, from the noun

24 '>5 He regards- as equivalent to ireKayos, and fiom tiie two words €€»',

\-, "black," on the analogy of' "to till," and &ypos,"the field." (See

(=u6Tai, and the meanings of ^, Varronianus, 1. s. c. and compare Mr Glad-

TreK-iSuos, 6- (Apollod. I. ix. § 8), stone's ^ Homer,' vol ,. pp. 2ll-21o.) No-

&c. Asgi might undoubtedly be equivalent thing is more difficult than to discover the

to Asci, or Asici, the people of Asia, as Butt- original meaning of ethnic titles.
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period at whicli they commenced, and the routes which the emi-

gration followed, cannot with any accuracy be determined. Pro-

bably, while some were crossing by the Bosphorus and Hellespont,

others passed from island to island across the Egean, Avhile the

route of Ehodes, Carpathus, Crete, Cythera, may have been pursued

by a third stream of immigrants. To the first of these bodies,

apparently, would belong the settlements in Lemnos, Imbrus, and
Samothrace, the ancient population of Macedonia, the Perrhsebians,

the inhabitants of the Thessalian Argos, and the Epirots ; to the

second, the Pelasgi of the I'yclades and the eaily inhabitants of

Attica ; to the third, the Pelasgi of Crete, Cythera, and the Pelo-

ponnese. Subsequently, two great streams seem to ha'e set into

Ifely ; one, starting from Arcadia, proceeded into lapygia,' and
flowed northwards ; the other skirted the Adriatic, spread over the

plain of the Po, and thence extended itself toAvards the south. ^ To
the former belong the ffincjtrians, Peucetians, Messapians, Daunians,

&c. ; to the latter the Tyrrhenian Pelasgi and, perhaps, the Latins.

9. The later wanderings of the T^-rrhenian Pelasgi are capable of

being traced Avith some approach to exactness. Driven from their

own country by the inroads of an Alpine people, or impelled to

seek new seats by a spirit of enterprise,* they proceeded eastward,

and are found, when we fiist catch sight of them, on the Greek
side of the Adriatic, in Acarnania.'' After this they appear in

Boeotia, where they assist the Boeotian Thracians against the Cad-
mians.* Kext we learn that they obtained settlements in Attica

at the foot of Mount Ilymettus, and assisted the Athenians to

fortify their acropolis ; but after a while were compelled once more
to emigrate,* and Avent some to the Hellespont," some to Lemnos,*
and some possibly to Mount Athos.® In these places they con-

tinued to the time of our author, and bore the name of Tyrrhenian
Pelasgi, to distinguish them from other branches of the same
stock.

10. The skill of the Pelasgi in fortification was justly celebrated.

The Pelasgic wall of Athens has been mentioned alDove. It was no
solitary specimen, but one of a vast number of works Avhich every-
where through Greece and Italy attested the presence of this people.

These structures, the peculiar characteristic of Avhich is that they are
made of polygonal bloc;ks fitted together without cement or mortar,
are found in groat abundance on the Avestern coast of Asia Minor,
in Epirus, the Peloponnese, and Italy. They are sometimes called

Cyclopean, a name which marks well their grandeur and antiquity,

' This is the emigi-ation of Pherecydes Etruria to have conquered the former inha-

(Fr. 85), Pausanias (Arcad. iii.), and Dio- bitants, we may imagine that after the con-

ny.sius (Antiq. R. i. 11). Arcadian names quest they became marauders, like the
occurred frequently in Southern lt;\]y. Normans in later times.

* See the famous fra;;ment of Hillanicus •• .See I'ausan. I. xxviii. § 3.

(Fr. 1, Hist. Or. Fragm. vol. i. p. io .
» Strabo, ix. p. 58:i.

' If, with Niebuhr, we view tlie Pelasgic ^ Herod, vi. 137 ; Pausan. 1. s. c.
;

as the conquered element in the Etruscan Thucyd. iv. 109.
nation, we mast consider the Tyrrhenian ' Herod, i. 57.
PeUsgi as fugitives from Italy. If, with » Djjd. ^j 137 .

^.f j^._ 145^
Dr. DomildsijD, we believe the Pelasgi of ^ Thucyd. 1. s. c.
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but which throw^s no light upon their real origin. It would seem
that the unwarlike character of the Telasgians led them, from the
first, to trust to walls for their defence against the enemies who
assailed them on all sides. Hence the numerous Larissas or stronc-

holds by which their movements can bo tracked,' defences which
from the vast size of the separate blocks have defied the hand of
time, and bid fair to outlast all the structures of later ages.

11. If it be asked what became of a people so numerous, and in

ancient times so widely spread, the answer is that they were for the

most part absorbed by races more or less nearly akin to them. In
Greece Proper, the Hellenes, a daughter race, if we are to believe

Herodotus,'"' swallowed them up, impressing upon them everywhere
their own higher development and more advanced type of character.

In Asia Minor they became mingled with the Carians, the Lydians,
and the Phrygians ; while in Italy they were either reduced to the

condition of serfs, as the CEnotrians ^ and (probably) the Tyrrhe-
nians,* or united with their conquerors to form a new people, as the

Latins. Their whole character was plastic and yielding, not firm

nor formative ; and their fate was to furnish a substratum upon
which stronger nationalities established and developed themselves.

^ Of these Stephen enumercates twelve (ad

voc..)^ aud Strabo (ix. p. 638) an

equal number. Mr. Clinton has collected

notices of sixteen (F. H.. i. pp. 25, 26,

note).

2 Herod, i. 58. I have already censidered

the question of the relation of the Hellenes

to the Pela>;gi in the essays appended to vol.

i. (Essayxi. p. 546-54-7). To the authorities

there quoted on the subject of their near

connexion, may be added Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus, who regards the Pelasgians as in-

cluded in the Hellenes iAnt. Kom. i. 9 ; i^ml

ne\aayoi € ,\\ -
\) TiViS.5, . . .) ; and

Strabo, vvlio makes tlie Pela-^gian occupants

of Agylla speak Greek (v. p. 312).
^ Meph. Byz. ad voc. Xws.
* For the theory of Niebuhr as to the

Etruscan nation appears to me preferable to

that of Dr. Donaldson.
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NOTE A.

ON THE DERIVATION AND MEANING OF THE PROPER NAMES OF THE
MEDES AND PERSIANS.

[Note.—The published sources of the subjoined analysis are Sir H. Rawlinson's
Vocabulary of the ancient Persian Language, contained in the Eleventh
Volume (Part I.) of the Asiatic Society's Journal; M. Oppert's contributions

to the Journal Asiatique; Pott's Etymologische Foi-schungen ; Brockhaus's
Glossary at the end of his edition of the Vendidad Sade; and Benfey's Glos-

sary in his Keilinschriften. These sources are indicated in the following

way, viz. : Benfey's Glossary by the letter B.; Brockhaus's by Br.; Oppert's
Momoires by 0. ; Pott's Forschungen by P. ; and Sir H. Rawlinson's Vocabu-
lary by R. Voc. Additional communications from Sir Henry Rawlinson are

marked H. C. R.: where there are no initials affixed, the conjecture is made
by the Editor. When no authority is cited for the name, it occurs in Hero-
dotus.]

AcHiEMENES (Old Pers. Hakhamanisli) is either from Old Pers. hal-hd (Sans.

saklia), "a friend," and an atti-ibative affix, equivalent to the Zend and
Sanscrit mat, " with," or " possessing," which makes the nominative in

man (H. C. P. vide supra, vol. i. p. 211, note -) ; or else, from haklia, and
a root like the Sanscrit manas, which is the Greek, Latin mens, and
our mind. In the former case the name means " possessing friends ;" in

the latter " friendly."

Amardi (a Persian tribe, Strab. xi. p. 741) is thought to be from the Zend hu,
which is equivalent to the Sanscr. su, and the Greek eu, and ]\Iod. Pers.

merd, " vir," or " heros."—P. As the old Persian word for " man," how-
ever, is martiya (Zend mereto), and the meaning is " mortal " (from mri
*' to die ") rather than " a hero," this etymology may well be doubted.
It is better lo refer both Amardi and Mardi to mridh, " to kill " or
" fight." See under Mardonius. At any rate the first element in Amardi
cannot possibly be hu, " good."—H. C. It. (See below, Auiomardus.)

Arasi'Es (Xen.) is probably from Sanscr. Arlya, Zend Airya, " noble, excel-

lent," and aspa, which in old Persian, as in Zend, meant " a horse." (See
Sir H. Pawlinson's Vocabulary, ad voc. 'Uvaspa, p. 8G.) The name
means " having excellent horses."

Arbaces is a corrupt form of Ilarpagus, q. vide.

Abiahignes, from Ariya, "excellent," or here "the excellent One," i. e.

Ormazd, and Sanscr. IJiaju, " to serve :" therefore " serving the Excellent
One."—H. C. P.

Ariaces (Arrian) is almost certainly Ariya, with a termination ak, which is

cither a diminutive, equivalent to the modern Persian e/c; or, more pro-
bably a Scythic suilix, representing the terminal guttural so common in
the primitive Babylonian, which may be compared with the Basque c at
the end of names, and is perhaps, like that, a suffixed article.—H. 0. R.

Ari.'Eus (Xenoph.) seems to be simply the Greek rendering of Ariya,
" excellent."

Auiaramnes (Old Pers. Ariydrdmana) from Ariya and rdmana, akin to the
Sanscrit raman, " a lover," and the Zend rdinan, " pleasure " (R. Voc), is
perhaps " a lover of what is noble." Oppert says, from ariya and aramna,
"jfy•"
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Ariarathes (Polyb.), from ariya and ratu, which is Zend and Sanscrit,

signifies " a chief." Ariarathes = " noble chief."—P.

Arimazes (Q. Curt.), from arkja, and maz, " great." (Compare Zend mas and
Sanscrit viaha, Gr., &c.) Perhaps Art here has the force of the
Greek, apt or epi, in,(, . . .

Ariomardus (according to Pott) is from arv/u and a root equivalent to the

modern Persian merd, " vir," or "heros" (P.), whence the ethnic names
Mardi (see vol. i. p. 345), Amardi, are thought to be derived. The name
would thus mean " noble hero."

Aeizanti (a Median tribe, Herod, i. 101) from ariya and (Zend) zantu,
" stirps," therefore, " of noble stock," or " nobly descended."—P.

Arsaces (yEschyl.), from arsa, or arsha (Sanscr. arshya) " venerable," with
the suffix ak (vid. supr. ad voc. Ariaces).

Arsamenes, from arsha and (Sanscr.) manas (v. s. ad. voc. Ach^;menes),
" venerable-minded."—P.

Arsames (Old Pers. Arshama) from arsha and ??zn, a suffix.—0.

Arses (Diod. S.) is arsha, with the Greek nominatival ending.—R. Yoc,

Arsites (Diod. S.), a participial form, from a verb ars or arsh, equivalent to

the Sanscrit rish, " to exalt." Arsites is thus " exalted, elevated."—0.

Artabanus is probably for Atrabanus, or rather Atrapanus, and may be

compared with Megapanus. It is derived from Atra or Adar, " fire," and

pa (which occurs in khshatrapa—" a satrap ") " to protect." The sense is

" protecting the fire."—H. C. R.

Artabardes (Old Pers. Artavardiya), from the transcendental particle arta,

which is connected with the Zend areta, or ereta, and vardiya, which is

formed by the addition of the adjectival suffix ya to the root vart (com-

pare Sanscr. vritta, Zend vereto, Pazend vart) "celebrated." Thus the

meaning of the name is " very celebrated."—R. Voc.

Artabazanes, or Artabarzakes (which is preferable), from arta and Zend

lerez (which is the Sanscr, Ihraj) "resplendent." Artabarzanes = "very

resplendent."—P.

Artabazus.—Arta is here again probably by metathesis for atra, fire, as in

Atradates. (See above, vol. i. p. 201, note ^) The name means probably

"the worshipper of fire," irom Atra, or Adar, "fire," and Sans, hhaj,

" colere, venerari " (compare Megabazus).

Artach^es, or Artach^us, "very friendly," from the intensitive particle

arta, and hahha, "a friend," or " friendly."—0. (See above ad voc.

ACH^MENES.)

Art^:us is probably " gi-eat " or " famous." (Compare Hesych.,.) It is of course connected with arta.—R. Voc.

Artamenes (Justin.) "high-spirited," from arta, intensitive, and Sanscr.

manas = pevos. (Comp. Ach^uenes.)— P•

Artapatas (Xen.) is either "powerful lord," from arta, intensitive, and

Sanscr. /jaii, Zend j^iti, " lord ;" or " protected by fire," from Atra, " fire,"

and pdta, the past participle of pa, " to protect." (Compare below,

Bagapates, &c.)

Artaphernes may not improbably be from aim, " fire," and the Sansc. pV,
" to protect." It would thus be equivalent to Artabanus, and would mean
" protecting the fire."—H. C. R.

Aktasyras (Ctes.), " very bright," or " the bright sun ;" from arta, intensi-

tive, and sura (compare Sanscr. surya), or perhaps thura, " the sun.

(The latter root seems to be contained m the name of the month Thura-

vdhara. See Sir H. Rawlinson's Vocabulary, p. 180.)
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Artaxerxes (Old Pers. Artakhshatra), from arta, and khshatrd, " a king."

(Compare iSauscr. kshatra, and Zend khshathra, wHl'Ch have the same
meaning.) Khshatram occurs frequently in the Behistun Inscription for

" crown," or " empire." Herodotus is altogether in error when he supposes

that the second element in this name is identical with the name of King
Xerxes. His translation, however, £-/, may stand, for khshatra

means both " king " and " varrior."—R. Voc. »

Aetayctes is " celebrated," from arta intensitive, and Sanscr. ukta " said."

—

H. C. R.

Artayntes and Artaynta (mul.) from arta in the sense of "great "(com-
pare Art^us), and an adjectival termination

—

vent or vayit. (Compare
Mardojstes.)—H. C. R.

Artembares is probably, in Old Persian, Atramhara, from atram, the accu-

sative case of atra, " fire," and hara, " bearer," as in Bubares, QEbares, &c.
The signification is thus, " the bearer of fire."—H. C. R.

Artochmes, " very strong," from arta, intensitive, and Zend takhma, " strong."

(Compare Sitratachmes and Tritant^chmes.)

Artonis (Arrian) may compare Avith the Zend feminine asaoni, " casta."—0.

Artoxares (Pint.) is perhaps " rich in gold," from arta, intensitive, and Zend
zara, " gold."

AsPAMiTRAS (Ctes.), " lover of horses," from Zend, agpa, Sanscr. agva. Mod.
Pers. asp, "a horse" (comj). Old Pers. 'uvaspa, "rich in horses"), and
mitra, or raithra, Avhich is in Sanscr. not only the god Mithras, but also
" a friend."—0.

AsPATHiSES (Old Pers. Aspachana^. The first element here is certainly, as in Aspimitras ; the second is conjectured to be an equivalent for

the Sanscr. dhanja, " rich," in which case the signification of the name
would be " rich in horses." This is the view of Pott (Forsch. p. lix.).

M. Oppert derives the word from the Zend agpatha, "a horseman," with
an appellative suffix ina (Journ. As. 4°"^ Se'rie, torn, xviii. p. 359).
Neither savant seems to be aware that the native form is not Aspathines,
but Aspac/iawa (As. Journ. vol. xii. part ii. Note at the end, p. xx.).

AsTYAGEs, or as the name is more coiTCctly given by Altydenus (Fr. 7),
Eusebius (Chron. Can. Annen. passim), and others, Asdahages, repre-

sents beyond a doubt the Zend Aj-dahak (nom. ajis-dahako) " the biting

snake," one element of which appears again in the name Deioces, q. v.

(Compare supra, vol. i. p. 331, note '', and p. 552, note '.)—H. C. R.

Atradates (Xic. D.).—This name has been already explained, vol. i. p. 201.
note ".

Atrines (Old Pers. Atrina) is probably from the Zend atar, " fire ;" with
the appellative suffix -.—0.

Atropates (Arrian), from atar and Sanscr. pati, Zend paiti, " lord," would
signify " the lord of fire

"—a lofty title, which perhaps the satrap did not
take till he became the real sovereign of the northern Media. Or the word
may be from atar and pdta, the participle of _^ja, " to protect," which
appears in satra/ia." (Compare Artapatas.)

AzANEs(/Ii;schyl.)is conjectured to be either from the Zend ., "strength,"
and in that ca.se to mean " strong," or else to be equivalent to the Sanscrit
su-jana, " good, virtuous." It is probably the same name with the Ozanes
of Ctesias.—P.

Badres.—If this reading be taken, instead of Bares, in Herod, iv. 167, the
word may be compared with the Sanscr. badJtra, " fortunate."— P. It
would be a simple adjective, and correspond exactly to the Roman " Felix."

BAGiEus is explahied by Pott as " fortunate," from Zend lur/Jut, Sanscr. Ihaga,
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"fortune" (Forsch. 1. s. c.) ; Init by M. Oppert as "aimant Dicu

"

(Joiirn. As. ut supra, p. 357) ; from huja, "god," and (I presume) the
Zend yaz, " colere, venerari."

Bagapatks (Ctes.), according to Pott, is " lord of fortune," from Zend ha<ihu,
" fortune," and Sanscr. |, Zend paiti, " lord." (Forsch. p. xxxvii.)
But M. Oppert's explanation seems preferable to this. He believes the
derivation to be from Old Pers. haya, " a god," and pata, the past parti-

ciple of^a, " to protect." The sense is then, " he who is protected by the
gods." (Journ. As. 4"" Serie, torn, xviii. p. 341.)

Bagasaces is perhaps " strong as a God," from haga, and Sanscr. rak, " to be
strong." Compare the sense of Tritantcechmes, mim, ad voc.

Bagoas, according to Pott (Forsch. 1. s. c), represents the Sanscr. ILagawat,
" happy, fortunate." According to M. Oppert, it is derived from baga, and
the Zend verb av, " to protect." It would thus be the same in meaning as
Bagapates.

Bagophanes (Q. Curt.) is regarded by Pott as the Sanscr. adjective bhar/avan,

' "excellent." (Forsch. p. xxxvii.) M. Oppert explains it as "protc_'e' par
Dieu " (Journ. As. p. 357), deriving -phanes from the root pa, and appar-

ently regarding it as having the same force with -pates. (See above, sub
voc. Bagapates.) This, however, is scarcely possible. The form -jihanes

will represent the active participle, and give the sense of " protecting God,"
i. e. his worship.—H. C. R.

Barsines, mid. (Arrian) is probably the Zend root berez, "resplendent," Avith

the appellative sufEx -ina.

Bakzanes (Arrian) is the same root with a suffix-rma.

Babzentes (Q. Curt.) \

or, > is the participle berez-ant, " shining."—P.

Barsaentes (Arrian) J

Boges appears to be either Baga simply, as M. Oppert thinks (Journ. As.
4"°^ Se'rie, tom. xviii. p. 341), or the Zend beghe, Sanscr. bhugt, "for-

tunate."

Bubabes is probably from blm, " the sacrificial fire " (Sanscr.), and bara,

" bearing." Compare Zend bere, " ferre." The word would properly have

been Bhumbara ; but the m has lapsed before the cognate labial. Bubares

is " the bearer of the sacrificial fire." Compare Artembares, which had

probably the same meaning.—H. C. R.

Cambyses (Old Pers. EubujUja) is thought to be from the Sanscr. hib, " to

jDraise," and itji, " a speaker ;" its signification, according to this view, is

" a bard."—(R. Yoc.) The in the Greek arises from the

difficulty which the Greeks have always experienced in expressing the

sound of a real B. Hence Ave have Smerdis and Merdis for Banliya,

Megabyzus, Megadostes, Megasidres, for BagabiiMsha, Bagadaushfa, Baga-

chitra, &c. Hence too in Modern Greek we have such words as

fovfabrica, for Bei, and the like.

CASPti.—The name of this people is thought to be derived from Old Pers. '«

(which is the Sanscr. su, the Zend hu, and the Greek ev), "good," and, a horse.—P. It may be doubted, however, whether the initial letter

would not in that case have been instead of .

Choaspes (river) is the Old Persian word \ivaspa, which is found ^in an

inscription at Persepolis, and is an exact equivalent of the Greek tvinnos.

Its derivation from 'w (= hu), "good," and " arjxi," may be regarded as

certain.—R. Voc.

Cometes (Justin) is no doubt the Old Persian Gaumata, which would have

been better rendered by Gomatus or Gomatcs. The word is equivalent to

the Sanscr. gmnat, Zend gaomat, and means " possessing herds." it is
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derived from goo, "bos " (which is the German hull, and our cow), and the

common suflfix -mat, " with " or " possessing."—R. '.
Ckanaspes is, perliaps, "possessing active horses," from Sanscr. karin,

" active " (compare Zend kere, " to do "), and acpa.

Cyaxares (Old Pers. 'Uuakshat(M~a) seems to be the comparative of ^Uvakh-

sha, in which we have the element 'm, "good " (compare Choaspes) joined

with a root akhsJut, which is perhaps the modern Persian akksh, Sanscrit

akshan, Zend arsna, " oculiis." The word thus mean " beautiful-

eyed," or literally, "more beautiful-eyed (than others)." Compare the

name of the father of Kai Khusru, who is called tiiycimkhsh in Persian,

Cyavarsna in Zend, i. e. " black-eyed."—R. Voc.

Cyrus (Old Pers. Kunisli). This word was generally supposed by the Greeks
to mean " the sun " (see Ctes. Pers. Exc. § 49 ; Pint. vit. Artaxerx.

Etym. Mag. ad voc. Kopos, &c.) ; that is, it was identified with the Sanscr.

Surya, Zend hware, modern Persian kJmr. It is now suspected that this

identification was a mistake, as the old Persian k never replaces the Sansc.

s. The name is more pro^jerly compared with the Sanscrit Kuru, which
was " a popular title among the Arian race before the separation of the

Median and Persian branches," but of which the etymology is unknown.

—

R. Voc.

Dadarses (Old Pers. Dadarshish) is probably a reduplicated formation from
the old Pers. darsh, " to dare," which appears in Sanscrit as drish, in Zend
as darsh, and in Greek as -,.—H. Voc. Dadarses would thus rej^re-

sent the Greek Thraso, Thraseas, or Thrasius.

Darius, or Dari^eus (Ctes.) is in old Persian Daryaviish, a form^ repre-

sented by the Hebrew ^''^^, Daryavesh, and (if it be the true reading)

by Strabo's. It does not appear to mean either, " the

worker," as Herodotus states, or, " the wise," as Hesychius asserts,

or(6, " the warlike," as the author of the Etymologicum says. The

I

root seems ,to be the old Persian " dar," " to hold " or " possess," which
/ is dere in Zend, dhri in Sanscrit, and dar in modern Persian. The re-

! mainder of the word is thought to be a mere appellative suffix, elongated

on eu])honic grounds ; but no very satisfactory account can be given of it.

—

, 1. Voc.

Damaspia, mul. (Ctes.) is probably equivalent to the Greek'7€, being

formed from a root darn, " to subdue," which is found in that exact form
in Sanscrit, and appears in Greek as-, in Latin as dom-o, in German
as zdlim-cn, and in English as " tame." The other element is the well-

known agiM, " equus."—P.

Datames (Arrian) is perhaps the same as Madates, the two elements being

merely transposed. Thus we have in Greek both Dorotheus and Theodorus.
The word will mean on this hyjjothesis "given by the Moon," from data,

the past participle of da, " to give," and Mdha or MuJi, " the Moon." (See
Madates.)

Datis is probably an adjectival form from da, and may compare with the

Sanscrit oxdt, "apt to give, liberal."

Deioces is best regarded as the Zend dahdka " mordens," which forms an
element also in the name Astyages (q. vide). The Persian Dhulidk,

Arabicised into Zohak, represents this name, or rather title. (See above,
vol, i. p. 331, note '.)

Euphrates (Old Pers. ^TJfrata) is explained as cither equivalent to the

Sanscrit su-pratha, which corresponds to the Greek ev (0.), or as

formed from 'm, " good,"/ra, the ])article of abundance, and a sufiix of

attribution. According to this latter explanation, the meaning of the word
would be " the good and abounding (river)."—R. Voc.
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GoBARES (Plin.). Pott sugs;ests that Gobarcs is the Zend Jiovara, Ranscr.
suvara, " valde desiderabilis " (Forschung. p. Ixiv.). But tliis is very
unlikely. At least there is no other known instance Avhcre the Greek
replaces the Zend h and Sanscrit s. It may be doubted whetlier Gobares
is a man's name at all. Pliny says he was the satrap who made tlie jireat

canal {Nahr-Malcha). But as that canal was made by Nebuchadnezzar
(Abyden. Fr. 9), and as its Semitic name was Chohur (cf. Ezek. i. 1), it is

tolerably clear that Pliny has given to an in)aginary satrap, what was in

reality the appellation of the work ascribed to him. The (Jliobar was the
" great" stream. Compare Heb. "1^33, and the Cabiri, or "great gods " of

the Phoenicians.

GoBBYAS (old Pers. Oaubaruva). Of this word various etymoloiiies have
been given. Pott (Forschung. pp. xxxv.-vi.) derives it from the ]\Iodeni

Persian Ichuh, " pulcher," and rui, " facies ; " but this conjecture is open to

many objections. Sir H. Rawlinson suggests the Sanscrit r/o, "sjiccch,'

and bru, "to say," regarding the meaning of the word as "a speaker"
(Voc. p. 135). M. Oppert makes the meaning "bull-browed," considering

the elenjents to be the Zend gao, Sanscrit go, " bos " or " taurus," and Zend
brvat, Sanscr. brhit, " supercilium." (Jouru. As. 4"^ Sdrie, torn, xviii.

p. 353.)

GoMATES (vide Cometes).

Harpagus is probably from an old Persian root akin to the Greek- in, and the Latin rap- in rapere. The adoption of the, or tip-, as the dynastic emblem of the Harpagi on the Lycian coins (see vol.

i. p. 250, note ®) seems to indicate this connexion. The name is probably

equivalent to the Greek.
Haustanes (Q. Curt.) is a name which appears under many forms. It is pro-

bably identical Avith the Osthanes of Pliny, tlie Ostanes of Tatian, the

Hystanes of Herodotus, and even the Ilistanes of Arrian. There can be

little doubt that the second element of the word is the Zend and Sanscrit

tanu, modern Pers. ten, " corpus," which appears in Otants, j?«?i?/oxarces,

&c. Tlie first element is doubtful, but may compare Avith the modern

Pers. khush, " good"—the name thus meaning "of good or strong body."

— P. (Compare Otanes ; and for the use of a prefix tts instead of the

ordinary hi, see Sir H. Rawlinson's ' Cuneiform Inscriptions,' vol. i. pp.

344, 345.)

IIieramenes (Thucyd.) is probably a Grecised form of a name derived froni

Sanscrit vairya (Avhence vir, virtus, &c.), " noble, manly," and " manas"
'• mind," as in Achasmenes, Arsamenes, &c.

Hydarnes (Old Per. Vidarna) is said by M. Opi)crt (.Tourn. As. ut supra, p.

544) to signify "a subduer." He does not give any derivation, but I

presume he intends to suggest the common Sanscrit prefix vi- and dharmx,

from dhfi, " to hold."

Hymeas is perhaps the same with Jmfr?<.s (^Eschyh). P-oth words may Iw

compared with the hero Yima so often mentioned in the Zendavesta, who,

as Yimo-khshaeta (or Yima the brilliant), became in Persian romauce

DjemsUd. The etymology of the name is unknown,—P.

IIyst^chmes (JEschvl.) may be compared with Artochnes, the second ele-

ment being the Zend takhma, " strong," while the first, wliich we have

already seen in Haustanes, is us, used inteusitively.

IIystaspes (Old Pers. VisMaspa) is " the possessor of horses," from tlie Zend

vista, participle of vid, to "acquire," and (Zend agm) Sanscr. ugpu, "a
horse."—B. and Br,

VOL. Til. 2 G
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Intaphres (Old Pers. Vidafra), or Intaphernes (Old Pers. Vlda/rana), is

probably derived from Sanscr. vida ( —veda'), "knowledge" (compare the

Greek olba, (' ; Lat. video), and pri, "to protect." (See Arta-
PHERNES.) The name therefore means " protecting knowledge."—
H. C. R.

Ithamatres) is probably from the Old Persian vithn, which meant " house "

or V or
^''," and ""'''>'" -->'• «^^'fi'yn "q/ " oo ir, j£.v„,_

Ithamitres
J riiitras, q. v.—0.
ior

" i)alace," and mitra or mithra, " a friend," as in Asjxi-

Madates (Q. Curt.) is " given by (or to) the moon," from old Persian Mdha
or ma, " the Moon." (Compare Sanscr. masa, Zend maogha, mod. Pers.

rnah), and data, the participle of da, " to give."—0. and P.

Mag^;us (Plut.) is probably only another form of Bagceus, q. v.—0.

Mardonius (Old Pers. Marduniya) has been thought to represent an adjective
like the Modern Persian merddutli, which is " virilis, strenuus," from the
root merd or mard, " vir," Avhich appears in Mardi, Amardi, Ariomardus,
&c.—P. But it is more iirobably from the Sanscrit root mridh, " to hurt,"
or " kill," from which is formed mridhan, " battle ;

" and thus the signi-

fication of the name will be " a warrior."—H. C. R.

Mardoxtes will also be from mridh, Avith the adjectival suffix -vent or -vant
(see above, ad voc. Artaynta) ; and will have nearly the same meaning
as Marduniya.—H. C. R.

^Iasistes exactly renders the old Persian mathista, Avhich is used throughout
the Inscriptions for " a leader," but which is etymologically a superlative
equivalent to the Zend mazista, and the Greek -, " greatest."•

—

Maspii (a Persian tribe, Herod, i. 125), In this name we seem certainly to

have the root ,, " a horse." (See vol. i. p. 344.) It is conjectured
that the initial letter represents the Sanscrit meh, " great " (Oppert), so
that the Maspii are " those who have big hoi'ses," or joossibly " the Big
Horses," just as the Hyrcani are " the Wolves," the Persaj " the Tigers,"
theMedes "the Snakes," the Sacai " the Dogs," theCushites " the Eagles,"
the Maka or Myci " the Flies," the Derbices " the Wasps," and the Aswas
of the Puranas " the Horses."

!seem to be names formed from the root ??2a2, "great"
(comi)are Zend rms, Sanscrit maJiat, Greek-), which
apjjcars again in Oromasdes, q. vide. Mazacus has the
Scythic termination ha (sui)ra, ad. voc. Abiaces) ; Ma-
ziKus is like Bagajus, &c,

]\Iegabatf,s is perhaps "enlightened by God" (0.), from laga, " God," and
Sanscr. hhdta, " shone on," past participle of him, " to shine."—H. C. R,

Megauazus is probably "a worsliiiiper of God," from huga, "God," and the
Sanscrit hhaj, " venerari, colere."

Megabvzus (Old Pers. JJagahukhsha) contains also the clement haga, Avhich is

here joineil witli (Zend and Sanscr.) bakhsh, " donare." The name means
" God-given," and is equivalent to Theodotus and Thcodoretus.—II. C. R.

Megadostes (in Old Pers., probably Bagadaushtu), from laga, " God," and
daushta, which is found in the Beliistun Inscription in the sense of
" friend," would bo "a lover of God," the Greek \6(.—0.

Meoapands appears to be a mere variant of the name which Quintus Curtius
gives as Bagophunes, q. vide.

Meuasiuras is thouglit to represent an Old Persian name Bagachitra, which
would mean " heaven-descended," or " of the seed of the Gods," from baga,
and chitra, "e stirpe, ortiis, satus."—0.
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Meherdates (Tacitus) is a late ft)rm of tlie name wliich commonly apiicars
as Mithridates, or Mitradates.—(). (Tlie Mithra of tlie Acluvnu'iiian Per-
sians became witli their descendants first Mitra, and then Mihr. Similarly
chitra became clieh\ as in the name Minuchehr. See Sir H. liawliusor.s
Cuneiform Vocabulary, ad. voc. chitra.)

MiTHRENES (Q. Curt.)| seem to be names formed from Mithra, each with
MiTHRiNES (Arrian) V an appellative suffix, (Compare Atrims, Bagceus,
MiTRMUS (Xenoph.) ) &c.)

MiTHRAUSTES (Arrian) means " worshipper of Mithras," from Mithra, and
Zend duas, " to worship."—0. (Compare Zena-avesta.)

Mithridates (Xen.)\ ,, . . ht-^t »

/

i •

MiTRADATES /
^1'^''° ^"^ ^^'^^'""^ ^'^^ '^°^• '• P• -^^' "°*^ )•

MiTHROBARZANES (Arrian), from Mithra, and lerez, " resplendent "—therefore
" resplendent as the Sun."—P. (Compare Artabarzaxes.)

MiTROBATES (or less correctly Metrobates, Xen.), according to M. Oppert
(Journ. As. 4°'« Se'rie, torn. xix. p. 52), signifies "enlightened by
Mithras," from Mithra and Sanscr. bhdta, " shone on." (Compare Mega-
bates.)

Nabarzanes (Arrian) is thought to be " with new splendour, newlj^ splendid,"
from Zend nava (Greek veoy, Latin novus), " new," and berez, " re-

splendent."—P.

OcHUs (Plut.) is thought to be either from the Zend vohii, "rich" (0.),
or from '?i, and a root resembling the Modern Persian kluij, "temper" or
" disposition." In the latter case the name Avould mean "of a good dispo-

sition, amiable."—P.

(Ebares was no doubt in old Persian ' Uhara. Its signification is declared by
Nicolas of Damascus, who renders it ayndayyfXos. It is therefore

derived from ^ii (Zend hu, Greek eu), " good," and hira (Zend here, CJreek,, Latin ferre), our " bear." Its exact signification is " the bearer of

good," i. e. of good tidings.

(Eobazus is explained as Vahyahazush, " strong-armed," from vahya, which in

Zend is " superior, better," and hazu which is " the arm."—O.

Omanes (Arrian) which in old Pers. v/ould be 'Umanish, is well compared

with the Greek (0.), to which it exactly answers.

Omartes (Athenajus) would undoubtedly have been in Old Persian 'UmarHya.

It corresponds with the Greek Kvander, and, as the name of a man, pro-

bably meant no more than " brave " or " manly." It is applied to Persia

in the Inscriptions (R. Voc), and then means " having brave inhabitants."

Ormisdates (Agathias) is clearly from Ormazd,a contracted form of the name
of the great god Oromasdes or Aurumazdd (see the next word), and data,

the past participle of da, " to give." The ancient form of the woixl would

be Auramazdata, and the signification " given to Ormazd."

Oromasdes (Old Pers. Auramazdd) has been variously derived, but is j^erhaps

best regarded as composed of the three elements Aura (Sanscr. asnra),

from asu, " life," maz, which in Zend is " great," and das (from da, " to

give "), " the giver "—the whole word thus meaning " the Great Giver of

Life."

Orxines (Arrian) is derived from M. Oppert from varksha, " a bear," with a

suffix -ina, as in Athines, Mithrines, &c.—0.

Otanes (Old Pers. 'C'i(im) is from the Old Pers. '«, Zend hu, Sanscr. s/',

" well " or " good," and tanu (Zend and Sanscr.), " the body." The word

thus signifies " strong of body "{).—P.

2 G 2
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Otaspes is thought to be from the Sanscr. vxita, " wind," and aspa, " a horse ;"

and the sense assigned to the word is " Storm-horse " (P.) ; but this is

scarcely satisfactory.

OxATHKES (Diod. Sic.) is probably derived from the old Pers. ", Zend Im,

"well, good," and khshathra, which in Zend is "a king," or "chief."

The Avord would have the sense of " good lord/'—P.

Paretaceni (Median tribe, Herod, i. 101) are probably "mountaineers," from
Sanscr. parvata^ " a mountain," with an ethnic sufBx -kina.—0.

Parysatis, mill. (Xen.), is conjectured to be from ^'«^", which is compared
Avith the Sanscr. p?«7/, "much," and sldti, which in Zend is "land, earth."

Parysatis Avould thus be " she who has much laud."—0.

Patiramphes may be "lord of pleasure," from pati, "lord," and Zend rafno,
" joy» pleasure."

Patizeithes is perhaps " powerful lord," from pati, and Zend zyat,

"powerful."

'This name, taken in conjunction with Pharnabazus, and one

or two others, suggests the notion, that the genius Bahram, or

Varahran, was known even to the Acha'uienian Persians.

Pbarandates I (See Pott's ' Forschungen,' p. xlv.) He may have presided

or \ over the planet Mars, whose Arian title is otherwise unknown
Pherendates to us. In later times his name certainly appears in VaraneH.

Pharandates mi;st be compared with Mithridates, Madates,
Ormisdates, &c. ; and must be explained as " given," or

"dedicated to Varahran.^'—H. C. R.

Pharn'abazus seems to contain as its first element the same name Varahran,
the second element being that which appears also in Megabazus, viz. bhuj,

" colere, venerari." Its meaning is " Worshipper of Varahran."

Pharnaces. It is probable that frana—whatever its derivation, wliich was
perhaps from fra ( = Sanscr. pra), the particle of abundance, and ni, "to
lead"—was used simply as an intensitive, like arta. In I'harnaces, and
again in Pharnuches, we have this element, with the Scythic guttural

suffix -ka. (Compare Artycas, and perhaps Artacajas.) The signitieation

would be " chief," or " leader."

Pharnapates (Justin) is either irom. frana intensitive, anajtati, " lord" (com-
pare Artapatas) ; or from Varahran and jiata, the past ]iarticiple of pa,
" to protect." In the one case it \vould mean " excellent lord

;
" in the

other " protected by Varahran " (Mars ?).

Pharnaspes is probably from the saraQfrana intensitive, and, with the

meaning of " having excellent steeds ; " or it may be simply from fra
(^= prn), the particle of abundance, and aspa, Avith eupliouic inter])Osed;

in which case it would mean " having many steeds."

Pharxazatiires may compare Avith Arta-khshatra, the true form of Artaxerxes.

The Yoola will he frana intensitive, and khshatra (Zend khshathra)ii " king,"

or " warrior." (Compare Artaxerxes.)

Pharnuches is perhaps only a variant of Phirnaces, q. vide.

Piiradasmenes (Arrian) is probably from fradas = Zend frddal^ "liberal'*

(which isitseif from/ra, the particle of abundance, and «ia, " to give"), and
iw^nas (= Greek), as in Achcemenes, Arsarnencs, &c. The word will

thus mean " liberal-minded."

I'hrauates (Arrian) is nhiii>\yfr(idat, " liberal." (Compare Phradasmenes.)
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Phraobtes (Old Pers. Fmwartish) contains certainly in its first syllaljle'tlie

(ilement/rrt, which is equivalent to the Greek -, tlie Latin /•-, and tlie

German ver-. The other root is thonsht to be a verb equivalent to the
German wahren in verwahren (0.), which corresponds to the French garder,
and the English ivard. The meaning would thus be " a [irotector."

PsEXASPES is probably the same name with Pourusafpa, the father of Zoro-
aster. The derivation of this latter Avord is undoubtedly from Zend pourn,
Sanscr. puru, " abounding," and, "a horse;" and the meaning is,

" abounding in horses."—0. and P.

Eheomithres (Arriau) is fairly enough explained as " fond of splendour,"
from the Zend raya, " splendour," and mithra^ which has the sense of the
Greek.—0.

EoxANA, m2<Z. (Arrian), may compare with the Zend raz, " splenderc," and with
the modern Persian rushna, " lucidus."—P.

Saptine, mid. (Q. Curt.), is probably Septima^ from the Sanscr. saptan,
" seven."

Sataspes may be translated "hundred-horsed," from Zend (= Greek, Latin centum), " a hundred," and aspOj " a horse."—P.

Satibarzanes (Arrian) is thought to be derived from the Sanscrit /«</', "race,"

or " stock," and " berez,'" as in Barsincs, Barzanes, &c. The name Avould

thus signify " of splendid oi illustrious race."—P.

Satropates (Q. Curt.) is almost certainly from Old Pers. JchsJiatram, " the

crown " (see Sir H. Piawlinson's Vocabulary, p. 115), and pata, the past

participle of pa, " to protect." The name signifies " protected by the

crown."

SiROMiTRAS is perhaps from the Zend grira, " beautiful," and mitra, or mithra,

which corresponds to the Greek. The word might thiis be rendered

by.
SisAMNES 1 seem to be formed from the Zend, " lucere," with an

SiSENES (Q. Curt.) ) appellative suffix.

SiTRATACHMES (Old Pers. Chitratachwt) signifies " the strong leopard," from

chitra, a root found in Sanscrit with the sense of " variegatus," whence

modern Pers. chUar, " the leopard," and Zend takhma, " strong." (Com-
pare Artochmes, and vide supra, vol. i. p. 34.5.)

Smerdis (Old Pers. Bardiya) is probably the Zend lerezya (compare Vedic

barhya), "elevated, glorious."—0.

Smerdomenes must be the above, with the addition of the common element

numas (=), and will signify " of elevated mind."

Spamitras (Ctes.) is either for Aspamitras, "fond of horses," from aspa and

mithra, or else from spak (supra, vol. i. p. 202, note <), "a dog," and

mithra, " fond," with the meaning " fond of dogs."—0.

Spendadates (Ctes.) is "given to the Holy One," from Zend sventa,0T spenta,

" holy," and data, the past participle of da, " to give."—H. C. E.

Spitaces (Ctes.) is simply " holy," from sjnta (= spenta. See the next name),

with the Scythic guttural termination, as in Arsaces, &.
Spitades (Ctes.) is from the same root. It is a peculiarity of Persian articu-

lation to omit the nasal before the dental (sec vol. i. p. 553, note **), whence

spenta becomes spita in almost all the names wherein it occurs. typitaJcs

is probably " the H0I3- One gives," or " has given." (Comi^are the Hebrew

Nathnnael.')

Spitamas (Ctes.), " most holy," is the superlative of spenta.—V>\: (Compare

Masistes.)
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Spitamexes (Anian), " of holv temper," is formed from spenta and manas.

—P.
Spithobates (Diod. Sic.) is "enlightened by the Holy One," from spenta and

hliata, " shone on," the past participle of the Sanscr. hlia, " to shine."

Spithridates (Xenoph.) is probably a mere variant of Spendadates, spita

havinij become sjritJiri from the influence of the better known name of

Mithridates.

Stamekes (Arrian), "of steady mind," is formed from the root sta, "to stand,"

Avhich runs through all the Indo-European languages, and manas (=),
" the mind," or " temper." (Compare Spitamenes.)

Sybares (Justin) is probably the same as (Elares, and is at least as near the

original name, which was ^Uhara. (See Q^bares.)

Sysimithres (Q. Curt.) is probably " one who loves light," from the Zend gvc,

" lucere," and mithra, or mitra, " fond of."—0.

Tabalus is thought to come from the Zend tava, " fortis," and some root

equivalent to the modern Pers./eZe/i, " heros."

—

(.) But this etymology
is very doubtful.

Tachmaspates (Old Pers, Tachamaspada) contains evidently the root tahhma,
" strong," which appears also in Axtoclmies, Tritanidc/imc.s, &c. Its second

element, pada, is probably the Sanscr. j^aii, ZewApaiti, "lord," which is

found with the soft instead of the hard dental in jjadishah. The name will

thus signify " the strong lord."

Tasyoxarces (Ctes.) is derived by M. Oppcrt from Zend and Sanscr. tanu,
" body " (comj^are Haustowes, (Jtancs, &c.), and the old Persian vazarJca,

"great, mighty," which is so common in tiie Inscriptions (Journ. As. 4"'*

Serie, torn. xvii. p, 262). lie translates the name " fort de corps."

Teispes (Old Pers. CJiisJipaish) is derived by Pott from the Zend tevisi,

"strong" (Forschung. p. Ix.). But this view was put forth before the dis-

covery of the native form of the name. Chishpaish is probably from chish,

" hair," the old Persian equivalent for the Sanscrit kis, and modern Per-

sian fjis, combined with the vell-known element ;7«, "to protect," or
" nourish," -ish being an attributive suffix. The word would thus signify
" hair-nourishing," or " long-haired."—R. Voc.

Teribazus (Xenoph.), or Tiribases (Plutarch), is com]iosed of the two ele-

ments Te7', or Tir, the Old Persian name for the planet Mercury (see vol.

i. p. 525), and bhuj, "venerari, colere." (Compare Artabazus, Mega-
BAZus, &c.) The name thus means " the worshippei' of Mercury."

—

Teridates (^lian) or Tiktdates (Q. Curt.) will signify " given," or " dedi-

cated to Mercury." Comi^are Mithridates, Pharandates, &c.

Tigranes 18 probably " an archer," from tigra, with an attributive suffix.

Tigra was in old Persian " an arroV," as is evident from the Nakhsh-i-
Rustam Inscription, where the Sakd tigrakhudd are "Scythian archers."

Tigris (Old Pers. Tigra).—Tliat the name of this river signified " an arrow,"

and that it was so called on accoimt of its rapidity, is declared by various

authors. (See among others Strab. xi. p. 529 ; Q. Curt. iv. 9 ; Plin. H. N.
vi. 27.) 1"he word tigra, " an arrow," seems to come from the Sanscr. tij,

" to sharjtcn," whence Gk. -,, . . .— II. Voc.

TuiTAN-T.iiciiMEs sccms to be " strong as Tritan," from Zend talchma, " strong,"

and Tritan, who, according to the Arian traditions, divided the vorld
between his three sons, Selm, Tnr, and Erij. In Persian romance Tritan
became Feridun. (See vol. i. p. 264, note '\)
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Xathrites (Okl Pers. KJishathrita) is apiiarenlly from old Pcrs. IhRhntmm,
"empire," with a sufiix -itn, wliicli may Vie compared witli tlie Saiiscr. par-
ticiple it. The sense is "one who has obtained the empire."—R. Voc.

Xebxes (Old Pers. Khshaycirshd) is derived by SirH. Rawlinson from khshfiyn,

"a king"—a form which may have existed toi^ether with Ichshayathiya^

and which is represented by the modern Persian shah— and arsha

( = Sausc. arshya) " venerable." (Vocab. p. riUXy'~R7!nrey (KeTTTii-

schriften, p. 79) and Oppert (Journ. As. 4"" Sdrie, tom. xix. j). 174) sug-
gest khshaya and arsha, akin to the Sanscr. akhsha and the Zend ursna,

"oculus." Benfey renders the word Konig-Seher, "King-Secr;" Oppert
ceil dominatrice, " Ruling Eye."

Zakiaspes (Q. Curt.) is exactly equivalent to the Greek "," being
derived from Zend zaru, " gold," and asjM, " a horse."—P. It rneaus

probably "having cream-coloured horses."

Zathraustes (Diod. Sic.) is the " lord of camels," from khshatra ( = Zend
hhshathra), " king," or " lord," and Sanscr. ushtra, Zend tistra, " a camel."

—P.
ZoPYRUS seems to be a verj^ corrupted Greek form of the native Dadiilya,

which is found in the Behistun Inscrijition (Col. iv. Par. 18, 8). This
last is a reduplicated form from da, " to give," and signilies (Hke Datis)

"agiver."—H. C. R.

Zoroaster.—It is uncertain to what family of languages this \vord belongs.

Sir H. Rawlinson would seek its origin inthe Semitic, and exjilain it as

Ziru-ishtar (comp. Hebrew J?"]i and n"lj1L"y) " the seed of Ishtar," or

. Venus (Notes on the Early Histoiy of Babylonia, in the Journal of the

Asiatic Society, vol. xv. p. 246. ]5urnouf and Brockhaus prefer to regard

it as Arian, and explain it, the latter as ZarathruMra, " golden star," the

former as Zarath-ustru, "having yellow camels " (Veudidad-Sade, p. 301).

END OF VOL. III.
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